MRD-107 (2.1.3) Limit the contamination on the TAGSAM sampler head, TAGSAM launch container
interior, and SRC canister interior to levels at or below those specified by IEST-STD-CC1246 level 100 A/2
until launch for TAGSAM and fairing door closure for the SRC
MRD-108 (2.1.4) Limit total hydrazine contamination on the TAGSAM Head surface to ≤180 ng/cm2.
MRD-109 (2.1.5) Limit exposure of the bulk sample to total amino acid contamination ≤180 ng/cm2 on
the TAGSAM Head surface.
MRD-111 (2.2.2) Generate and follow the project contamination control plan
Summary of Requirement
These requirements are being met in a variety of related ways: MRD-11 has been met, it is under
configuration control by the Project, and is currently being fully implemented. MRD107 his has been
achieved by following the procedures of the project (see below archive section for a copy) and flight
system (proprietary) contamination control plan. In addition, particle and film data are classified as ITAR
by Lockheed Martin.

Data Products Required
Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations
Minimum Success Criteria
Dependencies per Mission Phase
Adequacy of the DRM

Data Products per Mission Phase
Overview of Processing
Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques
Expected/Simulated Data
Analysis & Verification Methods
Existing or Potential Liens
SPOC Requirements
External Interfaces

Below: What was originally on this page and it is being kept for archive reasons.

MRD-107 (2.1.3) Limit the contamination on the TAGSAM sampler head, TAGSAM launch container
interior, and SRC canister interior to levels at or below those specified by IEST-STD-CC1246 level 100 A/2
until launch for TAGSAM and fairing door closure for the SRC
This has been achieved by following the procedures of the project (below) and flight system
(proprietary) contamination control plan.
Particle and film data are classified as ITAR by Lockheed Martin
MRD-108 (2.1.4) Limit total hydrazine contamination on the TAGSAM Head surface to ≤180 ng/cm2.
Analysis has been performed.
Phase_C_Hydrazine_contamination_on_TAGSAM_analysis_v6_PIRA_approved.pdf
MRD-109 (2.1.5) Limit exposure of the bulk sample to total amino acid contamination ≤180 ng/cm2 on
the TAGSAM Head surface.
This has been achieved by following the procedures of the project (below) and flight system
(proprietary) contamination control plan.
Tests were performed to check the efficiency of amino acid cleaning procedures.
Sampling:
2014_12_15_vials.docx
Wipes:
20150401_FoilsA-E.docx
Cleaning procedures:
Amino Acid Contamination Control Report 2014_10_22.docx
Thermal vacuum amino acid removal:
TVAC simulation (3rd attempt).docx
Measurements of amino acids during ATLO Hardware exposures (Foil) and Environmental Motioning
(EM):
Foil 13-23.docx
Foil 24-36.docx
EM 1.docx
EM 2.docx
EM 3-4 & Foils 37-38.docx
EM 5-7 & Launch cover refurb.docx
RAL EM 1-3, Acoustics, TAGSAM Deploy.docx

SSB EM (11-13) & TAGSAM build & TAGSAM TVAC.docx
20160518_cc_report.docx
20160525_cc_report.docx
20160826_OREx Em Doc.docx
20160404_Em9_Em10.docx
20161104_LastEM.docx
MRD-111 (2.2.2) Generate and follow the project contamination control plan
OSIRIS-RExMissionContaminationControlPlanRevision-IP-ITAR _Redacted.pdf
MRD 107, 109, and 111 are described in the Project Contamination Control Plan (above). Verification
has been through NVR, Fallout, and Amino Acid witness plates. The results of these are archived at
Lockheed Martin.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------See also the preface in "Contamination Witness Strategy end-to-end plan" in MRD-110.
For historical reasons and the extensive reference section here is the Phase A report:
CCWG Phase A report.pdf
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Introduction
The core science objective of OSIRIS-REx is to return > 60 g of pristine material from
the near-Earth asteroid Bennu, currently identified as a B-class object and thus presumed
to consist of carbonaceous-rich material. The mission definition of “pristine” has several
quantitative aspects, including a limit on the amount of unreacted hydrazine that could
reside on the sample. The scientific concern for hydrazine is not that ground-based
analysis might mistake hydrazine as a natural compound of the material, rather that the
highly reactive hydrazine will combine with the native asteroid material to generate a
byproduct that would otherwise not naturally exist in the returned sample – and this
byproduct may be confused as native to the asteroid. The hydrazine limit is codified in
the Mission Requirements Document as MRD-108: “OSIRIS-REx shall limit total
hydrazine contamination on the TAGSAM Head surface to <180 ng/cm2.”
Earlier versions of this requirement defined the contamination limit in terms of mass of
hydrazine deposition relative to collected mass, i.e. ng of hydrazine relative to grams of
sample. However, this formulation would be incredibly difficult to verify since it would
require detailed, probabilistic and ultimately very-model-sensitive analysis of plume
deposition, retention, and penetration into the asteroid regolith. To overcome these
limitations yet preserve the scientific necessity for a pristine sample, the requirement was
recast in terms of hydrazine deposition on the TAGSAM head. While this formulation
still requires model-based analysis, it removes major sources of uncertainty, namely the
material properties of the native asteroid material itself, which control how hydrazine
reacts, remains resident on, and/or propagates through the surface material.
This is the first mission to impose a maximum hydrazine flux as a scientific requirement,
and as such there was no existing precedent (model-based, testing-based, or otherwise) to
aid in defining the appropriate limit. In the absence of historical knowledge, the science
team used analogy to the amino acid limit of 180 ng/cm2. The existence of the
requirement ensured that the engineering team had to consider the effect of thruster

plumes on the sample when, e.g., evaluating position and orientation of the attitude
control thrusters used during proximity operations, number and magnitude of thruster
burns, etc.
This document summarizes the most accurate and complete assessment possible of the
hydrazine flux, based on the spacecraft design and operations plan presented over the
course of the subsystem and mission CDRs. The updated analysis includes: revised
thruster orientations, maneuver profile, TAGSAM locations, a much higher-fidelity
model of the plume geometry and hydrazine flux, and increased refinement in the
residence of hydrazine on the TAGSAM surface (i.e. anodized aluminum). The
following sub-sections describe each of these in more detail.

Spacecraft Configurations Relevant for Hydrazine Flux
The TAGSAM head remains in the launch container until prior to Asteroid Approach
Maneuver 3 (AAM3), at which point the launch-container cover is ejected and the head is
removed from the container to its “parked” position. The parked position is just outside
the launch cover. In this configuration there is no measurable amount of hydrazine
deposited on the head.

The two other primary configurations of the head are sampling configuration, and
sample-mass measurement. All spacecraft motion and articulation in the sample-mass
measurement configuration (Figure 1) is done via reaction wheels, and so thruster plume
impingement (and thus hydrazine deposition) is not a factor.
Thus the only times when the spacecraft thrusters could deposit hydrazine on the
TAGSAM head are when the head is in the sampling configuration (Figure 2). This
occurs during the TAG rehearsals and the TAG event(s). The thruster firings that occur
during these times are the checkpoint burn, the matchpoint burn, and the backaway burn.
These cases were analyzed to determine the amount of hydrazine deposited on the
TAGSAM head.

Figure 1. Sample mass measurement configuration. No thrusters are used in this
configuration, and thus these events are not contributors to hydrazine contamination.

Figure 2. Sampling configuration. This is the s/c configuration that introduces hydrazine
contamination on the TAGSAM head. (See Figure 4.)

Assessment of Unreacted Hydrazine in Thruster Plume
Limited data exist on the amount of unreacted hydrazine in a thruster plume, most
contamination-focused plume impingement analysis assumes steady state consumption of
100%, leaving no unreacted hydrazine in the plume. The testing done in support of
Phoenix (PHX) suggest the amount of unreacted hydrazine is < 0.05%, and likely <
0.01%. Caveats to this test data include:
•
•

The PHX thruster type tested was different than OSIRIS-REx the ACS thrusters
The measurement was conducted over a steady-state burn, and did not include (or at
least did not isolate) initial transient at burn start up

Ultimately, the dissimilarities between the PHX results and OSIRIS-REx resulted in a
request for additional testing to obtain an appropriate amount of unreacted hydrazine
from an OSIRIS-REx representative thruster. This test would provide the data necessary
to verify compliance with the hydrazine exposure limit. (See waiver VR1-15-0113.)
However, the test was denied.

Thus, this document provides an assessment of hydrazine contamination using a value of
0.05% unreacted hydrazine, which is considered conservative (by at least a factor of 5)
given the PHX test results, but which is not verified for the OSIRIS-REx thrusters.

Plume Analysis
The primary tools used to determine the flux of hydrazine on the TAGSAM head are the
Ansys Fluent CFD solver and the DAC, Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) code.
The CFD tool (see Figure 3) is used for the volume in which the gas density is
sufficiently high that continuum solutions are accurate descriptions of the thruster plume
dynamics. These solutions formulate boundary surfaces, which are the initial conditions
for the DSMC code, which then simulates the dynamics of individual particles.

Figure 3. Example output of the CFD code. The proximity of multiple thrusters creates a
non-uniform plume flowfield and may contribute to enhanced flux on the TAGSAM head
that is not captured by scaling results from a single thruster.

Initial analysis of DSMC results revealed two subcases for the TAG geometry: one in
which the TAGSAM head is near the surface, and one for which the head is in “free
space” and far from the surface. The near surface case is distinct because plume
interactions with the surface result in density contours that are different from those when
the spacecraft is far from the asteroid (i.e. in “free space”). In particular, the presence of
the surface creates a recirculation that increases the amount of thruster plume flux on the

head, including the unreacted hydrazine. As a result, subsequent analysis divided the
backaway burn into two sub-components:
1. Portion of the burn that occurs when the head is on or near the surface. “Near the
surface” is conservatively defined as ≤7 m range between the thrusters and the
surface. Since the thrusters are nominally 3 m from the surface at the time of
TAG, a 7 m range threshold for this condition means that there is a measurable
enhancement of plumes on the head for an additional 4 meters as the spacecraft
backs away from the asteroid. The flux in this geometry, assuming 0.05%
unreacted hydrazine in the thruster plume, is 4.5 x 1017 molecules/s/m2, which
corresponds to 2.39 ng/s/cm2 of hydrazine.
2. Portion of the burn that occurs beyond 7 m. The flux in this geometry, assuming
0.05% unreacted hydrazine in the thruster plume, is 1.5 x 1017 molecules/s/m2,
which corresponds to 0.80 ng/s/cm2 of hydrazine.
The Results section below translates these flux rates into a total accumulated hydrazine
surface density on the TAGSAM head.

Figure 4. The left-hand plot illustrates plume behavior in free space, while the right-hand
plot illustrates plume behavior when at the asteroid surface. Not all contours shown. The
interaction with the asteroid surface causes an enhancement of thruster plume deposition
on the TAGSAM head relative to the free space geometry. We conservative assume the
right-hand geometry for ranges ≤ 7 m from the surface.

Results
Using the hydrazine flux rate on the head (described in the previous section), and the
current mission delta-v/thruster profile during TAG, we derived the total hydrazine flux
on the TAGSAM. The analysis also utilized the following assumptions:
•
•

Condensation temp of hydrazine was assumed to be -108C
TAGSAM head will be warmer than -108C for the TAG maneuvers

•
•

For any deposited hydrazine on clean head (prior to first TAG), all hydrazine will
leave the TAGSAM surface because of TAGSAM surface temperatures.
After first TAG, we conservatively assume 100% sticking coefficient, i.e. all
hydrazine flux on head counts against requirement. This assumption derived from the
possibility that the TAGSAM head may be coated in a thin layer of dust after the first
TAG.

Discussion:
Table 1 provides a summary of the hydrazine flux on the head for one, two, or three
TAGs. Please recall that this analysis uses 0.05% unreacted hydrazine, which is both
unverified (see waiver VR1-15-0113) and expected to be (very) conservative – see
waiver VR1-15-0113 for more details. The results are reported here for historical
purposes only. Given all the assumptions of the analysis, the hydrazine limit is met for
the first TAG, but not for subsequent TAGs. The total flux is dominated by the
backaway burn.
Table 1: Summary of hydrazine flux on TAGSAM head.

Mission
Flux [ng/cm2]
Flux [ng/cm2] during
Phase
during 1st Tag
Subsequent TAG(s)
Approach
0.48
n/a
Rehearsal #1
0.29
29.35
Rehearsal #2
0.76
76.04
TAG
118.30
171.92
Sub-Total
119.83
277.30
ONE TAG
TWO TAGs
THREE TAGs

120 all values in ng/cm2
397
674
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Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup)
Hannah McLain (analysis)
16 December 2014
Summary
• 10 test tubes were sent from Jamie Moore
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different
Aluminum Foil samples

Blank
Tube 1
Tube 2
Tube 3
Tube 4
Tube 5
Tube 6
Tube 7
“Test 1”
“Test 2”

Foil Mass (g)

Approximate
Foil Area
(cm2)

Double Foil
Area because
2 sides

0.27046
0.18385
0.1543
0.15889
0.15666
0.19584
0.17326
0.1852
No foil liner

10.5
18
18
16
15.75
18
18
18

21
36
36
32
31.5
36
36
36

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 4 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water)
and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with
1000µL of water and dried via centrifugal evaporation, with the first 2 mL of water being used
for hydrolysis and the rest being used for the unhydrolyzed portion. Half of each sample was
hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL
water. Of that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of
water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples
and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of
the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters
AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped
with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of
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5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via
a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A
set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water
and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and
fluorescence traces were quantitated. The blank sample was used to subtract procedural
and laboratory background; very low levels of glycine were observed in the blank.
Results
Total Amino Acid Content

Blank
Tube 1
Tube 2
Tube 3
Tube 4
Tube 5
Tube 6
Tube 7
*“Test 1”
*“Test 2”

Free Amino Acids (ng/cm2)

Total Amino Acids
(ng/cm2)

0.01
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.06
0.18
0.04
0.06

0.01
0.23
0.45
0.39
0.18
0.35
0.22
0.15

±0.01
±0.01
±0.03
±0.04
±0.03
±0.02
±0.01
±0.01

±0.01
±0.05
±0.05
±0.04
±0.02
±0.05
±0.03
±0.00

*There were 3.81 mM amino acids found in “Test 1” and no detectable amino acids
found in “Test 2”. If this was found on a foil of 36 cm2 it would be 0.16 ng/cm2.
According to this study the amount of amino acids on the foils is well within the
acceptable range for OSIRIS-REx.
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Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
1 April 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for the ability to remove amino acid contamination via
IPA wipes. The method was partially successful. There was also a large amount of
Nylon contamination in all the samples.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different
Aluminum Foil samples before and after amino acid and nylon bag exposure.
Table I. Experimental Setup
Sample Description
Blank – Unexposed Foil
Human Amino Acid Control
Human Amino Acid IPA Wiped
Nylon Bag Control
Nylon Bag IPA wiped

Label
A
B
C
D
E

Mass (g)
0.08354
0.08527
0.08691
0.08649
0.08006

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water)
and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with
1000µL of water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M
HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again. Please note that the Test Tube 8
cracked during hydrolysis and the sample most likely evaporated during this time.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL
water. Of that 30 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of
water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples
and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of
the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters
AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped
with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of
5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via
a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A
set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water
and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and
fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one
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side was used for calculations. A Procedural Blank sample was used to subtract
procedural and laboratory background; very low levels of amino acids were observed in
the blank.
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Table II. Amino Acids in Witness Coupons. Concentrations in ng/cm2

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Tyr
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Sum

Coupon A
Coupon B
≤0.2
31.36
± 0.21
± 0.02 200.86
± 9.96
0.36
± 0.50
53.46
± 3.51
≤0.2 0.04 191.00
± 5.57
≤0.2
66.65
± 2.87
≤0.2
231.63
± 4.05
≤0.2
51.01
± 0.50
0.01 ≤0.2 0.02
74.99
± 1.07
≤0.2
54.60
± 3.54
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
7.65
± 0.14
≤0.2
56.10
± 1.63
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
50.47
± 1.80
≤0.2
35.04
± 0.99
≤0.2
51.81
± 2.20
≤0.2
45.51
± 0.79
0.36
± 0.58 1202.14
± 38.83

Coupon C
1.41
±
0.05
26.82
±
0.64
8.02
±
0.19
28.30
±
0.84
7.52
±
0.17
29.55
±
1.50
7.74
±
0.14
12.07
±
0.05
16.81
±
0.90
≤0.2
≤0.2
6.27
±
0.45
≤0.2
6.05
±
0.19
3.27
±
0.15
6.09
±
0.52
3.33
±
0.15
163.24
±
5.95

Coupon D
0.02
±
0.02
0.03
±
0.02
≤0.2
0.39
±
0.02
≤0.2
0.01
±
0.02
≤0.2
0.20
±
0.01
0.48
±
0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.07
±
0.10
≤0.2
0.06
±
0.01
0.05
±
0.00
0.10
±
0.07
≤0.2
1.42
±
0.27

Coupon E
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.02
±
0.04
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.05
±
0.03
0.03
±
0.05
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.11
±
0.13

The above table clearly shows that coupon B highly contaminated with amino acids, and that wiping the coupon with IPA gets rid of
most of the amino acids (Coupon C).
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Table III. EACA Contamination. Peak area for EACA (Nylon-6 monomer)
Sample Description
Blank – Unexposed Foil
Human Amino Acid Control
Human Amino Acid IPA Wiped
Nylon Bag Control
Nylon Bag IPA wiped

Label
A
B
C
D
E

EACA
1.14
0.57
0.40
31.41
1.41

±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.00
0.01
0.37
0.01

An EACA Standard was not ran for quantitation but was instead used as just a single point to ensure that the correct peak was being
evaluated. The peak integrated was in the 302.1 trace at 6.27 minutes.
The above table shows that when the sample was placed in the Nylon bag the amount of EACA in the sample greatly increased. After
the sample was wiped with IPA the amount went down but did not disappear. There is another source of EACA contamination.
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Contamination Knowledge Report,
Cleaning Experiment
Jose Aponte (Workup)
Hannah McLain (Analysis)
22 October 2014
Summary:
To test if the precision cleaning method is really required for flight hardware four
different pieces of Aluminum were analyzed along with controls and blanks. The samples that
were analyzed are as follows:
1. Control where the engineer breathed on the foil
2. Where the engineer breathed on the foil and subsequently wiped the foil with isopropyl
alcohol
3. Where the engineer breathed on the foil and precision cleaned the foil
4. Where the foil was packaged in nylon and subsequently wiped wiped with isopropyl
alcohol
5. Control from the Astrobiology Analytical Lab of baked aluminum foil
6. Procedural blank from the Astrobiology Analytical Lab of Milli-Q water
The amount of amino acids detected in this experiment is very small and at the lower detection
limit of the system. To try to conduct this experiment with more certainty it is suggested that
either smaller amounts of aluminum (small enough to fit into a 20 mm test tube- 1.5 cm x 2cm)
or foil that can be cut with a razor blade be used.
Workup
Four samples aluminum were received from Lockheed Martin. These samples were (1) the
control, (2) the isopropyl wipe, (3) the precision cleaned, and (4) packed in nylon. Upon arrival
the samples were cut by bending the sample multiple times while it was wrapped in baked
aluminum foil. This process could have led to rubbing off of many of the amino acids at an
indeterminable rate. The tubes were flame sealed with 6mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore
water and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and dried via centrifigual
evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C.

Analysis
The samples were dried again and suspended in 100µL water. And placed in a total recovery
vial, 2 additional rinses were conducted and the total of 300 uL was then dried down and
reconstituted in 10 uL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water, 20 uL of derivitizing agent, and
70 uL of borate buffer. The sample was then analyzed via the Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a
Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization
source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting 5,000 and no external calibration. Sample
was intruduced via a Waters UPLC with fluorescence detector and LCT premier TOF mass

spectrometer.Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately
following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the
commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass
spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass
resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was
introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL.
Results
The results of the test are seen below. The only analytes seen with mass confirmation were
amino caprioc acid (EACA), -alanine (b-Ala), and g-aminobutyric acid (-ABA). None of these
analytes are in the original set of Accqtag standards so the concentrations are derived from a
single standard not a standard set of calibrators. The discrepancy between the FLR and SIC data
is likely due to the detection-level signal.
Table I: Concentrations in μg/g of foil
File Name

Description

-Ala (μg/g)

EACA (μg/g)

Mass
(mg)

FLR

SIC

FLR

SIC

 ABA (μg/g)
FLR

SIC

0.1396

1.0459

2014_10_20_023

Precision
Cleaned

731.16

0.0076

0.0227

0.0248

2014_10_20_022

Wiped with
IPA

775.16

0.0199

0.0426

0.1857

0.2851

1.7013

9.2069

2014_10_20_021

Control

626.26

0.0158

0.0265

0.1166

0.2353

0.0779

0.8139

2014_10_20_020

Control AAL
foil

92.37

0.0696

1.3803

2014_10_20_018

Packed in
Nylon

615.33

0.8876

6.4205

0.0581
0.0342

0.0805

0.2628

0.4788

Table II: Approximate concentrations based on 2 cm x 2 cm area
File Name

Description

~cm2

EACA (nmol/cm2)

-Ala (nmol/cm2)

FLR

SIC

FLR

SIC

-ABA (nmol/cm2)
FLR

SIC

0.1945

1.4575

2014_10_20_023

Precision
Cleaned

4

0.0155

0.0465

0.0440

2014_10_20_022

Wiped with
IPA

4

0.0433

0.0928

0.3490

0.5358

2.5135

13.6023

2014_10_20_021

Control

4

0.0278

0.0465

0.1770

0.3573

0.0930

0.9715

2014_10_20_020

Control
AAL foil

4

0.0000

0.0130

0.0123

0.2430

2014_10_20_018

Packed in
Nylon

4

0.1390

0.3920

1.0410

7.5298

0.0590

0.7143

Contamination Control Report
Hannah McLain (experiment)
Jamie Elsila and Jason Dworkin (data analysis)
29 July 2014
Summary
Individual free amino acids rapidly decrease under simulated thermal vacuum conditions
off glass at 10-5 torr, 100°C losing ~½ in the first 24 hours. This is insufficient to be used
as a contamination protocol alone. It also may suggest a slow transfer of amino acids on
the spacecraft for any environments in the same temperature/pressure range.
Introduction
To reduce the amino acid burden on SARA components the baseline plan is to evacuate
amino acids in a thermo-vacuum (TV) chamber. These chambers operate at 100°C and
< 5x10-5 torr, and a bakeout time of 24 hours has been baselined. The experiment
(described below) is to determine the effectiveness of this procedure for the removal of
amino acids in addition to precision cleaning techniques.
Procedure
In order to test the protocol for removing amino acid contamination by TV bake out, a
laboratory simulation of the procedure was created (Figure 1). The objective of this
experiment is to perform this test as rapidly and inexpensively as possible, so a laboratory
manifold was used instead of an authentic TV chamber. This simulation consisted of a
quartz sublimation finger held at 100°C and ~1x10-5 torr pumped via a Pfeiffer TSU
071E economy pumping station (Part # PM S03 526).
Gauge
IG

Gauge
P

Finger

Valve

Stopcock

Sample

Tube Furnace

Turbo
Figure 1. Diagram of the manifold created to simulate the TV environment.

Unlike in previous, more complicated versions of this experiment which produced
ambiguous results, one glass vial with a film of amino acids was loaded in the finger at a
time. Each sample for this experiment was created by adding the amino acid solution
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(392 µL of 1.5 µM each of 16 biological amino acids) to a 12 mm OD (10 mm ID, fill
height of 5 mm) amber vial, which was then dried at <30°C and ~1 torr. If this solution
dried evenly over the interior of the vial and the vial was a perfect cylinder, then the
amino acid film would have been nearly identical to the total amino acid abundance in
the “breathed on” screw from the March 24, 2014 report of 252 ng/cm2. However, in that
experiment only 27% of the amino acids were free, as opposed to bound in peptides or
cells.
Each vial was then placed individually under vacuum (10-5 torr) and heated (100°C). Six
vials were used in total, each heated for a different time period (unheated, 1 hour, 7
hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, and 120 hours). Each sample was reconstituted in 10 L of
water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate, and
transferred to a total recovery vial according to the standard amino acid CC procedure
(see Analysis section below).
Results
Analysis of the free amino acids showed a decrease in concentration over time. Not all
amino acids decreased evenly, most likely due to analysis contamination or imperfections
in the workup. The analysis showed a reduction of approximately ½ of each free amino
acid in 24 hours. Due to the realistically low concentrations used and the small volume
permitted in the experimental setup, the signal to noise ratio for a given peak was
insufficient to allow the accurate quantitation of rates. Regardless, half lives are in the
range of scores of hours, not minutes or days. A repeat of this experiment on the
miniature scale required for the equipment is unlikely to improve the measurement
accuracy without significantly more work.
Analysis
Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following
the addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial
Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer
equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass resolution
setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was
introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a
250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was
1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared
in water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Mass traces
were quantitated.
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Appendix
Table A.1. Excel calculation of desired amino acid concentration
internal diameter (mm)

10

desired filled height (mm)

5

diameter (cm)

1

desired filled height (cm)

0.5

surface area of bottom circle (cm2)

0.79

pi*r^2

surface area of 0.5 cm height (cm2) (not including bottom)

1.57

2pi*r*h

total surface area for 0.5 cm height (cm2)

2.36

volume of 0.5 cm filled cylinder (cm3)

0.39

volume of half-cylinder (uL)

392.70

Target ng/cm2 from “dirty” screw experiment

pi*r^2*h
1 cm3 = 1000 μL

252

Target total ng for dirty screw experiment

593.76

Target ng/μL for 0.5-cm filled vial

1.5

Table A.2. Total concentration analyzed of each amino acid.
File name
2014_07_23_01
1
2014_07_23_01
2
2014_07_23_01
3
2014_07_23_01
4
2014_07_23_01
5
2014_07_23_01
6

TVAC
(hr)
0.00
1.00
7.00
24.00
48.00
120.00

His

Ser

Arg

Gly

Asp

Glu

Thr

Ala

Pro

Lys

Met

Val

Leu

Ile

Phe

Tyr

Lys

55.7
5
51.4
9
52.9
1
49.0
1
49.0
1
43.6
8

20.5
1
17.2
4
12.7
1
10.1
9
10.1
4
3.25

25.1
2
18.1
4
12.2
6
17.4
4
9.57

20.6
1
13.1
8
11.7
7
9.51

57.1
5
41.4
4
38.1
0
17.7
1

3.72

42.2
6
30.7
4
26.9
0
18.1
9
10.7
6
6.92

28.2
6
26.3
5
41.1
2
24.1
9
25.7
1
16.5
5

69.6
4
68.4
5
60.7
1
54.1
7
51.7
9
38.6
9

83.9
8
78.1
3
73.5
7
58.5
9
52.0
8
51.4
3

51.8
8
32.4
6
25.4
9
19.7
2
20.6
3

9.97

89.4
6
79.2
5
67.4
0
55.1
5
47.7
9
45.7
5

54.5
5
31.8
2
32.3
9
25.5
7
23.3
0
20.4
5

53.6
2
56.4
6
45.1
0
21.3
1
22.7
3
16.3
4

42.4
4
28.9
4
27.7
8
23.5
3
19.2
9
9.65

99.6
8
85.1
3
79.7
4
56.0
3
46.3
4
42.0
3

53.0
5
47.8
7
45.4
3
45.4
3
45.7
3
40.2
4

83.9
8
78.1
3
73.5
7
58.5
9
52.0
8
51.4
3

7.25

Table A3. First order half-life from the first experiment on February 26, 2014 (with cheek cells, a peptide,
and free amino acids). Though it was performed at much higher concentration but suffered from pipetting
errors due to the very small size of the aluminum substrate used and potentially complicated by enzymatic
reactions from the cells, it shows the same order of magnitude as observed in this experiment. Both
experiments appear to indicate a higher initial rate. This is plausible, but caution should be exercised due
high errors.
Half-Life
Free (Aba)
Peptide (Aib)
Cell (Ile)

Total
40 hr
70 hr
40 hr

Initial (0-24 hr)
20 hr
20 hr
15 hr

Table A4. Data from the first experiment, showing % of each amino acid remaining after TV heating for
the indicated time period.
Free (Aba)
Peptide (Aib)
Cell (Ile)

0 hr
100%
100%
100%

1 hr
23%
50%
39%

16 hr
41%
44%
33%
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24 hr
19%
33%
20%

41 hr
46%
85%
64%

48 hr
16%
27%
16%

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
1 April 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different
Aluminum Foil samples
Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water)
and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with
1000µL of water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M
HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again. Please note that the Test Tube 8
cracked during hydrolysis and the sample most likely evaporated during this time.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL
water. Of that 30 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of
water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples
and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of
the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters
AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped
with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of
5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via
a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A
set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water
and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and
fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one
side was used for calculations.
A Procedural Blank sample was used to subtract procedural and laboratory background;
very low levels of amino acids were observed in the blank.
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Results
The amino acid levels on the aluminum witness plates are well within the range. The amount of amino acids in the OSIRIS-REx Foil
blank are close to that of the sample with the most amino acids. This sample was labeled Blank on the test and Control on the piece of
paper in the sample bag. All samples are procedural blank subtracted.

Mass
(g)

Coupon
13

Coupon
14

Coupon
15

Coupon
16

Coupon
17

Coupon
18

Coupon
19

Coupon
20

Coupon
21

Coupon
22

Coupon
23

Blank

0.23969

0.20273

0.1997

0.21028

0.18397

0.17701

0.24579

0.20339

0.04266

0.35786

0.2175

0.23877

To convert from grams of aluminum foil to cm2 of aluminum foil a factor of 97.2 cm2/g.
Table II. Amino acid content on Aluminum witness plates using approximate density. Concentrations are in ng/cm2

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Tyr
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Sum

Coupon 13
0.01
± 0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.02
± 0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.04
± 0.00

Coupon 14
0.02
± 0.02
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.03
± 0.02
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.01
± 0.00
0.02
± 0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.08
± 0.05

Coupon 15
≤0.2
0.04
±
0.01
≤0.2
0.02
±
0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.01
±
0.00
0.01
±
0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.07
±
0.02
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Coupon 16
0.01
±
0.01
0.03
±
0.01
≤0.2
0.07
±
0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.04
±
0.00
0.03
±
0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.18
±
0.02

Coupon 17
≤0.2
0.03
±
0.00
≤0.2
0.03
±
0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.06
±
0.01

Coupon 18
0.01
±
0.02
0.03
±
0.00
≤0.2
0.03
±
0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.01
±
0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.08
±
0.03

Table II Continued
Coupon 19
His
≤0.2
Ser 0.01
± 0.01
Arg 0.00
± 0.00
Gly
≤0.2
Asp
≤0.2
Glu
≤0.2
Thr
≤0.2
Ala
≤0.2
Pro
≤0.2
Cys
≤0.2
Tyr
≤0.2
Lys
≤0.2
Meth
≤0.2
Val
≤0.2
Leu
≤0.2
Ileu
≤0.2
Phe
≤0.2
Sum 0.01
± 0.02

Coupon 20
≤0.2
0.03
± 0.00
≤0.2
0.18
± 0.02
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.01
± 0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.22
± 0.03

Coupon 21
Coupon 22
0.07
±
0.01
≤0.2
0.02
±
0.03 0.01
±
0.01
0.60
±
0.86
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
2.43
±
0.04
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
3.08
±
1.03 0.01
±
0.02

Coupon 23
0.01
±
0.01
0.03
±
0.03
0.12
±
0.17
0.08
±
0.01
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.01
±
0.00
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
0.25
±
0.22

Blank
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2
≤0.2

According to this study the amount of amino acids on the foils is well within the acceptable range for OSIRIS-REx (180 ng/ cm2).
Coupon #21 had the highest amount of amino acids with 3.08 ng/cm2. The other coupons had significantly less amino acids.
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Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
19 August 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum
Foil samples
Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of
water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours
at 150°C. The samples were dried again. Please note that the Test Tube 8 cracked during hydrolysis and
the sample most likely evaporated during this time.

Analysis
The dried sample extract were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was dried in a total
recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent,
and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C
immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via
the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass
spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass
resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was
introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of
9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water and analyzed.
A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were
quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side was used for calculations. A
Procedural Blank sample was used to subtract procedural and laboratory background; very low
levels of amino acids were observed in the blank.
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Results
The amino acid levels on the aluminum witness plates are well within the range. The amount of amino acids in the OSIRIS-REx Foil
blank are close to that of the sample with the most amino acids. This sample was labeled Blank on the test and Control on the piece of
paper in the sample bag. All samples are procedural blank subtracted.
Coupon
24
0.10394
10.10

Coupon
25
0.10579
10.28

Coupon
26
0.13163
12.79

Coupon
27
0.12319
11.97

Coupon
28
0.12608
12.25

Coupon
29
0.14103
13.71

Coupon
30
0.14843
14.43

Coupon
31
0.14779
14.37

Coupon
32
0.15179
14.75

Coupon
33
0.17413
16.93

Coupon
34
0.13321
12.95

Coupon
35
0.10915
10.61

Coupon
36
0.13997
13.61

JM Blank
0.12141
11.80

To convert from grams of aluminum foil to cm2 of aluminum foil a factor of 97.2 cm2/g.
Table II. Amino acid content on Aluminum witness plates using approximate density. Concentrations are in ng/cm2
Coupon 24
His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Tyr
Cys
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Sum

Coupon 25

Coupon 26

Coupon 27

Coupon 28

0.11

±

0.04

0.40

±

0.09

0.34

±

0.10

0.50

±

0.08

0.15

±

0.02

0.10

±

0.05

0.01

0.14
0.01
0.01

±
±
±

0.02
0.01
0.02

0.22

±

0.08

0.14

±

0.03

0.08

±

0.00

±

0.01
0.04
0.03
0.25

±

0.01
0.04
0.03
0.16

0.18

±

0.05

0.12
0.03
0.01

0.02

0.01

±

0.02
0.03
0.72

±
±
±

0.01
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.27

Coupon 29*

0.01

0.01
0.51

±
±

0.05
0.04
0.24

0.71
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0.28

0

±

0.19

Table II Continued
Coupon 30
His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Tyr
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Sum

Coupon 31

Coupon 32

0.03

±

0.05

0.09

±

0.02

0.04

±

0.01

0.22

±

0.03

0.26

±

0.12
0.10
0.01
0.01

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.09
0.09
0.02
0.02

±
±

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.63

±
±
±
±

0.00
0.04
0.02
0.17

0.07

±

0.06

0.01
0.02
0.51

±
±
±

Coupon 33

0.02
0.00
0.03
0.02

0.03
0.02
0.13

Coupon 34

0.07

±

0.01

0.12
0.05
0.04
0.29

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02

0.24
0.00
0.06
0.06
0.01
0.02

0.01
0.03
0.06
0.20

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.47

0.00
0.01
0.07
0.65

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.09
0.00
0.01

0.00

0.01
0.03
0.02
0.20

Coupon 35
0.04

±

0.05

0.29

±

0.01

0.00

±

0.00
0.03
0.34

±
±

Coupon 36**

0.01

0.23
0.31
0.49
0.26
0.53
0.08
0.11
0.08

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.11
0.01
0.07

0.05
0.02
0.07

0.13
0.12
0.28
0.10
2.71

±
±
±
±
±

0.18
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.56

According to this study the amount of amino acids on the foils is well within the acceptable range for OSIRIS-REx (180 ng/ cm2).
*Coupon #29 had lower amounts of amino acids than the JM Blank (0.19 ng/ cm2) total amino acids in the blank.
**Coupon #36 had the highest amount of amino acids with 2.71 ng/cm2. The other coupons had significantly less amino acids.
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Contamination Control Report
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
22 April 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control during 6/17/20157/14/2015
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum
Foil samples exposed 6/17/2015-7/14/2015
Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed with 1000µL of water
and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at
150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of
that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of
Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source
(positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For
UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection
volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was
prepared in water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass
and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side
was used for calculations. Masses are listed below
Foil Blank: Initial: 9.88132g Final: 10.01245g
Env. Mon. #1: Initial: 9.88132g Final: 10.01245g
A Procedural Blank sample was used to subtract procedural and laboratory background; very low
levels of amino acids were observed in the Analytical Astrobiology Laboratory Blank and the
EM#1 Blank.
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Results
The amino acid levels on the aluminum witness plates are well within the range. To convert from
grams of aluminum foil to cm2 of aluminum foil a factor of 97.2 cm2/g.
Table I. Amino acid content on Aluminum witness plates in ng/cm2

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Sum

Env. Mon. #1 (ng/cm2)
≤ 0.2
±
0.769
0.094
±
0.905
0.063
±
0.772
0.393
±
0.742
0.487
±
1.972
0.117
±
0.515
0.192
±
0.486
0.067
±
0.148
0.164
≤ 0.2
±
0.970
0.324
≤ 0.2
±
0.530
0.053
±
0.495
0.045
±
1.033
0.035
±
0.509
0.026
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
±
9.8
1.7

The total amount of amino acids for this sample is 9.8 ng/cm2. This amount is below the 180
ng/cm2 threshold.
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Contamination Control Report
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
27 August 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum
Foil samples
Samples were sent in triplicate with a Blank
Blank
EM # 2 Part 1
EM #2 Part 2
EM #3 Part 3

Mass (g)
0.13378
0.01828
0.16032
0.15414

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed with 1000µL of water
and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at
150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of
that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of
Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source
(positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For
UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection
volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was
prepared in water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass
and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side
was used for calculations.
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A Procedural Blank sample was used to subtract procedural and laboratory background; very low
levels of amino acids were observed in the Analytical Astrobiology Laboratory Blank and the
EM#1 Blank.
Results
The amino acid levels on the aluminum witness plates are well within the range. To convert from
grams of aluminum foil to cm2 of aluminum foil a factor of 97.2 cm2/g.
Table I. Amino acid content on Aluminum witness plates in ng/cm2

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys
Meth
Val
Leu
Ileu
Phe
Tyr
Sum

Env. Mon. #1 (ng/cm2) Part 1
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
0.2280
0.0448
±
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
0.3167
0.0387
±
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
≤ 0.2
0.5447
0.0396
±

Part 2

Part 3

≤ 0.2

≤ 0.2

The total amount of amino acids for Environmental monitoring part 1 sample is 0.5447 ng/cm2.
This amount is below the 180 ng/cm2 threshold. The total amount of amino acids for Part 2 and
Part 3 were below the detection limit.
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Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
10 November 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control and found to be the
cleanest to date.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different aluminum foil
samples
Table 1. Foil Weights
Sample Pre-Weight Post-Weight Foil Weight
Blank 1
9.87925
9.97258
0.09333
Blank 2
10.10749
10.19766
0.09017
Blank 3
9.99208
10.10177
0.10969
EM#31

9.89686

10.02422

0.12736

EM#32

9.97163

10.09588

0.12425

EM#33

9.79366

9.9393

0.14564

EM#41

9.93588

10.0924

0.15652

EM#42

10.04909

10.22392

0.17483

EM#43

9.94695

10.10131

0.15436

#371

9.93934

10.05979

0.12045

#372

9.92265

10.05802

0.13537

#373

10.10061

10.22356

0.12295

#381

9.97235

10.10003

0.12768

#382

9.73196

9.84997

0.11801

#383

9.89633

10.04513

0.1488

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of
water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours
at 150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis
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The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of
that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of
Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters Xevo time
of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode),
mass resolution setting of 30,000 m/∆m with external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was
introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L
syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of
9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water and analyzed.
A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were
quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side was used for calculations.
Table 1. Amount of amino acids in the samples are well below the limit
Sample

Amount of Amino Acids (ng/cm2)

Sample 37

0.087 ± 0.033

Sample 38

0.092 ± 0.054

Environmental Monitoring #3

0.060 ± 0.020

Environmental Monitoring #4

0.153 ± 0.255*

* Please note that there was an outlier for Environmental Monitoring #4, for 3 (the outlier was EM4 #3 with 0.440 ±
0.066 ng/cm2) If the outlier is eliminated the value for EM4 is 0.010 ± 0.034.
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Environmental Monitoring: #4, #5, #6,#7,
Launch cover sep bolt refurb, flight launch
cover refurb
Contamination Control Report
22 December 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control. All foils except for
EM51 were below 3 ng/cm2 amino acids. Sample E51 appears to have been contaminated during
collection, transport, or analysis, as the two other foils exposed to the same event had minimal
amino acid content.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different aluminum foil
samples.
Table 1. Foil Weights and identities
Tube
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Abbr.

Event

Foil Mass (g)

SSB1
SSB2
SSB3
EM51
EM52
EM53
EM61
EM62
EM63
EM71
EM72
EM73
LCSBR1
LCSBR2
LCSBR3
FLCR1
FLCR2
FLCR3
B1
B2
B3

SSB environmental monitoring 8/18-11/12

0.20388
0.17715
0.19465
0.26734
0.22673
0.27088
0.21084
0.22039
0.24485
0.21804
0.21288
0.21409
0.24192
0.23947
0.25352
0.24916
0.24075
0.23783
0.19685
0.23891
0.2041

Environmental monitoring #5 9/18-11/4
Environmental monitoring #6 10/6-11/12
Environmental monitoring #7 11/4-12/9
Launch cover sep bolt refurb 8/17/15
Flight Launch Cover Refurb 9/16/15-9/25/15
Blank

Procedure
The tubes with the witness foils were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water
(hereafter water) and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed
twice with 1000µL of water; combined extracts and rinses were then dried via centrifugal evaporation.
The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again.
Please note that the tube containing EM71 broke during processing, and most of the extract from sample
FLCR2 was lost during the initial tube breaking and extract transfer.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts were suspended in 100µL water. Of that, 50 L was dried in a total
recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent,
and 70 L of borate. A concentration series of a mixture of proteinogenic amino acids (nine
concentrations, range 0.25 to 250 M) was also prepared. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
samples and standards were then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a
Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization
source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass
accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence
detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The
total injection volume was 1µL. Selected ion traces were integrated, and a linear least-square
model was fit to each amino acid standard series, which was then used to quantify abundances in
the samples. The calculated amino acid concentration was divided by the area of the foil
(calculated from the foil mass using a factor of 97.2 cm2/g). Fluorescence traces were also
analyzed, with similar results to the selected ion traces.
Results
The three blank foils showed total amino acid abundances ranging between 0.12 and 2.99
ng/cm2, with an average of 1.31 ng/cm2. This average Because this average was higher than the
averages for each event, the values given below are not blank-subtracted. Foil #4 (EM51) showed
anomalously high amino acid abundances, with a total of 62.48 ± 15.61 ng/cm2. However, foils
#5 and 6 (EM52 and EM53, which sampled the same event) showed significantly lower levels
(1.97 ± 1.13 and 0.54 ± 0.67), suggesting that the EM5 event did not experience a large-scale
amino acid exposure, but perhaps that the EM51 sample was contaminated sometime during
collection or analysis.
Table 1. Worst-case contamination levels (ng/cm2), where only highest amino acid levels of an
exposure are considered; data from single ion chromatograms.
SSB
1.47 ± 0.34

EM5
40.17 ± 26.08

EM6
1.83 ± 0.24

EM7
1.53 ± 1.02

LCSBR
0.10 ± 0.08

FLCR
0.96 ±0.15

Table 2. Average and Standard Deviation of each set of foils using SIC; the blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using
the current method.
SSB

EM5

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

EM6

1.57

±

2.35

EM7

FLC

LCSBR

0.05
0.04
0.27

±
±
±

0.08
0.05
0.25

0.48
0.31
1.22

±
±
±

0.59
0.39
1.57

0.19
0.06
0.39

±
±
±

0.17
0.05
0.20

0.10
0.10
0.31

±
±
±

0.11
0.08
0.35

0.07
0.04
0.25

±
±
±

0.05
0.02
0.09

0.14
0.10
0.41

±
±
±

0.13
0.09
0.37

0.07
0.01
0.02
0.09

±
±
±
±

0.10
0.01
0.02
0.02

7.73
1.55
0.28
0.45

±
±
±
±

11.41
2.30
0.42
0.64

0.10
0.04
0.03
0.09

±
±
±
±

0.07
0.04
0.04
0.02

0.12
0.02
0.01
0.05

±
±
±
±

0.11
0.03
0.02
0.06

0.07
0.01

±
±

0.06
0.01

0.05

±

0.02

0.14
0.03
0.04
0.08

±
±
±
±

0.15
0.04
0.06
0.05

0.02

±

0.03

0.69

±

0.99

0.05

±

0.04

0.04

±

0.05

0.02

±

0.02

0.09

±

0.11

0.06
0.02
0.03
0.02

±
±
±
±

0.05
0.03
0.03
0.02

2.17
0.96
0.31
0.43

±
±
±
±

3.21
1.40
0.43
0.62

0.07
0.03
0.04
0.03

±
±
±
±

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.05
0.04
0.05
0.03

±
±
±
±

0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04

0.03
0.02
0.04
0.01

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.05

±
±
±
±

0.08
0.09
0.08
0.06

0.69

±

0.70

18.14

±

26.32

1.13

±

0.74

0.93

±

1.02

0.60

±

0.32

1.31

±

1.32

0.01
0.003
0.03

0.01

±
±
±

Blank

±

0.01
0.007
0.03

0.01

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

0.07

±

0.09

Appendix
Table 3a. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual SSB foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
SSB1

SSB 2

SSB3

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp

0.01
0.19

±
±

0.01
0.01

Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys

0.04
0.08

±
±

0.01
0.01

0.02

±

0.01

0.07

±

0.12

0.10

±

0.02

Lys

0.16
0.10
0.59

±
±
±

0.03
0.01
0.03

0.13
0.02
0.03
0.10

±
±
±
±

0.13
0.01
0.02
0.03

0.06

±

0.01

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr

0.03

±

0.01

0.01

±

0.00

0.38

±

0.06

0.02

±

0.01

0.12
0.05
0.07
0.05

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.21

±

0.18

1.47

±

0.34

EACA
Total

Table 3b. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual EM5 foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
EM51

EM5 2

EM53

His

3.52

±

2.35

Ser

0.99
0.65
2.56

±
±
±

0.54
0.36
1.51

0.18
0.11
0.33

±
±
±

0.02
0.01
0.01

17.26
3.47
0.63
0.98

±
±
±
±

11.36
2.29
0.42
0.63

0.25
0.028
0.01
0.054

±
±
±
±

0.13
0.003
0.01
0.002

1.52

±

0.98

0.06

±

0.01

4.85
2.13
0.68
0.95

±
±
±
±

3.21
1.39
0.41
0.61

0.08
0.04
0.05
0.03

±
±
±
±

40.17

±

26.08

1.22

±

Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

0.04

±

0.004

0.01
0.01
0.005
0.01

0.01

±

0.01

0.24

0.05

±

0.02

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

Table 3c. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual EM6 foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
EM61

EM6 2

EM63

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

0.40
0.12
0.54

±
±
±

0.07
0.03
0.005

0.17
0.07
0.50

±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.02

0.01

±

0.01

0.13

±

0.004

0.13
0.08
0.08
0.11

±
±
±
±

0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.15
0.04
0.01
0.07

±
±
±
±

0.02
0.00
0.01
0.02

0.01

±

0.02

0.08

±

0.01

0.09

±

0.02

0.05

±

0.02

0.11
0.06
0.06
0.04

±
±
±
±

0.003
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.08
0.03
0.05
0.04

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.01
0.004
0.01

0.03

±

0.01

0.01

±

0.002

1.83

±

0.24

1.26

±

0.16

0.29

±

0.08

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

Table 3d. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual EM7 foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method. Note that EM71
was broken during analysis.
EM7 2

EM73

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

0.17
0.13
0.53

±
±
±

0.11
0.10
0.33

0.03
0.05
0.05

±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03

0.18
0.04
0.03
0.08

±
±
±
±

0.11
0.04
0.03
0.06

0.04

±

0.02

0.07

±

0.05

0.09
0.08
0.08
0.06

±
±
±
±

0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04

0.01

±

0.01

1.53

±

1.02

0.18

±

0.13

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

Table 3e. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual LCSBR foil using SIC and FLR;
the blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
LCSBR1

LCSBR 2

LCSBR 3

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

0.03
0.01
0.02

±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01

±

0.01

0.01

±

0.01

0.01

±

0.01

0.01

±

0.01

0.10

±

0.08

0.03

±

0.01

0.04

±

0.05

0.02

±

0.02

0.06

±

0.08

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

0.03

±

0.02

Table 3e. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual FLCR foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
FLCR1

FLCR 2

FLCR3

His
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

0.06
0.03
0.20

±
±
±

0.02
0.01
0.01

0.04
0.02
0.18

±
±
±

0.03
0.01
0.01

0.12
0.07
0.36

±
±
±

0.03
0.01
0.02

0.02

±

0.03

0.04

±

0.03

0.14
0.02

±
±

0.01
0.01

0.01

0.06

±

0.01

0.05

±

0.01

0.03
0.01

±

0.01

0.02

±

0.02

0.04

±

0.01

0.02
0.02
0.03

±
±
±

0.02
0.01
0.01

0.03
0.01
0.03

±
±
±

0.02
0.001
0.01

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.04

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.02
0.003
0.01

0.42

±

0.12

0.43

±

0.13

0.96

±

0.15

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
EACA
Total

Table 3f. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual Blank foil using SIC and FLR; the
blank lines were either <0.1 ng/mol or not detectable using the current method.
B1
Ser
Arg
Gly
Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Cys
Lys

B2

B3

0.31
0.22
0.88

±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.11
0.06
0.33

±
±
±

0.02
0.03
0.01

0.31
0.22
0.88

±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03

0.34
0.08
0.12
0.15

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.00
0.00
0.02

0.07
0.01
0.01
0.06

±
±
±
±

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.34
0.08
0.12
0.15

±
±
±
±

0.06
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.23

±

0.00

0.04

±

0.01

0.23

±

0.02

0.18
0.19
0.17
0.13

±
±
±
±

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.04
0.04
0.05
0.01

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.18
0.19
0.17
0.13

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02

2.99

±

0.07

0.82

±

0.18

2.99

±

0.28

Met
Val
Leu
Ile
Phe
Tyr
Total
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1. Purpose
The Contamination Control and Assessment Working Group (CCAWG) was chartered to specify
the requirements and explore the implementation of contamination control on the OSIRIS-REx
sample. In the strictest sense contamination is any alteration of the physical, chemical, textural,
or other sample state that compromises sample integrity. Alteration includes changing inherent
states, losing sample components, or adding extraneous components. These could include
changes in bulk chemistry/mineralogy, trace components, stable isotopic ratios, volatiles (ices,
organics), crystallinity and phase state, remnant magnetism, grain-size distribution, grain/clast
integrity, texture/structure/layering, and chemical/electronic activation state. As such,
contamination of the sample can occur at any time in the lifecycle of a mission, and mitigation
therefore needs to be carefully planned from day 1 (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Contamination control is an end-to-end process and assures that the contamination history of the
returned sample is well understood.

However, for this CCAWG study, contamination only refers to the addition of extraneous
chemical components with a particular emphasis on organic species. Monitoring the loss of
volatiles is also of interest, but is not of primary concern. It should also be noted that the
interference of S/C hardware and instruments by dust is not considered to be contamination by
this group. Mitigation of dust interference (sometimes called contamination) is studied by the
relevant instrument teams.
2. Participants
Participation in the weekly or biweekly CCAWG telecons encompassed a wide range of the
OSIRIS-REx team.
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Beau Bierhaus (OLA DIS, Flight System - XIDAR), Bill Boynton (Mission IS), Ben Clark
(Planetary Protection Lead/TAGSAM IS), Mike Drake (PI), Jason Dworkin (Chair, Deputy
Project Scientist, Contamination Control Lead), Chuck Fellows (OCAMS Systems Engineer),
Danny Glavin (Science Co-I), Jim Harris (Flt Sys Design Engr, TAGSAM, SRC), Alan
Hildebrand (OLA CSA PI), Bob Jenkens (PM), Dante Lauretta (DPI), Jimmy Marsh (Proposal
Manager), John Marshall (Science Co-I), Ron Mink (DPSE), Keiko Nakamura-Messenger
(Curation DPS, JAXA Liason), Joe Nuth (PS), Cat Reigle (Contamination Control Engineer),
Kevin Righter (Curation PS), Bashar Rizk (OCAMS DIS), Tom Riley (Contamination Control
Engineer), Scott Sandford (Science Co-I), and Joe Vellinga (FSM).
The regular participants of these meetings form the CCAWG core and have specific
responsibilities for the successful definition and implementation of the OSIRIS-REx
contamination control plan (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Roles and responsibilities for CCAWG members

3. Possible level 2 requirements
The OSIRIS-REx step 1 proposal invoked the Organic Contamination Science Steering Group
(OCSSG) to provide a definition of “organically clean” for the sample. Even though the
OCSSG, chartered by the Mars Program Office at NASA Headquarters was focused on in situ
measurements on the surface of Mars, rather than laboratory analysis of a sample returned from a
carbonaceous asteroid, this requirement was selected since it was recently (November 15, 2004)
generated by an external panel and focused primarily on organic contamination.
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Table 3.1. OCSSG-based level 2 requirements for contamination control
Level 1 requirement

Level 2 science requirement

1.1

Return !60 g of pristine bulk
sample from RQ36 and archive
75% for future analyses

1.2

Document the contamination of the
sample acquired from collection,
transport, curation, and
distribution.

2.1.4

Return and maintain the bulk sample with organic contamination levels defined
by OCSSG guidelines (Impart <8 ng/g benzene and other aromatic hydrocarbons,
<10 ng/g carbonyl and hydroxyl containing compounds, <1 ng/g amino acids, <2
ng/g amines and amides, <8 ng/g non-aromatic hydrocarbons, and <1 ng/g DNA
to the bulk sample with <40 ng/g total reduced carbon).

2.1.5
2.2.1

Impart <40 ng/g total hydrazine contamination to the bulk sample
Document the contamination acquired by the TAGSAM Head during flight

2.2.2

Follow the requirements in the project contamination control plan to ensure
cleanliness of the flight system, UTTR SRC receiving facility, and the curation
facility

Since the formulation of the Step 1 NF3 proposal, the SAM instrument for MSL, which had
planned to follow OCSSG contamination limits was forced to descope to best effort. This was
due partially due to the strict requirements, but even more due to the difficulty of verifying if the
requirements had been met. Since the organic composition of Mars is likely orders of magnitude
lower than RQ36, the OCSSG guidelines are not ideal for OSIRIS-REx and there was no
possibility of using the SAM’s contamination control “lessons learned” as we had planned given
that MSL was delayed until 2011. We therefore reviewed the contamination control level 2
requirements in greater detail. The first observation was that, unlike SAM which can be isolated
from MSL during ATLO, contamination control for OSIRIS-REx encompasses the entire S/C.
Thus, it was necessary to review the ability of the LM ATLO facility to achieve the OCSSG
environmental standards without modifications beyond the scope of the resources of the NF
program. The summary of the analysis follows:
All of the stated capabilities do not necessarily reflect LM’s "standard" way of doing business
but it is within their current measurement capabilities, assuming material compatibility, smart
material selection and design. All outgassing flux capabilities depend largely on temperature
profiles, the chamber used, and the test set up.
Table 3.2. OCSSG Summary fields highlighted in yellow are outside the capabilities of existing
ATLO facilities at LM.
OCSSG
Cleanliness
levels

Cleanliness level 1

Cleanliness level 2

2

NVR
Particulate
cleanliness
level per
IEST-STDCC1246
Outgassing
flux

2

Cleanliness level 3

ng/cm2

"g/cm or
mg/ft2

IEST level

ng/cm2

"g/cm or
mg/ft2

IEST
level

ng/cm2

"g/0.1m2

IEST
level

500

0.5

A/2

10

0.01

A/100

1

1

AA3

400

ng/cm2/hr
100

200

g/cm2-s
2.78 x 10

Hz/hr*
-11

50

ng/cm2/hr
10

g/cm2-s
2. 78 x 10

* Assumes a 15MHz QCM

4

25 (?)

Hz/hr*
-12

5.1

ng/cm2/hr
1

mg/0.1m2/hr
2. 78 x 10

-13

Hz/hr*
0.5

Table 3.2 describes three cleanliness levels. These are:
Level 1 (General surfaces of the Martian spacecraft carrying organics detectors): LM is
currently capable of meeting and performing verification to all of the levels listed for cleanliness
level 1 per OCSSG white paper.
Level 2 (General Martian sample handling and processing facility surfaces): LM is currently
capable of meeting and performing verification of particulate cleanliness and outgassing flux for
cleanliness level 2 per OCSSG white paper. The non-volatile residue (NVR) testing is outside of
LM's current capabilities. "Standard" industry verification methods exist for indirect sampling,
namely silicone witness wafers that are measured for deposition thickness, however LM does not
have any current processes or equipment to perform this testing. Identification of deposition
composition is not available to our knowledge. It's also worth noting that the types of controls
and test support additions and considerations that would be needed to accommodate indirect
witness samples would require a high level of effort.
Level 3 (Specific sample handling elements coming in direct contact with Martian samples): LM
(or any existing ALTO facility we are aware of) is currently NOT capable of meeting and
performing verification to any of the levels listed for cleanliness level 3 per OCSSG white paper
standards.
We are not aware of any industry standard method for verifying the NVR molecular level that
correlates to IEST-STD-CC1246 AA3 despite its current existence in the specification.
Particulate count verification is not that "out of scope" of LM's current capabilities if we accept
some modifications to the numbers (we do not have current certified capability, training or
equipment to read particles from 2" – 5"). However, our capability of cleaning various materials
or part configurations to that level is unknown and could be a very significant impact.
The specifications for a 15 MHz QCM, the 0.5 Hz/hour that correlates to the level 3 outgassing
flux recommendation is about half of the stated sensitivity level for the equipment. Further
more, LM’s experience has shown that getting a measurement this low would be very difficult (if
not impossible) and strongly depends on the test materials, (delta) temperatures and
configurations.
The shortfalls of OCSSG findings means that a replacement, scientifically valid requirement
2.1.4 must be found. Several potential replacements were considered (Table 3). Requirement
2.1.5 was set at the same total contamination level for 2.1.4.
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Table 3.3. Leading definitions of Pristine for requirement 2.1.4
Name

OCSSG

OCSSG Level 2
cleaning
guidelines
Contamination
in a "pristine
meteorite" like
GRA 95229
NRC-derived
Repeat Stardust

Requirement in 60 g
Aromatics (8ppb)
Carbonyls & hydroxyls (10ppb)
Amino acids (1ppb)
Amines or amides (2ppb)
Aliphatic hydrocarbons (8ppb)
DNA (1ppb)
Total reduced carbon (40 ppb)

Requirement /cm2 of TAGSAM
(assuming 100% transfer
efficiency from surface to
sample)
Aromatics (0.3 ng)
Carbonyls & hydroxyls (0.3ng)
Amino acids (0.03 ng)
Amines or amides (0.06 ng)
Aliphatic hydrocarbons (0.3 ng)
DNA (0.06 ng)
Total reduced carbon (1.3 ng)

N/A

Traceable to
external
document

Achievable
at LM

Quickly
Verifiable

Yes

No

No

10 ng/cm2 total material

Partially

Yes

No

Unknown

Unknown

Partially

Unknown

Unlikely

!30 ppb of any given compound

!1 ng/cm2 of any given compound

Yes

Not
determined

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

2

180 ng/cm amino acid and
180 ng/cm2 total carbon

It should be possible to implement OCSSG Cleanliness Level 2 for OSIRIS-REx, however there
is no compelling scientific basis to invoke the cleaning requirements, other than it is
approximately industrial best-effort.
When it became apparent that OCSSG guidelines were both impossible to achieve with current
resources, and more importantly, not scientifically relevant for RQ36, we examined other level 2
contamination control requirements. For a requirement to be considered, it would need to be
traceable to an external document or be based on scientific research, achievable within the
ATLO operating conditions of LM, and success must be rapidly verifiable.
The complexity of a replacement requirement sits on the definition of “pristine.” One definition
would be to examine a meteorite that is claimed to be “pristine” in the literature (e.g. the
Antarctic CR2 carbonaceous chondrite Graves Nunantak (GRA) 95229). This claim by
Pizzarello et al., 2008 is an assertion and not sufficiently documented nor universally accepted.
Furthermore, demonstrating the contamination in a complex, difficult to characterize system is
difficult. Finally, as future studies of GRA 95229 are performed, the requirements for OSIRISREx would change. This is an unacceptable cost and schedule risk.
Functionally, pristine can be defined according to the Task Group on Organic Environments in
the Solar System, NRC (2007) “Exploring Organic Environments in the Solar System,” p118.
“Quantitation of the amount of organic carbon present to ± 30 percent precision and accuracy
over a range of 0.1 ppm to 1 percent.” This rationale was converted into a requirement (see
NRC-Derived in Table 3). To preserve ± 30% accuracy of a 0.1 part-per-million (ppm) species
by weight, there can be no more than 0.03 ppm contamination of that species. This limit also
applies to hydrazine since it could serve as a reducing agent to alter the organic compounds
collected in the sample. Waivers may be granted for specific compounds that exceed this
threshold. Particular care in archiving the source(s) of this compound is required.
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This approach was seriously considered. However, there were two serious concerns, (1) the
detection methods (FTIR for pre-screening followed by LC-MS, GC-MS, and DART-MS (see
Loftin 2009)) are biased, but since they are biased in the same ways as the most likely sample
analysis methods, this is acceptable. (2) it became clear that the analysis costs and potential
schedule delays for open-ended compound searches were unacceptable.
To preserve this sort of open search, this effort was transferred to Contamination Knowledge.
This effort would perform open-ended searches, but only on limited samples with no impact to
schedule and a cost cap. This provides the maximum information to maximize the scientific
benefit of the returned sample, without potentially halting ATLO for months of study. Now that
Contamination Knowledge could account for observing and cataloging the unexpected,
requirement 2.1.4 could be defined to provide a functional test.
Since OSIRIS-REx builds on the heritage of Stardust, it seems reasonable that it should also
build from Stardust’s contamination control experience. We decided to focus our organic
contamination requirement on amino acids based on two reasons. First, amino acids are among
the most pervasive compounds in the biosphere (e.g. Wolman and Miller, 1972; Friedel and
Scheller, 2002) and modern detection methods are extremely sensitive (femtomole). Second,
amino acid data already exists on Stardust aluminum foil samples (Elsila et al., 2009). While a
different alloy of aluminum (1100 vs 6061) will be used in TAGSAM, Stardust aluminum
witnessed similar ATLO procedures, the deep space environment, return to Earth in an SRC, and
curation at JSC as the OSIRIS-REx TAGSAM head will. Elsila et al. (2009) studied several
Stardust foils, the most contaminated sample that produced publishable data was foil C2092S,0.
The low amino acid abundance of Stardust material and the confirmation of the cometary nature
of the amino acid glycine by 13C isotope analyses provide confidence that these values are
representative. It seems most representative to set the contamination of this Stardust foil sample
as the upper limit of OSIRIS-REx contamination. Table 4 shows the data on this foil and a total
amino acid contamination level of 186 ng/cm2. Conservatively rounding down produces a value
of 180 ng/cm2. Of particular note is the high relative abundance of !-amino-n-caproic acid
(EACA), the hydrolysis product of Nylon-6, which was used in recovery, curation, and
distribution of Stardust materials. Amino acid based polymers, such as Nylon and latex will not
be used on OSIRIS-REx. That action alone would have eliminated 185 ng/cm2 from foil
C2092S,0, leaving <1-2 ng/cm2 of amino acid contamination.
Table 3.4. Numerical derivation of level 2 requirement 2.1.4
Amino acid in Stardust foil C2092S,0
glycine
ß-alanine
D-alanine
L-alanine
!-amino-n-caproic acid (EACA)
Total amino acids
Total contamination

Source
Cometary (mostly)
Unknown
N/A
Contamination
Contamination

pmol/cm2
68
7
<4
12
1413
1500
1425

pg/pmol
75.07
89.11
89.11
89.11
131.1

ng/cm2
5.10476
0.62377
1.06932
185.2443
192.04215
186.31362

Since the total organic contamination will not only be comprised of amino acids, we have set this
value to be the total organic carbon contamination concentration permitted. This will prevent
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excess of other organic species, from being present. It is the task of Contamination Knowledge,
not Contamination Control to identify these species, as best as possible.
There was a significant effort made in understanding the organic contamination on Stardust.
This effort was lead by OSIRIS-REx Co-I Scott Sandford who published the findings in
Meteoritics and Planetary Science (Sandford et al., 2010). OSIRIS-REx will implement all of
the following recommendations from this study (Table 5).
Table 3.5.
Stardust Lesson Learned
1. Efforts need to be made both for contamination
control, i.e., to minimize contamination, and
contamination assessment.
2. Contamination control and assessment requires
cooperative efforts be made that involve the
spacecraft manufacturers, the spacecraft operators,
the mission’s Science Team, and the NASA
Curatorial Office.
3. Agree on what is meant by the word “clean” and
how this definition will translate into operational
activities.
4. Document what materials are used; samples of
these materials should be collected and archived.
5. Witness coupons need to be removed and
examined quickly so that problems associated with
unexpected or problematic contaminants can be
dealt with rapidly.
6. Witness coupons need to be designed so that they
can easily be divided and distributed to multiple
analysts.
7. Sample return spacecraft should carry a
significant number of relevant witness coupons.
8. It is generally desirable to use more than one type
of witness coupon.
9. Plans must be made in advance so the NASA
Curatorial Office is prepared to store and distribute
not only the returned samples, but also the
associated contamination control and assessment
materials (witness coupons, samples of spacecraft
materials, etc.).
10. Devote additional development effort to the
production of the cleanest possible aerogel.

OSIRIS-REx Implementation
These activities are be integrated into the OSIRISREx budget and schedule.
Each of these groups should has an individual
responsible for organizing contamination control
and assessment activities, and these individuals
work closely together across organizational
boundaries.
OSIRIS-REx is modeling “clean” on the
contamination control plan of Stardust
A major effort on understanding and archiving
materials is planned
We plan 100 coupons to be analyzed by JSC and
GSFC with a TBD day turnaround.
All monolithic witness coupons will be pre-scored
for distribution
TBD numbers of witness coupons will be flown in
the SRC and 4 on TAGSAM
TBD types of witness coupons will be used
See letters of commitment from JSC and MSFC

Aerogel is not used by OSIRIS-REx

The contamination control and knowledge plan involves oversight by the CCWG (Figure 2.1)
and the partnership of LM, GSFC, JSC, KSC, and UTTR (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Flow of material and activities of the CCAWG by mission phase.
Contamination Plan is Active for the Life of the Mission to Ensure the Return of Pristine Material
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4. Stardust lessons learned
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/2)('24! &)0! &**$**6$)(! .2'! (#$! <8=>=8?>@A! 6+**+2)! +*! /4$&'41! 3)+B3$7! +(! *#&'$*! 6&)1!
*+6+4&'+(+$*!5+(#!8(&'03*(!*+)/$!;2(#!6+**+2)*!+),24,$!*&6%4$!'$(3')!.'26!*6&44!;20+$*!&)0!
(#$!6+**+2)*!*#&'$!*26$!/2662)!#$'+(&-$9!
!
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)36;$'!2.!%'2/$03'$*!03'+)-!6+**+2)!0$*+-)7!/2)*('3/(+2)7!($*(+)-7!&)0!.4+-#(!(2!6+)+6+U$!
*&6%4$!/2)(&6+)&(+2)!&)0!(2!&**$**!+(*!)&(3'$!&)0!$A($)(!.2'!(#$!'$(3')$0!*&6%4$*9!!<)!(#$!
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>@A!6+**+2)!&'$!;'+$.41!*366&'+U$0!;$425Y!
!
(1) Efforts need to be made both for contamination control, i.e., to minimize contamination,
and contamination assessment. No matter how good contamination control is, there will
be some contamination, and it is critical to characterize the nature of the contaminants so
they can be distinguished from returned samples. These activities need to be fully
integrated into a sample return mission’s budget and schedule.
(2) Contamination control and assessment requires cooperative efforts be made that involve
the spacecraft manufacturers, the spacecraft operators, the mission’s Science Team, and
the NASA Curatorial Office. Each of these groups should identify an individual or
individuals responsible for organizing contamination control and assessment activities,
and these individuals must work closely together across organizational boundaries.
(3) In the early stages of the project, everybody on the mission needs to agree on what is
meant by the word “clean” and how this definition will translate into operational activities.
This simple word can mean very different things to different people. Note that the agreed
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on definition of “clean” may well differ from mission to mission, depending on the nature
of the expected sample and how it will be analyzed.
(4) During construction of the spacecraft and sampling system, it is critical to document what
components/materials are used. Where possible, samples of these materials should be
collected and archived for ultimate storage by the NASA Curatorial Office at the time of
manufacture. These materials then need to be available for later study, as needed.
(5) It is important to use “witness coupons” to track the introduction of contaminates during
the manufacture, flight, and recovery of the spacecraft, and during the subsequent removal
of the samples from the sample collection system. Some of these coupons need to be
removed and examined quickly so that problems associated with unexpected or
problematic contaminants can be dealt with rapidly. These activities should be explicitly
funded and scheduled within the mission.
(6) Witness coupons need to be designed so that they can easily be divided and distributed to
multiple analysts. Also, since different coupon materials can result in different analytical
constraints, it is generally desirable, were possible, to use more than one type of witness
coupon. Since these materials represents the all-important “blank” or “control” samples
that are critical to the interpretation of many studies of the returned samples, it is critical
that enough coupons be flown so there are adequate standards available for distribution by
the Curatorial facility for many years after the end of the mission.
(7) Plans must be made in advance so the NASA Curatorial Office is prepared to store and
distribute not only the returned samples, but also the associated contamination control and
assessment materials (witness coupons, samples of spacecraft materials, etc.). This
includes necessary documentation for space-exposed hardware to allow for the analysis of
pieces of the entire SRC after return.
!
X44!2.!(#$*$!4$**2)*!#&,$!;$$)!.3441!+)($-'&($0!+)(2!(#$!<8=>=8?>@A!6+**+2)!%4&)9!!C$(&+4*!2.!
(#$!8(&'03*(!%4&)!/&)!;$!.23)0!+)!(#$!&%%$)0+A9!
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5. Hydrazine plume models and auxiliary particles
While OSIRIS-REx is unique, GSFC has analyzed a number of missions that faced
contamination control problems similar to those of OSIRIS-REx.
Below are graphics and brief descriptions of three such studies:
1. Engine plume to instrument aperture transfer on LADEE
2. Shuttle thruster to HST exterior on HST SM-4
3. Interior transfers within the Wide Field Camera III on HST SM-4
5.1. NMS Aperture and LADEE Main Engine Study

Figure 5.1, LASEE Observatory
One problem OSIRIS-REx must face is the possible transfer of rocket exhaust contaminates to
sensitive instrument surfaces. GSFC Code 546 has done a number of detailed technical studies
of exhaust contamination transfers. One of these is:
Dr. M. Woronowicz, "NMS Aperture Containment Deposition Due to Main Engine Operations"
This study addresses a concern about when to remove the instrument covers with respect to the
main engine burn that will place the LADEE Observatory in lunar orbit. The concern for
OSIRIS-REx is that thruster burns will deposit organic materials on spacecraft surfaces which
will later migrate to critical surfaces on the collection apparatus and the interior of the storage
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clam shell. Similar concerns apply to the use of thrusters during sampling operations when
critical surfaces are most exposed.
5.2. Shuttle Thruster to Hubble Telescope exterior transfer

Figure 5.2, Thruster Plume on the Shuttle
GSFC Code 546 has also developed contamination analysis software, called MASTRAM, which
was used extensively in the HST SM-4 on problems similar to those faced by OSIRIS-REx.
These problems include the transfer of thruster contaminates to surface of spacecraft, the delayed
transfer of those contaminates to the instrument, and the transfer of any contaminates around the
interior of the instrument.
Of specific interest for the OSIRIS-REx mission is generating an estimate of maximum
hydrazine plume impinging on sample after three sampling attempts.
5.3. Wide Field Camera III Internal transfers

Figure 5.3, Internal grid of WFC III
One concern on OSIRIS-REx is the transfer of contaminates within the closed space of the clamshell particularly during the mission return and reentry phases. A similar problem was analyzed
for the Wide Field Camera III on HSTR-4 Mission.
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The MASTRAM software was used to grid the internal surfaces in three dimensions and then
calculate the transfer of contaminates between the grid elements under effects of temperature and
time. Of particular interest is the transfer of molecular contaminates from hot surfaces to cold
surfaces during the initial outgassing period and then later when internal instrument surfaces
were reduced to cold temperatures.
For OSIRIS-REx the primary questions will be the transfer of molecular contaminates to the
retrieved sample on the return leg of the journey.
5.4. Estimate of maximum hydrazine plume impinging on sample
The OSIRIS-REx mission proposes to collect a pristine sample from the surface of asteroid
1999RQ36. The definition of “pristine” includes a requirement on the maximum amount of
unreacted hydrazine, from the spacecraft thrusters, incorporated into the collected sample. In
particular, pristine is defined as a surface density of hydrazine of 180 ng/cm2. Using detailed
spacecraft-asteroid relative locations from the mission profile, a thorough analysis of plume
geometry and dynamics, a conservative allocation (over-estimation) of unreacted hydrazine in
the thruster products, and the unlikely assumption that all hydrazine deposited on the surface
remains on the surface prior to sampling, we find that the pre-sampling deposition of unreacted
hydrazine is < 2 ng/cm2, more than an order of magnitude smaller than the requirement. Using a
more realistic fraction of unreacted hydrazine could reduce the deposited value by a factor of
five; incorporation of sublimation effects reduces the amount by at least another factor of two
(and likely more, depending on assumptions of permanent shadow and migration of the
unreacted hydrazine into the subsurface). Thus, OSIRIS-REx meets the hydrazine contamination
requirement with comfortable margin.
5.4.1 Fraction of Unreacted Hydrazine in Thruster Plume Products
The first step in understanding the potential for sampling ellipse contamination is to
understand the abundance of unreacted hydrazine generated by the thrusters. The amount of
unreacted hydrazine depends on the temperature of the catalyst bed (cat bed). A fully warmed
cat bed effectively generates no unreacted hydrazine, while a cooler cat bed permits some
unreacted hydrazine to pass into the thruster plume. The cat bed can reach operating temperature
within a few seconds, so for a 10 sec burn, the first 2–3 seconds of the burn will permit unreacted
hydrazine, while the remainder of the burn utilizes all of the hydrazine. Testing done for the
Phoenix mission revealed that the maximum amount of transient hydrazine in the plume is
<0.5%, and in fact could be lower. Thus, for the thrusters used by OSIRIS-REx, the percentage
of unreacted hydrazine is ~0.5%, worst case. For additional conservatism, we assume this
percentage applies to the entire burn, not just the first few seconds. The allocation of 0.5%
unreacted hydrazine for the duration of each burn may over-estimate the contamination by a
factor of five.
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5.4.2 Geometry and Dynamics of Thruster Plume
An assessment of sampling site contamination due to un-reacted hydrazine requires
estimation of both the percentage of hydrazine in the thruster plume, and the distribution of
hydrazine within the plume flowfield. Due to the heavier molecular weight of N2H4 (relative to
other plume species) it is expected that the majority of hydrazine will be concentrated near the
centerline of the vacuum plume. In order to quantify hydrazine mass flux on a potential sampling
site, an analysis of the plume flowfield was conducted using Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
computations.
An existing nozzle/near-exit flowfield solution for the MR-111c thruster, computed with
the Ansys Fluent CFD code provided inlet conditions for the DSMC analysis. A Bird breakdown
criterion of 0.05 was used to generate the inlet surface and mass flow rates (number densities)
were adjusted to match a separate Fluent computation with the Osiris ACS chamber conditions.
An estimated N2H4 mass fraction of 0.005 was inserted into the inlet surface species distribution.
It is assumed that this small percentage of hydrazine would not substantially influence the nozzle
internal flowfield, and that the effect of species diffusion in the continuum region is small
compared to species transport.
The JSC-developed code DAC was used to conduct a DSMC simulation of the vacuum
flowfield. Flowfield species in the model consisted of N2, H2, NH3, and N2H4. Reactions were
not considered due the low density and temperature of the plume. Although streamlines in the
plume have significant curvature near the nozzle, they quickly become straight and can be
regarded as emanating from a point source at the nozzle exit. This is a fundamental assumption
of many simple vacuum plume models. Thus, the distribution of rho*velocity at a single radius
in the plume flowfield, sufficiently distant from the nozzle exit, can be used to extract mass flux
as a function of the angle from the nozzle centerline. Specific mass flux to a potential sampling
site can then be computed using the plume angle and radius, since density along a plume
streamline is a proportional to 1/R2. Figure 5.4.1 plots the mass flow of the unreacted hydrazine
as a function of the off-boresite angle.

Figure 5.4.1: Unreacted Hydrazine abundance as a function of thruster boresight offpoint angle.

5.4.3 Plume Impingement on Sample Site and Sampling Ellipse
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We then used the plume geometry, derived above, in conjunction with the detailed
mission profile to calculate thruster plume location relative to the sampling ellipse. After arrival
at the asteroid, the process of collecting a sample is the culmination of careful observations,
reconnaissance, and practice sorties that methodically test and confirm the ability of the flight
system to accurately navigate to a selected sampling site. A detailed analysis of spacecraft
performance and navigation accuracies determined that OSIRIS-REx will achieve a 25m x 10m
sampling ellipse. The spacecraft will interact with this sampling ellipse through a series of three
rehearsals and a sampling sortie:
• The first rehearsal trajectory will fly to a target over the sampling ellipse (called the
checkpoint) at a range of 125 meters, and return to the safe home orbit of 1 km radius.
• Two weeks later, the second rehearsal trajectory will fly to the 125 meter checkpoint, stop all
translational motion in inertial space relative to the asteroid, and approach a second target
(match point) at 30 m altitude over the asteroid. Upon reaching 30 m altitude OSIRIS-REx
will depart the match point and return to the 1km safe home orbit.
• In the final rehearsal, OSIRIS will fly a similar trajectory to the 2nd rehearsal except upon
reaching the 30 m match point the spacecraft will match the rotation of the asteroid and null
any approach velocity to “hover” over the sampling ellipse for 5 minutes before departing
and returning to the safe home orbit.
• The final stage of sample collection replicates the third rehearsal with the modification that
the approach velocity is not nulled out, but adjusted to result in a gentle touch and go (TAG)
sample collection with an approach velocity of 10 cm/s.
For each maneuver required by the rehearsals and final sampling sortie, the spacecraft
executes small trajectory modifications using the coupled hydrazine attitude control thrusters.
To achieve the high precision maneuvering required to accurately deliver the flight system to the
surface, the burns will be executed parallel to the spacecraft body x, y, z axes. By knowing the
relative position of the spacecraft to the sampling ellipse, the attitude of the spacecraft, and
geometry of the thrusters and the sampling ellipse, we quantified the potential for sample site
contamination by unreacted hydrazine from these maneuvers. (Note: it is highly unlikely that
hydrazine deposited within the sampling ellipse many weeks prior to sampling will remain on the
surface after repeated day night cycles, see Section 5.4.4. However, the cumulative deposition
represents the worst-case analysis.)
All maneuvers in the vicinity of the sampling ellipse can be divided into two groups:
maneuvers at the 125 m checkpoint, and maneuvers at the 30 m match point. As described
above, each maneuver is broken into three separate burns, corresponding to the x, y, and z axes.
The following sections describe the magnitude of the hydrazine contamination from the
checkpoint and match point x, y, and z burns. The checkpoint burns, and thus analysis, are
similar between the three rehearsals and the sampling event; however, we divide the match point
analysis into those done during the rehearsals, and the one done during sampling, as the
magnitude of the burns is different between the two, and the area of interest during the final
sampling run is a subset of the entire sampling ellipse.

5.4.3.1 Analysis for Checkpoint X-Axis Burn
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Maneuvering at the checkpoint is comprised of three body axis aligned maneuvers. The
first maneuver is along the negative x body direction and stops the translational velocity of the
spacecraft in inertial space. The four ACS thrusters in the anti HGA direction will fire, expelling
0.33 kg of propellant. Of these four thrusters, only two have the potential to contaminate the
sampling ellipse, see the red and blue cones and their projected intersections with the surface in
Figure 5.4.2. The area of potential overlap between the thruster field of view and the sampling
ellipse can be defined as a section of the polar projection of the thruster plume with the bore
sight aligned with the 0 degree point. In this reference frame, the area of potential contamination
is between 34 and 45 degrees off bore sight, and a rotational arc of 31 degrees of the possible
360 degrees of azimuth.

Figure 5.4.2: The X-axis check-point maneuver that halts translational velocity, and plume geometry relative to the sampling ellipse.
Table 5.4.1: A breakdown of the detailed analysis for the Checkpoint X-axis burn. This table is representative of
the analysis done for all thruster firings.

Checkpoint 1 (X-axis burn)
Total Propellant 4 engines
# Engines interacting with site
Total Propellant towards site
Total Elevation fraction of
Propellant within Site
Total Propellant elevation
towards site
Total Azimuth fraction within site
Total Propellant within site (kg)
Unburned hydrazine within
propellant (factor)
Total hydrazine within site (kg)
Total area of site (m2)
Total kg hydrazine per m2

0.333
2
0.1665
0.0071
0.001184254
0.086111111
0.000101977
0.0005
5.09887E-08
785
6.49538E-11

Total hydrazine (ng/cm2)

6.5E-03

Using the fractional azimuth of the thruster field of view that intersects with the sample
ellipse (8.6%), the percentage of hydrazine that could be dispersed that far from the thruster bore
sight (0.7%), and the percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains from the total expended
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propellant, the total mass of hydrazine that could be distributed within the sample ellipse is 5.1e08 kg. This amount, spread over an area of 785 m2, results in an average hydrazine surface
density of 6.5e-11 kg/ m2, or 6.5e-3 ng/cm2. Table 5.4.1 summarizes these values for this burn;
the same tabulation was completed for each of the subsequent burns.
5.4.3.2 Analysis for Checkpoint Y-Axis Burn
The second checkpoint maneuver is along the negative Y body direction and stops the
longitudinal velocity of the spacecraft in the asteroid relative frame. The four ACS thrusters in
the -Y direction will fire, expelling 0.044 kg of propellant. Selection of sampling latitude will
have an effect on the sign of the burn and some affect on the magnitude but the general geometry
will remain fixed. Of these four thrusters, only one will have the potential to contaminate the
sampling ellipse (Figure 5.4.3). The area of potential overlap between the thruster field of view
and the sampling ellipse can be defined as a section of the polar projection of the thruster plume
with the bore sight aligned with the 0 degree point. In this reference frame, the area of potential
contamination is between 34 and 45 degrees off bore sight, and a rotational arc of 31 degrees of
the possible 360 degrees of azimuth.
Using the fractional azimuth of the
thruster field of view that intersects with the
sample ellipse (8.6%), the percentage of
hydrazine that could be dispersed that far from
the thruster bore sight (0.7%), the small
percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains
from the total expended propellant, the total
mass of hydrazine that could be distributed
within the sample ellipse is 3.3e-09 kg. This
amount, spread over an area of 785 m2, results
in an average value of 4.3e-12 kg/m2, or 4.3e-4
ng/cm2.

Figure 5.4.3: For the Checkpoint Y-axis burn, only
one thruster intersects the sampling ellipse.

5.4.3.3 Analysis for Checkpoint Z-Axis Burn
The third checkpoint maneuver is along the negative z body direction and initiates the
approach to the match point. The four ACS
thrusters in the -Z direction will fire, Figure
5.4.4. Of these four thrusters, none of them will
have the potential to contaminate the sampling
ellipse, as the plumes do no intersect the
sampling ellipse.
5.4.3.4 Analysis for Rehearsal Match Point
Z-Axis Burn
Maneuvering at the match point is
comprised of two body axis aligned maneuvers. Figure 5.4.4: For the Checkpoint Z-axis burn,
The first maneuver is acceleration along the none of the thruster plumes intersect the sampling
ellipse.!
positive z body direction and slows the
approach velocity of the spacecraft towards the sampling site to satisfy the 10 cm/s touch-and-go
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velocity. The magnitude of the maneuver will change slightly when the true mass of the asteroid
has been determined, however, the small gravity acceleration term, and the short time spent
under the influence of the gravity (300 seconds) will minimize the variation. The four ACS
thrusters in the science deck direction will fire, expelling 0.085 kg of propellant (Figure 5.4.5).
All of these four thrusters have the potential to contaminate the sampling ellipse. The area of
potential overlap between the thruster field of view and the sampling ellipse can be defined as a
section of the polar projection of the thruster plume with the bore sight aligned with the 0 degree
point. In this reference frame, the area of potential contamination is between 25 and 75 degrees
off bore sight, and a rotational arc of 105 degrees of the possible 360 degrees of azimuth.
.
Using the fractional azimuth of the
thruster field of view that intersects with the
sample ellipse (29.2%), the percentage of
propellant that could be dispersed that far from
the thruster bore sight (4.5%), the small
percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains
from the total expended propellant, the total
mass of hydrazine that could be distributed
within the sample ellipse is 5.6e-07 kg. This
amount is spread over an area of 785 m2 and
results in an average value of 7.2e-10 kg/m2, or
7.2e-02 ng/cm2.

Figure 5.4.5: For the Rehearsal Match Point Zaxis burns, all four thruster plumes intersect the
sampling ellipse.

5.4.3.5 Analysis for Rehearsal Match Point X-Axis Burn
The second match point maneuver is an acceleration along the positive x body direction
and matches the spacecraft velocity to the local surface rotation rate. The magnitude of the
maneuver will change as a function of surface latitude and is shown for a middle latitude of 45
degrees.
The four ACS thrusters in the
negative X body direction will fire, expelling
0.216 kg of propellant (Figure 5.4.6). Two of
these thrusters have the potential to
contaminate the sampling ellipse. The area of
potential overlap between the thruster field of
view and the sampling ellipse can be defined as
a section of the polar projection of the thruster
plume with the bore sight aligned with the 0
degree point. In this reference frame, the area Figure 5.4.6: For the Rehearsal Match Point X-axis
two of the four thruster plumes intersect the
of potential contamination is between 25 and 75 burns,
sampling ellipse.
degrees off bore sight, and a rotational arc of
105 degrees of the possible 360 degrees of azimuth.
Using the fractional azimuth of the thruster field of view that intersects with the sample
ellipse (29.2%), the percentage of propellant that could be dispersed that far from the thruster
bore sight (4.5%), the small percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains from the total expended
propellant, the total mass of hydrazine that could be distributed within the sample ellipse is 7.2e-
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7 kg. This amount is distributed over an area of 785 m2 and results in an average value of 9.1e10 kg/m2, or 9.1e-02 ng/cm2.
5.4.3.6 Analysis for Sampling Match Point Z-Axis Burn
Analysis up to this point has been
relative to maneuver contamination of the
overall 25mx10m semi major axis error ellipse.
At the time of execution of the actual sampling
profile, the region of interest is reduced
significantly during the match point maneuver
since only a small region of the sampling
ellipse will be available for sampling. Given
the requirements to match the rotational
velocity of the asteroid to within 2 cm/s,
provide a touch-and-go velocity of 10 cm/s,
and a match point altitude of 30m above the Figure 5.4.7: The Sampling Match Point Z-axis
burn. The small red ellipse is the subset of area that
surface, it becomes evident that there will be the s/c can reach after the final Match Point burn
300 seconds of possible time for a 2 cm/s during the sampling sortie.
translational velocity error to propagate.
Hence, the region accessible to the sampling head is reduced from a 25 m semi major axis length
(green ellipse in Figure 5.4.7, which is the ellipse shown in previous figures) to 6 m (the red
ellipse in Figure 5.4.7). The analysis in this section quantifies the potential contamination
immediately on that subset of the sampling ellipse that will be the actual sampling site. The
profile is identical; however, the geometry between the thruster bore sight and the sampling area
changes.
The four ACS thrusters in the science deck direction will fire, expelling 0.085 kg of
propellant (Figure 5.4.7). All of these four thrusters have the potential to contaminate the
sampling ellipse. The area of potential overlap between the thruster field of view and the
sampling ellipse can be defined as a section of the polar projection of the thruster plume with the
bore sight aligned with the 0 degree point. In this reference frame, the area of potential
contamination is between 38 and 60 degrees off bore sight, and a rotational arc of 40 degrees of
the possible 360 degrees of azimuth.
Using the fractional azimuth of the thruster field of view that intersects with the sample
ellipse (11.1%), the percentage of propellant that could be dispersed that far from the thruster
bore sight (0.42%), the small percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains from the total
expended propellant, the total mass of hydrazine that could be distributed within the actual
sample area is 2.0e-08 kg. This amount is spread over an area of 57 m2 and results in an average
value of 3.5e-10 kg/m2, or 3.5e-02 ng/cm2.
5.4.3.7 Analysis for Sampling Match Point X-Axis Burn
The second match point maneuver is an acceleration along the positive x body direction
and matches the spacecraft velocity to the local surface rotation rate. The magnitude of the
maneuver will change as a function of surface latitude and is shown for a middle latitude of 45
degrees. The four ACS thrusters in the negative X-body direction will fire, expelling 0.216 kg of
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propellant. Two of these thrusters have the
potential to contaminate the final sampling
ellipse (see small red ellipse in Figure 5.4.8).
The area of potential overlap between the
thruster field of view and the sampling ellipse
can be defined as a section of the polar
projection of the thruster plume with the bore
sight aligned with the 0 degree point. In this
reference frame, the area of potential
contamination is between 38 and 60 degrees off
bore sight, and a rotational arc of 40 degrees of
the possible 360 degrees of azimuth.

Figure 5.4.8: The Sampling Match Point X-axis
burn.

Using the fractional azimuth of the thruster field of view that intersects with the sample
ellipse (11.1%), the percentage of propellant that could be dispersed that far from the thruster
bore sight (0.42%), the small percentage (0.5%) of hydrazine that remains from the total
expended propellant, the total mass of hydrazine that could be distributed within the sample
accessible area is 2.5e-8 kg. This amount is spread over an area of 57 m2 and results in an
average value of 4.4e-10 kg/m2, or 4.4 e-05 ng/cm2.
5.4.3.8 Roll-Up of Possible Contamination by Phase
Table 5.4.2 summarizes the possible hydrazine contamination by each of the three
rehearsals, and the final sampling event. From this analysis, the total contamination from the
rehearsal phases, assuming no loss of hydrazine after deposition on the surface, over many weeks
of time, is 1.7 ng/cm2. Analysis shows that the anticipated sample site contamination, assuming
worst case drift conditions after the match point maneuver and prior to the departure burn, will
be 1.8 ng/cm2. The totals listed are worst-case because they assume that any deposited hydrazine
is stable on the surface, which isn’t necessarily the case. This is discussed in the next section.
If the first sampling event is unsuccessful, for whatever reason, the Design Reference
Mission (DRM) has sufficient funded, operational margin to complete the rehearsal and
sampling phases two additional times (for a total of three rehearsal+sampling phases over the
course of asteroid operations) at other locations on the asteroid. This allows the mission to
collect sufficient sample that still meets the hydrazine contamination requirement, even though
the post-sampling departure burn exceeds the requirement threshold.
Table 5.4.2: Summary of hydrazine contamination by mission phase.
Hydrazine Accumulation
Value [ng/cm2]
Through Rehearsal 1
2.88E-03
Through Rehearsal 2
0.43
Through Rehearsal 3
1.71
Through Sampling (pre-departure burn)
1.80
Through Sampling (post-departure burn)
1096

5.4.4 Expected Behavior of Unreacted Hydrazine on RQ36
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In a vacuum, hydrazine has a sublimation temperature of -108ºC (165 K). Hydrazine will
not be stable on a surface with a higher temperature, so any hydrazine deposited on a warmer
surface will sublimate away. If the molecule is not swept away by the solar wind, it will land
elsewhere on the asteroid. If that location is again warmer than 165 K, the particle will again
sublimate from the surface. This process will repeat until the particle is either swept away by the
solar wind, or lands on a spot that is cooler than the sublimation temperature. (This is the
proposed process by which volatiles became trapped at the lunar poles.)
Using the radar shape model and Spitzer data, Marco Delbo et al. calculated surface
temperatures for RQ36, see Figure 5.4.9. Most of the surface resides at temperatures above 165
K. The lowest temperatures are found at the poles, with a minimum of 64 K. Equatorial surface
temperatures reach a maximum of 353 K. The sampling rehearsals take place weeks before the
actual sampling, which is many tens of asteroid rotations. Thus, any hydrazine deposited on the
sample site during the rehearsal trajectories sees many diurnal cycles, likely leading to migration
of the hydrazine to the asteroid poles (for those molecules that are not caught by the solar wind).
The only hydrazine that would remain at the sampling site are those molecules that managed to
random walk into a permanently shaded region within the site, e.g., sublimating deeper into the
regolith. These could be no more than half the deposited population, and is likely a much
smaller fraction.

Figure 5.4.9: Surface temperatures on RQ36. Inside the maximum-temperature red contour
near the equator are temps > 350 K, while temperatures inside the dark blue contour near the
south pole are < 75 K. Contour intervals are in 25 K increments.

5.4.5 Deposition of Unreacted Hydrazine on TAGSAM
Finally, we calculated the total deposition of unreacted hydrazine onto the sampler head
(TAGSAM) for the period that TAGSAM is deployed. Figure 5.4.10 illustrates the geometry
between TAGSAM and the thruster plumes that could potentially deposit hydrazine. A
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convenient coordinate system for this problem places the sampler arm and TAGSAM in the +z
axis. The thruster boresites are oriented away from that z-axis in both x and y directions,
increasing the total off-boresite angle between the thrusters and TAGSAM, thereby reducing the
amount of unreacted hydrazine deposited on the collector surface.
Table 5.4.3 summarizes the results. The total propellant listed, 10.75 kg, is the total
propellant used over the course of all three possible sampling events, not just one. This
propellant usage leads to a hydrazine surface contamination on TAGSAM of ~7.9 ng/cm2, well
under the 180 ng/cm2 requirement even when combined with estimated 1.8 ng/cm2 deposited on
the sample prior to sample acquisition. Hydrazine sublimation will also occur from TAGSAM
when in sunlight and above 165 K, further reducing the hydrazine surface density on TAGSAM.
Table 5.4.3: Summary of unreacted hydrazine deposited on TAGSAM.

Total Propellant while TAGSAM deployed (kg)!
Total Elevation factor for TAGSAM solid angle!
Total Propellant elevation cone towards TAGSAM
(kg)!
Total Azimuth factor for TAGSAM solid angle!
Total Propellant in TAGSAM solid angle (kg)!
Fraction of hydrazine within propellant (factor)!
Total hydrazine in TAGSAM solid angle (kg)!
Total area of exterior sampler head (m^2)!
total hydrazine per square meter!
Total hydrazine contamination on TAGSAM
(ng/cm^2)!

10.75!
5.51E-05!
0.000592!
0.019444!
1.15E-05!
0.005!
5.75E-08!
0.731!
7.87E-08!
7.87

B

A

Figure 5.4.10: Geometry between TAGSAM and the thruster plumes. (A) TAGSAM occupies
a small solid angle relative to the entire plume from a thruster. (B) TAGSAM is well
separated from the thruster boresite. Both (A) and (B) result in a negligible hydrazine
deposition on TAGSAM.
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6. Materials Lists and Archiving
Because contamination can originate from any one of many thousands of S/C components, a
critical aspect of the contamination mitigation strategy will be the identification, description,
context placement, and tracking of the S/C component behavior. CC will therefore generate a
Master Equipment List (MEL) that documents every S/C material and places each material in
context in terms of its potential as a source of contamination. The MEL will then enable
recognition of materials and components of concern and thus generate a prioritized list for
targeting of cleaning/preparation procedures and contamination tracking through witness plates.
In particular, the identification and targeting of specific materials will assist in determining the
placement of witness plates and the focus of the witness plate analysis for specific compounds.
The first table below is a preliminary version of a MEL constructed as an exercise in defining the
types and categories of materials in the S/C. A table, obviously of much greater length, will be
compiled from the input of each instrument and S/C component team. Note that there are three
basic categories defined so as to elicit consideration of contamination sources that might be
overlooked: 1) What the component is made of, 2) What the component contains, and 3) What
the component has come in contact with. The table, although preliminary, identifies most of the
basic sources of potential contamination. Note that the MEL includes a required Risk Code for
each material based on an assessment of several factors that contribute to contamination risk.
The coding has been completed for two of the materials in the metals category as an example
(highlighted in yellow). The risk is defined as that existing prior to any mitigation procedures put
in place in response to the perceived risk.
The code itself will be assessed via questionnaires distributed to each of the S/C teams. A
strawman template for the questionnaires is also shown below. By completing this for each
material by the various S/C teams, we will be able to generate a master list of all materials and
their potential to contaminate the sample. This will be the basis for contamination mitigation
procedures such as cleaning methods, materials preparation and processing, and witness plate
placement and analysis.
The contamination Risk Code is defined by Figure 6.1 (tables 2, 3, 4 & 5) (exposure to the
sample, volatility, mobility, temperature regime). Figure 6.1 (Table 6) defines the timing of any
contamination during the mission. Tables 2 – 5 have weighted values assigned to each condition.
The questionnaire provides for combining risk factors in each category in order to derive a
summary numerical value that indicates the overall contamination risk. Low values indicate high
risk (highest risk code = 5, lowest risk code = 25). The feedback from these questionnaires will
flag certain materials for CC scrutiny. The weighted numerical value is not quantitative despite
its statistical appearance. It is simply intended to act as a guide to flag high-risk materials.
The desired CC product is an electronically-searchable materials database that defines each and
every S/C component in order to determine the type and timing of CC mitigation procedures.
Our concern at the moment, however, is that this approach may be sufficiently onerous as to
elicit negative response owing to the required level of detail and the many unknowns that request
answers. We will refine our approach to a MEL development in Phase B.
Figure 6.1 Tables and forms for materials list evaluation
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PRELIMINARY CONTAMINATION-CONTROL CHART FOR ALL SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
WHAT IS IT MADE OF?
CATEGORY
COMPOSITION
Metals
Aluminum
Lead/silver
Copper
Stainless steel
Exotic metal
Rare Earths
Cadmium
Exotic metal cocktails
Synthetics
Teflon
PTFE
Unusual plastics
Rubber
Unusual synthetics
Unusual plastics
Non-metals
Carbon fiber
Silicon
Mica
Ceramics
Composites
Wax
Insulating material
Glass
Treatments
Anodized material
Alodined material
Pigments
Other
WHAT DOES IT CONTAIN?
CATEGORY
COMPOSITION
Working fluids
Hydrazine
Coolant
N2
Interfaces
Epoxy
Locktite
Grease
Oil
Silicone grease
Exotic sealant
WHAT HAS IT COME IN CONTACT WITH?
CATEGORY
COMPOSITION
Gases
Unknown 1
Unknown 2
Unknown 3
Unknown 4
Liquids
Oil
Carbon tetrachloride
Exotic cleaning agent
Alcohol
Solids
Organics
Pollen etc
Hydrocarbons
Synthetics/rubber
Organic fibers
Metals
Organic fibers

TYPE
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)

APPLICATION/SOURCE
Structural
Solder
Electrical wiring
Screws
Screw coatings
Electronic components
Solar panels
Fuel catalysts
Gear wheels
Washers
Electronic components
O-rings
Electronic components
Battery casing
Structural
Detectors, elect. components
Capacitors
Electronic dielectrics
Circuit boards
Pyro valve mechanism for N2
Instrument warm box
Camera lens
All aluminum structures
Conductive Al pathways
Filter wheels
Other

CONTEXT
Anodized
Sealed in electronics box
Always sheathed
Heads exposed
Sealed in threads
Sealed in casings
Not internal to system
Exposed to sample
Exposed to free path
Concealed
Sealed in box
Trapped in mating parts
Sealed in electronics box
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path
Sealed
Sealed in electronics box
Sealed in electronics box
Sealed in electronics box
Exposed to free path
External to craft
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path
Enclosed in camera housing
Exposed to free path

RISK
20 D
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
10 F
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)

TYPE
ultrapure
pure
ultrapure
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)

APPLICATION/SOURCE
Engine fuel
CCD cooling
Sample propellant
Instrument mating surface
Screw securing
Low-speed lubricant
High-speed lubricant
Vacuum seal
Camera lens seal

EXPOSURE TO SAMPLE
Exposed to sample
Hermetically sealed
Contact with sample
Not exposed
Not exposed
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path
Exposed to free path

(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)

TYPE
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)
(specify)

APPLICATION/SOURCE
EXPOSURE TO SAMPLE
Solder flux on electronics
(TBD)
Thermovac fr. electronics
(TBD)
Thermovac from lubes
(TBD)
Released from glues
(TBD)
Used in component machining(TBD)
For cleaning machined parts (TBD)
For cleaning electronics
(TBD)
For final component wipe
(TBD)
Human tissue
(TBD)
Airborne particulates
(TBD)
Technician smoker
(TBD)
Technician gloves
(TBD)
Technician antistatic clothing (TBD)
Fabrication tools
(TBD)
Used as cleaning wipes
(TBD)

(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
(TBD)
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7. Curation contamination
7.1. Recovery of SRC
Terrestrial contamination is a possibility at the recovery site, and OSIRIS-Rex benefits from
knowledge gained during previous missions. The recovery of the Genesis and Stardust SRCs
under totally different sets of conditions, has provided the curation team with a broad range of
experience in sample recovery at the UTTR. Both missions had extensive planning and practice
sessions at UTTR that included test drops and recovery of the SRCs. The importance of
contingency plans was realized in real time with the non-nominal landing of the Genesis SRC.
Availability of a portable cleanroom at the UTTR (Figure 7.1) was essential to the successful
recovery of the Genesis solar wind samples from the breached SRC. Equally important to Stardust
was the ability to store the SRC under controlled conditions, to establish a safe purge in the
cleanroom at UTTR during processing of the SRC and preparation for and transfer to JSC a few
days after recovery. This allowed curation and PE personnel to prepare for the samples and their
state of return in an unhurried and thoughtful fashion. Both missions had a purge requirement for
the SRC within 2 hours of landing in UTTR – this should be employed for the OSIRIS-REx
samples because a purge will prevent the SRC air filter from becoming saturated and replace
UTTR air with clean dry gas (N2). Additional reasons why a cleanroom facility is essential at
UTTR are to: establish a controlled access area for the SRC while it waits for transport to JSC,
thereby enabling press viewing of the SRC after recovery, allow removal of the SRC battery
(opening of SRC is required for this), and verify that the spacecraft NSI’s (NASA standard initiator
pyrotechnic device used to deploy the parachute) have fired.

Figure 7.2.1: A portable cleanroom module in the hanger at UTTR allowed the Genesis science team and curation
personnel to work on recovered samples (Au coated collectors, on left and Solar Wind concentrator target on right).

7.2. Contamination Control during Sample Handling and Curation
The best way to minimize the effect of any contamination on subsequent sample analyses is to
thoroughly inventory and understand the chemistry of the contaminants. In order to characterize
the environment in which the samples will be curated, materials and chemicals used in the
cleanroom laboratory, both during and after construction, will be archived in stainless steel N2
dessicator cabinets in the Class 10,000 Space Exposed Hardware Laboratory at JSC. Samples
include laboratory air and N2 (independently characterized by JSC toxicology; Table 7.2.1), bags,
containers, and any lubricants or mold release sprays used in construction or production thereof.
In addition, ultra-pure water used in the cleaning process will be monitored regularly for total
organic carbon content, as will laboratory air quality by weekly particle counts (Figure 7.2.1).
The curation grade nitrogen that is used in the curation facilities can be filtered within the
OSIRIS-Rex lab by employing an additional high purity filter (3 nm) that can reduce O2 or total
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hydrocarbons, for example, to < 1 ppb; these have been utilized in the Genesis cleanroom facility
at JSC. That contamination control is important is borne out by the huge amount of organic
analyses done by PIs on Apollo samples (e.g., Flory and Simoneit, 1971), and the heavy requesting
of archived materials from the Genesis and Stardust missions in 2005 through 2007. The OSIRISREx team has the motivation, background, and expertise to diligently control and document the
contamination.
"#$%&!'()(*+!,-./0#1!2&#13.&2&451!-4!678!93.#5-:4!%#$1!;1<&9-&1!9:49&45.#5-:41!-4!40/!%-5&.=!
Species
benzene
trichloroethylene
toluene
tetrachloroethylene
ethylbenzene
m,p-xylenes
styrene
o-xylene
NMP
hexamethyldisiloxane
Cyclo (Me2SiO)3
Cyclo (Me2SiO)4
Cyclo (Me2SiO)5
TXIB
Low boilers
Fluorocarbons
Isopropanol
C6-C10
Butanol and benzene
Propoxypropanol
2-butoxyethanol
butoxypropanol
medium boilers
C11-C18
C3-benzene + dipropylene
glycol
Methoxypropoxypropanol
2-ethylhexanol
Nonanal
Caprolactum
Cyclo (Me2SiO)6
Cyclo (Me2SiO)7
Diethyl phthalate
Dibutyl phthalate

Nitrogen
source
<0.2
1.1
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

4.3

<0.2
<0.2

blank
<1
<1
2
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<0.5
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

MPL
room
1
<1
4
<1
1
1
<1
1
<0.5
<0.1
2.9
2.6
26
0.8

Martian
cabinet
<1
<1
3
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<0.5
<0.1
5.8
3.0
1.0
<0.1

<1
<1
8
<1
<1
<1
<1

6
1
32
1
3
2
6

<1
2
10
<1
<1
<1
<1

1

43

3

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

6
1
3
2
<1
2
<1
(0.9)
(0.4)

<1
<1
(0.3)
<1
(0.2)
(0.3)
(0.5)
<1
<1
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Figure 7.2.1: Total organic contents (in ppb) of the ultrapure water of the JSC curation facilities (left),
measured weekly since 2001. Particle counts (counts per cubic foot) measured in the NASA-JSC
Antarctic Meteorite Processing Lab from 1998 to 2005 (right), illustrating the dramatic improvement after
installation of HEPA filtered air handling system in 2001.

7.3. Curation Laboratory Modifications and Cleanroom Requirements
The OSIRIS-REx samples will be housed in a secure cleanroom facility in Building 31 at JSC.
The Building 31 complex houses the Apollo lunar and Genesis solar wind samples and Antarctic
meteorites, cosmic dust, Stardust comet samples. The exact space has not yet been identified,
however an area adjacent to the Stardust Laboratory is considered the prime candidate for OSIRISREx. A class 100-cleanroom module would be installed in this space two years before the return
date (upon verification of sample acquisition during the sample collection phase). The facility
would be finished and a completed JSC Curation Readiness Review would occur by March, 2023.
Modifications to that space would include installation of a class 100-cleanroom module, a
cleanroom compatible floor, asbestos abatement in the ceiling, and a fan/circulation system. The
current Stardust air handler unit can accommodate an additional set of fan units for OSIRIS-REx.
OSIRIS-REx sample storage and processing requires stainless steel dry N2 cabinets. In addition
to the nitrogen storage cabinets, there will be a subset of storage space that is cold or
hermetically sealed to minimize the possibility of long term loss of volatile compounds such as
glycine (Elsila et al., 2009).
Cleanroom monitoring
An organically clean environment will be ensured by routine monitoring of curation materials
and surfaces, use of ultra-pure water (Figure 7.2.1), and laboratory air quality by weekly particle
counts (Figure 7.3.1).
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Figure 7.3.1: Stardust cleanroom particle counts measured near the Scanning Table. Counts are
consistently < 100 particles per cubic foot, and usually <10. The measurements are from the entire year
of 2006.

Tool, bag, and container types and cleaning
Handling/processing tools: The tool materials used in current collections for Astromaterials
have been developed to minimize inorganic and organic contamination, as necessary for each
individual collection. For example, stainless steel tools (chisels, bowls, tweezers, etc.) are used
routinely for processing Antarctic meteorites and Apollo samples. Borosilicate glass sample
holders are used in Stardust and cosmic dust handling (Figure 7.3.2), and have known levels of
trace elements that could be inorganic contaminants, but are ideal for those scientists interested
in organic compounds.

Figure 7.3.2 (left) Borosilicate w/1mm deep dimple metal clip and punch label. (right) Borosilicate w/8mm
deep dimple.

Storage: nylon bags are used with Antarctic meteorites that have been thawed and dried in a
nitrogen cabinet. However, nylon will react with water to produce epsilon amino caproic acid
(EACA), a contaminant of concern for those measurement complex organic compounds such as
amino acids (Glavin et al., 2006). Teflon is used in cases where water or humidity may be
higher than that provided by the curation grade nitrogen.
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Containers: Polyester, polypropylene and gelatin can all be avoided due to organic
contamination. Instead, quartz, teflon and mylar are acceptable containers (Figure 7.3.3).

Figure 7.3.3: (left) Quartz container with quartz cover with vacuumed teflon wrapping. (right) Quartz
containers with covers.

Tags and labels: Sample tags and labels are heat sealed into the bags separately from the
samples – these are made of aluminum (Figure 7.3.4) and are letters and numbers are stamped
out with a metal stamping machine to avoid inks, glues, adhesives, or papers that may come from
standard labeling materials.

Figure 7.3.4: Aluminum tag used for labeling astromaterials at JSC.

Cleaning: A hot ultra pure water (UPW) rinse is used to clean cabinets, tools and other items.
The cleaning process for other items involves a pre-clean step with isopropyl alcohol,
ultrasonication in soapy water, rinsing in hot water, followed by a final clean process involving
ultrapure water. Items are dried in a HEPA drying oven. The total organic content of the UPW
system is checked regularly, and is typically near 10 ppb.
Cleanroom clothing
One of the largest potential sources of contamination is from the personnel working in the
cleanroom. Therefore all personnel will be required to wear cleanroom garments including hats
or snoods, smocks, and booties. This will ensure that the Class 100 cleanroom rating is
maintained and the OSIRIS-REx samples are kept as pristine as possible. This garment approach
has worked very well for the Apollo, Stardust and Antarctic Meteorite collections.
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8. Recommendations based on ONIMS descope
We are confident that we can use established LM procedures and test methods to ensure that the levels of
sample contamination that result from the use of TAGSAM are a trivial annoyance at worst, or close to
non-existent for all expected circumstances that might occur prior to launch. However, experience with
the Genesis “Brown Stain” and the recent occurrence of outgassing on the Rosetta Spacecraft raise
questions about the amount of contamination that might be acquired during flight. In this regard, there
are two major time periods to consider: contamination of TAGSAM after launch but before sample
acquisition and contamination of the sample after sample acquisition but before recovery operations and
transfer to the Curation Facility. Contamination control at the JSC Curation Facility is dealt with
elsewhere in the CSR.
The OSIRIS-REx project has already accepted the use of witness plates located at various positions (yet
TBD) within the TAGSAM enclosure, on the TAGSAM head itself and within the SRC to monitor
possible in flight contamination. The project has also agreed that these witness plates should specifically
monitor various stages of the flight, opening and closing at specified events such as the initial deployment
of TAGSAM, just prior to sample collection, just starting the return cruise, etc. While witness plates are
excellent devices to monitor levels of particulate contamination, they may not be the most effective means
of monitoring contamination by volatile organic species or of monitoring the loss of such species (or of
water vapor) from the sample following collection. This had not been considered to be much of a
problem with our original instrument compliment as we had a very sensitive mass spectrometer available
to monitor both in flight contamination levels as well as sample outgassing following sample collection.
With descope of the ONIMS instrument, these aspects of contamination control must be reconsidered.
The Contamination Control and Assessment Working Group strongly recommends the consideration of
more quantitative and appropriate means of measuring possible volatile contamination of the sample after
collection as well as monitoring any potential loss of volatiles from the sample. While it may be possible
to recognize volatile additions to our collected sample if these materials resemble degradation products of
spacecraft lubricants or other known compounds, it will be impossible to reconstruct the composition of
lost volatiles such as water or natural hydrocarbons. In addition, such materials are not likely to be
quantitatively trapped on witness plates. The addition of a nude ion gauge near the SRC would allow the
flight system to monitor the ambient spacecraft pressure with time and could alert the team to a pressure
spike, though it could not identify the composition of the gas. A simple residual gas analyzer could both
detect the pressure spike and yield data on the gas composition.
While a pressure spike following sample acquisition would indicate loss of volatiles from the collected
sample, it would not require action on the part of the OSIRIS-REx team. A pressure spike during cruise
however, would be more likely the result of outgassing from the spacecraft and it might be possible to
react to minimize contamination of the sample or TAGSAM. However, just the knowledge that such a
spike had occurred, especially if the gas composition is determined, could yield valuable knowledge of
potential sample contaminants that would greatly aid understanding the properties of the sample.
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9. TAGSAM materials
9.1. Introduction
The areas of OSIRIS-REx that may come in contact with, out gas molecules to, or shed
particles that could reach the returned sample are made from:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Machined Aluminum -- TAGSAM and clam shell.
Stainless Steel -- Tubing and fittings, bolts, screens
Mylar -- TAGSAM Flap
Lubricant -- Needed for mechanism (TBD)

Our discussions explored other materials for the bulk of TAGSAM, including stainless steel or
titanium instead of aluminum 6061 and metal or Teflon instead of Mylar, however preliminary
analysis suggested that the potential improvements in organic or inorganic contamination were
more than offset by potential decreases in TAGSAM TRL and re-evaluation of the TAG
maneuver and IMU estimate of collected material due to the increased mass of TAGSAM.
9.2. Machined Aluminum
Typical aluminum alloys used for space flight include:
•
•
•

6061 -- Machines well and can be welded
2024 -- Corrosion resistant
7075 -- High strength, contains about 6% zinc

Aluminum 6061 - This alloy has good mechanical and machining properties and can be welded.
This alloy composition includes elements typical for any of the space alloys although the
percentages change with alloy number:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silicon minimum 0.4%, maximum 0.8% by weight
Iron no minimum, maximum 0.7%
Copper minimum 0.15%, maximum 0.40%
Manganese no minimum, maximum 0.15%
Magnesium minimum 0.8%, maximum 1.2%
Chromium minimum 0.04%, maximum 0.35%
Zinc no minimum, maximum 0.25%
Titanium no minimum, maximum 0.15%
Other elements no more than 0.05% each, 0.15% total
Remainder Aluminum

Raw machined aluminum surfaces are subject to corrosion and are normally treated. The
surface treatments for aluminum under consideration for OSIRIS-REx are:
1. None -- Clean the machined surfaces and allow them to oxidize in the presence of
oxygen and humidity. This will produce a surface thin film of small aluminum dioxide
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particles that are easily dislodged. These particles may be contaminated with trace
amounts of material from the alloy or surface contaminates.
2. Anodizing -- This process accelerates the oxidizing process to produce a hard surface of
aluminum dioxide. The surface film is harder and produces fewer particles when abraded
but the particles are larger. The surface layer is non-conductive. This process involves
passing a current trough the parts while in a water bath of any of several chemicals which
may include sulfuric acid, or sodium hydroxide. Dyeing is possible but is counter
indicated for OSIRIS-REx as the process may introduce additional materials.
3. Anodyne, Irridite, or Chrome Acid Anodizing -- These related processes are similar to
anodizing but include chrome in the surface finish. The finish is harder and more
abrasive resistant. Any particles dislodged will contain traces of chrome. This coating is
a good enough electrical conductor to insure that bolted parts are grounded together.
A study may be advisable to determine the best surface treatment for the machined aluminum
parts.
9.3. Stainless Steel
Stainless steel will be used on OSIRIS-REx for bolts, gas tubing, tubing fittings, and the
TAGSAM screen. Slightly different alloys of stainless steel will be used for the different
applications. All are alloys of iron, nickel, and carbon, but may contain traces of other elements.
Stainless steel is highly corrosion resistant but over time small pits may develop that shed
particles containing iron, oxygen, nickel, and/or carbon.
9.4. Mylar
Mylar is the commercial name for BoPET (Biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate) a
polyester film. The raw film is heated and stretched in both directions to achieve the biaxial
property needed for a tough film. Its crystal structure is then heat set at 200 C.
Formula for Polyethylene terephthalate

Typically one surface of Mylar used in aerospace applications is coated with a metal layer,
usually aluminum.
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The use of Mylar in the TAGSAM limits the maximum temperatures that may be used to oxidize
carbon compounds from the surface of assembled metal unit. Typical sterilization for planetary
protection would require bakeout in a super dry nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere at 120 C for 48
hours. This processing is not intended to remove all carbon but only to kill all living organisms,
including spores. Mylar is limited to bakeout temperatures below 150 C. A substantial length of
time would be needed to oxide carbon compounds from the metal parts with this temperature
limit.
9.5. Lubricants
The mechanisms used may require lubricants for rotating joints, release mechanisms, and sliding
joints. Lubricants that will be used on OSIRIS-REx will be selected in Phase B.
Space qualified oils or greases, such as Brayco 815Z (perfluorinated polyether) and Braycote 601
(perfluorinated polyether), function well in the space environment but will shed small amounts of
hydrocarbon molecules over time and temperature cycling. Their lubrication qualities are
limited below -40°C.
The primary dry lubrication for space applications is Molybdenum disulfide. It works down to
colder temperatures than the hydrocarbon-based greases but can shed particles over time due to
temperature cycling and radiation exposure. Any molybdenum disulfide particles that reach
critical surfaces will be very low in carbon compounds.
Machined Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)) guides may be used in space applications to
remove the need for lubricants. Teflon is very stable but will flow if placed under pressure for
long periods of time.
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10. Transfer efficiency test
To understand the impact of the contamination control level 2 requirements, specifically 2.1.5
“Return and maintain the bulk sample exposed to total amino acid contamination <180 ng/cm2”
we need to understand the worst-case transfer of contamination from a TAGSAM surface to the
sample. For this we needed to perform an experimental test under worst-case conditions. A
summary of the methods and results are in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1 Summary of the transfer efficiency tests, results, and conclusions
Since a given quantity of contamination would be diluted by the quantity of regolith collected,
the most obvious is to limit the total material collected to be 60g. Unfortunately for this test,
TAGSAM is too efficient; and there is no way we can guarantee we would collect only 60 g of
material. Thus, a worse-than worst-case proxy was set up using an acoustic vibration test
apparatus. While the TAG event takes 5 seconds, the vibration test was performed for 1 minute
at 20 Hz and 5 g and a 2 cm vertical displacement. To simulate the worst-case regolith, we
selected sub-micron sized silica fume. This material has a very large surface area for a given
mass, due to its small size; thus it should adsorb contamination at least as efficiently as RQ36
regolith. To more efficiently grind the silica fume into the TAGSAM aluminum surfaces, 75%
of the simulated regolith by mass was steel balls. The steel balls were furthermore coated in
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copper. The copper will deform and provide better contact to the surface than the steel. The
copper also oxidizes under the cleaning conditions for the regolith simulant to form Copper (II)
oxide, which might chelate amino acids to better extract them from the TAGSAM interior.
Two identical mixtures of fume and balls were cleaned by heating at 700°C in air for 24 hours in
a muffle furnace in the Astrobiology Analytical Laboratory in Building 34 at GSFC. After the
furnace was turned off, the samples were allowed to cool in a laminar flow hood and then
covered in aluminum foil which had been previously pyrolyzed at 500°C in air for 24 hours.
A TAGSAM EDU was shipped to GSFC to perform the tests. The unit was disassembled,
quickly rinsed with 18.2 M# (< 3 ppb total organic carbon) Type 1 polished Millipore water to
remove dust from previous tests. This was necessary to more easily apply a film of known
contamination to the interior surfaces of TAGSAM. The amino acid D-isovaline (Fig 10.1) is
found in some carbonaceous chondrites, and is thus, a relevant target compound for OSIRIS-REx
organics analyses. More importantly, it is very rare in biology (Brückner et al., 2009) and is
below detection limits in the analytic background. A solution of 1.0 mg of D-isovaline was
dissolved in 1 mL Millipore water. An additional 3 mL LCMS grade methanol was added to
allow for an even distribution and rapid evaporation of the amino acid solution. The entire
mixture was spread approximately evenly over the interior surfaces (steel screen, 6061
aluminum, and aluminized Mylar) with a sterile cotton applicator and allowed to dry. The
TAGSAM EDU was reassembled and exterior openings (screens and plumbing) covered in
Kapton tape. The doped TAGSAM, one sample of regolith simulant, and a custom-made
vibration fixture plate were taken to a Ling B335 Shaker/SAI120 Amplifier in Building 7 at
GSFC.
Once the vibration plate was mounted and tested, the doped
TAGSAM EDU was bolted on. The top of TAGSAM was removed
and the regolith simulant was added to the interior reservoir. The top
of TAGSAM was bolted in place and the entire unit was vibrated as
described above. The mount and unit was removed and transported
to Building 34 for disassembly. The material was poured onto a large
sheet of pyrolyzed aluminum foil and the balls rolled into a 20 mm
Fig. 10.2 D-Isovaline
test tube to be weighed. The fume was poured into another test tube
to be weighed. The control material was identically separated and an identical mass of balls and
fume was similarly collected.
All four samples were extracted and worked-up according to well-established meteorite
protocols (e.g. Glavin et al., 2006, Glavin et al., 2010). Part of this work-up includes splitting
the sample extracts and acid-hydrolyzing half of them. The acid hydrolysis breaks proteins into
its component amino acids and frees chelated amino acids. The 8 samples and a standard were
derivatized and analyzed via liquid chromatography with tandem fluorescence and positive
electrospray time of flight mass spectrometry using the methods of Glavin et al. (2010). The
results (Figure 10.1, box 8) indicate that 1) the worst-case transfer efficiency of an aliphatic
amino acid from TAGSAM to a worst-case regolith simulant is 0.03 ng/g (3x10-11 g/g) from 1
mg (1x10-3 g) coating the interior of TAGSAM and 2) that amino acids from an essentially
uncleaned TAGSAM surface appear at only 0.22 ng/g (parts-per-billion!) of regolith. This
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abundance of total amino acid contamination is actually below the 1 ng/g level of amino acids
specified by OCSSG.
This is likely the case since charged species, such as the zwitterionic amino acids will bind
strongly to the Al3+ surface of the TAGSAM. Nonpolar species may be more easily removed,
but they are also much more easily removed with conventional cleaning methods. Furthermore,
these compounds will largely be chemically distinct from compounds of scientific interest, and
thus trivial to compensate for by sample-return scientists.
It is not clear why these results differ so significantly from the lysine transfer tests (0.1% from
aluminum to sand without agitation) performed by Anderson et al., as part of the OCSSG report.
Since their analyses did not use chromatography, it is possible that some other material was a
contaminant in the test. While, “[e]ach experiment also has replicate positive and negative
controls for the presence and absence of the analog contaminant,” no data was shown. It is
easier to understand how a plate would be erroneously more contaminated than less
contaminated. Thus the low abundance of D-isovaline is less likely to be in error than the high
abundance of fluorescamine-active material.
This means that by applying contamination control requirements 2.1.5 will be both readily
achievable based on our experience with Stardust, and introduce far less contamination of the
sample than even the most stringent requirement considered for NASA missions.
11. Other findings and recommendations
Issues discussed to be addressed in more detail in Phase B include avoidance of known meteor
streams during cruise.
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14. Appendix
!
MEL summary with annotations for material which should be archived for future analysis
Table of inorganic elements, their chondritic abundances, and scientific interest
The OCSSG report: Science Priorities Related to the Organic Contamination of
Martian Landers
Stardust contamination control plan
MSL contamination control plan
SAM contamination control plan
LRO contamination control plan
Adventitious carbon discussion from Phoenix
Witness plate discussion from Phoenix
Phoenix Thruster Plume Diagnostics
Table of lubricants used in space applications
Curation of frozen samples (Fletcher et al., 2008)
A testbed for advanced cold curation of astromaterials (Fletcher et al., 2008)
Lunar dust: A negative control for biomarker analyses of extraterrestrial samples?
(Kozar et al., 2001)
Storage and processing of extraterrestrial samples from the standpoint of nitrogen gas
purity: A progress report (Dixon 2000)
Assessment and control of organic and other contaminants associated with the
Stardust sample return from comet 81P⁄Wild 2 (Sandford et al., 2010)
Stardust encounters comet 81P/Wild 2 (Tsou, 2004)
Stardust special issue of Science 2006 (including Brownlee et al. and Sandford et al.)
Cometary glycine detected in samples returned by Stardust (Elsila et al, 2009)
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43
51
53
85
115
164
202
258
260
261
278
279
281
282
293
336
264
372
501

WBS

Subsytem/Component

6.4

Spacecraft Bus

6.4.2

Electrical Power Subsystem
Li Ion Battery System
30 A-Hr Li Ion Cells w/Cell Charge Control
Battery Baseplate, incl. fasteners
Battery Thrml Slvs & Htrs
Solar Array (10 m2 Array, 8.5 m2 active cell)
+Y Wing Assembly
Solar Cells (UTJ, 4.25m2), Wiring, Diodes
-Y Wing Assembly
Solar Cells (UTJ, 4.25m2), Wiring, Diodes
Power Electronics
Power Distr. & Drive Unit (11 slot, 6U Cards)
Chassis Assy, incl. fasteners
Backplane Assy
Universal Switch Module - 6U
Solar Array Switch Module - 6U
Analog Acquisition Card (AAC) - 3U
High Efficiency Power Supply - 6U
Battery Charge Module (BCM) - 6U
Motor Drive Card (MDC) - 3U
Pyro Initiation Unit (3 slot)
Prop or Pyro Card (POP)
PIU Chassis Assy, incl. fasteners
Backplane Assembly
Thruster Valve/T-0 Diode Boxes
C&DH Subsystem
C&DH Module A (3U Cards)
Space Flight Computer (SFC), RAD 750
C&DH Module Interface Card (CMIC)
GN&C Interface Card (GIF)
Uplink/Downlink Card (ULDL)
Data Telemetry and Command Interface (DTCI)
Non Volatile Memory Card (NVM)
Mass Memory Card (MMC), 32 Gb
Analog Acquisition Card (AAC)
C&DH Power Supply (CPS)
Backplane Assembly
C&DH Module Housing (8 slot)
C&DH Flight Module B (Identical to Module A)
Telecom
High Gain Antenna (2.0m)
Medium/Low Gain Antenna Assembly
Medium Gain Antenna (Waveguide) (Tx)
Low Gain Antenna (Waveguide) (Tx/Rx)
Misc. Brackets, Fasteners
100 W Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA)
Diplexer
RF Bandpass Filter, Waveguide
RF Switch, Transfer, Waveguide
Waveguides, incl. Shims
Small Deep Space Transponder (SDST)
SDST (X-Band)
Terminator, Un-used Connector Terminal
Notch Filter, Coax
RF Switch, Transfer, Coax
Coupler, Quadrature Hybrid
Attenuator, Coax
Coax Cable w/Connectors
Misc. Fasteners, Brackets, etc.
Structures & Mechanisms
Mechanisms
Solar Array Mechanisms
S/A TAG Assembly
Solar Array R&R's
Sep Nuts
R&R Cup/Cone
SRC Separation/Spin-Up Device, Bus Side
Separation/Spin-Up Mechanism
Fasteners
SRC Release Mechanism - Bus Side
Cable Cutter & Bracket
Sep Nut
Miscellaneous
Sampler Cover & Launch Tie-Down
Separation Nut (w/NSI)

6.4.3

6.4.4

6.4.5
6.4.5.1

Material to
Archive

Reason

X

Hayabusa may have leaked battery material into sample
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6.4.5.2

6.4.6

6.4.7

Sampler Cover
Cable Cutter Assy
Bolt Catcher Hardware
Sep Bolt Hardware
Cup/Cone
Miscellaneous Fasteners
Sample Stowage Verification Camera
Camera, 6mm Focal Length
Electronics
Structure
Primary Structure (incl. Fasteners)
Core Cylinder Assembly
LV Ring
Boat Tail
Field Joint Ring
C-Clip Assembly (Cylinder)
Aft Deck Assembly
Fwd Deck Assembly
Gusset Assembly
C-Clip Assembly (Gussets)
Doublers
Fasteners / Inserts
Main Engine Support
Strut Tube
Plate
Fitting Clevis Strut Tube
Plate Fitting and Spherical Bearing
SRC Mounting
SRC Attach Ring
SRC Sep Nut Bracket
Tie-Down Sep Nut Bracket
Fasteners
Solar Array Mounting Assembly
SA Gimbal Spacer
SA Gimbal Fasteners & Shims, Vehicle Side
Retention & Release Bus-Side Fittings
S/A Support Fitting, Vehicle Side
Solar Array Substrates
+Y Substrate
+Y Brackets/IF Hardware
-Y Substrate
-Y Brackets/IF Hardware
Brackets, Enclosures, & Mounting Plates
S/C Lift Fittings
RWA Bracket (3-Wheel)
RWA Bracket (Single Wheel)
Star Tracker Bracket
Battery Enable Plug Bracket
PIU Enable Plug Bracket
T-0 Bracket
T-0 Purge Lines to TAGSAM
T-0 Purge Lines to Instruments
SA Connector Bracket
Battery Connector Bracket
ACS Thruster Bracket Assembly
TCM Thruster Bracket Assembly
He tank Bracket/Fittings
Instrument Mounting Brackets
SDST Mounting Plate
Battery Enclosure Assembly
TWTA Mounting Assembly
PIA Mounting Plate
PCA Mounting Plate
HGA Mounting Assembly
Instrument Purge (tube, fittings, etc)
Ballast
Thermal Control
MLI
MLI Fasteners
Coatings (Tapes, Films, Paints)
Component Heaters, w/Adhesives
Thermal Isolaters
Thermostats
Temp Sensors (Potted or PRTs)
Thermal Doubler/Heat Spreader
Propulsion PIA/PCA Plate Thermal
Hydrazine APS Line Heaters
Propulsion
Feed System

X

Close to sample, contains lubricants

X

Close to sample, contains lubricants

X
X
X
X

Close
Close
Close
Close

to
to
to
to

X
X
X
X

Large
Large
Large
Large

surface
surface
surface
surface

X

shared purge lines

X
X

organic source
organic source
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sample
sample
sample
sample

area
area
area
area

with
with
with
with

line
line
line
line

of
of
of
of

sight
sight
sight
sight

to
to
to
to

sample
sample
sample
sample

6.4.8

6.4.9

6.5
6.5.2
6.5.2.1

6.5.2.2

6.5.3

3/8" NO Pyro Valve
3/8" NC Pyro Valve
1/2" NC Pyro Valve
NSI Ordnance Cartridge
3/8" Service Valve
1/4" Service Valve
1/8" Service Valve
3/4" Filter, Hydrazine
Filter (Ghe)
Pressure Regulator
Pressure Transducer - High
Pressure Transducer - Low
3/4" Latch Valve
3/8" Latch Valve, Liquid
Check Valve
Venturi/Orifices
Brackets, Shims, Tubes, etc.
Tanks
Helium Tank, Overwrap
Hydrazine Tank w/ PMD
Engines
Main Engines - 200N (MR107S)
TCM Thrusters - 22N (MR-106L)
Rocket Engine Modules
RCS Engine - 0.9 N (MR-103G)
REM Tubing
Thruster Alignment Shims
Thruster Fasteners & Hardware
Consumables
Hydrazine
Catalyst
Guidance, Navigation, & Control
Star Tracker
Star Tracker lens cover
Analog Sun Sensor Assembly (4 in Pyramid)
IMU, incl. Accelerometers
Reaction Wheel
Reaction Wheel Electronics
LIDAR optics box
LIDAR electronics box
Harness
Main Harness
+Y SATAG Harness
-Y SATAG Harness
Pyro Harness
Misc
1553 Harness
Prop harness
Telecom Harness
TAGSAM
Sampler Head
Sample Collector H/W Not Returned
Sampler Wrist Joint Stepper Motor
Sample Wrist Joint Motor Bracket
Sample Wrist Joint Gear & Bearing Assembly
Sampler Wrist Joint Fitting
Sampler Arm End Fitting
Sampler Wrist Joint Nuts & Washers
Cable Cutter Assy
Grid Detent Pin
Bolt Catcher Hardware
Sep Bolt Hardware
Sample Collector Hardware Returned in SRC
Surface Samplers
Sample Capture Filter
Filter Cover Plate
Filter Standoff
Filter Perforated Cylinder
Mylar Diaphragm
Tubing
Tubing Tee (3/8)
Center Deflection Plate
U Joint Fittings & Yoke
Sampler Base Plate
Surface Plate
Air Inlet Angle Fittings
#8 Cap Screws
Witness Plate & Cover
Sampler Arm

X
X

exposed to hydrazine
exposed to hydrazine

X
X
X

exposed to hydrazine
exposed to hydrazine
exposed to hydrazine

X

exposed to hydrazine

X
X

hydrazine source
can be loosed and discharged

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
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6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.6
6.6.7
6.6.8

Shoulder Deck Mount
Shoulder Motor
Shoulder Gear Drive and Bearings
Shoulder Outer Tube Attachment
Upper Arm Tube
Elbow Drive Motor
Elbow Gear Drive and Bearings
Elbow Attach Fitting
Lower Arm Tube Attach Fitting
Lower Arm Outer Tube
Lower Arm Spring Assembly (Incl. Microswitches)
Lower Arm Outer Bearing Assembly
Lower Arm Inner Tube Fitting
Lower Arm Inner Tube
Nitrogen Bottles incl. Pyro Valves
Nitrogen Bottle Attachment Hardware
Air Inlet Fitting
Boom Electrical Cable
Sample Return Capsule
Mechanisms
Avionics Deck
Heatshield Deck
Hinge Assembly w/ MPC Drive Motor
Latch Motors
Latch Hardware
TAGSAM Sampler Head Latch
Microswitches
Miscellaneous
Witness Plate
SRC Spin-Up Device, SRC Side
SRC Sep Device, SRC Side
Capsule Vent With Retainer Flange
Structures
Backshell Structure
Backshell Interface Plate
Backshell Ramp
Backshell Adhesive
Heatshield Structure
Heatshield Adhesive
Shims, Spacers, Seals
Brackets, Fasteners
Ballast Attach Plate & Blocks
Thermal
Heatshield TPS (C-C)
Backshell TPS
Parachute and Cover Plate TPS
HS & BS Clearcoat and Paint
MLI & Blankets
Heaters and Temp Sensors
Parachute
Lid TPS
Cover With Gasket (New Parachute Lid)
Parachute Insulation Pad
Main Parachute
Cannister
Drogue Chute
Mortar
Various Other
Avionics
Battery Assembly (2 Batteries)
Avionics Box minus the beacon
Coax assembly
UHF Beacon & Antenna
Primary Harness

11.2

Student Collaboration Experiments

6.6
6.6.2

6.6.2

6.6.3

6.6.4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

X
X

Large surface area with line of sight to sample
Large surface area with line of sight to sample

X
X

Close to sample
Close to sample

X
X

Depends on what it is
Witness material

X

Sees air flow to sample

X
X
X
X
X
X

Source of outgassing
Source of outgassing
Source of outgassing
organic source
Source of outgassing
organic source

X

organic source

X

Hayabusa may have leaked battery material into sample

Flight System Total Dry Mass (Launch)
Collected Sample
Flight System Dry Mass with Sample
Released SRC
Spacecraft Dry Mass - Post SRC Seperation:

5.0

Science Instruments

5.1

OCAMS - OSIRIS-REx Camera System
PolyCam Assembly
POLYCAM PRIMARY
POLYCAM SECONDARY
POLYCAM FOLD
POLYCAM CORECTIVE ELEMENT 1
POLYCAM CORECTIVE ELEMENT 2
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to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample
sample

on reentry
on reentry
on reentry
on reentry

POLYCAM COVER GLASS
POLYCAM FILTER
POLYCAM PRIMARY CELL
POLYCAM PRIMARY BAFFLE
POLYCAM HEADRING
POLYCAM SECONDARY HUB
POLYCAM SECONDARY BAFFLE
POLYCAM TRUSS TUBES
POLYCAM SPIDER VANES
POLYCAM FOLD WEDGE
POLYCAM LENS BAREL
POLYCAM FOLD TO FOCUS INTERFACE
POLYCAM FOCUS STAGE BOTTOM
POLYCAM FILTER WHEEL
POLYCAM FOCUS METERING RODS
POLYCAM FOCUS THREADED ROD
POLYCAM STAGE GUSSET
POLYCAM MOTOR
POLYCAM FOLD WEDGE HOUSING
POLYCAM SHAFT COUPLER
POLYCAM FILTER AXLE
POLYCAM FILTER WHEEL MOTOR MOUNT PLATE
POLYCAM FILTER WHEEL MOTOR MOUNT GUSSET
POLYCAM DETECTOR PACKAGE
FILTERWHEEL COVER
POLYCAM FILTE RWHEEL COVER BACK
POLYCAM FILTER WHEEL COVER SUPPORT
POLYCAM MOUNTING PLATE
POLYCAM SHROUD
POLYCAM DETECTOR SHIELD
POLYCAM DETECTOR CROSS BRACE
POLYCAM DETECTOR CROSS BRACE SHAFT
POLYCAM CALIBRATION LAMPS
POLYCAM CALIBRATION HARNESS
POLYCAM CALIBRATION MOUNTING
POLYCAM HARDWARE

MapCam Assembly
MAPCAM ELEMENT 5
MAPCAM ELEMENT 4
MAPCAM ELEMENT 3
MAPCAM ELEMENT 2
MAPCAM ELEMENT 1
MAPCAM COVER GLASS
MAPCAM FRONT HOUSING
MAPCAM REAR HOUSING
MAPCAP SPACER 1
MAPCAM SPACER 2
MAPCAM RETAINER 3
MAPCAM RETAINER 1
MAPCAM RETAINER 2
MAPCAM FRONT FILTER HOUSING
MAPCAM BACK FILTER HOUSING
MAPCAM FILTER SHAFT
MAPCAM MOTOR MOUNTING RODS
MAPCAM SHAFT HOUSING
MAPCAM SLEVE BEARING
MAPCAM THRUST BEARING
MAPCAM FILTER WHEEL
MAPCAM FILTER
MAPCAM MOTOR
MAPCAM SHAFT COUPLER
MAPCAM DETECTOR PACKAGE
MAPCAM DETECTOR HOUSING
MAPCAM MOUNTING STRUT
MAPCAM MOUNTING STRUT SHORT
MAPCAM MOUNTING RING
MAPCAM CALIBRATION LAMPS
MAPCAM CALIBRATION HARNESS
MAPCAM CALIBRATION MOUNTING
MAPCAM HARDWARE

SamCam Assembly
SAMCAM HOUSING
SAMCAM ELEMENT 2
SAMCAM ELEMENT 3
SAMCAM ELEMENT 4
SAMCAM ELEMENT 5
SAMCAM ELEMENT 6
SAMCAM ELEMENT 7
SAMCAM ELEMENT 8
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SAMCAM FILTER WHEEL
SAMCAM ELEMENT 1
SAMCAM SHAFT BUSHING
SAMCAM MOTOR MOUNT RODS
SAMCAM MOTOR
SAMCAM DETECTOR PACKAGE
SAMCAM SHAFT COUPLER
SAMCAM FILTER SHAFT
SAMCAM FILTER WHEEL MOUNT
SAMCAM DETECTOR HOUSING
SAMCAM FILTER WHEEL COVER FRONT
SAMCAM MOUNTING RING
SAMCAM STRUT 1-8
SAMCAM STRUT 2-7
SAMCAM STRUT 3-6
SAMCAM STRUT 4-5
SAMCAM CALIBRATION LAMPS
SAMCAM CALIBRATION HARNESS
SAMCAM CALIBRATION MOUNTING
SAMCAM HARDWARE

OCamS Electronics Box
PEB BASE
PEB TOP
PCB DISTRIBUTION BOARD
PCB FOR POWER SUPPLY
PCB LOGIC BOARD
PCB MOTOR BOARD
9 PIN "D" CONNECTOR
D-SUB 15 PIN CONNECTOR
DH SERIES 25 PIN CONNECTOR (PIN)
PS COMPONENTS
PROCESSOR COMPONENTS
SERVO DRIVER COMPONENTS
MULTIPLEXER COMPONENTS

OCAMS Harness
INTERNAL CONNECTORS AND CABLES
HARNESS AND BACKSHELL

5.2

OTES
Interferometer Assembly
Moving Mirror Assembly
Motor, Linear
Bracket, Motor
Snubber
Spring, Suspension
Retainer, Spring, Inner
Spacer, Spring, Long
Spacer, Spring, Short
Adapter, Mount
Washer, Flat
Spring, Retainer, Outer
Mirror, Moving
Optical Switch Assembly, Moving Mirror
Holder, Optical Switch
Circuit Card Assembly, Diode
PWB, Diode
Light Emitting Diode, Spec.
Circuit Card Assembly, Phototransistor
PWB, Phototransistor
Photodiode, Spec.
Bracket, Optical Switch
Baffle, Moving Mirror
Shim, Intererometer Plate
Shutter Assembly
Bracket, Shutter
Stop, Field
Guide, Aperture
Stud, Mirror
Mount, Fixed Mirror
Mirror, Fixed
Baffle, Fixed Mirror
Temperature Sensor Assembly
Outer Washer
Inner Washer
Beamsplitter/compensator
Housing, Beamsplitter
Beamsplitter, Compensator
Laser Diode Assembly
Laser Diode Assembly
Lens, Fused Quartz Fiber
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5.3

Ferrule, Fiber Optic
Collar, Fiber Optic
Bobbin, Fiber Optic
Bobbin, Inner
Bobbin, Cap
Telescope Assembly
Housing, Telescope
Mirror, Primary
Mount, Secondary Mirror
Mirror, Secondary
Mount, Primary Mirror
Baffle, Telescope
Shim, Secondary Mirror
Window, Telescope
Holder, Window
Pyroelectric Detector Assembly
Pyroelectric Detector Assembly
Mount, Pyroelectric Detector
Base, Pyroelectric Detector
Cover, Pyroelectric Detector
PWB Assembly, Pyroelectric Detector Preamplifier
PWB, Pyroelectric Detector Preamplifier
Pyroelectric Detector
Window, Pyroelectric Detector
Electronics
Fringe/ZPD Silicon Detector Circuit Card Assembly
PWB, Fringe/ZPD Silicon Detector
Photodiode/Operational Amplifier Hybrid, Spec.
Holder, Filter
Baffle, Fringe Detector
Control/Spectrometer Board Circuit Card Assembly
Field Programmable Gate Array, Timing/Control
Sleeve, Unipoint
Nut, Unipoint
PWB, Control
Microcircuit Linear, Hybrid, Spec.
PWB, Spectrometer Channels
Transistors, Spec.
Magnetic Devices, Spec.
Inductor, TES
Power Converter Circuit Card Assembly
PWB, Power Converter
Bracket, Bobbin
Support, Power Module
Standoff, Power Converter
Housing
Enclosure, Outer
Base Plate
OTES Enclosure/Base Increase
Temperature Sensor Assembly
Standoff, PWB
Optics
Mirror, Fold, Spectrometer
Mirror, Parabolic Focus
Mirror, Fold, Telescope
Miscellaneous Hardware
Cover, Connector
Plate, Identification
Bracket, Fiber Optic
Stud, Mounting
Nut, Stud
Standoff, Interferometer
Mount, Fiber Optic
Fastener Hardware
Cabling
Desiccant Plug
Plug, Desiccant
Check Value
Internal check value
OVIRS
Optical Box Assembly
Mirror #1/Primary Assembly
Mirror #2/Secondary Assembly
Fold Mirror (Includes Mount)
Vis/IR Cal Source Assembly
Detector Assembly
Optics/Detector Structure
Main Electronics Box
FPGA Controller Board
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5.5

Housekeeping Card
LVPC
Backplane
Housing
5% misc Hardware
Harness
Ribbon Cable
+28 V Power input cable
Mil-std-1553 C&DH cable
RS422 data cable
Misc. cabling
5% misc Hardware
Thermal Assembly
K-1100 Flexible Heat Strap
Cold Stage Radiator
Cold Stage Radiator White Paint
Cold Stage Radiator Flexure
Warm Stage Radiator
Warm Stage Radiator White Paint
Warm Stage Radiator Flexure
Optics Enclosure Radiator
Optics Enclsoure Radiator White Paint
MLI - Cold Stage Radiator Backside
MLI - Warm Stage Radiator Backside
MLI - Optics Enclosure Radiator Backside
MLI - Optics Enclosure
MLI - Cold Baffle Outer Cylinder
MLI - Cold Baffle Inner Cylinder
MLI - K1100 Heat Strap
MLI - Detector Enclosure
MLI - Ti Mounts
MLI - MEB
Velcro, Button, etc.
White Paint on MEB
Black Paint on Detector Enclosure
Heaters
Adhesive / Tape
Thermostats
Thermisters
G-10 Washers & Isolators
Cho-Therm (Qty 6)
Misc H/W
Contamination Purge Port Assembly
OLA
OLA Electronics
OLA Xav Al Parts 1
OLA Xav CRES Parts 1
OLA Xav SBC
OLA Xav Power CCAs
OLA Xav Mixed Signal CCAs
OLA Xav Digital CCAs
OLA Scanning Laser Assembly
OLA Xsh Al Parts
OLA New Al parts
OLA New CRES Parts
OLA Xsh CRES Parts
OLA Xsh Mixed Signal CCAs
OLA Xsh Actuators
OLA Xsh Optical Parts
OLA Phx CRES Parts
OLA Phx Al Parts
OLA Phx CCAs
OLA Phx AlBeMet Parts
OLA Phx Optical Parts
New Composite Parts
OLA new Actuator
New Motor Drive CCA
Cables
OLA Xav Wiring and Cabling
OLA Phx Wiring and Cabling
OLA Xsh Wiring and Cabling
New Cables
Additional material
SRC recovery wraps and bags
Purge bags
all lubricants, paints, loctite

X
X
X

organic source
organic source
organic source

X

organic source

X
X
X

large surface area and exposure to SRC
large surface area and exposure to TAGSAM
organic source
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1. Introduction
A current goal of the Mars Exploration Program is to achieve an understanding of the possible
emergence and duration of life on that planet. This demands an increasing focus on the quality of
measurements that address Astrobiology objectives. Continuing advances in instrument
technology lead to the possibility of measurements of increasing sensitivity and selectivity. Thus
the steps necessary to reduce the potential impacts of terrestrial contamination on in situ Mars
measurements require increasing attention. The Mars Program Office at NASA Headquarters
chartered the Organic Contamination Science Steering Group (OCSSG) to address this issue
following the recommendation of the Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) at its
September 2003 meeting [MEPAG, 2003]. The charter of the group was to define the
contamination problem and suggest plans and priorities for solution that could provide direction
for the engineering teams responsible for the design, fabrication, assembly, and processing of
Mars landed systems. The group consisted of scientists conversant with a range of in situ
measurement techniques for organics and engineers familiar with Mars lander designs as well as
spacecraft cleaning and contamination characterization techniques. This report is a summary of
the analysis of the OCSSG.
The primary focus of the study was organic contamination introduced into those Mars samples
that would be delivered to sensitive analytical instruments after processing by lander acquisition
and sampling devices. It is recognized that requirements set by the Planetary Protection Policy in
effect for any specific mission only indirectly address the larger question of the potential
interference from terrestrial contaminants during in situ measurements. Furthermore, we
considered certain non-organic molecular or particulate contaminants that might also impact
Astrobiology-focused measurements. The contamination issues were considered most
specifically in this report with reference to the 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Mission,
currently under definition. However, the relevance to other lander missions including the Mars
Scout Phoenix Mission and a Next Decade Astrobiology Mission was also considered by the
OCSSG. Phoenix is presently under development for a 2007 launch [Smith, 2003] and a possible
Next Decade Astrobiology Mission has been described in very general terms by the Mars
Program Science Synthesis Group [MPSSG, 2003] as a candidate Astrobiology focused mission
that would employ the next generation of measurement tools. Although the primary focus of the
analysis of the OCSSG was on the impact of terrestrial contamination, the issue of cross
contamination of organic material between different Mars samples was also considered. Because
strategies utilized by the Viking mission successfully reduced terrestrial contamination, they
served as valuable reference points for the present study.
The OCSSG divided the issues highlighted in its Charter into four primary areas of focus:
1. Identify and quantify the contaminants of most concern with regard to their possible
adverse impact on the goals of each lander mission,
2. Understand methods of quantifying residual contamination, its abundance and transport
during all stages of lander development and operation,
3. Suggest possible contamination mitigation options, and
4. Examine the use of controls and facility-provided standards to be analyzed by lander
instruments after arrival at Mars.
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As detailed in Sections 2 and 3 of this report, the first two items can provide direction and
contamination requirements for the engineering teams that design, fabricate, and test the landers.
For example, a comprehensive contamination-monitoring plan during the development of MSL
can provide not only an understanding of the level of organics that are transported to Mars in this
mission, but also a documented reference for future missions. Items 3 and 4 are addressed in
Sections 4 and 5. Section 4 of this report addresses strategies for contamination mitigation.
Success in the area of contamination mitigation is important for Phoenix and is also likely to be
key to achieving major goals of the MSL and future astrobiology landed missions. Section 5
addresses the possible use of standards and controls. Some residual contamination is likely to be
observed by sensitive instruments on the surface of Mars, even with the best efforts at mitigation
and the use of controls may then be important for achieving definitive scientific conclusions.
2. Organics of Interest and Contaminants of Concern
2.1 Sources of martian organic molecules: The search for reduced carbon species relevant to
Astrobiology will be an important aspect of the missions considered by the OCSSG. However,
organic compounds in near-surface materials on Mars may be derived not only from possible
biotic or prebiotic processes, but also from various abiotic processes such as exogenous delivery
from meteoritic or cometary material or synthesis in hydrothermal systems. Furthermore,
reduced carbon species from any source will likely be transformed over time to some degree
through chemical processes, including the transformation to more highly oxidized species.
However, these mechanisms are presently not well understood. The identification of the source
of organic compounds that might be discovered on or near the surface of Mars can be addressed
by a variety of investigations. These include identification of specific molecules known to be
associated with meteoritic sources, analysis of the distribution of organic molecules in different
oxidation states, the determination of the molecular weight (mw) distribution in homologous
series of these molecules, and a determination of the 13C/12C and D/H ratio in organic
compounds (Kerridge, 1999, Cronin, 1993). For example, the amino acid !-aminoisobutyric acid
(AIB) found in some meteorites, such as Murchison, is often used as a marker for extraterrestrial
amino acids, since this molecule is not found in measurable amounts in sediments. The scientific
objectives of MSL and follow-on missions are not only to search for specific biomarkers, but
also to understand geochemical cycles that include reduced carbon compounds. Very little is
presently known about the distribution, abundance, or chemical reaction products of reduced
carbon-containing compounds in near-surface materials on Mars, although aromatic
hydrocarbons, phenol, and benzonitrile have been detected by pyrolysis of small samples of the
martian meteorites EET A79001 and Nakhla [Sephton et al., 2002]. Table 1 illustrates a range of
molecular classes and compounds that are potential contaminants. Appendix A expands this list
by giving estimates of contamination levels of concern and first order estimates of the possibility
of migration of the contaminant to a sample delivered to an analytical instrument.
2.2 Transformations of organics on Mars: Although the Astrobiology objectives will place a
high priority on characterization of reduced carbon compounds in samples collected for analysis,
it is recognized that several chemical processes that potentially exist in the martian environment
may transform these species. Models of such processes of organic degradation fall into several
categories and it is likely that more than one mechanism operates. Each proposed mechanism has
a potentially different consequence for the fate of organics.
For example, hydrogen peroxide would be expected to selectively oxidize organic compounds,
resulting in the formation of species that may not have been detected by the Viking GCMS, such
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as mellitic acid salts (Benner 2000). Solar ultraviolet radiation may cause photolysis of
atmospheric species resulting in the formation of “odd-H” (H, OH, HO2, and H2O2) compounds
(e.g. Hunten, 1974, Barth et al. 1992). Subsequent recombination of these reaction products may
produce oxidizing species that precipitate onto the surface.
Alternatively, superoxide radicals, which are more strongly oxidizing than hydrogen peroxide,
are generally responsible for "deep oxidation" of organics, resulting in more complete oxidation
(Yen et al., 1999; Haber, 1996) and, possibly, the complete removal of organic material from the
surface of Mars (Chun et al. 1979). UV-silicate interactions may produce radical species (Yen et
al., 2000) directly in the silicate matrices. The non-bridging oxygen defects resulting from
broken Si-O bonds are mobile, and can migrate through silicate lattices. The soil and dust
surfaces would then be strongly oxidizing, but the atmosphere itself need not be oxidizing.
Other mechanisms require both UV and atmospheric oxidants. The free radicals from radiation
damage are highly reactive, and could easily form semi-permanent complexes, such as such as
perchlorates from photolyzed, complexed halide compounds (Zent and McKay, 1994).
Table 1. Contaminants of concern for Mars landed missions (expanded in Appendix A)
Molecular class

Examples

Molecular class

Examples

C, H aromatics

benzene, toluene,
higher molecular
weight aromatics,
PAH

Carbonyl

Esters, ketones,
aldehydes and their mw
distributions

S, N, O
heterocyclic
aromatics

furan, pyridine,
pyramadine,
benzothiophene

Sulfonic,
phosphonic acids

Methanesulfonic acid

Carboxylic acids
and their salts

Alkyl & aromatic
acids, fatty acids

Lipids and
derivatives

HC chains, fatty acids,
fats, phospholipids.
Hopanes, steranes

Non aromatic
hydrocarbons

Alkanes, alkenes (i.e.
isoprenoids such as
pristane, phytane)

Sugars and
derivatives

glucose

Nitrogen
containing
compounds

Amino acids, amines,
amides, purines,
pyrmidines,
porphyrins

Proteins

Polar and non-polar

Alcohols

Methanol, higher
molecular weight
linear and branched
chain alcohols

Nucleic acids,
nucleotides

DNA fragment
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2.3 Contamination issues driven by mission science goals: The OCSSG considered
contamination most specifically in the context of three example missions.
(1) the recently selected Phoenix Scout Mission, is designed to land in what is predicted to be
an ice-rich region and analyze near-surface and sub-surface samples. Organic
contamination is of concern to this mission team, since a mass spectrometer is part of the
payload. This instrument will search for organic molecules evolved from surface and
near-surface samples and will also analyze atmospheric gases.
(2) The 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), presently under definition, is expected to
carry out an ambitious search for organic molecules in a wide variety of locations that
can be accessed by this lander. A powerful analytical laboratory is in the baseline for this
mission with sample preparation using a facility acquisition and processing station. A
concept for this station on the MSL is illustrated in Figure 1, taken from the Proposal
Information Package [MSL PIP, 2003] for this mission.
(3) A Next Decade Astrobiology Mission was defined by the Mars Planning Science
Synthesis Group as a candidate Astrobiology-focused mission with life detection
experiments as likely elements of the payload. The MEPAG Astrobiology Field Lab
Science Steering Group further defined (Steele et al., 2004) the objectives of this mission.
It is assumed that this mission might carry advanced extinct or extant life detection
experiments that would be sensitive to even lower abundances of complex organic
materials, and that stringent control of the terrestrial bioload will be critical to the success
of this mission.
The specific contamination thresholds described in this report are primarily directed toward
MSL, although the Phoenix Mission Team may consider implementation of elements of this
approach as resources allow. Contamination thresholds for future missions will need to be
revisited as measurement capabilities and contamination mitigation technologies develop.
2.4 OCSSG definition of clean: Since analytical laboratory instruments are expected to play a
key role in identifying and characterizing organic molecules, terrestrial contamination introduced
during sample acquisition and processing is a significant concern. The instruments in the
analytical laboratory of MSL will accept samples that not only have contacted sample acquisition
tools, but also have been processed by crushing and grinding tools. However, contaminants on
this lander will not be of concern if they are not incorporated into these samples above a certain
threshold. Thus, the OCSSG adopted a system-level definition of “a clean sample” as a sample
that is delivered to an instrument with LESS THAN a specific level of organic contamination.
2.5. Derivation of cleanliness thresholds for MSL: Example levels of cleanliness in samples
delivered to analytical instruments as specified for the MSL rover are given in Appendix A.
These levels are based on consideration of the science objectives for MSL and likely science
objectives for astrobiology-focused follow-on lander missions.
Contamination levels of concern can be derived from estimates of the abundance of reduced
organic material that is expected to be delivered by meteorites to the surface of Mars and mixed
into the regolith. For depths of gardening from meters to a kilometer, reduced organic groups
such as aromatics or their oxidation products at mixing ratios of hundreds of parts per billion to
hundreds of parts per million are expected [Benner, 2000]. However, in order to understand the
distribution of species within these groups and the effects of chemical transformation processes
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on Mars, it is highly desirable to measure a range of species to parts per billion (mass mixing
ratio to the matrix). Keeping terrestrial contamination to below 1-10 parts per billion in Mars
samples should allow significant scientific conclusions to be reached concerning the fate of
organic material delivered by meteorites. The total molecular carbon contamination allowed
could be substantially higher (for example, 40 ppb) if the contamination by specific critical
species or classes was maintained at dependably constant levels. Although extinct or extant life
on Mars has the potential to leave signature organic material in either much higher abundance
than the parts per billion levels discussed above, the OCSSG concluded that a definitive search
for such signatures could be implemented on MSL by maintaining terrestrial contamination
below levels of 1-10 ppb for relevant biomarkers.
The present state of the art for detection thresholds for analysis of volatile organic compounds in
meteoritic materials in terrestrial laboratories can be as low as 10-13 mole/g using gas
chromatograph mass spectrometers and on the order of 10-12 to 10-11 mole/g for a single liquid
chromatography analysis of amino acids [Glavin et al., 1999,2003], although highly specific
analysis techniques may detect even smaller quantities (i.e. sub 10-18 mole for immunochemical

Figure 1. The location of the sample acquisition and processing elements of MSL is illustrated in the
MSL Proposal Information Package.

reactions [Guomin et al., 2000]). These detection limits equate to sub parts per billion mixing
ratios by mass. Miniaturized laser desorption mass spectrometers developed for space flight
applications can detect several parts per billion by mass of polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The
OCSSG concluded that the thresholds driven by the scientific goals of MSL were well within the
capability of in situ instruments that were likely to be selected for this mission.
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2.6 Sources of terrestrial organic contamination of Mars samples: Several potential sources
of terrestrial contamination could adversely impact the in situ search for organic molecules and
their sources and sinks on Mars. These include moderately volatile organic molecules that might
be released from materials used in spacecraft fabrication, particulate material that might contain
organic residues, and organic molecules produced from the residual terrestrial bioload. Even with
careful cleaning of sample acquisition and processing systems, transport of contaminants to these
systems in various phases of the missions may occur. These contaminants are of concern if they
interfere with the measurement of organic molecules that are targets of payload instruments.
Most terrestrial, reduced carbon containing species that might be incorporated into a martian
sample are a potential source of interference with high quality in situ measurements.
2.6.1 Organic materials contained in spacecraft hardware: Organic compounds are utilized
extensively in spacecraft hardware. Complex mixtures of branched and straight chain aliphatic
hydrocarbons are the most common contaminants. Lubricants and pump oils found in many
industrial environments are sources of these compounds. These can generally be removed with
most common solvents (Freons, alcohol, acetone). Silicones are also very commonly employed
as lubricants, materials, sealants and adhesives. Silicones can outgas or leach out of silicone
based polymers. Like aliphatic hydrocarbons, silicones exhibit a broad range of molecular
weights. The most common silicones are polydimethylsiloxane and polymethylphenylsiloxane.
This class of organic contaminants is difficult to remove completely; although freon and toluene
are at least partially effective as solvents.
Salts of organic acids are used in mold release agents, soaps, silicone polymer activators, and
fluxes and are best removed by polar solvents such as alcohols. In thermal vacuum systems the
copper cold-finger may react with hydrolyzed esters to form (green) organic copper salts.
Esters are found in plasticizers, pump oils, adhesives, polymer degradation products and many
other materials. Phthalates are common contaminants.. Phthalate esters such as Bis 2-ethylhexyl
phthalate (DOP) are used to make vinyl plastics and in many other polymer formulations. DOP is
a common catastrophic contaminant often discovered after a thermal vacuum processing.
Acetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), and alcohol solvents are often used to remove these
phthalate esters.
Epoxy is frequently used in spacecraft construction and consists of a class of compounds with a
range of molecular weights and chemical/physical properties. These may have complex
formulations and can be a source of other compounds. Epoxy consists of a mixture of two
compounds that requires “curing”, usually by adding a chemical catalyst and applying heat.
Curing is not 100 percent complete and uncured components of epoxies can outgas or selectively
leach a variety of compounds from the structural materials to which they are applied. These
volatile products are generally amines and phenol ethers. The best strategy for removing uncured
epoxy is to treat or wipe surfaces with solvents such as alcohol, acetone and aromatic solvents
(e.g., toluene). Cured epoxy is difficult to remove by common solvents.
Inorganic particulates can also be released from the spacecraft. Metallic and device-shed
particles can be released from the spacecraft hardware either from wear or machining debris.
Carbonates are used as fillers in materials and are a major component of “water spots.”
Carbonates are also encountered as a corrosion product from paints using potassium silicate
binders (micas). Inorganic particulates may adsorb molecular contamination prior to their
migration to other locations.
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2.6.2 Personnel handling or exposure of instruments or spacecraft components: Manipulation
of spacecraft elements often introduces a variety of contaminants into the instruments and
spacecraft components. Fingerprints contain a complex mixture of compounds. These residues
consist mainly of high molecular weight, long-chain alkyl esters of fatty acids while the more
volatile fractions contain free fatty acids. Fingerprints also contain sodium chloride, protein, and
urea. Organic acid salts can form when fingerprints react with some metallic surfaces.
Fingerprints can be removed by wiping with most common solvents (Freon, alcohol, acetone,
and MEK).
Some additional types of particulates can be introduced during handling and construction. Cloth
fibers such as cotton, nylon, polyester, lycra, silk, cellulose etc. can be inadvertently introduced
from a variety of sources including clothing and cleaning wipes.
Bio-organic materials of concern include dead skin, hair, spores, pollen, and organic wind-blown
matter. These comprise the majority of “dust.” The Planetary Protection group at JPL monitors a
crucial subset of this vast class of materials with separate biological assays. The remainder of
dust consists of silicates that are commonly fine components of soil. The composition is mainly
fine quartz and mixed silicates. These are also found in construction materials such as
wallboard, wood fibers, etc.
Exposure of spacecraft materials to smoke, smog and associated particles can introduce
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and tars. Ablation of the entry heat shield and propulsion
chemicals may introduce additional levels of contamination to the spacecraft during landing.
2.6.3 Microorganisms (dead or alive): Microorganisms contain a complex mixture of organic
compounds. Sterilization does not remove the organic contaminants and therefore dead
terrestrial organisms could contribute to the analyzed organic material. A “typical” microbe
weighs approximately 10-12 g per cell and is comprised of 55% protein, 20% RNA, 9% lipid and
3% DNA. Microbes, a small fraction of which are spores, detected by planetary protection
NASA standard methods, are themselves only a fraction of the organic contamination on a
spacecraft. The current allowable level for Planetary Protection Level IVA is 300 spores per
square meter with the total available bioburden of the landing event to be less than 300,000
spores.
2.7 OCSSG proposals regarding identification of potential contaminants of concern and
their thresholds:
1. The OCSSG proposes that each project adopt the “system” definition of clean given in
Section 2.4 to assess the degree of terrestrial contamination in samples that are physically
processed by sample handling mechanisms.
2. The OCSSG proposes that each project consider maintaining a list of contaminants and
their thresholds of concern such as that found in Appendix A, as a guide for both
members of the lander development teams and the instrument providers.
3. Quantification of Contamination
Appendix B gives an overview of the contaminants, including their functional groups that are
often found on spacecraft surfaces prior to launch. Appendix C lists organic materials that were
used in MER. In unusual cases, a spacecraft’s payload includes instruments that can measure
specific contaminants . More typically, contamination is assayed prior to launch and it is
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mitigated only if it might substantially degrade the performance of the spacecraft or the key
instruments.
3.1 Analytical techniques: Although a wide range of analytical techniques can be used to
analyze spacecraft contamination, the primary methods for molecular contamination
measurements use Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), gas chromatograph mass
spectrometry, or ion chromatography. FTIR provides chemical functional group information for
quantitative analysis and qualitative identification of materials. FTIR allows complex mixtures
to be classified while still providing quantitative information on chemical and spectroscopic
effects. Time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) may be used to supplement
the above approaches by providing spatial information on distribution of contamination allowing
eluciation of outgassing or contact contamination.
3.2 Hardware sampling: Organic molecular contamination may be sampled using witness
plates strategically positioned near in the spacecraft or by directly sampling the hardware with
solvents and porous Teflon swabs. Solvents are carefully selected for compatibility with
hardware materials. The solvents used include Freon TF, 2-propanol, ethanol, methanol, hexane,
dichloromethane, acetone, and various azeotropic combinations. Proper use of solvents removes
most residues that may have outgassed and collected on critical surfaces. Very high molecular
weight, cross-linked materials are not readily removed by solvents; however, these materials tend
to neither migrate nor outgas appreciably. The monomolecular contaminant layer may strongly
bind to its host surface and is not easily removed in most cases. Here, the distinction between
contamination and corrosion is blurred.
Contamination control methods on Earth can establish more quantitatively the transfer of
molecular contamination from a source material or contaminated surface to a sensitive surface by
testing the parent material at its assumed operational temperatures. The outgassing or offgassing constituent flux (contaminant mass per unit collection area per time) can be measured
with quartz crystal microbalances (QCM) operating at the assumed temperatures mimicking
those of the sensitive hardware. The mass of molecular contamination that will collect on the
sensitive surfaces can be estimated. A QCM that operates at 15 MHz (using the principle of beat
frequency change between a reference crystal and the collection crystal) can detect 1.56 ng/cm2
of collected material. Under optimal conditions, transferred molecular contamination can be
quantified at this level.
3.3 Typical contamination levels: The amount of molecular contamination found on nominal
spacecraft surfaces is generally in the range of 0.05 to 0.3 micrograms per square centimeter
(µg/cm2). A level of 1.0 µg/cm2 equates to an average thickness of 10 nanometers (nm) for a
residue having a density of 1.0 g/cm3. A rule of thumb is that a monomolecular layer is about 1
nm (0.1 µg/cm2). After system thermal vacuum testing, contaminants migrate, create a more
uniform distribution on accessible surfaces, and, under optimal circumstances, lower the levels
of contaminants in areas of critical importance.
Microbial contamination of space craft has been measured in several surveys most recently by
Venkateswaran et al., (2001). This research has shown typical bioburdens of spores in the range
of 106 m-2. This would approximately indicate a contamination level in the range of ~0.1ppb of
carbon from bacterial compounds which can be further divided into the relevant classes of
molecules to be detected. This does not represent a significant problem to the levels of
contamination restriction needed for the instrumentation suggested above, if contamination stays
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at this level. It is only when these organisms find food and nutrients to grow that this will lead to
problems. The most likely place for this to happen is in any place harboring liquid water and
shielded from external radiation or upon landing on Mars. Further studies to understand the
possible niches microbes may proliferate in on spacecraft hardware are a necessity. This need
has been identified in several studies including the NRC Signs of Life Report [NRC, 2002],
updated MEPAG documents, and the 1992 report of the National Research Council's (NRC's)
Space Studies Board, Biological Contamination of Mars: Issues and Recommendations, [SSB,
1992] that rapid in situ methods for measurement of contamination be developed and
implemented in replacement of the reliance on culturing methods. Such methods as rapid
immunoassays, enzymes assays, ATP detection, RT-PCR etc., can give real time data on the
bioload of a space craft assembly. This will allow faster more sensitive and efficient monitoring
of bioloads, testing of the efficiency of sterilization procedures and secondary site specific
sterilization of hotspots formed after any primary space craft sterilization.
3.4 Contamination Migration: Molecular cleanliness does have a time dependency due to
migration of contaminants. Immediately after cleaning, the surface will begin to collect
molecular and particulate contamination. Parts cleaned to a very high degree, such as the sample
path on the Viking lander, were cleaned to the submonolayer level. At the other extreme,
surfaces of any kind left exposed to Class 100,000 cleanroom air will collect particulates over
time. This can be minimized by mitigation approaches such as conducting assembly in more
stringent class cleanrooms and housing components and systems in particle and vapor barriers. In
the extreme case of the Hubble Wide Field Planetary Camera, recontamination is limited to a rate
of 47 nanogram/ cm2/ month and the cameras undergo a monthly decontamination cycle that
reduces the level to 1 nanogram/cm2.
The transfer of particulate contamination occurs particularly through extensive vibration during
the launch and landing operations. For this reason, the entire Viking payload was encased in a
contamination barrier that was removed in space after launch. Sensitive volumes should be
manufactured with non-debris producing materials in clean environments (ISO Class 5, Class
100) and maintained to specific clean levels (PCL 50) prior to enclosure.
Molecular contamination that has accumulated on tools that physically contact martian materials
can be directly transferred during sample collection and manipulation. In order to better
understand the fraction of contamination that might be transferred during the required sample
manipulation, laboratory studies were implemented by OCSSG members at JPL to model these
operations. The variables in these studies were the tool materials, the sample analogues, the
contaminants, and the temperature. The results of these studies are fully described in Appendix D
and provide a basis for estimates of sample/tool organic contamination exchange during
collection and manipulation of samples such as will take place during the upcoming Phoenix
mission.
3.5 Models of Chemical Migration: Contaminants will migrate at different rates in the 6 to 10
millibar pressure of the Martian atmosphere than in the high vacuum of space. Contamination
models developed for space environments should be modified to account for the higher pressure
regime of the martian surface and also the range of thermal environments encountered by the
lander over the course of the mission.
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3.6 OCSS proposals regarding quantification of contamination and its migration:
1. Contamination monitoring should be employed in lander missions that seek to measure
reduced carbon compounds and their alteration products on Mars. An important focus of
the analysis, during all phases of the development cycle, should be on molecular
contamination and its transport.
2. Samples of organic-containing materials, such as plastics and epoxies, employed in
spacecraft fabrication should be archived for possible use in studies after MSL organic
detection studies are underway. This archive should include different batches of the same
component when necessary.
3.

Although the tools to monitor organic contamination are largely in place with a focus on
quantification of molecular functional groups, these tools may need to be enhanced with
more detailed molecular identification if contamination is determined to be above a
desired threshold.

4. DNA assays should be carried out over the course of the development for selected critical
elements of MSL.
5. Rapid in situ methods of bioload monitoring should be implemented and protocols
established to ensure that these methods replace the older culture based criteria.
6. The relevance of existing contamination transport models to predict migration of
contaminants during long-term MSL operations should be assessed. The feasibility of
adapting these models to pressure and temperature conditions present on the surface of
Mars should be evaluated.
7. The primary analysis of contamination levels on the surface of Mars will be derived from
measurements made by the selected payload. After this selection, the MSL team should
evaluate the cost/benefit trade of including simple sensors such as quartz microbalance
devices for contamination monitoring during cruise and after landing.
4. Contamination Mitigation
The process of contamination mitigation involves many steps that start with the design of key
isolation barriers and include fabrication material selection, spacecraft and instrumentation
cleaning, identification of key contaminant levels throughout the development project, and
monitoring a subset of the contaminant levels during the mission. The most critical areas are
those that come into physical contact with Mars solid phase or atmospheric samples. These areas
require higher standards of cleanliness and more attention to monitoring of contaminants.
However, due to the possibility of contamination migration from other parts of the spacecraft
over the course of development and implementation of a lander mission, great attention must
also be paid to the cleanliness of all elements of a lander system and the assembly and test
environments to which each lander is exposed.
4.1 Identification of sensitive areas: Surfaces of sample acquisition and processing
mechanisms, or surfaces in close proximity to these surfaces, have the highest potential to
compromise the scientific detection of organic material in the Martian soil by terrestrial
contamination. It is important that the sensitive areas be identified early in the design of a lander
such as MSL. These areas should then be isolated from terrestrial organic sources to the greatest
extent possible during all on ground integration and test operations as well as during flight and
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operation. Selected surfaces should be designed to operate at elevated temperatures to reduce
their collection of terrestrial contaminants. The spacecraft design should minimize, to the
greatest extent possible, the total surface area, volume and geometric complexity of those
regions where samples are processed.
4.2 Materials selection: Consideration should be given in materials selection to reduction or
elimination of materials that produce the molecular compounds identified in Table 1. Although
this may not always be possible, attention should be paid to the quantity and location of these
materials. Of particular importance, for example, are materials in the MSL Analytical Laboratory
instruments and the MSL sample acquisition and processing mechanisms. The information on
materials throughout the MSL system should be specified as accurately as possible as it will then
be used to develop contamination models of the spacecraft. This consideration should extend not
only to an examination of materials lubricants, epoxies, and resins, but also to selection of
solvents used to clean and reduce the bioload of spacecraft materials. For example, if a solvent,
such as isopropyl alcohol, or an oxidizing agent, such as hydrogen peroxide, is used to clean,
sample, or reduce the bioload on spacecraft materials, consideration should be given to the
residue from that material that might remain on the lander at Mars and migrate to a sample.
Materials in sensitive areas should generally meet total mass loss (TML) and volatile
condensable material (VCM_ levels of less than 1.0% and 0.1% respectively.
4.3 Cleaning procedure examples: Organic contamination comprises a significant fraction,
usually over 50%, of both the volatile (film) and non-volatile (particulate) portion of the
spacecraft hardware surface contamination. Spacecraft are typically cleaned to a non-volatile
residue cleanliness level of 1 microgram/ cm2 which is known as level A. Level A10 is 0.1
microgram/ cm2, and is considered extremely clean for most missions. One of the most extreme
cases of flight hardware surface cleanliness is the Viking sample handling hardware. The sample
path hardware was cleaned to 1 nanogram/cm2 and the sample path hardware was sealed and
pressurized after cleaning to protect against recontamination. The following techniques serve to
clean or reduce organic contamination:
•

Precision cleaning is a general name for a process that is targeted at removing both
particles and molecular films. It consists of a series of steps beginning with wiping gross
contamination off the article, following by a series of rinses with organic solvents and
aqueous rinses with or without ultra sonic treatment. The test article is then subjected to a
Freon vapor degreasing process, followed by a final rinse. A final isopropyl alcohol rinse
is performed and the rinse is analyzed for particles shed. This process commonly
achieves level 100 cleanliness, which equates to1 particle /ft2 of 100 micrometers
diameter (IEST-STD-CC1246D). Other treatments that are less harsh to sensitive plastics
and polymers are also being developed. These include chemical, gamma and beta
sterilization and RF plasma or E-beam treatments that may provide for better removal of
organics in some cases.

•

The “thermal bakeout” is a process by which spacecraft components that are known to
outgas organic vapor are treated by heat to reduce the subsequent outgassing rate of the
process at room temperature. “Typical” bakeouts can range from 70oC to 105oC and can
last from 72 to over 160 hours, depending on the material.

•

Repeated wipes with clean room cloths saturated with isopropyl or ethyl alcohol remove
molecular contamination during the course of spacecraft assembly. Both the flight
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hardware and ground support equipment are subjected to this treatment. The isopropyl
alcohol method is the only method that has been evaluated for its ability to remove
bacterial spores from a surface. While there is considerable practical experience with
cleaning spacecraft materials, none of the above methods has been systematically studied
with regard to ability to remove the organics appearing on the reports list generated by
the OCSSG.
•

The cleanroom itself is a cross contamination mitigation tool. A “typical” aerospace
cleanroom is class 100,000, i. e., contains 100,000 or fewer particles of 0.5 microns in
diameter per cubic foot of air. In practice, a clean room classified at this level will for the
majority of the time maintain particle counts at levels that are more than two orders of
magnitude lower. The most extreme case of flight hardware assembly environment,
sample collection hardware flown on Genesis was cleaned and assembled in a class 10
cleanroom that contained only one 10 0.5 micron size particles per cubic foot of air. This
required that the personnel be isolated in clean suits during the assembly process.

4.4 Cleaning procedures and planetary protection requirements: Current planetary
protection regulations specify residual levels of viable aerobic spores per square meter of
spacecraft surface. Since procedures that address this requirement do not directly address
removal of organic contamination produced from either synthetic materials or non-viable spores,
these are not considered relevant by the OCSSG for the proposals of this study.
4.5 Primary system level cleaning requirements: The OCSSG proposes the primary system
level requirements specified in Table 2. Solid phase samples delivered to analytical instruments
for organic and molecular analysis should contain less than the specified amounts of example
organic contaminants.
Table 2. Maximum amount of contamination in nanograms (ng) that can be transferred to
organic and molecular analysis experiments prior to their delivery to the instruments.
ng / g sample
Benzene or aromatic hydrocarbons

8

Carbonyl and hydroxyl containing
compounds

10

Amino acids

1

Amines, or amides

2

Non-aromatic hydrocarbons

8

DNA

1

Total reduced carbon

40

Notes
MSL will delivery
approximately 5 g of
sample to the processing
system.
Individual experiments
may require only a few
milligrams of sample for
their analysis

Assumptions: State of organic cleanliness can be assessed by analyzing specific representative
molecules.
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Table 3. Example of derived requirements on cleaning of lander surfaces
Lander element

Cleanliness Requirement

General surfaces of the spacecraft carrying organics
detectors

Must meet or exceed Cleanliness Level 1

General sample handling and processing facility
surfaces

Must meet or exceed Cleanliness Level 2

Specific sample handling elements coming in direct
contact with samples

Must meet or exceed Cleanliness Level 3

Cleanliness Level Definitions
1

2

3

Non-volatile residue (NVR) Contamination
(nanograms/cm2)

500

10

1

Particulate cleanliness level (PCL)

400

200

25

Outgassing Flux (ng/cm hr)

100

10

1

Bio-organic proxy molecule(s)

TBD

TBD

TBD

2

4.6 Derived cleaning requirements: The primary requirements will lead to derived
requirements for general cleaning of spacecraft surfaces. Although these may be modified as the
fidelity of contamination migration models increases, example requirements are given in Table 3.
4.7 Designs that isolate sample acquisition and processing hardware: Contamination barrier
technology involves cleaning selected spacecraft hardware to a specified degree and then
encasing it in a lightweight barrier material for launch and transit to the martian surface. The
contamination barrier is mechanically breached in a manner that allows the protected instrument
to operate. Biobarriers have traditionally been envisioned as particle barriers, not vapor barriers
because of the need to allow the pressure inside and out to equilibrate during launch and landing.
One such approach incorporates a non-breathable Mylar film in conjunction with a HEPA filter
to enable the structure to breath.
Another uses Tyvek, a woven fiber of polyethylene, which is a 99% effective barrier and is
breathable. In general, the current biobarrier technology has not been characterized with respect
to the specific compounds of concern. Issues to be addressed with contamination barriers to
protect scientific investigations of organic molecules are the shedding of particles and outgassing
of the materials from which the biobarrier is made as well as diffusion of volatile species through
the barrier. These considerations may result in the adoption or development of more suitable
materials than those mentioned above. Demonstration of the effectiveness of cleaning systems to
remove compounds and of barriers to prevent their transport to sensitive instruments is needed.
4.8 In situ operations and processing: A number of operational and processing approaches may
mitigate the impact of terrestrial contamination on the desired measurements. For MSL, dilution
of samples by processing multiple samples through the acquisition, crushing, and grinding
systems prior to delivery of samples to the experiments in the analytical laboratory could provide
a substantial reduction in the level of contamination delivered to analytical laboratory
instruments. The ability to bake sensitive areas of the sample crushing system might also be
studied as a method of removing collected organic compounds.
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Other operational mitigation strategies that should be studied during the MSL development phase
include processing solid phase samples at night when various lander elements are colder and
outgassing less or obtaining atmospheric samples in a lander orientation that places the inlet
tubes upwind from most lander elements.
The cost vs. benefit should be established for such operational contamination mitigation
strategies.
4.9 Summary of OCSSG proposals for contamination mitigation:
1. Success in contamination mitigation will require a multi-faceted approach. Attention
must be paid to material selection, and cleaning procedures as well as fabrication and
assembly procedures.
2. Contamination barriers for sensitive items should be studied early in the design of MSL.
3. The sample collection and analysis operating plan should take contamination mitigation
concerns into account.
4. Contamination monitoring through the use of witness plates and other methods should be
used in all phases of hardware development for MSL so that a comprehensive
understanding of organic contaminants and their levels can be realized. A subset of the
witness plates should be archived until the MSL mission is complete for possible
analysis, in terrestrial laboratories, with different analytical techniques if warranted by
the results of in situ measurements.
5. Additional technologies for sterilization and cleaning of space craft such as RF plasma
and E-beam technologies should be studied.
5. Standards and Controls
Even with rigorous contamination control some level of organic contamination will be present in
the samples delivered to the analytical instruments on a surface lander. The OCSSG considered
the possibility of employing facility-provided standards for MSL as a method of quantifying
residual contamination.
5.1 The use of terrestrial organic materials in standards: Two possibilities were considered
for facility-provided standards: (1) employing blank standards free of organic contamination and
(2) employing standards containing one or more selected organic molecules. The use of
standards containing terrestrial organic material might enable the performance of the instruments
of the Analytical Laboratory to be assessed over the duration of the mission. However, the
OCSSG concluded that the potential pitfalls of bringing facility standards containing
organic molecules from Earth outweigh the benefits. The potential for contamination of the
spacecraft by organic standards might neutralize the ability of the mission to demonstrate
conclusively that it has indeed detected organic carbon on Mars.
5.2 Organic-free blank standards: The potential benefits of employing an organic-free blank to
assess the extent of migration of MSL molecular contamination into the sample acquisition and
sampling systems could be substantial. In the operations dedicated to sampling the blanks,
organic-free material from Earth would pass along all or much of the sample processing chain
and be delivered to the organic detection instruments in the analytical laboratory. These
measurements would then quantify the extent of molecular contamination migration into the
sample acquisition and processing mechanisms. The blank material would subsequently be
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purged from the sample processing elements by repeated processing of Mars samples through the
system. The blank material would ideally be a material that in any case would itself be easily
distinguishable from Martian samples. The primary objective of the analysis of the facility
provided blank would be to assess the degree of molecular contamination of the elements of the
sample acquisition and processing system. All other standards would be implemented as
necessary by the individual instruments.
5.3 Summary of OCSSG proposals for use of standards and controls:
1. The MSL Mission should consider implementation of a facility level use of organic-free
blank standards to assess the degree of residual organic contamination present on surfaces
that come in contact with Mars samples delivered to instruments of its analytical
laboratory. While this proposal is supported by a majority of the OCSSG, a minority view
of the OCSSG is that the expense of this approach and the possibility of contamination of
MSL instruments that do not focus on organic analysis make this implementation
undesirable.
2. Any other standards desired for instrument calibration should be the responsibility of the
individual investigations and should not be provided as a MSL facility.
6. Conclusions
Upcoming missions will directly address the nature of the source and processing of reduced
carbon containing species on Mars through sensitive molecular analysis experiments not
attempted since the Viking Mission in 1976. These measurements are expected to extend our
understanding of the possibility for present or past life on that planet. Only careful attention to
the reduction and quantification of terrestrial organic species brought to Mars on these lander
systems will insure that definitive conclusions can be made regarding organic compounds
indigenous to that planet.
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Concern
level

Migration
concern

Amount
on lander

Detection
goal

Benzene

VH

ET

ppb

H

H

H

PAH’s

VH

ET

L

L

L

L

Species to
monitor

C, H aromatics

Examples

Exogenous
or terrestrial
source likely

Molecular
class

Scientific
interest

Appendix A. Example Potential Contaminants from Solid Phase Samples Including Soils, Rocks, or
Samples with High Ice Content

Notes

Y

Outgassing from
coatings, laminates
etc. even after
cleaning

S,N, O
heterocyclic
aromatics

furan, pyridine,
pyramadine,
benzothiophere

M

ET

L

L

L

L

Functional group
screening may be
adequate to test for
these species during
development

carboxylic
acids and their
salts

alkyl & aromatic
acids, fatty acids

VH

ET

10
ppb

M+

L

M

Functional group
screening

Y

Outgassing of more
volatile members of
this class likely. If
significant
contamination, MW
distribution desired.

Y

Functional group
screening will identify
amines and amino
acids if they are
present over a
threshold

non aromatic
hydrocarbons

nitrogen
containing
compounds

alkanes, alkenes,
atmospheric
methane

H

ET

ppb

H

H

H

hopanes, steranes

L

T

ppm

L

L

L

racemic amino
acids, NH3, HCN

L or R enhanced
amion acids

amines

Proteins

VH

VH

VH

E

sub
ppb

L

L

L

T

ppb

M

L

M

ET

ppb

M

L

M

amides

M

ET

ppm

M

L

M

purines,
prymidines

H

ET

ppm

L

L

L

porphyrins

L

ET

ppm

L

L

L

Polar & non polar

M

T

ppm

M

L

M
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Functional group
screening will identify
amines and amino
acids if they are
present over a
threshold

Breakdown products of
greatest concern

Molecular
class

Examples

Lipids and
derivatives

HC chains, fatty
acids, fats,
phospholipids

L

T

ppm

L

L

L

pristine, phytane

M

T

ppb

H

H

H

Sugars &
derivatives

Carbonyl
compounds

L

Esters, ketones,
aldehydes etc.

Alcohols

Sulfonic,
phosphonic
acids

Methanesulfonic
acid

Nucleic acids,
nucleotides,or
DNA
fragments

H

T

ET

ppm

ppm

L

H

L

H

H

Y

These compounds
could be particularly
difficult to separate
from terrestrial
contamination

Y

Knowledge of MW
distribution of
contamination
alcohols would be
useful

ppm

L

H

M

M

T

ppm

L

L

L

ppm

M

L

Molecules of this and
related classes could
become important for
next decade mission

L

ET

T

Notes

Molecules of this and
related classes could
become important for
next decade mission

H

M

Species to
monitor

Concern level

Migration
concern

Amount
on lander

Ddetection
goal

Exogenous or
terrestrial
source likely

Scientific
interest

Appendix A (continued). Example Potential Contaminants

M

DNA assay is
standard method that
will establish levels
on spacecraft and
sensitive areas

Notes:
MW = molecular weight, VH, H, M, L = very high, high, medium, and low respectively, Y = yes
E = exogenous, T = terrestrial
The list is intended to be illustrative and not comprehensive. Other molecular classes containing S and P will also be
importance.
The relative importance of molecular classes and specific species may change after the MSL investigations are
selected. However, this method of assessing the importance of which contaminant species to monitor may still be
followed.
Functional group screening may determine that an entire molecular class is present below a desired threshold. If
contamination levels for a class are found to be above a threshold, then more detailed identification of individual
species by different techniques may be desired.
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Appendix B. Common Contaminates and their Chemical Functional Group
Aliphatic
Hydrocarbons
(AHC)

AHC’s are the most common contamination encountered. This is generally a
saturated (branched and straight chain) mixture of hydrocarbons. It has
typically a broad molecular weight range. Its source is mainly from
lubricants and pump oils. It is found in many industrial environments.
AHC’s can generally be removed with most common solvents (Freon,
alcohol, acetone).

Silicones

Silicones are very common contaminates and originate from lubricants,
materials, sealants and adhesives. Silicones can outgas or leach out of
silicone based polymers (RTV). Like AHC's, silicones are found with a
distribution of molecular weights. The most common silicones are
Polydimethylsiloxane and Polymethylphenylsiloxane. Silicones are difficult
to remove. Freon and toluene are the best to try first.

Fingerprints

Fingerprints contain a complex mixture of compounds. The residue consists
mainly of high molecular weight, long-chain alkyl esters of fatty acids. The
more volatile fractions contain free fatty acids. Fingerprints also contain
sodium chloride and protein. Fingerprints can be removed by wiping with
most common solvents (Freon, alcohol, acetone, MEK).

Organic Acid
Salts (OAS)

OAS’s are used in mold release agents, soaps, silicone polymer activators,
and fluxes. OAS’s are also formed when of fingerprints react with some
metallic surfaces. Polar solvents such as alcohols best remove OAS’s. In
thermal vacuum systems the copper cold finger may react with hydrolyzed
esters to form organic copper salts. This gives the copper a green
discoloration.

Phthalates and
other Esters

Esters are found in plasticiziers, pump oils, adhesives, polymer degradation
products and many other materials. A commonly found class of esters is
phthalates. Phthalate esters such as Bis 2-ethylhexyl phthalate (aka DOP) is
used to plasticize vinyl plastics and in many other polymer formulations.
DOP is a common catastrophic contaminate and is typically discovered after
a thermal vacuum processing. Acetone, MEK and alcohol are the best
solvents to try first.

Epoxy

The uncured components of Epoxies can outgas or leach out a variety of
components. These are generally amines (from the "B" component) and
phenol ethers. The best solvent for these are alcohol, acetone and aromatic
solvents. Cured epoxy is difficult to remove by common solvents. Epoxy
compounds may have complex formulations and can be a source of other
compounds.
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Particles and
Fibers

The particles and fibers are usually analyzed separately from molecular
contamination. They can contribute the molecular contamination by
physical transport, solvent extraction and outgassing molecular residue.
Particles are readily identified by FTIR microscopy (non-metals) and Laser
Ablation-ICP (metallic particles).
Silicate Dust: Common fine component of soil. The composition is mainly
fine quartz and mixed silicates. This is also found in construction materials.
Cloth Fibers: Cotton, Nylon, polyester, Lycra, Silk etcetera.
Bio-Organic: This includes dead skin, hair, spores, pollen, and organic wind
blown matter. This is a very large class of materials. The Planetary
Protection group monitors a crucial subset of this material with separate
biological assays.
Construction Materials: Wallboard, Wood fibers etcetera.
Metallic and Device Shed Particles: These are particles from the spacecraft
hardware. They can be from wear or machining debris.
Carbonates: Carbonates are used as fillers in materials and are a major
component of “water spots”. Carbonates are also encountered as a corrosion
product from paints using potassium silicate binders.

Ionic
Contamination

The ionic contaminates of the greatest concern are chlorides, fluorides and
sulfates. The main effect of this residue is to increase the corrosion rate of
sensitive materials before launch when surfaces are exposed to humidity.
Ionic contamination is not generally an outgassing concern and the
acceptable levels of ionic contamination are not usually established in
spacecraft specifications. If ionic contamination is monitored it is usually at
the component level. The use of strongly activated solder fluxes (spiked
with chlorides or fluorides) is probably the most common source of
detrimental ionic contamination. The main background sources of ionic
contamination are fingerprints and metal processing residues. Generally
ionic contamination is removed by deionized water and to a lesser extent
alcohols. Ion Chromatography readily analyzes ionic contamination with
excellent sensitivity.
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Appendix C: Organic Materials Inventory. Organic materials used on each MER
spacecraft in amounts of one kg or more. Materials used in amounts of 25 kg or more are
marked with an * symbol.
Material

Use

FM 73 Epoxy Film Adhesive

Bonding of aluminum core to composite
facesheets for RED, WEB, and Lander

FM 300 Epoxy Film Adhesive

Bonding of heaters for Cruise Stage Shunt
Radiators

EA 9309 Epoxy Paste Adhesive

Bonding of fittings for RED, WEB and
Aeroshell

EA 9394 Epoxy Paste Adhesive

Bonding of fittings for RED, WEB and
Aeroshell

EX 1541 Polycyanate Paste Adhesive

Filling aluminum honeycomb core for RED and
WEB panels and Aeroshell

HT 424 Epoxy Paste Adhesive

Core splice adhesive for aluminum honeycomb
core for RED and WEB panels.

Eccobond 56C Conductive Epoxy
Adhesive

Bonding of Cruise Stage Shunt Radiators

Eccobond 57C Conductive Epoxy
Adhesive

Bonding of Cruise Stage Shunt Radiators

BTCY-1 Polycyanate Resin *

Used as the matrix resin for carbon fiber and
glass fiber reinforced panels for WEB, RED and
Aeroshell

RTV 560 Silicone Adhesive

Bonding of SIRCA to the BIP

Uralane 5750 Polyurethane Resin

Potting and Conformal Coating for Lander,
Rover

Teflon Polytetrafluoroethylene

Spacers and Standoffs for Lander, Rover

G-10 fiberglass epoxy

Standoffs, Insulators, PWBs for Lander, Rover

Y966 Pressure Sensitive Acrylic
Adhesiv

Used in tape on Rover, WEB and RED

Kapton Polyimide Film

Thermal Blankets for Cruise Stage

Mylar Polyethylene Terphalate film

Thermal Blankets for Cruise Stage
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Appendix C: Organic Materials Inventory. Organic materials used on each MER
spacecraft in amounts of one kg or more. Materials used in amounts of 25 kg or more are
marked with an * symbol.
Material

Use

Vespel Polyimide

Standoffs, spacers and antenna components for
the rover and lander

Polyester*

Parachute

Vectran*

Airbag

Kevlar Tape/Webbing*

Parachute, Airbags, Bridle, DRL

S13 Silicone Paint

Painting of solar array substrates for Cruise
Stage and Rover

M55J Graphite Fibers

Fiber reinforcement for composites used in
RED, WEB, and Aeroshell

FlamemasterS1023 Silicone Paint

Exterior paint on Backshell

SLA-561V*

Thermal Protection System on Heat Shield

SLA-561S*

Thermal Protection System on Backshell

2216 epoxy adhesive

Potting and staking on Rover and Cruise Stage

Xylon (polybenzoxazole)

Straps for the Lander Bridle System

Torlon polyamide-imide

Bearings and standoffs for Rover and Lander

Solithane Polyurethane Resin

Conformal coating for printed circuit boards for
Lander and Rover
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Appendix D. Physical Transfer of Organic Contaminants from Hardware Surfaces
to Simulated Mars Soil
6/15/2004
Mark Anderson, Shirley Chung, Jerami Mennella, Gregory Kuhlman, Gregory Bearman and Roger Kern
Summary
This work addresses the concern that nominal spacecraft surfaces may contaminate Mars soil prior to
chemical analysis. Transfer of surface residue could compromise the science return particularly for trace
organic experiments. This study was intended to bound the problem by determining the fraction of molecular
contaminants physically-transferred from external spacecraft surfaces. Contamination transferred from
typical spacecraft surfaces was studied. In addition, the JPL rock crusher tool was analyzed.
In general we measure 1.3% to 7.6% of the surface contamination is physically transferred to the soil analogs
under conditions of moderate abrasion. In the case of passive transfer without abrasion, levels ranging from
0.10 –1.3% were measured. The high abrasion surfaces of the JPL rock crusher were found to transfer ~60%
of surface molecular contamination. These measurements are based on a variety of organic compounds, soil
analogs and metal surfaces. This work covers room temperature and low temperature (-40 oC) tests.
Experimental procedures have been developed to address organic transfer for more specific operational
conditions in terms of mechanical stress, temperature, contamination type and level of hardware
contamination.
Introduction
A general method was developed to study the physical transfer of organic films to powders from metals
surfaces. This is intended to simulate the pressing and translation of Mars soil across a nominally
contaminated hardware surface. Methods were developed for the uniform deposition of the contamination
analogs. Several soil analogs were used and this was dependent on the analytical methods for detecting the
transferred contamination analog. This was not intended to simulate the high stress conditions of a cutting
edge or the grinding surfaces of a rock crusher.
Three simulates of Mars soil were initially chosen for study: Potassium Bromide (KBr) based on its
compatibility with FTIR analysis; Basalt (USGS, BHVO-2, http://minerals.cr.usgs.gov), a widely uses Mars
soil stimulant; and chromatography grade quartz sand. The contamination analogs were Dioctyl Phthalate
(DOP), adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and the amino acid lysine. The metal surfaces studied were common
spacecraft alloys of aluminum and titanium. One of the soil analogs evaluated, the clay montmorillonite,
was found to “irreversibly” bind the contaminant molecules making it difficult to directly extract for the soil
analysis. This issue of the chemical binding of organic analytes and background residue to clays requires a
separate evaluation. In addition, The JPL rock crusher was tested using the DOP contamination analog and a
Andesite rock sample.
Experimental
Hardware Contamination Preparation: The contamination-analogs are deposited on circular metal plates
using a spin coating process. The contamination-analog is dissolved in solvent and syringed on to the
spinning plate in a uniform coating. This used a standard spin coater device (Headway Research, Garland,
Tx) for deposition uniform polymer films. The rock crusher back plate was similarly spin coated at a level of
0.4 micrograms per square centimeter with DOP. The absolute amount deposited, while uniform, is not
consistently the same level of residue from plate to
plate. Therefore the results are reported for the
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average percent contamination transferred for plates in a range of contamination levels.
Contamination Transfer Process
Passive Transfer: The amount of contamination transferred with no abrasion was evaluated at 25 oC and –
40 oC. The weighed analogs (0.5 grams) were evenly applied to the surface and after 1 hour were poured off.
The amount of residue was then analyzed. There was little or no mechanical action was applied other than
the particles sliding over the surface.
Abrasion Transfer: The abrasive transfer experiment uses a known weight of a cleaned, flat-head stainless
steel pestle. Weighed powder (0.5-0.75 grams) is placed between the pestle head and the circular plate
surface (100cm2) and the “mechanical transfer” is accomplished by moving the pestle radically outward and
inward from the center of the plate using only the pestle weight and covering the entire contamination plate
surface. This is done for a prescribed number of passes. The powder is then lightly brushed off the surface
and collected into a vial and mixed. This powder is either analyzed directly or it is extracted and evaporated
onto potassium bromide (KBr) for DRIFT analysis as describe below. The residue remaining on the plate is
then rinsed with dichloromethane (DCM) and similarly analyzed. The fraction of the material transferred to
the soil analog from the plate is reported as “% transferred”. Blanks are run on solvents and all hardware
that contacts the powder along surfaces. The error in the measurements is mainly a function of the grinding
process that transfers oil from the surface to the powder.
Below is the apparatus for physical transfer of molecular films. This provides uniform pressure on a pestle to
the powder-plate interface

FTIR Analysis
The contamination-analog on the plate and transferred to the soil-analog are both measured using Diffuse
Reflectance/ Fourier Transform Infrared (DRIFT) spectroscopy. The samples are extracted using
dichloromethane. FTIR provides chemical functional group information for sensitive quantitative analysis
and qualitative identification of materials. The analysis followed the ACL-120 procedure that complies with
Mil-STD-1246C Notice 3 and is sensitive to the most stringent level (A/100). A paper (1) co-authored and
written under the direction of Mark Anderson details the quantitative methodology. The method has high
precision and accuracy. The linear correlation coefficient (r2) is 0.980 for bis-ethyl hexyl phthalate (DOP),
0.982 for Silicone and 0.987 for hydrocarbon pump oil. This is valid for the range of concentrations used in
this study.
Gas Chromatography- Mass Spectroscopy
The sample of crushed rock from the rock crusher (with the DOP coated back plate) was analyzed for DOP
using a dichloromethane extraction, evaporative concentration and analysis using GC/MS. GC/MS provides
separation using gas chromatography and mass analysis using mass spectroscopy.
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RESULTS
Rock Crusher:
The back plate of the rock crusher was spin coated with 0.4 micrograms per square centimeter of DOP. A 32gram Andesite rock was ground to completion (overnight). The crusher surfaces under high stress have fine
powdered rock marking the surface. This area (~10 cm2) was used to estimate the contact area. The crushed
rock had 5.9 micrograms of DOP as determined by dichlormethane extraction and GC/MS analysis. This is ~
60% of the residue on the abraded surface area. The resulting crushed rock sample had 185 parts per billion
DOP.
The transfer fractions for the various plate-analog combinations are based on the average of 3 or 4
measurements (unless otherwise indicated).
Table #1 Abrasion: DOP Transferred to Soil Analog at 22oC
2 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate/
Analog

DOP Level on Plate
Micrograms per cm

2

Fraction Transferred
to Powder (f)

Standard
Deviation

Average %
Transferred to
Powder

Al/KBr

0.07

0.063

0.033

6.3%

Al/KBr

0.7

0.055

0.011

5.5%

Ti/KBr

0.06

0.066

0.021

6.6%

Ti/KBr

0.36

0.023

0.0072

2.3%

Ti/Sand

0.21

0.023

0.013

2.3%

Table #2 Abrasion: DOP Transferred to Soil Analog at -40oC
2 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate/
Analog

DOP Level on Plate
Micrograms per cm2

Fraction Transferred
to Powder (f)

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Powder

Ti/KBr

0.09

0.072

*

7.2%

Ti/Sand

0.20

0.025

*

2.5%

Table #3 Passive Transfer: DOP Transferred to Soil Analog at 22oC
Plate/
Analog

DOP Level on Plate
Micrograms per cm

2

Fraction Transferred
to Powder (f)

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Powder

Al/Sand

0.07

0.01

*

1.3%

Al/Sand

0.9

0.03

*

2.7%

Al/KBr

0.10

0.04

*

3.9%

Al/KBr

0.9

0.05

*

4.6%

Table # 4 Passive Transfer: DOP Transferred to Soil Analog at -40oC
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Plate/
Analog

DOP Level on Plate
Micrograms per cm

2

Fraction Transferred
to Powder (f)

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Powder

Al/Basalt

1.06

0.013

0.0047

1.3%

Al/Basalt

0.175

0.0085

0.0033

0.85%

Al/Sand

0.073

0.0043

0.00074

0.43%

Al/Sand

1.2

0.0013

0.00014

0.13%

* This is based on a single point measurement.

Bio-Molecular Contamination Experimental
ATP (adenosine triphosphate) Determination:
In this study ATP serves as a surrogate for nucleic acids as it contains a purine, phosphoric acid and has a
negative charge at neutral pH. The contamination-analog on the plate and that transferred to the soil are both
measured using a bioluminescence-based assay. The bioluminescence reagent contains firefly luciferin and
luciferase. Luciferase specifically reacts with ATP and the amount of luminescence produced by the reaction
is in direct proportion to the amount of ATP in the sample. Specifically Kikkoman CheckLite HS plus
reagent kit is used as specified by the manufacturer and the signal is detected with a Kikkoman Lumitester
model K-210 spectrofluorimeter. The instrument has a linear response over a five decade rang and a lower
limit of detection sensitivity of 10-14 M.
Amino Acid Determination: In this study Lysine served as a representative amino acid as it is the most
easily detected since it has two primary amines. The contamination-analog on the plate and transferred to the
soil were both measured using a fluorescence assay based on the dye fluorescamine. Upon reaction with
primary amines the product shows absorbance/emission peaks at 381nm and 470nm respectively. The
reaction is detected with a Gemini XS microplate spectrofluorometer with a detection range from 5 to 2500
ng/ml.
Compatibility of Assays and Materials: Like the DRIFT/FTIR both the ATP and amino acid assays were
unable to detect signal from the Mars soil simulant montmorillonite. It is presumed to “irreversibly” bind the
contaminant molecules making it difficult to directly extract for the soil analysis. In addition the KBr used is
the DRIFT/ FTIR studies was found to significantly inhibit the biochemistries used in the detection of ATP
and amino acids. Therefore, studies of transfer by this material were not conducted for this soil simulant
This issue of the chemical binding of organic analytes and background residue to clays requires a separate
evaluation as it may impact operation of some strategies for chemical detection on the surface of Mars.
Contaminated Plate Preparation: The water-based solutions of the bioorganic contaminants were not
suitable for spin coating. The contamination-analogs, ATP and Lysine were deposited on circular metal
plates (aluminum or titanium) using with micropipter in a 10x10 array of 2 microliter drops and allowed to
dry. The contamination-analog was dissolved in sterile de-ionized water. This is a standard method for
deposition aqueous solutions. The absolute amount deposited is determined from the known volume and
concentration is consistently the same level of residue from plate to plate although not present as a
contiguous film on the plate. The results are reported for the average percent contamination transferred for
plates from three replicate experiments. Each experiment also has replicate positive and negative controls for
the presence and absence of the analog contaminant.
Contamination Transfer Process: The transfer experiment uses a known weight of a cleaned, flat-head
stainless steel pestle. Weighed sand (0.75g of SiO2) is placed between the pestle head and the plate surface
and the “mechanical transfer” is accomplished by moving the pestle across the surface of the plate using only
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the pestle weight and covering the entire contaminated plate surface. This is done for a prescribed number of
passes. The sand is then poured off the surface and collected into a vial. This sand is extracted with 1ml of
water and the supernatant used directly for ATP and amino acid. The residue remaining on the plate is then
rinsed with water and similarly analyzed. The fraction of the material transferred to the soil analog from the
plate is reported as “ % transferred”. Blanks are run on solvents and all hardware that contacts the sand
along surfaces. The error in the measurements is mainly a function of the grinding process that transfers
bioorganic molecules from the surface to the sand.
RESULTS
The percent transferred to the soil for the various plate-analog combinations are based on the average of 3 or
4 measurements (unless otherwise indicated).
Table # 6 Abrasion: Lysine Transferred to Sand at 22oC
3 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate Type

Total Lysine on Plate
Nanograms

Lysine transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

5,000

167.5

48.8

3.4%

Titanium

5,000

125.5

23.7

2.5%

Table # 5 Abrasion: ATP Transferred to Sand at 22oC
3 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate Type

Total ATP on Plate
Nanograms

ATP transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

0.1

0.0013

.0045

1.3%

Titanium

0.1

0.0034

0.013

3.4%

Table #7 Abrasion: Lysine Transferred to Sand at -40oC
3 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate Type

Total Lysine on Plate
Nanograms

Lysine transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

5,000

75.2

31.4

1.5%

Titanium

5,000

378.0

128.7

7.6%

Table #6 Abrasion: ATP Transferred to Sand at -40oC
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3 Passes over 100 cm2 with a Force of 160g/cm2
Plate Type

Total ATP on Plate
Nanograms

ATP transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

0.1

0.00088

0.0015

0.9%

Titanium

0.1

0.0019

0.0013

1.9%

Table #7 Passive Transfer: ATP Transferred to Sand at 22oC
Static transfer for one hour of direct contact
Plate Type

Total Lysine on Plate
Nanograms

Lysine transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

0.1

0.00011

0.00012

0.1%

Titanium

0.1

0.00013

0.00017

0.1%

Table #7 Passive Transfer: Lysine Transferred to Sand at 22oC
Static transfer for one hour of direct contact
Plate Type

Total Lysine on Plate
Nanograms

Lysine transferred to
sand, Nanograms

Standard
Deviation

% Transferred
to Sand

Aluminum

5,000

46.5

24.3

0.93%

Titanium

5,000

121.22

50.0

0.24%

Estimation of Molecular Contamination Transferred to Soil
The following is a calculation to estimate mechanically transferred contamination from spacecraft hardware
to a soil sample. The resulting concentration in the soil sample (Cppb) is given as parts per billion (ppb) by
weight (nanograms per gram). The initial surface contamination, Cs, is given in nanograms per cm2. This
may be from direct hardware measurements or contamination modeling. The fraction of the surface
contamination transferred from surface into the soil is given as f. This transfer fraction is reported in the
tables above for various residues, substrates, temperatures and abrasion conditions. The soil sample weight,
S is express in grams and the area, A is given in cm2. The calculation is Cppb = f x Cs x A / S.
Example: Clean hardware (level A/10) with passive contact at –40oC:
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f = 0.0085 Transferred fraction (Table 3, Basalt, -40oC, passive transfer)
S = 100 g, Grams of Soil
A = 200cm2 Contact Area (scoop area + external funnel)
Cs = 100 nanograms/square centimeter (Level A/10, IEST-STD-CC1246D)
Cppb = f x Cs x A / S = (0.0085) (100ng/cm2) (200cm2)/100g = 1.7 ppb
This is an optimistic estimate and is at a level that could be detected by the Phoenix TEGA mass
spectrometer. Note TEGA has some further chemical discrimination between synthetics (silicones and
fluoropolymers) and the hydrocarbons of scientific interest. This needs to be considered when organic
detection is being estimated.
Example: General spacecraft hardware and light abrasion:
A more pessimistic estimate would assume standard spacecraft limit at level A cleanliness of 1ug/cm2
(1000ng/cm2) and a transfer of 7.2 percent (table 2 sand). This gives:
Cppb = f x Cs x A / S = (0.072) (1000ng/cm2) (200cm) /100 = 144 ppb
Discussion and Recommendations
The range given above is near the detection limit of Phoenix-TEGA mass spectrometer (low to sub-ppb) up
to 2 orders of magnitude higher. The lower end is manageable using good blank protocols and relying on the
ability of the mass spectrometer to discriminate certain synthetic contaminates from organic compounds. The
higher end could reduce the analytical sensitivity and requires greater resources devoted to blank
measurement.
During the course of this study the Phoenix project had the need for an evaluation of the susceptibility of the
TEGA mass spectrometer. This provides a context and the limitations of this study. The main drawback is
the uncertainty of actual spacecraft contamination levels particularly for particles. This study does not
include particle transfer estimates and this is of equal importance as the molecular contamination effects.
Lastly this work underscores the need for flight experiments to have end-to-end blanks and perhaps selfcleaning of critical surfaces. Given the uncertainties of spacecraft contamination this may be the only way to
make convincing measurements for the detection organic compounds on Mars.
Rock Crusher Implications
The crushed rock collected 5.9 micrograms of DOP contamination analog in a 32-gram rock sample. This is
~ 60% of the analog residue removed from the abrasion surface area. The resulting crushed rock sample has
185 parts per billion DOP. The implications are that the high stress surfaces of the crusher need to be kept
very clean. The amount of residue on the crusher plate was a “high nominal” surface (0.4 micrograms per
square centimeter). Rigorous cleaning and protection of the critical rock crusher surfaces will greatly
improve the levels of transferred residue.
References
1) M. S. Anderson and J. J. Herrick et al "Analysis of Semi-Volatile Residues Using Diffuse Reflectance
Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy" in Optical System Contamination: Effects, Measurements, and
Control VII; July 2002, edited by Phillip T. C. Chen and O. Manuel Lee; Proceedings of the SPIE, Vol.
4774, pp. 251-261, (2002).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this STARDUST Spacecraft Contamination Control Plan (CCP) is to
describe the contamination requirements and outline the contamination control necessary for
the Spacecraft bus and Sample Return Capsule (SRC) that assure contamination does not
prevent the objectives of the STARDUST mission from being achieved.
Contamination is defined as molecular (non-particulate) and particulate material that has the
potential to degrade the performance of the sample collection cells, science instruments,
attitude sensors, solar arrays, and thermal control surfaces, and obfuscate analysis of the
returned comet and interstellar samples. Particulate contamination is identified as matter of
miniature size with observable length, width, and thickness. Molecular contamination (nonparticulate material) is a film matter without definite dimension. The term "contamination"
as used in this contamination control plan refers to both molecular and particulate matter.
1.2 Scope
This STARDUST CCP, in combination with the Delta 7426 Launch Vehicle (LV)
contamination controls and payload controls covers the contamination control required
during STARDUST component, subsystem and system assembly, test and integration,
launch, in-flight, recovery and curation. Particulate and molecular contamination of all
external surfaces and sensitive internal surfaces is addressed.
1.3 Approach
The approach used in establishing the contamination controls for STARDUST is derived
from the need to minimize program resources expended to control contamination while
maintaining a low risk of contamination adversely impacting system performance. The
controls implemented are summarized below.
• Standard contamination control practices are utilized
•• typical material outgassing limits are imposed
•• typical design features are imposed
•• cleanrooms and cleanroom disciplines are utilized throughout ground
processing
•• all surfaces are required to be maintained visibly clean
•• witness plates are used to monitor facility cleanliness
•• the LV fairing is purged with Class 10,000 air
•• RGA and TQCM data will be taken during system level thermal vacuum
testing
•• airborne particulates and hydrocarbons, temperature and humidity levels are
controlled during ground processing activities
• STARDUST unique contamination controls are incorporated
•• the canister incorporates a seal to limit ingestion of contaminants
•• the canister incorporates a filter to limit ingestion of contaminants
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••
••
tray
••
••
••
••

the canister interior surfaces are precision cleaned
the canister interior is vacuum conditioned prior to installation of the aerogel

the SRC is GN2 purged from aerogel installation until fairing close-out
the CIDA is GN2 purged until lift-off
a dedicated shipping container/vibration fixture maintains aerogel cleanliness
after system environments tests the ‘test aerogel tray’ is replaced with the
flight tray
•• at the time of flight aerogel tray installation into the canister the Science Team
is given 24 hours to evaluate witness coupons used to demonstrate suitability
of the canister environment with science return objectives
•• localized Class 100, or better, environments are used during aerogel exposures
on ground
•• additional witness/control coupons are used to establish background
contamination levels and assess canister cleanliness at time of aerogel tray
installation

1.4 Definitions
Sample Return Capsule (SRC) - The portion of the spacecraft that returns to earth and
contains the payload. The SRC opens like a clamshell to enable deployment and exposure of
the aerogel tray during the collection phases of the mission .
Canister - Sealed and filtered cavity inside the SRC that houses the aerogel tray and contains
the deploy and retract mechanisms.
Test Aerogel - Aerogel used as a proxy for the actual Flight Aerogel during ground testing.
This aerogel will not fly, but must have the same general physical properties of the Flight
Aerogel.
Flight Aerogel - Aerogel used for the actual flight. The Flight Aerogel will be installed in
place of the Test Aerogel at a late stage in spacecraft processing.
Aerogel Tray - Structural framework tray that holds the aerogel samples and is located inside
the canister and is deployed on an arm.
Comet and Interplanetary Dust Analyzer (CIDA) - A mass spectrometer type device that
identifies the mass number of species observed from a dust particle impact and its
vaporization.
Recovery - The first time at which the SRC is in the physical possession of the recovery team
after return to earth upon mission completion.
Clean Work Area - An area maintained to a high degree of shop cleanliness.
Clean Room - An enclosed area employing high efficiency particle air (HEPA) filters.
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Particulate - Matter of miniature size with visually observable length, width and thickness.
Contamination - Molecular (non-particulate) and particulate material that has the potential to
degrade the performance of the sample collection media (aerogel) and adjacent surfaces,
science instruments, attitude sensors, solar arrays, and thermal control surfaces.
Non Volatile Residue (NVR) - Soluble (or suspended) material and insoluble particulate
matter remaining after controlled evaporation of a filtered volatile liquid, usually measured in
milligrams. Filtration is normally through a 0.45-micron or 0.8 micron membrane filter prior
to evaporation.
Visibly Clean Level 2 (VCL2) - The absence of all particulate and non particulate matter
visible to the normal unaided (except corrected vision) eye when inspected at a distance
between 6 and 18 inches and a surface illumination of 100 ft-candles minimum. Particulate
is identified as matter of miniature size with observable length, width and thickness. Non
particulate is a film matter without definite dimension.
Visibly Clean Level 1 (VCL1) - The absence of all particulate and non particulate matter
visible to the normal unaided (except corrected vision) eye when inspected at a distance
between 12 and 24 inches and a surface illumination of 50 ft-candles minimum. Particulate
is identified as matter of miniature size with observable length, width and thickness. Non
particulate is a film matter without definite dimension.
1.5 STARDUST Program Overview
The STARDUST mission will collect and return to earth samples of interstellar particles and
comet coma particles. STARDUST differs from a ‘typical’ spacecraft in two distinct ways.
One is that the primary payload is housed in a canister that is returned to earth via direct
reentry of the SRC. Secondly, the spacecraft is protected from high velocity particles
anticipated during encounters by ‘bumper shields’ located at one end of the solar panels and
spacecraft bus. The STARDUST spacecraft is depicted in Figure 1.
The interstellar and comet coma collection medium is aerogel. The aerogel is contained in a
tray and is located in the canister. The canister is an integral part of the SRC which opens in
a ‘clam shell’ fashion. Once opened the aerogel tray is deployed on an arm, exposing the
aerogel to the environment. After the final exposure period the arm is contracted and the
SRC closed. The canister is designed to limit ingestion of materials that may obfuscate
analysis of the returned samples. Filtered vents are used to limit the potential of
contaminating the return sample during reentry. Figure 2 depicts the SRC and canister
concept.
The Comet and Interplanetary Dust Analyzer (CIDA) instrument is also flown on
STARDUST. This mass spectrometer type device that identifies the mass number of species
observed from a dust particle impact and its vaporization contains only two parts which are
considered contamination sensitive - the detector and target surfaces. Accordingly, these
surfaces will require a separate GN2 purge until lift-off.
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The Navigation Camera (NAVCAM) and Dust Flux Monitor (DFM) do not have any unique
contamination controls required beyond dedicated covers used during ground processing.
Table 1-1 Contamination Sensitive Surfaces
Aerogel
CIDA detector and target surfaces
Star Camera Optical Surfaces
Navigation Camera Optical Surfaces
Solar Panels
Thermal Control Surfaces
Surfaces needed to be maintained to precision clean levels to protect sensitive surfaces
Canister interior surfaces

1.6 STARDUST Contamination Control Program Roles and Responsibilities
The contamination control program is the responsibility of the Science Team and LMA and
is implemented by JSC and LMA. Responsibilities include:
•

definition and implementation of the contamination control program

• defining total contamination allowable limits and establishing contamination
controls for the LV, S/C bus, payload and recovery and curation activities (via system
specifications and ICDs).
•

definition of material selection criteria as it applies to the payloads

• use, analysis and archiving of witness coupons exposed during ground processing
and flight
•

the recovery (jointly with LMA) and curatorial contamination controls

The launch vehicle supplier, McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA), responsibilities consist
of:
• identification and implementation of a contamination control program consistent
with STARDUST mission objectives.
The S/C bus and Space Return Capsule supplier, LMA, responsibilities consist of:
• identification and implementation of a contamination control plan consistent with
STARDUST mission objectives
In addition LMA will assist JSC in the definition and implementation of the overall
contamination control program as part of the systems integration activity.
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Figure 1.1 - STARDUST Spacecraft Configuration

Figure 1.2 - STARDUST SRC and Canister Design
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2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this plan to the extent specified herein.

Reference Government Documents
MSFC-SPEC-23223
Outgassing Test for Materials Associated with Sensitive
Surfaces Used in an Ambient Environment
MIL-STD-1246B,
Military Standard Product Cleanliness Levels and
4 September, 1987
Contamination Control Program
JSC-03243, Rev C,
Lunar Sample Curatorial Facility Cleaning Procedures for
May 16, 1995
Contamination Control
ASTM E595-90, 1990
Volatile Condensable Materials (CVCM) from
Outgassing in a Vacuum Environment
STARDUST Program Documents
SD-40000-200
Science Requirements Document
SD-40000-101
Science Analysis Policy
SD-40000-102
Science Objectives and Analysis Plan
SD-30000-200
Project Requirements Document
SD-60000-200
The STARDUST Flight Systems Requirements
Document
Delta 7426 Launch Vehicle Contamination Control Plan

LMA
STP50305
EPS50405
STP72115
STP75023
STP75025

Clean Room and Work Station Requirements, Controlled
Environment
Contamination Control Specification: Fluids and
Equipment
Cleanliness Control for Spacecraft/Systems
Electronic Boxes, Cleaning of
Static Sensitive Devices, Protection of

3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 System Level Program Requirements
The program level requirements can be found in the PRD. Verification of the contamination
control requirements is accomplished by implementation of this plan in combination with
verifying the spacecraft incorporates the necessary features required by the program level
requirements (e.g. the canister filter meets is specified performance levels, the recovery
timeline is not exceeded, etc.)
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3.2 Design/Engineering Contamination Control Items
This section identifies the required contamination control design considerations for the
STARDUST program.
3.2.1 Design - Generic Contamination Control Guidelines
The designer shall be responsible to assure that flight hardware surfaces include features to
facilitate contamination removal and monitoring. In general, the design shall exclude
noncompliant materials, limit contamination generating operations, and maintain a clean
vehicle configuration. The design shall facilitate cleaning, flushing and monitoring, and
when possible, eliminate blind holes and particulate traps and isolate particle generating parts
and components from the clean work area.
STARDUST shall be designed so that venting and purging products are directed away from
contamination sensitive surfaces, most notably the aerogel and CIDA sampling surfaces.
Structure, hardware, and subsystem surfaces shall be designed to be compatible with cleaning
agents with the exception of the aerogel.
3.2.3 Canister/SRC Design and Processing Controls
The canister shall be designed to maintain the air inside the canister to the particulate,
hydrocarbon and humidity levels specified in the PRD. This is accomplished by providing
the following:
• a sealed canister with air entering only through a filter
• a ‘capabilities driven’ filter designed to limit the throughput on contamination to levels
acceptable to the Science Team.
• precision cleaning and vacuum conditioning of internal canister components prior to
integration of the aerogel
• canister openings only in a Class 100 environment
• a GN2 purge of the SRC canister during ground processing through fairing close-out
• Class 10,000 environment inside the LV fairing from fairing close-out until lift-off
• a GN2 purge of the SRC canister upon recovery and subsequent GN2 purge of the canister
3.2.4 Purge Accommodations
The STARDUST shall be designed to accommodate the following GN2 purges:
• a purge of the SRC canister from time of final canister installation into the SRC
until fairing close-out whenever the canister filter port is not sealed.
• a purge of CIDA until lift-off
Limited time off purges are acceptable when warranted by testing constraints.
3.2.5 Witness Plates
Witness plates will be used to monitor facility contamination fallout levels during ground
processing the STARDUST spacecraft. The plates shall be square plates, 6” minimum on
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side and made of either stainless steel or aluminum. The plates will be used to monitor both
particulate and non volatile residue (NVR) contamination levels. Plate contamination levels
shall be evaluated using standard rinsing and collection methods.
The particulate contamination levels is required to be below 0.0006% surface obscuration/per
day and the NVR contamination level is required to be below 0.5 mg/ft2/month. If the
evaluated witness plates exceed these levels the activities around the spacecraft must stop
and the hardware protected until spacecraft and facility conditions can be evaluated and
brought back to acceptable levels.
3.2.6 Contamination Control Coupons (CCC)
Contamination control coupons are required to assist the Science Team in distinguishing
cometary matter from matter accumulated from contamination sources. In addition CCCs
will be used to ensure the SRC canister is at the required cleanliness level when the flight
aerogel is to be installed.
Three types of control coupons are to be used. These include 5/8” diameter, 0.04” thick
sapphire and polished aluminum coupons and 4cmx2cmx1cm aerogel coupons.
The CCCs will be used to assist in isolating potential contamination sources of the flight
aerogel. Up to six sets of controls are used to distinguish canister processing, aerogel
processing and flight sources of contamination. The required CCCs and their associated
usage are identified in Table 3.1.
The control coupons and associated storage containers are to be provided by the Science
Team. In addition change out of Set 2a with 2b and Set 3a with 3b is the respnsibility of the
Science Team. The option exists not to change out the ‘a’ sets with the ‘b’ sets.
3.2.7 Cleanliness Requirements for Released Engineering
As a minimum, all surfaces are required to be clean to VCL2. Components internal to the
canister are required to be precision clean to MIL-STD-1246 Level 100A, or equivalent. The
cleanliness req uirements will be per the SCID.
3.2.8 Product Packaging, Storage, and Use
The designer shall establish and implement requirements and processes for packaging
cleaned article as necessary to preserve the required cleanliness level. Package materials
specified in STP72115 shall be utilized for component package where dedicated
shipping/storage containers are not utilized.
During the time the components of the canister and its interior are stored; from the time
between vacuum conditioning of canister internal components until integration of the
component into the next assembly, the component shall either be purged with GN2
(Curatorial Grade C), with NLT 1 SCFH flow rate or maintained in a sealed container.
Storage container surfaces exposed to the hardware shall meet the requirements of MSFCSPEC-2223 and shall be of clean to MIL-STD-1236 Level 100A or equivalent.
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Caps and plugs used to protect internal areas of fluid and gas system components shall be
compatible with the system fluid or gas. When caps or plugs are not used, the inner bag
material shall be compatible with the system fluid or gas.
Table 3.1 Contamination Control Coupon Summary
CCC
Set

Contents

Comments

#1

• sapphire
• aluminum

• Monitors canister contamination during ground processing and is
analyzed by Science Team just prior to installation of the flight tray into
the SRC canister. The purpose of the analysis is to verify that canister
cleanliness is at a level adequate for installation of the populated flight
tray.
• The populated C3 holder is mounted on canister arm after the canister
is precision cleaned and vacuum conditioned.
• Set #1 exposure ends when the flight tray is installed at LMA.

#2a

• sapphire
• aluminum
• aerogel

• Monitors the shipping/vibration container (SVC) and aerogel
environments starting at the time the unpopulated flight tray is shipped
in the SVC to JPL and ending at the time the populated flight tray is
installed onto the SRC canister arm at LMA .
• The partially populated C3 holder is mounted in the SVC prior to
shipment to JPL (sapphire & Al coupons only). The holder is removed
at JPL and the aerogel control coupon is installed. The fully populated
holder is then exposed at JPL during installation of the flight aerogel
into the tray. The holder is mounted back into the SVC along with the
flight tray and shipped to LMA.

#2b

• sapphire
• aluminum
• aerogel

• Set #2a exposure ends when the flight tray is installed into the SRC
canister at LMA
• Monitors aerogel contamination from time the flight tray is installed
at LMA through:
- SRC recovery (if no ‘improved’ tray is installed at KSC)
OR
- installation of ‘improved’ tray at KSC
• The holder is populated at LMA and installed on the canister arm at
the time the flight tray is installed into the SRC canister at LMA.
• Set 2b exposure ends:
- after recovery of the SRC (if no ‘improved’ tray is installed at KSC)
OR
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- when the ‘improved’ tray is installed at KSC
Note: Sets 3a and 3b are applicable only if an ‘improved’ aerogel is available for flight.
#3a

• sapphire
• aluminum
• aerogel

• Monitors the shipping/vibration container (SVC) and aerogel
environments starting at the time the unpopulated ‘improved’ flight tray
is shipped in the SVC to JPL and ending at the time the populated
‘improved’ flight tray is installed onto the SRC canister arm at KSC .
• The partially populated C3 holder is mounted in the SVC prior to
shipment to JPL (sapphire & Al coupons only). The holder is removed
at JPL and the aerogel control coupon is installed. The fully populated
holder is then exposed at JPL during installation of the ‘improved’ flight
aerogel into the tray. The holder is mounted back into the SVC along
with the ‘improved’ flight tray and shipped to LMA for vibration testing
and then shipped to KSC.

#3b

• sapphire
• aluminum
• aerogel

• Set #3a exposure ends when the ‘improved’ flight tray is installed into
the SRC canister at KSC
• Monitors aerogel contamination from time the ‘improved’ flight tray
is installed at KSC through SRC recovery.
• The holder is populated at KSC and installed on the canister arm at
the time the flight tray is installed into the SRC canister at KSC.
• Set 3b exposure ends after recovery of the SRC.

#4

• sapphire
• aluminum
• aerogel

Blank, not exposed to ground processing or to flight environments.

4.0 GROUND OPERATIONS CONTAMINATION CONTROL
As the program matures the ground processing scenario is likely to change. This CCP will
not be updated each time the ground processing flows change. It is the intent of the
STARDUST Contamination Control Program to ensure that the ground processing plans
maintained by the ATLO group be the official processing flows and that whenever changes
to the ground processing scenario occur, these changes will be evaluated by contamination
control engineer to ensure adequate contamination controls are maintained throughout the
ground processing activities.
The basic approach to contamination control is to implement standard contamination controls
for the spacecraft, provide a GN2 purge to the CIDA instrument and provide a low
outgassing, precision clean enclosure for the aerogel payload. The approach used to provide
a clean environment for the aerogel is to precision clean and vacuum condition the SRC
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canister interior as late in the ground processing activities as practical and then seal the
canister whenever practical and when not practical provide a GN2 purge environment to the
SRC in order to maintain the necessary cleanliness levels inside the canister.
In order to facilitate component fabrication and testing, the canister interior is initially clean
to only visibly clean criteria prior to component and SRC level testing. After component
level testing is complete and prior to final integration into the SRC, the canister will be
precision cleaned and maintained to this level for the remainder of the program.
4.1 Ground Processing Flows for STARDUST Spacecraft
Ground processing activities significant to maintaining cleanliness of the STARDUST
spacecraft are presented in Figure 4.1. The figure also identifies the facility and associated
cleanliness environment. Similar data pertinent to processing of the flight aerogel and
canister are contained in Figure 4.2. As depicted in the flows, a combination of cleanrooms,
GN2 purges and GN2 backfill environments are used to maintain cleanliness.
Activities performed at AVL and SSL will be performed in a portable softwall cleanroom
being obtained by ATLO. ATLO is also building/purchasing the Class 100 purged softwall
tent to be used during aerogel installations.
During ground processing activities standard contamination control practices will be
implemented. Significant controls are discussed in the following sections.
4.2 Facilities
Primary Lockheed Martin facilities for use in STARDUST system level assembly integration
and test operations are the Space Support Building (SSB) High, the Acoustic Vibration Lab
(AVL), and the Space Simulation Lab (SSL) and the Vacuum Bake Facility located in
RDL223. Ground processing facilities at the Cape include the MPPF, SAEF, and SLC-17.
During spacecraft processing the facilities are required to operate within the following limits:
• Air cleanliness shall not exceed Class 100,000
• Aerogel shall only be exposed to Class 100 conditions or better, unless specific
exception is made in this plan
• Total airborne hydrocarbons shall be limited to 15 ppm
• Total humidity will not exceed 70% during pre-flight ground processing
• Particle fallout rates shall not exceed 0.006% obscuration per day
• NVR deposition rates shall not exceed 0.5 mg/ft2 month
Prior to hardware exposure each system level spacecraft processing and test facility will be
verified to be operating within specifications. Facility environments and environmental
monitoring procedures will be verified. At each facility 6” by 6” witness plates will be used
to monitor the environment. During STARDUST operations witness plates will be removed
and analyzed monthly, or more frequently at the discretion of the LMA contamination
engineer. Results of these data will be used to assess STARDUST contamination.
Descriptions of the LMA facility environments are detailed in Appendix A.
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4.3 Facility Garment Minimum Requirements
The operation of all clean rooms, clean work stations, or other environmentally controlled
work enclosures shall be controlled by approved documented procedures. Clean room
minimum garment requirements are presented in Table 4.1.
4.4 Personnel Training
Personnel who are assigned to work on or near the spacecraft will be required to take a clean
room contamination control awareness course. Only personnel who have completed this
training will be certified to work in the contamination controlled areas. Similar training is
required for on-line operations at the launch facility.
4.5 Cleanliness Inspection/Cleaning Schedule/Cleaning Procedures
4.5.1 Cleanliness Inspection/Cleaning Schedule - General
During assembly, integration, and test the external spacecraft surfaces will be inspected every
two weeks, as a minimum, to verify cleanliness. Spacecraft surfaces fitted with covers need
not be included in these inspections if they were not exposed to the environment since the
last inspection. The presence of visible contamination and the location will be recorded in the
monitoring records, and the contamination source will be identified and mitigated.
The spacecraft will also be inspected and cleaned as follows:
• every 2 weeks during ground processing
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• just prior to last access of any S/C assembly or component • clean only if inspection
warrants
• just prior to environmental testing in Denver
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• after environmental testing in Denver
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• just prior to flight tray installation
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• after arrival at the launch facility
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• just prior to S/C mate to Stage III
• clean only if inspection
warrants
• just prior to insertion into the PLF
• clean only if inspection
warrants
Witness plates will also be used to measure facility contamination. Analysis of these plates
allows for a justifiable decision on whether or not to clean the spacecraft. The visual
inspection data, as well as monitoring records and witness plate data will be reviewed every
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two weeks by the STARDUST Contamination Control lead and recommendations made as
necessary to clean all or part of the spacecraft.
A final visual inspection will be made of the capsule and contents following recovery to
document the type and level of contamination experienced during the mission. Selected
spacecraft hardware surfaces may be subjected to more detailed compositional analyses,
including destructive analyses, at the discretion of the science team.
4.5.2 Cleaning Procedures - General
Spacecraft surfaces not meeting their requirements will be cleaned per STP72115 or
equivalent, as applicable. If, due to anomalous events, instrument surfaces need cleaning,
they will be cleaned by the instrument provider, or his designee per instructions given by the
science team. No biological assays relating to cleaning procedures are planned.
4.5.3 Inspection/Cleaning Procedures - Internal Canister Surfaces at Time of Flight
Aerogel Installation
Final approval for installation of the flight aerogel tray into the canister can only occur when
the state of cleanliness of the canister has been accepted by the STARDUST PI. The
cleanliness level goal is fewer than 100 2µm particles per cm2, excluding grains of stainless
steel, SiO2 and aluminum, as determined by examination of the canister witness plate using
an SEM.
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Figure 4.1 - STARDUST Spacecraft ATLO Flow
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Figure 4.2 - Flight Aerogel Ground Processing Summary - Contamination Critical
Activities
Table 4.1 Environmentally Controlled Area Garment Requirements
Garment

Class 100

Class 10K

Class 100K

Clean Work
Area
X

Smock
Coveralls
X
X
X
Cap
X
X
Hood
X
Shoe Covers
X
X
X
Gloves/
X
X
X
Finger Cots
Notes
1) For clean benches garments are required only for those parts of the body that are extended
into the clean work area.
2) The use of gloves/finger cots is dependent upon the type of operation being performed.
If instructed by the Science Team, just prior to installation of the flight aerogel into the SRC
canister, the canister surfaces shall be cleaned using a CO2 spray, and verified clean to MILSTD-1246 Level 300, or equivalent. In addition the canister shall be verified to be visibly
clean. The installation of the flight aerogel will only occur after examination of the final
canister aluminum witness coupon by the Science Team.
4.6 Nitrogen Purges
Flight and ground support equipment and procedures shall be provided to distribute clean
GN2 (MIL-P-27401, Curatorial Grade C) to the SRC, and the CIDA. These purges will be
continuous within the limitations specified below. Prior to use, the GN2 supply bottles will
be certified/verified to the specifications given immediately below.
Table 4.2 Specifications for Curatorial Quality Grade C GN2
Impurity
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Total Hydrocarbons
Hydrogen
Particulate
Moisture

Specification
10 ppm
20 ppm
10 ppm
10 ppm
1 ppm
10 ppm
1 mg/liter
10 ppm

Concentrations given are the maximum permitted impurity levels
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With only limited and clearly defined exceptions (as set out in this plan), the SRC canister
must be maintained under a GN2 (Curatorial Grade C) purge, with a goal of NLT 1 SCFH
flow rate, from the time of installation of either the flight aerogel or flight filter, whichever
occurs first, and the fairing close-out.
It is recognized that there must be an interruption in the GN2 purge during installation of the
aerogel into the SRC. The time for aerogel exposure to the Class 100 environment during
integration will not exceed 8 hours in duration. Witness samples exposed during this
operation will be evaluated by JSC and ARC to determine background species expected in
the aerogel upon sample return.
Any time an established GN2 purge must be interrupted, the localized facility air cleanliness
class must be verified to be within specification immediately preceding the purge
interruption.
During spacecraft spin-balance testing, there could be a deviation from GN2 purge. If this
deviation is to exceed 4 hours then verbal permission must be obtained from the STARDUST
PI or Contamination Control Lead before proceeding with ground processing activities.
The CIDA detector and target surfaces will be purged with GN2 (Grade B, minimum) for the
entire period between assembly and launch vehicle lift-off, except when specifically
permitted by this plan.
The SRC canister must be purged with GN2 (Curatorial Grade C) within 2 hours of recovery.
The capability must be available to attach this purge in the field. This purge will continue
until the SRC is in the Cosmic Dust/FOILS labs at JSC.
The recovered aerogel will only see the following environment during curation and storage in
the Cosmic Dust Lab: less than 15 ppm total hydrocarbons (as measured by flame
ionization), temperatures between 52 and 82°F, and less than 10% humidity. During storage,
and otherwise whenever possible, the flight aerogel must be purged with GN2 (Curatorial
Grade C).
4.6.1 Record Keeping
A log shall be kept containing GN2 purge bottle change outs and interruption information.
This log will be made available to the science team upon request.
4.6.2 Interruption Reporting
Instruments may experience purge interruptions of up to 8 hour duration and a total of 60
hours throughout the I&T cycle at the spacecraft contractor's (LMA) facility in addition to
thermal vacuum testing when purge is not supplied. All interruptions greater than 10 minutes
will be documented in the above-mentioned log.
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4.6.3 Interruption Minimization
Ground processing activities will be designed to minimize interruptions to the purge systems.
4.6.4 Flow Rates
Purge flow rates shall be per the payload ICDs. Purge pressure and flow shall be monitored
to ensure purge interuptions are minimized.
4.7 Covering, Storage and Transportation
4.7.1 Component Level Covering, Storage and Transportation
Spacecraft components or assemblies which have been cleaned and are to be stored for future
use or removed from a contamination controlled area, including shipment, shall be packaged
as specified in STP72115. Additional packaging requirements for electrostatic discharge
sensitive items are contained in STP75025.
Cleaned items shall be double-bagged during the packaging process to assure: (a) The
preservation of item cleanliness in the event of damage to one bag, and (b) The ability to
remove the outer bag during transfer of item(s) into a clean room in order to maintain the
cleanliness of the packaged items and the clean room environment.
Dedicated containers will be used to store and transport the contamination sensitive aerogel
and CIDA payloads.
Contamination covers provided with the instruments shall be used to protect the instruments
during ground processing.
Witness plates shall be double bagged for transportation and storage in the JSC Facility for
Optical Inspection of Large Surfaces, a class 10,000 clean room. Bag materials will be
selected to minimize molecular contamination of the witness plates.
4.7.2 System Level Covering, Storage and Transportation
Contamination generating events which are of most concern are payload transfer operations,
overhead crane operation, platform configuration, and ground handling mechanism
movement. In addition, any time there are a large number of personnel working on or near
the spacecraft, contamination awareness should be increased. Spacecraft surfaces shall be
covered (if practical) during contamination generating events and whenever no ground
processing activities are planned for periods of more than 8 hours.
LMA provided shipping containers will be used for transportation between facilities of the
STARDUST spacecraft.
4.8 Operations Log
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Throughout spacecraft assembly, integration, and test an operations log will be maintained by
the clean room or test engineer to record all activities that could affect the spacecraft
cleanliness. This log, in conjunction with contamination monitoring results, will identify
operations which affect spacecraft cleanliness. In addition, if the spacecraft is contaminated,
the operations log may give valuable insight to outline corrective action. This log will be
available to the science team for inspection upon demand, and a copy is to be provided to the
STARDUST Contamination Control lead on a biweekly schedule.
The log shall contain such data as:
• measured facilities air cleanliness class
• facilities environmental data
• hardware cleanliness, cleaning and verification records
• purge records, including records of purge interruptions
• witness plate exchanges and examinations and results
4.9 Contingency Plans
Airborne particle counters are real time indicators of facility cleanliness. When monitors
indicate that the air cleanliness near the spacecraft exceeds Class 100,000, or that air
cleanliness near exposed aerogel exceeds Class 100, non-conformance reports will be noted
in the records. In addition, if the air cleanliness continually exceeds the requirements for
more than 2 hours, the test director will be notified immediately to implement a payload
protection plan (cover and/or remove flight hardware) and develop a corrective action plan in
consort with a representative of the science team. If a contamination anomalous event occurs,
witness plate data shall be utilized (as applicable) to support development of a corrective
action plan.
4.10 Thermal Vacuum Testing/Conditioning
4.10.1 System Level Thermal Vacuum Testing
Prior to system level thermal vacuum testing, the thermal vacuum chamber used for
STARDUST flight hardware shall be thoroughly cleaned and validated for use through
vacuum characterization using residual gas analysis (RGA) and a quartz crystal microbalance
QCM.
During system level thermal vacuum testing a QCM and RGA shall be used to quantify and
identify contaminants and sources. Prior to opening of the canister an outgassing rate of 10
hz/hr shall be achieved on a QCM held at 10°C. Witness plates will be exposed during
canister-opening tests.
4.10.2 Component Level Vacuum Conditioning
All spacecraft components are required to be vacuum conditioned for a minimum of 24 hours
prior to flight.
Prior to system level testing, outgassing sources identified as potential threats to sensitive
surfaces may be brought to acceptable outgassing levels by thermal vacuum bakeout.
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Potential sources to be baked are specified in Table 4.3 along with vacuum bake conditions.
Note that MLI blankets need not be baked at the component level.
The canister shall be vacuum conditioned at a minimum of 60°C until an outgassing rate, as
measured by a TQCM held at 10°C, no greater than 1 hz/hr, averaged over 24 hours, is
achieved. A stainless steel witness plate exposed during this vacuum conditioning and RGA
data will be evaluated by JSC and ARC to determine background species expected in the
aerogel upon sample return. The controls necessary to maintain this hardware outgassing
performance will be implemented throughout ground processing activities and flight. For the
flight aerogel, verification can be accomplished by demonstration based upon outgassing
performance from an aerogel specimen and standardized aerogel processes common to the
specimen and the flight aerogel.
Materials not meeting these requirement may be used only where it can be demonstrated by
test that the material is not significantly detrimental to sample cleanliness, and specific
permission is given by the STARDUST Contamination Control lead scientist.
Table 4.3 - Vacuum Bakeouts Required Prior to Items Being Integrated with the S/C
Bus
Minimum
Item
Vacuum Bake Minimum Bake Temperature
Comments
Time (hrs)
A TQCM, held at 10°C is to
Canister
see comments
60°C
be used to monitor
Interior
outgassing rate. Bake is
Surfaces
complete when a 24 hour
average 1Hz/hr deposition
rate on TQCM is achieved.
Bake is to be performed in
RDL223 facility.
The greater of the maximum A TQCM, held at 10°C is to
Solar Panels
100 hours
expected operating
be used to monitor
temperature +5°C or 75°C
outgassing rate. Bake time
may be reduced if the Solar
Panel vendor can provide
acceptable rationale to the
CCP engineer.
The greater of the maximum
External
100 hours
expected operating
harnesses
temperature +5°C or 75°C
5.0 LAUNCH OPERATIONS CONTAMINATION CONTROL
Contamination due to either the Delta 7426, the spacecraft, or the environment shall not
unacceptably degrade spacecraft performance and mission objectives at any time during the
mission.
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Delta 7426 launch vehicle operations contamination control will be in accordance with
standard Launch Vehicle contamination controls.
Delta personnel shall maintain their standard clean practices.
The spacecraft external surfaces shall be maintained visibly clean through payload
encapsulation. The spacecraft shall be assembled in a Class 100,000 clean room per FEDSTD-209. Limited exposures to uncontrolled environments are allowed when necessary.
The LV fairing will be purged with class 10K air, or better, for the entire period between
fairing installation and launch. This air must be maintained at temperatures of 52 to 82°F,
have a relative humidity between 10% and 65%, and contain less than 15 ppm total
hydrocarbons.
The LV shall accommodate a GN2 purge of the SRC canister until fairing close-out and a
GN2 purge of the CIDA until lift-off. These purges are hooked up to LMA provided
interfaces. In addition ground processing operations shall accommodate a continuous purge
capability to the SRC and CIDA from time of delivery of the S/C until fairing close-out,
including transport activities. Limited time off purges are allowed when purging is not
feasible, for example, S/C spin balancing activities.
6.0 IN-FLIGHT CONTAMINATION CONTROL
Sources of in-flight contamination include materials outgassing and propulsion system
effluent. No detailed in-flight analysis is performed to quantify contamination levels. The
following spacecraft design features help mitigate on-orbit contamination.
1% TML/ 0.1% CVCM requirements per ASTM E595-90 shall be imposed on nonmetallic
materials to limit outgassing. If significant material does not meet this requirement a
lifecycle contamination analysis may be required to assess impacts. This activity is not
currently baselined.
STARDUST spacecraft geometry shall limit direct line-of-sight contamination. (a) The
spacecraft shall be designed for venting to be directed away from contamination sensitive
surfaces (most notably the aerogel and CIDA collector plate) and (b) thrusters shall be
pointed away from the sensitive surfaces as feasible.
There shall be no cryogenic surfaces, thus, limited outgassed material is expected to deposit
onto sensitive surfaces.
Contamination control coupons will be placed into the canister upon installation of the flight
aerogel to assist differentiation between the cometary particles and contamination.
Quantification of the in-flight contamination level seen by the aerogel will be achieved
though post-flight analysis of several aerogel blocks. One or two aerogel blocks will be
selected from the interstellar side for analysis of contamination.
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7.0 RECOVERY CONTAMINATION CONTROL
7.1 SRC Recovery
The SRC contents, including the aerogel and contained sample, must be maintained at the
cleanest possible state immediately following acquisition on the ground.
The SRC shall be recovered within 10 hours of landing at the Utah Test and Training Range.
The SRC canister must be purged with GN2 (Curatorial Grade C) within 2 hours of recovery.
The capability must be available to attach this purge in the field. This purge will continue
until the canister is in the Cosmic Dust/FOILS labs at JSC.
In the nominal case, the canister will have been sealed during atmospheric entry, and will not
be opened until it is deposited in the FOILS lab at JSC. At the UTTR facility, the canister
will be removed from the backshell and heatshield and placed in a clean container for
transport to the FOILS lab at JSC.
7.2 SRC Transportation
The canister will be transported to the JSC FOILS lab under a GN2 purge (Curatorial Grade
C). The SRC heatshield and backshell will be taken to the JSC curatorial facility.
7.3 SRC Deintegration
Once in the FOILS lab at JSC, the canister can be opened and the aerogel carrier removed for
transportation to the CDL and other applicable laboratories. The SRC contents, including the
aerogel and contained sample, must be maintained at a class 100 clean room environment
(FED-STD-209D) or better during this deintegration. This can be accomplished in the
FOILS lab by handling all materials on a laminar flow bench.
Particulate and NVR witness plates will be used to monitor the environment during all times
aerogel is open to the laboratory air, and will be monitored daily for visible particulate
contamination.
All tools and bags used in SRC deintegration and containerization will have been cleaned at
the JSC Curatorial facility as per JSC03243 (C] -3 and CP4).
The remaining portions of the SRC will remain in the FOILS lab for the inevitable
characterization of the effects of exposure to contamination and the space environment,
including surveys of the micrometeorite impact record. The details of these latter efforts are
to be determined.
8.0 CURATORIAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL
8.1 General Curation Activities
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The aerogel samples will be returned to the Cosmic Dust Laboratory (CDL), and
STARDUST SRC to the Facility for Optical Inspection of Large Surfaces (FOILS Lab), both
located at JSC.
The recovered aerogel will only see the following environment during curation in the Cosmic
Dust Lab: less than 15 ppm total hydrocarbons (as measured by flame ionization),
temperatures between 52 and 82°F, and less than 10% humidity. During storage, and
otherwise whenever possible, the flight aerogel must be purged with GN2 (Curatorial Grade
C).
8.2 Cosmic Dust Laboratory Activities
All scanning, handling, and final storage of the aerogel cells will occur in the CDL, a class
100 clean room laboratory, and require one dedicated stainless steel cabinet with constant
flow of dry nitrogen and one stainless steel laminar flow bench. This furniture shall be
located in a clean laboratory dedicated to the preliminary examination, allocation, and
curation of extraterrestrial particles. A ultramicrotome will also be required for sample
preparation.
Sample analysis will be carried out in two major sequential phases. The first phase involves
nondestructive preliminary examination of the aerogel cells and included samples, and will
be performed in the Curatorial Facility. This task will be accomplished using mainly light
optical techniques, and will have as the primary goal the documentation of the state of the
samples and aerogel cells, location and identification of the most critical samples to be
analyzed, and selection of the samples to be preserved for distant, future analyses (posterity
samples). The aerogel cells will be transferred into a stainless steel gloved cabinet with a
constant flow of dry nitrogen (MIL-P-27401C, Type II, Grade C). The various cells will be
deintegrated in this cabinet, and long term storage of posterity samples will also occur in this
or a similar cabinet. The constant flow of dry nitrogen is essential to prevent mineralogical
and physical alteration of the samples. Samples can be removed from the cabinet for brief
periods into the class 100 clean room environment permitting dissection and photography.
The second phase includes all PI analyses, both non-destructive and destructive. Following
the recommendation of the sample allocation committee, individual samples will be dissected
(if required), containerized, and allocated. Samples will be allocated in several different
ways: as entire aerogel cells, as smaller pieces of aerogel containing one or more sample
grains, as completely excavated sample grains, and as ultramicrotomed grains. The aerogel
dissection will produce significant amounts of silica dust. Therefore, such dissections will be
made on a stainless steel laminar flow bench. All silica dust generated during these
procedures will be preserved for possible later analyses.
All tools coming in contact with the aerogel will have been previously cleaned as per
JSC-03243. The same holds for all bags and containers used in curatorial operations.
8.3 Sample Archiving
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All samples not immediately consumed by analysis or distributed to other laboratories will be
archived within a dedicated stainless steel cabinet under a GN2 Purge (Curatorial Grade C) to
prevent alteration.
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APPENDIX A - Facilities Description
A.1 JPL Aerogel Manufacturing Facility
JPL labs will be used for manufacture of the silica aerogel. These activities will occur in a
Class 100 clean room environment. The environmental parameters and operating procedures
are defined in FED-STD-209D. Particulate and NVR witness plates will be used to monitor
the environment during all times aerogel is open to the laboratory air, and will be monitored
daily for visible particulate contamination. Witness plates will be archived until 1 year has
passed since capsule recovery, to permit later reexamination of contamination type and
levels.
A.2 Space Support Building Highbay
The SSB Highbay is a multistory spacecraft assembly facility. The highbay contains an
airlock for spacecraft entry and removal, and separate airlocks for personnel access. The
highbay is a downflow HEPA filtered facility certified to air cleanliness class 100,000.
Measured particle fallout is on the order of 0.002 % obscuration per day, with 0.006%
obscuration per day allowed. Typical NVR deposition is on the order of 0.2 mg/ft2 month,
with 0.5 mg/ft2 month allowed. These parameters are to be maintained throughout the entire
period the STARDUST Spacecraft occupies the SSB highbay.
Integration of aerogel into the sample frame will occur under class 100 clean room
conditions, either in a dedicated flow bench or glove box, where airborne hydrocarbons will
not exceed 10 ppm, and temperature and humidity will be controlled to prevent water
condensation.
A.3 Acoustic Vibration Laboratory (AVL)
The spacecraft will undergo system, EMC/EMI, tank loading, acoustic and pyro shock
testing in the Acoustic Vibration Laboratory. A class 10,000 portable clean room will be
used to control air cleanliness during these tests when feasible. Air cleanliness will be
monitored during spacecraft exposure. Witness plates will be exposed in the AVL.
A.5 Space Simulation Laboratory (SSL)
The spacecraft will be thermal balance and vacuum tested in the SSL. In addition the flight
aerogel will be installed in SSL. SSL is a HEPA filtered solar thermal vacuum test facility .
It possesses separate truck and personnel airlocks. While not a clean room per se, SSL is
capable of achieving class 100,000 conditions for spacecraft tests. Additional bagging and
covers will be utilized in SSL to ensure contamination protection of spacecraft and
instrument surfaces. Measured maximum SSL particle fallout is 0.006 % obscuration per
day. These conditions must be maintained during the entire period of STARDUST Spacecraft
testing. Witness plates will be exposed during processing in the SSL.
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A.6 RDL-223
Room 223 of the Research and Development Laboratory contains a 3’ x 5’ vacuum chamber
that opens into a Class 100 downflow cleanroom. This room will be used to vacuum
condition and measure the outgassing performance of canister interior components.
A.7 Multi Payload Processing Facility (MPPF), Spacecraft Assembly and
Encapsulation Facility (SAEF), and Space Launch Complex-17 (SLC-17)
The spacecraft processing at the ETR will begin upon receipt at the MPPF and continue at
the SAEF2 and SLC-17. These facilities are clean work area, Level 4 per KCI-HB-5340.1.
The S/C will be processed in Class 100,000 air or better. If the canister is to be opened at the
ETR, a local Class 100 or better enclosure will be utilized to prevent contamination of the
aerogel and canister interior.
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MSL – EM Drill, CHIMRA, and RA LVR Analysis

References:

MSL – EM Robotic Arm Pre-Delivery (Test Bed), LVR Analysis [BKB-2009/06/02 (1)]
MSL – EM Drill, LVR Analysis (08-21-09) [BKB-2009/08/20]
MSL – EM CHIMRA, LVR Analysis (08-27-09) [BKB-2009/08/26]
MSL – EM RA (Post Brush Fire), LVR Analysis (09-09-09) [BKB-2009/09/03]

Summary
The contamination control processes—piece-part cleaning, cleanroom protocols, etc.—intended for use
during the FM SA/SPaH assembly and activity were implemented for the EM SA/SPaH as a way to
confirm that these processes are sufficient to produce the required levels of cleanliness for the flight
hardware build and enable the solid sample science investigations at Mars. Solvent swab samples were
taken from EM Drill and CHIMRA surfaces to assess the degree and type of molecular contamination
(low volatility residue, or LVR) present. The results of these samples are compared to the surface
cleanliness requirements for the flight hardware build. This sampling was done in the SA/SPaH assembly
and test area located in B306 HB before the hardware was moved to B317 TB for integration with the EM
RA.
Exposed RA surfaces were sampled in B317 TB following resumption of work after the nearby brush
fires necessitated a work stoppage and closure of the Laboratory. The purpose of this set of samples was
to determine if hardware cleanliness had been compromised by the deteriorated environmental conditions
due to the nearby fires.
Results from both sets of samples fall below the upper contamination limit of 0.1 !g/cm2 LVR for
sample-contacting surfaces (0.2 !g/cm2 for non-contacting surfaces) of FM hardware.
Results
Results from the individual EM Drill and CHIMRA surfaces (Table 1) fall below the upper contamination
limit of 0.1 !g/cm2 LVR for FM hardware. The margin between the levels of cleanliness achieved for the
EM units and the requirements for the flight units shows that the contamination control program for this
subsystem has not been over- or under-specified; the level of margin is appropriate to the level of
uncertainty in our current understanding of the ambient contamination environment and contamination
transport through the SA/SPaH.
Similar results (Table 2) were obtained from the samples taken from the EM robotic arm. The results are
comparable to those obtained at the time the RA was delivered to JPL from ASI. The current samples
showed no indication that the surface cleanliness of the hardware had been compromised by the
deteriorated environmental conditions due to the fires. The only notable finding was a relatively large
amount of Bray on the “elbow” joint of the EM RA; suggesting that extra care should be taken in
targeting the application of lubricants and guarding against the possibility of contact
transfer/redistribution during hardware handling.
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Table 1. EM Drill and CHIMRA LVR Results
EM Drill
1_Rock Shield
2_Aft Housing
3_GT Housing
4_Prong
5_Fixture Base
EM CHIMRA

1_Portion Box
2_Scoop
3_Scoop-Reservoir Pass-Thru
4_1 mm Portioner
5_Reservoir
6_Tunnel

Chemical Functional Group
AHC, Silicone, Ester
AHC, Silicone, Ester
AHC, Ester
AHC, Ester
AHC, Silicone, Ester
Chemical Functional Group

AHC
AHC
AHC
AHC, Silicone
AHC
AHC

Amount
(µg/cm2)
.05
.04
.03
~ .02
.06

!0.02
~ 0.02
~ 0.02
~ 0.02
0.04
!0.02

Table 2. EM EM RA LVR Results (Post Fire)
EM RA
(B317; Post Brush Fire)

L-Bow
RBF Guard
Drill Top
L-Bow Joint

Chemical Functional Group

Amount
(µg/cm2)

AHC, Ester
AHC, Ester
AHC, Ester
Bray, AHC, Ester

~ 0.02
0.2
~ 0.02
0.8*

* 60% Bray
Terminology:
AHC: Aliphatic hydrocarbon, base oil of common lubricants
Esters: common sources are from plasticizers and fingerprints
Silicone: polydimethyl siloxane, commonly from RTV silicone, release agents, processing agents
µg/cm2: micrograms per square centimeter
References and Notes – LVR Analysis
1. M. S. Anderson et al "Analysis of Semi-Volatile Residues Using Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy" in Optical
System Contamination: Effects, Measurements, and Control VII; July 2002, edited by Phillip T. C. Chen and O. Manuel Lee; Proceedings of the
SPIE, Vol. 4774, pp. 251-261, (2002).
2. The wipe blanks are less than 10% the amount in the sample and this is subtracted from the reported sample amount. High blanks (greater than
10% of the sample) are noted in the report. A typical solvent wipe has a detection limit of ~0.005 !g/cm2 of removed residue from a 100cm2
sample. Note this limit is well below the adventitious carbon level (ref. 4). Lower limits are possible using modified methods.
3. The analysis conforms to the Institute of Environmental Science and Technology (IEST), Contamination Control Division Document IEST
1246D “Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control Program”. The contamination limits are generally set by Contamination Control
Engineering. At typical limit is “Level A” (IEST-STD-CC1246D) and this is 1 microgram per square centimeter (µg/cm2) and this corresponds to
an average film thickness of 100 angstroms (assuming a density of 1.0). In many cases more stringent limits apply (4).
4. Very clean surfaces, !0.02 µg/cm2, with mono-molecular layers or less are more complex to describe when cleaning or analyzing.
Carbon/hydrocarbon based substances are known to rapidly (within ~1 hour) accumulate on most, if not all, freshly exposed surfaces. This
“adventitious” carbon is well documented in clean rooms and vacuum systems and compositionally varies by environment. Adventitious carbon
is a discontinuous layer of approximately ~0.2 nanometers thick or ~0.02 !g/cm2 up to 0.1 !g/cm2 (for " = 1). The last mono-layer fractions may
in some cases be strongly adsorbed to the surface as a “corrosion” layer. Therefore solvent based sampling methods may not remove these
fractions, particularly if the surface is porous. When specifying cleanliness level to less than A/10 IEST-STD-CC1246D (0.1 !g/cm2) these
monolayer effects become more significant. See also: H. Piao and N. S. McIntyre, “Adventitious carbon growth on aluminum and gold–
aluminum alloy surfaces”, Surface and Interface Analysis, 2002; 33: 591–594.
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INTRODUCTION

Contamination is defined as molecular films and particulate matter that can degrade the
performance of the system by compromising the function of surfaces such as optics, focal
planes, thermal control surfaces, solar cells, etc. Typically, systems that rely on thermooptical performance are most susceptible to contamination and consequently must have
the relationship between the amount of contamination and the degree of performance
degradation well defined.
The resulting correlation then becomes the basis for
establishing contamination and cleanliness requirements for the flight system and its
processing; thus enabling the mission objectives to be met.
Special Note on Organic Cleanliness: The MSL has an added sensitivity to organic
contamination due the SAM (Sample Analysis at Mars) payload: the SAM suite of
instruments is designed to detect organic molecules in an effort to identify possible
evidence of biological processes. This sensitivity to organic contamination will require
special attention to cleaning and protection of hardware elements of, and near, the sample
handling chain.
Sources of contamination and the mitigation procedures are different for each hardware
phase of the project. Manufacturing, integration, testing and mission operations each
represent unique environments and situations for potential contamination; these must be
accounted for in the contamination budget. This especially applies for surfaces that
cannot be returned to baseline cleanliness levels due to access and/or sensitivity to
cleaning processes. Once the contamination requirements and budget have been
established, the methods for mitigating the risk of contaminating the hardware are
determined: materials selection, venting, cleaning procedures, controlled assembly,
controlled environments, purging, storage and handling, hardware bakeouts, in-flight
decontamination cycles, etc. play a role in this process.
1.1 Scope
This document governs contamination control for the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL)
Project scheduled for launch in 2009. Contamination control requirements and
implementation for the MSL flight system: cruise stage, descent stage and rover design,
fabrication, integration, and test; receipt and storage of instrument payloads; system-level
integration; system shipment and storage; pre-launch, launch and cruise and mars surface
operations are covered.
Science and engineering payloads are responsible for their own contamination control
activity prior to delivery to system-level ATLO. They are also responsible for meeting the
payload-system level contamination control requirements called out in this plan.
1.1.1 Contamination Control and Planetary Protection
The charter of contamination control for the MSL mission is to limit (control)
contamination-induced performance degradation of engineering and science payload
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system to predetermined, allowable levels; contamination control requirements are
derived from mission performance requirements. Separate and distinct from this activity is
planetary protection, which seeks to limit the transport of viable (culturable) spores to
Mars to a level not greater than that proscribed by international treaty.
Though separate and distinct, contamination control and planetary protection do
coordinate their activities, where technically appropriate, to avoid compromising each
discipline’s requirements and to make efficient use of project resources. Timing and
sequencing of activities; where possible, concurrently performing thermal-vacuum
bakeout and dry heat microbial reduction (DHMR); and the use of protective bags and
covers are examples of such coordinated activities.
1.2 Approach
Cleanliness requirements for the science investigations are derived based on science
objectives and requirements, i.e., contamination susceptibility. Requirements for the rest
of the flight system and ATLO environments are derived to enable the science
investigations. Concurrently, cleanliness requirements to enable engineering subsystem
performance are derived for those elements of the flight system. Where the risk of crosscontamination exists, there is further linkage between the affected elements of the flight
system. Implementation of contamination control program for the MSL mission is based
on what is technically appropriate given budget and schedule constraints and risk posture
of the project.
Science and engineering subsystems are responsible for their own contamination control
activity prior to delivery to system ATLO. JPL system-level contamination control activity
provides insight, oversight, assistance, collaboration as needed; JPL system-level
contamination control activity does not dictate day-to-day payload contamination control
activity. (Exception: JPL payloads receive more attention to compliance with institutional
practices.) Following delivery, contamination control continues as a system-level
responsibility with proactive involvement of payloads.
In keeping with this implementation approach, the most extreme cleanliness levels—on
the order 1 to 10 nanograms per cm2—are reserved for those system elements which
contact Martian sample material: specifically the Sample Acquisition/Sample Processing
an Handling (a.k.a., SA/SPaH) subsystem. Surface cleanliness requirements for most of the
rest of the flight system will be MIL-STD-1246 Level 300 for particulate; Level A/10
(0.1µg/cm2) for molecular. System integration will take place in facilities having
operational air cleanliness of better than Class 5,000 (with greater levels of cleanliness
required for critical operations, such as certain science instrument integration and test
operations.)
1.2.1 Ownership of Requirements
As described above, cleanliness levels (organic and otherwise) for individual payloads are
defined by the science investigations. Once defined, surface cleanliness requirements are
owned by the contamination control engineering activity. “Biologically interesting”
—See export restriction notice on title page of this document—
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molecular constituents are treated the same as the “uninteresting” ones for the purposes of
contamination control; specific compounds may be tested for—drawing on appropriate
expertise and diagnostic tools as needed—if required by the science investigations.
1.3 The Contamination Control Plan
The contamination control plan (CCP) is the controlling requirements document for
contamination control.
The CCP documents system-level contamination control
requirements derived from inputs from payloads and system-level interface requirements
imposed on payloads to limit cross contamination between elements of the flight system
(including launch system). The CCP:
•

Provides an organizational structure and authority to effectively implement and
maintain the contamination requirements defined in this plan;

•

Identifies the contamination sensitivity, sources (including GSE), and concerns
associated with each contamination sensitive hardware item;

•

Incorporates mission contamination control requirements applicable to each
instrument and includes contamination allowances and budgets to serve as the
control criteria throughout the project;

•

Establishes design requirements to ensure proper material selection/usage and vent
paths;

•

Identifies and describes the methods for control and verification (e.g.,
measurements, inspections, tests, and analyses) for all contamination requirements
used during each phase of the hardware lifetime;

•

Facility descriptions and requirements;

•

Procedures used for contamination control after fabrication and during assembly,
integration, and test;

•

Procedures for protecting contamination-sensitive items during all operations and
procedures for cleaning, bagging, storage, and transportation;

•

Identifies hardware items requiring vacuum bakeout (bakeout requirements derived
in conjunction with planetary protection requirements for microbial heat
reduction);

•

Educates project personnel about the established contamination
requirements and training guidelines to achieve project goals.
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1.4 Applicability
Major subcontractors shall use this document, or an in-house equivalent, to control all
applicable operations until the contracted item has been delivered to JPL. The contractor
may use an in-house generated document that has been reviewed and approved by JPL as
meeting the applicable requirements contained in this CCP.
2

ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Contamination Control Engineer – The Contamination Control Engineer (CCE), reporting
to the Mission Assurance Manager, shall be responsible for developing a contamination
control plan and cleaning specification which specify requirements and implementation
methods for control of contamination during all project phases. The CCE is also
responsible for requirements flow to the appropriate documentation such as drawings,
interface control documents (ICD) and subcontract documents. Problem resolution for
cleanliness issues or non-compliant materials is also handled by the CCE. The CCE
provides oversight during ATLO to ensure that the contamination control requirements are
implemented properly.
Parts and Materials and Processing – The Parts and Materials and Processes Engineers
shall be responsible for ensuring materials selection in accordance with outgassing
requirements, and that proper materials and surface treatments are called out on drawings.
Cognizant Engineering – The Cognizant Design Engineer shall be responsible for
implementation of proper materials selection, venting configurations/locations and
processes according to this plan, for ensuring all exposed surfaces are accessible and
compatible with planned cleaning solutions, and for calling out the appropriate cleaning
procedures on drawings.
Quality Assurance Engineer– The Mission Assurance Engineer shall be responsible for
verifying surface cleanliness levels are met, that all hardware delivered to ATLO are in
compliance with required cleanliness levels and identifying contamination control issues
encountered in the day-to-day assembly, test and launch operations.
ATLO Test Conductor – The ATLO Test Conductor shall be responsible for implementing
the mitigation measures defined in this plan, verifying and maintaining purge cleanliness,
cleaning MSL flight system assemblies and identifying contamination control issues
encountered in the day-to-day assembly, test and launch operations.
Payload Providers - The individual payload providers shall be responsible for the cleaning
operations of the specific instrument. JPL ATLO operations will work with payload
providers to coordinate contamination interface requirements (i.e., surface cleanliness,
and operational constraints).
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Launch Vehicle Contractor - JPL and the launch vehicle (EELV) contractor shall be
responsible for contamination control and cleanliness procedures relating to the Eastern
Test
Range
(ETR)
facilities
and
the
MSL
payload
fairing.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The MARS SCIENCE LABORATORY consists of surface mobility system (rover) equipped
with suite of payloads for carrying out the mission’s scientific investigations. The MSL is
delivered to the surface of Mars by a cruise, entry, descent, and landing (CEDL) system
after launch from Earth aboard an EELV class launch vehicle.
3.1.1 Payload Description
A brief description of MSL payload complement is provided below followed by a
qualitative summary of contamination sensitivity in Table 3.
Mast Cam
Mars Science Laboratory Mast Camera will perform multi-spectral, stereo imaging at
lengths ranging from kilometers to centimeters, and can acquire compressed highdefinition video at 10 frames per second without the use of the rover computer.
Chem Cam
Laser Induced Remote Sensing for Chemistry and Micro-Imaging: Chem Cam will ablate
surface coatings from materials at standoff distances of up to 10 meters and measure
elemental composition of underlying rocks and soils.
MAHLI
Mars Hand Lens Imager will image rocks, soil, frost and ice at resolutions 2.4 times better,
and with a wider field of view, than the Microscopic Imager on the MSL.
APXS
The Alpha-Particle-X-ray-Spectrometer will determine elemental abundance of rocks and
soil. APXS will be provided by the Canadian Space Agency.
CheMin
An X-ray Diffraction/X-ray Fluorescence (XRD/XRF) instrument for definitive mineralogical
analysis in the Analytical Laboratory of MSL: CheMin, will identify and quantify all
minerals in complex natural samples such as basalts, evaporites and soils, one of the
principle objectives of Mars Science Laboratory.
RAD
Radiation Assessment Detector will characterize the broad spectrum of radiation at the
surface of Mars, an essential precursor to human exploration of the planet. RAD will be
funded by the Exploration Systems Mission Directorate at NASA Headquarters.
Mars Descent Imager
The Mars Descent Imager will produce high-resolution color-video imagery of the MSL
descent and landing phase, providing geological context information, as well as allowing
for precise landing-site determination.
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SAM
Sample Analysis at Mars with an integrated suite consisting of a gas chromatograph mass
spectrometer, and a tunable laser spectrometer." The SAM instruments will perform
mineral and atmospheric analyses, detect a wide range of organic compounds and
perform stable isotope analyses of organics and noble gases. The SAM suite integrates
several instruments and subsystems into a package with common signal, power, and
sample transfer interfaces to MSL. The elements comprising the SAM suite are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS)
Gas Chromatograph (GC)
Tunable Laser Spectrometer (TLS)
Sample Handling and Processing Subsystems
Chemical Separation and Processing Laboratory (CSPL)
Sample Manipulation System (SMS)
Wide Range Pump (WRP); sample delivery tubes; atmospheric inlets; gas vents

Table 1 and Table 2, excerpted from Ref. 1 characterize the contamination sensitivity of
the SAM payload.
Table 1. Contaminants of Concern (TBR) for SAM

1

Science Priorities Related to the Organic Contamination of Martian Landers, November 15, 2004, P. Mahaffy and D. Beaty (co-chairs)
M. Anderson, G. Aveni, J. Bada, S. Clemett, D. Des Marais, S. Douglas, J. Dworkin, R. Kern, D. Papanastassiou, F. Palluconi, J.
Simmonds,A. Steele, H. Waite, and A. Zent
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Table 2. Maximum Allowable Contaminant Transfer: Hardware to Sample

3.1.2 Contamination Sensitivity
A qualitative summary of MSL contamination sensitivity is presented in Table 3, below.
Contamination sensitivity is a function of the response of a given system element to
particular contaminants—molecular, particulate—present in the induced-contamination
environment. The induced-environment seen by each element includes potential
exposure to contamination originating from neighboring elements of the flight system;
therefore, to avoid “cross contamination,” cleanliness requirements for a given element
(see Section 4) may be more stringent than the intrinsic contamination sensitivity of that
element might otherwise suggest.
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Table 3. MSL Contamination Sensitivity Summary
ELEMENT

TYPE

SPECTRUM

CONTAMINATION
SENSITIVITY

CONTAMINANTS OF
CONCERN

Mast Cam

Optical

Vis/UV

Medium

P, M

Chem
Cam

Optical

IR

Medium

P, M

MAHLI

Optical

Vis

Medium

P, M

APXS

Alpha-Particle-X-raySpectrometer

Alpha/X-Ray

TBD

TBD

CheMin

XRD/XRF

X-Ray

High

P, M (O)

RAD

Radiation detector

Ionizing
Radiation

Low

N/S

MDI

Optical

Vis

Medium

P, M

SAM

GC/MS LS

N/A

High

P, M (O)

SA/SPaH

Sample
Acquisition/Processing
and Handling

Mechanical

High

P, M (O)

Haz Cam

Optical

Vis

Med

P, M

Photo-voltaic

Solar

Medium

P, M

Optical

Vis

Medium-High

P, M

Solar/IR

Medium
Low
Medium
Low

M
N/S
M
N/S

Cruise
stage solar
array
Star
tracker
Thermal
control

White paint
Black paint
Second Surface Radiator
MLI

Sun
Photo voltaic
Solar
Medium
P, M
Sensor
Legend: P=Particulate; M=Molecular; O=Organic (molecular or particulate); N/S=No or minimal significant
intrinsic contamination sensitivity.
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REQUIREMENTS

Contamination control requirements for the MSL mission are divided into six categories:
1)

Flight System Design Requirements—The flight system design shall incorporate
specific features and configurations to mitigate the risk of molecular and
particulate contamination degrading mission performance. Examples include:
materials selection, venting configuration, process compatibility, etc.

2)

Hardware Cleanliness Requirements—Applies to molecular (see Ref. 2) and
particulate cleanliness required for piece-parts, components, assemblies, etc at
specified points in the flight system development process and during postlaunch operations.
Hardware cleanliness requirements are verified by
appropriate means, e.g., direct surface sampling; witness coupons; measured
(vacuum) outgassing performance; or by design analysis.

3)

Payload-System Contamination Interface Requirements—Science and
engineering payload instruments supplied by organizations outside JPL shall be
required to meet a set of contamination interface requirements. These
requirements are intended to prevent cross-contamination between neighboring
elements of the flight system. (Payloads are responsible for mitigating selfcontamination.)

4)

Process Requirements—Refers to specific processing steps or methods required
to achieve and maintain the required hardware cleanliness. Time-temperature
thermal-vacuum bakeouts, special cleaning methods, etc. fall into this category.

5)

Environmental Requirements—Relates to controlling (limiting) the ambient
contamination in and around environment encountered by the flight system
during ground processing. This includes payload integration, system level
environmental test, and off-line launch site facilities.

6)

Launch Vehicle Requirements—Governs launch vehicle integration activities
beginning with payload (fairing) encapsulation in the (TBD) off-line processing
facility, continuing through boosted flight, payload separation and
contamination/collision avoidance maneuver (C/CAM).

4.1 Flight System Design Requirements
The following set of requirements shall apply to the design of all flight system elements.

2

Requirements for hardware molecular cleanliness, organic and otherwise, are owned by contamination
control. Molecular constituents which may be interesting from a biological point of view are treated the
same as the “uninteresting” ones for the purposes of contamination control; specific biological compounds
may be tested for—drawing on appropriate expertise and diagnostic tools as needed—if required by science
investigations.
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4.1.1 Analyses
The following analyses shall be performed to assess the induced contamination
environment and the effect on the flight system:
a) System-level contamination assessment
• Outgassing
• Thruster plumes
• Particulate redistribution
b) Rover contamination of SAM instrument, sampling chain and samples (solid and
atmospheric)
4.1.2 Materials and Processes Selection
Materials and processes shall be compliant with the requirements of the MSL Materials
and Processes Control Plan, D-TBD.
The following is a preliminary list of non-metallic materials currently being considered for
construction of the MSL flight system:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)

Acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive (Y966 or equivalent)
Anodize, Tiodoize, Alodyine (SP?)
Braylubes: 600, 601, 602
Delrin, Viton
Dry lubes: MoS2, dichonite; lead or Teflon strategies
G-10 (Fiberglass/Epoxy)
Graphite/Epoxy composite
Kapton
Mylar
Nylon lacing cord
Paint: Z306 (diffuse black); S13G-LO and HINCOM (white)
Silicone: RTV 560, 566
Solithane
Teflon
Tefzel
Uralane
TBD

4.1.2.1 Prohibited Materials
Materials are currently being evaluated for potential effect on science requirements.
4.1.2.2 Lubricants
Lubricant selections are TBD. Candidate lubricants are currently under evaluation.
Contamination potential against mission contamination requirements shall be part of the
assessment:
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a) Wet lubricants used in the build up of the MSL shall be selected and applied such that
neither bulk lubricant nor outgassing Seals, shields, or labyrinths shall be used to
inhibit migration from lubricated mechanisms.
b) Dry film lubricants shall be selected and applied such that low dusting, powdering,
and flaking products deposit on contamination sensitive-surfaces.
4.1.3 Release/Deployment Devices
The MSL spacecraft shall be designed to minimize or eliminate particulate and molecular
contamination generation. Pyro-activated cable cutters, separation nuts, wax pellet
actuators, and pin-pullers shall be sealed devices to eliminate debris and outgassing
products from being released during actuation of the unit. If the units cannot be sealed,
they shall be oriented such that the debris do not directly impinge on the science
instruments, SA/SPaH or cameras. The pyro-assemblies shall be thermal vacuum baked
according to Table 8.
4.1.3.1 Bakeouts
System elements shall be compatible with thermal-vacuum conditioning; i.e.,
contamination bakeout environment specified in paragraph 4.4.2 below.
4.1.3.2 Venting
Vented volumes shall be designed such that vented material—gaseous and particulate—
does not impinge on contamination-sensitive surfaces:
•

Vented Volumes: WEB (rover structure); Remote WEB; Payload module; MLI
blankets; TBD

•

Sensitive Surfaces: SAM and CheMin solid sample inlets; SAM atmospheric inlet;
SA/SPaH mechanism; RSM sensors (Mast Cam, Chem Cam, REMS); MARDI optics;
MAHLI optics; Haz Cams; TBD

4.1.3.2.1 Close-out
Edges of panels, MLI blankets, and enclosures shall be closed out with Kapton tape
(with high-temperature acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive) to prevent secondary
venting of internal volumes in the direction of contamination sensitive surfaces.
4.1.3.3 HEPA Filters
Vent openings for the following volumes shall incorporate HEPA filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rover-WEB
Remote-WEB (Mast Cam Enclosure)
Payload Module
TBD
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4.1.4 Design Requirements for Specific System Elements
In addition to the general design requirements in paragraph 4.1.1 through 4.1.3.3, there
are element-specific requirements, as follows:
4.1.4.1.1 SA/SPaH
The Sample Acquisition/Sample Processing and Handling (SA/SPaH) subsystem carries the
most stringent cleanliness requirements of the non-payload flight system elements.
4.1.4.1.2 Materials
The following is a preliminary list of materials used in the construction of the SA/SPaH.
a) Cables and harnesses associated with the SA/SPaH shall use Teflon or Kapton
insulation only.
b) Prohibited Materials: zinc and cadmium plating, TBD
4.1.4.1.3 Lubricants
a) Lubricants used in the build up of the SA/SPaH shall be selected and applied such
that neither bulk lubricant nor outgassing products contaminate the SA/SPaH chain.
b) Lubricant selections are TBD. Candidate lubricants are currently under evaluation.
Contamination potential against mission contamination requirements shall be part
of the assessment.
c) Lubricant selection and application shall be reviewed and approved by
Contamination Control Engineering and Materials & Processes Engineering in
consultation with SAM instrument science activity.
4.1.4.2 Descent Stage
4.1.4.2.1 Plume impingement
It shall be the responsibility of the decent stage subsystem design activity assess and limit
thruster-induced contamination of contamination sensitive surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2).
Design features such as plume shields, thruster pointing, etc., shall be implemented to
limit such contamination to allowable levels.
4.1.4.2.2 Venting
The components making up the Descent stage shall be vented in such a way as to not
expose contamination sensitive surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2) to vapor phase or particulate
contamination.
4.1.4.2.3 Materials
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Refer to Section 4.1.2
4.1.4.3 Cruise Stage
4.1.4.3.1 Materials
Refer to Section 4.1.2
4.1.4.3.2 Venting
The cruise stage shall be vented in such a way as to not expose contamination sensitive
surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2) to vapor phase or particulate contamination.
4.1.4.4 Aeroshell
The following hardware is considered to be part of the aeroshell:
a) Parachute
b) BUD
c) Separation hardware
d) TBD
4.1.4.4.1 Materials
Refer to Section 4.1.2
4.1.4.4.2 Venting
The Aeroshell shall be vented in such a way as to not expose contamination sensitive
surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2) to vapor phase or particulate contamination.
4.1.4.5 Rover Mobility
4.1.4.5.1 Materials
Refer to Section 4.1.2
4.1.4.5.2 Lubricants
a. Lubricants used in the build up of the mobility subsystem shall be selected and
applied such that neither bulk lubricant nor outgassing products contaminate the
contamination sensitive surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2).
b. Lubricant selections are TBD. Candidate lubricants are currently under evaluation.
Contamination potential against mission contamination requirements shall be part
of the assessment.
c. Lubricant selection and application shall be reviewed and approved by
Contamination Control Engineering and Materials & Processes Engineering.
4.1.4.6 Payload Module
4.1.4.6.1 Closeout and Venting
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The payload module shall be isolated on otherwise closed out such that contaminant
originating within the body of the rover (WEB) cannot migrate to the contamination
sensitive areas of the SAM and CheMin instruments.
4.1.4.7 Remote Sensor Mast (and Mast Cam Enclosure)
4.1.4.7.1 Venting
The RSM and Mast Cam enclosure shall be vented in such a way as to not expose
contamination sensitive surfaces (Section 4.1.3.2) to vapor phase or particulate
contamination (Section 4.1.3.3).
4.2 Surface Cleanliness Requirements
The following set of surface cleanliness requirements applies to hardware and mission
phases called out below. All values in Table 4 are maximum allowable. Actual levels
typically lower.
NOTE: Ground support equipment shall be as clean as the flight system hardware with
which it interfaces.
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Table 4. Flight System Surface Cleanliness by Mission Phase
HARDWARE/
SURFACE

DELIVERY TO JPL
ATLO
P

M

SA/SPaH
Descent stage

300

Cruise Stage

300

Aeroshell Internal
(side facing rover)

300

Aeroshell Exterior

VC-HS

Thermal Control
Radiators (Rover)

VC-HS

Solar Panels

VC-HS

100
ng/cm2
100
ng/cm2
10 (TBR)
ng/cm2
500
ng/cm2
500
ng/cm2
1000
ng/cm2
1000
ng/cm2

Attitude Control
VC-HS
Sensors
All Engineering
Cameras
VC-HS
N/A
Aperture/External)
(1) Pre-launch operations includes the period between
last access. Flight system integration sequence may
necessitate removal of Remove-before-flight covers
several months prior to launch
(2) Beginning-of-life (BOL) or end of EDL on are not
verified but are performance based and used for
budgeting purposes only.
(3) Surface particulate level per paragraph 1.5.13 or %
surface obscuration

PRE-LAUNCH
OPERATIONS (1)
P
M
—See paragraph 4.2.1—
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

VC-HS

TBD
ng/cm2

VC-HS

TBD
ng/cm2

VC-HS

N/A

VC-HS

TBD
ng/cm2

VC-HS

N/A

(4) Surface molecular level per MIL-STD-1246D in
ug/cm2
(5) Internal surfaces of propulsion passages and the
tank shall be cleaned per JPL FS504574, level D-2

4.2.1 SA/SPaH
SA/SPaH components shall meet the following cleanliness requirements at delivery to the
subsystem assembly activity.
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Table 5. Sample-Contacting Hardware: Cleanliness at Delivery to SA/SPaH Assembly

Tools on the turret
Bits and interior of
bit box
Rock crusher
Funnel
TBD

SURFACE CLEANLINESS LEVEL*
MOLECULAR
PARTICULATE
1 ng/cm2
Level 10

CLEANING METHOD
PARTICULATE
MOLECULAR
SPC
SPC or P (TBR)

1 ng/cm2

Level 10

SPC

SPC or P (TBR)

1 ng/cm2
1 ng/cm2
1 ng/cm2

Level 10
Level 10
Level 10

SPC
SPC
SPC

SPC or P (TBR)
SPC or P (TBR)
SPC or P (TBR)

Legend: SPC = Solvent Precision Cleaning; P = Oxygen Plasma
*Verification of surface cleanliness shall occur during cleaning process. No contact with
sample-contacting hardware following cleaning is planned.
Table 6. Non-Sample-Contacting Hardware: Cleanliness at Delivery to SA/SPaH
Assembly

Robotic arm links
Hinges
Joint motors
Tool turret bearing
MLI
Harness/cables

SURFACE CLEANLINESS LEVEL
MOLECULAR
PARTICULATE
2
10 ng/cm
Level 100
10 ng/cm2
Level 100
2
10 ng/cm
Level 100
10 ng/cm2
Level 100
2
10 ng/cm
Level 100

OUTGASSING
TEMP/RATE
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr

SOURCE
TEMPERATURE
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD/ < 1 Hz/Hr

4.2.1.1 Bakeout and Outgassing Measurement
Bakeout of the hardware listed in Table 5 and Table 6 shall be according to the time and
temperature specified in Table 8. Outgassing verification shall be according to the criteria
specified in Table 8.
4.3 Payload-System Contamination Interface Requirements
The requirements of this section apply to the following science and engineering payload
elements.
ITAR Note: The MSL mission has payloads supplied by non-US entities. It is not clear at
this time whether this contamination control plan is compliant with TAAs in place or in
negotiation for the purposes of ITAR. Judgment as to how relevant requirements will be
flowed to international mission partners subsequent to vetting of this document for ITAR
compliance will be made at that time.
4.3.1 Design for Test and Operational Environments
Payloads shall design for operability in the MSL induced contamination environment:
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Outgassing
Particulate
Launch
Descent Stage thruster plume
Mars dust—Rover-induced; wind-borne
Martian sample processing debris

4.3.1.1 Contamination Susceptibility
Payload suppliers shall provide a statement of the contamination sensitivity/susceptibility
of the payload specifying the type (molecular, particulate, gas phase), specific chemical
constituents, and allowable amount(s) to which the payload is susceptible.
4.3.1.2 Payload Contamination Control Plan
Payload suppliers shall submit a contamination control plan that describes the linkage
between cleanliness requirements payload mission performance; plan to deliver payload
to system-level ATLO at the required cleanliness (Table 7); handling constraints and
cleaning requirements during system-level ATLO.
4.3.1.3 Design for Integration and Test Environment
All payload system elements shall determine the need for protective measures during
system-level ground processing. Such measures may include: purges, operationally
deployable covers, remove-before-flight covers, localized bagging, etc.
4.3.1.4 Decontamination Capability
Payloads shall design and implement decontamination capability as they deem necessary
to enable mission performance operating in the induced contamination environment. For
planning purposes, molecular decontamination temperature of not less than +20°C (or
greater) should be assumed.
4.3.2 Exterior Surface Cleanliness
Payloads shall be delivered to JPL ATLO meeting the external cleanliness requirements for
particulate (P) and molecular (M) as stated in Table 7.
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Table 7. Contamination Allowances for MSL Payloads (External Surfaces) (TBR)
AT DELIVERY
INSTRUMENT/
SURFACE
APXS
Chem Cam

MOLECULAR
ng/cm2
10
100

Chem Cam
External housing(1)

100

CheMin(3)
DAN
Hazard Cams
MAHLI
MARDI
Mast Cam
External housing(1)
RAD
REMS outside WEB
SAM(3)
NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

10
100
100
10
100
10
10
10
10

PARTICULATE(4)
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100
Level 100

AT LAST ACCESS(2)
MOLECULAR
ng/cm2
TBD
TBD

PARTICULATE(4)
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

Mast Cam and Chem Cam are co-located in the Remote WEB atop the remote sensing mast (RSM).
Last access refers to the point in the integration flow where cleaning becomes impossible or impractical due to
access constraints.
SAM and CheMin are co-located in the payload module.
Level XXX as defined in IEST-STD-1246

4.3.2.1 Exterior Surface Cleanliness Verification
Compliance with paragraph Table 7, shall be demonstrated by either direct surface
sampling or by witness specimens.
4.3.3 Payload-Level Thermal Vacuum Bakeout (TBR)
As a minimum camera and instrument electronics will be baked-out according to XX
similar to rover and descent stage electronics. Instrument sensor head assembly bakeout
requirements are TBD and determined by instrument providers to reduce the potential for
self and cross contamination. Instrument optical assembly bakeouts must be compatible
with the JPL bakeout requirements for the cameras. Camera Optical Baffles shall be
thermal vacuum baked at 105 oC for 72 hours at 5x10-5 Torr, prior to assembly. Camera
optical assemblies shall be thermal vacuum baked for 72 hours at 70oC and 10-5 Torr,
without the HEPAs installed. The optical assembly bakeout shall be performed such that
the optical elements rise in temperature at the same rate as the baffle and adhesive. This
can be accomplished by ramping the hardware temperature up in a nitrogen environment
before pumping down to vacuum.
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4.3.4 Outgassing
Outgassing performance shall be demonstrated to be less than 5E-14 grams/cm2/sec from
the primary vent path at:
i. Flight “Hot” temperature
ii. Under vacuum: Pressure less than 5E-05 Torr
4.3.4.1 Outgassing Rate Measurement
Outgassing rate shall be measured with a contamination monitor held at –40oC
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Flight System Processing Requirements

4.4.1 Precision Cleaning
The components listed in Table 5 shall undergo specialized cleaning
4.4.2 Bakeout Requirements
The components listed in Table 8 shall undergo time and temperature bakeout.
4.4.2.1 Outgassing Verification
Specific components, as indicated in Table 8 shall have outgassing performance verified
by measurement.
Table 8. Thermal Vacuum Bakeout Parameters for the MSL (TBR)
HARDWARE
Cruise Stage, Rover and
Descent stage
Harnesses
Rover, Descent stage,
Instrument, Camera,
Cruise Electronics, Sun
Sensors and Coax
Cables
Descent stage throttle
valve actuators
Cable ties, lacing cord
Electronics boxes
Rover structure (RED,
WEB) and thermal
control surfaces
Rover and Cruise Solar
Panels
Remote Sensor Mast
Assy
Rover HGA Assembly
and Low Gain Antenna
Assembly
Sample Acquisition (SA)
Arm
SPaH
Robotic arm links

BAKEOUT TEMP (°C)

TIME
(HRS)
NOTE (2)

TQCM
TEMP
(°C)

110 or 95+5

72 or
96

N/A

Between acceptance
and qualification
temperatures(4)

50

N/A

110 to 125

72 (TBR)

N/A

N/A

110

50

N/A

60+5

50

-20

N/A
< 3% change in rate
acceleration

55+5

50

-20

110

50

-20

70+5

50

-20

< 3% change in rate
acceleration
< 3% change in rate
acceleration

110

50

TBD

TBD

70+5

50

-20

70+5

50

-20

70+5

50

-20

RATE GOAL, HZ/HR/HR
NOTE (3)
N/A

N/A

< 3% change in rate
acceleration

< 3% change in rate
acceleration
< 3% change in rate
acceleration
< 3% change in rate
acceleration
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-20/FA
Hot
-20/FA
Hot

< 3% change in rate
acceleration
< 3% change in rate
acceleration

50

-20

< 3% change in rate
acceleration

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

70+5

50

110

72

Tool turret bearing
MLI
Harness/cables

70
110
110

50
72
72

Rover Mobility

110

Joint motors

Pyro device
Pyro assemblies

Note 7
Pyro Mechanisms
Baked-out at assembly
level.

Descent stage based
Mechanisms (ARA, LPA,
RLM) LMRE?

110

50

N/A

Descent stage Structure

110

50

-20

Descent stage Antennas
Aeroshell (Heat Shield
and Backshell)

110

50

TBD

< 3% change in rate
acceleration
TBD

Note 6 (TBR)

Brush Motors

110

50

N/A

N/A

Star Trackers

55+5

50

+20

N/A

Thermal Switches

Note 6, 7

Thermal Blankets

110

50

N/A

N/A

Airbags/Egress Aids

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

110

50

TBD

TBD

Cruise Stage Low Gain,
Medium Gain Antennas
Cruise Stage Structure,
Electronics, Parachute

Note 5
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1. Assume temperature causes no damage to hardware. Planetary protection requirements for
bakeout temperature take precedence. 110oC is minimum temperature if combining with Planetary
Protection DHMR.
2. Time period for bakeout phase does not begin until specified temperature and chamber pressure of
5.0E-05Torr is reached.
3. Faraday 15 MHz TQCM sensitivity = 1.56E-9 g/cm2Hz. If rate goal is not met in specified period of
time, contact Contamination Control Engineer and Cognizant Engineer for go/no go decision.
4. Assumes rover electronics cannot be baked-out at 110OC and therefore are sealed off with HEPA
filter to meet Planetary Protection requirements. Electronic hardware undergoing thermal vacuum
testing to meet the requirements of the ERD D19272, are exempt from this bakeout
5. Requirement driven by Planetary Protection. No contamination requirement assuming no line of
sight to instruments during system level thermal vacuum test and cruise. TBR
6. Exempt from thermal vacuum bakeout due to low outgassing materials of construction and low
temperatures during system level thermal vacuum test and cruise. Requirement driven by Planetary
Protection
7. No T/V bakeout, hermetically sealed unit

4.5

Environmental Requirements

4.5.1 System-Level ATLO
The baseline environment for rover assembly prior to payload integration is SAF-I operated
such that: nominal air borne particulate counts do not exceed Class 5000; airborne
hydrocarbons do not exceed 1 ppm (TBR).
Fallout Monitoring
The JPL facilities shall be monitored using witness plates during normal spacecraft
assembly and test operations:
a. Non-volatile residue (NVR) fallout is less than 0.1 µg/cm2 per month;
b. Particulate fallout less than TBD/Mo.
c. Witness plates shall be analyzed for both amount and composition of contaminants
Pressure
The Class 100,000 area shall be operated at a positive pressure relative to adjacent areas
(>0.01 inches H2O).
Temperature
The allowable temperature range shall be 70+5°F (18-24oC)(TBR) with a maximum rate of
change less than 5°C per hour (TBR).
Relative Humidity
The allowable relative humidity range shall be 30-50%, except during shipment with a dry
purge. Because relative humidity cannot be controlled at the lower end with a purge, the
requirement during shipment shall be <50%.
All work shall be stopped and a
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contingency/emergency procedure shall be implemented in the event that the humidity
extends outside of the required range. Relative humidity shall be continuously monitored.
4.5.1.1.1 Cleanroom Garments
Clean room type garments shall be worn inside MSL project clean areas listed in Table 9.
These garments (100% polyester or nylon) shall be efficient filters of particles >25
micrometers. A precision laundry service maintains control of the garment quality. In
addition, garments shall meet ESD requirements as specified in JPL D1348 and FP513414,
Section 1.0. Cleanroom bunny suits may be required by Planetary Protection for some
operations.
Table 9. Cleanroom Garment Requirements
Garment

Propulsion
Integration Class
10,000 Area

Smock
Coverall
Cap
Hood
Shoe covers
Facial hair covers
Gloves

Spacecraft
Integration Class
Area
X

Avionics Class
100,000 Area
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

4.5.2 Payload Purge
The CheMin and RAD payloads have stated a requirement for nitrogen purge during nonvacuum ATLO operations.
Table 10. Instrument Purge Requirements (TBR)
Purge Parameter
Gas Type
Total hydrocarbons
Water Vapor
Flow Rate
Filtration
Purity
Purge Lines
Purge Fittings
Purge Duration
Purge Outage

Requirement
Nitrogen
< TBD ppm(1)
< TBD ppm, Dew point = TBD °C
TBD ± TBD scfm
< TBD
TBD
Teflon TM (PTFE or PFA), or stainless steel or aluminum (2)
Brass, Teflon, aluminum, or stainless steel (2)
From instrument integration with rover through TBD hours prior to launch
No more than TBD hours in one 24-hour period while in a Class 100K
cleanroom or better.
1. Shall be verified by sampling downstream of last fitting, prior to connection to instrument.
Cleanliness shall be re-verified if for any reason the purge gas turned off.
2. Cleaned per JPL-FS504574, Rev Contamination, Class D, prior to use
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4.6 Payload Integration
Prior to instrument/rover integration, the instruments and rover shall be inspected per
paragraph _______ (VC+UV) and cleaned as required.
4.6.1 SAM Payload Integration
Mechanical team assumptions/requirements for SAM design and integration:
1. That SAM can be physically supported on the bench top from either the bottom side
(gas vent side) or the top side (solid sample inlet side)
2. That we can install the SAM instrument into the rover with the rover either right side
up or upside down.
3. That we can either lift SAM from GSE interfaces on the bottom surface to install SAM
with the rover upside down, or that we can place SAM on an installation fixture that
will raise SAM into the rover right side up.
4. That the installation of the SAM will occur in the Z direction only
5. That the atmospheric inlets will be installed onto SAM after SAM is installed into the
rover
6. That there will be GSE remove-before-flight caps on both the solid sample and
atmospheric inlets to be removed as late in the flow as possible
7. That these GSE red-tag caps do not require removal for the installation of SAM into the
rover (the solid inlet caps don't protrude outside the inlet footprints)
8. That these solid sample GSE inlet caps do not interfere with the SA/SPaH door
operations, as required
9. That the SA/SPaH doors will be closed as soon after GSE caps are removed from solid
inlets as is reasonably possible
10. That there will be a "gas barrier" gasket-like piece at the top deck that interfaces the top
surfaces of both the solid sample inlets to close out the inlets to the top deck.
11. That there will be a flight closeout piece installed around each atmospheric inlet tube
at the rover side panel which supports the inlet during launch, entry, and landing, yet
isn't a load short
During mechanical integration efforts that involve SAM (which will include installing the
air inlets after SAM integration to the rover body), as well SA-SPAH integration and testing
in ATLO, the plan is provide a class 100 or 1K tent (as shown in Figure 1) that will cover
the forward end of the rover during these periods. For SA-SPAH, after integration and
when the hardware is not being moved for testing, the hardware will be bagged. For
SAM, the red-tag seals will serve to protect the instrument (again, until the 2-4 month
before launch time). This tent is not envisioned to be large enough to cover the entire
entry and/or cruise system during final integration at the cape - only large enough to cover
the front end of the rover.
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Down-flow, Class 1000 Soft-wall clean tent

Nominal SAF Integration
Environment (Class 5000)

Figure 1. Notional Soft-Wall Clean Tent for Payload Integration
The SAM payload will be build under the following environmental conditions; it is
expected that payload integration will take place under the same conditions.
a. Payload integration and testing shall be performed in a Class 10K or better
cleanroom;
b. SAM hardware shall be draped within the cleanroom during any period of
inactivity on the hardware;
c. SAM hardware shall be double bagged whenever it is removed from the cleanroom
facility and may require a purge during this period;
d. If operations must be performed unbagged in a non cleanroom environment, all
hardware shall be precision cleaned prior to re-entry into the cleanroom;
e. Gowning procedures in the class 10K or better cleanroom shall include at a
minimum a full “bunny” suit including hood, coveralls, face mask, cleanroom
approved gloves, and booties;
f. Carbon filtration of the clean tent air is required to reduce molecular
contamination;
g. Cleanroom molecular deposition rates shall be limited to 0.1 mg/ft2 for the duration
of instrument integration and testing;
h. All cleaning solvents used on non-payload MSL hardware shall be reagent grade or
better as specified in the contamination control plan;
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4.6.1.1.1 Soft-walled cleanroom
A soft-walled clean tent shall be configured to provide the required localized environment
for payload integration. See Figure 1, above.
4.7 RTG Encapsulation
TBD
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Launch Vehicle

4.8.1 Payload Fairing Surface Cleanliness
The interior surfaces of the payload fairing shall comply with Level 300 requirements for
surface particulates and Level A per Mil-Std-1246D for surface NVR.
4.8.2 Payload Adaptor
Level 300 requirements for surface particulates and Level A per Mil-Std-1246D for surface
NVR.
4.8.3 Payload Fairing Air Conditioning
4.8.3.1 Payload Fairing Air Cleanliness
Air supplied to the payload fairing shall be HEPA and charcoal filtered. The air cleanliness
requirement measured at the end of the supply duct leading into the fairing shall be Class
5000. Prior to connection to the fairing, the air handling system shall be blown down for
not less than 30 minutes and the cleanliness verified with a particle counter.
4.8.3.1.1 Hydrocarbons
Less than 1 ppm hydrocarbons shall be maintained through all launch preparation
operations.
4.8.3.2 Payload Fairing Temperature and Humidity
The temperature inside of the payload fairing shall be maintained at 70+5°F (18-24oC)
(TBR) with a relative humidity range of 30-50%, while the instrument purge is turned on.
If the purge is disconnected, or turned off, the relative humidity shall be maintained
<30%.
4.8.4 Launch Vehicle Supplied Purge
A continuous purge shall be supplied to the spacecraft until 14 hours prior to lift-off. The
gaseous nitrogen purge shall meet the requirements specified in Table 5-2 and shall be
sampled at the point of connection to the spacecraft purge port. The flow rate capability of
the launch vehicle supplied purge shall be 6 ft3/hr. The purge lines shall be verified to
Mil-Std-1246 level 100A.
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4.8.5 Shipping/Storage Container Cleanliness
The interior of the spacecraft shipping and storage container exposed to flight hardware
shall meet a VC-HS surface cleanliness level. The shipping container design shall allow
for this level to be maintained during the predicted storage and shipping time, loads,
pressure, temperature, and relative humidity environments.
Shipping and storage ground support covers and bags meet the shipping container's
interior cleanliness requirement. They will either be fabricated clean or cleaned before
installation. Approved bagging materials are discussed in Section 4.2.4. To control
contamination:
a. Inspect for visual cleanliness (VC-HS) as specified in Section 1.5.13. Molecular
contamination shall meet Level A/10 per MIL-STD-1246D as determined by a
solvent wipe procedure.
b. Relative humidity shall be monitored and maintained such that no condensation is
formed within the temperature range specified for the shipping/storage container.
c. Filtered purge gas (quality consistent with instrument purge gas requirements
defined in Table 10.) or Class 5000 (at inlet) HEPA filtered air shall be used as
required during transport. A charcoal filter shall be installed upstream of the HEPA
filter to control hydrocarbon levels.
d. Temperature shall be monitored and maintained within a range of 70+5oF(1824oC).
e. The total hydrocarbon content of purge gas shall be less than 1 ppm (calculated as
methane).
4.8.6 Ground Support Equipment Cleanliness
Ground support equipment used in direct contact with flight hardware or inside the
cleanroom shall be inspected for compliance to VC-HS levels as defined section 1.5.13.
Ultraviolet light (VC+UV) inspection shall be used for ground support equipment that has
been transferred from an uncontrolled area to the controlled clean area. To ensure that
contamination is not transferred to flight hardware, mating gas/liquid lines and electrical
connectors shall meet levels defined by JPL FS504574 Class D and D8208, respectively.
GSE which does not meet the above requirements, shall be bagged, sealed and approved
for use in the cleanroom by the Contamination Control Engineer or designated
representative.
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4.8.7 Protective Covers/Packaging
Contamination-sensitive optical and thermal control surfaces shall be designed to permit
covering/packaging. For ground operations, the covering/packaging materials shall meet
contamination and electrostatic discharge (ESD) requirements. Protective covering
installed for launch site activities shall be approved and compatible with hydrazine
(nonflammable). Approved bagging materials include, but are not limited to: CPSTAT 100,
3M 2100, Llumalloy, National Metallizing NMD-FR#100 PA1-N (non-scrim) and
Ameristat.
4.8.8 Mission Profile Requirements
The mission consists of launch, cruise, EDL (entry, descent, landing) and landed
operations on Mars. Specific contamination mitigations are TBD at this time.
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IMPLEMENTATION

5.1.1 Electronic Manufacturing
Electronic manufacturing and assembly operations at JPL shall be performed in Class
100,000 clean areas maintained to the requirements of JPL document D8208 and FP
513414, Section 1.0. Manufacturing and assembly operations for contracted electronic
hardware shall be controlled to the requirements of NASA 8739.2, .3. Conformal
coatings, potting materials, etc. conform to the requirements of 1.0% or less total mass
loss and 0.1% or less volatile condensable material when tested per ASTM E595-93 or
equivalent. Components susceptible to damage by electrostatic discharge shall be
identified accordingly and protected per D8208. All electrical boxes and cables shall be
delivered to the ATLO areas visibly clean and packaged. All exterior surfaces of
boxes/cables shall be inspected per Section 1.5.13 prior to integration and, as required,
cleaned per JPL D-TBD.
5.1.2 Solar Panel Fabrication
a. Cleanliness during solar panel fabrication and cell bonding shall be per applicable
approved processes and procedures; these operations are outside the scope of this
plan.
b. After cell bonding and baseline functional tests, the populated panels shall be
thermal vacuum baked.
c. After bakeout, the panels shall be inspected, and cleaned as necessary, per the
criteria of VC-II.
d. Panels shall be stored in sterile plastic bagging film to preserve sterility for
planetary protection and cleanliness for contamination control.
5.1.3 Cruise Stage Fabrication and Assembly
The cruise stage propulsion and HRS (heat rejection) systems will be fabricated and
internal propulsion lines cleaned per JPL document FS504574, level D. Cruise stage
thermal blankets, harnesses and solar panels shall be baked-out per paragraph 5.1.3.
The propulsion and HRS systems shall be assembled to the pre-cleaned cruise stage
structure in a room meeting the requirements of Class 100 per Fed-Std-209E (ISO 14644-1
level 5), and paragraph _______ of this document.
External surfaces of the subsystem shall meet the visibly clean requirement defined in
Table ________ and the entire subsystem shall be bagged with an approved bagging film
before delivery to the ATLO cleanroom.
5.1.4 General Assembly and Integration
Assembly and integration operations shall be performed in Class 100,000 environmentally
controlled areas. Subassemblies or parts transported from a less controlled fabrication or
assembly area shall be visually inspected per Section 1.5.13 and cleaned as required,
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prior to subsequent assembly. Vendor-supplied components meet the requirements of
paragraphs _______ and ________ on delivery to the assembly and integration area.
5.1.4.1 Parts
Parts, drilled at assembly, shall be separated, deburred and cleaned prior to actual
assembly. All rivets, bolts, nuts, washers, and similar fasteners and hardware used in
integration shall be cleaned by degreasing or rinsing with isopropyl alcohol to remove all
contaminants, especially oils and greases.
5.1.5 Clean and Maintain Cleanliness during Assembly
Visible particles or other contamination shall not be allowed to accumulate on the
assembly during integration, but shall be removed whenever detected and just prior to
close-outs. Suitable cleaning methods include vacuuming, dry and solvent wiping, solvent
rinsing, or pressurized gas blow off (to be conducted outside assembly clean areas). Blind
holes shall be covered to prevent the entrance of chips and similar debris during
subsequent operations. The goal at this stage in the integration sequence is to minimize
the potential buildup of contamination in joints and recesses that becomes inaccessible for
final cleaning operations. Structural, electrical, and mechanical components shall be
visibly clean prior to becoming inaccessible or at completion of assembly. NVR shall be
verified by solvent wipe at close-out with pre-extracted wipers per ASTM 1235.
A clean room certified portable vacuum cleaner shall be used during assembly for drilling,
sanding, adhesive removal operations, or other particulate generating operations. The
portable vacuum cleaner shall be the HEPA-filtered type, such as Model 100, American
Cleaning Equipment Corporation. A house vacuum system, which exhausts outside of the
clean area, is also acceptable for this operation.
5.1.6 Assembled Rover, Descent stage and Cruise Stage Cleanings
Accessible areas of the assembled MSL Rover, Descent stage, and Cruise Stage shall be
cleaned and the cleanliness levels verified on a scheduled basis. Cleaning operations are
scheduled based on Planetary Protection requirements, the ATLO flow/schedule, and
visual inspections. Exterior cleanliness levels shall be continuously monitored using one or
more of the following: visual inspections, NVR wipes, or tape lifts. In general, cleaning
methods will include solvent wiping and vacuuming. Detailed cleaning procedures for
the spacecraft surfaces are defined in FS 505146 and will be included in the MSL
Hardware Cleaning Procedure, JPL D-TBD.
The following requirements apply to the MSL Rover and Cruise Stage from the beginning
of major subsystem integration through the time of launch:
Inaccessible areas of major interfaces meet the visibly clean and ultra violet requirements
when inspected per paragraph _______ at the time they become inaccessible. The rover
and cruise stage shall be inspected prior to final assembly into the Descent stage and aero
shell.
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Surfaces inside electronic compartments shall be free of visible or readily detectable
contamination prior to being made inaccessible.
All external accessible surfaces, except solar panels, painted areas, and sensors shall be
visually inspected per paragraph _______ and solvent wiped to remove any detectable
NVR or vacuumed to remove visible particles.
Painted areas shall be lightly wiped with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) only to remove smudges
and visually inspected for chipping.
5.2

Cleanliness Monitoring

5.2.1 Assembly, Integration and Test Areas
In addition to the continuous readout generated by temperature and humidity monitoring
instrumentation, monitoring for airborne particulate shall be conducted at locations
specified by the MSL contamination control engineer or designated facility personnel.
Initial and monthly monitoring of airborne molecular contaminants shall also be
performed. Measurements will be made at specified multiple locations per ISO 14644-1
for clean room certifications. Air cleanliness class verifications, conducted under normal
operating conditions, use a Met One particle counter or equivalent. The Project Quality
Engineer (PQE) shall be responsible for conducting or delegating this auditing activity.
These data become part of the facility operating records.
5.2.2 MSL Spacecraft Cleanliness Monitoring
A visual inspection and NVR wipe sample shall be taken to verify spacecraft cleanliness
levels prior to hardware close-outs and during project phases specified in Table 4.2. More
or less monitoring may be required depending on the operation, amount of activity, or
accessibility constraints, at the discretion of the Contamination Control Engineer.
5.2.3 Facility and Test Chamber Monitoring
Witness-plate sampling determines certification of facilities, test chambers, and test data to
support cleaning decisions during integration and testing operations. These witness plates
are made of stainless steel, or an equivalent material, and placed in representative
locations within hardware assembly or test areas and as close as possible to working areas
and surfaces of concern. Witness plates shall be pre-cleaned in accordance with Level
100 per MIL-STD-1246D, and have less than 0.1 mg/ft2 of NVR.
5.2.4 Protective Covering during ATLO
Covers and bagging materials, compliant with electrostatic discharge (ESD) requirements,
maintain the cleanliness of the MSL Spacecraft and instruments during idle periods,
transportation, and storage. They remain in place as late as possible during the assembly,
integration, and test activities with minimal operational interference. The covers and
bagging shall be inspected for integrity prior to removal. The outer bags and covers shall
be removed in the anterooms/staging areas prior to clean room entry. When only one
cover or bag is used, the outer surface shall be vacuumed or wiped prior to entry.
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5.2.5 Instrument Protective Covering
The instruments shall be delivered to JPL ATLO double bagged with approved materials
and purged, as required. The outermost bagging shall be inspected, cleaned as required,
and removed prior to moving the instruments into the ATLO area. The instruments remain
bagged or covered as much as possible during all ATLO operations in the hi-bay area.
Prior to shipment to the environmental test area, the instrument/sensitive surfaces shall be
bagged/covered as necessary. In addition, instrument bags may be removed as necessary
for deployment testing. Instrument bags/covers shall be removed completely just prior to
thermal vacuum testing.
5.2.6 Spacecraft Protective Covering
Electronic and optical subassemblies and assemblies shall be draped with an approved
anti-static film during non-working hours in the assembly area. The cover shall be folded
up and stored properly within the area while not in use. The entire spacecraft shall be
double bagged and enclosed in the shipping container whenever it is moved to an
uncontrolled area.
5.2.7 Clean Area Practices
Housekeeping/Training/Access
The controlled operation of the ATLO hi-bay clean areas require the implementation of
the specified housekeeping, training, and operating procedures:
5.2.7.1 Janitorial Service
Assigned facility personnel follow the schedule (Table 5-3) verified by the contamination
control specialist. The specialist verifies the schedule and updates it as needed to include
work area changes. Janitorial equipment (i.e., vacuum cleaner, mops, buckets, etc.) shall
be clean room quality items and not used outside the area(s).
Table 11. Clean Room and Clean Area Janitorial Schedule
ACTIVITY
1. Change tacky mats
2. Wipe all table tops or covered tables
3. Wipe tops of cabinets and consoles
4. Wipe support hardware fixtures prior to use
5. Inspect overhead crane bagging and ladders
6. Vacuum/mop floors
8. Clean carts – vacuum and wipe
11. Check anteroom shoe cleaner; change garments

SEQUENCE
Daily (minimum)
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Weekly
Daily
Daily
Daily

5.2.7.2 Personnel Training
All personnel associated with the integration activities receive training pertaining to
cleanroom operation and practices. Test managers shall be responsible for providing a
copy of the Contamination Control Plan to personnel assigned to work in the clean area(s).
Each worker shall sign a statement that he or she has read and understood the
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requirements for contamination control and the operational guidelines. This statement will
be retained on file by the area supervisor.
5.2.7.3 Personnel Access
The area(s) shall be operated as restricted access area(s). Access is limited by the test
manager to the minimum number of people required to conduct the operation in progress.
Individuals entering the clean area must wear protective clothing (Table 4-5) at all times.
5.2.7.4 Area Regulations:
a. Wear only outer garments designed and maintained (precision laundered) for clean
room use inside the clean area.
b. No smoking and eating in the high bay and entry areas. Notice of this control shall
be posted at the entrance and in the anteroom areas.
c. Paper and/or wood materials allowed in the facility must be approved for entry, or
limiting type, plastic coated or covered.
d. Use only approved wipes for cleaning and wiping. Pencils and erasers shall not be
allowed. Use only ballpoint or nonfibrous pens.
e. Do not wear, carry, expose or open personal items such as cosmetics or lotions,
that could contaminate the controlled environment or spacecraft hardware, in the
clean room.
f. Each person working in the areas cleans his assigned work area before and after
work activity.
g. Cover, package, or stow hardware, tools and equipment when not in use.
h. Wear approved cleanroom gloves (e.g. Ansell Edmont Nitrilite) at all times when
working on MSL contaminant-sensitive surfaces.
i. Aerosol cans, cardboard boxes/containers, and mercury thermometers are
prohibited.
j. Do not use facial make-up, perfumes, colognes, hair spray, or other aromatics.
k. Personnel report any temporary personal physical condition to their supervisor
which could generate contamination, such as head colds and hay fever, or could
cause excessive coughing, sneezing, or any unusual skin conditions.
5.2.8 Clean room/area entry instructions:
a. Clean shoe soles on entry tacky mats. Use a shoe-cleaning machine before entering
the anteroom.
b. Don clean room coveralls in the anteroom. Wear caps to cover as much hair as
possible. Cover beards and mustaches.
c. Inspect all garments during dressing for acceptability. They must be clean and free
from open seams, rips, and missing fasteners.
d. Remove all clean room garments when leaving the area. Do not wear clean room
garments in uncontrolled areas.
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5.2.9 Receiving Area
Entry of items directly into the receiving area is conducted to minimize area
contamination. Air locks, anterooms, or staging areas (for rough cleaning) shall be
employed as appropriate to prevent transport of contamination into the clean area.
Any particle shedding hardware (i.e., wood items, items with chipping paint) that must be
used in the clean area shall be bagged or taped over in the staging area and inspected by
the contamination control engineer or quality assurance representative prior to transport
into the clean area. Any tools or fixtures (Electrical and Mechanical Ground Support
Equipment) entering the clean room shall be inspected and solvent wiped as necessary to
a visibly clean condition per requirements of 0.
Any flight or support hardware received in double bags with protective packing material
(e.g. foam, bubble wrap, paper) inside the container shall have this material and the outer
bag removed in the air lock prior to entry into the MSL ATLO Class 100,000 clean area. If
an unacceptable plastic material was the only material used for packaging the hardware,
the hardware shall be cleaned by wiping with IPA prior to repackaging with an approved
material or before it is transferred into the clean area.
5.3 Overhead Crane Operations
Cranes and lift equipment employed during MSL hoist operations shall be inspected,
vacuumed and/or solvent wiped as needed before initial use and on a quarterly basis
thereafter. Exposed and potentially contaminating mechanisms shall be covered/sealed
with an approved bagging material. In addition, a contamination barrier shall be installed
between the flight hardware and crane mechanism (just above the hook). The barrier shall
be of sufficient size to protect the spacecraft contaminant sensitive surfaces.
5.4 Storage
All flight hardware and parts, which do not have specific guidelines for storage and
handling, shall be covered and/or bagged and stored in bonded stores with approved
procedures for handling and removal. The entire spacecraft shall be double bagged,
purged as required, and installed in a cleaned, environmentally controlled shipping
container. The shipping container shall be stored in a secured JPL facility equipped with
temperature and humidity controls.
5.5 Launch Operations
In general, launch operations will be conducted in accordance with the applicable
Launch Site Contamination Control Plan. Upon receipt of the MSL shipping container at
the launch integration building, the exterior of the container shall be inspected and
cleaned prior to spacecraft removal. Required purging, bagging and covers remain in
place until installation of the payload fairing. Visual inspections, NVR wipes, tape lifts,
witness plate and ambient air cleanliness monitoring determine surface and ambient air
cleanliness levels. Table 5-4 summarizes methods that shall be used to control
contamination from transportation through pre-launch operations.
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5.6 Employee Training
Contamination control training projects be conducted as required during the MSL project.
Periodic briefings will reinforce cleanliness requirements. Topics in the training projects
include:
a. A general introduction concerning the significance of contamination as it relates to
the specific requirements/sensitivities of the project
b. Significance of contamination control in all phases of design, fabrication, assembly,
integration, storage, shipment, and test
c. Review of this Contamination Control Plan
d. Discipline and importance of dress and procedures when working in controlled
areas and clean rooms
e. Required documents and familiarization
f. Specific techniques of cleaning, inspecting, assembly, and packaging
g. Monitoring procedures
h. Review of instrument sensitivities and handling precautions.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

Processes called out in this document shall be implemented in accordance with the
applicable quality assurance provisions of JPL D-TBD.
6.1 Cleanliness Control Monitoring
Quality assurance monitors clean area equipment and facilities for conformance to
cleanliness control standards. The contamination control engineer with support from QA
certifies the facilities to clean room standards. Airborne and surface particle counts are
made as scheduled. An evaluation shall be conducted daily to ensure that operational
standards are maintained at all times. All work areas shall be checked for cleanliness
including workbenches, tops of cabinets, etc. If discrepancies are found, the items shall be
cleaned to maintain appropriate clean room standards.
6.2 Rework Cleanliness Control
Cleanliness control standards shall be implemented where components, subassemblies, or
assemblies require rework, modification or reconfiguration. In the event that failure of an
item is attributed to contamination, the contamination control specialist makes a thorough
contamination source analysis of the manufacturing process and directs appropriate
corrective actions.
6.3 Audits
QA performs periodic audits to ensure that the monitored cleanliness levels conform to
the requirements defined in this document.
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DOCUMENTS

The following documents are applicable to this plan to the extent referenced herein.
Unless otherwise indicated, the latest issue in effect applies.
7.1 Applicable Documents
ASTM E595-93
Standard Test Method for Total Mass Loss and Collected
Volatile Condensable Materials from Outgassing in a
Vacuum Environment
ISO/FDIS 14644-1
Cleanrooms and Associated Controlled Environments, Part 1:
Classification of Air Cleanliness
ISO/FDIS 14644-2
Cleanrooms and Associated Controlled Environments, Part 2:
Specifications for Testing and Monitoring to Prove Continued
Compliance with ISO 14644-1
FED-STD-209E
Airborne Particulate Cleanliness Classes in Cleanrooms and
Clean Zones
JSC SP-R-0022A
Vacuum Stability Requirements of Polymeric Material for
Spacecraft Application-General Specification
MIL-STD-1246D
Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control
Program
JPL D-19641
MSL Project Implementation Plan (includes Mission Assurance
Plan)
JPL D-XXXX
MSL Planetary Protection Plan
JPL D-XXXX
MSL Materials and Processes Control Plan
JPL D-XXXX
MSL Purge Plan
JPL D-XXXX
Planetary Protection Implementation Plan
7.2 Reference Documents
ASTM 1216
Standard Practice for Sampling for Surface Particulate
Contamination by Tape Lift
ASTM 1235
Gravimetric Determination of Non-volatile Residue (NVR) in
Environmentally Controlled Areas for Spacecraft
JPL FS504574
General Cleaning Procedure Requirements for Spacecraft
Propulsion Systems, Rev C
JPL D8208
Spacecraft Design and Fabrication Requirements
JPL D1348
JPL Standard for Electrostatic Discharge
FP513414
Assembly and Wiring of Electronic Equipment
JSC-SN-C-0005A
Contamination Control Requirements for the Space Shuttle
Project
NASA JSC 08962
Compilation of VCM Data of Nonmetallic Materials
NASA 1124
Outgassing Data for Selecting Spacecraft Materials
MIL-P-27401
Propellant, Pressurizing Agent, Nitrogen
MIL-D-3484
Desiccants, Activated, Bagged, Packaging Use and Static
Dehumidification
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Definitions commonly used to describe contamination control terms, as applicable to this
plan, are:
Contamination
Those materials, either at a particulate or a molecular level, whose presence may degrade
mission performance. The source of these contaminates may be the spacecraft bus, the
spacecraft, the instruments, any material or equipment (including ground support
equipment [GSE]) coming in contact with the spacecraft, the test facilities, and/or the
environments to which the spacecraft is exposed.
Particle Contamination
Includes metallic and nonmetallic particles and fibers. These may be of biological origin.
Molecular Contamination
Corrosive and non-corrosive films resulting from oil, grease, chemical residues,
fingerprints, heat application, chemical action, or incompatible materials. Molecular or
surface film contamination includes both nonvolatile residues (NVR) and volatile
condensable materials (VCM). Nonvolatile residue generally refers to soluble matter that
remains after evaporation of a liquid, or residues from materials such as oils, greases,
plastic films, and fingerprints. Volatile condensable contamination generally results from
outgassing.
Nonvolatile Residue (NVR)
Soluble matter which remains (or would remain) after the evaporation of a volatile liquid.
NVR normally exists as a film or as droplets. Typical NVRs are lubricating oils used in
manufacturing equipment, contaminates in cleaning solvents and wipes, plasticizers in
films used for covering or packaging, and hand oils. Although NVR can be deleterious to
the host surface, the primary effect is its volatile condensable material potential.
Volatile Condensable Material (VCM)
The condensate resulting from materials outgassing (i.e., evaporation in vacuum and
possible condensation on nearby critical surfaces). The quantities and compositions are
complex functions of several factors, including temperature of the outgassing material,
temperature of the collector, vapor pressure and molecular weight of the outgassed
material, ambient pressure, and unit geometry.
Collected Volatile Condensable Material (CVCM)
The VCM determined by test under specified conditions of specimen temperature,
collector temperature, pressure, and time. Standard test conditions as defined by ASTM
E595-93 are: 125oC (257oF) specimen temperature, 25oC (77oF) collector temperature,
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pressure <5 x10-5 Torr, for 24 hours. CVCM is expressed as a percentage of the initial test
specimen weight.
Contamination Control
The prevention of the introduction of undesirable or performance-degrading materials to
the instrument optics or other critical spacecraft surfaces through the implementation of
controls. These controls are coupled with proper materials selection and design features to
protect against contamination from the rest of the flight system during ATLO and on-orbit
operations.
Cleanliness Control
The elimination or minimization of surface contamination resulting from deposited
moisture, particles, dirt, grease, oil, scale, corrosion, and nonvolatile residues introduced
during fabrication, assembly, integration, testing, storage, and shipping operations.
Cleanroom
An enclosed, environmentally conditioned area where the airborne contaminants are
controlled. Cleanrooms are classified by a class in accordance with ISO Standard 146441, which describes the maximum number of particles, 0.5µm in size and larger, permitted
per cubic foot of air and certain performance operating requirements.
Contamination-Sensitive Surface/Hardware
A surface or hardware that may deteriorate in the presence of materials other than those
for which it was designed, is considered to be contamination-sensitive. For the MSL
spacecraft, scientific instrument apertures, thermal control radiators, attitude control
sensors, engineering cameras and solar panels are considered to be contaminationsensitive.
Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
All non-flight items associated with a specific MSL project employed prior to or during
hardware receipt, assembly, integration, test, storage, shipment, and pre-launch activities.
Hermetic
Sealed by fused metal, fused ceramic, o-ring, or by metal-to-metal pneumatic and
hydraulic fittings.
Visual Inspection Criteria
The following visual cleanliness levels are slightly modified versions of the definition
given in JSC SN-C-0005C for VC (Visibly Clean)-Standard, VC-HS (Highly Sensitive) and
VC+UV (Visibly Clean + Ultraviolet).
VC (Visibly Clean) – The absence of all particulate and non-particulate visible to the
normal unaided (except corrected vision) eye. Particulate is identified as matter of
miniature size with observable length, width, and thickness. Non-particulate is film
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matter without definite dimension (e.g., oils, greases, chemical residue, etc). This
inspection shall be performed under white light illumination (> 50 foot-candles) at a
distance of 5-10 feet.
VC-HS (Visibly Clean Highly Sensitive) - Inspection of surfaces for visible contamination
described above shall be conducted under white light (100 to 125 foot candles), held at
an oblique angle, at a distance of 6 –18 inches. Magnification or similar aids (except
normally worn eye glasses) is not used. Initial cleaning for this level is mandatory.
VC+UV (Visibly Clean + Ultraviolet) – In addition to the VC-HS inspection above,
inspection of the surface under ultraviolet light shall be conducted using a black light with
a 100-watt mercury arcspot bulb operating in the wavelength region from 3200 to 3800
angstroms.
All inspected surfaces shall be free from visible contamination, such as
particles, dirt, grease, oil, or other foreign material, when examined by this method.
If general fluorescence is noted, then a solvent-wipe procedure shall be performed and
repeated until the surface passes inspection except in following conditions:
a. Visible fluorescent material cannot be easily dislodged or inherently a part of the
substrate material;
b. The rate of fluorescent contamination depositing on the surface equals or exceeds
the rate of removal, than additional cleaning is not necessary.
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE) DESIGN GUIDELINES

The goal for the design of GSE compatible with cleanroom and flight hardware cleanliness
requirements is to reduce the potential for contamination by carefully selecting materials
and surface treatments, and by designing for cleanability. These requirements apply to
GSE that comes in direct contact with the spacecraft, crane parts (e.g. lifting slings) used to
hoist the spacecraft, or parts or GSE (including EGSE boxes) used in thermal vacuum
testing.
a. Use low outgassing materials. In general, follow the same outgassing criteria as
that used for flight hardware, as in many cases, the GSE will follow the flight
hardware into the vacuum chamber for thermal vacuum testing.
b. Fabricate out of open cross section structural members (e.g., I-beam, C-channel).
Box beams should have ends capped or sealed off.
c. Do not use cadmium, zinc plating, or tin plating (unless it is reflowed). Electroless
nickel per Mil-C-26074, silver plating per QQ-S-365 type II, or black chrome
plating are acceptable for piece parts and fasteners.
d. Do not use polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or Tygon tubing, as they tend to contain large
amounts of an easily extractable, high outgassing material know as dioctylphthalate
(DOP).
e. Minimize use of lubricants where possible. If they cannot be avoided, use low
outgassing types approved by the CCE. Acceptable dry film lubes are TBD.
f. Aluminum should be protected against corrosion by chemfilming per Mil-C-55441
or anodizing per Mil-A-8625. Anodized aluminum should be used with caution on
thermal vacuum GSE, as it readily adsorbs water.
g. Steels used for large structures should be primed with a corrosion preventative
priMSL such as zinc chromate per Mil-P-6808 and painted with and epoxy paint.
Paints acceptable for cleanroom use include Sinclair AF8 or AF6 or AMSLon
AMSLlock 400 high solids epoxy paint. Polyester powder coatings are also
acceptable for steel hardware in cleanrooms.
Pre-clean and package mating gas and liquid lines as well as electrical connectors to
ensure that contaminants are not transferred to the hardware

—See export restriction notice on title page of this document—
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INTRODUCTION
The Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) is a space science mission that will launch aboard the
Mars Science Laboratory(MSL) mission in late 2009. The SAM instrument suite is composed
of a mass spectrometer, a gas chromatograph, and a tunable laser spectrometer. The gas
chromatograph mass spectrometer greatly extends the breadth of measurements that were
implemented on the Viking landers in 1977 and the tunable laser spectrometer precisely
measures trace species such as methane. The combined set of composition and isotope
measurements will help us answer the questions of the present or past ability of Mars to
support life
The expected duration of the SAM mission is 2 earth years which is equivalent to 1 Martian
year. The anticipated range of exploration of the rover on which SAM rides is approximately
20 km.

1.1

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Contamination Control Plan (CCP) is to define the overall contamination
control requirements associated with the SAM instrument suite. It should be noted that
contamination control for the MSL observatory and rover, up to the point of integration with
the SAM instrument, is being handled by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory(JPL). Please consult
the MSL projects and other instruments at their organizations for additional information.

1.2

SCOPE
The contamination control requirements for the SAM instrument suite for all mission phases
will be addressed, from spacecraft and instrument design, through fabrication, assembly,
integration, and testing, up through launch and on-orbit through end-of-life.
Page 6 of 38
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SAM sensitivities and allowable contamination requirements will be presented, along with the
planned methods for limiting contamination throughout all mission phases.

Plans for

analyses, laboratory investigations, cleanroom and hardware monitoring, will also be
addressed. Wherever possible, the SAM program will utilize existing contamination control
methods and documentation which have already been developed for other missions.
1.3

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The SAM Contamination Control Engineer, Systems Engineer, Integration and Test
Manager, and Quality Assurance Engineer will be responsible for ensuring that
contamination control measures are implemented throughout the design, fabrication,
assembly, integration, testing, storage and transportation, and launch site mission phases.
The responsible manager for each of the SAM Elements will be responsible for maintaining
the contamination requirements specified in table 2.2, below. The SAM CC team will assist
whenever possible.

1.4

DEVIATIONS
Deviations to this plan must be properly documented in the cert logs or in the WOA using the
problem record reporting method.

Dispositions for these PRs must be signed off in

compliance with the SAM FAM. (Need proper words from MSL QA Manager.)
1.5

APPLICABLE AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The following subsections list the applicable and reference documents mentioned in this
SAM Contamination Control Plan. All documents are available through the SAM Project
Office and the SAM Contamination Control Engineer.

1.5.1

SAM DOCUMENTS
SAM-PROJ-PLAN-

SAM Experiment Implementation Plan

00018
SAM-PROJ-REQ-

SAM Functional Requirements Document

0006
JPL-D 27197

MSL Spacecraft Performance Specification

SAM-SYS-REQ-

SAM Interface Requirements Document
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0010
JPL D 27186 or

MSL Contamination Control Plan

SAM-PROJ-PLAN0021
SAM-GC-REQ-

SAM GC Requirements Document

0029
SAM-GC ICD-0006

ICD Between GC Hardware and SAM Suite

SAM-IT-PLAN-0002

SAM I&T Plan

SAM-PROJ-REQ-

Project and Science Requirements Document

0011

1.5.2

CONTAMINATION CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS
FED-STD-209

Clean Room and Work Station Requirements, Controlled
Environment

MIL-STD-1246

Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control

NASA JSC SP R-

Specification Vacuum Stability Requirements of Polymeric

0022A

Materials for Spacecraft Applications

NASA Materials

Outgassing Data for Selecting Spacecraft Publication 1124

SC-SN-C-0005C

Contamination Control Requirements for the Space Shuttle
Program

GSFC-TLS-PR-

Contamination Control Procedures for the Tape Lift Sampling

7324-01

Surfaces

ASTM E-595

Methods of Test, Total Mass and Controlled Volatile
Condensable Materials from Outgassing in a Vacuum
Environment

IES-RP-CC-018-

Cleanroom

89-T

Procedures

Housekeeping
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1.6

DEFINITIONS
Room in which the concentration of airborne particles is

Cleanroom

controlled to specified limits.
Defined space in which the concentration of airborne

Clean Zone

particles is controlled to specified limits. Clean zones are
classified by a number such as 1, 100, 1000, etc., in
accordance with FED-STD-209, which describes the
maximum number of particles 0.1 microns and larger,
permitted per cubic foot of air.
Any unwanted material that causes degradation in the

Contamination

desired function of an instrument or flight hardware.
Contamination

Organized action to control the level of contamination.

Control
A particle whose length-to-width ratio exceeds 10:1 with a

Fiber

minimum length of 100 microns.
Gross Cleaning

Cleaning hardware surfaces to visual inspection standards.

Level x per Mil-Std

The cleanliness level defined by a number and/or letter

1246

designating

the

particle

distribution

and

cleanliness, respectively.

Mil

Std

Percent Obscuration

1246

by

Particle

Cylinder-Hemisphere

Mil Std 1246
Molecular
Level

Level
400

mg
/.1
m2
NV
R

0.08

A
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500

0.24

B

2.0

600

0.61

C

3.0

700

1.35

D

4.0

800

2.76

E

5.0

900

9.33

F

6.0

Nitrogen Purge

Pressurized flow of clean, dry nitrogen through a system in
order to displace impurities and reactive species.

Non-Volatile

Soluble material remaining after evaporation of a volatile

Residue

liquid which usually causes degradation in the desired
function of an instrument or flight hardware.

Particle

A small quantity of solid or liquid material with definable
shape or mass with a length to width ratio less than 10:1.

Particle Size

Expressed as the apparent maximum linear dimension or
diameter of the particle.

Precision Cleaning

A cleaning procedure done in a controlled environment to
attain a specific level of cleanliness.

This procedure

follows gross cleaning.
Sensitive Surface

Any surface of flight hardware that must meet a specified
cleanliness level to assure the minimum performance
levels.

Solvent Flushing

Method of cleaning surfaces with a stream of filtered
solvent under pressure, which is directed against a surface
to dislodge and rinse away any foreign material.

Solvent Washes

A quantitative method of verifying MIL-STD-1246 molecular
cleanliness levels by measuring molecular contamination in
a solvent which was washed over a surface and collected.
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Surface Cleanliness

An established level of maximum allowable particulate

Level

and/or NVR contamination ranging from visibly clean to
specific MIL-STD-1246 levels (e.g., Level 100A, Level
300B, etc.).

Swab Sample
Tape Lifts

A qualitative method of identifying contaminants by analyzing the
residue on a solvent-soaked swab that was wiped over a surface.
A

quantitative

method

of

verifying

MIL-STD-1246

particulate cleanliness levels by measuring particulate
contamination on a sample of tape that has come in
contact with the surface one wishes to examine.
Vapor Degrease

Item to be cleaned is exposed to heated solvent vapors
that condense on the part and wash away contaminant.

Visibly Clean

The achievement of a clean surface as seen without optical
aids (except corrected vision) as measured by a specified
method.

Three levels of visibly clean (VC) requirements are defined in JSC-SN-C-0005C. Visibly
clean is the absence of particles as seen by the unaided eye at the distance and light level
specified below.

Note 2:

Incident Light

Observation

VC Level

Level (Note-1)

Distance

Remarks

Standard

>50 ft-candles

5-10 feet

Notes 2, 3, 4

Sensitive

>50 ft-candles

2-4 feet

Notes 2, 3, 4

Highly Sensitive

>100 ft-candles

6-18 inches

Notes 3, 4, 5

Note 1:
One foot-candle (lumens per square foot) is equivalent to 10.76 lumens per square meter.
Cleaning is required if the surface in question does not meet VC under the specified incident light and observation
distance conditions.
Note 3:
Surfaces other than diffuse white may require additional cleaning to achieve these levels.
Note 4:
Exposed and accessible surfaces only.
Note 5:
Initial cleaning is mandatory; Note 2 applies thereafter.
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1.7

ACRONYMS

CCE

Contamination Control Engineer

CCM

Contamination Control Manager

CCP

Contamination Control Plan

CVCM

Collected Volatile Condensable Materials

ESD

Electrostatic Discharge

FEDSTD

Federal Standard

GSE

Ground Support Equipment

GSFC

Goddard Space Flight Center

HEPA

High Efficiency Particulate Air

IPA

Isopropyl Alcohol

I&T

Integration and Test

JPL

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

MILSTD

Military Standard

MLI

Multi-Layer Insulation

MSFC

Marshall Space Flight Center

MSL

Mars Science Laboratory

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NVR

Non-Volatile Residue

PAR

Performance Assurance Requirements (Document)

QA

Quality Assurance
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2

QCM

Quartz Crystal Microbalance

S/A

Solar Array

S/C

Spacecraft

SAM

Sample Analysis at Mars

SMS

Sample Manipulation System

TLS

Tunable Laser Spectrometer

TML

Total Mass Loss

TQCM

Temperature-Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance

VCS

Visibly Clean Sensitive

CONTAMINATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT
The primary driver for the overall SAM Contamination Control program are the extremely
sensitive sample inlets and sample analysis cups in the SAM sample analysis suite. These
critical surfaces along with other SAM sensitive surfaces and all the sources of contamination
are considered when defining the overall SAM requirements. This section details all of the
variables that go into defining the SAM Contamination Control Requirements.
MSL is responsible for the development of the MSL contamination requirements as well as
coordination of the SAM contamination requirements with other observatory and instrument
contamination requirements.

2.1

ORIGIN OF SAM CONTAMINATION REQUIREMENTS
The SAM Contamination Requirements are driven primarily by the extremely sensitive quartz
soil sample analysis cups and the sample inlets, followed by other critical sensitive surfaces
detailed in section 3.1 The science team has determined that the cups have a limit of 40
parts per billion(ppb) by mass of terrestrial organic contaminants, 4 ppb of which is allocated
to the SAM instrument suite. The remaining 36 ppb are allocated to the MSL.
Due to the small mass of soil sample analyzed in each cup, this 4 ppb corresponds to a
surface molecular contamination level in the analysis cups of A/25,000.
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requirement is extremely stringent and not verifiable either on the ground or in orbit, a
pyrolysis (1100 °C) bakeout of the cups shall be performed prior to and as close in time as
possible to accepting soil sample for analysis.

This will eliminate any molecular

contamination that could effect the science analysis that would subsequently take place in
these cups.

Subsequently, these cups will be recontaminated at a rate based on the

contamination level of the SMS enclosure. Once the outgassing rate of the fully integrated
SMS enclosure is quantified at Martian Atmospheric Pressure, the time required between
subsequent pyrolysis bakes can be determined.
In order to minimize the need for these pyrolysis bakes (i.e. science time and power budget),
it is clear that stringent requirements are necessary for all adjacent hardware and all
hardware with line of sight geometry to the cups (and the other critically sensitive surfaces) to
minimize this recontamination while on Mars. In addition, stringent requirements are needed
all over the SAM to minimize contact transfer during ground operations (gloved hands
touching transfer), ambient outgassing transfer, thermal vacuum testing outgassing transfer,
and particulate transfer between subsystems while the SAM is being integrated, tested,
stored, transported on earth and to Mars.
2.2

CONTAMINATION SOURCES FOR SAM
This section details possible sources of contamination for any spacecraft. It is important that
the SAM team understands these possible sources to help safeguard the SAM against these
threats. The SAM requirements are derived in part to protect against these known sources
of contamination. Table 2.2 is a listing of contamination sources at the various development
stages of the SAM.
Table 2.2

Contamination Sources for SAM

Mission Phase

Molecular

Particulate

Fabrication

Materials outgassing, machining oils,
fingerprints, air fallout

shedding, flaking metal chips, filings, air
fallout, personnel

Air fallout, outgassing, personnel,
cleaning, solvents, soldering, lubricants,
bagging material

air fallout, personnel, soldering, drilling,
bagging material, shedding, flaking

Test

Air fallout, outgassing, personnel, test
facilities, purges

air fallout, personnel, test facilities,
purges, shedding, flaking, redistribution

Storage

Bagging material, outgassing, purges,
containers

bagging material, purges, containers,
shedding, flaking

Transport

Bagging material, outgassing, purges,
containers

bagging material, purges, containers,
vibration, shedding, flaking

Assembly
Integration

&
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Launch Site

Bagging
material,
air
outgassing, personnel, purges

fallout,

bagging material, air fallout, personnel,
shedding, flaking, checkout activities,
other payload activities

Launch/Ascent

Outgassing,
companion
maneuvers

engines,
separation

vibration and/or redistribution, venting,
shedding, flaking

SAM In-Flight

Outgassing, UV interactions, atomic
oxygen, propulsion systems

MSL cloud, micrometeoroid & debris
impingement,
material
erosion,
redistribution,
shedding,
flaking,
operational events

SAM at Mars

Outgassing, mechanisms, lubricants

Environmental dust storms, Martian
winds, material erosion, shedding
flaking, operational events

2.3

venting,
payloads

SAM CONTAMINATION ANALYSES AND LABORATORY TESTING
Wherever possible, previous analyses and laboratory testing performed for other spacecraft
will be utilized on behalf of SAM.

However, a number of contamination analyses and

laboratory testing may be required in support of the SAM mission. These analyses and
laboratory activities include:

2.4

!

Materials evaluation analyses and testing for materials not previously characterized

!

Molecular mass transport analyses

!

Particulate accumulation and redistribution analyses (using existing analyses)

!

Atomic oxygen erosion evaluations

CROSS CONTAMINATION-SOURCES FROM ADJACENT FLIGHT HARDWARE
Contamination can be transferred to the analysis cups (and other sensitive surfaces) from
the rest of the MSL (including SAM) by various methods. Observatory, rover and instrument
surfaces which may produce particulate and/or molecular contamination and which are not
maintained at their required cleanliness level, are capable of providing contamination that
can then be transported by various methods to other observatory, rover and instrument
contamination sensitive surfaces.

Transportation can take place by contact transfer, by

ambient outgassing and recondensation, by thermal vacuum outgassing and recondensation,
and by movement or vibration (for particulate matter), and or some particularly nasty
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molecular species, by migration across surfaces driven by surface tension. For this reason
any surface which may transmit contamination to another contamination sensitive surface
must meet the contamination control requirements of the more sensitive surface or
demonstrate that the contamination transfer will not exceed the contamination requirements
of the more sensitive surface.
The first line of defense is choosing materials with inherently low outgassing properties which
can be measured using ASTM 595 test. Therefore, all materials for the SAM shall meet the
materials screening criteria outlined in section 2.6.
Furthermore, the geometric design and venting can redirect contaminants or imprison
contaminants away from contamination critical surfaces, this is detailed in section 2.7.
In addition, depending on the analysis of the in vacuum outgassing, specific subassemblies
shall be subject to specific outgassing requirements, detailed in sections 3.1 and 3.2.
One final line of defense is maintaining all surfaces at their specified surface cleanliness level
requirements. These are outlined in sections 3.1 and 3.2 as well.
2.5

DERIVATION OF OUTGASSING REQUIREMENTS
Outgassing requirements are derived from the surface requirements of the spacecraft and
instrument sensitive surfaces. During flight the return flux is negligible; therefore, line of sight
and reflected contamination is the primary mechanism for outgassing to affect sensitive
surfaces during flight.
A molecular deposition analysis shall be performed using conservative assumptions. The
critical surfaces will be

given their coldest on-orbit temperature and the other (source)

surfaces will be given their hottest on-orbit temperature.

Actual temperature differences

between source and receiver surfaces will be much less on orbit. The table in section 3.1
lists the outgassing levels which must be met at beginning of life(BOL) to ensure that the end
of life requirements are met. These numbers assume a beginning of life surface cleanliness
also shown in table 3.1. Surfaces without a view of a sensitive surface have no derived
outgassing requirement for on-orbit use, however, thermal vacuum testing may force
outgassing requirements due to vacuum chamber reflection of contaminants. In any case,
use of low outgassing materials is required to minimize property changes after exposure to
vacuum.
Because the SMS and other surfaces have a contamination transfer path to the Martian
samples, non organic materials shall be used whenever possible. Organic materials on/in
Page 16 of 38
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these surfaces will require extensive characterization and bakeout in order to verify they will
not contaminate the samples being processed by the instrument. This includes lubricants,
seals, paints and other organic materials which may not be able to be avoided.
Along with the selection of low outgassing materials for the SAM instrument suite, a thermal
vacuum bakeout program shall be accomplished for the SAM program.
All flight hardware subsystems shall be baked out separately whenever possible to limit the
duration of the system level thermal vacuum test. The hardware shall demonstrate that it
-5

meets its outgassing requirement as measured in a hard vacuum, i.e. <1X10

Torr, on a

TQCM controlled to –20°C, with said hardware at an isothermal, steady state 10°C above its
maximum in flight or on Mars temperature.
The SMS and other Martian sample contacting hardware shall be baked out to a high
temperature bakeout prior to hermetically sealing the SMS enclosure as defined in table 3.1.
All other structure, materials, assemblies, or components which may be mounted on the
instrument deck shall be baked out to meet the appropriate outgassing requirements in a
separate bakeout of the instrument if the elevated temperatures of the SMS bakeout are
beyond the limits of the specified hardware.
An observatory level thermal vacuum bakeout, in conjunction with the observatory thermal
balance/thermal vacuum testing, will be utilized to enable the MSL observatory to meet it’s
outgassing requirements. The SAM instrument must be able to support this bakeout.
2.6

MATERIALS SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THE SAM
Informed and enlightened materials selection is crucial in order to limit contamination
sources. In order to control contamination and protect sensitive surfaces, the use of minimal
contaminating materials and the use of covers and protective shields must be considered.
Manufacturing materials, when organic in nature, should be low outgassing, non-shedding
and non-flaking. All Materials selected for the SAM which are organic in nature shall meet
the NASA JSC SP R 0022 A outgassing requirements as a minimum criteria.
In addition all efforts should be made to select materials that meet the following qualifications
based on the results of the ASTM 595 test:
!

1% Total Mass Loss (TML)

!

0.1% Collected Volatile Condensable Material (CVCM)
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This test is performed with the source temperature at 125 °C for a duration of 24 hours, with
the collecting surface maintained at room temperature.
However, SMS enclosure and sample inlet materials will need to be significantly more
sensitive than this requirement above. For questionable materials, or materials where
data does not exist, it may be necessary to test outgassing characteristics in the GSFC
MOLEKIT or similar facility, in accordance with the ASTM E595; "Methods of Test, Total
Mass and Collected Volatile Condensable Materials from Outgassing in a Vacuum
Environment" procedure.
2.7

DESIGN AND VENTING
The MSL observatory will be designed such that outgassing and propulsion plume products
are vented away from the SAM instrument suite to insure SAM sensitive surfaces are not
contaminated. Spacecraft and instrument vents shall be located and directed to minimize the
potential to contaminate critical elements. An analysis should be performed to determine the
potential for contamination of sensitive surfaces during any use or testing of the propulsion
system in flight.
Contamination prevention is a basic design consideration and will be examined throughout
the SAM development process. The MSL observatory and rover will need to be designed to
minimize the risk of contaminating the spacecraft contamination sensitive surfaces as well as
the SAM instrument.

3

SAM CONTAMINATION REQUIREMENTS
This section details the contamination control requirements for all of SAM.

Section 3.1

highlights the critical surfaces and provides surface and outgassing requirements for all of
SAM. Section 3.2 breaks the requirements up by Element. Each Element Manager and/or
Team is responsible for maintaining these requirements.

Section 3.3 specifies the

requirements levied on the MSL (Rover?) by SAM.
3.1

SENSITIVE SURFACE IDENTIFICATION AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS
The contamination critical surfaces identified for the SAM instrument suite include:
!

SAM soil sample analysis cups(primary contamination driver)

!

SAM soil manipulation system(SMS) entire enclosure

!

SAM soil sample provided by MSL rover
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!

SAM soil sample inlet funnels

!

SAM environmental inlets(primary contamination driver)

!

SAM suite GC/mass spec/TLS detectors

!

SAM thermal control surfaces (silver Teflon and/or radiator panels)

!

SAM mechanisms

The following sections present the contamination requirements associated with each of these
identified sensitive elements. In addition, based on the need for maintaining the cleanliness
integrity of the integrated set of sensitive components, the contamination requirements for
the non-sensitive SAM surfaces have also been established and are presented herein.
Table 2.1 summarizes these requirements can be found at the end of this section for a quick
reference guide. In addition to these nominal requirements, there is an integration and test
surface cleanliness budget in section 4 that specifies the surface contamination budget
benchmarks required in order to met the beginning of life (i.e. the start of mission) surface
requirements detailed in this section. Often they are slightly more stringent to account for
contamination transport between surfaces once the item is closed out and no

longer

accessible for verification and cleaning if needed.
3.1.1

SAM Sample Analysis Cups
The quartz soil sample analysis cups are the primary driver for the SAM contamination
control requirements. The cups have a limit of 40 parts per billion(ppb) by mass of terrestrial
organic contaminants, 4 ppb of which is allocated to the SAM instrument suite. Due to the
small mass of soil sample analyzed in each cup, this corresponds to a molecular
contamination level A/25,000.

Since this requirement is extremely stringent and not

verifiable either on the ground or in orbit, a pyrolysis bakeout of the cups shall be performed
as soon as possible prior to accepting soil sample for analysis.

This cup will then be

recontaminated at a rate based on the contamination level of the SMS enclosure. This
requirement will be specified later, however, the duration of the cups in this environment after
pyrolysis is limited by the cleanliness of this enclosure. Given the requirement specified
below, this corresponds to an exposure time of 10 hours following pyrolysis(TBR).
For ground processing, the molecular contamination requirement for these cups should not
exceed the contamination requirement for the enclosure. The cups should be kept at a
cleanliness level of <= A/10 as defined by MIL-STD 1246. The particulate level should be
maintained at a level of 25 per MIL-STD 1246.
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The contamination budget in Table 2.2-1 details the allowable contamination levels at points
other than EOL for this and other systems.
3.1.2

SAM SMS Enclosure
The SAM SMS enclosure is a contamination critical surface due to the transfer of
contamination from the enclosure into the sample cups.

Based on analysis of the time

available for transfer to the sample cup after cleaning, this enclosure shall be maintained
cleaner than molecular level A/10 AND PARTICULATE LEVEL OF 300 per MIL-STD-1246.
This enclosure is also to be hermetically sealed following enclosure integration in order to
maintain the cleanliness in this enclosure during other I&T activities on the instrument, rover
and observatory. The enclosure shall meet this requirement at the time the enclosure is
hermetically sealed. Implementation for this verification will be schedule critical, but enough
time must be worked into the schedule to analyze the samples after all work is complete on
the enclosure but before sealing.
3.1.3

SAM Soil Sample from MSL
The remaining 36 ppb of terrestrial organic contaminants in the Martian soil sample are
allocated to the MSL observatory and rover. While this contamination sensitive “surface” is
not under the control of the SAM instrument, the cleanliness requirement imposed on this
material is critical. If this sample is further contaminated by the rover or MSL, this will impair
or possibly obscure the measurement of the organic compounds for which SAM is searching
and therefore impair primary mission science objectives.

3.1.4

SAM Soil Sample Inlet Funnel
The inlet funnel for accepting the soil sample from the MSL rover is not completely controlled
by the SAM instrument suite. The actual cleaning of this funnel is within the control of the
instrument suite, however the funnel is not included in the hermetically sealed portion of the
sample path. Because it is exposed to the MSL environment both during ground processing
as well as during flight and operation at Mars, the Rover has agreed to install a cover on
each funnel to eliminate contamination from the rover. For this reason, this funnel is included
in the 36 ppb allotted to the MSL observatory and rover. An initial ground operations bakeout
of the funnel and surrounding hardware shall be performed on the ground to a minimum
150°C to precision clean this hardware.

The funnel’s soil contacting surfaces shall be

maintained at molecular level of A/10 and a particulate level of 25 per MIL-STD 1246. The
non-soil contacting surfaces shall be maintained at a molecular level of A and a particulate
level of 400 per MIL-STD 1246. A bakeout of the funnel and surrounding surfaces is planned
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in flight to remove molecular contaminants that have accumulated during ground processing
as well as in flight. Another bakeout shall be performed once the rover has reached the
Martian surface in order to remove any further accumulation of molecular contaminants prior
to instrument operation.
3.1.5

SAM Environmental Sample Inlets
The inlets for accumulating the Martian environmental samples are also extremely sensitive
to organic contaminants. These inlet shall not provide contamination to the environment
samples greater than 4 ppb(TBR) of organic contaminants. An initial ground operations
bakeout of the inlets and surrounding hardware shall be performed on the ground to a
minimum 150°C to precision clean this hardware. The sample contacting surfaces shall then
be maintained at a molecular cleanliness level of A/10and a particulate level of 300per MILSTD 1246.

The non sample contacting surfaces shall be maintained at a molecular

cleanliness level of A and a particulate level of 400 per MIL-STD 1246. During flight and
Martian operations, these inlets shall be heated to remove contaminants prior to the
acquisition of environmental samples.
3.1.6

SAM Detector Suite
The GC, mass spectrometer, and tunable laser spectrometer detectors are also
contamination sensitive as these detectors will be operating on the samples acquired. The
detectors shall be cleaned to the cleanliness levels specified for the SMS enclosure and a full
bakeout shall be performed to further clean these surfaces.

The gasses entering the

detector suite will be filtered to remove particles using a combination of a primary filter to
catch larger dust and particles followed by a 30 micron particle filter prior to detector entry.
The combination filters are designed to filter the samples entering the detector while limiting
the likelihood of saturating the filters. (Why do these not have to meet the requirements of
the SMS soil contacting surfaces, i.e. 25 A/10?)
3.1.7

SAM Thermal Coatings
Contamination to the SAM Thermal Coating surfaces can degrade the performance of the
surface properties. These surfaces shall be maintained at a level 400A per MIL-STD-1246,
however, specific surfaces(such as in the SMS) shall have more stringent requirements.
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3.1.8

SAM Mechanisms
Contamination in the SAM mechanisms can cause the mechanisms to fail to perform as
designed due to contaminant interference. As a general requirement, these surfaces shall
be maintained at a level of A/10 for molecular and 300 for particulate per MIL-STD-1246,
however, specific surfaces(such as in the SMS) shall have more stringent requirements.

3.2

SAM ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS
Many of the SAM components are divided into “elements”, separated by the qualification of
what group or contractor is responsible for that hardware.

Table 3.2 specifies the

requirements for each elements. If for any reason there is confusion, the requirements for
the items in section 3.1 supersedes these requirements.
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Table 3.1 SAM Contamination Requirements
Surface

Requirement Category

Requirement Value

Requirement Notes

Verification
Type

Verification Method

Soil
Sample
Analysis Cups

Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Inspection/Analys
is

Tape
Rinse

Test

-20 °C TQCM in Hard
Vacuum

Outgassing
SMS Enclosure

Soil Sample from
MSL
Soil Sample Inlet
Funnel

Environmental
Sample Inlets

Detector Suite

Mechanisms

Thermal Coatings

Internal Cleanliness Level

TBD Hz/hr/hr with Hardware at TBD
°C. Subsequently, TBD Hz/hr with
Hardware at TBD °C
300A/10

Inspection

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

Inspection/Analys
is

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Overall

Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Inspection
TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C
Can not be measured, but requirement is real and
listed here to emphasize the importance of all
surfaces that the sample will encounter.

36 ppb

Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Tape
Rinse
Tape
Rinse
Tape
Rinse

Lift,

Solvent

Lift,

Solvent

Lift,

Solvent

Lift,

Solvent

Test

TQCM Measurement

N/A

N/A

Inspection/Analys
is
Inspection

Tape
Rinse
Tape
Rinse

Lift,

Solvent

Lift,

Solvent

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Inspection

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Test
Inspection/Analys
is

Non Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

300A/10

ASTM 595 Test
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Surface Requirement

400A

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Inspection

Inspection
TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Inspection

TQCM Measurement
Tape Lift, Solvent
Rinse

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

ASTM 595 Test
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Table 3.2 SAM Element Requirements

Hardware Element

Requirement Category

Requirement Value

TLS Element

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Inspection

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

Verification Method
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Inspection

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Inspection

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Inspection

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Box Internal Cleanliness Level

500A

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Test

TQCM Measurement

QMS Element

GC Element

GPS Element

Mechanical
Element

Thermal Element

Electrical Element

Requirement Notes

Verification Type

Inspection
Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Inspection/Analysis

Inspection

Inspection

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C
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EGSE Element

MGSE Element

SMS Element

Cups Element

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Cleanroom Hardware Cleanliness Level

VCHS

EGSE Contacting Flight Hardware

Flight Hardware Requirement

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Only TVAC exposed hardware

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Cleanroom Hardware Cleanliness Level

VCHS

MGSE Contacting Flight Hardware

Flight Hardware Requirement

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

Only TVAC exposed hardware

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

Internal Cleanliness Level

300A/10

Soil Contact Surface Cleanliness Level

25A/10

External Cleanliness Level

400A

Inspection

ASTM 595 Test
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse
Tape
Lift,
Solvent
Rinse

Outgassing Requirement

TBD

TQCM temp -20C/hw max temp +10C

Test

TQCM Measurement

Material Selection Requirement

1% TML, 0.1% CVCM

Source temp 125C, duration 24 hrs

Test

ASTM 595 Test

Inspection

Inspection

Inspection
Only Outgassing Particles Considered

Inspection/Analysis

Inspection
Only Outgassing Particles Considered
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3.3

SAM INSTURMENT SUITE CONTAMINATION REQUIREMENTS BUDGETS
The following Table presents the allowable contamination budget to meet the instrument End
of Life(EOL) surface requirements at specific mission phase milestone points. This table
covers the identified SAM critical surfaces, as well as remaining non-sensitive SAM surfaces.
Table 3.3 SAM Instrument Suite Contamination Requirements Budget

Mission Phase
Inspection Point

General
External
Surfaces

SMS Enclosure SAM
and related
Environmental
hardware
hardware

Thermal
Control
Surfaces

level, mg/.1m2

level, mg/.1m2

level, mg/.1m2

level, mg/.1m2

Component delivery at
vendor

VCS, 1

VCS, 1

VCS, 1

VCS, 1

After final assembly &
cleaning at vendor

400, 0.5

300, 0.2

300, 0.2

400, 0.5

Just prior to instrument
integration at GSFC

400, 0.5

300, 0.2

300, 0.2

400, 0.5

Prior the SMS Enclosure
Sealing

400, 0.5

250,0.2

250, 0.2

400, 0.5

Prior to shipment to
observatory

400, 0.5

250,0.2

250, 0.2

400, 0.5

During observatory I&T

400, 0.5

250,0.2

250,0.2

400, 0.5

Prior to shipment to
launch site

400, 0.5

250,0.2

250,0.2

400, 0.5

Arrival at launch site

450, 0.6

250,0.2

250,0.2

450, 0.6

At final launch close-out

500, 0.8

250,0.2

250,0.2

500, 0.8

SAM In Flight BOL

550, 1

300, 0.2

300, 0.2

550, 1

SAM EOL

550, 2

300, 0.5

300, 0.5

550, 2

*

(All requirements are stated as MIL-STD-1246 level, mg/.1m2, except for visibly clean

sensitive (VCS) at delivery.)
3.4

ROVER REQUIREMENTS DRIVEN BY SAM SENSITIVITIES
The Sensitive nature of the science required by the SAM has forced SAM to require some
specific contamination mitigating actions of the Rover. The Inlet Funnel Doors shall remain
closed through ground processing and during the mission except of course while acquiring
samples. During ground processing, GSE covers shall be installed on the inlet funnels as
well. The plugs shall stay in place through ground processing.
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Before any sample acquiring operations take place on Mars, the Rover shall support a final
elevated temperature bake to remove any accumulated surface molecular contaminants that
could be transferred to a Martian sample.

In addition, the Rover operations shall

accommodate three disposable soil samples per funnel (6 total) in order to sweep away any
remaining terrestrial particulate in the soil sample chain, before acquiring the first official
Martian soil sample.
4

CC REQUIREMENTS THROUGHOUT I&T
This section specifies the top level requirements for I&T operations. Comprehensive step by
step detailed requirements will be presented in the Contamination Control Implementation
Plan, SAM CCIP.

4.1

CLEANROOM FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Integration of the SAM instrument suite, including integration of subsystems shall take place
in a class 10,000 (or better) cleanroom facility.

Integration of the instruments with the

spacecraft may occur in a class 100,000(or better) environment, however, the SAM hardware
shall remained sealed unless the air cleanliness environment is class 10,000(or better).
Regular monitoring of the cleanroom, GSE, and flight hardware shall be accomplished,
schedule provided in the SAM CCIP.
The instrument subsystems shall be delivered to the cleanroom in a clean, double-bagged
condition. Exterior surfaces shall be verified as meeting level 400A/2 upon receipt at the
cleanroom, and if required, cleaned and re-verified to that level before any further I&T
operations with that hardware takes place.
During down-times when hardware is not actively being worked on, and overnight and
weekends, hardware shall be kept covered with an approved cleanroom certified, anti-static
bagging material. (I think you want the hardware draped all the time because you never know
what can happen…. E.g. TRMM was rained on when a condensation unit drain clogged in
the ceiling and it overflowed, overnight of course, in the 10K EMI facility. Someone tossed a
bag of steel shot used to weigh down purge lines and the tiny steel balls was found in all
kinds of nooks and crannies on the spacecraft. In the SSDIF, during regular hours, a ceiling
light fixture lens had not been properly secured after the bulbs were changed. The crane
was moved over to do a lift, and it hit the lens which was hanging down, and of course glass
rained down over all the HST flight hardware and GSE. You just never know!) Bagging
materials and drapes shall be contamination and electrostatic discharge (ESD) approved.
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To prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage to any of the electronic components
precautions beyond contamination control measures are required. This may mean using
anti-static packaging films for sensitive parts.

In addition, ESD approved garments and

grounded wrist straps, shall be worn, testing the wrist straps conductivity before each entry
into the cleanroom. When personnel are within 1 meter of the ESD sensitive hardware, they
shall connect their wrist strap to an approved grounding strap.

Additionally, the room

temperature shall be maintained at 70±5°F and the relative humidity shall be maintained at
30 to 50%. Quality Assurance will determine the ESD sensitivity of the hardware.
The following list highlights the planned contamination procedures to be implemented during
integration activities:
1. The most sensitive hardware shall be placed closest to the HEPA filters in the cleanroom
and less sensitive hardware shall be kept downwind from the more sensitive hardware(if
possible).
2. Parts from a less controlled fabrication and assembly area shall be cleaned to the
appropriate cleanliness level of the hardware to which it will come in contact, or if it will not
be near flight hardware to a visibly clean level or sealed in cleanroom approved bagging
material prior to entry into the clean room.
3. The room temperature shall be maintained at 70±5°F and the relative humidity shall be
maintained at 30 to 50%. If at any time environmental conditions are not within these
values, it shall be reported to the SAM facility operations manager, QA, and the SAM
contamination control engineer to determine the appropriate corrective action. All work
shall stop on the hardware and it shall be secured under appropriate cleanroom and ESD
bagging material until this corrective action has been determined.
4. The cleanroom shall include an air particle monitor, and a group of contamination witness
plates which will be evaluated on a periodic basis (as detailed in the SAM CCIP.)
5. All non flight hardware surfaces shall be cleaned to Visibly Clean Sensitive throughout
integration activities. A solvent rinse may be used to verify the molecular levels meet the
budgeted requirement.

All flight hardware shall be maintained at the appropriate

cleanliness level for the specific piece of hardware involved (as specified in the
contamination budget table, 3.3.)
6. Parts which are machined, welded or riveted shall leave the cleanroom for this activity and
shall be inspected and re-cleaned, if necessary to meet its required cleanliness level ,
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before re-entry. The results of a solvent rinse and tape lift shall be required for hardware
with MIL-STD 1246 surface level requirements, prior to re-entry.
7. Solar panels, sensors and radiators shall be cleaned according to specific procedures to
be supplied by the responsible lead subsystem engineer. Visual inspections with whit light
and/or UV light will be required to verify the hardware meets its surface level cleanliness
specifications.
8. SAM subsystems provided to the instrument shall be delivered to the cleanroom in a clean
condition. The external surfaces of these instruments shall be cleaned and verified as
meeting hardware cleanliness levels prior to shipment. In addition, these subsystems shall
undergo vacuum bakeouts at the supplier facility to reduce outgassing levels within the
instrument.
9. Upon receipt, the SAM subsystems shall be re-inspected and verified for contamination
specifications, as part of the receiving inspection.
10. Personnel working in the cleanroom shall wear appropriate cleanroom clothing(full “bunny”
suits), shoe coverings, facial masks, nitrile gloves.

When working with solvents

polyethylene gloves shall be worn.
11. Ground support equipment (GSE) required for testing shall be cleaned with IPA to a visibly
clean level, and bagged before going into the cleanroom. Surfaces which will contact the
spacecraft shall meet the flight hardware requirements.
12. Oils, greases and other similar agents which may be contamination hazards shall not be
used during integration without the permission of the SAM materials engineer and
contamination engineer.
13. Joints or crevices shall be covered during integration to minimize the build up of
contaminating debris. Rivets, bolts, nuts and so forth shall be cleaned to remove any type
of contamination such as lubricants and machining oils prior to I & T. Fasteners which are
lubricated shall be cleaned with an appropriate solvent prior to being used during
integration. Areas which become inaccessible for cleaning shall be cleaned and inspected
prior to that time, and be bagged following that time.
14. All integration GSE, testing equipment, etc., shall meet the visibly clean level.
15. If a subsystem or piece of flight hardware is removed for testing, or some other reason, it
shall re-verified to its specified cleanliness level before it can reenter the cleanroom.
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16. The instrument support team is responsible for cleaning and maintaining their respective
hardware during instrument integration and testing between specified cleanings. If the
hardware has become contaminated, please inform the SAM contamination engineer to
schedule a precision cleaning.
4.2

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Contamination Control and Cleanroom Practices training shall be conducted for all personnel
involved in the fabrication, assembly, integration, testing, transportation, storage and launch
site activities of the SAM instrument as well as the rover and observatory. Areas which will
be studied in the training sessions are as follows:
!

Definition of contamination and how it affects the SAM mission

!

The importance of maintaining contamination control in all the program phases, that
is, fabrication through to launch

!

A review of the instrument sensitivities

!

Review of the instrument and spacecraft contamination control plans and related
contamination documents

!

Specific techniques for cleaning, inspection, and packaging, and cleanroom dressing
procedures and rules for working in a controlled cleanroom area.

!

4.3

Additional facility specific training may be required at the Launch Site

CONTAMINATION DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
There are a number of contamination-related documents which shall be produced and
periodically updated throughout the SAM Mission development process. These include:
!

SAM Contamination Control Plan

!

SAM Contamination Control and Implementation Plan

!

Supporting procedures, guidelines, standards, plans, etc.

!

Cleanroom History Logs

!

Hardware Cleanliness History Logs
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!

4.4

Testing Results Reports

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY PHASES
Fabrication and assembly of SAM components may take place in uncontrolled environments
during the early purchasing phase (> Class 100,000 environments), however, these
operations should take place in a Class 10,000 environment whenever possible.
During all fabrication and assembly phases and associated storage/transportation periods,
contamination control measures shall be instituted. Surfaces shall be kept clean, and if any
debris is generated during the manufacturing process it shall be cleaned/vacuumed off.
During assembly, mating surfaces shall be cleaned to meet their cleanliness requirement
prior to attachment. All interior volumes shall be cleaned thoroughly and verified prior to final
assembly and attachment. Isopropyl alcohol, or a 3 to 1 mix of IPA with water may be used
as a solvent.
All ground support equipment shall be kept visibly clean during assembly.

Any cables,

harnesses, etc. shall be cleaned and/or sealed in cleanroom approved bagging material
before attachment to flight hardware, and vacuum baked prior to instrument integration to
meet contamination control requirements of instrument sensitive surfaces.

To limit the

duration of the instrument and observatory vacuum bakeouts, GSE equipment should meet
their outgassing certification and be part of the chamber pre-test certification of the chamber
background outgassing, prior to instrument thermal vacuum testing.
SAM subsystems shall be maintained at their specified cleanliness level throughout the
fabrication process. Inspections shall be performed by trained personnel.

Cleanliness

requirements during subsystem fabrication are as follows:
During manufacturing operations such as machining, welding and soldering contaminants
should be cleaned off of the hardware by wiping and/or vacuuming. Lubricants and cutting
oils (i.e. oils and greases) should be cleaned off as soon as possible after the manufacturing
operation using appropriate solvents.
Prior to priming or painting a surface it should be free of particulate or molecular deposits
and be inspected at a visibly clean level.
If an area becomes inaccessible during fabrication it shall be cleaned and inspected to the
specified cleanliness level for that surface before becoming inaccessible.
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Upon the completion of a fabrication operation, the components shall be subjected to a gross
cleaning procedure involving solvent washes and particulate removal, yielding a surface
meeting required cleanliness levels. Parts with less than 1 square foot of area may be
grouped together into one NVR rinse for verification purposes. The fabricated components
shall then be bagged to negate contamination effects.
Parts, surfaces, holes and so forth shall be cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) moistened
wipes. Wiping should be in one direction only and each pass should be with a clean area on
a wipe or using a new wipe for each pass. In some instances wipes will be ineffective and
swabs moistened with alcohol maybe used. Cleaning shall continue until all surfaces meet
their specified cleanliness level upon inspection.
Any cleaning of painted surfaces shall be done with the approval of the SAM contamination
and systems engineers.
Prior to any final assembly, all surfaces shall be vacuumed giving special attention to holes,
crevices and riveted regions.
Assemblies shall be visually inspected with a blacklight for external oil or grease deposits,
and if any are found, the areas shall be wiped with IPA moistened wipes, using a clean wipe
area for each pass and wiping in one direction.
4.5

INSPECTION AND MONITORING
Cleanliness Inspection methods which will be used for the SAM program are witness plates,
black and white light inspections, washes, swab sampling and tape lifts. Descriptions of
these techniques are as follows:
Witness Plates:
Witness Plates are used to determine NVR levels, particulate levels and fallout rates.
Witness plates collect passively during cleanliness monitoring procedures. Witness plates
should be placed as close as possible to contamination sensitive areas, to obtain the most
accurate particulate readings.
Light Inspections:
Visual Inspection is done periodically using black (UV) light or white light, per JSC-SNC005C. Visibly clean, using white light, is the absence of all particulates and non-particulates
visible to the normal unaided eye (except corrected vision). UV inspection light sources are
no less than 100 watts and located no more than 50cm from the inspected item. During UV
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inspection, light from other sources should not be more than 5 ft-candles.

If visual

contamination is evident, the hardware shall be cleaned and then re-inspected under the
same light conditions. If during UV inspection there is any evidence of fluorescence the
item/surface shall be re-cleaned. If re-cleaning does not reduce the fluorescence, it must be
determined whether the fluorescing material is a contaminant or the substrate surface.
Molecular Washes/Wipes:
A surface which is to be inspected is washed or wiped with alcohol or an appropriate solvent
and the solvent and residue is collected. This collected residue or rinse is then subjected to
a quantitative and qualitative analyses and the type of contaminant residue is chemically
identified.

Cleaning of flight hardware ,GSE, and cleanrooms shall occur on a scheduled basis and as
required by activities. The Contamination Control Implementation Plan (CCIP) or specific
facility maintenance plan shall present the planned cleaning and monitoring schedule for
each facility. As a general goal, the cleanroom facility should be inspected for contamination
concerns daily. The facility should also be cleaned at least once a week(including mopping
of the floor) to insure proper clean operation of the facility.

4.6

VIBRATION TESTING REQUIREMENTS
Following integration, SAM will be subjected to a number of system level testing operations.
Accelerometers and any other required instrumentation shall be installed inside the
cleanroom prior to bagging.

The test conductor or designee shall work with the

contamination control technicians to route the required test cables out of the bag.
The SAM shall be double bagged when if leaves the cleanroom for transport to the vibration
testing facility, and shall remain double bagged until just before it re-enters the cleanroom.
Testing facilities shall be held at 70+/- 5°F temperature and 30 to 50% humidity conditions.
Post testing, cleanliness inspections of external SAM hardware shall be performed to assure
that surface cleanliness levels have not been exceeded.

A full SAM cleaning shall be

performed if the surfaces are shown to be out of spec. (At times the vibration testing can
shake loose particles which had been as of yet undetected.)
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4.7

ACOUSTIC TESTING REQUIREMENTS
Accelerometers and any other required instrumentation shall be installed inside the
cleanroom prior to bagging.

The test conductor or designee shall work with the

contamination control technicians to route the required test cables out of the bag.
The SAM shall be double bagged when if leaves the cleanroom for transport to the acoustic
testing facility, and shall remain double bagged until just before it re-enters the cleanroom.
Testing facilities shall be held at 70+/- 5°F temperature and 30 to 50% humidity conditions.
Post testing, cleanliness inspections of external SAM hardware shall be performed to assure
that surface cleanliness levels have not been exceeded.

A full SAM cleaning shall be

performed if the surfaces are shown to be out of spec. (At times the vibration testing can
shake loose particles which had been as of yet undetected.)
4.8

EMI/EMC REQUIREMENTS
The GSFC EMI test facility shall be run and certified as a class 10K cleanroom for a period of
TBD weeks prior to SAM entry. SAM shall be double bagged for transport between the I&T
cleanroom and the EMI cleanroom. The same I&T Class 10K operational requirements as
detailed in sections 4.1-4.5 shall remain in effect. GREAT and CAREFUL precautions shall
be taken to ensure no particulate matter from the facility foam is deposited on the SAM.
Whenever possible, the SAM shall be bagged or draped in cleanroom approved bagging
material. Non-metallic antistatic bagging films that meet contamination requirements shall be
investigated for use DURING EMI testing.

4.9

TB/TV TESTING REQUIREMENTS
The SAM instrument suite will undergo a TB/TV testing sequence, with a subsequent period
of outgassing certification.

Acceptance criteria for the instrument level outgassing

certification are based on the vacuum chamber configuration and will be specified in the
TB/TV test plan.

The criteria developed will be based on the outgassing requirements

specified in Table 3.1.
All tests shall be monitored with a combination of the following instrumentation:
!

Temperature controlled quartz crystal microbalances (TQCMs),

!

Cold fingers

!

Scavenger plates
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In addition, cold plates shall be used in strategic locations as required to minimize
contamination from known high outgassing sources.
The SAM instrument level thermal vacuum test shall be performed in a TV chamber at
GSFC.

The chamber shall be maintained at a class 10,000 environment or better.

Cleanroom garments shall be worn while working within the chamber. The thermal vacuum
test shall be monitored with a series of TQCMs and with the aforementioned monitoring
instrumentation. All temperature transitions shall be controlled to minimize contamination.
Prior to thermal vacuum testing, the instrument shall be cleaned and verified as meeting
integration phase cleanliness requirements found in Table 3.1, then transported to the
thermal vacuum testing chamber.
Prior to loading the hardware into the chamber, the chamber background and ground support
equipment outgassing levels shall be measured and verified in a pre-test thermal vacuum
certification, to meet the chamber certification levels for allowable installation of the
instrument into the chamber. These levels will be based on chamber configuration and will
be established in the TB/TV test plan (typically < 10% of the required flight hardware TQCM
rates corresponding to the flight hardware outgassing rates.
Outgassing certification shall be performed immediately after the last hot cycle of thermal
vacuum testing. During certification, the flight hardware shall be maintained at its maximum
on-orbit operation temperature.

The hardware outgassing rate will be measured with a

minimum of two TQCM for at least eight consecutive hours (contingency! You don’t want to
have to break vacuum to fix a TQCM especially with a team of 24hour coverage personnel.)
The TQCMs shall be mounted within the chamber such that the TQCMs has a representative
view of the flight hardware, as directed by the CC Analyst or designee. The TQCM shall be
maintained at -20° C or a temperature specified by molecular analysis if more appropriate.
Only if the flight hardware does not meet its outgassing requirements will the hardware be
subjected to a non-powered bakeout at an elevated temperature until the outgassing
certification requirements can be met.
Following thermal vacuum testing QA and the contamination engineer shall visually inspect
the cleanliness of the SAM instrument. The structure shall be double bagged for transport to
its cleanroom integration facility, or another testing facility. External instrument surfaces shall
be inspected and verified as meeting integration phase surface cleanliness requirements
found in Table 3.1.
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4.10 JPL I&T REQUIREMENTS
The SAM contamination engineer shall communicate the instrument cleanroom requirements
to the JPL facilities manager if necessary. While in JPL facilities, SAM personnel shall abide
by the facility rules and regulations. Where SAM and facility requirements are in
contradiction, the more stringent of the requirements shall be followed. Cleanroom
monitoring shall be performed by JPL, with data provided to the SAM contamination engineer
on a bi-weekly basis.
5

CC REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT TO LAUNCH

5.1

CC REQUIREMENTS FOR STORAGE AND TRANSPORT
The SAM instrument shall be double bagged during storage or transportation. Subsystems
and subassemblies which do not have any special requirements for handling and storage
prior to integration shall be cleaned to a cleanliness level of visibly clean and bagged unless
integration or test activities prohibit it. All systems shall be stored in an air-conditioned area
with controlled access.

The instrument shall be double bagged with approved bagging

material (Llumalloy or equivalent) at all times unless integration and test activities prohibit it.
The instrument shall be double bagged and transported in a shipping container.

The

shipping container shall be pre-cleaned, prior to transportation, to a level 450 A/2 cleanliness
level. Temperature and humidity shall be monitored in the shipping container. In addition
witness plates shall be mounted inside the shipping container to monitor the contamination
environment during transportation.
5.2

CC REQUIREMENTS AT THE LAUNCH SITE
The SAM instrument and the launch vehicle and facilities staff will coordinate the launch site
activities. The SAM contamination engineer shall communicate the instrument cleanroom
requirements to the launch site facilities manager. While in the launch site facilities, SAM
personnel shall abide by the facility rules and regulations. Where SAM and facility
requirements are in contradiction, the more stringent of the requirements shall be followed.
Cleanroom monitoring shall be performed by SAM, MSL and launch site personnel. The
SAM instrument shall be covered to the extent possible until the fairing is in place on the
vehicle. A T-0 purge shall be provided in the fairing through launch, of grade B GN2.
The double bagged instrument shall be maintained in a class 100,000 environment at the
launch site.

If the SAM instrument must be opened at the launch site, a class 10,000

environment shall be required.
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There is a significant amount of time when the MSL and SAM are inaccessible once it is
installed in the fairing.

During this time, transport and transfer of ambient molecular

contamination could take place between the fairing and companion payload to the MSL and
SAM, with no means to verify the cleanliness levels and no means to clean it if it were to
become necessary.
In addition, particles on the fairing, companion payload and MSL surfaces will redistribute
during launch. In theory, venting of the air will carry many of the particles away from the
observatory, and vertical surfaces will accumulate very little, but this is not verifiable. In
order to eliminate the possibility of the fairing contaminating the MSL and SAM during
launch, all surfaces of the MSL, Companion Payload and fairing must meet the molecular
and particle requirements of the most sensitive exposed surface on the MSL And SAM. A
purge is also required in order to minimize exposure to airborne molecular contaminants from
the launch facility.
These requirements on the launch vehicle are summarized below in table 5.1.
Table 5.1
Requirements on Delta Launch Vehicle and SAC C Companion Payload
Fairing Particle Cleanliness MIL-STD-1246 400 (VC-HS)
Fairing NVR Level 1 mg/.1m2 (Level A)
Provide Grade B GN2 purge through launch

6

CC REQUIREMENTS DURING THE MISSION

6.1

IN FLIGHT CC REQUIREMENTS
Although the observatory has been designed to prevent plume impingement on the SAM
contamination sensitive surfaces, operations shall be designed to avoid thruster firing that
will impinge or create a contamination impact on SAM contamination sensitive surfaces. In
addition, bakeouts shall be performed on the exposed SAM contamination sensitive surfaces
to remove accumulated contamination during the flight to Mars.

This bakeout may be

required more than once during the flight. The bakeout may require the opening of any door
used to enclose the soil sample or environmental sample inlets/funnel.
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6.2

MISSION ON MARS CC REQUIREMENTS
Before any sample acquiring operations take place on Mars, the Rover shall support a final
elevated temperature bake to remove any accumulated surface molecular contaminants that
could be transferred to a Martian sample.

In addition, the Rover operations shall

accommodate three disposable soil samples per funnel (6 total) in order to sweep away any
remaining terrestrial particulate in the soil sample chain, before acquiring the first official
Martian soil sample.
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.F,G+'G$"6OF+,6*6'(8PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHP[2S
[HW
='(6G,)(+&'$&I$AFY8U8(6*8$)'T$(C6$#,Y+(6,PPPPPPPPPPPPHH$$$$$$$$[20
[HQ
>68($L)J+-+(+68PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHHH[20
[HQH1 :V%E:V=$L)J+-+(UPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHHH[2/
[HQHS K+Y,)(+&'$%6--PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHH[2/
[HQH0$3J&F8(+J$L)J+-+(UPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPH[2/
[HQH/$>C6,*)-$K)JFF*$%C)*Y6,PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPH[2/
8*9</:;9/<;*918*9<0*+12.0;9A1%0/93>*0</<;*91/921G<*0/A,EEEEEEEEEF56

6('(18*9</:;9/<;*918*9<0*+1/<1<H,1I/.9-H1G;<, ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 6(56
66'(1D:>+,:,9</<;*91*J18*9</:;9/<;*918*9<0*+1",?.;0,:,9<3'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 6656
11H1$%-6)'-+'688$='8D6J(+&'$)'T$V&'+(&,+'G$V6(C&T8 HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 1121
11HS$K6,+I+J)(+&'$)'T$%-6)'+'G$AJC6TF-68HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 112S
1SH5$:*D-&U66$>,)+'+'G
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP1S21
#>>,92;K1#'11#440,L;/<;*931/921#-0*9B:3 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' #56
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L+GF,6

.)G6

L+GF,6$121H$$%-6)'-+'688$!676-8HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 12O
L+GF,6$O21H$$%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&-$L-&P$(C,&FGC&F($(C6$=Q>$.,&J688RRRRRRRRRHHHO21

&'(%)*$)%#.&-(
>)S-6

.)G6

>)S-6$121H$$=*D-6*6'()(+&' HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 12T

>)S-6$12TH$$%-)88+I+J)(+&'$&I$.),(+JF-)(6$%-6)'-+'688$!676-8RRRRRHHRRRRRRRRHH12U
>)S-6$120H$$%-)88+I+J)(+&'$&I$V&-6JF-),$%-6)'-+'688$!676-8RRRRRRRRHHHRRRRR1215
>)S-6$T21H$$.),(+JF-)(6$%-6)'-+'688$!676-$76,8F8$.6,J6'($3,6)$%&76,)G6RRRRRRRHHRHHT2T
>)S-6$T2TH$$%&'()*+')(+&'$@FWG6($I&,$!"#$='8(,F*6'(8RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRHT20
>)S-6$T20H$$#F(G)88+'G$"6XF+,6*6'(8$I&,$='8(,F*6'(8RHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT2/
>)S-6$T2/H$$%&'()*+')(+&'$@FWG6($I&,$!"#$AFS2AY8(6*8RRRRRRRRRRRRRRHHHT2Z
>)S-6$T2ZH$$!"#$%&'()*+')(+&'$"6XF+,6*6'($V)(,+[$I&,$AD)J6J,)I($AY8(6*8RRRRRRHHHHT2\
>)S-6$T2\H$$!"#$AFS8Y8(6*$#F(G)88+'G$"6XF+,6*6'(8RRRRRRRRRRRRRRHHHRT2]
>)S-6$T2]H$$!"#$AF,I)J6$%-6)'-+'688$!676-8$I,&*$3886*S-Y$(&$:'W$&I$!+I6RHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT215
>)S-6$021H$$%&'()*+')(+&'$A&F,J68$I&,$!"#RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR021
>)S-6$\21H$$L)J+-+(YEV)+'(6')'J6$"68(,+J(+&'8RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRHH\2T
>)S-6$]21H$$L)S,+J)(+&'$)'W$3886*S-Y$!&J)(+&'$)'W$%-6)'-+'688$V)(,+[RRRRRRRRR]21
>)S-6$1121HK+8+S-Y$%-6)'$!676-8$)'W$='8D6J(+&'$%,+(6,+)RRRRRRRRRRRRRRHH112T
>)S-6$112TH$$K6,+I+J)(+&'$)'W$%-6)'+'G$AJC6WF-6RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRHHR1120
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>C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,O+(6,$P!"#Q$+8$(C6$I+,8($&I$)$86,+68$&I$*+88+&'8$F'R6,$(C6$"&O&(+J
!F'),$:SD-&,)(+&'$.,&G,)*$P"!:.QH$>C6$!"#$.,&T6J($+8$+'(6'R6R$)8$)$8D)J6$6SD-&,)(+&'
D,&G,)*$(C)($+'(6G,)(68$CF*)'$)'R$,&O&(+J$6SD-&,)(+&'$)J(+7+(+68H$$!"#U8$*+88+&'$+8$(&$&O()+'
(C&86$*6)8F,6*6'(8$'6J688),V$)'R$8FII+J+6'($(&$JC),)J(6,+W6$IF(F,6$,&O&(+J$)'R$CF*)'$-F'),
-)'R+'G$8+(68$)'R$(&$+R6'(+IV$D&(6'(+)-$,68&F,J68H$$$$='$D),(+JF-),$!"#$X+--$JC),)J(6,+W6$(C6$-F'),
,)R+)(+&'$6'7+,&'*6'(Y$R6(6,*+'6$)$G6&R6(+J$G,+R$&I$(C6$*&&'$I&,$IF(F,6$-)'R+'G$8+(68Y$)88688$(C6
,68&F,J68$)'R$6'7+,&'*6'(8$&I$(C6$Z&&'[8$D&-),$J)D$,6G+&'8Y$)'R$R6(6,*+'6$(C6$6-6*6'()J&*D&8+(+&'Y$*+'6,)-&GVY$)'R$&(C6,$,6G&-+(C+J$JC),)J(6,+8(+J8$&I$(C6$*&&'[8$8F,I)J68H
>&$*66($(C6$'66R8$&I$(C6$"!:.Y$!"#$*F8($*)\6$)JJF,)(6$*6)8F,6*6'(8$&I$(C&86$-F'),
D),)*6(6,8$(C)($),6$'6J688),V$(&$D,&7+R6$)$J-6),6,$DCV8+J)-$F'R6,8()'R+'G$&I$(C6$-F'),
6'7+,&'*6'(Y$+(8$,68&F,J68Y$)'R$(&D&G,)DCVH
='$&,R6,$(&$&O()+'$(C6$*&8($)JJF,)(6$R)()Y$(C6$+'8(,F*6'($)'R$8D)J6J,)I($*F8($&D6,)(6$)($D6)\
D6,I&,*)'J6H$3R76,86$D),(+JF-)(6$)'R$*&-6JF-),$J&'()*+')(+&'$J)'$R6G,)R6$+'8(,F*6'($)'R
8D)J6J,)I($D6,I&,*)'J6H$$>C+8$R6G,)R)(+&'$+8$J&*D&F'R6R$F'R6,$(C6$6II6J(8$&I$&'2&,O+(
F-(,)7+&-6($,)R+)(+&'$)'R$6-6J(,&8()(+J$J&'()*+')'($,6(F,'H$$>C,&FGC$)$J),6IF--V$D-)''6R
J&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-$D,&G,)*Y$(C6$+'8(,F*6'($)'R$8D)J6J,)I($J)'$O6$D,&(6J(6R$I,&*$C),*IFJ&'()*+')(+&'$6II6J(8H
&'&!

.-+/01+$1!+-,20*%

>C+8$R&JF*6'($R6I+'68$(C6$!"#$J&'()*+')(+&'$,6]F+,6*6'(8$'6J688),V$I&,$*+88+&'$8FJJ688H
Z6(C&R8$&I$J&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-$X+(C$,68D6J($(&$*)(6,+)-8$)'R$D,&J68868$RF,+'G$R68+G'Y
I)O,+J)(+&'Y$)886*O-VY$+'(6G,)(+&'Y$(68(Y$)'R$-)F'JC$I&,$(C6$&,O+(6,$)'R$+(8$+'8(,F*6'(8$),6
)RR,6886R$+'$(C+8$R&JF*6'(H$$A&F,J68$&I$J&'()*+')(+&'$I&,$!"#$X+--$O6$+R6'(+I+6R$)'R
J&'()*+')(+&'$)--&X)'J68$X+--$O6$R6I+'6RH$$='$)RR+(+&'Y$J&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-8$I&,$!"#
R676-&D*6'($)'R$J-6)'+'G$8JC6RF-68$I&,$!"#$C),RX),6$X+--$O6$68()O-+8C6RH$$LF,(C6,*&,6Y$(C6
D-)'$X+--$&F(-+'6$J-6)'-+'688$*&'+(&,+'G$)'R$76,+I+J)(+&'H
>C+8$.-)'$R&68$'&($J&76,$(,)'8D&,()(+&'$(&$(C6$-)F'JC$8+(6Y$J&'()*+')(+&'$,6]F+,6*6'(8$&'$(C6
-)F'JC$76C+J-6Y$&,$J&'()*+')(+&'$,6]F+,6*6'(8$RF,+'G$-)F'JC$8+(6$&D6,)(+&'8H$$>C686$X+--$O6
J&76,6R$+'$(C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,O+(6,$!)F'JC$A+(6$%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&-$.-)'$P/012
.!342555^__QH$$%&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-$I&,$!"#$)($(C6$.)V-&)R$.,&J688+'G$L)J+-+(V$)'R$)($(C6
!)F'JC$.)R$I)J+-+(+68$X+--$)-8&$O6$J&76,6R$+'$(C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,O+(6,$!)F'JC$A+(6
%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&-$.-)'$P/012.!342555^__QH
&'3!

"0./+*.)4)5)%)0.

>C6$`&RR),R$AD)J6$L-+GC($%6'(6,$P`AL%Q$+8$,68D&'8+O-6$I&,$(C6$J-6)'-+'688$)'R$&76,)-J&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-$D,&G,)*$I&,$(C6$!"#$8D)J6J,)I($)'R$&,O+(6,H
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?D6$PBM%$8GQK&'(,)K(&,$K&'()*+')(+&'$K&'(,&-$8D&G-R$Q6$K&'8+8(6'($S+(D$(D6$)EE,&)KD$K&'()+'6R
+'$(D+8$R&KG*6'($)'R$6'8G,6$(D)($'6K688),T$K&'()*+')(+&'$K&'(,&-$,6UG+,6*6'(8$),6$*6(I
?D6$+'8(,G*6'(8$8D)--$H6'6,)(6$)'$+'8(,G*6'(28E6K+J+K$K&'()*+')(+&'$K&'(,&-$E-)'$E6,$(D6$!G'),
"6K&'')+88)'K6$#,Q+(6,$V+88+&'$388G,)'K6$"6UG+,6*6'(8$W/012"XV?25551Y/ZI$$>'$)RR+(+&'[
(D6$+'8(,G*6'(8$8D)--$*66($(D6$+'8(,G*6'($)'R$8E)K6K,)J($K&*E)(+Q+-+(T$,6UG+,6*6'(8$,6J6,,6R$(&$+'
(D6$!G'),$"6K&'')+88)'K6$#,Q+(6,$V+88+&'$388G,)'K6$"6UG+,6*6'(8$W/012"XV?25551Y/Z[$(D6
!"#$(&$>'8(,G*6'($V6KD)'+K)-$>'(6,J)K6$%&'(,&-$@&KG*6'(8$W>%@Z$W/012>%@25555\]2^5Z[$(D6
.6,J&,*)'K6$388G,)'K6$>*E-6*6'()(+&'$.-)'$W.3>.Z[$)8$R6J+'6R$+'$(D+8$E-)'[$+'$&,R6,$(&$)7&+R
8E)K6K,)J($(&$+'8(,G*6'($K&'()*+')(+&'$)'R$+'8(,G*6'($K,&88$K&'()*+')(+&'I$$!"#$S+--$,67+6S
(D6$+'8(,G*6'($K&'()*+')(+&'$K&'(,&-$E-)'8I$$>'8(,G*6'(8$8D)--$76,+JT$K-6)'-+'688$-676-8$GE&'
R6-+76,T$(&$(D6$!"#$&,Q+(6,I
>'8(,G*6'($K-6)'+'H$J,&*$R6-+76,T$(&$-)G'KD$8D)--$Q6$(D6$,68E&'8+Q+-+(T$&J$(D6$>'8(,G*6'($.,&7+R6,
G'-688$)$R6()+-6R$)H,66R$GE&'$E,&K6RG,6$+8$E,&7+R6RI
&'('&! )*+,-*-./0/12.3243"-5617-*-./8
?D6$J&--&S+'H$()Q-6$R68K,+Q68$D&S$K&'()*+')(+&'$K&'(,&-$)'R$(D6$,6UG+,6*6'(8$&J$(D+8$.-)'$),6
+*E-6*6'(6RC
%09,-3&:&'3)*+,-*-./0/12.
#;/1<1/=

"-8+2.8191,1/=

>-7141;0/12.

M-&S$R&S'$&J$,6UG+,6*6'(8$(&
8GQK&'(,)K(&,8

BGQ8T8(6*$;'H+'66,

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H

>*E-6*6'($K&*E)(+Q+-+(T
,6UG+,6*6'(8$W+I6I$8G,J)K6
K-6)'-+'688[$&G(H)88+'H
K6,(+J+K)(+&'[$)'R$76'(+'HZ

>'8(,G*6'(8[$BGQ8T8(6*
;'H+'66,8[$#,Q+(6,$V)')H6,[
>'(6H,)(+&'$)'R$?68($W>_?Z
V)')H6,

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H[
XG)-+(T$388G,)'K6$WX3Z

>'8E6K(+&'8F%-6)'+'H

>_?$V)')H6,[$%&'()*+')(+&'
;'H+'66,+'H

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H[$X3

>*E-6*6'()(+&'$&J$J)K+-+(T
,6UG+,6*6'(8$)'R$)EE,&E,+)(6
K&'(,&-$&J$S&,`$),6)

>_?$*)')H6,

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H

>'K&,E&,)(6$,6UG+,6*6'(8$+'(&
=&,`$#,R6,$3G(D&,+a)(+&'8
W=#3Z

>_?$V)')H6,[$BGQ8T8(6*
;'H+'66,[$%&'()*+')(+&'
;'H+'66,+'H

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H[$X3

>'K&,E&,)(6$,6UG+,6*6'(8$+'(&
E-)'8$)'R$E,&K6RG,68

>'8(,G*6'(8[$BGQ8T8(6*
;'H+'66,8[$#,Q+(6,$V)')H6,[$>_?
V)')H6,[$%&'()*+')(+&'
;'H+'66,+'H

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H[$>_?
V)')H6,

V)(6,+)-$-+8(8

>'8(,G*6'(8[$BGQ8T8(6*$;'H+'66,

V)(6,+)-8$;'H+'66,
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2+3(4(&5'(./

L)J+-+(O$J6,(+I+J)(+&'$)'P
Q)+'(6')'J6

L)J+-+(+68$%&'(,)J(&,

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

9),PT),6$J-6)'+'G$UV,&F'P
AFDD&,($:WF+D*6'($XVA:Y$)'P
L-+GC(Z

L)J+-+(+68$%&'(,)J(&,R
%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

L)J+-+(O$*&'+(&,+'G

L)J+-+(+68$%&'(,)J(&,

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

L)J+-+(O$Q)+'(6')'J6$"68(,+J(+&'8

:'7+,&'*6'()-$>68($:'G+'66,+'G
)'P$='(6G,)(+&'R$%&'()*+')(+&'
:'G+'66,+'GR$L)J+-+(+68
Q)')G6*6'(

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

.F,G6$J),($&D6,)(+&'8$)'P
+*D-6*6'()(+&'$&I$+'8(,F*6'(
DF,G6

=[>$Q)')G6,

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

.F,G6$*)'+I&-P$)'P$DF,G6$-+'68
&'$&,\+(6,

Q6JC)'+J)-$:'G+'66,+'G

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$=[>
Q)')G6,

.F,G+'G$D,&J6PF,6

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

=[>$Q)')G6,

@)GG+'G$%&'J6D(

Q6JC)'+J)-$:'G+'66,+'G$)'P
%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

=[>$Q)')G6,

Q&-6JF-),$)P8&,\6,$*&F'(+'G
)'P$I,)*6$C),PT),6

Q6JC)'+J)-$:'G+'66,+'G

=[>$Q)')G6,

Q&-6JF-),$)P8&,\6,8

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

=[>$Q)')G6,

Q&-6JF-),$)P8&,\6,$)'P$76'(
J-&862&F(8

Q6JC)'+J)-$:'G+'66,+'GR$@-)']6(
AC&D

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

K6,+I+J)(+&'$&I$AF,I)J6
%-6)'-+'688$"6WF+,6*6'(8$PF,+'G
=[>

L)J+-+(+68$%&'(,)J(&,R
%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GR$S3

=*D-6*6'()(+&'$&I$\)]62&F(8

AF\8O8(6*$:'G+'66,8R$>68(
:'G+'66,

%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G
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!9:;<=>%#%?9>

>C6$I&--&T+'G$P&JF*6'(8$\6J&*6$D),($&I$(C+8$P&JF*6'($(&$(C6$6^(6'($,6I6,6'J6P$+'$(C+8
P&JF*6'(H$$<C6'$)$8D6J+I+J$76,8+&'$+8$8D6J+I+6P$I&,$)$,6I6,6'J6P$P&JF*6'(R$&'-O$(C)($76,8+&'
)DD-+68H$$L&,$F'P)(6P$,6I6,6'J68R$(C6$-)(68($6P+(+&'$&I$(C6$,6I6,6'J6P$P&JF*6'($)DD-+68H
67876! #--1(&501+@!.&AB+/'
/01234MA2%C!
/01234MA2%C!

='+(+)-$#,\+(6,$!676-$?+,6J($L-F^$3')-O868
='+(+)-$>C,F8(6,$=*D+'G6*6'($3')-O868
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!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,Q+(6,$AD)J6J,)I($)'R$#,Q+(6,$='(6G,)(+&'$)'R$>68($.-)'
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?D6$?P%Q$(6*E6,)(G,68$8D)--$R6$S6J+'6S$+'$(D6$!G'),$"6K&'')+88)'K6$#,R+(6,$?D6,*)-$L)KGG*
.-)'$T/012.!342%&!UI$$>J$(D6$J-+HD($D),SV),6$S&68$'&($*66($(D6$&G(H)88+'H$K6,(+J+K)(+&'
,6WG+,6*6'(8X$(D6$&,R+(6,$8D)--$R6$8GRY6K(6S$(&$)$K&'(+'H6'KZ$R)[6&G(I
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)*+%#,-+#%-*+./*0")1/.#+!.#+#23/1/

OF)'(+()(+76$68(+*)(68$&I$J&'()*+')(+&'$8&F,J68$)'P$P6D&8+(8$Q+--$R6$*)P6$I&,$J,+(+J)-$8F,I)J68
(C,&FGC$(C6$)')-S868$)8$-+8(6P$R6-&QH$$3$DCS8+J)-$P68J,+D(+&'$&I$(C6$J&'()*+')(+&'$6'7+,&'*6'(
T*&-6JF-),ED),(+JF-)(6U$&I$(C6$8F,,&F'P+'G$J,+(+J)-$8F,I)J68$Q+--$R6$D,&7+P6P$RS$!"#
%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'GH$$>C6$)')-S868$Q+--$J&'8+P6,$(C6$-&J)(+&'8V$G6&*6(,SV$)'P$&D6,)(+&'
&I$86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68$,6-)(+76$(&$D&(6'(+)-$J&'()*+')(+&'$8&F,J68H
.&88+R-6$8&F,J68$&I$J&'()*+')(+&'$*F8($R6$+P6'(+I+6P$+'$&,P6,$(&$D,&(6J($!"#$I,&*$J&'()*+')(+&'
)'P$(&$6II6J(+76-S$J-6)'$J&'()*+')(6P$J&*D&'6'(8H$$>)R-6$021$+8$)$-+8(+'G$&I$D&88+R-6
J&'()*+')(+&'$8&F,J68$)($7),+&F8$P676-&D*6'($8()G68H
%4567.&89'.):;<4=>;4<>:;./:?@A7B.C:@.2"*
,>BB>:;.DE4B7

,:67A?64@

D4@<>A?64<7

L)R,+J)(+&'

W)JC+'+'G$&+-8V$I+'G6,D,+'(8V$)+,
I)--&F(

*6()-$JC+D8V$I+-+'G8V$)+,
I)--&F(V$D6,8&''6-

3886*R-S$)'P$='(6G,)(+&'

)+,$I)--&F(V$&F(G)88+'GV$D6,8&''6-V
J-6)'+'GV$8&-76'(8V$8&-P6,+'GV
-FR,+J)'(8V$R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-

)+,$I)--&F(V$D6,8&''6-V$8&-P6,+'GV
P,+--+'GV$R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-

>68(

)+,$I)--&F(V$&F(G)88+'GV$D6,8&''6-V
(68($I)J+-+(+68V$DF,G68

)+,$I)--&F(V$D6,8&''6-V$(68(
I)J+-+(+68V$DF,G68V$,6P+8(,+RF(+&'

A(&,)G6

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$DF,G68V
J&'()+'6,8

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$DF,G68V
J&'()+'6,8

>,)'8D&,(

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$DF,G68V
J&'()+'6,8

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$DF,G68V
J&'()+'6,8V$7+R,)(+&'

!)F'JC$A+(6

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$)+,$I)--&F(V
&F(G)88+'GV$D6,8&''6-V$DF,G68

R)GG+'G$*)(6,+)-V$)+,$I)--&F(V
D6,8&''6-V$JC6JX&F($)J(+7+(+68V
&(C6,$D)S-&)P$)J(+7+(+68V$DF,G68

!)F'JC

#F(G)88+'GV$76'(+'GV$-)F'JC
76C+J-6

7+R,)(+&'$)'PE&,$,6P+8(,+RF(+&'V
-)F'JC$76C+J-6

!"#$#'2#,R+(

#F(G)88+'GV$)(&*+J$&YSG6'V
D,&DF-8+&'$6II-F6'(V$G-&QV
6-6J(,&8()(+J$,6(F,'V
D&-S*6,+Z)(+&'$6II6J(8

!"#$J-&FPV$*+J,&*6(6&,&+P$)'P
P6R,+8$+*D+'G6*6'(V$*)(6,+)6,&8+&'
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?D6$8E)K6K,)J($8D&G-P$Q6$P68+H'6P$(&$*+'+*+R6$(D,G8(6,$+*E+'H6*6'($&'$K&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76$8G,J)K68I
?D6$8E)K6K,)J($E,&EG-8+&'$8S8(6*$T+--$Q6$G8+'H$G-(,)2EG,6$DSP,)R+'6$)8$)$E,&E6--)'(I$$3'$)')-S8+8$T+--$Q6
E6,J&,*6P$(&$P6(6,*+'6$(D6$(D,G8(6,$6JJ-G6'($P6E&8+(+&'$-676-8$&'$(D6$+'8(,G*6'(8U$6V(6,+&,$8G,J)K68
(D,&GHD$*+88+&'$(&$6'P$&J$-+J6$&'2&,Q+(I$$?D6$P6E&8+(+&'$-676-8$8D)--$Q6$'&$*&,6$(D)'$%3!$WHFK*9XI$$?D6
6JJ6K(8$J,&*$&,Q+($+'86,(+&'$QG,'8Y$)((+(GP6$K&,,6K(+&'$QG,'8$)'P$)'S$,6ZG+,6P$8E6K+)-$*)'6G76,8$),6$(&$Q6
+'K-GP6P$+'$(D6$)')-S868I

&'4!

5165"3.%-#1#78+.+

%&'()*+')(+&'$*)88$(,)'8E&,($)')-S868$&J$&'2&,Q+($K&'()*+')(+&'$T+--$Q6$E6,J&,*6P$QS$(D6$[BM%
%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H$J&,$(D6$!"#$&,Q+(6,I$$?D6$*&-6KG-),$+*E+'H6*6'($,)(6$&'$86'8+(+76$8G,J)K68
)8$T6--$)8$(D6$(&()-$)*&G'($&J$K&'()*+')'(8$P6E&8+(+'H$&'$(D&86$8G,J)K68$T+--$Q6$K)-KG-)(6P$&76,$(D6$-+J6$&J
(D6$*+88+&'I$$?D6$K&'()*+')'($J-GV$(&$6)KD$+'8(,G*6'($)E6,(G,6Y$)8$T6--$)8$&(D6,$K&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76
8G,J)K68Y$T+--$Q6$E,&7+P6P$(&$6)KD$+'8(,G*6'($E,&7+P6,I$?D6$*)88$(,)'8E&,($)')-S868$T+--$()\6$+'(&$)KK&G'(
&'2&,Q+($&G(H)88+'HY$6-6K(,&8()(+K$,6(G,'$*6KD)'+8*8Y$+'8(,G*6'($)'P$8E)K6K,)J($76'(+'HY$)'P$E,&EG-8+&'
E-G*6$+*E+'H6*6'(I$$?D6$)')-S868$),6$(&$Q6$P&KG*6'(6P$)'P$)7)+-)Q-6$J&,$,67+6TI
?D6$8GQ8S8(6*$)'P$8E)K6K,)J($&G(H)88+'H$,6ZG+,6*6'(8$W?)Q-68$921$)'P$929X$T+--$Q6$P6,+76P$J,&*$(D6$&'2
&,Q+($)')-S868Y$Q)86P$&'$+'8(,G*6'(8$K&'()*+')(+&'$,6ZG+,6*6'(8I$$>'$)PP+(+&'Y$(D6$)')-S868$(&$Q6$G86P$T+-76,+JS$(D6$6JJ6K(8$&J$(D6$E,&EG-8+&'$8S8(6*$)'P$KD&&86$(D6$&E(+*)-$&,Q+(6,$76'($-&K)(+&'8I

&'&!

0#"%.97,-",!.+%".3*%.51-#1#78+.+

3$E),(+K-6$,6P+8(,+QG(+&'$)')-S8+8$T+--$Q6$E6,J&,*6P$QS$(D6$[BM%$%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H$J&,$(D6$!"#
#,Q+(6,Y$+J$'6K688),SI$$?D6$)')-S8+8$T+--$E,6P+K($E),(+K-6$,6P+8(,+QG(+&'$&'$(D6$#,Q+(6,$PG6$(&$-)G'KD$J&,K68Y
-)G'KD$7+Q,)(+&'Y$)'P$-)G'KD$76D+K-6$K-6)'-+'688I$$?D6$KD)'H6$+'$6V(6,+&,$E),(+KG-)(6$K-6)'-+'688$-676-8$&'
86'8+(+76$8G,J)K68$PG,+'H$-)G'KD$T+--$Q6$K)-KG-)(6PI

&':!

;,1%.12-#1#78+,+

%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H$T+--$E6,J&,*$)'$!"#$P62E,688G,+R)(+&'$)')-S8+8$(&$8+R6$(D6$8E)K6K,)J($76'(
T+(D$,68E6K($(&$QG8$7&-G*6I$$?D6$76'(8$T+--$Q6$8+R6P$(&$\66E$(D6$*)V+*G*$P6-()2E,688G,6$&'$(D6
8E)K6K,)J($Q6-&T$'($)Q8&-G(6$E,688G,6$E6,$8ZG),6$+'KD$WE8+)XI$$BE)K6K,)J($76'($E-)K6*6'($&'$(D6$8E)K6K,)J(
QG8$T+--$Q6$P6(6,*+'6P$QS$(D6$,68G-(8$&J$(D+8$)')-S8+8I$$?D6$8+R6$)'P$6JJ+K+6'KSY$+J$)'SY$&J$(D6$*&-6KG-),
)P8&,Q6,8Y$-&K)(6P$+'$(D6$8E)K6K,)J($QG8Y$T+--$Q6$K)-KG-)(6PI$$B6K(+&'$/I1I1$E,&7+P68$(D6$P6()+-8$J&,$(D6
8E)K6K,)J($76'(I
>'$)PP+(+&'Y$76'(+'H$)')-S868$T+--$Q6$G86P$(&$76,+JS$+'8(,G*6'($)'P$8GQ8S8(6*$76'($-&K)(+&'8$(&$E,676'(
8E)K6K,)J($(&$+'8(,G*6'($K,&88$K&'()*+')(+&'$)'P$+'8(,G*6'($(&$+'8(,G*6'($K&'()*+')(+&'I

&'<!

/.+9,77#1,5*+-#1#78+,+

3$'G*Q6,$&J$&(D6,$)')-S868$T+--$Q6$E6,J&,*6P$QS$(D6$[BM%$%&'()*+')(+&'$;'H+'66,+'H$J&,$(D6$!"#
E,&H,)*$(&$+'K-GP6C
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x! >C6$!"#$(C,F8(6,$+*D+'G6*6'($)')-O868$P+--$Q6$D6,I&,*6R$(&$76,+IO$(C,F8(6,$D-)J6*6'($P+(C
,68D6J($(&$6II-F6'($+*D+'G6*6'(S$D,688F,6S$)'R$C6)(+'G$6II6J(8H$$>,)R6$8(FRO$,68F-(8$J)'$Q6
,6TF68(6R$I,&*$(C6$!"#$%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,H
x! %&'()*+')'($D&-O*6,+U)(+&'$8(FR+68$P+--$Q6$D6,I&,*6R$QO$VAL%S$+I$'66R6RS$Q)86R$&'$(C6$'66R$&I
(C6$+'8(,F*6'(8H
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&'(!

!)*+,-./0#%)"+#1*./#-!/2"34)**+-,/")56+")0)-%*

&'7!

8)-%+-,

>C6$#,O+(6,$6P(6,+&,$J&*D&'6'(8Q$8D)J6J,)I($76'(8Q$)'R$='8(,F*6'(8$*F8($O6$R68+G'6R$8FJC$(C)(
)--$&F(G)88+'G$)'R$D,&DF-8+&'$D-F*6$D,&RFJ(8$),6$76'(6R$)S)T$I,&*$+'8(,F*6'(8$)'R$86'8+(+76
D),(8$&I$(C6$#,O+(6,H$$A6'8+(+76$J&*D&'6'(8$+'J-FR6$)D6,(F,68Q$(C6,*)-$J&'(,&-$8F,I)J68Q$A>8Q$%AAQ
)'R$A38H$$%&,,6J($76'(+'G$R68+G'$*)T$,6UF+,6$(C6$F86$&I$R+,6J(+&')-$76'(+'GQ$O)II-68Q$I+-(6,8
)'RE&,$-)OT,+'(C$86)-8H
K6'(+'G$)')-T868$S+--$O6$D6,I&,*6R$OT$VAL%$%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,+'G$(&$76,+IT$+'8(,F*6'(
)'R$8FO8T8(6*$76'($-&J)(+&'8$+'$&,R6,$(&$D,676'($8D)J6J,)I($(&$+'8(,F*6'($J,&88$J&'()*+')(+&'
)'R$+'8(,F*6'($(&$+'8(,F*6'($J&'()*+')(+&'H$$?6()+-8$&I$(C6$+'8(,F*6'($76'($-&J)(+&'8$8C&F-R$O6
R6I+'6R$+'$(C6$)DD-+J)O-6$='8(,F*6'($W6JC)'+J)-$='(6,I)J6$%&'(,&-$?,)S+'G8$XW6JC)'+J)=*D-6*6'()(+&'$?6()+-8Y$&I$6)JC$AD)J6J,)I($(&$='8(,F*6'($='(6,I)J6$%&'(,&-$?&JF*6'(H
&'7'7! *9:;<;=:>?/:@A/+@B?=CD<@?/0EACF</8<@?B
%G!
&'H!

0#%)"+#1*

='$&,R6,$(&$J&'(,&-$J&'()*+')(+&'$)'R$D,&(6J($86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68Q$(C6$F86$&I$*+'+*)J&'()*+')(+'G$*)(6,+)-8$)'R$(C6$F86$&I$J&76,8$)'R$D,&(6J(+76$8C+6-R8$*F8($O6$J&'8+R6,6RH
W)'FI)J(F,+'G$*)(6,+)-8$8C&F-R$O6$-&S$&F(G)88+'GQ$'&'28C6RR+'G$)'R$'&'2I-)Z+'GH$$>C6
*)(6,+)-8$8C&F-R$O6$JC&86'$I,&*$(C6$I&--&S+'G$S6O$8+(6B$$C((DBEE&F(G)88+'GH')8)HG&7$SC+JC$+8$)
,6D-)J6*6'($I&,$43A3$"6I6,6'J6$.FO-+J)(+&'$11[/H$$W)'FI)J(F,+'G$*)(6,+)-8$'&($-+8(6R$+'$(C6
,6I6,6'J6$DFO-+J)(+&'$8C)--$O6$(68(6R$OT$%&R6$\/1Q$W)(6,+)-8$@,)'JCQ$+'$)JJ&,R)'J6$(&$(C6
W6(C&R8$&I$>68(Q$>&()-$W)88$)'R$%&--6J(6R$K&-)(+-6$%&'R6'8)O-6$W)(6,+)-8$I,&*$#F(G)88+'G$+'$)
K)JFF*$:'7+,&'*6'($X3A>W$:2\]\YH
W)(6,+)-8$8C)--$*66($(C6$%K%W$-676-$&I$5H1^$)'R$>W!$&I$1H5^$OT$S6+GC(Q$+'$&,R6,$(&$O6$F86R
+'$I)O,+J)(+&'$)'R$)886*O-TH$$=I$)$*)(6,+)-$R&68$'&($*66($(C686$8()'R),R8Q$+($*F8($O6$R+8JF886R
S+(C$(C6$%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,$XVAL%$\/_Y$)'R$W)(6,+)-8$:'G+'66,$X%&R6$\/1Y$I&,$)$D&88+O-6
S)+76,H
&'H'7! 0:?<=I:F/"<B?=I;?IE@B
>C6$I&--&S+'G$*)(6,+)-8$),6$Z'&S'$(&$J)F86$&F(G)88+'G$&,$8F,I)J6$J&'()J($J&'()*+')(+&'
D,&O-6*8$)'R$8C)--$O6$D,&C+O+(6R$&,$(C6$UF)'(+(T$F86R$8C)--$O6$(+GC(-T$J&'(,&--6R$)'R
R6*&'8(,)(6R$(&$'&($D&86$)$(C,6)($(&$J&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68H
x! A+-+J&'68$8C)--$O6$D,&C+O+(6RE-+*+(6R$+'$),6)8$SC6,6$*)88$(,)'8D&,($*&R6-+'G
R6*&'8(,)(68$(C)($(C6T$*)T$O6$(,)'8D&,(6R$(&$J&'()*+')(+&'$J,+(+J)-$8F,I)J68$F'-688
8D6J+I+J)--T$)DD,&76R$OT$(C6$!"#$%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,$)'R$(C6$!"#$W)(6,+)-8
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;'H+'66,I$$B+-+K&'68$),6$P+JJ+KG-($(&$,6*&76$G8+'H$6+(D6,$KD6*+K)-$&,$7)KGG*$Q)R+'H
K-6)'+'H$(6KD'+SG68I$$B+-+K&'68$*)T$K,66E$PG6$(&$-&U$8G,J)K6$(6'8+&'8I$$B+-+K&'68$)-8&
E&-T*6,+V6$+'(&$)$P),R$D+HD-T$)Q8&,Q+'H$K&'()*+')'($P6E&8+(I
x! B+-+K&'68$G86P$+'$&(D6,$),6)8$8D)--$Q6$-+*+(6P$)'P$*+'+*+V6P$+'$SG)'(+(TI$$?D&86$G86P$U+-D)76$(D6$-&U68($?W!$)'P$%L%W$&G(H)88+'H$E,&E6,(+68$)7)+-)Q-6$J&,$(D6$)EE-+K)(+&'I
x! M&)*8
x! 4&'2J-+HD($)PD68+768$X+'$*)8R+'H$()E68Y$(6*E&,),T$Q&'P+'H$)K(+7+(+68Y$)'P$&(D6,
J)Q,+K)(+&'$)'P$(68($)K(+7+(+68Z$J&,$H,&G'P$&E6,)(+&'8$8D)--$Q6$H6'6,)--T$E,&D+Q+(6PI$$=D6,6
G86$+8$G')7&+P)Q-6Y$(D6$SG)'(+(T$G86P$U+--$Q6$*+'+*+V6P$)'P$)--$,68+PG68$8D)--$Q6$,6*&76P
J,&*$J-+HD($D),PU),6$8G,J)K68$)8$U6--$)8$)'T$8G,J)K68$UD6,6$(D6,6$+8$)$E&88+Q+-+(T$&J
(,)'8J6,$(&$)$J-+HD($8G,J)K6I
x! B+-+K&'$Q)86P$<)E(&'$()E6
>'$)PP+(+&'Y$8&*6$*)(6,+)-8$),6$R'&U'$E),(+K-6$H6'6,)(&,8$)'P$G8)H6$&J$8GKD$*)(6,+)-8$8D)--$Q6
K&'(,&--6P$)'P$*&'+(&,6PY$E),(+KG-),-T$'6),$K&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76$8G,J)K68I
x! .)+'(8$UD+KD$K)'$Q6K&*6$E),(+K-6$H6'6,)(&,8$UD6'$+*E,&E6,-T$)EE-+6P$X6IHIY$&76,$8E,)T$&,
6[K688+76$(D+KR'688Z$&,$KG,6P$X+'8GJJ+K+6'($DG*+P+(T$&,$(6*E6,)(G,6$&,$+'8GJJ+K+6'($&,
6[K688+76$KG,+'H$&J$)$Q)86$-)T6,$E,+&,$(&$)EE-+K)(+&'$&J$86K&'P$-)T6,ZI$B+-+K)(68$*)T
E,686'($E),(+K-6$H6'6,)(+'H$D)V),P8I
x! B&*6$8G,J)K68$Q6K&*6$E),(+K-6$H6'6,)(&,8$UD6'$&76,2D)'P-6P$22$6IHIY$E)+'(6P$8G,J)K68
)'P$8G,J)K68$U+(D$J-6[+Q-6$8GQ8(,)(68$U+(D$*6()--+K$&,$E)+'($K&)(+'H8I
x! .)+'(8$K&'()+'+'H$-),H6$E+H*6'($E),(+K-68I
x! B&*6$P,T$-GQ,+K)'(8
x! BG,J)K68$E,&'6$(&$K&,,&8+&'$&,$&[+P68I
x! M)Q,+K8$U+(D$Q,+((-6$K&'8(+(G6'(8$X6IHIY$K&*E&8+(68Y$H,)ED+(6$&,$H-)88ZI
x! .6,J&,)(6P$*)(6,+)-8$UD6'$+'8GJJ+K+6'($E&8(2K-6)'+'H$+8$E6,J&,*6P$&,$*)(6,+)-$+8$D+HD-T
8G8K6E(+Q-6$(&$(6),$E,&E)H)(+&'$X6IHIY$*G-(+-)T6,$+'8G-)(+&'$\W!>]ZI
x! W6()-$&[+P68$XQ),6$\G'(,6)(6P]$)-G*+'G*$)'P$*)H'68+G*Y$+,&'Y$'&'2K&,,&8+&'$,68+8()'(
8(66-Y$6(KIZI
x! W)(6,+)-8$K&'()+'+'H$J)Q,+K$&,$J)Q,+K$8K,+*$X(D686$*)(6,+)-8$*G8($D)76$)--$6PH68$86)-6P
U+(D$()E6$+J$G86P$+'$&E(+K$K)7+(+68$&,$'6),$&E(+K$K)7+(+68I
x! A,)+P6P$*6()--+K$&,$8T'(D6(+K$U+,68Y$,&E68Y$8-+'H8Y$6(KI$X(D686$*G8($Q6$8D6)(D6P$6'(+,6-TZI
x! =&76'$*)(6,+)-8$68E6K+)--T$KG($&,$G'J+'+8D6P$6'P8$X*6()-$Q,)+PY$;-6K(,&*)H'6(+K
>'(6,J6,6'K6$\;W>]$8D+6-P+'HY$-)K+'H$K&,PY$6[E)'P&$8-667+'HZI
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x! O)(6,+)-8$P+(C$(C+'$I+-*8$(C)($*+GC($6,&Q6$&,$J,)JR$)'Q$I-)R6$S='Q+F*$>+'$#T+Q6$U=>#V
>6I-&'$O!=W$*6()--+X6Q$D)JR)G+'G$*)(6,+)-8YH
x! K6-J,&$F86$8C&F-Q$Z6$-+*+(6QW$D),(+JF-),-[$'6),$86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68H$$=(8$F86$8C&F-Q$Z6
\F)'(+I+6Q$)'Q$D,&7+Q6Q$(&$(C6$!"#$%&'()*+')(+&'$:'G+'66,$I&,$)DD,&7)-H
&'(!

)*+,#-./)/0#-!0!*1234)*-%/

O6JC)'+8*8$)'Q$C),QP),6$Q6D-&[*6'(8$8C)--$'&($G6'6,)(6$D),(+JF-)(6$Q6Z,+8$&,$*&-6JF-),
J&'()*+')'(8$(C)($P+--$)Q76,86-[$+*D)J($)Q])J6'($6T(6,')-$8F,I)J68$&,$&(C6,$6T(6,')J&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68H$$?68+G'$&I$+'(6,')-$*6JC)'+8*8$8C)--$,68(,+J($&,$D,&C+Z+($(C6
76'(+'G$&I$-FZ,+J)'($7+)$)$-)Z[,+'(C$86)-W$+I$D&88+Z-6H$$='$)QQ+(+&'W$6II-F6'($I,&*$76'(8$+'
*6JC)'+8*8$P+--$'&($+*D+'G6$FD&'$6T(6,')-$J&'()*+')(+&'$86'8+(+76$8F,I)J68H$$$.),(+JF-)(6$Q6Z,+8
G6'6,)(+&'$)'Q$*&-6JF-),$J&'()*+')(+&'$G6'6,)(+&'$&I$*6JC)'+8*8$)'Q$C),QP),6$Q6D-&[*6'(8
P+--$Z6$76,+I+6Q$7+)$(68($Q)()$&,$)')-[868H
&'&!

1"3+*//.-50"*67."*)*-%/

%&'()*+')(+&'$J&'(,&-$*6)8F,68$8C&F-Q$Z6$F86Q$QF,+'G$)--$*)'FI)J(F,+'G$DC)868$)'Q$8(&,)G6E
(,)'8D&,()(+&'H$$AF,I)J68$8C&F-Q$Z6$R6D($J-6)'W$)'Q$+I$)'[$Q6Z,+8$+8$G6'6,)(6Q$QF,+'G$(C6
*)'FI)J(F,+'G$D,&J688$+($8C&F-Q$Z6$+**6Q+)(6-[$7)JFF*6Q$P+(C$)'$:A?$J&*D)(+Z-6$7)JFF*$&,
P+D6Q$&II$P+(C$8&-76'($Q)*D6'6Q$6T(,)J(6Q$P+D68H$$A&*6$8F,I)J68$J)''&($Z6$P+D6Q$P+(C$)
8&-76'(H$$=>#$+8$8FJC$)$8F,I)J6H$$^6,*)'+F*$8F,I)J68$*)[$Z6$P+D6QW$ZF($,6\F+,6$G6'(-6$C)'Q-+'GH
;)D(&'$J)'$Z6$P+D6Q$P+(C$)$8&-76'($Q)*D6'6Q$6T(,)J(6Q$P+D6$P+(C&F($6TJ688+76$J&'J6,'$I&,$(C6
8F,I)J6H$$@-)JR$;)D(&'$J)'$Z6$P+D6Q$P+(C$)'$6T(,)J(6Q$P+D6$Q)*D6'6Q$P+(C$)$8&-76'(W$ZF(
6TJ688+76$8&-76'($F86$+8$'&($)Q7+8)Z-6H$$?6()+-6Q$+'I&,*)(+&'$)'Q$J-6)'+'G$D,&J6QF,68$I&,$!"#
8F,I)J68$P+--$Z6$I&F'Q$+'$(C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,Z+(6,$%-6)'+'G$)'Q$K6,+I+J)(+&'$.,&J6QF,6
S/012."#%2555_55YH
3--$G,&F'Q$8FDD&,($6\F+D*6'($8C&F-Q$Z6$J-6)'6Q$)'Q$+'8D6J(6Q$(&$89:9;<=0><?@A0SB+Y$D6,$(C6
%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&-$"6\F+,6*6'(8$I&,$(C6$AD)J6$ACF((-6$.,&G,)*$S`A%2A42%2555aY0Z6I&,6$+(
6'(6,8$(C6$J-6)',&&*H$$%)Z-68$8C&F-Q$Z6$Z)GG6Q$)'Q$)--$8F8D6J($6\F+D*6'($8C&F-Q$Z6$D,6J+8+&'
J-6)'6QH$$:\F+D*6'($P+(C$J&&-+'G$I)'8$*F8($,6*)+'$Q&P'8(,6)*$I,&*$86'8+(+76$C),QP),6$&,
,6*)+'$&F(8+Q6$&I$(C6$J-6)',&&*H$$AFDD&,($6\F+D*6'($F86Q$+'$(C6$7)JFF*$JC)*Z6,$*F8($*66(
I-+GC($C),QP),6$*)(6,+)-$,6\F+,6*6'(8$)'Q$P+--$Z6$8FZ]6J(6Q$(&$)$Z)R6&F($D,+&,$(&$C),QP),6
Z)R6&F($)'Q$(C6,*)-$7)JFF*$(68(+'GH$$<C6'676,$C),QP),6$+8$'&($Z6+'G$P&,R6Q$&'$I&,$)'
6T(6'Q6Q$D6,+&Q$&I$(+*6W$+($8C&F-Q$Z6$J&76,6Q$&,$Z)GG6QH$$%&76,+'G$*)(6,+)-8$)'Q$Q,)D68$*F8($Z6
J&'()*+')(+&'$)'Q$:A?$)DD,&76QH$$.,&(6J(+76$Z)GG+'G$)'Q$J&76,+'G$*)(6,+)-8$)($(C6$-)F'JC$8+(6
*F8($)-8&$Z6$C[D6,G&-+J$J&*D)(+Z-6$)'Q$D)88$I-)**)Z+-+([$)JJ6D()'J6$-676-8$)8$D6,$43A32A>?2
_551H$$3QQ+(+&')-$Z)GG+'G$,6\F+,6*6'(8$J)'$Z6$I&F'Q$+'$A6J(+&'$bH/H1H
3--$<#38$+'7&-7+'G$C),QP),62,6-)(6Q$P&,R$&'$(C6$8D)J6J,)I($S+'J-FQ+'G$*6JC)'+J)-$&D6,)(+&'8W
Z-)'R6($+'8()--)(+&'W$6-6J(,+J)-$*)(+'G$)'QE&,$,6P&,RW$8FZ8[8(6*$+'8()--)(+&'W$6(JHY$*F8($+'J-FQ6
8(6D8$(&$76,+I[$)--$(&&-8$)'Q$*)(6,+)-8$),6$J-6)'$D,+&,$(&$P&,R$)'Q$),6$)JJ&F'(6Q$I&,$PC6'$P&,R$+8
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J&*D-6(6H$$='$)OO+(+&'P$)$7+8F)-$+'8D6J(+&'$I&,$*&-6JF-),$)'O$D),(+JF-)(6$J&'()*+')(+&'$*F8($Q6
D6,I&,*6O$)'O$(C6$),6)$J-6)'6O$+'$)JJ&,O)'J6$(&$(C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,Q+(6,$%-6)'+'G$)'O
K6,+I+J)(+&'$.,&J6OF,6$R/012."#%2555S55TH
>&$D,676'($:A?$O)*)G6$(&$)'U$&I$(C6$6-6J(,&'+J$J&*D&'6'(8P$D,6J)F(+&'8$Q6U&'O$J&'()*+')(+&'
J&'(,&-$*6)8F,68$V+--$Q6$,6WF+,6OH$$>C+8$*)U$*6)'$F8+'G$)'(+8()(+J$D)JX)G+'G$I+-*8$(C)($)-8&
*66($(C6$J&'()*+')(+&'$,6WF+,6*6'(8$&I$A6J(+&'$YH/H1P$:A?$)DD,&76O$G),*6'(8P$)'O$G,&F'O6O
V,+8($8(,)D8H$$3OO+(+&')--UP$(C6$(6*D6,)(F,6$)'O$CF*+O+(U$&I$(C6$V&,X$6'7+,&'*6'($V+--$C)76$(&
Q6$J&'(,&--6OH$$%&'J6,'8$D6,()+'+'G$(&$:A?$8C&F-O$Q6$Q,&FGC($(&$(C6$)((6'(+&'$&I$Z3H$$3OO+(+&'):A?$,6WF+,6*6'(8$J)'$Q6$I&F'O$+'$(C6$!F'),$"6J&'')+88)'J6$#,Q+(6,$:-6J(,+J)-$AU8(6*
AD6J+I+J)(+&'$R/012A.:%255555[TH

/2/
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)*+,-.+#"/#!0*"1,"0

P&-6KG-),$)Q8&,R6,8$*)S$R6$+'K&,E&,)(6Q$+'(&$(D6$!"#$8E)K6K,)J($76'(+'H$Q68+H'I$$?D6$EG,E&86
&J$(D6$*&-6KG-),$)Q8&,R6,8$+8$(&$K&'(,&-$&'2&,R+($&G(H)88+'HT$E),(+KG-),-S$6-6K(,&8()(+K$,6(G,'T$)'Q
(&$,6QGK6$(D6$'G*R6,$)'Q$QG,)(+&'$&J$8E)K6K,)J($R&U$R)V6&G(8I$$P&-6KG-),$)Q8&,R6,$K&'8+8(8$&J
D&'6SK&*R$EGKV8$K&)(6Q$W+(D$)$X6&-+(6$K&)(+'HI$$$?D6$&G(H)886Q$6JJ-G6'($J,&*$(D6$+'(6,')K&*E&'6'(8$8D&G-Q$R6$Q+,6K(6Q$(D,&GHD$(D6$8E)K6K,)J($76'(8$)'Q$(D6$*&-6KG-),$)Q8&,R6,8$WD6'
6U+(+'H$(D6$8E)K6K,)J($7&-G*6I$$?D6$X6&-+(6$EGKV8$D)76$)$D+HD$6JJ+K+6'KS$J&,$)Q8&,R+'H$(D686
K&'()*+')'(8I

921
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)*+#,"--./$#)0*0%0+1/#,!/-2+"#%0-,#*/"+340"+.+,%1

>'(6H,)(+&'$&J$!"#$8D)--$&KKG,$+'$)$M;@2B?@2P5Q;$%-)88$15R555$S>B#$%-)88$TU$&,$K-6)'6,
J)K+-+(VI$$?D6$J)K+-+(V$8D)--$E,&7+W6$)$:+HD$;JJ+K+6'KV$.),(+KG-)(6$3+,$S:;.3U$J+-(6,6W$X)'Y$)(
J-&Z$,)(6$%5!I$$?D6$*&8($86'8+(+76$D),WZ),6$Z+--$X6$E-)K6W$K-&868($(&$(D6$:;.3$J+-(6,8$+'$(D6
K-6)',&&*$)'W$-688$86'8+(+76$D),WZ),6$Z+--$X6$Y6E($W&Z'8(,6)*$J,&*$(D6$*&,6$86'8+(+76
D),WZ),6I$$?VE+K)-$K-6)',&&*$(6*E6,)(G,6$8D&G-W$X6$*)+'()+'6W$)($T5[\$W6H,668$M)D,6'D6+($SqMU
)'W$(D6$,6-)(+76$DG*+W+(V$8D&G-W$X6$*)+'()+'6W$)($05$(&$\5]I
BE)K6K,)J($D),WZ),6$)'W$^B;$8D)--$X6$K-6)'6W$(&$(D6$,6_G+,6W$-676-8$XV$%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&?6KD'+K+)'8$+'$(D6$.,6K+8+&'$%-6)'+'H$"&&*I$$3--$D),WZ),6$K-6)'6W$+'$(D6$.,6K+8+&'$%-6)'+'H
"&&*$8D)--$X6$W&GX-6$X)HH6W$J&,$(,)'8E&,()(+&'$(&$(D6$K-6)',&&*$J)K+-+(VI$$M&,$K&'76'+6'K6R$)
E,6K+8+&'$K-6)'+'H$8()(+&'$*)V$X6$86($GE$&G(8+W6$(D6$K-6)',&&*$J)K+-+(VI
&'6!

)*+#,"--./7#".+,%1

.6,8&''6-$6'(6,+'H$(D6$K-6)',&&*$),6$,6_G+,6W$(&$G86$(D6$8D&6$K-6)'6,R$Z)-Y$&'$)$86,+68$&J$()KYV
*)(8R$)'W$G86$(D6$)+,$8D&Z6,I$$%-6)',&&*$(VE6$H),*6'(8$Z+--$X6$Z&,'$+'$(D6$K-6)',&&*$)($)-(+*68I$$?D6$X68($H),*6'(8$),6$G8G)--V$*)W6$&J$E&-V68(6,$&,$'V-&'$)'W$),6$6JJ+K+6'($E),(+KG-)(6
J+-(6,8$(&$DG*)'$H6'6,)(6W$K&'()*+')(+&'I$$>'$)WW+(+&'R$H),*6'(8$*G8($*66($;B@$8()'W),W8I$$MG-K-6)',&&*$H),*6'(8R$+'K-GW+'H$XG''V$8G+(8R$J)K6$*)8Y8R$D&&W8R$X&&(8R$)'W$4+(,+-6$H-&768$8D)--$X6
Z&,'$&'$(D6$!"#$.,&`6K(I$$$@6()+-8$&'$H&Z'+'H$)'W$E6,8&''6-$&E6,)(+&'$E,&K6WG,68$Z+--$X6
J&G'W$+'$(D6$!G'),$"6K&'')+88)'K6$#,X+(6,$%-6)'$3,6)$)'W$.6,8&''6-$#E6,)(+&'8$.,&K6WG,6
S/012."#%2555951UI
&'8!

,-,9:-*#%0*+/"+10!4+/*+:+*1/0,/%;+/$#)0*0%<

a&-6KG-),$Z+('688$E-)(68$Z+--$X6$G86W$(&$*&'+(&,$(D6$*&-6KG-),$K&'()*+')(+&'$-676-$+'$(D6
J)K+-+(VI$$3($-6)8($=>?$E-)(68$Z+--$X6$6bE&86W$)($)'V$H+76'$(+*6I$$?D6$E-)(68$Z+--$X6$)')-Vc6W$?@AB
E6,$*&'(DR$8()HH6,6W$8&$&'6$E-)(6$+8$*6)8G,6W$676,V$&($W)V8I$$?D6$)KK6E()X-6$-676-$&J$4L"$&'
(D6$E-)(6$)J(6,$P$*&'(D8$+8$*BCBD/#E8/E6,/.,&WGK($%-6)'-+'688$!676-8$)'W$%&'()*+')(+&'$%&'(,&.,&H,)*$Sa>!2B?@21P/9%UR$('F/GHE('6G8'
&'I!

2#"%0)*+/)-4,%1/0,/%;+/$#)0*0%<

?D6$J)K+-+(V$6'7+,&'*6'(8$Z+--$X6$K&'(+'G&G8-V$*&'+(&,6W$Z+(D$)$E),(+K-6$K&G'(6,$'6),$(D6
E6,8&''6-$Z&,Y$),6)I$$>J$(D6$E),(+K-6$K&G'(8$6bK66W$%-)88$6(J(((R$E6,8&''6-$Z+--$-6)76$(D6$J)K+-+(V
)'WF&,$K&'()*+')(+&'2H6'6,)(+'H$&E6,)(+&'8$Z+--$8(&ER$)8$W+,6K(6W$XV$(D6$>d?$a)')H6,R$(D6$>d?
a)')H6,e8$,6E,686'()(+76R$&,$f3I
&'K!

)*+#,"--./.#0,%+,#,)+

?D6$J)K+-+(V$Z+--$X6$K-6)'6W$(Z+K6$E6,$Z66Y$&,$*&,6$&J(6'$)8$'6K688),VI$$?D6$K-6)',&&*$Z+--$X6
7)KGG*6WR$(D)'$*&EE6W$Z+(D$W6+&'+c6W$Z)(6,$)'W$-&Z2,68+WG6R$'&'2+&'+K$W6(6,H6'(I$$BK)JJ&-W+'H
921
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)'Q$&(E6,$R&,S$K+T(H,68$R+--$U6$L-6)'6Q$)($(E)($(+*6J$$&'(%)*+$R+--$F6,K&,*$(E6$K)L+-+(V$L-6)'+'I
&F6,)(+&'8$H8+'I$(E6$F,&L6QH,68$&H(-+'6Q$+'$(E6$!H'),$"6L&'')+88)'L6$#,U+(6,$%-6)'$3,6)$)'Q
.6,8&''6-$#F6,)(+&'8$.,&L6QH,6$W/012."#%2555951XJ
,-.!

/0112"%3&#%4"5#6/

@&&-8Y$ZC<Y$)'Q$)'V$&(E6,$+(6*8$L&'()+'+'I$*)(6,+)-8$(E)($8E6QY$8-&HIEY$&,$K-)S6$F),(+L-68$&,
&H(I)8$*&-6LH-),$L&'()*+')'(8$)($,&&*$(6*F6,)(H,6$),6$F,&E+U+(6Q$K,&*$(E6$L-6)',&&*J$$@E6
L-6)'-+'688$,6[H+,6*6'(8$K&,$(&&-8$)'Q$ZC<$),6$I+76'$+'$C6L(+&'$\J1J
?'$)QQ+(+&'Y$&'-V$'&'2,6(,)L()U-6$U)--$F&+'($F6'8$R+--$U6$H86Q$K&,$R,+(+'I$+'$(E6$L-6)',&&*J
A&LH*6'(8$'66Q6Q$+'$(E6$L-6)',&&*$R+--$U6$&'$-+'(2K,66$L-6)',&&*$F)F6,Y$L-6)'6QY$)'Q$U)II6Q
K&,$(,)'8F&,(J$$?K$(E+8$F,)L(+L6$+8$'&($F&88+U-6Y$(E6$Q&LH*6'(8$8E)--$U6$U)II6Q$)'Q$86)-6Q$+'$L-6)'
U)II+'I$*)(6,+)-$)'Q$,6*)+'6Q$U)II6Q$RE+-6$+'$(E6$L-6)',&&*J$$3--$Q&LH*6'(8$8E)--$U6$S6F(
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TECHNICAL NOTE
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AUTHOR:

Michael Hecht

SUBJECT:

Adventitious carbon

DATE:

May 7, 2004 (revised 10may04)

The purpose of this note is to call attention to the problem of accumulation of
adventitious hydrocarbons on surfaces in the Phoenix sample handling chain, particularly
on the scoop. This contamination will occur almost immediately after cleaning, and could
make it impossible to meet the TEGA requirements for sample contamination within at
least a factor of 100.
Consider as a strawman the proposed contamination requirement:
"No more than 0.1 micrograms (TBR) of organic contamination may be
introduced into the soil by the digging process, either directly in the form of
particulates or indirectly by deposition of volatile hydrocarbons onto the robot
arm scoop." Assuming that the scoop will contaminate ~1 kg of soil, this
requirement makes it highly unlikely that TEGA samples will contain more than
0.1 ppb contamination.
From my prior life as a surface scientist, I suggest that the greatest threat to meeting this
requirement is the surface film of hydrocarbons which will coat all sample-handing
surfaces, even prior to cruise. As an example, suppose that the scoop exposes 100 cm2 of
surface to the soil. To meet the above requirement, such films can not exceed a thickness
of 0.01 nanometer (10-9 cm), where a monolayer is ~0.5 nm.
Unfortunately, such hydrocarbon films, often called "adventitious carbon," form rapidly
in room air, even in cleanrooms, and are not removed in vacuum without extensive
heating or plasma treatment. They are so well known to surface spectroscopists that they
are commonly used as an energy calibration for X-Ray Photoelectron Spectrometers
(XPS).
As measured by XPS, a monolayer film will form on inert substrates in a few minutes,
and at least a 1-2 nanometer film will form after a few hours, even in cleanroom air.
Moreover, because it is a surface-sensitive spectroscopy, XPS underestimates the actual
amount of hydrocarbons – it doesn't see the clumps and droplets known to pepper the thin
films.
In reasonably clean environments the films tend to stabilize at several nanometers, losing
as much as they gain over time (thus on Phoenix they probably won't get worse during
cruise). They are not removed by vacuum exposure unless accompanied by extended
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heating or plasma treatment (along with removal of water, that's the primary reason
vacuum systems are baked before use). Unfortunately, they are easily transferred by
mechanical contact, such as will occur when we dig.
The only way I know of to avoid this problem is to clean the scoop in situ (i.e. on Mars)
with heat or plasma, or to do some sort of radical packaging on Earth (e.g. vacuum
packing in foil after vacuum cleaning). Without taking such heroic measures, it is
difficult to see how we can come within a factor of 100 of the proposed requirement.
Acknowledgements: Rick Vasquez & Frank Grunthaner, XPS experts at JPL
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Chemical Analysis and Materials Development Group

Q150

To:

Ned Ferraro

9/8/2005

From:

Mark S. Anderson

Subject:

Molecular Contamination Witness Plates

Purpose
Molecular contamination witness plates were submitted by Amy Phillips for chemical analysis.
Method
The plates were extracted with dichloromethane and the low volatility residue (LVR) was analyzed using
Diffuse Reflectance/ Fourier Transform Infrared (DRIFT/FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR provides chemical
functional group information for quantitative analysis and qualitative identification of materials. The
analysis followed the ACL-120 procedure that complies with Mil-STD-1246C Notice 3 and is sensitive to
the most stringent level (A/100).
Results
Witness plates are generally clean. The degreasing process for plate “Temp 11” was very effective. The
data and plate details are given below.
Witness Plate

Chemical Functional Group

LT-3

AHC/ester

LT-4

AHC/ester

Temp 10
Temp 11
AHC= aliphatic hydrocarbon
Silicone= polydimethylsiloxane

Silicone
AHC

Amount
Micrograms/cm^2
~0.02
(7/21/05 to 8/2/05 exposure)
~0.03
(7/21/05-8/9/05 exposure)
0.04
~0.01

Plate Details:
Long-term plate LT-3 was placed on the laminar flow bench in room 508 on 7/21/05. It remained there until 8/2/05. There was very little
activity on the bench for that duration.
Long-term plate LT-4 was also placed on the laminar flow bench on 7/21/05 but remained there until 8/9/05.
Temp 10 was placed in the vacuum bake of the 2 female oven sub-assemblies in the IEC oven in room 510. The temperature was initially set at
60C on 8/25/05 and was gradually increased over a period of 24 hours to 105C. The slow heating was due to high outgassing, so we let the
pressure get down into the 1e-6 Torr range before the next incremental increase in temperature. The bake continued at 105 C for approximately
65 hours. The oven remained under a high vacuum (4 x 1e-7 Torr) until 9/6/05.
Temp 11 is a test of how well acetone can degreased machined parts. The witness plate was grossly abused, starting with a good nose-rubbing
right in the middle of it. The fun continued in the machine shop, where it was subjected to machine oil, tapping fluid, and greasy grimy metal
chips. The plate was then gently wiped with a rag to remove the large particles, then given 2 ultrasonic baths and rinses in acetone. This was
followed by 2 ultrasonic baths and rinses in 100% ethanol.
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Phoenix Thruster Plume Diagnostics
Introduction
The Phoenix Mars Lander science mission requires an understanding of
contaminants deposited on Martian soil by the hydrazine monopropellant retro-rocket
landing system. Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)/Aerospace Testing
Alliance was requested to extract gas from the plume of a Phoenix rocket engines during
acceptance hot fire tests at Aerojet in Redmond, Washington and perform analysis to
determine the major chemical species present in the rocket exhaust. The rocket engine
testing and exhaust gas analysis was performed during the week of 7 November 2005.
Of particular interest were the more reactive species ammonia (NH3) and
hydrazine (N2H4). The overall approach taken was to use a high-temperature capable
probe to extract exhaust gas directly from the rocket plume during 40-second steady-state
firings. The exhaust gas was analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
absorption spectrometer to quantify IR-absorbing species (H2O, NH3, and N2H4).
Additionally, exhaust gases were diverted into a passivated gas sample canister for
storage and future analysis by other methods.

Configuration
The gas extraction probe was a Tantalum tube mounted in an Inconel knife-edge
rake. The probe was positioned 2!-inches directly downstream of the rocket engine
nozzle exit plane and "-inch below centerline of the rocket nozzle core flow as shown in
Fig. 1. A series of stainless-steel heated sample lines carried the hot rocket exhaust gases
outside the test chamber, through a heated boost pump, and then into either the FTIR
multigas analyzer (MGA) or the sample canisters. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the gas
sampling and analysis equipment used at the test facility. Figure 3 show the MGA
equipment rack installed at the test site. Figure 4 contains a photograph of the 3-liter
sample canisters. The canisters were evacuated by the manufacturer and equipped with a
passivated shut-off valve and pressure gauge.
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Figure 1: Gas sample rake and one of the Phoenix thrusters installed in the test chamber.

Figure 2: Overall test configuration
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Figure 3. MGA instrumentation interfaced to the test chamber.

Figure 4. Passivated 3-liter sample canisters where used to capture exhaust gas samples for off-site
analysis to be performed at a later date.
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Test Procedure:
Prior to the test, all components in the gas sample path were heated to 350 °F and
the entire system was purged with N2. The sample path was then isolated and the test
chamber pumps were allowed to evacuate the sample line connected to the sample
canisters. The chamber was then isolated from the sample system for the rocket engine
warm-up pulses. At t = 0 sec., the rocket engine 40-sec. steady-state firing was initiated.
The isolation valve was opened and the exhaust gas drawn into the FTIR analyzer at
approximately t = 1 sec. At t = 25 sec., a three-way valve was switched to divert the
sample into the sample canister. At t = 38 sec., the sample canister isolation valve was
closed and, at t = 39 sec, the test chamber was isolated from the sample system. The
exhaust gas was then left in the FTIR analyzer for approximately 2 minutes until the N2
purge was re-established.
Two engines were installed in the test chamber for each test sequence. The
exhaust gas extraction probe was positioned in the exhaust stream of one motor. A
witness plate was position behind the second motor to collect samples for analysis by
NASA. However, gas samples were collected and analyzed with the MGA for both onprobe and off-probe motor test firings. The off-probe motor samples were used to
analyze test chamber recirculation gases. Canister samples were not acquired for the
recirculation gases. Figure 5 contains an image of a rocket engine and gas extraction
probe during a steady state firing.
Exhaust gas was extracted directly from the rocket plume for two rocket motors
(S/N 790 and S/N 798) during 40-second steady-state firing and FTIR analysis was
performed. Exhaust gas was stored in a passivated sample canister for both of these
motors. Test chamber recirculation gas was extracted from the test chamber for two
additional rocket motor tests (SN 791 & SN 794).

Extraction
Probe

Figure 5: Rocket engine S/N 798 (left) with gas extraction probe (right) during the 40-second steady
state firing.
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Data Analysis
The FTIR analyzer is an MKS Instruments Multigas Analyzer that uses an
algorithm to compare a library of reference absorption spectrum of known composition
and concentration to the sample gas FTIR spectrum. The MGA uses a least-squares
minimization routine to quantify each constituent in the sample gas. Figure 6 illustrates
this process. The right-hand plot is a portion of the FTIR spectrum from the exhaust
plume of motor S/N 789. The left-hand plot is a spectrum from the reference library for
45% ammonia covering the same wavenumber range. Advanced Fuel Research prepared
the reference library for ammonia using ultra-pure anhydrous ammonia.

Figure 6. FTIR reference spectrum for 45% ammonia (left) and the same spectra region for rocket
S/N 798 (right).

Similarly, a reference library for hydrazine was created using a sample of the
hydrazine fuel used for the thruster firings. Figure 7 shows the 0.08% hydrazine library
reference spectrum. The absorption band around 3300 cm-1 is used to quantify hydrazine
levels. A water vapor absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 8. The absorption lines
between 2000 cm-1 and 2140 cm-1 are used to quantify water vapor levels.
Figure 9 contains a plot of the full MGA ammonia reference spectrum. The
absorption bands at wavenumbers below 2000 cm-1 and above 3000 cm-1 have been
allowed to saturate the detector in order to maximize the signal levels of the band
centered around 2500 cm-1. The 2500 cm-1 band is used for analysis since there are no
overlapping water absorption bands in this spectral region.
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Figure 7. Reference spectrum for 0.08% hydrazine.
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Figure 8. FTIR water absorption spectra. The left-hand plot shows the entire MGA wavenumber
range. The lower plot shows the wavenumber region used to quantify the water vapor concentration.
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Figure 9. FTIR ammonia spectrum. The band centered on 2500 cm-1 is used to quantify high levels
of ammonia in the presence of water vapor.

Figure 10 shows a 0.08% hydrazine absorption band and a 45% ammonia
absorption band at 3300 cm-1. These plot along with Figs. 7–9 illustrate the difficulty of
measuring low level hydrazine in the presence on high concentration ammonia and water
vapor. Under these conditions, the hydrazine absorption features are indiscernible in the
presence of the much stronger ammonia absorption band.
2.0

2.0
3% Ammonia

0.08 % Hydrazine
1.5

Absorption Signal

Absorption Signal
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Figure 10. 3% ammonia absorption spectrum (left) and 0.08% hydrazine spectrum (right).

Results:
In general, the NH3 reference library worked very well and obtained an average
ammonia concentration of 45% by volume that closely agreed with those predicted by the
Aerojet performance model (Appendix A). The measured for H2O concentration of
0.24% by volume also appears reasonable based upon a pre-test fuel assay value of
0.25% (Appendix B). Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the measured concentrations of
these two constituents for the 40-second, steady-state firings of rocket motor S/N 798 and
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S/N 790, respectively. During the first part of both test firings, there is a spike in the
ammonia concentration up to a maximum of approximately 55%. Aerojet has indicated
that there may be a performance related explanation for this occurring at startup when the
rocket motor catalyst bed is not fully up to operating temperature.

PHX 798 40s Steady-State FTIR Analysis
60

0.5

Exhaust Gas Held in FTIR Gas Cell

Rocket Firing Period

GN2 Purge
0.45

50
0.4
0.35
40

30

0.3
0.25

H2O (%)

NH3 (%)

Aerojet Performance Model Prediction
Pre-test Fuel Assay Water Content

0.2
20
0.15
0.1
10
0.05
0
0:00:00

0
0:00:43

0:01:26

0:02:10

0:02:53

Time (hh:mm:ss)
NH3

H2O

Figure 11. NH3 & H2O Concentrations for PHX MRO SN798

We found hydrazine much more difficult to quantify than anticipated because the
levels were lower than expected. Based on pretest discussion between NASA-JPL,
Aerojet, and AEDC personnel, it was anticipated that hydrazine concentrations in the
exhaust plume could be as high as 0.5%-1.0%. Instead, we found that the levels were
considerably lower than this. Strong water vapor and ammonia absorption bands located
in the same spectral regions as hydrazine preclude quantitative measurement of hydrazine
below levels of approximately 0.05%. Post test analysis revealed that the hydrazine
levels are definitely below 0.05% and likely below 0.01%.

Data Files
The FTIR absorption spectra acquired for thruster exhaust plume and recirculation
gas analysis are attached to this report on a compact disk (CD). Data logs that correlates
filename with the thruster firing sequence can be found in Appendix C and on the CD.
The spectrum files are stored in binary format. A conversion tool provided by Advanced
Fuel Research is included on the CD. Instruction for installing and executing the code
are also included on the CD.
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PHX 790 40s Steady-State FTIR Analysis
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Figure 12. NH3 & H2O Concentrations for PHX MRO SN 790

Conclusion
Gas samples were extracted from the exhaust plume of two Phoenix retro-rocket
thrusters during hot fire acceptance testing. Recirculation gas samples were taken from
inside the test cell for two additional engine firings. The samples were analyzed for
ammonia, water vapor, and hydrazine concentrations using a FTIR absorption
spectrometer. The measured ammonia and water vapor were in close agreement with
expected values. Hydrazine levels were undetectable throughout the 40-second test
firings. The hydrazine detection limit for the MGA in the presence of 45% ammonia and
0.25% water is approximately 0.01%.
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Appendix B
NASA Equilibrium Code Preditions
The predicted plume constituents for the Phoenix acceptance hot fire tests for a
steady state firing where calculated Aerojet prior to the tests. This prediction assumes
high purity grade hydrazine with 0.5% water which is a typical value for a hydrazine
assay from the Aerojet test facility. These predictions were determined using measured
values from the past PHX hot fire test bed units fired in 10/2004 and the NASA Chemical
Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) code. The key information presented are the mole
fractions past the exit plane of the nozzle:
H2
H2O
NH3
N2

0.36216
0.00405
0.36216
0.27162

The entire CEA code output follows:
THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM
COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION FROM INFINITE AREA COMBUSTOR
Pinj =

161.3 PSIA

REACTANT
NAME
NAME

diss
water

REACTANT DENSITY=
O/F=0.00

WT FRACTION
(SEE NOTE)
0.9950000
0.0050000

ENERGY
CAL/MOL
12094.000
-68308.000

1.0040 G/CC

%FUEL=0.00

R,EQ.RATIO=90.507

PHI,EQ.RATIO=0.00

Pinf/P
P, ATM
T, K
RHO, G/CC
H, CAL/G
U, CAL/G
G, CAL/G
S, CAL/(G)(K)

CHAMBER
THROAT
EXIT
1.0000
1.7987
287.81
10.976
6.1019 0.03814
1335.61 1192.71
377.20
1.4601-3 9.0901-4 1.7964-5
356.56
255.48 -247.47
174.52
92.915 -298.89
-4323.14 -3923.56 -1569.10
3.5038
3.5038
3.5038

M, (1/n)
(dLV/dLP)t
(dLV/dLT)p
Cp, CAL/(G)(K)
GAMMAs
SON VEL,M/SEC
MACH NUMBER

14.580
14.580
14.580
-1.00000 -1.00000 -1.00000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.7186
0.6958
0.5306
1.2341
1.2436
1.3456
969.5
919.7
538.0
0.000
1.000
4.179

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Ae/At
CSTAR, FT/SEC

TEMP
K
298.150
298.150

1.0000
4364.4

20.700
4364.4
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CF
Ivac,LB-SEC/LB
Isp, LB-SEC/LB

0.6914
169.2
93.8

1.6900
239.0
229.3

0.36216
0.00405
0.36216
0.27162

0.36216
0.00405
0.36216
0.27162

MOLE FRACTIONS
*H2
H2O
NH3
*N2

0.36216
0.00405
0.36216
0.27162

* THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FITTED TO 20000.K
NOTE. WEIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL
OXIDANTS
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Appendix B
Aerojet Fuel Assay
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Appendix C
Multigas Analyzer FTIR Spectra Log
Table C1. Recirculation/background samples from Phoenix Thruster SN 794.

14:49:38
14:49:39
14:49:41
14:49:42
14:49:44
14:49:45
14:49:47
14:49:48
14:49:50
14:49:51
14:49:53
14:49:54
14:49:56
14:49:57
14:49:59
14:50:00
14:50:02
14:50:03
14:50:05
14:50:06
14:50:08
14:50:09
14:50:12
14:50:15
14:50:18
14:50:21
14:50:22
14:50:25
14:50:28
14:50:32
14:50:35

H2O
(%)
-0.004
0.008
0.007
0.005
-0.009
0.004
-0.010
0.007
-0.009
-0.005
-0.001
-0.012
0.008
0.002
-0.002
0.012
-0.005
0.008
-0.002
0.014
-0.014
0.009
0.158
0.261
0.277
0.272
0.272
0.276
0.282
0.291
0.286

NH3
(%)
0.151
0.146
0.162
0.150
0.144
0.123
0.168
0.150
0.159
0.159
0.128
0.160
0.154
0.138
0.157
0.165
0.155
0.165
0.149
0.148
0.395
1.896
25.681
41.679
43.952
44.520
45.106
45.167
45.361
45.187
45.099

0:00:00
0:00:02
0:00:03
0:00:05
0:00:06
0:00:08
0:00:09
0:00:11
0:00:12
0:00:14
0:00:15
0:00:17
0:00:18
0:00:20
0:00:21
0:00:24
0:00:27
0:00:30
0:00:33
0:00:34
0:00:37
0:00:40
0:00:44
0:00:47

14:52:25
14:52:26
14:52:28
14:52:30

0.300
0.306
0.272
0.146

45.261
45.108
40.671
11.713

0:02:37
0:02:38
0:02:40
0:02:42

14:52:49
14:52:51
14:52:52
14:52:54

-0.005
-0.002
0.000
-0.005

-0.019
-0.006
-0.014
-0.017

0:03:01
0:03:03
0:03:04
0:03:06

Spectrum Filename

Time

PHX_09OCT05_4440.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4441.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4442.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4443.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4444.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4445.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4446.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4447.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4448.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4449.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4450.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4451.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4452.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4453.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4454.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4455.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4456.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4457.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4458.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4459.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4460.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4461.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4462.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4463.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4464.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4465.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4466.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4467.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4468.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4469.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4470.LAB

Run
Time

NOTES

Start 40 sec. steady-state firing

Open valve to MGA

Close valve to MGA
End 40 sec. steady-state firing

...
PHX_09OCT05_4515.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4516.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4517.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4518.LAB

...
PHX_09OCT05_4527.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4528.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4529.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4530.LAB
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MGA purge initiated

Table C2. Exhaust gas samples from Phoenix Thruster SN 798.

Spectrum

Time

H2O
(%)

NH3
(%)

Run
Time

PHX_09OCT05_4930.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4931.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4932.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4933.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4934.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4935.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4936.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4937.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4938.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4939.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4940.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4941.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4942.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4943.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4944.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4945.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4946.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4947.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4948.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4949.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4950.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4951.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4952.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_4953.LAB

15:03:27
15:03:28
15:03:29
15:03:31
15:03:32
15:03:34
15:03:35
15:03:37
15:03:38
15:03:40
15:03:41
15:03:44
15:03:47
15:03:51
15:03:54
15:03:57
15:04:00
15:04:02
15:04:05
15:04:07
15:04:10
15:04:13
15:04:16
15:04:19

0.007
0.001
-0.002
0.003
0.010
0.018
0.017
0.015
0.016
0.008
0.062
0.231
0.207
0.247
0.236
0.241
0.236
0.228
0.234
0.230
0.215
0.204
0.249
0.208

0.329
0.320
0.327
0.334
0.331
0.315
0.337
0.325
0.327
0.315
4.249
33.539
43.738
50.880
48.261
45.824
45.425
44.778
43.467
47.093
44.924
41.612
50.292
44.279

0:00:00
0:00:02
0:00:03
0:00:05
0:00:06
0:00:09
0:00:12
0:00:16
0:00:19
0:00:22
0:00:25
0:00:27
0:00:30
0:00:32
0:00:35
0:00:38
0:00:41
0:00:44

15:06:24
15:06:26
15:06:29
15:06:32
15:06:34
15:06:36
15:06:38
15:06:40
15:06:42
15:06:45

0.220
0.163
0.006
-0.017
-0.011
0.005
-0.004
0.016
-0.017
-0.012

NOTES

Start 40 sec. steady-state firing

Open valve to MGA

Divert sample to canister
Open sample canister valve
Close sample canister valve
End 40 sec. steady-state firing

...
PHX_09OCT05_5001.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5002.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5003.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5004.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5005.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5006.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5007.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5008.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5009.LAB
PHX_09OCT05_5010.LAB

40.000
23.139
0.093
0.010
0.006
-0.011
-0.016
-0.022
-0.015
-0.007
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0:02:49
0:02:51
0:02:54
0:02:57
0:02:59
0:03:01
0:03:03
0:03:05
0:03:07
0:03:10

MGA purge initiated

Table C3. Recirculation/Background samples from Phoenix thruster S/N 791.
Spectrum

Time

H2O
(%)

NH3
(%)

Run
Time

PHX_10NOV05_0185.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0186.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0187.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0188.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0189.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0190.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0191.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0192.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0193.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0194.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0195.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0196.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0197.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0198.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0199.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0200.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0201.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0202.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0203.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0204.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0205.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0206.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0207.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0208.LAB

14:14:11
14:14:12
14:14:14
14:14:15
14:14:17
14:14:18
14:14:20
14:14:21
14:14:23
14:14:24
14:14:26
14:14:27
14:14:29
14:14:30
14:14:32
14:14:33
14:14:36
14:14:39
14:14:42
14:14:46
14:14:49
14:14:52
14:14:55
14:14:57

0.004
0.003
0.010
0.019
0.014
-0.001
0.002
0.006
0.017
-0.009
0.007
0.009
0.023
0.014
0.037
0.100
0.231
0.304
0.282
0.307
0.331
0.311
0.310
0.313

0.086
0.088
0.075
0.088
0.078
0.068
0.084
0.079
0.076
0.100
0.078
0.097
0.161
0.413
1.002
1.776
7.478
24.975
32.546
37.202
37.707
37.603
37.715
37.758

0:00:00
0:00:01
0:00:03
0:00:04
0:00:06
0:00:07
0:00:09
0:00:10
0:00:12
0:00:13
0:00:15
0:00:16
0:00:18
0:00:19
0:00:22
0:00:25
0:00:28
0:00:32

14:15:30
14:15:32
14:15:35
14:15:38
14:15:41
14:15:43
14:15:46
14:15:49
14:15:52
14:15:55
14:15:58
14:16:01
14:16:03
14:16:05
14:16:08
14:16:10

0.313
0.310
0.319
0.302
0.317
0.307
0.316
0.305
0.304
0.193
-0.002
-0.002
0.002
0.006
0.004
-0.021

NOTES

Start 40 sec. steady-state firing

Open valve to MGA

Close valve to MGA
End 40 sec. steady-state firing

...
PHX_10NOV05_0220.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0221.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0222.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0223.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0224.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0225.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0226.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0227.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0228.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0229.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0230.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0231.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0232.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0233.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0234.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0235.LAB

37.995
38.038
38.073
38.389
38.242
38.353
38.242
38.224
38.439
20.800
0.074
0.044
0.030
0.024
0.028
0.034
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0:01:05
0:01:07
0:01:10
0:01:13
0:01:16
0:01:18
0:01:21
0:01:24
0:01:27
0:01:29
0:01:32
0:01:47
0:01:49
0:01:51
0:01:54
0:01:56

MGA purge initiated

Table C4. Exhaust gas samples from Phoenix thruster S/N 790.
Spectrum

Time

H2O
(%)

NH3
(%)

Run
Time

PHX_10NOV05_0761.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0762.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0763.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0764.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0765.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0766.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0767.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0768.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0769.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0770.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0771.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0772.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0773.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0774.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0775.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0776.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0777.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0778.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0779.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0780.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0781.LAB

14:29:46
14:29:48
14:29:49
14:29:51
14:29:52
14:29:54
14:29:55
14:29:58
14:30:01
14:30:04
14:30:07
14:30:10
14:30:13
14:30:16
14:30:19
14:30:22
14:30:25
14:30:28
14:30:31
14:30:34
14:30:37

0.219
0.213
0.234
0.213
0.231
0.258
0.548
0.644
0.260
0.263
0.253
0.242
0.221
0.237
0.252
0.235
0.242
0.232
0.247
0.237
0.235

2.864
2.877
2.888
2.898
2.892
2.991
3.855
27.545
38.355
55.976
51.252
46.146
45.048
45.096
45.138
45.235
45.162
45.030
45.095
43.505
43.143

0:00:00
0:00:03
0:00:06
0:00:09
0:00:12
0:00:15
0:00:18
0:00:21
0:00:24
0:00:27
0:00:30
0:00:33
0:00:36
0:00:39
0:00:42

14:31:50
14:31:53
14:31:56
14:31:59
14:32:02
14:32:05
14:32:08
14:32:09
14:32:11
14:32:14
14:32:15
14:32:17
14:32:18
14:32:20

0.242
0.217
0.225
0.008
-0.020
0.000
0.003
0.001
-0.022
-0.005
0.001
-0.017
-0.019
-0.014

NOTES

Start 40 sec. steady-state firing
Open valve to MGA

Divert sample to canister
Open sample canister valve

Close sample canister valve
End 40 sec. steady-state firing

...
PHX_10NOV05_0807.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0808.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0809.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0810.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0811.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0812.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0813.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0814.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0815.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0816.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0817.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0818.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0819.LAB
PHX_10NOV05_0820.LAB

43.502
43.466
39.312
0.677
0.080
0.027
0.031
0.036
0.060
0.024
0.055
0.059
0.031
0.048
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0:01:55
0:01:58
0:02:01
0:02:04
0:02:07
0:02:10
0:02:13
0:02:14
0:02:16
0:02:19
0:02:20
0:02:22
0:02:23
0:02:25

Initiate MGA purge
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CURATION OF FROZEN SAMPLES. L. A. Fletcher1, C.C. Allen1 and R. Bastien2. 1ARES, Mail Code KT,
NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, 2Jacobs Technologies, 2224 Bay Area Blvd, Houston, TX
77058 (lisa.a.fletcher@nasa.gov).
Mars sample return. Many of the most important martian samples currently exist at sub-freezing temperatures and are extremely temperature-sensitive. In 1990
James L. Gooding reported that “the maximum scientific value of the samples is retained when they are
preserved in the conditions that applied prior to their
collection. Any sample degradation equates to loss of
information.” Gooding also concluded that “excessive
warming would mobilize adsorbed water and initiate
irreversible chemical or isotope-exchange reactions.
Temperatures substantially lower than 273K are required to arrest interfacial water in fine-grained porous
samples. Heat-sensitive materials including unidentified oxidants discovered by the Viking Landers, would
decompose if excessively warmed. Hydrate or carbonate minerals might undergo stable-isotopic reequilibration, thereby erasing their records of ancient
Mars climates. Uncontrolled temperature rise would
also produce large head-space pressures, through gas
desorption from samples, which would further stimulate undesirable reactions. Deliberate heat sterilization would not affect age-dating of igneous rocks but
would profoundly degrade paleoclimate information in
sediments and soils [2].”

Introduction. NASA’s Johnson Space Center
(JSC) and the Astromaterials Curator are charged by
NPD 7100.10D with the curation of all of NASA’s
extraterrestrial samples, including those from future
missions. This responsibility includes the development of new sample handling and preparation techniques; therefore, the Astromaterials Curator must begin developing procedures to preserve, prepare and
ship samples at sub-freezing temperatures in order to
enable future sample return missions. Such missions
might include the return of future frozen samples from
permanently-shadowed lunar craters, the nuclei of
comets, the surface of Mars, etc.
We are demonstrating the ability to curate samples under cold conditions by designing, installing and
testing a cold curation glovebox. This glovebox will
allow us to store, document, manipulate and subdivide
frozen samples while quantifying and minimizing contamination throughout the curation process.
Background. The ability to collect and curate
samples under cold conditions has been desired by the
scientific community for years. It is apparent that
warming samples to temperatures above what they
have experienced in their past will destroy some scientific value.
JSC has experience with frozen astromaterial
samples, specifically meteorites, moon rocks and
cometary dust particles. Antarctic meteorites are routinely shipped to JSC frozen, then brought to room
temperature and dried in a nitrogen glovebox. A few
meteorites have been processed at subfreezing temperatures, and one specific example is the Tagish Lake
meteorite (Canada) samples. Some of these samples
were collected, stored and processed frozen at JSC to
minimize contamination. Preserving the samples in
this way was critical to the important research on prebiological organic compounds published in Science
[1]. In addition to meteorites, selected Apollo samples
from shadowed locations on the lunar surface have
been stored untouched and frozen in the Lunar Laboratory since Earth return. Analysis of these samples may
provide key information on the preservation of volatiles in permanently-shadowed craters at the lunar
poles. Finally, a few selected Stardust cometary samples in aerogel are currently being held in frozen storage to preserve cometary organics.
In past and recent years, JSC has researched the
technology and cost of cold curation in preparation for

Technical Requirements. Similar to traditional
curation gloveboxes for current astromaterial samples,
this glovebox was designed and built to meet the same
cleanliness requirements to ensure compatibility with
current contamination control protocols. The primary
technical requirements for the box design include the
ability to: (1) maintain a cold environment inside the
box with continuous purge of high purity nitrogen gas;
(2) continuously monitor and record the nitrogen quality and temperature; (3) store samples and tools in a
freezer located within the box; and (4) manipulate
samples on a cold plate in the center of box. Also in
line with current curation protocols, this glovebox will
be stored within a Class 1,000 (ISO Class 6) cleanroom and utilized by workers donned in cleanroom
suits. See Figure 1 for glovebox system design drawing.
Project Plan. The glovebox system has been designed, built and delivered to JSC. After final installation in an existing curatorial laboratory, we plan to
develop technologies and procedures to store, document, manipulate, subdivide, package and ship frozen
samples. We will also minimize, quantify and docu-
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ment contamination levels throughout the curation
process.
Acknowledgements. NASA procured the glovebox system described in this abstract by MBraun, Inc.
in Stratham, NH, under PO NNJ07HE26P. Funding
has been provided by the JSC Technology Investment
Fund.
References. [1] Nakamura-Messenger, K., S.
Messenger, L. P. Keller, S. J. Clemett and M. E.
Zolensky (2006) Organic globules in the Tagish Lake
meteorite: Remnants of the protosolar disk. Science
314, 1439-1442. [2] Gooding, J.L., Scientific guidelines for the preservation of samples collected from
Mars, NASA Tech. Memo., TM-4184, 1990.

Figure 1: Glovebox design by MBraun, Inc. System includes -35°C freezer, -35°C cold plate, microscope, electrical connections, penetrations for
gaseous nitrogen supply and exhaust, spare penetrations for future utilities and monitoring system
to display and record nitrogen and temperature parameters.
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A TESTBED FOR ADVANCED COLD CURATION OF
ASTROMATERIALS. L. A. Fletcher1, R. Bastien2 and C.C.
Allen1. 1ARES, Mail Code KT, NASA Johnson Space Center,
Houston, TX 77058. lisa.a.fletcher@nasa.gov 2Jacobs Technologies, 2224 Bay Area Blvd, Houston, TX 77058.
Introduction: The NASA Astromaterials Curation Facility at the Johnson Space Center is responsible for the curation of
all astromaterial sample return collections and includes state-ofthe-art processing of these samples for allocation to the scientific
community. Unique challenges to traditional curation practices
are being raised with planned missions to return cold samples
from the Moon, Mars, comet nuclei and other icy bodies. These
missions will require performing curation processes in a clean,
controlled thermal environment. In anticipation of these types of
unique samples, we have installed a new advanced curation laboratory to explore the feasibility of curating samples under cold,
clean conditions [1]. The primary motive for this effort is to
understand the potential challenges associated with processing
samples cold while quantifying and minimizing organic and inorganic contamination levels.
Results and Discussion: The laboratory consists of a controlled-atmosphere, custom-designed stainless steel glovebox
equipped with a -35°C freezer and -35°C cold plate for sample
storage and manipulation at cold temperatures [1]. Our initial
experiments have focused on measuring the thermal profile surrounding the cold plate working surface and determining sublimation rates from ice samples into the dry nitrogen purged environment of the glovebox. With the current configuration, there is
a strong thermal gradient around the cold plate such that the
working temperature decreases to 0°C less than 1 cm above the
cold plate surface. Measured sublimation rates from ultrapure
water ice samples are on the order of 1% mass lost each successive 24 hour period.
The cold plate is a potential source of organic contamination of samples because it may act as a “getter” for volatile organic compounds in the glovebox environment. To quantify the
level of organic contamination, we are analyzing organic-free
silicon witness plates exposed to the nitrogen glovebox environment using thermal desorption-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (TD-GC-MS). These results are compared with baseline
data obtained from previous organic analyses conducted inside
curation gloveboxes within the Lunar, Meteorite and Genesis
Curation Laboratories. We are particularly interested in the comparison of the types and abundances of organic species that adhere to the clean silicon surface when placed on the cold plate
verses the warmer overall box environment. In addition to organic analyses, we are also investigating the trace metals in various locations within the glovebox environment using inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) of witness plates.
A series of additional experiments with simulants and astromaterial samples are planned. Now that contamination levels
are better understood, efforts to reduce these levels are underway
so that cold curation may be offered as a service to the community in the near future.
References: [1] Fletcher, L. A. et al. (2008) LPSC XXXIX,
Abstr. # 2202.
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Abstract—The purpose of this study was to assess, for the first time, the presence of muramic acid (Mur) and
3-hydroxy fatty acids (3-OH FAs), chemical markers for terrestrial bacteria in “curated” lunar samples by use
of state-of-the-art gas chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry. The Apollo lunar sample collection has
been stored, under isolation conditions, at the Johnson Space Center since 1969. Markers were absent in three
of the four samples analyzed. However, one sample clearly contained markers for Earth bacteria (83– 469 ppb
for 3-OH FAs and 156 ppb for Mur). The bacterial markers were present at several orders of magnitude higher
levels in terrestrial dust (7.6 –36.9 ! 103 ppb for 3-OH FAs and 125.3 ! 103 ppb for Mur). The lunar sample
containing markers consisted of dust rinsed from flight hardware, suggesting terrestrial biocontamination as
the source. In conclusion, pristine lunar dust is strikingly different from terrestrial dust in lacking chemical
markers for terrestrial bacteria. It is suggested that future life detection studies of other samples of extraterrestrial origin (e.g., from Mars) might be greatly aided by concurrent analysis of chemical markers for
terrestrial bacteria and by including pristine lunar dust to provide a negative baseline. Copyright © 2001
Elsevier Science Ltd
bacteria were not detected in lunar material by means of classical microbiological culture when the lunar material was first
returned from the Apollo missions (Oyama et al., 1970). Unfortunately, chemical methods that additionally detect dead
bacterial remnants, as well as nonculturable bacteria, were in a
primitive stage of development at this time (Maitra et al., 1978;
Fox et al., 1980, 1993, 1995, 1996; Findlay et al., 1983; Saraf
and Larsson, 1996; Saraf et al., 1999; Bal and Larsson, 2000;
Kozar et al., 2000).
The lunar samples were subsequently stored under strict
isolation conditions for the past 30 yr (Allton et al., 1998). It is
possible that terrestrial contamination could have occurred during this extended curation period. Thus, although it might be
speculated that “pristine” lunar dust should lack chemical
markers for terrestrial bacteria, this remains to be demonstrated
experimentally. The experimental test of this hypothesis is the
primary subject of the present study. This would also provide
an important negative baseline in future studies of other samples of extraterrestrial origin returned to Earth (e.g., from
Mars); it has proven tremendously difficult to perform such
studies on the surface of Mars (Simmonds, 1970; Biemann et
al., 1977; Glavin et al., 2000).

1. INTRODUCTION

The research presented here relates to whether life exists
elsewhere in the universe other than on Earth. This is one of the
key missions of the Space Science Enterprise area of NASA.
The following null hypothesis is proposed and tested: Pristine
lunar samples, because they come from a satellite believed to
be void of life, should not contain chemical markers for terrestrial bacteria. As far as we are aware, this is the first study of the
levels of markers (e.g., muramic acid [Mur] and 3-OH fatty
acids [3-OH FA]; Schleifer and Kandler, 1972; Rietschel,
1984) for terrestrial bacteria in a lunar sample (or any other
sample of extraterrestrial origin). State-of-the-art gas chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (GC-MS/MS) methods
for measurement of chemical markers in environmental samples were employed.
The only extraterrestrial samples that are currently on Earth
are lunar dust that was taken back from the Apollo missions to
the Moon and meteorites that have landed naturally. Meteorites, unfortunately, are contaminated when they pass through
the Earth’s atmosphere and during environmental exposure on
Earth. Thus, it has been difficult to interpret the biologic or
chemical origin of compounds found in meteorites (Kvenholden et al., 1970; Engel and Nagy, 1982; Bada et al., 1983;
Engel et al., 1990; McKay et al., 1996; Cronin and Pizzarello,
1997; Engel and Macko, 1997; Bada et al., 1998; Glavin et al.,
1999; Ehrenfreund et al., 2001). Organics have also been detected in lunar dust, but at much lower trace levels (Burlingame
et al., 1970; Ponnamperuma, 1970; Harada et al., 1971; Nagy et
al., 1971; Brinton and Bada, 1996).
Spacecraft used in the Apollo missions were contaminated
with terrestrial bacteria (Puleo et al., 1970). However, viable

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Lunar and Terrestrial Dust Samples
The Apollo lunar sample collection, comprising 2200 samples with
a total weight of 380 kg, has been curated at the Johnson Space Center
since 1969. Eighty percent of the Apollo samples remain pristine,
stored under clean nitrogen in gloveboxes. The pristine lunar samples
have been stored and manipulated in nitrogen-purged, positive-pressure, stainless steel gloveboxes located inside a HEPA-filtered clean
room. Materials and personnel going into the laboratory are strictly
controlled. Every tool or container going into a glovebox is verified
clean and restricted in composition to stainless steel, aluminum, and
Teflon (Allton et al., 1998).
Because detailed sample handling histories are kept for curated lunar

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed (afox@
med.sc.edu).
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samples, an attempt was made to relate possible biocontamination to
sample handling. The samples chosen for these analyses, listed in order
of decreasing cleanliness, include the following: (a) sample 380, a soil
sample from interior of Apollo 15 core 15007 (representative of littlehandled, little-exposed material of low contamination); (b) sample 087,
dust sweepings from an Apollo 17 glovebox (representative of the
nitrogen sample handling environment); (c) sample 333, sweepings
recovered from a flight tote bag with a brush (representative of those
potentially contaminated by astronaut collection activities); and (d)
sample 335, fine material rinsed from flight hardware with Freon
(representing the contamination load on astronaut equipment and subsequent handling in open, unfiltered laboratory air).
A terrestrial dust sample was collected from surfaces in an open,
unheated, turn-of-the-century wooden barn located on a 70-acre farm 5
miles from Barnwell, South Carolina, USA. The barn was used to store
hay and equipment and to stall two or three horses. The dust was freeze

dried and homogenized before storage and kept frozen at !20°C before
analysis. Many other terrestrial samples have been analyzed by us
previously (Fox et al., 1993, 1995, 1996; Saraf and Larsson, 1996;
Saraf et al., 1999; Bal and Larsson, 2000).
2.2. Water for Use as a Blank
Water was purified in a standard fashion for a university laboratory
building including the use of a carbon filter, reverse osmosis, and mixedbed ion exchange resin. Additionally, the effluent was glass distilled and
immediately frozen and stored at !20°C until used for analysis.
2.3. Minimization of Chemical Marker Background
Work from our laboratories has demonstrated the ubiquitous presence of Mur and 3-OH FAs in terrestrial surfaces and airborne dust

Fig. 1. GC-MS/MS chemical fingerprint (product ion spectrum) of (A) standard muramic acid, (B) muramic acid isolated
from terrestrial dust, and (C) a water blank. The terrestrial dust samples but not the water blank contains the characteristic
ions of m/z 361, 301, 258, 240, 198, 156, and 138 seen in the muramic acid standard.
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(Sonesson et al., 1988; Fox et al., 1995, 1996). Thus, scrupulous
attention was essential to eliminate environmental contamination of the
samples. Glassware used in the procedure was first cleaned with detergent, rinsed with water, then soaked in 1 N HCl overnight, washed
in distilled water again, and baked at 246°C for a minimum of 24 h.
Rigorous measures were employed to avoid cross-contamination between samples. For example, during nitrogen evaporation used in
various parts of the analytical procedure, sample droplets can be
aerosolized, passing from one sample to the next. The evaporator was
modified with plastic barriers placed between each sample.
2.4. Preparation of Alditol Acetate of Muramic Acid
The analytical procedure has been reviewed in detail elsewhere (Fox
et al., 1989; Fox and Black, 1994). Samples were first hydrolyzed to

release Mur from peptidoglycan (PG) by the addition of 2 N sulfuric
acid to 20 mg of dust for 3 h at 100°C. An isotope-labeled internal
standard, 13C-labeled Mur, was prepared in advance by hydrolyzing 40
mg of 13C-labeled cyanobacteria (Isotec) as above. The bacteria were
0.4% Mur on a dry-weight basis. Thirty-four nanograms of 13C-labeled
Mur was added to each sample as an internal standard. Additionally, 50
!g of glucose was added to each sample as a carrier to help avoid
losses of muramic acid by adsorption to glassware. External standards
consisted of a known amount of Mur and constant amounts (34 ng) of
13
C-labeled Mur. Blanks consisted of water spiked with 13C-labeled
Mur. After hydrolysis, samples were neutralized by mixing with 2 mL
of N,N-dioctylmethylamine (Fluka) in chloroform (50:50 v/v) and
centrifuged. The aqueous phase was removed and passed through C-18
columns (J&W) and reduced with 5 mg sodium borohydride. To
remove generated borate, methanol/acetic acid (200:1 v/v) was added

Fig. 2. GC-MS/MS chemical fingerprint (product ion spectrum) of (A) standard 3-OH C14, (B) 3-OH C14 isolated from
terrestrial dust, and (C) a water blank. The terrestrial dust sample but not the water blank contains the characteristic ions
of m/z 131 and 73 seen in the standard.
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Fig. 3. GC-MS/MS monitoring chromatogram of (A) reference muramic acid, (B) terrestrial dust, and (C) a water blank.
In the 12C muramic acid window, a peak at the retention time for muramic acid is observed in the terrestrial sample but not
in the water blank. Each upper window depicts the internal standard, I.S. (13C muramic acid), and the lower window depicts
natural (12C) muramic acid. Peaks in the two separate windows are normalized relative to the highest peak in either window.
There is so much natural 12C muramic acid in the terrestrial sample (B) that this internal standard window appears as a flat
line. Thus, the 13C muramic acid peak is not visible graphically without magnification. In the baseline for C (lower window),
instrumental noise spikes are observed. There is no clear peak above this noise at the retention time for muramic acid. 13C
muramic acid (internal standard) has the same retention time as 12C muramic acid, which allows standardization of
chromatograms because retention times may vary somewhat between samples.

continuously while evaporating under nitrogen. The samples were dried
under vacuum. The alditols were acetylated at 100°C overnight. Acetic
anhydride was decomposed with 0.75 mL of H2O. One milliliter of
chloroform was added, and after mixing, the aqueous phase was discarded. A 0.8-mL aliquot of ammonium hydroxide in H2O (80:20 v/v)
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was added, the mixture passed through a Chem Elut column (Varian), and
the organic phase was collected. The samples were evaporated to dryness
and reconstituted in 10 !L of chloroform. Analysis was performed with a
GCQ ion trap GC-MS/MS instrument (Finnigan). The instrumental analysis has also been described in detail elsewhere (Fox et al., 1995, 1996).
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2.5. Preparation of Methyl and Trimethylsilyl Derivatives of 3OH Fatty Acids
Sample preparation has also been discussed elsewhere (Mielniczuk
et al., 1993). In brief, dust samples were heated in 1 mL of 2 M
methanolic HCl (11 mL of methanol ! 2.5 mL of acetyl chloride) for
18 h at 85°C and cooled to room temperature, after which deuterated
3-OH C14 methyl ester was added as an internal standard. A volume of
1 mL of water was added, and the preparations were extracted twice
with 1.5 mL of heptane, dried with a stream of nitrogen, dissolved in
1 mL of dichloromethane-heptane (1:1, v/v), and applied to a silica gel
column (1 mL, 100 mg Si; Varian) that had been preconditioned with
1 mL of diethyl ether and 1 mL of dichloromethane-heptane (1:1, v/v).
The column was washed twice with 1 mL of dichloromethane-heptane
(1:1, v/v), after which hydroxylated FA methyl esters were eluted with
two 1-mL portions of diethyl either. The eluates were then dried under
a stream of nitrogen. Fifty microliters of N,O-bis-(trimethylsilyl) trifluoracetamide and 5 !L of pyridine were added to each sample and
heated at 80°C for 20 min to form trimethylsilyl (TMS) derivatives as
previously described. Samples were reconstituted in 50 !L of heptane
and analyzed on a Saturn 2000 (Varian) ion trap GC-MS/MS instrument. The instrumental aspects of GC-MS/MS analysis of 3-OH FAs
has also been described elsewhere (Saraf et al., 1999).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study of lunar fines combines the high-resolution separating power of capillary GC with the unequaled selectivity of
MS/MS. In MS, (SIM, monitoring/quantitation mode) background peaks are screened out. In the current study, MS/MS
(monitoring/quantitation mode) screens out background a second time, thus dramatically lowering the detection limit. Additionally, in MS/MS identification/qualitative mode, a chemical fingerprint of the compound of interest allows definitive
identification. The detection limit for Mur and 3-OH FAs was
lowered to levels previously unattainable. In addition, extreme
measures were taken to minimize contamination of samples
with Mur or 3-OH FAs, which are ubiquitous in the environment.
3.1. Methodologic Considerations
3.1.1. GC-MS/MS Identification/Qualitative Mode
12

C Mur is analyzed as the volatile derivative, muramicitol
lactam pentaacetate (MW 445). A chemical fingerprint is generated consisting of scission products, in the MS/MS instrument, characteristic of the compound of interest. In Figure 1,
the fingerprints of authentic Mur and Mur isolated from terrestrial dust are compared. This represents a categorical identification of Mur present in the terrestrial sample (used as a
positive control). It is noted that the same major fragments
occur in both fingerprints. The parent ion has an m/z of 403
(M-42, ketene). In each case, the same major fragments are
observed: masses 361, 301, 258, 240, 198, 156, and 138; 361
results from the loss of a ketene (loss of 42) and 301 from a
subsequent loss of acetic acid (loss of 60). Breakage at C4-C5
(loss of 145) would generate 258, and further loss of acetic acid
(loss of 60) would generate 198. Loss of ketene or acetic acid
from 198 results in 156 and 138, respectively. Also, for comparison is a product ion spectrum of a sample of water taken
through the entire derivatization procedure. It is noted that the
product ion spectrum, for the blank, is totally distinct from
Mur. The base peak at m/z 403 in the blank is the parent ion for
Mur. In the blank, m/z 403 is clearly derived from other
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compounds because the rest of the spectrum is unique. Indeed,
this demonstrates why MS alone is inadequate for pushing the
detection limit in trace analysis. With MS alone, only m/z 403
would be monitored, and one could not prove the presence of
Mur.
For 3-OH FA methyl ester/TMS derivatives, the high-mass
fragment m/z 175 is isolated in the first stage of the tandem
mass spectrometer. This m/z 175 fragment is formed by cleavage of the C3-C4 linkage in 3-OH FAs for each, regardless
of the length of the carbon chain. At this stage within the
mass spectrometer, coeluting molecules of other m/z are
essentially eliminated. In the second stage of the analysis,
ions with m/z 175 are further broken into characteristic
fragments for 3-OH FAs, resulting in two distinctive fragment ions with m/z values of 131 and 73 (cleavage of the
TMS group) (Saraf and Larsson 1996). Product ion mass
spectra for 3-OH C10, C12, C14, C16, and C18 in the standard
were identical to the corresponding spectra observed in
terrestrial dust at the appropriate retention times. Product ion
spectra at these five retention times also demonstrated the absence
of 3-OH FAs in the water blank (Fig. 2).
3.1.2. GC-MS/MS Monitoring/Quantitation Mode
Tandem mass spectrometry consists of two stages. In the first
stage, Mur is isolated essentially intact as m/z 403 as a result
of the loss of a ketene (loss of 42). Coeluting molecules of
different m/z are essentially eliminated—that is, only molecules with an m/z of 403 are permitted to pass into the next
stage. In the second stage, molecules with m/z of 403 are
broken into characteristic fragments, including one that contains the original lactam with a m/z of 198. Thus, in the
second stage, only molecules with a m/z of 198 are detected.
Background molecules of different m/z that coelute are essentially eliminated.
The use of a stable isotope labeled (13C analog) Mur in
each sample verifies there is no false-negative result. This
assures that the chemical marker is not lost during the
complex sample preparation or hidden within the background in the instrumental analysis. Although 12C Mur and
13
C Mur have the same retention time on GC analysis, they
can be discriminated in the tandem mass spectrometer. GCMS/MS analysis of [13C] Mur is identical to natural (12C)
Mur. However, the m/z in the first and second stages is
correspondingly higher: 412 and 205, respectively. Thus, in
the tandem mass spectrometer, it is possible to monitor two
separate windows simultaneously: one for 13C Mur (top
window) and one for natural Mur (bottom window). Accurate quantitation is readily accomplished by comparing the
ratio of the area of 13C vs. 12C Mur.
In Figure 3, MS/MS monitoring of synthetic Mur and Mur
present in a terrestrial dust sample are compared. It is noted that in
both instances, there is a clear peak in both the 12C and13C Mur
windows. In contrast, for the hydrolyzed water blank, a peak is
seen only in the 13C Mur acid (internal standard) window.
A similar GC-MS/MS approach was used in analysis of
3-OH FAs. For 3-OH FA methyl ester/TMS derivatives, the
high-mass fragment m/z 175 is isolated in the first stage of the
tandem mass spectrometer. The fragment ion m/z 131 is extracted to produce a reconstructed ion chromatogram. Deuter-
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Fig. 4. GC-MS/MS monitoring chromatogram of (A) a 3-OH fatty standard mixture, (B) terrestrial dust, and (C) a water blank.
Each upper window depicts the internal standard (deuterated 3-OH C14) and the lower a mixture of 3-OH C10, C12, C14, C16, and
C18. Peaks in the two separate windows are normalized relative to the highest peak in either window. In the lower window, peaks
at the correct retention time for 3-OH FAs are observed in the terrestrial sample but not in the water blank.

ated 3-OH C14 FA was also used as an internal standard in
these experiments (m/z 178 3 134). Again, peaks at the retention time for 12C 3-OH FAs were observed in terrestrial dust
but not in water blanks (Fig. 4).
3.2. Analysis of Lunar Dust by Use of GC-MS/MS
Four lunar dust samples were analyzed, along with terrestrial
dust (positive controls) and water (negative controls) for comparison. Mur was readily detected in terrestrial dust, but in only
one lunar dust sample (the Freon rinse from flight hardware;
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sample 335). Even for this sample, the levels were several
orders of magnitude lower than in the terrestrial sample. Figure
5 shows product ion spectra of a reference standard of Mur and
the four lunar dust samples. The fingerprint for sample 335 is
identical to the reference standard. The categorical identification of Mur in this lunar dust sample indicates the sample may
have been contaminated at some point during the collection,
transport, or curation process. Most important, the interior soil
core (sample 380) did not contain detectable levels of Mur.
Figure 6 shows a GC-MS/MS chromatogram in the monitoring
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Fig. 5. GC-MS/MS chemical fingerprint of (A) standard muramic acid and (B–E) 4 lunar dust samples (samples 335, 333,
380, and 087, respectively). Only sample 335 (B) contains the characteristic fragments of m/z 361, 301, 258, 240, 198, 156,
and 138 seen in the muramic acid standard.

mode of a reference standard of Mur. Again, a peak is seen at the
retention time of Mur only for sample 335 but not in the other
three lunar samples, including the soil core sample (sample 380).
Mur was detected at the 156 ppb level in sample 335. In contrast,
terrestrial dust contained 125.3 ! 103 ppb of Mur.
For the GC-MS/MS analysis of 3-OH FAs, the samples must
also first be depolymerized to release the 3-OH FAs from the
lipopolysaccharide and then converted to a volatile methyl,
TMS derivative. The MS/MS fingerprints of each 3-OH FA
(3-OH C10, C12, C14, C16, and C18, respectively) are essentially
identical when m/z 175 is chosen as the parent ion. Characteristic fingerprints for 3-OH C10, C12, C14, C16, and C18 were
observed at the expected retention times only for sample 335.
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Figure 7 shows a product ion spectrum of a 3-OH-C16:0 standard and the corresponding fingerprint of peaks at the same
retention time for the four lunar dust samples. Only sample 335
showed the distinctive product ion spectrum for 3-OH C16. The
presence of 3-OH FAs in lunar dust sample 335 is specific for
the presence of lipopolysaccharide found in gram-negative
bacteria. Again, the clean sample (sample 380) did not contain
detectable 3-OH FAs.
Figure 8 shows the chromatograms of the five 3-OH FAs
analyzed in the monitoring mode. When compared with the
standard, only sample 335 shows five peaks at the correct
retention time. None of the other lunar dust samples contained
detectable levels of 3-OH FAs. Individual 3-OH FAs in sample
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Fig. 6. GC-MS/MS monitoring chromatogram for (A) standard muramic acid and (B–E) 4 lunar dust samples (samples
335, 333, 380, and 087, respectively). Only for sample 335 is a peak at the retention time for muramic acid observed. Note
that for simplicity, in each instance, the internal standard window is not shown. All peaks in chromatograms are normalized
to the muramic acid peak in the standard.

335 were between 83 to 469 ppb. In comparison, the levels in
terrestrial dust were two orders of magnitude higher (7.6 ! 103
to 36.9 ! 103 ppb). The levels of the individual 3-OH FAs are
shown in Table 1.
4. CONCLUSIONS

As noted above, as far as we are aware, this is the first study
of the levels of specific chemical markers (e.g., Mur and 3-OH
fatty acids) for terrestrial bacteria in a curated lunar sample (or
any other sample of extraterrestrial origin). State-of-the-art
GC-MS/MS methodology was employed that has allowed the
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elimination of background, which often complicates the interpretation of data at trace levels.
Amino acids have been found previously in lunar fines that
could be of extraterrestrial or terrestrial origin or that could be
from abiotic sources (Ponnamperuma, 1970; Harada et al.,
1971; Nagy et al., 1971; Brinton and Bada, 1996). It cannot be
assumed without experimental evidence that sugars (e.g., muramic acid) or fatty acids (e.g., 3-OH FAs) are only present on
Earth and not elsewhere in the universe. Indeed, sugars have
been detected in interstellar clouds (Hollis et al., 2000).
The current study conclusively demonstrates that Mur and
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Fig. 7. GC-MS/MS chemical fingerprint of 3-OH C16 fatty acids in (A) a standard and (B–E) 4 lunar dust samples
(samples 335, 333, 380, and 087, respectively). The fingerprint of sample 335 is the only one that exhibits the characteristic
fragments of m/z 175, 131, and 73 seen in the standard.

3-OH FAs, chemical markers for terrestrial bacteria, are not
found in pristine lunar dust samples. The marker compounds
studied are ubiquitous on Earth and are believed to be derived
primarily from bacteria. Whether other forms of life (e.g., fungi
and other eukaryotic cells) that lack Mur and 3-OH FAs (Fox
et al., 1990, 1995; Kozar et al., 2000) are present has not been
addressed. To our knowledge, there have been no studies on the
possibility of abiotic synthesis of Mur or 3-OH FAs.
However, bacterial contamination was detected in sample
335 by use of two individual sets of analyses (muramic acid
and 3-OH FAs) performed in two individual laboratories in the
United States and Sweden, respectively. Each analysis was
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performed in duplicate and two separate analytical criteria were
used (product ion spectrum [fingerprint] and MS/MS reconstructed ion chromatogram [retention time]) in each instance.
All analyses were in total agreement. As noted above, sample
335 was a Freon washing of flight hardware and was felt to
have been likely contaminated before curation. This suggests
that certain lunar samples are contaminated with bacteria.
Thus, concurrent future studies that use GC-MS/MS for
chemical markers for terrestrial bacteria might help determine
the origin of organics (e.g., amino acids) previously observed in
meteorites. Studies of pristine extraterrestrial samples that will
be returned in future life detection missions (e.g., from Mars)
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Fig. 8. GC-MS/MS monitoring chromatogram for 3-OH FAs (A) a standard and (B–E) 4 lunar dust samples (samples 335,
333, 380, and 087, respectively). Peaks at the retention time for each 3-OH FA (C10 through C18) are present only in sample
335. Note that for simplicity, in each instance, the internal standard window is not shown. The peaks in all chromatograms
are normalized to the highest peak in the standard.

Table 1. Concentration of 3-OH FAs and muramic acid in lunar and terrestrial dust (ppb)
Sample
a

Lunar dust 335
Terrestrial dust

3-OH 10:0

3-OH 12:0

3-OH 14:0

3-OH 16:0

3-OH 18:0

Muramic acid

88
7.6 ! 103

83
14.8 ! 103

139
23.3 ! 103

469
29.4 ! 103

315
36.9 ! 103

156
125.3 ! 103

a
Lunar dust samples 333, 380, and 087 did not contain detectable levels of 3-OH fatty acids or muramic acid. Water, used as procedural blanks,
contained no detectable levels of 3-OH FAs or muramic acid.
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might be greatly aided by concurrent analysis of chemical
markers for terrestrial bacteria. Pristine lunar dust might be
used to provide a negative baseline for comparison.
Associate editor: J. B. Fein
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Abstract–Numerous potential sources of organic contaminants could have greatly complicated
the interpretation of the organic portions of the samples returned from comet 81P ⁄ Wild 2 by
the Stardust spacecraft. Measures were taken to control and assess potential organic (and
other) contaminants during the design, construction, and flight of the spacecraft, and during
and after recovery of the sample return capsule. Studies of controls and the returned samples
suggest that many of these potential sources did not contribute any significant material to the
collectors. In particular, contamination from soils at the recovery site and materials associated
with the ablation of the heatshield do not appear to be significant problems. The largest
source of concern is associated with the C present in the original aerogel. The relative
abundance of this carbon can vary between aerogel tiles and even within individual tiles. This
C was fortunately not distributed among a complex mixture of organics, but was instead
largely present in a few simple forms (mostly as Si-CH3 groups). In most cases, the signature
of returned cometary organics can be readily distinguished from contaminants through their
different compositions, nonterrestrial isotopic ratios, and ⁄ or association with other cometary
materials. However, some conversion of the carbon indigenous to the flight aerogel appears to
have happened during particle impact, and some open issues remain regarding how this C may
be processed into new forms during the hypervelocity impact collection of the comet dust.
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INTRODUCTION

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

One of the scientific goals of the Stardust comet
sample return mission was to establish whether
cometary dust contained complex organic materials, and
if so, to establish the abundance, chemical, and isotopic
nature of the organic phase(s) (Brownlee et al. 2003;
Tsou et al. 2003). Such information would provide key
insights into the formation and evolution of the comet,
and the nature of the organic material can potentially
be used to place constraints on the environments and
chemical processes by which the organics were originally
made and subsequently evolved (e.g., Cronin et al. 1988;
Bernstein et al. 1999; Sandford et al. 2000, 2001;
Pizzarello et al. 2006). Characterization of any organic
phases also allows an additional means by which the
returned cometary materials can be compared to those
seen in other extraterrestrial materials, particularly in
meteorites and interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), and
to the various organic materials detected in interstellar
space.
In addition, it has been suggested that comets and
their dust may have played an important role in
delivering complex organic materials to early planetary
surfaces and that these materials may have played key
roles in the formation of life on Earth (e.g., Oro 1961;
Oro et al. 1980; Chyba and Sagan 1992; Huebner and
Boice 1992; Chyba and McDonald 1995). Insofar as
our planetary system formed by universal processes, a
better understanding of the delivery of organic
materials to planets in our solar system by cometary
dust also provides some assessment of the role such
materials might play in other forming planetary
systems.
The study of organic materials in extraterrestrial
samples is fraught with difficulty, however. We live on
a planet that is rich with life, and organic compounds
are everywhere around us. Thus, organic analysis of
extraterrestrial samples must deal with the potential for
the presence of contaminants that may be mistakenly
identified as having an extraterrestrial origin. In the
case of the samples returned from comet 81P ⁄ Wild 2,
this problem is exacerbated by the extremely small
sizes of the returned samples (typically nanograms or
less) and their intimate association with aerogel
collector material, which contained some indigenous
carbon.
In the paper that follows, we describe the results of
a study made by members of the Stardust organics
preliminary examination team (PET) to characterize the
populations of potential Stardust contaminants and
assess the nature of any organic contaminants found
within the Stardust sampling system.

During the course of the organics preliminary
examination (PE), and the preparations leading up to it,
the Organics PET made use of a wide variety of analytical
techniques (see supporting online material [SOM] for
more details). These techniques included Fourier infrared
(IR) microspectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy, luminescence imaging, liquid
chromatography with UV fluorescence detection and
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS),
time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOFSIMS), X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy
(XANES), X-ray diffraction, and microprobe laserdesorption laser-ionization mass spectrometry (lL2MS).
Details of these techniques and the equipment and
procedures used for these analyses are summarized in the
paper’s SOM.
PREFLIGHT, FLIGHT, AND POSTFLIGHT
CONTROLS
It was recognized from the very beginnings of the
Stardust mission that special care was needed to
minimize the potential exposure of the Stardust sample
collection system to outside organics. Members of the
science team (SS and MZ) worked with the contractor
that built the spacecraft, Lockheed-Martin, during the
design and construction phase of the mission to do
what could be done within the resources available to
maintain as clean a sampling environment as possible.
Of course, it was not possible to make and maintain a
completely contamination-free spacecraft and sampling
system, and a parallel effort was also made to assess
any possible contaminants that might ultimately be
present in the sampling system. This effort involved the
inventory and collection of samples of spacecraft
construction
materials
that
could
potentially
contaminate the collectors. ‘‘Witness coupons’’ were
also used during construction, test, and flight that could
be examined to assess any accumulated contaminants.
During recovery of the sample return capsule (SRC) in
Utah, samples were also obtained from potential
contamination reservoirs, including local soil and air
samples, portions of the thermal protection system, and
the contents of the sample canister’s air filter. Finally,
considerable efforts were made to characterize the
intrinsic organic contents of the aerogel tiles in which
the cometary samples were collected, since these
materials are in intimate contact with the majority of
the returned samples.
Much of the discussion that follows involves studies
of these various control samples. It should be noted
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that, during the duration of the mission, samples of all
these materials have been archived by the Stardust
Curator at Johson Space Center (JSC) and, just as are
the Wild 2 samples collected by Stardust, these
materials are available for investigators to request for
scientific purposes.
In the text that follows we will sequentially discuss
(i) the organics associated with the Stardust aerogel
collector medium, (ii) potential contaminants that could
have been acquired from the Stardust spacecraft during
flight, and (iii) potential contaminants from flight, reentry, and recovery of the SRC. We then end with a
discussion of relevant ‘‘lessons learned’’ from the flight
of the Stardust mission.
ORGANICS ASSOCIATED WITH THE AEROGEL
COLLECTOR MEDIUM
As noted earlier, one of the largest concerns with
regard to organic contamination of the Wild 2 samples
is associated with the presence of carbon in the original
aerogel collector tiles. Aerogel tiles used in the Stardust
collector tray were produced from tetraethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS) using the basic process developed by
Tillotson and colleagues (see Tillotson and Hrubesh
1992). However, these processes were modified in order
to produce tiles with density gradients (Tsou et al. 2003;
Jones 2007). The aerogel manufacturing process
involved the use of TEOS, ethanol, water, nitric acid,
ammonium hydroxide, and acetonitrile. In addition, a
silicone based mold release was sprayed into the aerogel
tile molds to prevent aerogel from adhering to the
molds. After wet gel precursors were placed into the
molds and allowed to form wet gels, samples were dried
by high temperature supercritical solvent extraction.
Finally, the cells were all baked at 350 !C to further
remove volatiles and carbon. The final aerogel density
gradients were measured using the Gladstone method,
i.e., by measuring the deflection of a laser beam as it
traversed the corner of an aerogel block to determine
the index of refraction, which was then correlated to
density (Jones 2007).
Aerogel tiles were made in batches from a single
aerogel percursor and individual cells were selected from
these batches for installation in the Stardust collector
trays. Cells from 10 different batches were placed in the
cometary collector tray and cells from 19 different
batches were placed in the interstellar collector tray.
Unused cells were collected by the Stardust Curator at
JSC and samples of these preflight aerogel tiles are
available for request for study.
Ideally, the aerogel manufacture process would
produce aerogel that consists solely of Si and O.
However, infrared measurements of early Stardust

aerogel prototypes showed the original aerogel to
contain significant amounts of aliphatic -CH3 and
-CH2- groups (S. A. Sandford, unpublished results). It
was determined that this carbon was not soluble but
was instead largely bonded into the aerogel network
and that its abundance could be greatly decreased by
heating. Stardust cells were heated to 350 !C for several
hours to minimize this organic contamination. Higher
heatings were not used since they removed relatively
little additional carbon and could result in changes of
the structure and transparency of the aerogel.
Since it was known that the flown aerogel collector
tiles contained some intrinsic carbon, a number of
different analytical techniques were used prior to return
of the Wild 2 samples and during the PE period to
address the state, abundance, and distribution of the
carbon originally in the tiles. Additional work was also
done to examine how this carbon can be altered during
the course of hypervelocity impact by an incoming
particle. The results of these efforts are described in the
following sections.
The State of the Carbon in the Original Stardust Aerogel
Collector Tiles
The nature of the original carbon in various
Stardust aerogel tiles was examined using IR, NMR,
luminescence imaging, LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS, XANES, and
lL2MS analytical techniques. These studies include
results obtained both from flown aerogel tiles and from
materials taken from archival aerogel tiles taken from
the same production batches as those flown.
Infrared Spectroscopy
Carbon originally in the aerogel can be detected in
infrared (IR) transmission spectra, where absorption
features in the 3050–2800 ⁄ cm (3.28–3.57 lm) range
characteristic of C-H stretching vibrations of aliphatic
-CH2- and -CH3 groups are seen. Infrared spectra
demonstrated that heating of the aerogel after its
production greatly decreased the abundance of, but did
not fully eliminate, this material.
Numerous IR measurements were made from both
Stardust flight aerogel and archival samples of unflown
tiles taken from the same production batches to assess
the chemical nature and distribution of this indigenous
carbon in the Stardust flight aerogel tiles. For example,
the results of analyses of two keystones extracted from
Stardust cometary aerogel cell C2115 are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The keystones were made using the
standard techniques of Westphal et al. (2004) and were
each approximately 200 to 300 lm thick. The keystones
each contained the separate comet particle tracks
C2115,22,20 and C2115,23,21. Both tracks showed a
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Fig. 1. Infrared spectrum of an approximately 10 lm · 10 lm
spot on C2115,23,21, a keystone extracted from the C2115
Stardust aerogel flight cell. The strong Si-O, C=O, aliphatic
-CH2- and -CH3, structural –OH, and adsorbed H2O
absorption features were seen at all the spots examined and
their presence is typical of Stardust flight aerogels.

Fig. 2. Infrared spectra in the C-H stretching region taken
approximately 560 lm away from the centers of tracks
C2115,22,20 (dashed line) and C2115,23,21 (solid line) in their
respective keystones.

fairly typical ‘‘ginseng’’ shape, and had comparable
lengths of approximately 900 lm (see Bajt et al. 2009
for an image of track C2115,22,20). IR spectra for
contamination measurements were made approximately
500 lm from each track through a square aperture
10 lm on a side.
The infrared spectra of these keystones are
generally typical of Stardust aerogels and show a
strong, broad Si-O stretching absorption feature near
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1000 cm)1 (10 lm) characteristic of amorphous silicates
(Fig. 1). In addition, aliphatic C-H stretching
absorption features due to aliphatic -CH3 and -CH2groups are seen between 3000 and 2850 cm)1 (3.3–
3.5 lm), C=O stretching features are seen near
1700 cm)1 (5.88 lm), and ‘‘structural O-H’’ bands are
seen near 3700 cm)1 (Fig. 1). Spectra typically show a
broad band spanning the 3600–3200 cm)1 range due to
H2O adsorbed onto aerogel surfaces.
While the IR spectra of all Stardust aerogels show
similar spectra, several issues can make it difficult to
assess the full extent of aerogel contamination in the IR
spectra of Stardust samples. These include variations in
the amount and state of the contaminant between and
within individual tiles and the presence, around some
tracks, of cometary organics that were dispersed into
the surrounding aerogel during impact collection (see
Sandford et al. 2006; Bajt et al. 2009).
An example of variations between different pieces
of aerogel can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows the
aliphatic C-H features measured from the C2115,22,20
and C2115,23,21 keystones. These features show
distinctly different profiles. In addition, the intensity of
the -CH3 feature varied by a factor of 2 to 3 from point
to point in each keystone, a variation larger than
expected due to likely thickness or density variations of
the aerogel in the keystones. However, quantitative
determination of the -CH3 abundance was not possible
because the Si-O absorption, which is a direct measure
of the aerogel mass in the analysis beam, was saturated,
making it impossible to determine the -CH3 ⁄ Si-O ratio.
The point-to-point variation in the IR spectra of
the organic contamination in the Stardust aerogel can
make quantitative background subtraction, and thus the
precise determination of the infrared spectra of
cometary organics, difficult. Despite these variations,
the -CH3 absorption was always significantly stronger
than the -CH2- absorption in the Stardust flight aerogel
samples we analyzed. Additionally, the aliphatic
component of collected Wild 2 organics has high
-CH2- ⁄ -CH3 ratios (see Keller et al. 2006; Sandford
et al. 2006; Rotundi et al. 2008; Bajt et al. 2009), which
allows for IR spectral detection of cometary organic
matter despite the residual aerogel carbon. Nonetheless,
it is clear that comet organic matter whose spectrum is
dominated by aliphatic CH3 groups would be extremely
difficult to positively identify, and that considerable care
must be taken in the interpretation of the IR spectra of
Stardust samples.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Samples of aerogel tiles from several of the flight
aerogel batches were analyzed using 1H, 13C, and
29
Si solid state NMR. One sample was taken from tile
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E232-1A, which came from a batch noted to exhibit
high luminescence under UV light (see discussion of
aerogel luminescence in the next section), while another
was taken from tile E235-3C, which came from a batch
that showed low luminescence. Details of the NMR
analytical methods used can be found in the paper’s
SOM.
29
Si Solid State NMR—Prior to discussing the
NMR results, it is worth considering the synthesis
chemistry behind the aerogel. The standard precursor
molecules for the synthesis of aerogel include
tetramethyl
and ⁄ or
tetraethyl
orthosilicate.
Condensation polymerization of these is typically
performed in predominantly polar, aprotic solvents with
some water added as an initiator. The degree to which
the polymerization is complete, i.e., the extent to which
all oxygen atoms are bonded to two silicon atoms, is
readily determined via 29Si NMR. This can be easily
observed in the NMR spectrum of condensed silicic acid
(Fig. 3), wherein a peak at approximately )113 ppm
corresponds to the fully polymerized silica (Q4, i.e.,
silica tetrahedra with four bridging oxygens, Si-O-Si).
Weaker peaks due to partially polymerized silica
tetrahedral species having one and two nonbridging
oxygen species are also seen (Q3, approximately
approximately
)95 ppm,
)104 ppm,
and
Q 2,
respectively). In the case of the two aerogel samples
(E235-5C and E232-1A), the 29Si NMR spectra are
dominated by the Q4 species, although there exists a
pronounced shoulder at the characteristic frequency for
Q3 species and a hint of a shoulder at the characteristic
frequency for Q2 species (Fig. 3). Fitting of these
spectra with Gaussian line shapes indicates that
approximately 27% and approximately 21% of the
silica tetrahedra are Q3, in E232-1A and E235-3C,
respectively, with the remainder being predominantly
Q 4.
In the case of condensed silicic acid, all nonbridging oxygens are expected to be terminated by a
proton (H+). However, in the case of the aerogel
samples, the nonbridging oxygens may be terminated by
un-reacted methoxy or ethoxy groups. If all Q3 species
were so terminated, this would yield a very large
organic carbon background, e.g., the atomic C ⁄ Si ratio
could be on the order of 0.4 for these aerogels. As we
shall see later, the actual C ⁄ Si is much lower than this,
suggesting that many of the aerogel Q3 species in these
aerogels may actually be terminated with protons.
Furthermore, it has been shown that in aerogel, Si-O·
radical defects are present and are a source of
photoluminescence (Nishikawa et al. 1996), a property
that Stardust aerogel tiles show to a variable degree (see
next section). Indeed, as noted earlier, the fact that the
low luminescence E235-3C aerogel has a lower

Fig. 3. 29Si NMR spectra (from top to bottom) of condensed,
solid, silicic acid, aerogel samples E235-3C and E232-1A,
a solution of Synlube 1000 (a silicone release agent), and
polymethylsilicone grease. The silicic acid solid state NMR
spectrum reveals the presence of three different silicate
electronic environments Q4, Q3, and Q2, corresponding to 0, 1,
and 2 nonbridging oxygen groups, respectively. The aerogel
samples exhibit a predominance of Q4 but with a pronounced
shoulder corresponding to approximately 20–30% Q3. In the
case of the low luminescence aerogel sample, E235-3C, a
minor peak at approximately )15 ppm indicates the presence
of some silicone moieties.

abundance of Q3 sites than the high luminescence E2321A gel may support the idea that the luminescence is
due to such defects. One wrinkle to this scenario,
however, is that 29Si in close proximity to Si-O· radicals
will be unobservable due to the excessive line
broadening associated with electron–nucleus dipolar
interactions. However, the presence of abundant
radicals can result in the need for excessive NMR probe
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retuning during measurement, something we did not
need to do. We therefore conclude that most of the Q3
species in the aerogel samples are likely terminated with
protons.
Finally, there is the issue of whether the Synlube
1000 used as a release agent to coat the aerogel mold
surfaces to aid removal of the aerogel blocks has
contributed any detectible organic matter to the
aerogels that might be ultimately confused with
cometary organics. In Fig. 3, a 29Si spectrum of Synlube
1000 is presented along with a sample of poly[dimethyl
silicone] grease. The valence of silicon in silicone is 2+,
as opposed to 4+ for silicon in silicate. The reduction
in surrounding oxygen atoms in silicone results in a
large shift of characteristic resonant frequencies to
distinctly higher frequencies than that of silicates, i.e., to
chemical shifts of approximately )25 ppm. In Fig. 3,
both Synlube 1000 and a sample of poly[dimethyl
silicone]
grease
exhibit
sharp
resonances
at
approximately )25 ppm. Interestingly, there is clearly a
small spectral feature at approximately )15 ppm in the
29
Si NMR spectrum of the E235-3C aerogel in the
frequency range expected for silicone. While it is
possible that this peak could reveal the presence of
Synlube 1000 contamination, it appears more likely that
these silicone moieties were actually created during
aerogel synthesis. This conclusion is supported by the
fact that a 10 ppm difference in frequency is quite large
(in fact, too large to be ascribed to differences between
Synlube 1000 methyl silicone moieties in a ‘‘neat’’
environment as opposed to coating aerogel).
Furthermore, the peak width appears too great for a
simple compound; the line width of the peak at
)15 ppm is more typical of amorphous solids.
The intensity of the )15 ppm (methyl silicone) peak
is approximately 6% of the total 29Si NMR signal,
which could imply a C ⁄ Si ratio of between 0.12 and
0.06 independent of what the presence of unreacted
methoxy and ethoxy groups might add. It should be
noted, however, that no attempt was made to assess the
T1 relaxation behavior of 29Si in these aerogels, and it is
certainly possible that 29Si in the silicone moieties would
relax much faster than the silicates due to the proximity
to the fluctuating magnetic fields derived from the
protons on the rotating methyl groups. Thus, if there
were any longitudinal saturation occurring, the outcome
would be an enhanced sensitivity for the methyl silicone
groups. As we shall see based on the other
spectroscopy, the relative abundance of methyl-silicone
detected via 29Si NMR appears to be about right.
13
C Solid State NMR—The presence of silicone
methyl, methoxy, and ⁄ or ethoxy groups in aerogel can
be verified directly with 13C solid state NMR. Figure 4
presents CPMAS 13C NMR spectra of the aerogel
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Fig. 4. 1H-13C cross polarization solid state NMR spectra of
aerogel samples from tiles E235-3C (low luminescence) and
E232-1A (high luminescence). The presence of carbon
corresponding to silicate bound ethoxide and methoxide, along
with a more abundant methyl silicone moiety at
approximately )3 and )7 ppm, is clearly revealed.

samples E235-3C and E232-1A. In both cases the most
intense peak occurs at very low frequencies, )3 ppm,
with a shoulder at )7 ppm, consistent with an
assignment to methyl groups in silicone moieties. In
addition, there are a small number of peaks that most
likely correspond to silicate bound methoxy and ethoxy
groups
spanning
the
frequency
range
from
approximately 17 ppm up to 60 ppm (Fig. 4). These
peaks make it clear that there is organic carbon
associated with the aerogel, and that overall the carbon
chemistry is quite simple and is dominated by methyl
groups.
It should be noted that the carbon signal for both
aerogel samples is very weak. In order to place some
constraints on actual carbon abundance in these
aerogels, we can compare the signal strength per mass
of sample with that of an NMR standard, e.g.,
hexamethylbenzene (HMB). Assuming similar cross
polarization dynamics apply for both the HMB and the
aerogel, the aerogels E232-1A and E235-3C carry 0.3
and 1.0 lm ⁄ mg carbon, respectively, yielding C ⁄ Si ratios
of 0.02 and 0.06, respectively. These estimates constitute
lower limits, i.e., if any difference in CP dynamics exists
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Fig. 5. 1H solid state NMR spectra of silicic acid (top) and
aerogel samples E232-1A (middle) and E235-3C (bottom). In
addition to Si-OH and structural (nonliquid) water that
contributes to the very broad peak spanning the entire
frequency range, the aerogel samples reveal sharp peaks that
indicate the presence of hydrogen in silicate ethoxide and
methoxide functional groups, as well as silicone methyl
groups.

between HMB and the aerogel samples this would lead
to an increase in the C ⁄ Si ratios inferred for the
aerogels. Thus, whereas the 13C NMR does directly
reveal the presence of organic carbon intrinsic to the
aerogel, it also reveals that this carbon is both simple in
its chemistry and relatively low in abundance.
1
H Solid State NMR—An additional perspective
on the organic carbon intrinsic to the Stardust aerogels
can be obtained via 1H solid state NMR, which
provides a complementary (with 13C and 29Si) view of
their molecular structure. Figure 5 presents the solid
state 1H NMR spectra of the two aerogel samples and a
sample of condensed silicic acid. Condensed silicic acid
produces a relatively sharp peak nearly centered on top
of a broader peak—the former corresponds to Si-OH
groups, the latter to structural H2O, i.e., to nonliquid
water that is strongly associated with the silicic acid

solid through hydrogen bonding. In the case of both
aerogels, the intense peak at 2 ppm is assigned to Si-OH
groups. Note that the frequency shift of this peak
relative to that observed in condensed silicic acid (at
approximately 4 ppm) is not unusual in the case of 1H
NMR. The exposed (‘‘external’’ to the molecular unit)
nature of protons (relative to 13C or 29Si) to the
environment results in frequency shifts due to even
minor differences in local structure that perturb the
electron current density surrounding the protons.
Similar to condensed silicic acid, both aerogels exhibit a
broad spectral feature that likely is closely associated
H2O. Again, the shifts in frequency of both the Si-OH
and H2O between condensed silicic acid and aerogels
likely reflect differences in density and mean O-H···O
distances.
As is expected on the basis of the CPMAS 13C
NMR spectra, the aerogel samples also exhibit 1H
NMR features consistent with the presence of organic
carbon, e.g., protons on ethoxy, methoxy, and methyl
silicone moieties (Fig. 5). The fact that the less
luminescent aerogel (E235-3C) exhibits greater intensity
for methyl silicone moieties than the more luminescent
aerogel (E232-1A) is consistent with the 13C and 29Si
spectral data. The 1H data provides a link between
silica species (e.g., Si-OH) and organics (e.g., CH3) that
allows us to derive an independent estimate of C ⁄ Si.
Fitting the respective aerogel spectra in Fig. 5 with
Gaussian band profiles and taking into consideration
the relative proportion of Q3 and Q4 groups determined
from 29Si NMR (Fig. 3) reveals C ⁄ Si atomic ratios of
0.04 and 0.12, for samples E232-1A and E235-3C,
respectively. These values are higher than those derived
from 13C NMR, but recall that the 13C NMR derived
estimates constitute a lower limit, and both the 13C
NMR data and combined 1H with 29Si data results
conclude that sample E232-3C has more associated
carbon.
In summary, the NMR analyses indicate that there
is organic carbon in Stardust aerogels with variable
C ⁄ Si ratios that are sometimes perhaps as high as 0.12.
The presence of this carbon is likely an inevitable
outcome of the synthesis; it is unreasonable to assume
that 100% condensation of the orthosilicate precursors
could actually occur. On the positive side, the NMR
data reveal that this organic carbon is dominated by a
few very simple functional groups, i.e., the carbon has a
very simple chemistry. During particle capture, aerogel
that is heated up will likely largely lose these organic
functional groups through the formation of highly
volatile species, e.g., methanol, ethylene, ethanol, etc. It
is highly unlikely that these simple organic moieties
would undergo extensive condensation reactions to form
complex organic solid particles of the types described in
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Fig. 6. Photomicrograph of Track 2 in a keystone from cometary tile C009 (left) compared with an image of the same field of
view in luminescence under UV illumination (right). Note that the brightest luminescence is associated with the leftmost surface
of the aerogel, which was the surface that was exposed to space.

the Stardust preliminary analyses like those reported in
Sandford et al. (2006) and Cody et al. (2008). For
example, one would expect such condensates to coat
other materials rather than exist in discrete subgrains
within larger particles. (However, as we discuss later, it
is clear that a minor fraction of this carbon can be
converted into dispersed, small polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons.)
Placing a constraint on the concentration of carbon
relative to silica in aerogel is also useful in establishing
limits to the contribution of aerogel carbon to observed
Stardust particles. Compression and, in some cases,
melting of aerogel certainly occurred during particle
capture, and organic-rich particles are often closely
associated with compressed aerogel (cf. Cody et al.
2008). Based on these NMR data, the background C ⁄ Si
(or C ⁄ O for that matter) does not exceed 0.12 (or 0.06
in the case of C ⁄ O) in Stardust aerogels. In the case of
micrometer size organic particles extracted from aerogel
coupons that were flown on the Stardust spacecraft,
C ⁄ Si and C ⁄ O’s are on the order of 1.7 and 0.6,
respectively (Cody et al. 2008). This significant
enrichment in carbon is difficult to explain any other
way than to conclude that the additional carbon is
cometary.
Luminescence
During the PE period it was noted that aerogel
keystones removed from individual Stardust flight
aerogel tiles showed varying degrees of visible
luminescence when exposed to UV light. This was first
noticed on an aerogel keystone that contained a track
that had been examined by beam analysis techniques.

Several zones of luminescence were noted. Portions of
the keystone that represented the space exposed surface
of the aerogel tile showed the most luminescence, but
increased luminescence was also seen in portions of the
aerogel that had been exposed to beam analysis (Fig. 6).
The presence of this luminescence raised the concern
that it might be due to exposure of the surface to an
organic contaminant with conjugated bonds and ⁄ or due
to radiation exposure changing some of the residual
carbon originally in the flight aerogel into more
complex, luminescent forms.
Measurements from several keystones (both
previously irradiated and unirradiated) using a
fluorescent ⁄ luminescent microscope at UC Berkeley that
could measure emission yield as a function of excitation
wavelength failed to yield conclusive results. Different
samples, and different locations in the same sample,
showed essentially the same luminescence spectrum and
the same energy dependence of excitation, independent
of irradiation history. The biggest difference was that
previously irradiated samples showed a higher overall
emission intensity. These measurements were not
suggestive of any particular organic compound(s) being
the source of the luminescence.
To understand whether this luminescence was a
more global issue on the collectors, UV illumination
was then used to examine the entire collector trays at
JSC. Luminescence images of the cometary collector
tray were obtained using a 254 nm excitation source
held at a distance of about 30 cm from the front (i.e.,
comet exposed) surface of the tray. A digital camera
was position about 5 cm above the UV source and at a
distance of about 35 cm from collector. The camera had
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Fig. 7. Photograph of the tile luminescence in the cometary
tray. Dark rectangles represent locations where tiles had
already been removed for PE analysis. It is clear from these
images that the luminescence is not uniformly or smoothly
spread across the collector tray.

a zoom lens that was adjusted so that an individual
image would cover approximately 1 ⁄ 4 of the collector
surface. Under these conditions the imaged area had a
relatively uniform UV flux. These images were then
combined into composite images of the entire tray.
Each image uses the green channel as a crude
spectrometer, so that the intensity variations represent
the luminescence emission principally in the 500–540 nm
range. Each image was then processed by a de-speckling
algorithm to remove CCD hot spots, corrected for lens
barrel distortion, and made into a montage using an
autocorrelation routine. The resultant composite image
is shown in Fig. 7.
It is clear from these images that the luminescence
is not uniformly or smoothly spread across the collector
tray, but instead differs from tile to tile. This strongly
suggests that the source of the luminescence is not a
contaminant to which the entire tray has been exposed.
A plot of the individual tile ‘‘bulk’’ luminescence
intensities is shown in Fig. 8 (this information can be
found in tabular form in Table S1 in the SOM). While
the plot shows a smooth variation in intensities,
comparison of the individual tile luminescence
intensities with a map of the flight aerogel batch
placement of the tiles in the tray demonstrated that the
luminescence correlates strongly with production batch
number. A subjective analysis of the relationship of cell
luminescence with aerogel batch number in which each
tile is categorized (by eye) as having low, low-medium,

Fig. 8. A histogram plot of the rough individual tile ‘‘bulk’’
luminescence intensities in the aerogel tiles shown in Fig. 7.
While these tiles show a smooth range of intensities, they are
not random. There is a strong correlation with aerogel
manufacturing batch number. Ten tiles are not shown in the
plot; these include eight rectangular tiles that had already been
pulled from the collector tray when the luminescence
measurements were made (C009, C027, C038, C044, C054,
C086, C092, and C126), and two smaller, triangular tiles near
the edge of the collector (C042 and C075).

medium, medium-high, and high luminescent intensity is
summarized in Table 1. It is clear that the intensity of
the luminescence is batch-related, although there are a
few cells that fall off the trends (see below).
Batches 227 and 232 are responsible for all the
brightest cells but one. These batches contributed
relatively few tiles to the tray. The tiles from these two
batches are C075 (trapezoidal cell), C028, C035, C044,
C085. Tile C044 (from Batch 232) was not examined
because it had already been removed for other PET
analysis. Batch 236 shows uniformly moderate
luminescence (tiles C009 and C115, pulled for PET
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Table 1. Number
luminescence.
Lowmed

Batch

Low

227
232
234

–
–
14

–
–
6

235
236
237
239
246

17
–
24
11
1

9
10
3
1
–

of

cells

versus

intensity

Medhigh

High

–
–
1

–
–
–

1
3
–

5
15
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
1
–
–

Medium

415

of

Unknown
cellsa
044
027, 054,
086, 092
009, 115
038, 052
126

a

Some cells could not be placed in the table because they had
already been removed for PET analysis and were no longer
available for examination for whole tile luminescence.

analyses prior to the luminescence mapping, were in this
batch). Batches 234 and 235 show generally low
luminescence, but some tiles exhibit moderate
luminescence. Thus, Tiles C027, C054, C086, and C092
pulled for PET analyses prior to measurement probably
have low luminescence, but it could be a little higher.
Batches 237, 239, and 246 consistently show very little
luminescence, with the exception of tile C045, which is
listed as being from Batch 237 and yet shows very high
luminescence (the highest of all the tiles). Given the
uniformity of the other cells from this batch, this
suggests that tile C045 may be mislabeled. Samples
from cells C038, C052, and C126, which were pulled for
PET analyses prior to measurement, probably did not
produce high luminescence.
The fact that adjacent cells can show greatly
different luminescence intensities indicates that the
source is not organics or other luminescent materials
(cometary or contaminant) added after tray assembly.
NMR measurements made on preflight aerogel samples
(see previous section) from both a low and a high
luminescence batch suggest the luminescence may be
due to Q3 defect sites, which are known to be a
potential source of photo-luminescence (Nishikawa
et al. 1996). The density of these sites correlates in a
qualitative sense with luminescent intensity of the
batches in the samples examined so far. The number of
such sites might be expected to increase in aerogel
exposed to ionizing radiation that could break bonds
and generate new Q3 defect sites, perhaps explaining the
behavior seen in Fig. 6.
We used IR and LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS measurements to
test for any correlations between the intensity of the
luminescence and the nature and abundance of organic
materials detected in the aerogel tiles. IR absorption
spectra taken from tiles falling in different luminescence

Fig. 9. Infrared absorption spectra collected from samples of
aerogel tiles E235-3E (low to medium luminescence), E236-6C
(low-medium to medium luminescence), and E232-1A (high
luminescence). The high luminescence aerogel produces both a
stronger structural –OH band near 3745 and 980 cm)1 and a
weaker aliphatic CH band near 2970 cm)1. The spectra have
all been normalized to the unsaturated aerogel peak near
800 cm)1 peak, so variations in the strengths of the –OH and
aliphatic bands are not due to difference in aerogel thickness.

categories suggest that the abundance of some chemical
functional groups correlate with luminescence intensity.
In particular, tiles with high luminescence appear to
have both considerably more structural –OH (as
indicated by the bands near 3745 and 980 cm)1; 2.67
and 10.2 lm) and considerably less aliphatic carbon (as
indicated by the band at 2970 cm)1; 3.37 lm) (Fig. 9).
The structural –OH is presumably associated with
locations within the aerogel in which the Si-O lattice is
not completely connected and a dangling bond has been
terminated with a hydrogen atom. Thus, the IR data
are consistent with the NMR data—the luminescence
does not correlate with the abundance of carbon in the
aerogel, but seems to be more correlated with unlinked
O atoms in the structure. LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS
measurements of aerogel cells from different preflight
aerogel batches showed no correlation between total
abundance of amines in the preflight aerogel and the
intensity of the luminescence.
Overall, observations made to date suggest the
luminescence in Stardust aerogel tiles is largely due to
defects within the Si-O lattice. More intense
luminescence at aerogel surfaces could be due to
induced defects caused by solar particle irradiation.
Increased luminescence induced by beam analysis
techniques could also be due to production of such
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Table 2. Summary of the total amine concentrations in the HCl hydrolyzed hot-water extracts of the Stardust
contamination control samples analyzed during the preliminary examination perioda.
Amine detected

SRC SLA
backshell
(E51049)

SRC PICA
heatshield
(E51043)

Synlube
Nylon
SRC filter
UTTR mud Kapton tape 1000
bag
(5208,1,5,1,2) (M4762,3)
(Whipple test) (mold release) (JSC curation)

d-Aspartic acid
112 ± 18
27 ± 3
<0.1
9±3
3±2
<0.1
<0.1
l-Aspartic acid
193 ± 3
60 ± 3
<0.1
18 ± 4
11 ± 2
<0.1
<0.1
d-Glutamic acid
102 ± 8
14 ± 1
<0.1
3±1
3±1
<0.1
<0.1
l-Glutamic acid
335 ± 16
61 ± 2
<0.1
26 ± 2
25 ± 8
<0.1
<0.1
d-Serine
39 ± 22
6±1
<0.1
4±1
9±5
<0.1
<0.1
l-Serine
108 ± 2
144 ± 17
1±1
13 ± 1
46 ± 24
1±1
<0.3
Glycine
770 ± 109
189 ± 36
6±3
45 ± 7
120 ± 16
<0.1
3±1
b-Alanine (BALA)
43 ± 1
8±3
1±1
4±1
3±1
1±1
3±2
c-Amino-n-butyric acid
127 ± 10
8±1
1±1
2±1
8±1
<0.1
2±1
(GABA)
d-Alanine
112 ± 24
12 ± 3
<0.3
4±1
4±1
<0.1
<0.5
l-Alanine
310 ± 36
91 ± 13
1±1
25 ± 2
13 ± 3
<0.1
1±1
d,l-b-Amino-n-butyric
<0.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
acid
a-Aminoisobutyric
<0.2
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
acid (AIB)
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
d,l-a-Amino-n-butyric
acidb
d,l-Isovaline
<0.3
<0.5
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
e-Amino-n-caproic acid 3,316 ± 161 3,077 ± 172
4±1
2±1
16 ± 1
<0.1
176,000 ±17,000
(EACA)c
d-Valine
<0.5
<0.1
<0.1
<0.5
<0.2
<0.1
<0.1
l-Valine
133 ± 115
24 ± 21 <0.1
13 ± 4
11 ± 2
<0.1
<0.1
Methylamine (MA)
436 ± 60
4±3
<0.3
<0.1
11 ± 1
1±1
<0.1
Ethylamine (EA)
101 ± 6
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
3±1
3±1
<0.1
Ethanolamine (MEA)
74 ± 22
8±5
10 ± 1
<0.1
204 ± 60
38 ± 5
<0.1
a
The amine concentrations are reported as 10)9 mol per gram (nmol ⁄ g) on a bulk sample basis. The uncertainties (·x) are based on
the standard deviation of the average value of between two and four separate measurements (N) with a standard error, ·x = · x ·
(N)1))1 ⁄ 2. Upper limits are shown for amines that were not detected above procedural blank background levels.
b
Enantiomers could not be separated under the chromatographic conditions.
c
Major component of Nylon-6; also known as 6-aminohexanoic acid.

defects. This would also explain why the luminescence
spectral properties of the ‘‘original’’ surface- and
volume-induced luminescence look very similar.
However, the origin of variable production of Si-O
defects in different aerogel batches remains unclear.
Nevertheless, the lack of correlation between the
intensity of the luminescence and the nature and
abundance of organic materials detected in the aerogel
tiles using a variety of analytical techniques, suggests
that organics are not primarily responsible.
LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS Measurement of Soluble Amines in
Stardust Aerogels
The LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS analyses of soluble amines
were made on preflight aerogel tiles E243-13C and
E243-10F. Tile E243-13C was a preflight baked aerogel
sample that had been stored under vacuum since shortly
after its creation. Tile E243-10F was an unbaked
aerogel sample stored in air. The results of these studies

were previously reported in Glavin et al. (2008) and we
only provide a brief summary of that work here. The
chromatogram of Tile E243-13C shows only tiny peaks
close in area to those found in the procedural blank.
Trace levels of amino acids and amines were identified
in these samples, including l-aspartic and l-glutamic
acids, l-serine, glycine, b-alanine (BALA), c-amino-nbutyric acid (GABA), l-alanine, e-amino-n-caproic acid
(EACA), ethanolamine (MEA), methylamine (MA), and
ethylamine (EA). Total concentrations ranging from
0.04 to 3.4 nmol per gram of aerogel were found (see
Table 2 of Glavin et al. 2008). No free amino acids or
amines were detected in the unhydrolyzed water extract
of E243-13C.
Preflight aerogel sample E243-10F had not been
baked out nor stored under vacuum. It showed a
similar abundance and distribution of amine
compounds compared to E243-13C, with the exception
that it contained much higher concentrations
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(approximately 8–10·) of the amino acids GABA and
EACA compared to the baked aerogel. EACA,
[(NH2(CH2)5COOH)], is a monomer of the Nylon-6
polymer and has previously been shown to be a good
indicator of the extent of Nylon-6 contamination of
Antarctic meteorite samples during collection and
storage (Glavin et al. 2006). Subsequent isotopic
analysis of EACA extracted from aluminum foils that
backed the aerogel cells on the Stardust collector was
performed to determine its origin. The carbon isotopic
ratio of the EACA was measured via gas
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry and
isotope ratio mass spectrometry (GC-MS ⁄ IRMS) and
compared with the carbon isotopic ratio of a piece of a
storage bag used by JSC, measured by elemental
analysis-isotope ratio mass spectrometry (EA-IRMS).
The isotope ratios matched within experimental error
for
Stardust
foils,
(d13C ⁄ 12C = )25 ± 2&
d13C ⁄ 12C = )26.8 ± 0.2& for JSC bag), implying that
the EACA observed in the Stardust samples originated
from the Nylon-containing bags used during curation at
JSC.
e-Amino-n-caproic acid was detected in E243-13C
at much lower concentrations than in E243-10F, which
is not surprising since E243-13C was stored inside a
glass tube and was not directly exposed to Nylon-6
prior to analysis. No d-amino acids were detected in
either preflight aerogel sample above the 0.1 nmol ⁄ g
level. In addition, only trace quantities of MA and EA
(0.5 to 4 nmol ⁄ g) were identified in the preflight
aerogels. The ratio of MA to EA in the preflight
aerogels (MA ⁄ EA approximately 7) was distinct from a
ratio of approximately 1 found in the cometary exposed
aerogel samples (Sandford et al. 2006; Glavin et al.
2008). Ethanolamine (MEA) was detected in both of the
Stardust preflight aerogel extracts at a similar
concentration. We believe that the source of the MEA
contamination is most likely the mold release lubricant
(Synlube 1000) used during the Stardust aerogel
manufacturing process (MEA was by far the most
abundant amine compound, approximately 40 nmol per
gram, detected in an acid-hydrolyzed, hot water extract
of Synlube 1000).
L2MS Measurement of PAHs in Stardust Aerogels
A series of Stardust aerogel flight spare samples
were analyzed using lL2MS. These included 11 with
layered density, six with gradient density, and 21 with
mostly uniform density silica. About 16 mm2 of each
flight spare was obtained for analysis, with each sample
being representative of the uppermost layer (i.e., least
dense) of the installed Stardust aerogel tiles. This upper
layer captured the majority of comet 81P ⁄ Wild 2
particles. Details of the sample preparation procedure
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can be found in the SOM. lL2MS analysis of aromatic
compounds in these samples showed most samples
contained no measurable contamination by polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Ten of the samples,
however, did exhibit distinctive, low-intensity envelopes
of low-mass aromatic compounds (Spencer and Zare
2006; Spencer 2008). All samples that displayed these
contaminants showed comparable and consistent
patterns of m ⁄ z peaks in the lL2MS mass spectra. This
mass pattern included an envelope of peaks with major
peaks at 135, 149, and 179 amu, which are likely 1-ring,
nitrogen-containing aromatic compounds, as well as an
extended series of alkylated phenanthrene. This
envelope of peaks was not detected during any
subsequent Stardust aerogel analyses, including in the
Stardust witness coupon (see below), and was thus
assigned to laboratory contamination of these nonflight
aerogels incurred during storage since its synthesis in
1999. A second, distinctive envelope of peaks was also
detected, including major peaks at 135, 179, 223, and
267 amu. This envelope of peaks was also seen
consistently in returned Stardust aerogel samples and
these masses should always be viewed with suspicion
before assigning them to cometary PAHs.
STXM ⁄ XANES
Nine picokeystones of nontrack aerogel were cut
from comet tray tiles and examined using both scanning
transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) and the IR
microscope located at the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS). Seven of the picokeystones were cut
from tile C2103, one picokeystone from the top (comet
side) of the tile and the other six from the bottom side
of the tile and two picokeystones were cut from tile
C2061, both from the top of the tile. Details about the
preparation and measurement of these samples can be
found in the SOM. The carbon XANES spectra
generally show similar features, although their relative
strengths can differ substantially (Fig. 10). All the
spectra contain absorption in the 285 eV region
characteristic of aromatic carbon, most likely due to
C=C in a ring. The breadth of this peak suggests that
there generally is absorption from more than one
material in this region, and in the case of trace B, the
presence of two peaks shows that at least two distinct
populations are present. The spectra also show
absorption peaks at 288.2 eV, an energy generally
assigned to C=O groups. No evidence of carbonates
has been seen in these aerogel samples. Thus, the CXANES spectra detect functional groups consistent with
those seen in the aerogel using other techniques.
However, these data demonstrate that the relative
proportions of these groups can differ not only between
tiles, but also within tiles on very small spatial scales.
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Fig. 10. Examples of the four varieties of C-XANES spectra
found in nontrack containing picokeystones from Stardust
flight tiles C2103 and C2061. The spectra are dominated by
aromatic C=C near 285 eV and C=O near 288.2 eV, but
their relative proportions can vary significantly on small size
scales.

Summary of the State of the Carbon in the Original
Stardust Aerogel Collector Tiles
Combined, these analyses indicate that the original
Stardust aerogel collection tiles contained some ‘‘native’’
carbon. This carbon is not entirely uniformly
distributed in the tiles and shows some compositional
variation between aerogel manufacturing batches,
individual tiles, and often within individual cells.
Fortunately, the majority of this carbon is present in a
few simple forms, primarily in methyl groups bonded in
the Si-O network. However, other forms of organics
were present in pre-launch aerogels, including a variety
of low weight PAHs and amines.
Alteration of the Carbon Original to the Aerogel by
Hypervelocity Impact
The Wild 2 particles that struck the Stardust
aerogel arrived at approximately 6.1 km s)1. Such
collisions are sufficiently energetic that they could,
depending on the specifics of kinetic energy
dissipation during particle capture, alter any organic
compounds originally present in both the impacting

particles and the aerogel collector material (Sandford
and Brownlee 2007; Spencer and Zare 2007; Spencer
et al. 2009).
The collision process of hypervelocity impacts into
low porosity foams and aerogels has been modeled
theoretically (Anderson and Ahrens 1994; Domı́nguez
et al. 2004). Such models describe the general
deceleration process, but do not fully describe the
stochastic survival and destruction of subcomponents of
complex aggregates of finer grained materials striking
aerogel. It is clear from the study of the materials
returned from comet 81P ⁄ Wild 2 by Stardust that some
fraction of the impacting particles survived with little or
no alteration, while other portions of the samples were
severely heated (Brownlee et al. 2006; Flynn et al. 2006;
Hörz et al. 2006; Keller et al. 2006; McKeegan et al.
2006; Sandford et al. 2006; Zolensky et al. 2006).
Conversion of carbon original to the aerogel, and in the
impacting cometary particles, into new forms likely
occurred in a similarly variable manner. Thus, before
one can assign organics seen in Stardust samples to a
cometary origin, it is necessary to consider the
possibility that they are either altered cometary
materials or materials formed from carbon original to
the aerogel.
Infrared Spectroscopy and the Survival of Aerogel
Aliphatics
As noted previously, IR and NMR spectra of
Stardust aerogel samples show that they contain some
original carbon, most of which is in the form of
aliphatic –CH3 groups but a small number of other
functional groups are present as well. This carbon
could potentially be altered into new forms by the
impact process. However, IR mapping of whole tracks
in aerogel keystones suggests that this process probably
does not greatly alter the chemical state of the
majority of this carbon. The discovery of tracks whose
IR absorption maps (typically obtained at a spatial
resolution of 15 lm) show no evidence for excess
absorption across the entire map indicates that the
associated impacts did not produce large amounts of
new materials with different chemical functionality
(Sandford et al. 2006; Bajt et al. 2009). Similarly, the
lack of absorption deficits in the aerogel’s original
absorption bands indicates that thermal conversion has
not greatly depleted the original reservoir of aerogel
carbon. Thus, IR spectroscopy appears to account for
the majority of the original carbon, suggesting impact
conversion is an inefficient process. However, IR
spectroscopy is not a highly sensitive technique and the
IR data do not preclude the possibility that carbon
can undergo conversion at low levels (see the next
section).
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The Production of Small PAHs during Hypervelocity
Impact
The lL2MS technique was used in a separate study
to assess the influence of hypervelocity impact on
carbon contaminants in Stardust aerogel. Comet
particle capture was mimicked in the laboratory using
two methods, both of which utilized Stardust-type
aerogel (i.e., flight spare or witness coupon aerogel) as
the capture medium. The two methods were (i)
hypervelocity impact of a micrometer-size borosilicate
glass bead and (ii) impact simulation utilizing laser
pulsed heating. Both of these studies revealed the
production of a consistent, low-mass envelope of
aromatic compounds (Spencer and Zare 2007; Spencer
2008; Spencer et al. 2008, 2009). Detected masses
ranged from 78 to 206 amu (tentatively assigned to
benzene and phenanthrene + 2CH2, respectively), with
the most intense peak at 128 amu (naphthalene). This
envelope was not detected during lL2MS contamination
control studies of the Stardust aerogel and witness
coupon, as discussed elsewhere in this paper. An
identical envelope of aromatic compounds was detected
using lL2MS along the dissected impact track of a
Wild 2 particle in aerogel (Sandford et al. 2006). Based
on these results, lightweight PAHs in samples should be
viewed with suspicion as they contain a significant
contribution from artifacts of the collection process, as
originally suspected during the preliminary examination
period (Sandford et al. 2006; Sandford and Brownlee
2007; Spencer and Zare 2007).
Summary of Impact Alteration Effects
Infrared absorption difference-maps of individual
tracks suggest that impacting Stardust particles do not
convert the majority of the original carbon in the
aerogel tiles into new chemical forms that remain in
the aerogel. However, L2MS studies demonstrate that
at least a small amount of the original aliphatic
carbon in the aerogel is converted into aromatic
materials in the form of lightweight PAHs. Thus,
while most of the original aerogel carbon appears to
be unaffected by the impact process, the issue of the
possible presence of impact converted organics must
be considered on a case-by-case basis whenever
specific organics are being sought in Stardust aerogel
samples.
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS FROM THE
STARDUST SPACECRAFT DURING FLIGHT
There are a number of potential ways in which
contaminants may have found their way into the SRC
during flight. These include materials outgassed from
nearby spacecraft components, propellant byproducts,
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and secondary materials from dust impacts on other
parts of the spacecraft, particularly the Whipple shields
and solar panels.
Whipple Shield and Spacecraft Materials
Cometary particles impacted on the aerogel tiles in
the collector tray perpendicular to their forward
surfaces. Thus, any tracks seen with oblique
orientations must be either due to strikes by random
interplanetary dust particles or to secondary materials
from impacts on other parts of the spacecraft. Oblique
tracks have, in fact, been found in the flight aerogel
tiles, most of which fall in nonrandom spatial
distributions on the cometary collector (Westphal et al.
2008). The materials in these tracks could include
components from both the original impactor and from
the spacecraft.
The source of these tracks is not entirely clear, but
the preponderance of evidence points toward at least
one grazing impact on the central Whipple shield of the
spacecraft as the origin of clustered low-angle oblique
tracks. In these tracks, the most likely contaminant
would be the Mylar thermal protection material that
wrapped the edge of the Whipple shields. A second
population of high-angle oblique tracks unambiguously
originate from a noncometary impact on the spacecraft
bus just forward of the collector. The exact location of
this strike on the spacecraft bus is not known, but
possible contaminants include materials used for the
sides of the spacecraft bus. We have used XANES to
examine archived samples of these materials, which
consist of a honeycomb network of aluminum foil
capped by a carbon composite board attached with an
adhesive glue. Small pieces of the carbon composite
board and the glue were embedded in sulfur,
ultramicrotomed to a thickness of 100 nm and their
carbon XANES spectra were obtained. The carbon
composite board consists of highly ordered graphite
embedded in an epoxy matrix. Minor absorption in the
graphite spectrum at 288.2 eV suggests the graphite may
be slightly oxidized (Fig. 11). The carbon XANES
spectra of the foil glue and the epoxy matrix indicate
that both compounds are identical and differences
between the carbon spectra are due to crystal
orientation effects since the beam at the X1 beamline is
linearly polarized. Materials in the high obliquity tracks
having these spectra should be suspected of being noncometary contaminants.
In summary, it is clear that the cometary collector
tray was struck by a limited number of secondary
particles resulting from impacts on other parts of the
spacecraft. Materials in these oblique tracks should be
viewed with considerable caution before interpreting
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assess the extent of on-flight contamination, several
‘‘witness coupons’’ were enclosed in the Stardust SRC
(Tsou et al. 2003). These coupons included 1 cm
diameter disks of aluminum and sapphire, and one
‘‘interstellar’’ aerogel tile (2 cm wide · 4 cm long · 1 cm
deep). These coupons were located on the arm that
deployed the aerogel collector array and were placed
low enough that they resided in the shadow of the main
Whipple shield. Thus, these coupons were exposed to
the same flight environment as the aerogel collectors for
the entire mission, but were never directly exposed to
the cometary influx. Samples of the aerogel witness
coupon (sample WCARMI1CPN) were examined by
several Organics PE Team members. The aluminum and
sapphire disks have yet to be examined in detail, but
showed no visible signs of adhering materials or stains.
(It should be noted that none of the exposed surfaces in
the Stardust sample return canister showed any signs of
the ‘‘brown stain’’ seen on many of the surfaces of the
Genesis return capsule [Hittle et al. 2006].)

Fig. 11. Carbon XANES spectra of the glue and carbon
composite board components used to make the sides of the
Stardust spacecraft. The inset shows how these materials were
used to surface an aluminum honeycomb structure (penny
provided for scale).

their significance as possible cometary materials.
Fortunately, the most likely contaminants, Mylar wrap
on the Whipple shields and carbon composites from the
body of the spacecraft, have distinctive C-XANES
spectra that make them relatively easy to recognize. At
present, there is no evidence that this process has
introduced contamination outside the domain of the
oblique tracks themselves.
Results of Witness Coupon Studies
It is possible that contaminants could have been
introduced to the Stardust sampling trays directly from
the spacecraft during its nearly 7 year flight. This is of
special concern for the aerogel collectors since aerogel,
with its very large surface area to mass ratio, is an
excellent ‘‘sponge’’ for adsorbing contaminants. To

LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS and Soluble Amines
Two samples of the Stardust aerogel witness tile
WCARMI1CPN (Pieces 8 and 9, 0.2 mg) were analyzed
separately for amines by LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS. Both
samples of the witness tile contained the amino acids lserine, glycine, b-alanine (BALA), c-amino-n-butyric
acid (GABA), e-amino-n-caproic acid (EACA), and the
amine ethanolamine (MEA) at levels that exceeded
those found in the procedural blank. With the exception
of EACA, the concentration of these amine compounds
ranged from 4 to approximately 50 nmol per gram of
aerogel (Glavin et al. 2008). The high concentration of
predominantly
bound
EACA
(approximately
9600 nmol ⁄ g) in the witness tile is most likely due to
contamination of the aerogel with Nylon-6 polymer
from the sample storage vial cap (Glavin et al. 2008). It
should be emphasized that the EACA contaminant did
not interfere with LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS detection and
identification of other amine compounds in any of the
Stardust flight aerogel extracts. Ethanolamine (MEA)
was detected in all of the Stardust preflight and flight
aerogel extracts at similar relative abundances (Glavin
et al. 2008). The source of MEA contamination is
believed to be the Synlube 1000 mold release lubricant
used during the Stardust aerogel manufacturing process
(Table 2). Kapton tape also releases MEA, but
significant abundances of l-serine and l-glutamic acid
should have also been observed. We did not detect any
d-amino acids, methylamine (MA), or ethylamine (EA)
in the witness tile aerogel above the 0.2 to 8 nmol per
gram level. These detection limits are approximately
two orders of magnitude higher than those for the
preflight aerogel samples and directly reflect the small
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quantity of witness tile aerogel allocated for the PET
study. In summary, the Stardust flight aerogel witness
tile contains a variety of different amine contaminants
that could originate from the aerogel manufacturing
process, inflight spacecraft outgassing, and ⁄ or postflight
storage and handling of the aerogel. However, the
overall cleanliness of the witness coupon for these
compounds suggests that inflight outgassing was not a
dominant effect.
Laser-Desorption Laser-Ionization Mass Spectrometry
No aromatic compound contaminants were
detected with lL2MS when analyzing a depth profile
of the Stardust witness coupon tile at normal
operating parameters. At higher powers, which
approximately simulated hypervelocity particle impact,
a low-mass envelope of aromatic compounds was
detected, as discussed earlier. These were likely (i)
generated from carbon contaminants during laser pulse
heating of aerogel or (ii) released from the aerogel
matrix upon high-power laser desorption (Spencer and
Zare 2007; Spencer 2008; Spencer et al. 2008). To
eliminate the contribution from these components, all
81P ⁄ Wild 2 particle analyses were performed using a
low-power desorption laser (approximately 2.5 ·
106 W cm)2).
Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
The aerogel witness coupon material analyzed with
TOF-SIMS showed a PAH spectrum similar to that
observed in a dissected aerogel keystone containing an
actual cometary particle track (Stephan et al. 2008).
However, compared to the witness coupon, PAH
concentrations are up to a factor of six higher in
aerogel associated with the track (Stephan et al. 2008).
Furthermore, this factor of six may be regarded as a
lower limit since the Ar+ sputter cleaning (see SOM)
that was performed on the track sample (but not on
the witness coupon material) to diminish surface
contamination should also have diminished the PAHs
in the sample associated with the track.
IR Spectroscopy
Infrared transmission spectra were measured from a
small piece of aerogel taken from the aerogel witness
coupon. The background spectrum was collected the
same way as for the keystones with particle tracks, i.e.,
by obtaining the spectrum of an ‘‘air blank’’ using the
same optical setup as for the sample. Individual spectra
from 4000 to 650 cm)1 were collected at about 100 lm
intervals from seven different points on this piece. Each
spectrum consisted of 1024 co-added scans and was
collected with 4 cm)1 spectral resolution. Spectra of
samples thin enough to avoid band saturation showed
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the witness coupon was very homogenous—there was
no detectible variation over a 500 lm area. Only a peak
at 2970 cm)1, a weak peak at 2910 cm)1, and an even
weaker one at 2880 cm)1, corresponding to asymmetric
and symmetric stretching vibrations of –CH3 were
detected in the C-H stretching region. Unlike many of
the exposed cometary aerogels, the spectra do not
contain a broad –OH peak at approximately 3300 cm)1
or peak associated with C=O at approximately
1700 cm)1.
Summary
Analyses of the aerogel witness coupon, i.e., aerogel
that was exposed to all environmental conditions as the
collector aerogel except the comet shows similarities to
collector aerogel, although the levels of contaminants,
when detected, are generally lower and some
components (for example, the carrier of the 1700 cm)1
IR C=O feature) are dramatically less abundant. This
suggests that contamination associated with the
operational environment of the spacecraft during flight
was not a main source of contaminants associated with
the samples.
POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS FROM FLIGHT,
RE-ENTRY, AND RECOVERY OF THE SAMPLE
RETURN CAPSULE
Inspection of the Stardust SRC after its re-entry and
recovery on January 2, 2006, indicated that it had not
suffered any identifiable loss of structural integrity.
Nevertheless, potential contamination must be
considered since the SRC was not designed to be
hermetically sealed during or after Earth return.
Consequently, pressure equalization between the interior
and exterior of the capsule during atmospheric re-entry
provides a potential entry route into the sample canister
for ablation products from the capsule’s thermal
protection system (i.e., the heatshield and backshell).
Due to the high velocity (12.8 km s)1) associated with
the hyperbolic return trajectory of the SRC, it
experienced a significant heat flux during re-entry
(approximately 1100W cm)2), with temperatures at the
stagnation point at the nose of the heatshield peaking at
approximately 2700 !C. To protect the interior of the
capsule during re-entry, the SRC’s thermal protection
system (TPS) used a phenolic impregnated carbon
ablator (PICA) for the heatshield and a super light
ablator (SLA 561-V) for the backshell. An ablative
heatshield functions by pushing the hot shock layer of gas
formed during re-entry away from the heatshield’s outer
surface through a process known as ‘‘blowing.’’ Blowing
occurs by the charring and pyrolysis of the outer layers of
the heatshield which creates gas phase decomposition
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products that then block the convective and catalytic heat
flux from the underlying layers of the heatshield.
Unfortunately, these same gas phase pyrolysis products
also constitute a potential organic contamination threat.
In addition to potential contamination by debris
sucked into the SRC during re-entry and repressurization, the nonhermetic seal of the SRC also
allowed for the possibility of entry of atmospheric
contaminants during the subsequent descent of the SRC
by parachute, and soil and water samples picked up
when the SRC contacted the ground.
The chief defense against the accumulation of all of
these forms of potential contamination was a design
that required materials entering the SRC to first pass a
number of barriers before they could enter the sample
canister. These barriers included backshell vents covered
by meshes and a multilayer, high efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filter on the sample canister itself (Brownlee
et al. 2003; Tsou et al. 2003).
In order to assess the extent to which these
contaminants may have found their way into the sample
canister, Organics PET members studied samples of
materials from the SRC’s heatshield and backshell
materials (both preflight and postrecovery samples), the
contents of the sample canister filter, gas samples taken
during the recovery process, and samples of soils taken
from the recovery site.
Heatshield and Backshell Material
As mentioned above, two different materials were
used for the thermal protection system on the Stardust
SRC. Phenolic Impregnated Carbon Ablator (PICA)
was used for the forward heatshield and Super Light
Ablator (SLA-561) was used for the backshell. The
PICA consisted of a substrate of C fibers, 14–16 lm in
diameter, known as Fiberform (Fiber Materials, Inc.,
Biddeford, ME) that was partially impregnated with the
phenolic resin Durite (Bordon Packaging and Industrial
Products). The SLA used for the SRC backshell consists
of a highly filled elastomeric silicone material containing
cork as a filler ingredient. A third material, Silicon
Impregnated Reuseable Carbon Ablator (SIRCA) was
considered for use on the SRC, but not ultimately used.
Carbon XANES Measurements
Carbon XANES spectral results from a preflight
SLA sample show well defined absorption peaks at
285 eV, 285.35 eV, 286.6 eV, 287.4 eV, and 288.4 eV,
with possible peaks at 284.4 eV and 284.6 eV suggesting
a complex carbon bonding environment. XANES
spectral results from a preflight PICA sample show a
highly ordered graphitic material, but with additional
peaks at 286.6 eV, 288.5 eV, and a possible peak at

Fig. 12. Carbon XANES spectra taken from preflight samples
of the three materials considered for use in the thermal
protection system on the Stardust SRC. The forward
heatshield was made from PICA and the backshell was made
from SLA-561. SIRCA was not ultimately used in the
Stardust SRC.

289.8 eV, indicating the presence of a phenolic or
methylphenolic functional group associated with the
graphite. For comparison, the carbon XANES spectrum
from a SIRCA sample (not ultimately used on Stardust)
was nearly identical to the carbon XANES spectrum
from the SLA sample but with a slight difference in the
290 eV region (Fig. 12).
Infrared Measurements
Mid-IR spectra (4000–650 cm)1) were collected
from grain-sized samples of the SRC postflight
heatshield and backshell materials using the FTIR
ALS beamline. The grains were placed directly on KBr
windows and measured in transmission mode without
any further sample preparation. Since the SLA used
for the SRC backshell consists of a highly filled
elastomeric silicone material containing cork as one
filler ingredient, it is perhaps not surprising that its
overall spectrum has many similarities of other silicon-
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Fig. 13. The 4000–650 cm)1 (2.5–15.4 lm) IR spectra of
backshell SLA sample E51049 (solid line) compared with the
Omnic! library database spectrum of silicone oil (dashed
line). The similarities in the spectra are consistent with the
presence of Si-bearing organics in both materials.

containing organics like silicone oil (Fig. 13). IR
spectra of backshell (SLA) grain (E51049) show
strong aliphatic C-H stretching mode bands in the
3000–2800 cm)1 region, as well as aromatic C-H
stretching mode bands at 3072 and 3054 cm)1
(Fig. 13). The dominant C-H stretching feature in this
sample does not fall at the location of the -CH2absorption near 2933 cm)1 that is prominent in
Stardust aerogel tracks observed to contain excess
organics (Sandford et al. 2006; Bajt et al. 2009).
The infrared spectrum of a sample taken from the
nose of the forward (PICA) heatshield (E51043) was
found to be featureless and is consistent with graphite, a
metal, or perhaps metal oxide. The sample looked
metallic and crystalline under the optical microscope
and showed a dendritic structure.
LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS Measurements
The LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS analysis was used to examine
samples of the Stardust heatshield paint edge (E51047;
8.5 mg), heatshield nose (E51043; 0.6 mg), heatshield
edge (E51044; 0.2 mg), and backshell (E51049; 0.1 mg).
The Stardust heatshield and backshell samples analyzed
in this study contained a variety of amino acids and
amines including d- and l-aspartic and glutamic acids,
d- and l-serine, d- and l-alanine, BALA, GABA,
EACA, l-valine, MA, EA, and MEA with total amine
concentrations ranging from 930 to 8300 nmol per gram
of sample (Table 2). EACA was the most abundant
amine in these Stardust samples accounting for 50 to
85% of the total amine concentration. Its most likely
source is Nylon-6 contamination from the sample
storage containers. The fact that most of these
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Fig. 14. Samples were taken from six different locations on
the heatshield and backshell for investigation by ultra-L2MS.
These include 51043 (heatshield—stagnation point at the
nose—PICA), 51044 (heatshield—leading edge of outer
rim—PICA), 51047 (heatshield—trailing edge of outer
rim—PICA), 51046 (backshell—upper lip with honeycomb
support exposed—SLA), 51050 (backshell—outer conical
rim—SLA), and 51049 (backshell—RTV sealed penetration on
the outer conical rim—SLA).

compounds were not detected in the Stardust flight
aerogel witness tile (see below) suggests that the
Stardust flight aerogel samples were not extensively
contaminated with terrestrial amino acids and amines
during the Stardust SRC re-entry and landing phases.
Ultra-L2MS Measurements
Samples for investigation by ultra-L2MS were taken
shortly after SRC recovery from three different
locations on the heatshield and three different locations
on the backshell, as indicated in Fig. 14. Acquisition
and preparation of these samples are described in more
detail in the SOM. For each sample, 50 single-shot
spectra were acquired and summed to give the
representative mass spectra presented in Figs. 15a and
15b. A difference is readily apparent in both the
abundance and distribution of organic species observed
between the heatshield samples and those from the
backshell. For the heatshield samples, the leading outer
conical edge of the heatshield (#51044) showed the
greatest profusion of organic species and showed a
pronounced enrichment of relatively volatile low-mass
hydrocarbons, unlike the samples from the trailing edge
(#51047) or stagnation point at the nose (#51043),
Particularly prominent is naphthalene (C10H8; 128 amu)
and its Cn-alkylated homologues (i.e., C10H9-[CH2]nH;
142, 156, 170, . . . amu), as well as several oxygenated
aromatics that are either conspicuously absent or
present in greatly diminished abundance in the other
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Fig. 15. Mass spectra taken from samples from SRC locations on the a) heatshield and b) backshell as noted in Fig. 14. Species
detected include 1–4 ring aromatic species, their Cn-alkylated homologues, oxygenated aromatics, and low mass phenolic
aromatics. The abundance and distribution of these organic species varies significantly between samples, but the distributions do
not match those of aromatic species found within aerogel impact tracks in the Stardust collector (see text).
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heatshield samples. These include phenol (C6H5OH;
94 amu) and most likely a dimethoxybenzene isomer
(HOCH2C6H4CH2OH; 138 amu) and its Cn-alkylated
homologues. It seems likely these oxygenated aromatics
represent monomer fragments produced from the
pyrolysis of the phenolic resin in the heatshield. The
higher mass peaks observed at 240, 254, and 268 amu
likely represent the products of gas-phase free radical
recombination reactions. For example the 254 amu peak
is consistent with the recombination of naphthyl
radicals (i.e., C10H7 + C10H7 fi C10H7)C10H7). The
remaining spectra from the trailing edge (#51047) or
stagnation point at the nose (#51043) are self-similar
and are dominated by the three and four ring aromatics
phenanthrene (C14H10; 178 amu) and pyrene (C16H10;
202 amu) (and associated isomers) along with their Cnalkylated homologues. The relative lack of oxygenated
aromatics may represent a sampling artifact or be
indicative of a different thermal environment.
In contrast to the heatshield samples, the three
backshell samples all show mass spectra that are
dominated by low mass phenolic aromatics that overlay a
much weaker distribution of two, three, and four ring
fused aromatic species. The concentration of the organic
species varies considerably between samples, being most
abundant in the upper lip of the SLA (#51046) and least
abundant around the outer conical rim of the SLA
(#51050). It is unclear whether the greater abundance of
oxygenated aromatics in these samples is a consequence
of the lower heat flux experience by the backshell
(approximately 250 W cm)2) or due to the re-deposition
of gas phase species initially liberated from PICA
heatshield.
Fortunately, the peak heating during the ablative
phase of atmospheric entry happens at high altitudes
where pressure equilization results in the intake of
very little total air into the SRC. Nonetheless, ablation
of the heatshield and backshell during re-entry likely
produced volatile aromatic species that could have
penetrated into the SRC during pressure equalization.
However, even in a worst case scenario this could not
account for the range and diversity of organic species
observed, for example, by ultra-L2MS along aerogel
impact tracks. In particular, there is no evidence in the
heatshield and backshell mass spectra for the odd
mass aromatic species that have been previously
observed and interpreted as evidence for aromatic
nitrile species being present in collected cometary dust
grains (see Clemett et al. 2010). In this context it is
worth noting that while the emission spectra of the
plasma formed in the shock front generated by the
SRC during re-entry was dominated by CN and N2+
species, we find no evidence for the generation of
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N-containing aromatics on either the heatshield or the
backshell.
In summary, the heatshield and backshell, and their
solid ablation products, have an organic character. The
nature of these materials differs significantly from the
organics seen in the cometary collector and, to date,
there have been no indications that materials associated
with the heatshield and backshell and their ablative
re-entry into Earth’s atmosphere found their way into
the sample canister within the SRC.
Sample Canister Filter Contents
The LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS analysis was also used to
examine samples taken from the interior of the SRC
filter (5208,1,5,1,2). Less than a total of 25 nmol per
gram of soluble amines were found in acid hydrolyzed
hot water extracts of the filters (Table 2). This suggests
that the filter was not called on to remove any
significant amount of these materials from the air when
the SRC re-pressurized during re-entry. MEA, glycine,
and EACA were the most abundant primary amines
detected.
Gas Samples Taken during and after SRC Recovery
Several gas samples were taken during and after the
recovery of the SRC from its UTTR landing site on
January 15, 2006. This was done in an attempt to assess
the nature of any gases that may have outgassed from
the SRC’s thermal protection system and been exposed
to the sample canister’s inlet filter. Four 1 L samples of
air were taken shortly after the SRC Recovery Team
arrived at the landing site using pre-evacuated and
cleaned Grab Sample Canisters (GSC). By this time the
SRC had had sufficient time during its parachute
descent and subsequent time on the ground before being
located to cool to ambient temperatures. One sample
was taken from within 1 cm of the front surface of the
heatshield and another was taken at the location of one
of the two backshell air inlet vents shortly after the first
Recovery Team member arrived at the SRC. A second
pair of samples was taken after the remainder of the
Recovery Team arrived about 20 min later. After the
SRC had been transported back to the temporary
cleanroom at the UTTR Avery Complex, three
additional 1 L samples were taken—two from near the
heatshield and one from near one of the SRC backshell
vents. These samples were delivered to the IS09001:2000
certified Toxicology Laboratory at NASA’s Johnson
Space Center for analysis on January 18, 2006. In
addition, tests were made of the dry N2 gas being used
to purge the cabinet in which the Stardust samples are
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stored in the Stardust Cleanroom at JSC. Details of the
analysis of these samples can be found in the SOM.
Two categories of compounds were reported: target
compounds (multiple level calibration) and nontarget
compounds (no calibration-concentration estimated
from historical ‘‘B’’ response factors). Isopropanol and
1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane concentrations were very high
in some GSC samples; therefore the results reported are
from a second analysis using a smaller sample volume.
The detailed GC and GC ⁄ MS analytical results are
reported in ppb in Table S2 in the SOM. Target
compounds were identified and reported if their
concentration was greater than 1 ppb. If the
concentration of a compound was less than 1 ppb, it
was labeled as ‘‘not detected’’ (ND). If the
concentration was greater than 1 ppb and less than
5 ppb, the compound was labeled as ‘‘Trace.’’ An
attempt was made to identify nontarget compounds, but
compounds with incomplete mass spectra could not be
identified with certainty. This type of compound is
reported in Table S2, but identification is limited to
compound class.
Very little is seen in terms of contaminants, the two
main exceptions being isopropanol and 1,1,1,2tetrafluoroethane, which are seen in a few of the
samples. The isopropanol is probably associated with
‘‘wet wipes’’ and the 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane is
probably from pressurized ‘‘dusters’’ used to prepare
the UTTR clean room. Neither is thought to be of
cometary origin and since both are volatile, neither is
expected to have significantly compromised the curated
samples.
UTTR Soils
The SRC descended on its parachute in a moderate
crosswind and first struck the ground more or less
directly on the tip of the heatshield’s ‘‘nose cone,’’ at
which time the parachute detached from the SRC. After
its initial impact, the SRC bounced several times
downwind, striking on the side of the backshell and two
locations on the rim. None of the impact sites on the
SRC overlapped the two air vents on the backshell. The
temporal order of the strikes on the SRC is not certain,
but based on the impact marks on the SRC and the size
and shape of the depressions in the ground, the last
small bounce was clearly on the rim of the SRC. After
this last bounce, the SRC ended up on its rim, on which
it rolled in a weaving manner downwind for a total of
about approximately 20 m. Near the end of the roll, the
SRC had slowed enough that several times it flopped
down on the side of the backshell briefly before coming
back up to roll on the rim a little further. Finally the
SRC tipped onto the side of its backshell for good,

Fig. 16. The SRC as it was found upon recovery at the
UTTR. The marks on the heatshield resulting from the initial
impact on the SRC nose and one of the subsequent impacts
on the edge of the SRC can clearly be seen in this picture.
Two additional marks not visible in this picture, one on the
rim of the heatshield and one on the edge of the backshell,
were also apparent. The circle the SRC rolled in before
coming to a stop is clearly apparent in the surrounding mud;
the slight discoloration is due to small portions of the SRC’s
thermal ablation materials that adhered to the mud as it
rolled.

rolled in almost a complete circle, and came to rest on
its side (Fig. 16).
The ancient lakebed in which the SRC landed is
composed largely of very fine carbonate muds that are
remnants of the Pleistocene Lake Bonneville. The water
table is very close to the surface of the lakebed and the
ground water contains large concentrations of dissolved
salts. As a result, the surface soils contain a variety of
evaporates. The soil at the SRC recovery site consisted
of a wet, cloying mud that stuck tenaciously to both
clothing and gear. No standing water or snow was
present at the recovery site. Fortunately, the thermal
protection system of the SRC provided an unexpected
benefit with regard to the sticking of this mud to the
capsule itself. After re-entry, the SRC’s surfaces were
covered by friable material consisting of ablation
products resulting from re-entry of the capsule and the
other portions of the heatshield ⁄ backshell. This outer
layer of material stuck efficiently in the mud. Thus,
rather than mud sticking to the capsule, the outermost
layers of the capsule were pulled off and remained in
the mud. As a result, the SRC came to a stop on its
side with almost no mud adhering to it.
During the subsequent recovery process, the SRC
was lifted into a special carrier on which it was sealed
into doubled bags, and it came into no further contact
with local soils. Soil samples were taken at the original
landing impact site, the sites of subsequent bounces,
and along the roll track. Soil samples were also taken
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Fig. 17. Carbon XANES spectra of representative grains from UTTR soil sample M5213,3. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) contain
spectra of organic matter from the soil. Panels c), e), f), and h) show organic features, a carbonate absorption peak at 290.2eV,
and potassium absorption peaks at 297.2 and 299.6 eV. Panel i) shows the presence of disordered graphite and is likely from
ablated materials shed from the SRC heatshield or backshell.

from directly under the SRC (after it was removed) and
from several nearby locations the SRC had not come
into contact with. These samples were later examined by
members of the Organics PE Team using a variety of
analytical techniques.
STXM ⁄ XANES
STXM ⁄ XANES spectra were collected in the energy
range from 280–310 eV on soil samples M4762,5,
M4762,6, and M5213,3. These are soil samples collected
from impact pits made in the lakebed mud during the
SRC’s landing. All these samples contained bits of
heatshield that could be easily identified visually. Details
of the preparation of these samples for analysis can be
found in the SOM.
Figure 17 shows plots of the different carbon
XANES spectra obtained from soil sample 5213,3 but
are representative of all of the soil samples. Panels (a),
(b), (d), and (g) contain spectra of organic matter from
the soil. The soil samples also contained carbonates

(Figs. 17c, 17e, and 17f), potassium (Figs. 17c and 17h),
and several different types of organic carbon. The 2p
p* bond energy of carbonates occurs at 290.2 eV (Stohr
1992) and the potassium L2,3 edge absorption peak
energies occur at 297.2 eV and 299.6 eV (Guan et al.
2005). Some of the carbon XANES spectra in Fig. 17
are similar to those from soil samples reported by
Solomon et al. (2007), Courdouan et al. (2007), and
Lehmann et al. (2008). We see humic acid substances
similar to those they report, although the humic
materials in the UTTR soils are spatially closely
associated with both the carbonate and potassium
(Figs. 17c, 17e, 17f, and 17h). Figure 17g is a typical
spectrum one obtains from bacteria (Wirick et al.
2004), and the spectra in Figs. 17a and 17b are similar
to standard spectra of lipid biomolecules. The spectrum
in Fig. 17d is similar to that of polyethylene.
Disordered graphite (Smith and Lobo 2006) was found
in some samples (Fig. 17i). The disordered graphite is
likely from heatshield material that was altered upon
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re-entry and that stuck in the mud when the SRC
impacted the ground (compare to the PICA spectrum
in Fig. 12).
The C-XANES data from other soil samples
(4762,5 and 5213,3) similarly showed the presence of the
carbonates calcite, dolomite, aragonite, and also
graphite. Again, the graphite is likely associated with
heatshield material.
Carbonate-containing sub-micrometer sized particles
have been identified in tracks in the Stardust aerogel
(Mikouchi et al. 2007; Wirick et al. 2007; Flynn et al.
2008), so the presence of carbonates in soil samples
from the landing site raises the concern that the
carbonates in the aerogel could be soil contamination.
However, a comparison of the C-XANES spectra from
the landing site soil samples to C-XANES spectra from
carbonate-containing Stardust samples showed no
associated organic matter contamination in the Stardust
samples from the landing site soils analyzed. We
therefore conclude that it is unlikely that these
carbonates are due to soil from the landing site getting
into the SRC. However, any carbonate materials
discovered in the Stardust collection should be
considered suspect until possible soil contamination can
be reasonably ruled out.
LC-FD ⁄ TOF-MS and Soluble Amines
Compared to the SRC heatshield and backshell, the
UTTR mud sample analyzed in this study (M4761,2;
109 mg wet weight) contained a much lower abundance
of amino acids and amines with a total concentration of
140 nmol per gram (Table 2). In contrast to the
heatshield and backshell samples, MA and EA were not
detected in the UTTR mud sample above the 0.1 nmol
per gram level. The presence of several d-amino acids in
the soils, including d-aspartic and glutamic acids, dserine, and d-alanine, that were not detected in the
Stardust flight aerogel witness tile provides additional
evidence that the Stardust flight aerogel samples were
not extensively contaminated with terrestrial amino
acids and amines during the Stardust SRC landing
phase.
Microprobe Laser-Desorption Laser-Ionization Mass
Spectrometry
Microprobe laser-desorption laser-ionization mass
spectrometry analysis of soil from the Stardust SRC
landing site revealed no significant presence of PAHs
(Spencer and Zare 2006).
Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry
Water-soluble polar nonvolatile organic compounds
were identified in the soils by GC-MS. The most
abundant were amino acids. The major amino acids

were glycine (approximately 61 ppb), d-alanine
(approximately 22 ppb), l-alanine (approximately
54 ppb), dl-glutamic (approximately 77 ppb), dlaspartic, serine, and valine (abundances are qualitative).
Ion chromatography (IC) was used to detect the
nonvolatile anions formate (13 ppm), acetate (1 ppm),
chloride (32ppt) and 72 ppt (sample # M4761,3), and
sulfate (32 ppm).
Summary of Potential Contaminants from Flight,
Re-Entry, and Recovery of the SRC
The accumulation of local soils (mud) from the
recovery site was a major issue of concern for the
Stardust Science Team prior to recovery of the SRC.
Fortunately, integrity of the SRC during landing, the
relative inability of the mud at the recovery site to
stick to the SRC, and the fact that none of the
bouncing impacts occurred at the locations of the two
backshell vents greatly decreased the magnitude of
this concern. At present, analyses made using a
number of analytical techniques show no indications
that soils from the recovery site infiltrated the sample
canister or in any way contaminated the returned
samples.
CONTAMINATION CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT
FOR SAMPLE RETURN MISSIONS—STARDUST
LESSONS LEARNED
The small nature of the samples returned by the
Stardust spacecraft made it critical that careful attention
be paid to the issues of contamination control and
assessment. Indeed, sample return missions in general
must pay closer attention to these issues than other
types of spacecraft missions. To its credit, the Stardust
Team recognized this point from the very beginning and
carried out a number of activities designed to address
this issue (of which this paper is one result). However,
the Stardust mission was a very cost-constrained
mission and the team had to address issues that had
never been thoroughly dealt with before. Reflection on
the Stardust effort therefore provides some important
‘‘lessons learned’’ about contamination control and
assessment, both for approaches that worked well and
for approaches that could be improved. Here, we list a
few key points:
1. Efforts need to be made both for contamination
control, i.e., to minimize contamination, and
contamination assessment. No matter how good
contamination control is, there will be some
contamination, and it is critical to characterize the
nature of the contaminants so they can be
distinguished from returned samples. Members of
the Stardust Team did their best to carry out such
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2.

3.

4.

5.

efforts on a tight schedule and with limited
budget, but ideally these activities would be fully
integrated into a sample return mission’s budget
and schedule.
Contamination control and assessment requires
cooperative efforts be made that involve the
spacecraft manufacturers, the spacecraft operators,
the mission’s Science Team, and the NASA
Curatorial Office. Each of these groups should
identify an individual or individuals responsible
for organizing contamination control and
assessment activities, and these individuals need to
work closely together across organizational
boundaries. Stardust benefited immensely from
Science Team members who were willing to devote
considerable time and effort to this work,
including one Science Team member who was also
on the NASA Curatorial staff (coauthor MZ).
Oddly enough, one important issue that everybody
on the mission needs to address early is to agree
on what is meant by the word ‘‘clean’’ and how
this definition will translate into operational
activities. It is surprising how this simple word can
mean very different things to different people. For
example, a spacecraft engineer may see ‘‘clean’’ as
an issue of eliminating surface particulates of a
certain size and clean something by wiping it with
a solvent soaked wipe, while an organic chemist
may flinch in horror at the uniform organic
residue left behind when the solvent evaporates.
Note that the agreed on definition of ‘‘clean’’ may
well differ from mission to mission, depending on
the nature of the expected sample and how it will
be analyzed.
During construction of the spacecraft and
sampling system, it is critical to document what
components ⁄ materials are used. Where possible,
samples of these materials should be collected and
archived for ultimate storage by the NASA
Curatorial Office at the time of manufacture. The
Stardust Team did some of this, but there were
still a number of cases where ‘‘standards’’ of
construction components were not available
during preliminary examination and could not be
acquired 7+ years after the actual assembly of the
spacecraft.
It is important to use ‘‘witness coupons’’ to track
the introduction of contaminates during the
manufacture, flight, and recovery of the
spacecraft, and during the subsequent removal of
the samples from the SRC. These coupons need to
be removed and examined quickly so that
problems
associated
with
unexpected
or
problematic contaminants can be dealt with

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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rapidly (again, these activities should be explicitly
funded and scheduled within the mission).
Witness coupons need to be designed so that they
can easily be divided and distributed to multiple
analysts. The Stardust witness coupons consisted
of single aluminum or sapphire plates, and a single
aerogel tile. It proved to be very difficult to
examine these coupons by multiple analytic
techniques.
Sample return spacecraft should carry a significant
number of relevant witness coupons. Stardust
carried only one small tile of flown, but
unexposed, aerogel. This material was a critical
standard that many investigators needed for
comparison against aerogel tiles that were exposed
to the comet. This material represents the allimportant ‘‘blank’’ or ‘‘control’’ sample that is
critical to the interpretation of many studies of the
actual cometary samples. This is particularly
important for studies of organics. It would have
been very helpful to have more of this kind of
material available for Stardust.
It is not always clear what materials will work
best for contamination control and assessment and
different materials can result in different analytical
constraints. Thus, where possible, it is generally
desirable to use more than one type of witness
coupon.
Plans must be made in advance so the NASA
Curatorial Office is prepared to store and
distribute not only the returned samples, but also
the associated contamination control and
assessment materials (witness coupons, samples of
spacecraft materials, etc.).
Last, but not least, missions that desire to use
silica aerogel as a collector medium should devote
additional development effort to the production of
the cleanest possible aerogel. The inclusion of
stray particulates and the presence of structural
carbon within the aerogel significantly complicate
the analysis of collected samples. The further
development of other types of aerogel (for
example, carbon and tantalum aerogels) would
also be very useful.
CONCLUSIONS

Numerous
sources
of
potential
organic
contaminants could have greatly complicated the
interpretation of the organic (and inorganic) portions of
the samples returned from comet 81P ⁄ Wild 2 by the
Stardust spacecraft. Studies of controls and the returned
samples suggest that most of these potential sources did
not contribute any significant material to the collectors.
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In particular, contamination from soils at the recovery
site and materials associated with the ablation of the
heatshield do not appear to be significant problems. In
addition, contamination accumulated from the
spacecraft environment during flight also does not
appear to be a significant problem. The lack of these
materials is a testament to the efforts made by the
Stardust Team to minimize and control contamination
whenever and wherever possible before, during, and
after the flight.
The largest source of concern is associated with the
carbon present in the original aerogel. This carbon was
fortunately not distributed among a complex mixture of
organics, but was instead largely present in a few simple
forms (mostly as –CH3 groups). However, there does
appear to be some variations in this carbon component
between and within individual aerogel tiles. In addition,
while the initial carbon is dominated by just a few
forms, some conversion of this original material into
new organic forms appears to happen during particle
impact. This issue is particularly problematic for
lightweight PAHs. However, in most cases the organics
resulting from the impact process do not appear to
overwhelm the signature of the returned cometary
organics, which can generally be recognized through
their different compositions, association with other
cometary materials (e.g., minerals), or the presence of
isotopically anomalous H and N.
In a few cases, specific molecules appear as common
contaminants associated with processing, shipment, or
storage of the samples. For example, EACA,
[(NH2(CH2)5COOH)], a monomer of the Nylon-6
polymer, is seen in many samples and is likely due to
Nylon-6 contamination during storage and shipping.
Overall, these results indicate that contamination
issues do not, and will not, preclude the investigation of
cometary organics in the samples. Nonetheless, as with
any studies of the organics in extraterrestrial materials,
extreme caution should continue to be taken to assess
the potential impact of organic contaminants when
studying any Stardust samples.
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[1] Stardust successfully encountered comet 81P/Wild 2 on 2 January 2004 at a distance
of 236.4 ± 1 km. All encounter investigations acquired valuable new and surprising
findings. The time-of-flight spectrometer registered 29 spectra during flyby and measured
the first negative ion mass spectra of cometary particles. The dust detectors recorded
particles over a broad mass range, 10!11 to 10!4 g. Unexpectedly, the dust distribution
along Stardust’s flight path was far from uniform, but instead occurred in short ‘‘bursts,’’
suggesting in-flight breakup of fragments ejected from the nucleus. High-resolution,
stunning images of the Wild 2 surface show a diverse and complex variety of landforms
not seen from comets 1P/Halley and 19P/Borrelly or icy satellites of the outer solar
system. Longer-exposure images reveal large numbers of jets projected nearly around the
entire perimeter of the nucleus, many of which appear to be highly collimated. A triaxial
ellipsoidal fit of the Wild 2 nucleus images yields the principal nucleus radii of 1.65 "
2.00 " 2.75 km (± 0.05 km). The orientations and source locations on the nucleus surface
of 20 highly collimated and partially overlapping jets have been traced. There is every
indication that the expected samples were successfully collected from the Wild 2 coma and
INDEX TERMS: 6210 Planetology: Solar
are poised for a return to Earth on 15 January 2006.
System Objects: Comets; 6213 Planetology: Solar System Objects: Dust; 6008 Planetology: Comets and Small
Bodies: Composition; 6015 Planetology: Comets and Small Bodies: Dust; 3655 Mineralogy and Petrology:
Major element composition; KEYWORDS: comet sample return, Stardust mission, Wild 2
Citation: Tsou, P., et al. (2004), Stardust encounters comet 81P/Wild 2, J. Geophys. Res., 109, E12S01,
doi:10.1029/2004JE002317.

1. Introduction
[2] Stardust, NASA’s fourth Discovery mission, after a
five year cruise successfully encountered comet 81P/Wild 2
on 2 January 2004 with a closest approach at a distance of
236.4 ± 1 km. Stardust was launched on 7 February 1999
with the primary goal of collecting particulate coma samples
from comet Wild 2 for return to Earth [Brownlee et al.,
2003]. At the encounter, four other in situ investigations
were operated, including the Comet and Interstellar Dust
Analyzer (CIDA) [Kissel et al., 2003], the Dust Flux
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Monitor Instrument (DFMI) [Tuzzolino et al., 2003], Navigation Camera (NavCam) [Newburn et al., 2003a] and twoway Doppler and spacecraft attitude control system as
Dynamic Science [Anderson et al., 2003]. The collected
samples are scheduled to return to the Utah Test & Training
Range by direct reentry in a capsule on 15 January 2006.
After a preliminary examination, these samples will be
made available to the scientific community for detailed
study for decades to follow [Brownlee et al., 2003; Tsou
et al., 2003]. In this paper we provide a review of the factors
and events that resulted in the parameters of the Stardust
encounter with Wild 2 and provide an overview of the
results from each of the individual five investigations.
Detailed descriptions of specific Wild 2 encounter first
results are expanded in other papers.
1.1. Comet Wild 2
[3] Wild 2 is a Jupiter family comet. Prior to 1974, the
comet orbited between a perihelion at 4.9 AU and aphelion
at 25 AU [Sekanina and Yeomans, 1985]. In 1974, the
comet had a close encounter with Jupiter that dramatically
changed its orbit. The comet now has a perihelion distance
of 1.58 AU and an aphelion near Jupiter’s orbit at 5.2 AU.
Since that time, Wild 2 has made only five perihelion
passages. In this sense, Wild 2 is relatively ‘‘fresh’’ comet
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on 19 – 21 December (D. Tholen, unpublished data, 2003)
were used to assess the amount of dust in the coma and
were compared with predictions based on ground-based
telescopic observations from the comet’s 1997 apparition.
The new data indicated that the dust cross section in the
coma of Wild 2 for the weeks prior to encounter was only
about half of that seen in 1997. On this basis, the Stardust
science team decided to reduce the targeted flyby distance
from 300 to 250 km. In August 2003, concerns about
increases in the modeled flux of hazardous centimetersized particles had caused the encounter target distance to
be moved outward to 300 km from the initial 150 km
distance set at the 1999 launch [Brownlee et al., 2003].

Figure 1. An artist drawing shows the Stardust spacecraft
just before entering the Wild 2 coma. The rectangular boxlike dust shields in front of the two solar arrays and the main
spacecraft bus (gold-colored bus) protect the spacecraft
from 6.12 km/s cometary dust impacts. The high-gain dish
antenna is located at the center of the bus. The sample tray
assembly is deployed from the Sample Return Capsule
mounted on the backside of the spacecraft.
and its outer layers have only been subjected to moderate
solar heating in recent history. As a Jupiter family comet,
Wild 2’s probable history includes formation and long term
residence in the Kuiper belt, beyond 30 AU, and it may
have transited among unstable orbits within the planetary
system prior to its recent injection into the inner solar
system. Wild 2 probably represents a sample of the Kuiper
Belt source region of the solar nebula consisting of mineral,
organic and volatile materials of both presolar and nebular
origin [Sekanina, 2003; Hanner and Bradley, 2004].
[4] Wild 2’s fifth apparition in 2003 was unfavorable for
Earth-based viewing due to the small solar elongation angle.
However, several key ground-based observations were made
in the 3 weeks before the encounter. These observations
offered critical updates in astrometry to assist with navigation
and in photometry to provide an assessment of the level of
Wild 2 dust activity at the time of the encounter. Astrometric
data reduced the uncertainty in the time of closest approach,
making it possible to optimize both the imaging sequence
and the initiation of data capturing by in situ instruments.
Photometric data in the thermal infrared from the 3-m
NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on 14– 15 December
(A. Tokunaga, E. Tollestrup, and E. Volquardsen, unpublished data, 2003) and optical data from the 10-m Keck II

1.2. Stardust Wild 2 Encounter
[5] An artist’s rendition of the Stardust spacecraft encountering Wild 2 is shown in Figure 1. To prevent damage to the
spacecraft from hypervelocity impacts by Wild 2 particles,
the spacecraft is equipped with multilayer dust shields
placed in front of both the spacecraft bus and two solar
arrays. Only instrument sensors peek around the main dust
shield as shown in Figure 2: the sample collector, the impact
target of the CIDA, the DFMI sensors, the front surface
mirror of the NavCam periscope and the three dust shields
themselves served as impact targets to large dust sensed by
the spacecraft attitude control system.
[6] Two years after launch on 15 January 2001, Stardust
used an Earth gravity assist at the end of the first of a threerevolution heliocentric orbit, shown in Figure 3, to increase
the semimajor axis and change its orbital inclination by 3.6o
to better match the orbit of Wild 2. Toward the end of the
second orbit, Stardust made a successful flyby of the
asteroid 5535 Annefrank [Newburn et al., 2003b], affording
a rare and invaluable in-space dress rehearsal for the Wild 2
encounter. The encounter with Wild 2 took place during
the third and final orbit on 2 January 2004 at a distance of
1.86 AU from the Sun, when Wild 2 was 98.8 days past
its perihelion. At the encounter, Wild 2 was orbiting at a

Figure 2. The bottom side of the Stardust spacecraft shows
the locations of the in situ instrument components that are
exposed in the dust stream: CIDA target, NavCam periscope,
DFMI PVDF sensors and dust shields. The launch adapter
ring is located at the center of the front face of the spacecraft
bus. The sample tray assembly is peeking through the upper
solar array and the spacecraft bus.
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collection of Wild 2 coma particles, (2) the CIDA measurement of the chemical composition of small grains in the
coma, (3) the DFMI recording of the dust impact rates and
particle masses with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films
and acoustic sensors, (4) the NavCam imaging of the Wild 2
coma and nucleus, and (5) a Dynamic Science tracking the
Doppler residuals in the radio signal and the spacecraft
attitude control sensors to constrain the mass of the comet
nucleus and the size of large coma particles.

Figure 3. Stardust’s three-revolution (red, blue, and green)
7-year trajectory is overlaid on the orbit of comet Wild 2
(gray). Stardust’s major events, their dates of occurrence,
and locations of occurrence are indicated by square markers
on the trajectory.
heliocentric speed of 26.4 km/s and overtook the Stardust
spacecraft at a relative resultant speed of 6.12 km/s;
effectively the spacecraft was flying ‘‘backward’’ from
the comet. The geometry at the closest approach to Wild 2
is depicted in Figure 4. Excellent engineering navigation
allowed the cancellation of two planned trajectory correction
maneuvers before the closest approach and at the closest
approach where the spacecraft passed 236.4 ± 1 km from the
Wild 2 nucleus. During the encounter, the attitude control
subsystem maintained the spacecraft orientation to within
±0.1! to ensure that the dust shields were kept well within
the ±2! angle needed to protect the spacecraft and the solar
array panels from Wild 2 dust impacts. The engineering team
invested significant time in developing and testing various
fault scenarios to ensure the spacecraft could survive the
encounter. All spacecraft systems performed nominally;
there were no faults.
[7] In order to keep the Wild 2 nucleus in the 3.5! fieldof-view of the NavCam at the closest approach, the spacecraft had to roll about the trajectory axis. At 6m0s before the
closest approach, the spacecraft autonomously determined
the required roll angle and executed a roll of 4.028!. Just
before that time, the spacecraft switched from the spacecraft’s high-gain dish antenna to the medium-gain horn
antenna to maintain ground link by a carrier-only signal
and stored all telemetry onboard for later transmission. The
Wild 2 time of the closest approach was determined from
the maximum NavCam mirror rotation rate to be 2 January,
19:21:32 UTC. At 6m0s after the closest approach, the
spacecraft autonomously reversed the roll and locked onto
Earth via its high-gain antenna, and proceeded to transmit
the stored scientific and engineering telemetry over the next
34 hours.

2. Science Investigations at Wild 2
[8] Stardust conducted five science investigations during
the Wild 2 encounter on 2 January 2004: (1) a sample

2.1. Comet and Interstellar Dust Analyzer
[9] CIDA provided by the German Space Agency (DLR)
utilizes impact ionization mass spectrometry to analyze the
chemical composition of particles after they are ionized on
impacting the CIDA target [Kissel et al., 2003]. CIDA
recorded its first spectrum at 5m53s seconds before the
closest approach and its last spectrum at 11m51s seconds
after the closest approach. CIDA captured a total of only
29 spectra during the flyby [Kissel et al., 2004]. The CIDA
was in operation throughout the entire encounter period and
its cumulative dust flux for the entire Wild 2 encounter is
shown in Figure 5 along with three other in situ investigations aligned on the same encounter time axis. All
CIDA instrument engineering parameters indicate a normal
operation during the encounter without any anomaly. CIDA
also captured the first cometary negative ion mass spectrum, N28, of cometary dust shown in Figure 6 along with
one positive ion mass spectrum, P29, containing only a few
lines which suggest that dust particles were small. Due to
the relative low impact speeds (a factor of 10 lower than at
1P/Halley), more molecular ions are expected and they arise
predominantly from the surface layers of the dust particles.
So far, the data show little evidence of mineral grains; the
spectra appear to be dominated by molecular ions of
organic compounds. Some of the mass lines of the organic
component, which could only be inferred at Halley, are

Figure 4. The instantaneous geometric relationships
among Wild 2, Stardust spacecraft, the Sun, and the Earth
at the time of the closest approach are depicted with the
angular relationships and distances to the Sun; 6.12 km/s is
the relative resultant speed of the Stardust spacecraft
trajectory with respect to the comet Wild 2.
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clearly seen. A number of possible explanations for approximately a factor of 100 fewer than expected count rate
are currently being explored.
2.2. Dust Flux Monitor Instrument
[10] The dust flux and mass distribution along the spacecraft’s flight path are important measures of the Wild 2 dust
spatial and size distribution. The DFMI utilizes two types of
sensors, polarized PVDF films [Tuzzolino et al., 2003] and
piezoelectric quartz accelerometers [McDonnell et al.,
1999] and classifies them into twelve distinct particle mass
thresholds ranging from 10!11 to 10!4g. The PVDF sensors
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are located on a central upper portion of the front of the
main dust shield. The front accelerometers is mounted on
the lower half of the acoustically isolated spacecraft main
bumper shield within the launch adapter ring. The second
accelerometer is mounted on a circular acoustic plate
attached to the first Nextel curtain behind the front bumper
shield. Triggering the second accelerometer requires physical penetration of the centimeter-thick front bumper (graphite composite face sheets over aluminum honeycomb).
[11] DFMI was turned on for only a total of 33m21s
centered on the predicted time of the closest approach to
ensure that a previously identified internal hardware fault
would not interfere with its operation. Figure 5 shows a plot
of the DFMI encounter impact rates. Unexpectedly, dust
impacts were not uniformly distributed around the closest
approach, nor was there a monotonic increase in the impact
rate until the closest approach followed by a corresponding
decrease afterward. Instead, the instrument indicated that
particles appeared in intense bursts, with only a few to no
impacts recorded between bursts. The cumulative particle
mass distribution for the Wild 2 encounter is shown in
Figure 7. The DFMI performance and detailed PVDF
detections are reported [Tuzzolino et al., 2004]. Seven
particles detected by the acoustic sensors (the largest
estimated to be 4 mm) even penetrated the front bumper
shield, as described in a companion paper [Green et al.,
2004]. The apparent dust flux discrepancy between CIDA
and DFMI are being investigated.
[12] The narrow time span of the impact bursts suggests a
new comet comae dust release paradigm: release and
subsequent disintegration of relatively large aggregate
clumps, rather than the conventional model of individual
release by surface volatile sublimation. Supporting evidences include astronomical observations of cometary phenomena such as striae, comet splitting, extended sources for
volatiles, and radar echoes from large particles near the
nucleus. Laboratory investigations of the behavior of volatile-rich powders in vacuum, icy-matrix soil mixtures, and
low-temperature ices undergoing phase transitions and
chemical reactions also contribute to an understanding of
these phenomena. This model is presented in more detail in
a companion paper [Clark et al., 2004].
2.3. Imaging Science
[13] During the Wild 2 encounter between the antenna
switchovers, the Stardust NavCam [Newburn et al., 2003a]
Figure 5. In situ data from four Stardust investigations are
plotted on the same time axis with respect to the closest
approach to Wild 2. CIDA instrument registered dust impact
events about the time of Wild 2’s closest approach. Two
dust bursts were recorded by DFMI: first about the closest
approach and the second nearly 700s after. Before the
closest approach, NavCam toggled from 100 ms to 10 ms
exposures. After the closes approach, a 35 ms exposure was
added. The deviations of the Doppler residuals from a zero
mean show the times of spacecraft thrusting for the two roll
maneuvers at points a and b. The antenna switching
occurred 6m before the first roll maneuver (point a) from
high-gain to medium-gain antennae and 6m after the second
roll maneuver (point b) from medium-gain back to highgain antennae.
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Figure 6. Spectra 28 and 29 are shown together captured at Stardust’s encounter with Wild 2
on 2 January 2004 by CIDA. The detector current in arbitrary units is plotted in the ordinate, and ion
mass in Daltons is plotted in the abscissa. The brown curve is a positive ion spectrum, being the last of
the captured spectra. The red curve shows one of the first two negative spectra ever captured on
comets. The number of lines of the spectra is few, indicating small particles.
acquired 72 images. The imaging sequence and their exposure times about the encounter are shown in Figure 5. Over
the course of the 5 year cruise, the camera was plagued by
recurring episodes of optics contamination. This contamination was successfully removed by on board heaters and
the Sun’s heat on the CCD radiator; the last heating cycle
took place just 3 days before the encounter. Close encounter
imaging was limited to two fixed exposure times: 25 ms for
science imaging and 100 ms for nucleus tracking. Based
upon the imaging experience on Borrelly, shorter exposure
time would be desirable, e.g., 5 ms (L. A. Soderblom,
unpublished data, 2003); just 11 days prior to the encounter,
the imaging exposure time was reduced from the originally planned 25 ms exposures to 10 ms. Two spectacular
approach and closest encounter images of the Wild 2
nucleus at 10 ms exposure are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The image resolution was better than 20 m/pixel at the
closest approach. Longer exposures of 100 ms were taken
in between 10 ms exposures to ensure the onboard nucleus
image tracking software would maintain a good lock on
Wild 2 nucleus. For these longer exposures, at times, the
nucleus image bled due to saturation, but provided excellent images of fainter jets. An example of the spectacular
jets just after the encounter is shown in Figure 10. A paper
is being prepared on the Wild 2 imaging, the photometry,
phase function and albedo of nucleus surface.
[14] A triaxial ellipsoidal model was used to fit the limb
and terminator in all of the Wild 2 nucleus images spanning

Figure 7. Cumulative mass distribution measured by
DFMI with both the 20 cm2 6 mm and the 200 cm2
28 mm PVDF and Quartz piezoelectric accelerometer
sensors at the Wild 2 encounter. The vertical error bars
show the flux uncertainties for the higher mass particles,
while the horizontal bars show the mass bin uncertainties.
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Figure 8. On approaching Wild 2 on 2 January 2004, the
nucleus at 40s before the closest approach looks elongated.
The numbers on the ordinate and abscissa are pixel position
with respect to 1024 full frame.
180! of viewing angles and 110! of lighting angles. The
principal radii of the comet were determined to be 1.65 !
2.00 ! 2.75 km ± 0.05 km at 1s uncertainty. The illuminated limb is reasonably smooth with the exception of a few
large depressions and spiky pinnacles on the limbs. The
duration of the encounter was sufficiently short that the
rotation period and axis of the nucleus cannot be definitively derived from the images. However, for a dynamically
stable uniform density body, the rotation axis would correspond to the shortest axis. Assuming the shortest axis as the
pole in defining the body-fixed coordinates of Wild 2, the
pole has a right ascension a of 110! and a declination d of
"13!. These angles have uncertainties of ±3! at 1s. A
detailed discussion of the model fit and assumed pole
position is contained in a companion paper [Duxbury et
al., 2004].
[15] The images of the nucleus surface are stunningly
dramatic and show that Wild 2 is unlike any other solar
system object previously studied. The visible landforms are
distinctly better resolved than those of comets Halley and
Borrelly and include craters, excavation zones, flat-floor
depressions, surface crusts, landslides, lineaments, terraces,
spires/pinnacles (100 m in height), steep cliffs, overhangs,
and small bright patches which are potential vents. The
nucleus does not have regolith normally associated with
asteroids. There is evidence of the presence of both ancient
and newly modified surfaces. A more detailed discussion of
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Figure 9. At post closest approach 20s, the Wild 2 nucleus
appears more circular with much higher resolution revealing
a diverse and rich variety of landforms: craters, excavation
zones, flat-floor depressions, surface crusts, landslides,
lineaments, terraces, spires/pinnacles, steep cliffs, overhangs, and small bright patches.

Figure 10. Before Stardust’s launch, ground photographs
showed only two prominent jets from Wild 2. This 100 ms
exposure image of Wild 2 at the encounter shows jets
emanated nearly around the entire perimeter of the nucleus.
The Wild 2 nucleus itself has been blotted out and bled due
to overexposure; however, this has enhanced the faint jets.
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these surface structures and their implications with supporting hypervelocity laboratory simulations are described separately [Brownlee et al., 2004].
[16] The orientations and source locations of twenty
highly collimated and partially overlapping jets have been
traced by applying a triangulation technique [Sekanina et
al., 2004]. Two jets are found to emanate from the dark side
of the nucleus. A striking correlation has been found to exist
between the times of the spacecraft crossing the sheets of
the individual jets and the times of the sharp peaks recorded
by the DFMI. The enormous peak of micron-sized particles
encountered 2 seconds after closest approach is a signature
of direct collision between the spacecraft and the leading
front of an expanding jet. The expected anticorrelation
between small and large dust grains in a peak can become
a positive correlation for ‘‘old’’ jets for which the impacting
grains are fragments of initially much larger, slowly expanding particles near the trailing end of an expanding jet. This
temporal correlation makes it possible to determine that the
comet rotates in a sense opposite that of its orbital motion
about the Sun. Comparison with a preencounter model
[Sekanina, 2003] suggests a possible nodding motion of
the nucleus.
2.4. Dynamic Science
[17] The Dynamic Science investigation used the Doppler
residuals of the X-band transponder and the spacecraft
attitude control sensors to place an upper limit on the mass
of Wild 2’s nucleus and on the size of the largest particles
impacting Stardust [Anderson et al., 2003]. The closed loop
Doppler residuals are also shown in Figure 5. The transient
frequency jump right at the point the antenna switched
between high-gain dish and medium-gain horn provided
verification that the Doppler data is synchronized properly
with the spacecraft events. The upper limit of the Wild 2
nucleus mass is estimated as 5 ! 1015 kg [Anderson et al.,
2004]. The spacecraft attitude control gyro and accelerometer sensors effectively turned the entire three dust shields
into an active large dust particle detector with a cross
section area of 2.05 m2. A confirmed trigger to the attitude
control subsystem 15.5s before the closest approach
bounds the particle to be 20– 80 mg [Anderson et al.,
2004].
2.5. Wild 2 Sample Collection
[18] These in situ encounter results are exciting in their
own right and also provide estimates of the particle population captured by the aerogel collector and important context
to the primary objective of Stardust: the collection of coma
dust samples from Wild 2 and their return to Earth for detailed
laboratory analyses. The exposed area of the Stardust particle
collector consists of 1039 cm2 of continuous gradient density
silica aerogel and 153 cm2 101.6 mm thick 1100 aluminum
foil [Tsou et al., 2003]. The aerogel collection area is divided
into 130 individual 2 cm ! 4 cm ! 3 cm rectangular cells and
2 trapezoidal cells. The sample collection tray assembly,
deployed 9 days before the encounter and successfully
retracted 5 hours after encounter, is now secured inside the
Sample Return Capsule and poised for the journey home.
[19] These sample collectors are passive and give no in
situ indication of particles captured. However, the number
and size of collected particles can be estimated from
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companion in situ investigations. From CIDA results, the
aerogel collector would be projected to have captured only a
very few large 15 mm particles. However, the particle flux
and particle size distribution derived from the DFMI measurements imply that the sample collector captured 2800 ±
500 particles larger than 15 mm in diameter.
[20] The observed multiple jets indicate that Wild 2
released a substantial amount of dust from a significant
number of localized active regions. Postencounter images
taken through the NavCam periscope show significant
degradation of the front surface aluminum mirrors, presumably due to reduced optical quality of the outer periscope
mirror from a significant number of dust impacts. These in
situ companion investigations indicate that the aerogel
collector captured large numbers of cometary particles
freshly released from the active regions of the comet
Wild 2. The dust count disparity at Wild 2 between CIDA
and DFMI is actively being investigated by both instrument investigators. The real ground truth of all of these
estimates and discrepancies, however, will be determined
during the preliminary examination of the returned samples
that will take place after the recovery of the returned
samples on 15 January 2006. The parent molecule region
of Wild 2 is not known; however, if hollow tracks are
found in the aerogel cells, there are likely residual evidences of solid ice impacts [Mukai et al., 1986].

3. Conclusion
[21] On 2 January 2004, Stardust successfully encountered with comet 81P/Wild 2 at a distance of 236.4 ± 1 km.
The first results of these investigations revealed new and
surprising findings of comet Wild 2. It is anticipated that
further analyses of these in situ data and stunning images
will yield greater understanding of comets in general, Wild 2
in particular and possible solar system formational knowledge. The key details of cometary processing and solar
system formational processes will be revealed in the
micron-level laboratory analyses of the returned samples
as demonstrated by the last three decades of analyses of
collected Interplanetary Dust Particles. Detailed analyses
of the returned samples captured in aerogel cells and
aluminum foils will provide key compositional, morphological, isotopic and organic information on Wild 2 dust
and will undoubtedly provide additional ground truths to
further analyses of these in situ encounter measurements.
These exciting and unexpected discoveries resulting from
Stardust’s encounter with Wild 2 offer a wealth of new
scientific insights into comets and a glimpse of the nature of
early solar system formation and processes.
[22] Acknowledgments. The engineering teams at Lockheed Martin
Space Systems and Jet Propulsion Laboratory operated the spacecraft
faultlessly at the Wild 2 encounter. There were no faults during the flyby.
The Stardust navigation team performed also superbly obviated two
trajectory correction maneuvers. For this very successful Wild 2 encounter,
we are deeply grateful to these engineering teams and support personnel.
This research was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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INTRODUCTION

CREDIT: NASA

COMETS ARE FABLED HARBINGERS OF DOOM, BUT MANY OF US WILL REMEMBER
more fondly the peaceful visits of comets Hayakutake and Hale-Bopp to our skies
in 1996 and 1997. These wanderers of our solar system spend most of their time in
its cold outer reaches, only occasionally venturing near Earth’s orbit. As they veer
close to the Sun, ice and dust from their small nuclei are swept out by the radiation
and solar wind into a fuzzy halo, or coma, and a long tail.
Comets are thought to harbor relatively pristine detritus from the rubble disk out
of which the planets grew. In just over a year, two space missions have given us a
close look at the materials that make up different comets. First, Deep Impact fired
a projectile into the nucleus of comet 9P/Tempel 1, ejecting a huge plume that was
studied remotely (see Science, 14 October 2005). Now, as described in this issue,
Stardust has retrieved direct samples of the coma of comet 81P/Wild 2.
Comet Wild 2 originally hails from the Kuiper belt, beyond Neptune, but was
recently perturbed into an orbit between Mars and Jupiter that is within the reach of
spacecraft. After its launch in 1999, Stardust sneaked up on the comet in 2004, then
returned its precious cargo to Earth in a capsule on 15 January 2006. Bringing back
materials from a known extraterrestrial source, as with the Apollo samples from the
Moon, is critical for deciphering the history of our solar system and interpreting our
other extraterrestrial samples: meteorites and cosmic dust particles.
Stardust’s goal rested largely on two technical achievements. First the spacecraft
had to be slowed so that it could engage with the comet. A clever trajectory enabled
it to pass within 240 km of the nucleus at a speed of just 6 km/s, albeit six times
faster than a bullet. To catch the comet particles, a special lightweight material
called aerogel was developed and molded into a detector grid. Aerogel, the lightest
solid known, is a foamed glass that has the density of air (see the cover). Particles
were gently brought to a standstill as they tunneled through it without much
heating or alteration, leaving carrot-shaped tracks. Thousands of tiny particles were
trapped, most of them smaller than a micrometer in size.
Analysis of the tiny samples by many international teams shows that many
particles are mixtures of minerals, mostly silicates. The lack of amorphous grains
is one surprise, because such materials are seen in interstellar space. Isotopically,
the comet specks resemble rocks from the inner solar system; virtually no grains
that pre-date the Sun were seen. A single grain contains minerals produced at
high temperatures, in a region close to the Sun, and with isotope ratios similar to
those of some meteorites. Thus, material has been mixed across the solar system,
from the innermost portion to the outer regions of the Kuiper belt where this
comet originated.
Although this mixing makes it difficult to explain comet histories, it also means
that the Stardust samples might tell us much more about how planets formed. The
first rock samples brought back to Earth from anywhere beyond the Moon, the tiny
Stardust grains may contain the building blocks of the entire solar system.
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Stardust
Kuiper belt) complicate this picture dramatically. The scattered disk feeds comets into both
the Jupiter family and the Oort cloud [and thus
into the group of Halley-type comets (1, 2)].
So mixing of comet families complicates the
picture.
Michael F. A’Hearn
The nuclei of even the three Jupiter family
comets visited by spacecraft are surprisingly
Recent advances in cometary science have indicated the importance of mixing of materials in the diverse in their shapes and in their surface
disk where the planets of our solar system formed. Now, the results from the Stardust Discovery
topography (Fig. 2). Comet Borrelly has a bend,
Mission unambiguously show that even more extensive and earlier mixing of the material took
like a banana’s shape (3, 4), Wild 2 is more
place, raising new challenges for theories of the protoplanetary disk and the formation of comets. ellipsoidal (5), and Tempel 1 has surfaces that
are nearly planar (6). All three show signs of
wenty years ago, there was tremendous Neptune in the cold Kuiper belt. Over the 4.5- layering, although it is most obvious in the highinterest in the return of comet P/Halley. billion-year age of the solar system, the comets resolution images of Tempel 1 (6, 7), that may
Although that return was somewhat dis- gradually spread among the giant planets, with reflect the original formation scenario (8). The
appointing compared with its closer previous some of them ending up in orbits that are visible gas coming out of Tempel 1 (9) showed great
heterogeneity, consistent with the idea that the
return in 1910, it was scientifically a tremendous from Earth.
The long-period comets (and some short- nucleus is made of cometesimals (smaller
apparition. Primarily this was because the advance knowledge of its return allowed scientists period comets, including Halley), on the other chunks) of different composition. These results
to plan both Earth-based observing programs hand, formed from solids that condensed closer can be interpreted as suggesting extensive radial
mixing of cometesimals in the
and to design the first space missions
outer parts of the early solar
to a comet. The first spacecraft to fly
system, rather than formation of
past a comet was actually intended
Comparison of
cometary nuclei from cometesimals
to study the solar wind but was
comet orbits
condensed at a uniform distance
diverted to pass through the tail of
Halley
from the proto-Sun. This means
comet Grigg-Skjellerup in late 1985.
that it will be somewhat harder
For comet Halley, however, an ento pin down the locations about
tire armada of spacecraft—Suisei,
which comets can give us clues
Sakigake, Vega 1, Vega 2, and
to formation.
Giotto—flew past the comet in
Tempel 1
The Stardust results presented
March 1986. The dramatic breakin this issue provide dramatic
throughs in our understanding of
Wild 2
evidence for much more extensive
comets triggered great interest,
r
te
pi
radial mixing at an even earlier
largely because comets hold unique
Ju
rn
tu
stage in the formation. They show,
clues to the origin of our own
a
S
perhaps most importantly, that
planetary system. Nevertheless, it
us
nearly all of the crystalline silicate
took 15 years before the next
an
Ur
grains, which have been known
missions were under way.
e
un
for some time to exist in comets,
Deep Space 1 flew past comet
pt
e
N
o
must have formed in the solar
Borrelly in 2001, heralding a suite of
t
u
Pl
system very close to the protocomplementary missions to very
Hyakutake
Sun rather than being circumstellar
different comets: Stardust flew past
or other presolar grains that were
comet 81P/Wild 2 in January 2004,
Deep Impact excavated 10,000 tons Fig. 1. Schematic showing the orbits of comets (T. Farnham, University of transported from the interstellar
of material from comet Tempel 1 in Maryland). Wild 2 and Tempel 1 are Jupiter family comets (originally from medium and directly incorporated.
July 2005, and Stardust returned to the Kuiper belt in the classical picture); Halley is the prototype of the Only one circumstellar grain was
Earth the grains that it had collected Halley-class comets (originally from Oort cloud); Hyakutake is a comet found, showing that material is
from comet Wild 2 in January 2006. coming from the Oort cloud. The classical Kuiper belt would be circular preserved from the interstellar
These missions, coupled with recent orbits just outside the orbits of Neptune and Pluto. The scattered disk medium but that, at least among
dynamical studies, have caused a consists of elongated orbits with perihelia in as close as Uranus and the refractory grains, it is only a
small fraction of the material near
major rethinking of the origin of aphelia at 50 to 100 AU (up to about three times Neptune’s orbit).
the surface of a comet. Although
comets.
There is no doubt that comets did not form in to the Sun and at higher temperatures. Forming this mixing of near-Sun condensates with
orbits even remotely similar to the ones in which in among the giant planets, these comets were preserved circumstellar grains has been sugwe now observe them (Fig. 1). Our classical ejected out to the Oort cloud (extending halfway gested before as an important part of cometary
picture has been that the majority of short- to the Sun’s nearest neighbor, alpha Centauri) formation, we now have clear evidence that this
period comets (the Jupiter family, of which and then much later perturbed into orbits that are mixing must be taken into account in any theory
Borrelly, Wild 2, and Tempel 1 are members) also visible from Earth. Recently, dynamicists of our solar system.
The Stardust results also show significant
formed from solids that condensed beyond have shown that the trans-Neptunian objects in
what is now called the scattered disk (dis- differences when compared with the results
covered in the 1990s and containing objects in from Tempel 1. At a basic level, the size disDepartment of Astronomy, University of Maryland, College
eccentric orbits extending beyond the classical tribution of impacted Wild 2 grains is different
Park, MD 20742–2421, USA. E-mail: ma@astro.umd.edu
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Whence Comets?

Fig. 2. Cometary nuclei visited in the last decade: (left) Tempel 1 (NASA,
University of Maryland, and Deep Impact Team), (middle) Borrelly [NASA,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and Deep Space 1 Team], and (right) Wild
2 (NASA, JPL, and Stardust Team). The longest dimensions are 8 km for
Borrelly, 6 km for Tempel 1, and 5.5 km for Wild 2. Note the differences in
from that inferred for the ejecta from the impact
onto Tempel 1 (10), different from that of the
particles seen at Halley, and even different from
that deduced from the Dust Flux Monitor
Instrument on Stardust itself as it flew through
the coma of Wild 2. Perhaps more significantly,
there are differences in the types of particles
inferred for Wild 2 and Tempel 1. What does all
this mean for the origin of comets? Are these
differences between two comets, both the compositional and grain-size differences reported
here and the large-scale morphological differences, related to their somewhat different orbital
histories—Wild 2 having only recently been
perturbed into the inner solar system, whereas

overall shape, even though all are comparable in size. The smooth areas on
Tempel 1 are low, whereas the only smooth area on Borrelly is
topographically high. On Wild 2, the smooth areas are at the bottoms of
circular depressions. The circular features on Wild 2 have a morphology
that is very different from those on Tempel 1.

Tempel 1 has been in the inner solar system far
longer? Or are these differences due to mixing of
comets from different reservoirs into the population of Jupiter family comets? Or do they
merely represent different mixing ratios for the
cometesimals that made up the cometary nuclei?
Stardust has certainly brought us plenty of
food for thought. Combining the Stardust results
with those from other recent comet missions will
keep the theoreticians working for some time, while
we hope for visits to other comets in the future.
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NASA Returns Rocks from a Comet
Don S. Burnett
Cometary particles returned by the Stardust Discovery Mission are primarily silicate materials of
solar system origin. Some of the grains were formed at high temperatures close to the Sun, but
then transported far out to the Kuiper belt region of the solar system before being incorporated in
the comet.
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ntil now, extraterrestrial materials available for study have come from the inner
solar system, including meteorites that
have fallen from the sky and the returned lunar
samples. Meteorites include unequivocal samples of Mars and the Moon as well as an impressive variety of asteroidal materials.
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The Stardust Discovery Mission has, for the
first time, returned cometary materials for
analyses in terrestrial laboratories. Initial results
are reported in this issue of Science. Launched
in 1999, the Stardust spacecraft encountered
comet P81/Wild 2 in January 2004, passing
through the dust cloud surrounding the cometary nucleus and capturing an estimated 1000
particles in the size range of 5 to 300 micrometers (1). These were successfully returned to
Earth in January 2006.
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Wild 2 is a Jupiter family comet; evidence
suggests that it formed in the Kuiper belt of objects beyond the orbit of Neptune and was then
diverted into the inner solar system by orbital
perturbations from Neptune and Jupiter. Thanks
to Stardust, we now have material to study from a
body that unequivocally originated in the outer
regions of the solar system.
In the inner solar system, volatile constituents, primarily H2O, sublimate from a comet
nucleus. Dust grains imbedded in the ices are
swept out with the outflowing gas, becoming
part of a large cloud of gas and dust, or coma.
The cometary dust is there for the taking—the
challenge is to capture the particles without
destroying both the dust and the spacecraft in
the process. Two clever technological achievements led to the success of Stardust: (i) design
of a spacecraft trajectory by Chen-Wan Yen (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory) that produced a relatively low encounter velocity of 6.1 km/s and
(ii) development of an aerogel capture medium
by Peter Tsou (Jet Propulsion Laboratory).
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Two major conclusions can be
drawn from the Stardust analyses,
one anticipated and one unexpected.
As anticipated, isotopic analyses
could determine whether cometary
materials were made in the solar
system or were aggregated presolar
materials. Stars synthesize elements
heavier than Li with wildly varying
isotopic compositions, and rare circumstellar grains of such material
have been recovered from meteorites. However, with important exceptions, the isotopic compositions
of elements are very homogeneous
in inner solar system materials,
and it is widely accepted that this
homogenization occurred in situ,
within the solar system. Stardust
isotopic data reveal a few isotopiFig. 1. A cube of the aerogel capture medium used by Stardust. cally anomalous presolar grains,
but most appear isotopically in[Photo: Jet Propulsion Laboratory]
distinguishable from inner solar
Aerogel is a highly porous silica foam that system materials. The Wild 2 rocks are solar
has a density comparable to that of air (Fig. 1). system rocks (3).
The low density slows down impacting particles
The unanticipated result was the discovery
gradually, allowing them to escape melting and/ of a single grain made of high-temperature
or vaporization. The capture event leads to minerals found in meteoritic Ca- and Al-rich
millimeter-sized tracks (Fig. 2). Most material inclusions (CAIs) (2), which are products of
is left as fragments along the walls of the track, gas-solid separation at high temperatures only
but there is usually an intact terminal particle.
possible in the inner solar system very close to
Sample return missions result in major sci- the Sun. Moreover, the Stardust CAI has the
entific progress because terrestrial laboratories same distinctive oxygen isotopic composition
use the latest technology and eliminate the as that found in meteoritic CAIs (3). It appears
limitations imposed by remote spacecraft in- inescapable that, during the formation of the
strument operations. This is amply demonstrated solar system, materials formed near the Sun
by the results reported in this issue. An incredible were mixed as far out as the Kuiper belt and
array of analytical firepower has been unleashed there incorporated into objects which eventualto unlock the secrets of Wild 2. Some of the ly became comets. Such mixing has been proinstruments have diameters that are kilometers posed but observational proof was lacking (4).
in size. Yet, the amount of cometary material
There is considerable interest in carbonaconsumed in this work is a negligible part of ceous matter from comets. A large number of
the 1 to 10 micrograms of material returned.
essentially pure C grains (known as CHON
The Wild 2 samples recovered by Stardust are particles for the elements observed in them)
small rocks. None of the particles studied repre- were observed in the comet Halley flybys (5),
sents a single mineral; all are mixtures of minerals, but such grains are very rare in Stardust samples
typically submicrometer in size. Fortunately, we studied to date (2, 6, 7). Nevertheless, the imhave the capability to at least begin the studies of pacts released labile cometary organic comsuch complex samples. The most abundant min- pounds (7), and further study of these is of
erals are the crystalline silicate minerals, olivine considerable importance.
and pyroxene, along with troilite (FeS) (2). These
The large number of authors of the present
are very stable phases, common in planetary papers is typical—and appropriate—for the initial
materials; however, finding them here is some- results of big projects. However, the Stardust
what surprising because many expected that papers are relatively unique in that essentially all
cometary material would be similar to interstellar of the coauthors collected data, which allowed
material, in which most silicates are believed to the application of many different techniques.
be amorphous. In contrast, cometary amorphous Redundant verification by independent techmaterial in the returned samples is rare or non- niques is difficult in big projects and prohibitively
existent, although it is worth noting that aerogel expensive in many cases. Here, not only have a
melting produced silica glass, and silica glass large number of scientists participated in Stardust
mixed with cometary materials makes the iden- analyses, but the data they produced can be
tification of cometary amorphous material dif- independently verified to be correct. Anomalous
ficult (2).
results will quickly be checked.

Fig. 2. A millimeter-long track of a Wild 2 particle
in aerogel. The particle entered at the wide end.
The force of impact broke up the particle; consequently, each black dot is a small cometary rock.
[Image: JPL]
The results reported here are only the first
chapter in unlocking the secrets of Wild 2. The
samples are available, and they will be preserved as they await more detailed study by
both current techniques and more advanced
analytical techniques yet to be developed, some
of which may be inspired by the availability of
Wild 2 material.
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Laurie A. Leshin,68 J. Leitner,69 L. Lemelle,40 Hugues Leroux,70 Ming-Chang Liu,71 K. Luening,17
Ian Lyon,48 Glen MacPherson,22 Matthew A. Marcus,37 Kuljeet Marhas,72 Bernard Marty,73
Graciela Matrajt,1 Kevin McKeegan,71 Anders Meibom,48 Vito Mennella,74 Keiko Messenger,9
Scott Messenger,58 Takashi Mikouchi,75 Smail Mostefaoui,76 Tomoki Nakamura,77 T. Nakano,78
M. Newville,66 Larry R. Nittler,5 Ichiro Ohnishi,79 Kazumasa Ohsumi,80 Kyoko Okudaira,81
Dimitri A. Papanastassiou,82 Russ Palma,83,84 Maria E. Palumbo,8 Robert O. Pepin,84
David Perkins,26 Murielle Perronnet,56 P. Pianetta,57 William Rao,85 Frans J. M. Rietmeijer,15
François Robert,49 D. Rost,22 Alessandra Rotundi,86 Robert Ryan,2 Scott A. Sandford,87
Craig S. Schwandt,13 Thomas H. See,88 Dennis Schlutter,83 J. Sheffield-Parker,89
Alexandre Simionovici,54 Steven Simon,50 I. Sitnitsky,90 Christopher J. Snead,24
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The Stardust spacecraft collected thousands of particles from comet 81P/Wild 2 and returned them
to Earth for laboratory study. The preliminary examination of these samples shows that the
nonvolatile portion of the comet is an unequilibrated assortment of materials that have both
presolar and solar system origin. The comet contains an abundance of silicate grains that are much
larger than predictions of interstellar grain models, and many of these are high-temperature
minerals that appear to have formed in the inner regions of the solar nebula. Their presence in a
comet proves that the formation of the solar system included mixing on the grandest scales.

S

tardust was the first mission to return
solid samples from a specific astronomical body other than the Moon. The mission, part of the NASA Discovery program,
retrieved samples from a comet that is believed
to have formed at the outer fringe of the solar
nebula, just beyond the most distant planet.
The samples, isolated from the planetary region of the solar system for billions of years,
provide new insight into the formation of the

solar system. The samples provide unprecedented opportunities both to corroborate astronomical (remote sensing) and sample analysis
information (ground truth) on a known primitive solar system body and to compare preserved building blocks from the edge of the
planetary system with sample-derived and astronomical data for asteroids, small bodies that
formed more than an order of magnitude closer
to the Sun. The asteroids, parents of most

meteorites, formed by accretion of solids in
warmer, denser, more collisionally evolved inner regions of the solar nebula where violent
nebular events were capable of flash-melting
millimeter-sized rocks, whereas comets formed
in the coldest, least dense region. The samples
collected by Stardust are the first primitive materials from a known body, and as such they
provide contextual insight for all primitive meteoritic samples. About 200 investigators around
the world participated in the preliminary analysis
of the returned samples, and the papers in this
issue summarize their findings.
Observations. During its 2 January 2004
flyby, 234 km from the surface of comet Wild 2,
Stardust collected more than 10,000 particles in
the 1-to 300-mm size range that were returned to
Earth on 15 January 2006 (1). Flyby images
showed at least 20 collimated jets of solid particles streaming into space from widely distributed small sources (2). The collected particles
are expected to be a representative sampling of
the nonvolatile component of the interior of the
comet. Wild 2 is a Jupiter family comet (JFC)
currently on an orbit that approaches the orbits
of both Jupiter and Mars. Like other JFCs, this
~4.5-km-diameter body is believed to have
formed in the Kuiper belt, exterior to the orbit
of Neptune, and only recently entered the inner
regions of the solar system where solar heat
causes “cometary activity,” processes mainly
driven by the sublimation of water ice that lead
to the loss of gas, rocks and dust at rates of tons
per second. As a JFC, the most likely history of
Wild 2 is that it formed beyond Neptune, where
it spent nearly all of its life orbiting in the Kuiper
belt. A close encounter with Jupiter on 10 September 1974 placed it in its current orbit, but its
journey from the Kuiper belt to the inner solar
system probably took millions of years and
multiple encounters with outer planets. As a
JFC, its orbit will change, and it has an expected
dynamical lifetime of ~104 years before it either
hits a larger object or is ejected from the solar
system (3). The active lifetime will be shorter
because of mass loss or disintegration.
The particles ejected by the comet and collected by Stardust should be the same materials
that accreted along with ices to form the comet
~4.57 billion years ago when the Sun and planets formed. The original accreted materials
included both fine nebular particles and
compounds from the disruption of large bodies
(4). Cometary activity has caused Wild 2 to lose
its original surface, and for this and other reasons
it is believed that all of the particles ejected by
the comet date back to the formational period
of the solar system history and not to recent
solar system processes. Exposed to space for
hours before collection, solar heating at 1.86 AU
probably volatilized ice components during transit from Wild 2 to the spacecraft, although it is
possible that some ice could have been retained
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in the largest particles. The fact that particles
ranging down to submicron size were ejected by
such a gentle process as ice sublimation indicates
that the collected material from Wild 2 had not
been lithified and altered in Wild 2 by internal
processes such as heating, compaction, or aqueous alteration. These processes did act on original
asteroidal materials, altering them into relatively
dense and strong rocks that could survive entry
into the atmosphere, impact the ground and be
found as meteorites.
Collection of particles. Most of the samples
were collected in silica aerogel, a porous glass
composed of nanometer-sized silica particles
with bulk density that was made to vary from
<0.01 g/cm3 at the impact surface to 0.05 g/cm3

at 3-cm depth. In addition to aerogel, about 15%
of the total collection surface was aluminum, the
frame used to hold aerogel. Impact on this metal
produced bowl-shaped craters lined with melted,
and in some cases unmelted, projectile residue.
The craters provide important information that
is complementary to the primary aerogel collection medium. The impacts into aerogel produced
deep, tapered cavities (tracks) with shapes
varying with the nature of the impacting particle
(Fig. 1). All but a few of the impact tracks contain
deeply penetrating particles. Nonfragmenting
particles produced carrot-shaped tracks with
length/diameter ratios of >25, whereas fragmenting particles produced tracks with bulbous
upper regions and sometimes multiple roots. In

many cases, as described by Hörz et al. (5), it
appears that the particles consisted of aggregates
that separated into fragments on impact. The
smaller fragments stopped in the upper (bulbous)
region of the tracks, whereas the larger fragments
traveled deeper into the aerogel. The upper parts
of the hollow tracks are lined with relatively large
amounts of melted aerogel with dissolved projectile, the mid-regions contain less melt and
more preserved projectile material along with
compressed aerogel, and the lower regions
contain largely unmelted comet fragments at the
track ends. In the majority of cases, the deepest
penetrating particles are solid mineral grains or
rocks composed of multiple components. To
date, no terminal particles have been found that
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Fig. 1. Optical images of deceleration tracks of eight comet particles in aerogel that entered at the
top and terminated at the base.
Left to right, the track names and
their lengths are T59 (0.35 mm),
T58 Noni (0.29 mm), T61 (1.6
mm), T72 Gea (0.12 mm), T71
Surya (0.22 mm), T38 Tara (3.2
mm), T27 Sitara (>2 mm), and T25
Inti (2 mm). The thinner tracks
suffered very little fragmentation
that leads to substantial production
of side tracks. The break in the T38
track is due to sample preparation,
and the upper bulb of T25 widened
a bit when it was intentionally
flattened. All of the other tracks
have their original shapes. The
squares below T25 (Inti) are magnified images of five of the major
5- to 12-mm particles. The tip of the
track containing the 20-mm terminal particle was removed before
the track image was taken. The
terminal particle as well as many of
the other fragments are isotopically and mineralogically linked CAIs, exotic refractory components in
primitive meteorites that may have formed very close to the young Sun.
Fig. 2. The 8-mm terminal particle
of T57 (Febo), a bifurcated track
>1.4 mm long. The left image is
a high-angle annular darkfield
(HAADF) image of a 70-nm-thick
microtome section of the particle.
The images combined with x-ray
spectral analysis show that the
particle has three major components. The sulfide pyrrhotite on the
left, a 3-mm enstatite grain in the
upper middle, and fine-grained
porous aggregate material with
approximately chondritic elemental
composition (Mg, Al, Si, S, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni ~ solar ratios) dominates the right half of the image. The
particle’s smooth exterior contour is probably due to abrasion during passage through aerogel, although
the particle contains only trace amounts, at most, of adhering aerogel. The survival of fine-grained
chondritic composition material as a major part of a terminal particle is unusual, and its survival may have
been aided by shielding; it may have been in the lee of the large sulfide. The small inset image shows a
reflected-light view of the “potted butt,” the sample that remains after removing microtome sections.
are entirely composed of submicron chondritic
composition (Mg,Al,Si,S,Ca,Fe,Ni ratios = solar)
materials similar to the material that dominates
interplanetary dust and the matrix of primitive
carbon-rich meteorites, although such material
has been seen attached to terminal particles
(Fig. 2).
All the particles were modified to some
degree by capture, and recognizing and developing a better understanding of the effects is
important for understanding the properties of the
cometary samples. High-speed capture left some
components in excellent condition, whereas
others were severely altered. In general, components larger than micron-size were often well

preserved, whereas smaller or finer-grained
components were strongly modified. The most
extreme modifications observed were the cases
of vesicular silica in the upper regions of track
walls that contain only a percentage of projectile
material, usually Mg, Al, Ca, Mn, and Fe in
roughly solar relative proportions, dissolved into
previously molten aerogel. This glass usually
contains large numbers of submicron beads of
FeNi sulfide or metal, immiscible phases that
could not dissolve in silica. These materials were
clearly heated above the ~2000 K melting point
of silica, and this is the possible fate of many of
the submicron components that stopped in the
upper regions of tracks.

Despite laboratory simulation studies and
aerogel capture of meteoroids in space, the capture effects on bona fide comet dust at 6 km/s
were unknowable before the encounter because
of the unknown nature of cometary materials
and the technical limitations of accelerating
loosely bound aggregates like those implied by
studies of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs)
and meteors. Simulations at 6 km/s were done
with a variety of solid particles that could be
accelerated, and there was a moderate amount of
experience with capture of actual meteoroids by
orbiting spacecraft (5, 6). All of these projects
showed that solid particles >10 mm could be
captured in reasonably good condition consistent with the Stardust mission findings. These
projects showed that even temperature-sensitive
materials such as hydrated silicates and materials
that melt at ~600°C could be captured in good
shape with only minor alteration except at particle surfaces where they were sometimes coated
with a thin layer of melted aerogel. The juxtaposition of melted and unmelted material indicates extremely high temperature gradients at
particle surfaces. Particles impacted Stardust at
6.1 km/s and were stopped on time scales
ranging from a microsecond to less than a nanosecond depending on the particle size and the
collection media. At nanosecond interaction
times, the thermal wave produced by contact
with molten aerogel at temperatures >2000 K
does not penetrate deeply into captured particles
(Fig. 3). Although the smallest components were
often strongly heated, those over a micron in size
appear to have been protected by their own
thermal inertia.
The range of effects inside aerogel tracks can
be crudely understood in terms of velocitydependent heating. If an ideal nonfragmenting
particle simply sweeps up aerogel in its path,
accelerating it to the particle velocity and then
releasing it, the particle’s speed will decrease by
1/e every time it sweeps up its own mass of
aerogel. In this simplified model, the speed (v)
of a 10-mm density 3-g/cc particle in 0.01 g/cc
(r) aerogel decreases to 2.2 km/s after 3 mm,
0.8 km/s at 6 mm, and stops at about 1 cm when
the dynamic pressure (~rv2) is matched by the
aerogel’s compression strength. The power generated varies as v 3, and at 3-mm and 6-mm depth
it would be 5% and 0.2%, respectively, of the
power generated at the point of entry. Entering
projectiles generate a spray of molten aerogel that
forms and lines track walls, but this process
rapidly declines with depth. Aerogel along the
track walls varies from molten at the entry to
compressed in the mid-range and then is little
affected as the track actually narrows to the projectile diameter near the track’s end. Actual tracks
of particles made by 10 mm silicates are about
1 mm long, which implies somewhat faster
deceleration than in this crude model. Deceleration of actual particles can be greater if the
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and seen in interstellar grains. At this early stage,
it appears that a major fraction of the micron and
larger silicates in Wild 2 were produced in our
solar system. It is also remarkable that so many
of the impacting comet particles contained at
least a few relatively large solid grains, an order
of magnitude larger than the size of typical interstellar grains (17). In addition to silicates and
abundant sulfides, the collected comet samples
contain organic materials (18) even in the submicron size range (Fig. 5).
The range of compositions of olivine and
pyroxene grains in the Stardust mission samples,
particularly with regard to the minor elements,
indicates a reasonable similarity to components
found in interplanetary dust and some primitive
unequilibrated meteorites (19). Extensive work
has been done on these meteoritic materials, and
there has been vigorous debate about which
grains are primary condensates from hot regions
of the solar nebula and which ones are fragments
of highly processed materials such as chondrules, objects composed of crystals, and glass
formed by rapid crystallization of a melt. In stark
contrast to astronomical interpretations, studies
of meteoritic materials have not suggested that
these phases formed by annealing of presolar
amorphous silicates. The detailed quantitative
evaluation of a large set of silicates collected by
Stardust has yet to be done, but the isotopic composition, minor element composition, and even
the range of Fe/Si does not appear to be compatible with an origin by annealing of radiationdamaged interstellar silicates. Specifically, many
of the olivines are nearly Fe free and yet have
moderately high abundances of Al, Ca, Cr, and
sometimes Mn. There is no model or set of ex-

Fig. 3. Conventional brightfield transmission electron microscope image of a microtome section of
an Fo99 (Mg/Mg + Fe atomic ratio = 0.99) olivine
grain showing a 100-nm-thick alteration rim
produced during high-speed capture. The rim (b)
contains nanophase FeNi metal and sulfide grains
resulting from the interaction of the grain with a
thin flow of material containing Fe, Ni, and S,
presumably a mix of melted silica aerogel and
comet materials. Below the thin rim (c), the grain
appears to be perfectly preserved; above the rim (a)
is unmodified aerogel in which the particle was
captured.

periments that suggest that such compositions
would form from plausible amorphous interstellar
materials. The composition of the grains collected
by Stardust provides both a rich source of new

Fig. 4. Three images of the 8-mm terminal particle
at end of the >2-mm-long track 27 (Sitara), also
shown in Fig. 1. The top is an optical image showing parent central grain (that is also birefrigent)
with two attached opaque phases. Other focus
depths show additional opaques inside the grain.
The middle image is an SEM backscattered electron
(BSE) image of the flat surface (“potted butt”) of
the particle mounted in acrylic after several dozen
70-nm slices had been removed with a diamond
microtome. The image brightness is proportional
to mean atomic weight and this, along with x-ray
spectral measurements, shows that the particle is a
solid rock composed of at least four phases. The
two bright regions are sulfides; one is pyrrhotite
Fe1-xS, and the other is pentlandite, a Ni-rich
sulfide. The central gray region marked by
aligned “chatter pits” from the diamond knife is
enstatite. The smooth gray regions are an undetermined crystalline Mg silicate that contains Na,
Al, and Ca at abundances of several percent. The
bottom image shows the enstatite grain observed
in a microtome section at near atomic-scale
resolution. Scale bar, 5 nm).
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column cross-section of aerogel that is accelerated
is larger than the projectile cross-section or less if
intercepted aerogel is not accelerated to the projectile velocity. Additional complications include
build-up and shedding of caps (7) of compressed
or melted aerogel and general fragmentation.
Context. The work on the Stardust mission
samples has only recently begun, but the first
laboratory studies of comet samples have already provided considerable insight into (i) the
formation of comets, (ii) the origin of crystalline silicates around stars that form planets, and
(iii) large-scale mixing in the solar nebula and,
by inference, mixing in circumstellar accretion
disks that form planets around other stars. There
have been various suggestions for the origin of
comets, but the most widely held view is that
they are mixtures of ice and interstellar grains,
specifically submicron-sized core-mantle grains
(8, 9). Complicating factors to this model include infrared spectral evidence that comets,
particularly long-period comets, contain crystalline silicates (10, 11), whereas silicates observed
in the interstellar medium are almost entirely
noncrystalline (12, 13), a state commonly attributed to radiation processes. The standard
explanation for this is that crystalline silicates in
comets were produced by annealing, the devitrification of glass or amorphous silicates at
elevated temperature. For common silicates and
appropriate time scales, this process requires
temperatures of 800 K or more and is inconsistent with the environment that produced comets
containing ices that condensed below 40 K.
Bockelée-Morvan et al. (14) suggested that the
annealing of amorphous silicates occurred in hot
inner regions of the solar nebula and were carried
outward by turbulent mixing, potentially a very
effective transport process (15). Modeling suggests that turbulent mixing can cause large-scale
radial mixing on 104-year time scales. Although
mixing is a prediction of several solar system
formation models, the radial variations of the
properties of minor planets as well as larger-scale
variation of solar system bodies suggest that the
solar nebula was not well mixed.
A major portion of the Stardust mission particles larger than a micron is composed of the
silicate minerals olivine and pyroxene (Figs. 2
to 4). The presence of these two phases has also
been indicated by infrared data from other
comets, in particular in Hale-Bopp (11) and
Tempel 1, the comet impacted by the Deep Impact mission (16). Like all minerals, and by
definition of the word mineral, these are crystalline solids. There are also amorphous silicates in
some of the samples, but it is not yet clear
whether these existed before collection or were
produced during the capture. Isotopic work on
these samples is just beginning, but it is evident
that the majority of the large crystalline silicates
collected by Stardust have solar isotopic compositions and not the anomalous ones expected

Fig. 5. Energy-filtered TEM images of the lower
region of the T57 (Febo) slice shown in Fig. 2
(scale bar, 1 mm). The top image is a zero-loss
image made with electrons that did not lose
energy during passage through the sample, and
the lower image displays the carbon distribution.
The carbon image was made with the standard
three-window method that combines images
taken in energy passbands above and below the
285-ev carbon edge. The sulfide on the left is
carbon free, but regions of carbon are seen both
as submicron components in the fine-grained
chondritic component on the right and as partial
rims on the sulfide grain. Isotopic measurements
made at Johnson Space Center have shown
considerable 15N enrichment in the carbon-rich
region shown in the expanded window.
information for determining the origin of silicates
in comets formed at the edge of the solar nebula
and a superb means of assimilating and fostering
new understanding of the sometimes incompatible
inferences from the extraterrestrial sample and
astronomical communities.
Radial mixing in the solar nebula. Perhaps
the most straightforward result of the Stardust
analysis program is information for large-scale
mixing in the solar nebula. The comet samples
collected by Stardust do contain presolar materials,
the initial building materials of the solar system, but
they clearly are not just a collection of submicron
interstellar grains. The collection contains abundant
high-temperature minerals such as forsterite
(Mg2SiO4) and enstatite (MgSiO3). It also contains
at least one particle that is mineralogically and
isotopically linked to meteoritic calcium- and
aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs). CAIs are the
oldest samples of the solar system, they are
systematically enriched in 16O, and they contain
abundant minerals that condense at temperatures
higher than the 1400 K condensation temperature of
forsterite. Meteoritic CAIs are thought to have
formed in the hottest portion of the solar nebula. A
popular model for the 16O enrichment involves

photochemical self-shielding processes that may
have occurred mainly in the innermost regions of
the solar nebula, well inside the orbit of Mercury
(20). These apparent inner solar system materials in
the comet must have been transported beyond the
orbit of Neptune by a process that was capable of
moving particles at least as large as 20 mm. The
existence of such a process provides a fundamental
constraint on models of the solar nebula. Particles
could have been transported from the center to the
outer edge of the nebula in two different ways: (i)
ballistic transport above the nebular midplane or (ii)
turbulent transport in the midplane. Although it was
widely believed that comets were isolated from
inner solar system materials, there have been several
suggestions that such transport was possible.
Bockelée-Morvan et al. (14) and others predicted
such transport based on turbulent mixing in the solar
nebula disk, and Shu et al. (21) predicted that even
quite large particles could be launched by an outflow called the X-wind from a region that was very
close to the young Sun and ballistically transported
above the midplane of the nebular disk. Shu and
colleagues specifically predicted that the X-wind
model would transport CAIs from near the Sun to
the edge of the solar system where Wild 2 formed.
Comparison with Deep Impact results. The
Deep Impact mission also provided important
information about the composition of dust from
another Jupiter family comet. A portion of the Deep
Impact spacecraft impacted comet 9P/Tempel
1 liberating ~106 kg of debris that was observed
in the infrared. Many of the spectra have superb
signal-to-noise ratios and show numerous features
caused by emission from submicron grains. The
Deep Impact data was used to estimate the
mineralogical make-up of the comet by synthesizing the observed spectra as a mixture of spectra of
various laboratory compounds (16). The model
composition expressed as relative weighted surface
area is ferrosilite (FeSiO3) 33, forsterite (Mg2SiO4)
31, amorphous olivine [(Mg,Fe)2SiO4] 17, niningerite [(Mg,Fe)S] 15, smectite nontronite (a hydrated silicate) 14, diopside (CaMgSi206) 12,
orthoenstatite (MgSiO3] 10, fayalite (Fe2SiO4)
9, siderite (FeCO3) 5, amorphous pyroxene
[(Mg,Fe)SiO3] 4, and magnesite (MgCO3) 3. Of
these minerals, only forsterite was found in Wild 2
at abundances above a few percent. The inferred
presence of MgFe sulfides, the oxymoron phases
amorphous olivine and pyroxene, as well as carbonates and hydrated silicates are clearly at odds
with the sample return data. To date, no compelling
evidence has been seen in the samples for either the
presence of these phases or their thermal decomposition products. For example Mg-, Ca-, or Febearing carbonates, even if they decomposed
during capture, would be converted to oxides by
strong heating and would be readily observed if
they had existed in Stardust samples. Iron sulfides
are abundant components in Wild 2, but FeMg
sulfides have not been seen, they are not present in
IDPs, and they are exceedingly rare in primitive

meteorites. The Deep Impact modeling included
components of amorphous olivine and pyroxene,
yet noncrystalline silicates with these stoichiometric
compositions are not seen except perhaps as trace
occurrences in Wild 2, IDPs, or meteorites. The
most notable difference between the results of the
two missions is the presence of carbonates and
hydrated silicates, phases whose existence in
meteorites is usually attributed to formation by
hydrothermal alteration inside a wet parent body.
Extraterrestrial hydrated silicates have been
collected in meteoroids impacting aerogel on
Earth-orbiting spacecraft and in laboratory
simulation experiments (22, 23), but they have not
been seen in Stardust samples. If abundant hydrated
silicates >200 nm existed in Wild 2, there should be
clear evidence of them in the analyzed samples.
There are several possible explanations for the
differences between the conclusions of the two
missions. The comets may be different, the
sampling regions are different, the size-range
sampled is somewhat different, the laboratory
materials that were chosen to match the observations may not be appropriate analogs for submicron cometary materials that are both ancient
and complex, and numerous factors may complicate the combination of more than a dozen
different components to accurately infer the mineralogical composition of a complex natural material. Comets are collections of materials that
accreted to form them. It is possible that some
comets contain hydrated silicates from the nebula
or from the break-up of larger (>100 km) bodies
that experienced internal heating, melting of ice,
and aqueous alteration of silicates. The Tempel
1 sampling site was near two large features that
look like impact craters, and it is conceivable that
hydrated silicates could have formed inside Tempel
1 by hydrothermal processes caused by these
events. Unlike Tempel 1, Wild 2 does not show
clear evidence for classic impact craters, implying
that its ancient cratered surface, and possible
impact-modified material, has been lost due to
cometary activity. As previously mentioned, Stardust is believed to have sampled particles ejected
from dozens of ice-bearing subsurface regions that
have never been sufficiently heated to cause the
separation of the fine-grained mix of submicron
dust and ice, let alone hydrothermal alteration
processes that can form hydrated silicates.
Remarks. The Stardust mission has provided
us large numbers of particles that were at the edge
of the solar system at the time of its formation.
Efforts have just begun to compare these with
meteoritic samples: meteorites, ~0.1-mm micrometeorites (24), and 10-mm interplanetary dust. The
total mass of collected comet material is actually
equivalent to several hundred thousand of the
nanogram IDPs that have been intensively studied
in the laboratory for the past 35 years. We anticipate
that the comet samples and their comparison with
meteoritic samples will provide important boundary
conditions for models of the origin of the solar
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system, the origin of silicate minerals around stars,
and mixing in circumstellar disks. The mineral
grains and components that we have seen in the
comet are analogous to glacial erratics; they clearly
did not form in the environment they were found in.
Each particle is a treasure that provides clues on its
place of origin and mode of transport. In many
cases, it appears that they formed in the center of the
solar nebula, and many of the larger particles are
rocks composed of several minerals. Although
better estimates will come from continued studies,
initial investigations indicate that on the order of
10% or possibly more of the comet’s mass was
transported outward from the inner regions of the
solar nebula as particles larger than a micron. The
solar nebula may not have been well mixed, but the
Stardust mission results show that there was
abundant radial transport of solids on the largest
spatial scales. One of the most surprising findings
has been that we have seen many of these materials
before. The distribution of minor element compositions of minerals, such as forsterite, indicate a link
to the rare forsterite fragments found in primitive
meteorites. Meteorite studies indicate that these
high-temperature phases, serving as tracers, were
distributed to varying degrees, sometimes as very
minor components, across the inner parts of the
solar nebula (25–27). From the work on Stardust
samples, it now appears that components like
forsterite and CAIs, formed in the hottest regions
of the solar nebula, were transported over the entire
solar nebula.

Comets have always been notable because of
their contents of frozen volatiles but they are now
additionally notable because of their content of
exotic refractory minerals. The information on materials and mixing from the Stardust mission
provide a new window of insight into the origin
of solid grains that form disks around stars and lead
to the formation of planetary bodies. This is a
window that is explored with electron microscopes,
mass spectrometers, synchrotrons, and a host of
other modern instruments to provide information at
levels of detail that were not previously imagined.
The best available instruments and methods on the
planet were used in this study, and it is expected
that additional studies coupled with advances
in analytical capabilities will continue to reveal
important secrets about the origin and evolution
of the solar system that are contained in these few
thousand particles recovered from comet Wild 2.
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tardust’s sample collector exposed SiO2based aerogel and aluminum foil to the
flux of particles emanating from comet
Wild 2 as the spacecraft’s trajectory took it to
within 234 km of the comet’s surface (1).

The cometary dust grains collided with these
surfaces at 6.1 km s–1, producing hypervelocity
craters in the aluminum and deep penetration
tracks in the highly porous, low-density aerogel
(2) (fig. S1). Even the most cursory inspection
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of these surfaces reveals an unexpected diversity in the morphologies and sizes of both
craters and tracks.
Detailed morphologic analysis of these
impact features and comparison with experimental impacts produced by a suite of wellcharacterized projectiles was undertaken during
the preliminary examination of Stardust to evaluate the common view that cometary solids are
fluffy, highly porous objects (3). Also, the size
distribution of Wild 2 dust can be deduced from
the size distribution of the impact features and
compared with those for other comets, such as
Halley (4). In addition, attempts were made to
analyze the compositions of molten projectile
residues inside craters, as detailed by Zolensky
et al. and Flynn et al. (5, 6).
Stardust’s fixed encounter speed of 6.1
km s–1 is well within the performance limits
(~7 km s–1) of small-caliber, light-gas guns, allowing direct laboratory simulation of Stardust’s
impact features (7–9). This is in stark contrast to
earlier dust-collection experiments in low Earth
orbit, which included aluminum (10) and SiO2based aerogel (11, 12). Figure 1 compares experimental craters into Al1000 targets with those
observed on Stardust foils and shows that detailed crater morphology reflects the physical
properties of the impactor(s). It also illustrates
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notable diversity among Stardust craters brought
about by impactors that range from dense
objects, such as nonporous silicates of ~3 g
cm–3, to highly porous aggregates with bulk
densities as low as 0.3 g cm–3 (8). Detailed
cross-sections through representative Stardust
craters are shown in fig. S2 to quantify some of
these morphologic characteristics, such as widely
varying depth-to-diameter ratios and variable
scales of surface roughness, which reflect particle density and structure.
We inferred the modal mineralogy of Wild 2
dust from the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and energy dispersive spectrometer
analyses of the molten residues in about 200
craters with diameters of <5 mm (Fig. 2A).
Composite projectiles containing variable
amounts of olivine, pyroxene, and Fe-sulfide
are the most common (56%), and essentially
monomineralic particles composed of primarily
one of these three major phases make up an
additional 36%. These major projectile types
dominate at all crater sizes (Fig. 2B). Polymineralic impactors dominate even the smallest
craters, some of which are <100 nm in size
(Fig. 1F). This implies that individual components contributing to these tiny aggregates
must be only tens of nanometers in size, finer
than those of typical interplanetary dust particles
(13). According to Kearsley et al. (7, 8), most
craters summarized in Fig. 2 are the result of
1
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submicrometer-sized impactors; all dust grains
analyzed by Zolensky et al. and Flynn et al.
(5, 6) were an order of magnitude larger before
impact. All analyses, however, suggest that small
and large particles from Wild 2 are composed of a
similar, if not identical, suite of minerals.
The penetration tracks in aerogel also displayed a wide range of morphologies. We distinguished three major groups: Type A tracks
are carrot-like, with long, slender, continuously
tapering walls. In contrast, type B tracks have
more bulbous cavities, from which either one
or a small number of slender tracks emerge,
and resemble turnips with single or multiple
roots. Type C tracks consist only of a bulbous,
rather stubby cavity. We compared experimental
tracks in aerogel formed at about 6 km s–1 with
those from Stardust (Fig. 3). It seems evident
from the laboratory simulations that the type A
tracks were made by relatively cohesive impactors, whereas type B tracks resulted from
poorly consolidated, fine-grained materials
containing competent, coarse components. The
fine-grained materials decelerate more rapidly
and disperse radially with great efficiency to
form a bulb, compared with the more massive
and dense components that penetrate deeply.
Alternatively, as illustrated by the lizardite ex-

periment in Fig. 3C, the sudden release of
copious volatiles could also contribute to bulb
formation. However, there is no evidence to date
for volatile rich materials in Wild 2 dust (5, 6).
Quantitative measurements of the largest
cavity diameter and maximum track length of
all tracks in some 20 harvested tiles are illustrated
in fig. S3. These measurements provide a quantitative basis for separating the three major track
types, yet their transitions are highly gradational.
These measurements also reveal that track
morphology is size dependent: Most tracks less
than 200 mm in length are type A, whereas most
of the largest structures are type B; type C tracks
are rare at all sizes.
In analogy to interstellar particles, small
(<1 mm) and fluffy, highly porous particles are
commonly thought to be typical for comets (3),
but our observations indicate that such particles
are only part of a broad continuum that also
includes cohesive and dense objects. Particle
size is highly variable as well and includes aggregates from <100 nm to >100 mm. This diversity in physical properties is unexpected for
particles from a single comet, yet recent modeling of the light-scattering properties of the dust
from comet Hale-Bopp also suggests a mixture
of fluffy and dense particles (14).

Fig. 1. Comparison of
experimental craters
(formed at ~6.1 km s–1)
and Stardust impacts.
(A) Experimental crater
made by a soda-lime
glass sphere. (B) Experimental crater produced
by an irregular fragment
of powdered Allende meteorite. Notably, a crater’s
plan view grossly mirrors
projectile shape. The
physically homogeneous
glass impactor produced
a smooth floor, whereas
the Allende crater is
rugged, reflecting the
fine-grained texture of
Allende’s matrix. (C) Fairly deep, bowl-shaped
Stardust crater, suggestive of an equant, dense
impactor [identified as
Mg-rich silicate (5)]. (D)
Compound, shallow Stardust crater characterized
by irregular outlines and
overlapping depressions
that are separated by
discrete septa. Such structures are the result of impactors with distinctly heterogeneous mass distributions, suggestive of aggregate
particles with low bulk densities. Similarly, Stardust craters (E) and (F) are the products of aggregate impactors
with discrete mass centers.
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Stardust
Traywide scanning of all foils and aerogel
surfaces at modest optical resolutions produced
inventories of all large craters (with crater diameters Dc > 20 mm) and tracks (track diameters
Dt > 100 mm) on the entire collector (15). The
largest crater was 680 mm in diameter, and the
widest track had a bulb diameter of 9.6 mm;
the deepest track was 21.9 mm long. Their

Fig. 2. Relative frequency of mineralogically
distinct projectiles inferred from SEM and energy
dispersive spectrometer analyses of projectile
residues found as discontinuous and somewhat
lumpy liners of shock-molten material on the floors
and walls of Stardust foil craters. (A) Summary of
all analyses. (B) Projectile composition as a function of crater diameter.

spatial distribution (fig. S4) suggests uneven,
possibly nonrandom location of impact sites. In
addition, detailed SEM analyses of individual
foils reveal occasionally distinct clustering of
craters (fig. S5). Similarly, individual aerogel
cells show groups of small tracks that indicate
distinctly off-normal trajectories, potentially
representing secondary ejecta from the collision
of dust with the upper surface of Stardust’s
collisional Whipple shield. However, none of
the 250 craters and tracks analyzed by the entire
preliminary examination effort indicates the
presence of spacecraft debris (5, 6, 16). This
raises the possibility that the observed clustering
had natural causes. Particle fragmentation within
cometary comae does not seem uncommon (17)
and has been suggested specifically for Wild 2
(18) to explain the distinctly spiked impact rates
observed by Stardust’s Dust Flux Monitor Instrument (DFMI) (19). Current observations are insufficient to distinguish between these scenarios,
and the projectile clustering on Stardust remains
poorly understood.
We next turned to the size frequency and
fluence of Wild 2 dust based on the size frequency of craters and tracks and their areal density (number per square meter). The detailed
crater and track counts are shown in fig. S6. The
areal density of craters varies among individual
foils by three orders of magnitude at Dc > 10 mm.
The areal density of tracks varies as well, but
only by one order of magnitude. This could
relate to the scale of observation and integration,
typically 8 cm2 for individual aerogel tiles, but
only 5 mm2 (or less) for each foil. Regardless,
the highly variable areal densities of both crater
and tracks mandate a particle environment that is
heterogeneous at scales ranging from millimeters squared to centimeters squared.

To obtain the size distribution of Wild 2
particles, we generated individual distribution
curves for Dc and Dt that faithfully represent the
relative size frequency of craters or tracks over
the entire observational size range. Obviously,
the traywide surveys define the large features,
and the most thoroughly documented foils [8,
20, 37, and 52 (fig. S6)] and cells 12 and 23
were averaged for the small crater and track
populations. These diameter data were then
converted into spherical impactors (20). The
results are plotted in Fig. 4. The independent
crater and track calibrations seem to agree well
for projectile diameters Dp < 50 mm, but they
deviate at larger sizes. This is an artifact, because
we assumed all measurements of Dt to be associated with type A tracks, akin to the experimental calibrations (20); bulbous track cavities most
likely require smaller impactors than do carrotshaped tracks at the same Dt, considering the
pronounced, radial expansion of fine-grained materials. For this reason, we consider the craterderived data more reliable at present.
A least-squares fit through the crater data
only (inset in Fig. 4), results in a log-log slope
of Dp = –1.72 and thus a mass slope of –0.57.
This disagrees with the averaged slope of –0.85
for particles <50 mm measured by DFMI (19).
However, the latter found large temporal and
mass-dependent variations in this mass index
from <–0.3 to –1.15 (21). The DFMI mass index
of approximately –0.5 at Dp > 50 mm, including
absolute fluence, is compatible with the collector observations, but we have no ready explanation as to why the two approaches produce
seemingly discrepant results at the smaller sizes
for comet Wild 2. The mass distribution of
comet Halley (4) varies with particle size (and
distance from the nucleus) but is steeper (~ –1.0)
Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental aerogel
tracks at 5 to 6 km s–1 with representative
Stardust features. (A) Carrot-shaped tracks (type
A) produced by two separate experiments, which
used spherical glass projectiles that collided with
the aerogel target at angles of 90° and 45° to the
surface, thus demonstrating that tracks preserve
some trajectory information. (B) Bulbous tracks
resulting from glass projectiles embedded in a
matrix of modestly compacted, very fine (cocoa)
powder; the latter partly disaggregated during
launch, producing poorly defined clods. Some of
these clods contained glass beads that penetrated
deeply to form slender termini (type B tracks),
whereas others were composed of fine-grained
powder only, resulting in type C tracks. (C)
Bulbous track produced by a volatile-rich projectile (lizardite; containing 15% H2O). (D) Stardust
tracks that show, from left to right, the transition
from slender (type A) to bulbous features with
(type B) or without (type C) slender terminal
portions. The total length of the Stardust tracks is
given in millimeters.
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Fig. 4. Size distribution of Wild 2 dust, derived
from the measurement of crater and track
diameters (fig. S6) and impact calibration
experiments (7, 20) that used soda-lime glass
(2.4 g cm–3). The 1.1 and 0.4 g cm–3 scale bars
apply only to craters (8), because current track
calibrations are limited to soda-lime glass. Also
plotted are the measurements of DFMI (21),
which suggest a substantially steeper average
slope than the collector observations. For comparison, in situ spacecraft observations for
comets Halley [Dust Impact Detection System
(DIDSY) and Particle Impact Analyzer (PIA)] (4)
and Grigg-Skjellerup [DIDSY and Giotto Radio
Science Experiment (GRE)] (22) are included. All
spacecraft observations were modeled as
spherical objects of 2.4 g cm–3, and absolute
fluence was adopted from Green et al. (21).
(Inset) Least-square fit through all projectile
diameter data, excluding the two points at the
smallest sizes.

than that of Stardust over the region measured
by both. Wild 2 dust thus seems deficient in
small particles compared with that of Halley.
The mass index for comet Griggs-Skjellerup,
however, is –0.31 (22), at about Dp > 100 mm,
suggesting fewer small particles than observed
by Stardust.
Using the projectile size distribution and
fluence of Fig. 4, we calculated a total mass of
~3 × 10–4 g of comet material that encountered
the entire Stardust collector, yet the actual mission yield could be smaller as a result of
impact-induced mass loss. Obviously, most
mass is contained in only a few particles that
are >100 mm, yet thousands of individual craters
and tracks were retrieved that contain residues of
Wild 2 dust massive enough to be analyzed
individually by state-of-the-art instruments.
Such analyses are just beginning.
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Organics found in comet 81P/Wild 2 samples show a heterogeneous and unequilibrated
distribution in abundance and composition. Some organics are similar, but not identical, to those
in interplanetary dust particles and carbonaceous meteorites. A class of aromatic-poor organic
material is also present. The organics are rich in oxygen and nitrogen compared with meteoritic
organics. Aromatic compounds are present, but the samples tend to be relatively poorer in
aromatics than are meteorites and interplanetary dust particles. The presence of deuterium and
nitrogen-15 excesses suggest that some organics have an interstellar/protostellar heritage. Although
the variable extent of modification of these materials by impact capture is not yet fully constrained,
a diverse suite of organic compounds is present and identifiable within the returned samples.

C

omets are small bodies that accreted in
the outer solar system during its formation (1) and thus may consist of preserved
samples of the “starting materials” from which
the solar system was made. Organic materials are
expected to be present in cometary samples (2)
and may include molecules made and/or modified in stellar outflows, the interstellar medium,
and the protosolar nebula, as well as by parentbody processing within the comet. The presence
of organic compounds in comets and their ejecta
is of astrobiological interest because their delivery to early Earth may have played an important
role in the origin of life on Earth (3).
An overview of the Stardust mission and the
collection and recovery of Wild 2 samples is provided elsewhere (4, 5). We describe the results
obtained from the returned samples by the Stardust
Organics Preliminary Examination Team (PET).
Samples were studied using a wide range of
analytical techniques, including two-step laser
desorption laser ionization mass spectrometry
(L2MS), liquid chromatography with UV fluorescence detection and time of flight mass spectrometry (LC-FD/TOF-MS), scanning transmission
x-ray microscopy (STXM), x-ray absorption nearedge spectroscopy (XANES), infrared and Raman
spectroscopy, ion chromatography with conductivity detection (IC), secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS), and time-of-flight SIMS (TOF-SIMS) (6).
These techniques provide a wealth of information
about the chemical nature and relative abundance
of the organics in the samples. Our results are

compared with organic materials found in primitive
meteorites and interplanetary dust particles (IDPs)
collected in the stratosphere, as well as to astronomical and spacecraft observations of comets.
Despite some uncertainties associated with
the presence of contaminants and alteration of
the samples during the capture process, considerable information about the nature of the organics in the samples can be determined.
Some organic-containing contaminants are
present in the returned sample collectors, but they
are of low enough abundance or are sufficiently
well characterized that they can be distinguished
from the organics in the cometary materials in the
returned samples (6). For example, the aerogel
collector medium, which consists predominantly
of amorphous SiO2, contains from a quarter to a
few weight percent C. However, nuclear magnetic
resonance studies indicate that this C is largely in
the form of simple Si-CH3 groups easily distinguishable from the cometary organics described
below. It should be noted that not all the collected
organics in the samples will be fully representative
of the original cometary material because some
may have been modified during impact with the
aerogel collectors. There is evidence that at least
some organic compounds were generated or altered by impact heating of this material (6).
Multiple experimental techniques demonstrate
that the samples contain polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). L2MS spectra obtained
from individual particles and in aerogel along
impact tracks split lengthwise show PAHs and

their alkylated derivatives. Two distinct types of
PAH distributions along tracks can be distinguished from the low backgrounds of PAHs
present in the aerogel (figs. S1 and S2). In some
cases, benzene and naphthalene (1- to 2-ring PAHs,
including alkylation out to several CH3 additions)
are observed in the absence of moderate mass 3- to
6-ring PAHs (fig. S1). These distributions are uncharacteristic of meteorites and IDPs but resemble
pyrolysis products of meteoritic macromolecular
organics and are observed in high-power laser
L2MS measurements of preflight and Stardust
Witness aerogel tiles (6), raising the question about
how many of the lower mass PAHs originate from
impact processing of C original to the aerogel.
The second type of PAH population shows
complex distributions that resemble those seen in
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meteorites and IDPs (fig. S2A). For example,
track 16 has a surface covered relatively uniformly with aromatic molecules. The organic mass
distribution in this track was intermediate between
typical spectra from primitive chondrites and
individual IDPs. In the 78 to 300 atomic mass unit
(amu) range, the predominant observed species are
naphthalene (C10H8) (2 rings, 128 amu), phenanthrene (C14H10) (3 rings, 178 amu), and pyrene
(C16H10) (4 rings, 202 amu), along with their
alkylated homologs extending up to at least
C4-alkyl. This distribution strongly resembles that
of matrix material in the Murchison carbonaceous
chondrite and some IDPs (7). However, additional
peaks not accounted for by simple 2-, 3-, and
4-ring Cn-alkyl-aromatics imply a more diverse
suite of organics than found in Murchison. Peaks at
101, 112, 155, and 167 amu, inconsistent with
simple PAHs, were observed when an attenuated
laser photoionization pulse was used to minimize
photofragmentation. These peaks could be due to
O- and N-substituted aromatic species having
hetero-functionality external to the aromatic structure, that is, not N- or O-heterocyclics. Similar
mass peaks have been observed in several IDPs
(7). The similarity to IDPs extends to masses
beyond 300 amu; several track spectra show mass
envelopes extending up to 800 amu with both odd
and even mass peaks (fig. S2B). Such high-mass
envelopes in IDPs have been attributed to polymerization of smaller aromatics within the samples
by radiation processing during their extended
exposure to interplanetary space or heating during
atmospheric entry. Modification of the original

PAH population by heating may also explain the
higher mass envelopes observed in these Stardust
impact tracks.
PAHs were also seen by TOF-SIMS analyses
of a terminal particle extracted from aerogel
(track 44, grain 4), a dissected aerogel keystone
with a particle track split down the middle (track
21), and residues found in a large crater on Al foil
C2009N. All PAHs were correlated to the
presence of grains or the impact feature (fig. S3,
B and C). Cometary samples from track and
terminal particles typically show a steep decrease
in PAH abundances with increasing number of C
atoms in TOF-SIMS data, but this dependence is
weaker for the crater residue (fig. S3A). This
fractionation may be due to preferential loss of
smaller PAHs during impact on the foil compared
with the less violent deceleration into aerogel.
Aromatic materials are also seen using Raman
spectroscopy. Raman spectra, acquired for 12
Stardust particles extracted from tracks 13 (1
particle), 17 (2 particles), and 35 (9 particles), are
dominated by two broad bands centered at ~1360
Dcm−1 and ~1580 Dcm−1 (Fig. 1). These “D” and
“G” bands, respectively, are characteristic of
“disordered carbonaceous material”—graphitelike sp2-bonded carbon in the form of condensed
carbon rings. Relative peak sizes, peak positions,
and widths of the D and G bands reflect the degree of disorder of the material and can provide
constraints on the degree of thermal metamorphism experienced by organic materials (8, 9).
The Raman spectra of the 12 Stardust particles
are qualitatively similar to those of many IDPs and

Fig. 1. (A) Raman
spectra of Stardust particles from track 35,
grain 30 and track 13,
grain 1 (top pair) compared with the spectra
of organics from extraterrestrial (middle three)
and terrestrial (bottom
pair) carbonaceous materials with different fluorescence backgrounds. All
exhibit D and G bands
characteristic of disordered sp2-bonded carbon. The phyllosilicate
bands below 1000 cm−1
in the IDP spectrum have
not been seen in Stardust samples. (B) The G band position and width [full width at half maximum (FWHM)] of
a material reflect its degree of thermal metamorphism and “structural ordering.” The boundaries show the
range of values from more than 40 chondritic meteorites (unshaded area with dashed outline) and 40
IDPs (shaded area with solid outline) analyzed in PET Raman laboratories (9, 10, 29). Analyzed
Stardust particles (points) span the entire range seen in IDPs and meteorites. Organics in highly
thermally metamorphosed meteorites plot to the lower right. The presence of Stardust points in the
upper left indicates that at least some of the cometary organics are very primitive and were captured
with relatively little alteration. One Stardust sample shows an unusually low G-band position (below
1570 cm−1), suggesting diamond-like carbon that has been amorphized, for example, due to particle
irradiation (30). One-sigma error bars represent measurement reproducibility and do not include
estimates of possible interlaboratory biases.

primitive meteorites (Fig. 1 and fig. S4), indicating
the presence of relatively unmetamorphosed organic matter. The G-band parameters of the
Stardust samples span the range observed in IDPs
and meteorites (Fig. 1B). It is not clear whether
this variation reflects heterogeneity in the cometary samples or variable processing during aerogel
impact. However, the presence of points in the
upper left of the plot indicates that at least some
organics were captured with relatively little alteration. A variety of carbonaceous materials
exhibit the D and G bands, including disordered
graphite, large PAHs, and “kerogens” (aromatic
moieties linked together in a disordered manner).
These materials contain condensed aromatic rings
but differ in chemical composition. In addition to
C and H, meteoritic macromolecular organics
contain substantial amounts of O, N, and S, both
in the aromatic rings and in cross-linked side
chains. Raman spectra can reflect such compositional differences in the overall fluorescent background of the spectrum. Many Raman spectra of
Stardust particles are characterized by very high
and increasing backgrounds similar to the spectra
obtained from type II kerogen, some deuteriumrich IDPs (10), and primitive meteorites, indicating that the samples may be rich in noncarbon
heteroatoms such as N, as confirmed by XANES
and SIMS results [see below and (11)]. In a few
cases, aromatic materials have also been identified
by infrared (IR) spectroscopy (6).
IR spectra taken from tracks and individual
extracted particles provide evidence for the
presence of other, nonaromatic chemical functional groups. IR spectra of particles and tracks often
contain absorption features at 3322 cm−1 (–OH),
3065 cm−1 (aromatic CH), 2968 cm−1 (–CH3),
2923 cm−1 (–CH2–), 2855 cm−1 (–CH3 and
–CH2–), and 1706 cm−1 (C=O) (Fig. 2 and figs.
S5 and S6) (12). When present, these features are
particularly intense along the track walls. IR
reflectance spectra of individual grains removed
from impact tracks and pressed into Au substrates
exhibit similar absorption features. One particle
(track 35, grain 26) also showed a weak 2232
cm−1 band possibly due to –C≡N stretching
vibrations. Raman spectra of three Stardust
samples (track 35, grain 30; track 35, grain
32; and track 41, grain 7) are also consistent
with the presence of alkane-type saturated hydrocarbons (fig. S4). Combined, these spectra data
indicate the presence of aromatic, aliphatic,
carboxylic, and N-containing functional groups.
The observed –CH2– (2923 cm−1)/–CH3(2968
−1
cm ) band-depth ratios in the returned samples is
typically ~2.5 (12). This band-depth ratio is similar
to the average value from IR spectra of anhydrous
IDPs (13) but considerably larger than that seen in
macromolecular material in primitive carbonaceous chondrites (~1.1) and the diffuse interstellar
medium (ISM) (1.1 to 1.25). This suggests that the
aliphatic moieties in Wild-2 particles are longer or
less branched than those in the diffuse ISM. The
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band depth ratio of ~2.5 corresponds to a functional group ratio of –CH2−/−CH3 ~ 3.7 in the
Wild 2 samples, assuming typical intrinsic band
strengths for these features (14). The ratio of
aromatic to aliphatic C–H is quite variable, with
C–H stretching aromatic/aliphatic optical depth

ratios ranging from below the detection limit to
~0.1 (6).
C,N,O-XANES analyses of thin sections of
individual grains confirm the presence of 1s-p*
transitions consistent with variable abundances of
aromatic, keto/aldehydic, and carboxyl moieties,

Fig. 2. IR transmittance spectra
obtained along a line perpendicular to cometary impact tracks
(A) track 59 and (B) track 61. In
addition to aerogel features, the
spectra of track 59 (A) display
peaks at 3322 (broad), 2968,
2923, 2855, and 1706 cm−1
(not shown), both inside the
track and extending outward into
the aerogel. (B) track 61 exhibits
only the aliphatic CH stretching
feature dominated by the 2968
cm−1 peak and (Si-O) bands (not
shown) characteristic of the flight
aerogel. The optical images of
the same tracks, with corresponding maps to the same scale
showing the intensity distribution
of the 2923 cm−1 peak (–CH2–),
are displayed in (C) and (D). The
false-color image scale shown at
the bottom is used in both maps, and the black scale bars correspond to 100 mm. In both cases, the
entrance of the cometary particle is on the left side. The false-color map in (C) shows an increase in
intensity of the 2923 cm−1 –CH2– peak in and near the track. The distributions of other organics
peaks are similar. In contrast, the second track shown in (D) shows almost uniform distribution of
the peak area centered at 2923 cm−1; that is, the track shows only the features of aerogel.
Fig. 3. (A) C-XANES
spectra of six thin-section
samples (1 to 6) compared with spectra of
primitive (EET92042,
CR2) and moderately processed (Tieschitz, L3.6)
chondritic organic matter.
Samples are 1, track 16,
grain 1, mount 10; 2,
track 35, grain 16, mount
4; 3, track 22, grain 1,
mount 5; 4, track 35,
grain 32, mount 10; 5,
track 35, grain 32,
mount 8; and 6, (track
13, grain, mount 5)
(samples 4 and 5 are
different thin sections of
the same grain). Specific
organic functional groups are highlighted (dashed lines a to f). a, C=C at ~285.2 eV; b, C=C–O at
~286.5 eV; c, C=O at ~287.5 eV; d, N–C=O at 288.2 eV; e, O–C=O at 288.6 eV; and f, C–O at 289.5 eV.
Sample chemistry ranges enormously, with sp2-bonded carbon varying from nonexistent in sample 1 to
modest in samples 5 and 6 (relative to chondritic organic matter). (B) Atomic O/C and N/C for samples
1 to 6 derived from C,N,O-XANES analysis (black triangles) are compared with chondritic organic matter
(gray squares, where the higher values correspond to petrologic type 1 and 2 and the lower values are
type 3). Average values for comet Halley particles and stratospheric IDPs (15, 16) are marked by a black
star and a large solid circle, respectively. (C) An example of a sample thin section from track 35, grain
32, mount 8 (spectrum 5) revealed as a high-resolution (40-nm pixel size) STXM optical density image
(scale bar, 1 mm) on the carbon 1s absorption edge.

as well as amides and nitriles (Fig. 3A). XANES
data suggest that considerably less H- and Csubstituted sp2-bonded C (olefinic and aromatic) is
present than in highly primitive chondritic organic
matter. Aliphatic C likely contributes to spectral
intensity around 288 eV in most of the particles.
One particle (particle 1 in Fig. 3A) has remarkably
simple C chemistry, consistent with a predominance of alcohol and/or ether moieties. However,
the XANES data generally indicate complex
molecular structures variably rich in heteroatoms
O and N and, compared with the macromolecular
material in primitive meteorites, containing additional materials that are relatively poor in aromatic
and olefinic C. The high abundances of heteroatoms and the low concentration of aromatic C in
these organics differ greatly from the acid insoluble
organic matter in meteorites and, in terms of
thermal processing, appear to be more primitive.
XANES provides quantitative estimates of
atomic O/C and N/C ratios present in the various
functional groups identified (6). Care must be
taken to account for O from any associated silicates
or aerogel. Figure 3B shows that five of six
organic-rich particles are richer in the heteroatoms
O and N relative to both chondritic organic matter
and the average composition of comet P/Halley
particles measured by Giotto (15). The values are,
however, qualitatively similar to the average O/C
and N/C reported for stratospheric IDPs (16).
Particles with such high O/C and N/C ratios are
likely to be relatively labile [see below and (6)].
Particles 2 and 3 are particularly rich in N and
exhibit abundant amide C in their XANES spectra
(Fig. 3A). The presence of N-containing compounds is further suggested by studies of collector
aerogel using LC-FD/TOF-MS. Although PET
attention has largely focused on impacts in the
aerogel and Al foils, Stardust may have returned a
“diffuse” sample of gas-phase molecules that
struck the aerogel directly or that diffused away
from grains after impact. To test this possibility,
samples of flight aerogel were carried through a
hot water extraction and acid hydrolysis procedure
(17) to determine if primary amine compounds
were present in excess of those seen in controls.
With the exception of methylamine (MA) and
ethylamine (EA), all amines detected in Stardust
aerogel samples cell 2054, aerogel fragment 4
(hereafter C2054,4) and cell 2086, aerogel fragment 1 (hereafter C2088,1) were also present in the
witness coupon aerogel sample (WCARMI1CPN,9).
The absolute abundances of MA and EA are much
higher, and the molar ratio of MA to EA in
Stardust comet–exposed aerogel (C2054,4: 1.0 ±
0.1; C2086,1: 1.8 ± 0.2) is distinct from preflight
aerogel (flight spare aerogel cell E243-13C,
unflown: 10 ± 3) (6). The absence of MA and
EA in the aerogel witness coupon suggests that
these amines are cometary in origin. The concentrations of MA and EA in C2054,4 (0.6 to 2.2
parts per million) were similar to those present in
C086,1, which was not located adjacent to a par-
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ticle track, suggesting that these amines, if
cometary, originate from submicron particles or
gas that directly impacted the collector. Glycine is
also present in samples C2054,4 and C086,1 at
relative abundances that exceed those found in
controls. This may indicate that a cometary component for this amino acid is also present.
Compound-specific isotope measurements will be
necessary to constrain the origin of these amines.
No MA, EA, or glycine was detected in non–acidhydrolyzed aerogel extracts. This suggests that
these amines are present in an acid-soluble bound
form rather than as a free primary amine. These
results are consistent with the XANES detection of
an amine-rich organic polymer in some of the
recovered particles.
Raman (Fig. 1B), XANES (Fig. 3), and
isotopic (11) data all demonstrate that the distribution of organics (overall abundance, functionality, and relative elemental abundances of C, N,
and O) is heterogeneous both within particles and
between particles. The STXM XANES results
show variations in the physical distribution of these
materials within particles, and the IR mapping of
particle tracks (Fig. 2) shows the presence of
organic features in some impact tracks but not
others. The degree to which these variations represent heterogeneity in the original samples versus
differences in impact processing is currently not
fully constrained. On the whole, the chemical variations suggest that cometary organics do not represent an equilibrated reservoir of materials.
Most of the organic material in meteorites is in
insoluble macromolecular phases. In contrast, the
Stardust samples show evidence of abundant,
relatively labile organics. In many cases, the or-

ganic components that produce the –OH, –CH3,
–CH2–, and C=O IR absorption bands extend well
beyond the visible edge of the track (Fig. 2). This
suggests that the incoming particles contained
organics that volatilized during impact and diffused
into the surrounding aerogel. This material is
unlikely to be due to impact-altered C from the
aerogel because similar tracks are seen in the same
aerogels that show no IR-detectable organics
beyond those seen in the original aerogel (Fig. 2).
All impacting particles had identical velocities, and
tracks of similar length probably had similar
impact energies. Consequently, similar amounts
of organics would be expected in all tracks if this
material came solely from reprocessing of C in the
aerogel. Also, if impact-driven oxidation of C in
the aerogel was occurring, the C=O band might be
expected to be seen in and around all tracks, but
this feature is only seen in tracks with the other
organic features. Finally, locations near tracks
show no deficits of the –CH3 original to the
aerogel, implying that the original C has not been
substantially converted to other forms.
Hydrogen isotopic measurements were made
by SIMS in fragments of five particles (11). D/H
enrichments up to three times terrestrial were observed in three of five measured samples. D
enrichments are often seen in meteoritic and IDP
organics and are thought to be due to materials
with an interstellar/protostellar chemical heritage
(18–20). In all cases, the D-rich H is heterogeneously distributed within the samples and
is associated with C, indicating it is organic. The
elevated D/H ratios are comparable to those of
many IDPs and meteoritic samples, although none
of the cometary samples examined to date have

Fig. 4. Distribution of C and N.
(A) Histograms of C/N ratios in
organics in three different Stardust
samples. One sample (top) shows a
large spread in C/N, whereas two
samples (bottom) have organics
characterized by low C/N ratios,
consistent with the presence of
volatile organic molecules such as
HCN or their polymer counterparts. (B) NanoSIMS images of
the distribution of C, N, and S in
a region of an aerogel sample
from along track 35 containing
cometary materials. The intensity
of the signal increases from blue to
red to bright yellow. C, N, and S
distributions are clearly correlated,
although considerable variations
in their relative abundances are
observed. S is also present in a
population of hot spots that likely
indicate the presence of sulfides.
The color scale in the S map is logarithmic, in order to show the large difference in S count rates between
the organics and the sulfides. The distribution of C and N is qualitatively similar in particles both with
and without 15N excesses. The location labeled IOM (CCs) in the upper left panel denotes the C/N ratio of
the insoluble organic matter found in carbonaceous chondrites.

shown ratios as extreme as the most anomalous
values measured in some IDPs, meteorites, and
some cometary coma gases.
Isotopic anomalies are also observed in C and
N (11). As with IDPs and meteorites, these
anomalies often appear in the form of “hot spots”
that differ from the surrounding particle. NanoSIMS ion imaging demonstrates that N and S are
associated with organic molecules (Fig. 4). The
samples show a distribution of N/C ratios ranging
from 0.005 to values approaching 1. Some
particles exhibit the entire range of values, whereas
others fall more uniformly at the high N/C end of
the range, consistent with the XANES data (Fig.
3B). However, there are regions with high C
content that are not rich in N. Sulfur is typically
associated with C and N but is also distributed in
small hot spots, presumably due to sulfides, which
are commonly seen in the returned samples (21).
When observed, the D and/or 15N enhancements provide clear evidence of a cometary origin
for the organics and suggest that cometary organics
contain a population with an interstellar/protostellar
chemical heritage. Particles with measured isotopic
anomalies are represented among the samples
studied by other techniques by the Organics PET.
For example, FC9,0,13,1,0 (track 13, grain 1)
(particle 6 in Fig. 3) was examined by XANES,
and track 13, particle 1; track 17, grain 1; and track
35, grain 25 were measured by Raman.
In terms of sample heterogeneity, the organics found in Stardust samples are similar to stratospheric IDPs and primitive meteorites. Like
meteoritic organic matter, they contain both aromatic and nonaromatic fractions. However, the
Stardust samples exhibit a greater range of compositions (higher O and N concentrations), include
an abundant organic component that is poor in
aromatics, and contain a more labile fraction.
These latter two “components” could possibly be
accounted for by a single population of organics.
The nonaromatic fraction appears to be far more
abundant, relative to aromatics, than is seen in
meteorites. In general terms, the organics in
Stardust samples are even more “primitive” than
those in meteorites and IDPs, at least in terms of
being highly heterogeneous and unequilibrated.
The Cometary and Interstellar Dust Analyzer
(CIDA) TOF-MS instrument on the Stardust spacecraft detected very few particle impacts during the
flyby (22). However, some of the returned mass
spectra suggest the presence of particles with a
nitrogen-rich chemistry and lower abundances of
O, implying that nitriles or polycyanides may have
been present (22). Although direct comparisons are
not possible, studies of the samples confirm that
N-rich components are present in the dust.
The presence of high O and N contents and the
high ratios of –CH2−/−CH3 seen in the infrared
data indicate that the Stardust organics are not
similar to the organic materials seen in the diffuse
ISM, which look more similar to the insoluble
macromolecular material seen in primitive mete-
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orites, but with even lower O/C ratios (23). This
suggests that the Stardust organics are not the
direct result of stellar ejecta or diffuse ISM
processes but rather result from dense cloud and/
or protosolar nebular processes. The high O and N
contents, lower aromatic contents, and elevated
–CH2−/−CH3 ratios are all qualitatively consistent
with what is expected from radiation processing of
astrophysical ices and the polymerization of simple
species such as HCO, H2CO, and HCN (24–26).
The Stardust samples clearly contain an organic
component that is more labile than the materials
seen in meteorites and IDPs. These labile materials
may be absent from stratospheric IDPs because
they are lost during atmospheric entry heating and/
or are destroyed or modified by radiation during the
IDPs’ transit from parent body to Earth. Given the
O- and N-rich nature of the Stardust materials, these
labile organics could represent a class of materials
that have been suggested as parent molecules to
explain the extended coma sources of some
molecular fragments like CN (27, 28). The high
O/C and N/C ratios of the samples fall well outside
the range of most meteorites and, interestingly
enough, reach higher values than those observed at
comet Halley by the Giotto spacecraft (15). In this
respect, some of the returned material appears to

represent a new class of organics not previously
observed in other extraterrestrial samples.
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Hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopic compositions are heterogeneous among comet
81P/Wild 2 particle fragments; however, extreme isotopic anomalies are rare, indicating that the
comet is not a pristine aggregate of presolar materials. Nonterrestrial nitrogen and neon isotope ratios
suggest that indigenous organic matter and highly volatile materials were successfully collected.
Except for a single 17O-enriched circumstellar stardust grain, silicate and oxide minerals have oxygen
isotopic compositions consistent with solar system origin. One refractory grain is 16O-enriched, like
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T

he isotopic compositions of primitive solar
system materials record evidence of chemical and physical processes involved in the
formation of planetary bodies ~4.6 billion years
ago and, in some cases, provide a link to materials and processes in the molecular cloud that
predated our solar system. The vast majority of

isotopic analyses of extraterrestrial materials
have been performed on chondritic (undifferentiated) meteorites, samples of asteroids that likely
accreted at 2 to 4 astronomical units (AU) within
the first few million years of solar system history.
Comets formed in much colder regions of the
protoplanetary disk and are widely considered to
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consist of more primitive matter than even the
most unequilibrated meteorites.
Analyses of isotope compositions of comets are rare. Measurements of D/H, 13C/12C,
15 14
N/ N, or 18O/16O have been made for a few
abundant molecules in gases of several comet
comae by ground-based spectroscopy (1–3) and of
comet P/Halley by mass spectrometers on the
Giotto spacecraft (4). Direct measurements of
isotope compositions in the dust fraction of comets are limited to low-precision data from the Halley
flyby (5). Isotopic measurements of stratospherecollected interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) demonstrate the highly primitive nature of many
anhydrous IDPs [e.g., (6, 7)]; however, a cometary
origin for specific individual particles cannot be
ascertained. Here, we report laboratory analyses of
the light “stable” isotopes of H, C, N, O, and Ne in
individual grains, particle fragments, crater debris,
and/or trapped volatile materials collected from
comet 81P/Wild 2 and returned to Earth by the
NASA Discovery Mission, Stardust.
The goals of the Isotope Preliminary Examination Team analyses are to provide first-order
answers to questions relating to the provenance of
Wild 2 dust: (i) Does the comet consist of a
mechanical agglomeration of essentially unprocessed, or perhaps only thermally annealed,
presolar materials? (ii) Do comets provide a
well-preserved reservoir of circumstellar dust grains
(8) with distinct nucleosynthetic histories (i.e.,
stardust)? (iii) Can isotopic signatures establish
whether extraterrestrial organic materials are present
above contamination levels? (iv) What are the
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relations to known isotope reservoirs in meteoritic
samples and in IDPs? (v) What are the implications
for mixing and thermal processing in the early solar
system? The preliminary examination has focused
on the abundant light elements H, C, N, and O and
on light noble gases because they have characteristic isotopic signatures that vary widely in solar
system materials [e.g., (9)] and compositions that
can often be linked to distinct astrophysical environments and/or processes.
Hydrogen isotopic compositions in bulk fragments of five Wild 2 particles (see supporting
online material) range from values similar to those
of terrestrial and chondritic particles, up to moderate
D/H enhancements of about three times the D/H in
mean ocean water (Fig. 1, table S1). Variations in
dD within a particle are also observed with some
“hotspots” having a dD up to 2200 ± 900 per mil
(‰) (10). All the observed D enrichments are
associated with carbon, although only one of the
samples (T17) is dominated by carbonaceous
material. Although overlapping the range of values
observed for IDPs (11, 12) and water in (Oort
cloud) comets (4), the maximum D/H is well below
that characteristic of a minor component of organic
matter in anhydrous IDPs, especially of the low1
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density “cluster” type thought to be derived from
comets (13). The maximum D/H values of Wild 2
grains are also far less than those measured in small
hotspots of insoluble organic matter separated from
carbonaceous chondrites (14) and in cometary
HCN ice (15), which are both thought to have
close affinities to organic material produced at very
low temperatures in molecular cloud environments.
It is not known if this relative paucity of highly Denriched matter signifies an intrinsic difference
between Wild 2 samples and macromolecular
materials in IDPs and carbonaceous chondrites. It
is also possible that D/H signatures were modified
during impact. Because of the association with
carbon and the lack of evidence for any hydrated
minerals in Wild 2 particles, it is unlikely that D/H
values can be ascribed to Wild 2 water.
Some cometary volatiles appear to have been
captured. Helium, neon, and argon abundances, as
well as 20Ne/22Ne ratios, were analyzed in two bulbous sections of an impact track that contains
fragments of fine-grained impactor material mixed
with melted aerogel along its periphery. Noble gases
in a control sample (unexposed aerogel taken from
the rear portion of a collector cell) are consistent with
system blanks, indicating that flight aerogel does not
contain a detectable background of noble gases. In
contrast, aerogel fragments containing the impact
track show excess He and Ne above blank levels by
factors of 3 to 4 (table S2), suggesting that the very
rapid time scales (<ms) for melting of aerogel during
deceleration of comet particles helped trap indigenous cometary volatiles. This inference is supported
by measured 20Ne/22Ne ratios, which are significantly higher than that in air. In a 22Ne/20Ne
versus 4He/20Ne diagram (fig. S1), the data do not lie
on a pure mixing trajectory between air and the solar
composition but instead point toward a nonatmospheric end-member with a 4He/20Ne ratio lower
than solar, consistent with expectations for comets
due to preferential trapping of heavier noble gases in
ice accreted at ~30 K (16).
Carbon and nitrogen isotope analyses were
made by isotopic mapping with NanoSIMS instruments, measuring atomic ions of C− and isotopologs of the intense CN− beam, respectively.
Microtomed particles extracted from aerogel, as
well as Al-foil crater debris, were mapped with a
spatial resolution of ~100 nm to search for isotopic
anomalies that could identify circumstellar dust
grains like the C- and N-rich phases (SiC, Si3N4,
graphite) found in primitive meteorites (17). No
circumstellar dust grains were definitively identified
despite an intensive search comprising more than
20 slices and fragments from a dozen particles and
~5700 mm2 of debris in and around six small (<2
mm) and four large (>50 mm) craters on Al-foil
collectors. This result contrasts sharply with
inferences of a population of nearly pure 12C grains
in comet Halley (5). One ~150-nm region from the
bottom of a large Al-foil crater has an isotopic
composition (d13C = 59 ± 61‰; d15N = −518 ±
60‰) that falls in a range consistent with

“mainstream” presolar SiC grains (17); however,
the grain was sputtered away before a mineral
identification could be made. Another hotspot was
enriched in 13C (d13C = 964 ± 219‰) and depleted
in 15N (d15N = −415 ± 94‰), typical of mainstream
SiC; however, the ion-emission area was not as
localized as would be expected for a very small
circumstellar grain and, moreover, showed a high
abundance of nitrogen (inferred C/N ~ 3). This
grain disappeared rapidly during analysis, as did a
second spot with a low inferred C/N ratio ≈ 6 and
low d15N ≈ −350‰. This behavior is consistent
with sputtering of labile organic material. Notably,
this isotopically light nitrogen component is rarely
seen in IDPs (7, 18), but within ~10% uncertainties,
is consistent with estimates of the nitrogen isotopic
composition in HCN gas from comet Hale Bopp
(19) and of the solar composition based on analyses
of the jovian atmosphere (20) and of solar wind
implanted in lunar grains (21).
On a micrometer scale, all samples are homogeneous in both C and N isotope compositions and
show no correlation between d13C and d15N (Fig.
2). Carbon isotopes fall in a particularly restricted
range with most “bulk” d13C values falling between
−20 and −50‰. This range is somewhat higher
than recent estimates (d13C = −105 ± 20‰) of the
solar carbon isotope composition (22), but is compatible with carbon isotopes in other primitive solar
system matter including IDPs (6) and most organic
matter in chondrites (23).

Fig. 1. Hydrogen isotopic compositions in bulk
fragments (solid circles) of five Wild 2 particles and
in micrometer-sized subareas of one particle (open
circles) compared to SMOW and to ranges of
laboratory measurements of D/H in IDPs and in
insoluble organic matter (IOM) from chondritic
meteorites. Also shown are an estimate for
protosolar H2 and ranges of D/H measured remotely for specific gaseous molecules from comets
and for molecular clouds. Error bars are 1s.
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A wider range is observed for “bulk” nitrogen
with many samples clustering near 0‰ (atmospheric) but others showing modest d15N enrichments of +100 up to ~500‰, similar to the range
observed for anhydrous IDPs (7). On a submicrometer scale, more-extreme values are found with
a maximum d15N of 1300 ± 400‰, similar to the
highest values found in refractory organic matter in
IDPs (7) and meteorites (14). Unlike IDPs,
however, the Wild 2 samples display both low
and high d15N, indicating an unequilibrated mixture
of a low-d15N (perhaps icy) component and a more
refractory (high C/N) organic material with high
d15N and isotopically “normal” carbon. The fact
that most IDPs are characterized by 15N excesses
may reflect the instability of the more labile, low-d
15
N component during atmospheric-entry heating.
Thus, the Wild 2 samples could represent a different
type of organic material than that available for study
through the stratospheric IDPs, although it is
puzzling that the Wild 2 particles analyzed thus
far appear to be deficient in total organic matter
compared to most IDPs. This observation
contradicts expectations of comets as being very
rich in organic matter and may indicate that much
of the Wild 2 organic matter did not survive the
capture process as discrete phases still closely
associated with silicate minerals.
Oxygen is the most abundant element in rocky
planets, asteroids, and comets and exhibits distinctive isotopic compositions that are essentially
unique to each class of planetary materials from
the inner solar system (24). Although the isotopic
variations that occur on planetary scales are
relatively subtle (less than a few ‰), individual
components of unequilibrated meteorites have
oxygen isotope compositions varying by 50‰ or
more in relative abundances of 16O [e.g., (9)].
These isotopic variations are fairly systematic (25)
and, together with planetary-scale variations, imbue
oxygen with a unique diagnostic capability to indicate sample provenance (24). Orders-of-magnitude
larger isotopic variations are observed in presolar
oxide and silicate dust grains that condensed in
the outflows of evolved, mass-losing stars and inherited specific isotopic compositions due to local
nucleosynthetic processes (26). Few definitive data
exist regarding oxygen isotope compositions in
cometary materials. In situ measurements of water
ice from comet Halley, made by the Giotto mission,
yield d18O = 12 ± 75‰, but no measurement of
d17O is available (4).
Oxygen isotope measurements of Wild 2 samples were made by mapping techniques to search for
presolar grains and by focused probe SIMS on
individual particle fragments to relate the comet
samples to known classes of meteoritic materials. Of
some 2 dozen particle fragments prepared as
microtomed (<200 nm thick) sections from aerogel
keystones, no candidate presolar grains were
identified on the basis of extreme oxygen isotope
anomalies (supporting online material). For several
samples, the measurement of oxygen isotopes was

compromised by mixing with melted aerogel, which
could not be resolved even with the <100-nm spatial
resolution of the NanoSIMS. Therefore, residues
from impact craters in the Al-foil targets were also
examined by high-resolution isotope mapping.
Thirty-seven small craters, between 320 nm and
1.5 mm in diameter, and four large craters (59, 72,
140, and >200 mm in diameter) were mapped,
resulting in the identification of ~104 O-rich subareas. Only one presolar grain was found (Fig. 3).
The ~250-nm grain is highly enriched in 17O and
slightly depleted in 18O compared to solar system samples and has a composition of 17O/16O =
(1.01 ± 0.20) × 10−3 and 18O/16O = (1.77 ± 0.24) ×
10−3. This isotopic composition is typical for
presolar oxide (and silicate) grains belonging to
“group 1,” thought to originate in red giant or
asymptotic giant-branch stars (26). Unfortunately,
the mineralogy of the grain could not be determined, although it is likely that it was a relatively
refractory oxide or silicate.
High-precision oxygen isotope measurements
were made in 5- to 10-mm spots of individual
“terminal grains” separated from aerogel tracks and
pressed into clean Au foil. Fragments from one
enstatite-rich grain (T69) and one forsterite-rich
grain (T22) have similar oxygen isotope compositions that plot slightly below the terrestrial massdependent fractionation (TF) line and to the low
d18O side of the 16O-mixing line that characterizes
refractory components (calcium- and aluminumrich inclusions, CAIs) in chondrites (Fig. 4; table
S2). Although unlikely, we cannot exclude the possibility that the deviation of the T69 and T22 data
from the CAI mixing line is due to minor contamination with aerogel (supporting online
material). The oxygen isotopic compositions of
these Mg-rich silicates from Wild 2 are compatible
with those of most mafic silicate minerals from
carbonaceous chondrite chondrules.
Oxygen isotopes were also measured in a polymineralic refractory grain (T25, “Inti”) by means of
both NanoSIMS mapping and higher-precision IMS

1270 spot measurements (supporting online material). The sample consists of a fine-grained mix of
spinel, Al-rich diopside, melilite, and anorthite, with
a minor component of perovskite (27). Although the
NanoSIMS analyses resolve individual phases, it
was not possible to avoid sampling multiple mineral
phases during the IMS 1270 analyses (5-mmdiameter spot). The consistency of the data (Fig. 4)
demonstrates that the sample is isotopically homogeneous with an 16O-rich composition compared to
most planetary materials (d18O ≈ d17O ≈ −40‰).
Notably, this composition is virtually identical to that
of a large population of CAIs and refractory oxide
grains in chondrites (9). Similarly 16O-enriched
compositions have been observed for rare refractory IDPs collected in the stratosphere (28), but
the relation between these particles and meteoritic CAIs has not been thoroughly investigated.
As an ensemble, the isotopic compositions of the
light elements—H, C, N, O, and Ne—demonstrate
that the dust of comet Wild 2 is an unequilibrated
aggregate of material from different sources. The H,
C, and N isotope compositions indicate the presence
of several minor components that are isotopically
fractionated to a large extent, probably reflecting
chemical reactions at very low temperatures like
those characteristic of molecular cloud or, possibly,
Edgeworth-Kuiper belt environments. This is
consistent with a general view of Jupiter family
comets as having accreted from cold materials at
the edge of the solar nebula.
Two observations, however, run counter to expectations: (i) The abundance of presolar grains
appears to be low compared with that of primitive
meteorites and IDPs, and (ii) the comet contains
high-temperature silicate and oxide minerals with
oxygen isotopic compositions essentially identical
to those of analogous minerals in carbonaceous
chondrites. The first observation could perhaps be
explained as a preservation effect, i.e., loss of
presolar materials during impact, yet the one presolar
grain firmly identified was found in the residue of
the largest impact crater so far investigated (the grain

Fig. 2. Correlated carbon and
nitrogen isotopic compositions
of individual cometary grains
compared with literature data
(gray circles) for stratospherecollected IDPs (7). Shown are
average values for cometary
grains prepared as microtome
sections (open squares), for fragments extracted from aerogel
and pressed into Au foil (open
circles), and for residue in and
surrounding craters in the Al foil
collector (solid circles). Also
shown are selected hotspots (solid squares) from the crushed
samples. Error bars are 2s.
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actually punctured the Al foil). If similar grains were
abundant, they should have been seen in or around
other craters and in the aerogel as well. However, if
most of the presolar material in Wild 2 consists of
interstellar amorphous silicates rather than circumstellar mineral grains, then it is possible that these
would not be recognized either because of too much
mixing with aerogel or, in the case of residue in
Al-foil craters, because they might not possess
sufficiently anomalous oxygen isotopic composi-

tions to be identified as nonsolar. On the other
hand, the crystalline silicate and oxide minerals
for which we have oxygen isotope data could not
have formed by annealing (devitrification) of
presolar amorphous silicates in the Kuiper belt.
Not only is such an origin incompatible with the
chemistry and mineralogy of these grains, but,
because these grains differ markedly in their
relative 16O abundances, they also could not have
formed from a single isotopic reservoir. The sim-

Fig. 3. Presolar grain discovered in residue of crater C2086W1. (A) Backscattered electron image
of a crater which punctured the Al foil. (B) Electron image of projectile residue in crater lip. (C)
False-color isotope map of d17O measured by high-resolution NanoSIMS. (D): Oxygen three-isotope
plot of presolar grain (open square) compared to literature data for presolar oxide grains separated
from meteorites. On this scale, all materials formed in the solar system plot at the intersection of
the two dashed lines. Error bars are 1s.
Fig. 4. Oxygen isotopic compositions of individual cometary grains.
The terrestrial mass-dependent fractionation line (TF) and the CAImixing line are shown for reference.
Error bars are 2s.

ilarity in O-isotope composition between Wild 2
grains and materials from carbonaceous chondrites is pronounced. Identifying precisely what
regions of the inner solar system may be sampled
by this comet is clearly central to understanding
the scale of radial mixing outward in the solar
protoplanetary disk.
Most interstellar silicate dust is thought to be
amorphous (29), and with recent recognition of the
relatively large fraction of crystalline silicates in
comets and in protostellar disks based on infrared
spectral data [e.g., (30)], astronomers have postulated mixing of dust from inner warm regions,
where ambient conditions are above glass transition
temperatures, outward to Kuiper belt regions [e.g.,
(31, 32)]. However, other observations suggest
production of crystalline silicates (specifically forsterite) at large (>10 AU) stellar distances (33). That
the CAI-like particle (Inti) has the same intrinsic
oxygen isotopic properties as CAIs from all major
classes of primitive meteorites argues strongly for an
origin in the same source region as meteoritic CAIs
(9). One possibility is that this region could be at the
inner truncation of the accretion disk (<0.1 AU)
where very high temperatures exist. Here, winds
associated with bipolar outflows, driven by interactions of the young Sun with the accretion disk, can
carry small refractory particles to large heliocentric
distances where they can accrete together with cold,
icy materials (34, 35). Other models (36) invoke
turbulent transport of hot inner nebula (silicate) dust
out to zones of comet accretion, which could account for the carbonaceous chondrite-like isotopic
compositions of Wild 2 olivine and pyroxene grains.
We conclude that the coupled oxygen isotopic and
mineralogic data are best understood as indicating
that a large fraction of dust in comet Wild 2 is
derived from chemically and thermally processed
precursors from the inner solar system, consistent
with predictions of the X-wind and other models
(34–36) for the protosolar disk.
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Infrared Spectroscopy of Comet
81P/Wild 2 Samples Returned
by Stardust
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Infrared spectra of material captured from comet 81P/Wild 2 by the Stardust spacecraft reveal
indigenous aliphatic hydrocarbons similar to those in interplanetary dust particles thought to be
derived from comets, but with longer chain lengths than those observed in the diffuse interstellar
medium. Similarly, the Stardust samples contain abundant amorphous silicates in addition to
crystalline silicates such as olivine and pyroxene. The presence of crystalline silicates in Wild 2 is
consistent with mixing of solar system and interstellar matter. No hydrous silicates or carbonate
minerals were detected, which suggests a lack of aqueous processing of Wild 2 dust.

C

omets are widely believed to be repositories
of the building blocks of the solar system
that include both presolar and early nebular
matter. The nature of the organic and inorganic
materials in comets is frequently inferred through the
analysis and interpretation of features in their
infrared (IR) spectra, especially the mid-IR (2.5 to
15 mm) and far-IR (15 to 100 mm) parts of the
spectrum where organic materials and minerals have
diagnostic bands. Ground-based and spacecraft
observations of comet P/Halley provided new insights into the nature of comets, including their
organic inventory (1) and mineralogy with the de-

tection of crystalline olivine (2–4). In the past
decade, IR spectroscopy as a method to study
comets and objects outside our solar system has
blossomed. The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO)
obtained IR spectra over a wide spectral range (2.4
to 200 mm) tracing the widespread occurrence of
crystalline silicates in many astrophysical objects
including comets, young stars (e.g., Herbig Ae/Be
stars), and evolved stars [(5) and references therein]
following ground-based observations (6, 7). The
Spitzer Space Telescope has substantially extended
and broadened that view. The inferred mineralogy
of dust ejecta from the Deep Impact mission, which
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includes phases such as hydrous silicates and carbonate minerals, is already challenging long-held
beliefs on the nature of comets (8). In addition, a
large database (9, 10) exists on the physical properties (e.g., composition, mineralogy, isotopic systematics, IR spectra) of cometary interplanetary dust
particles (IDPs) collected in Earth’s stratosphere.
With bona fide samples of a specific comet now
returned by the Stardust mission (11), the detailed
analysis of these samples can be used to test the
chemical and mineralogical composition of comets
as determined from astronomical measurements,
comet encounter missions (Giotto, Puma, Deep
Impact), and laboratory analyses of cometary IDPs.
We present results obtained by Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy on materials from comet 81P/Wild 2 returned by the
Stardust mission and compare them with astronomical data and laboratory results from primitive
solar system materials. Indigenous organic matter
from Wild 2 was collected by the Stardust mission
and survived capture [see also (12)]. It is associated
with discrete grains and as finely disseminated
material within impact cavities in the aerogel collection medium. FTIR measurements of extracted
grains and in situ measurements from individual
impact tracks show absorption features in the C-H
stretching region that are consistent with long-chain
aliphatic hydrocarbons (Fig. 1). The IR feature
consists of a strong CH2 asymmetric stretch at
~2925 cm−1 and a weaker CH3 asymmetric stretch
at ~2960 cm−1. A third aliphatic CH stretching
band is seen near 2855 cm−1. In pure aliphatic
hydrocarbons, this region contains two distinct
features due to the symmetric stretching vibrations
of CH3 and CH2 groups. However, these two
modes often become strongly blended when the
aliphatic groups are bound to strongly perturbing
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groups (e.g., aromatic molecules) (13, 14). The
Wild 2 spectra are consistent with the presence of
aliphatic groups attached to other molecules. Weak
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carbonyl C=O and C–C bending vibrations also
occur in spectra from several grains. Hydrogen
isotopic measurements show that the organic-rich
grain in Fig. 1 is moderately enriched in deuterium
(15). The Stardust aerogel contains organic residue
from its manufacture and shows CH2 symmetric
and asymmetric bands at ~2872 and ~2967 cm−1,
respectively, and a CH3 asymmetric band at ~2928
cm−1. The aerogel C-H feature is dominated by the
CH3 symmetric stretch band at ~2967 cm−1 and is
distinct from the Wild 2 organic matter (Fig. 1).
The aromatic CH feature at ~3050 cm−1 has been
detected in two of the grains analyzed to date by
IR spectroscopy, including grain C2054,0,35,16,0
(Fig. 2). Aromatic species have also been detected
in Stardust samples by two-step laser desorption–
laser ionization mass spectrometry, and a highly
disordered graphitic carbon has been observed
with Raman spectroscopy [the G bands are
characteristic of aromatic carbon (12)].
The observed C-H feature in Stardust particles bears a close resemblance to the features
seen in primitive IDPs in terms of peak shapes,
positions, and the CH2/CH3 stretching band
depth ratio (14, 16, 17). The observed CH2/CH3
band depth ratio in the Wild-2 particles is ~2.5
and is the same as the average value obtained
from IR spectra of anhydrous IDPs. This ratio is
clearly larger than that measured for the macromolecular material extracted from primitive
carbonaceous chondrite meteorites such as
Orgueil and Murchison, which have CH2/CH3
band depth ratios of ~1.1 (16, 18, 19). There are
also large differences between the Wild 2 CH
features and those observed in astronomical measurements (Fig. 1). The organic component of interstellar dust in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM)
is dominated by hydrocarbons (both aliphatic and
aromatic forms) with little or no O in attached functional groups such as carbonyl and alcohols (20).
The C-H stretching features of aliphatic hydrocarbons are observed along many lines of sight in the
diffuse ISM (13, 18, 21–24) and show CH2/CH3
band depth ratios ranging from 1.1 to 1.25 (13, 21),
indicating that the aliphatic chains in Wild 2

particles and IDPs are longer (or less branched) than
those in the diffuse ISM. The fact that the CH2/CH3
ratios of the cometary grains and the ISM grains
are different suggests that the primary organic materials that formed in the ISM may have been processed before their incorporation into the parent
body. Processing of Wild 2 organic matter is also
supported by the higher O/C ratios of the Stardust
samples relative to diffuse ISM organics (12).
Comparison of the Wild 2 C-H feature to that in
other comets is difficult. Astronomical measurement
of the C-H feature in most comets (1) is complicated
because it represents a mixture of gas-phase species such as CH3OH superimposed on absorption
bands from solid grains (25). After subtraction of
the gas-phase molecules, the remaining solid-phase
carbonaceous material shows a strong contribution from the asymmetric CH2 stretching vibration
of aliphatic hydrocarbons (25), which is consistent
with observations from the Wild-2 samples.
The extent to which the capture process
modified Wild 2 organic matter is currently not
fully understood. Certainly there has been redistribution of organic material along the walls and
margins of the impact bulbs (12), and there is lack
of petrographically recognizable carbonaceous
material associated with many terminal particles
(26). Labile organic material that is moderately
deuterium-rich survived capture, and Raman
spectroscopy data from the same grain are consistent with very primitive and poorly ordered
carbonaceous material.
Amorphous silicates are the dominant silicate
in the ISM and show a broad and featureless
absorption band in the IR that has a maximum at
9.7 mm (27). The contribution of crystalline silicates
such as olivine and pyroxene to this feature is
estimated to be <2% (28, 29). Amorphous silicates
are also a major component of anhydrous IDPs,
many of which are believed to have a cometary
origin. The majority of amorphous silicates in IDPs
occur as GEMS (glass with embedded metal and
sulfides) grains (30). GEMS grains are typically
0.1 to 0.5 mm in diameter, contain variable amounts
of nanophase FeNi metal and Fe sulfide grains as

Fig. 2. The C-H stretch features
of particle C2054,0,35,16,0 after continuum subtraction. The
aromatic C-H feature is labeled
C-H ar; the aliphatic C-H feature
is labeled C-H aliph.

Fig. 1. (A and B) The C-H stretching features
from grain FC9,0,13,1 (A) showing well-resolved
CH2 and CH3 stretching features distinct from the
CH3-dominated feature from aerogel (B). (C) A C-H
feature obtained through the diffuse ISM (13).
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Fig. 3. The Si-O stretching feature in aerogel (A)
compared to the range of amorphous silicate features observed in Wild-2 grains extracted from
aerogel (B to D). The vertical dashed line marks the
maximum absorption from aerogel.

inclusions in an amorphous silicate matrix, and
have IR spectral properties in some cases similar to
those of ISM amorphous silicates. One expectation
based on the IDP results is that GEMS-like
amorphous silicates might be similarly abundant
in Wild 2. Indeed, despite complications due to
overlap with the aerogel Si-O feature, the majority
of Wild 2 particles analyzed to date (40 of 49) with
IR spectroscopy are dominated by amorphous
silicates whose maximum absorption feature occurs between 1050 and 850 cm−1 (Fig. 3). Electron
microscopy (EM) observations show that the
amorphous silicates in the Wild 2 particles contain
abundant nanophase FeNi metal grains and FeNi
sulfides dispersed in an amorphous Mg-silicate
matrix (Fig. 4) that is in general similar to GEMS
grains but differs in detail (26). The IR spectrum
from the GEMS-like grains mapped in Fig. 4 is
similar to that observed for GEMS in IDPs (30)
and the silicate feature observed in the diffuse
ISM (28). The x-ray maps in Fig. 4 show compositional heterogeneity at the ~0.1-mm scale
similar to that in IDP GEMS grains that were not
erased by the thermal pulse experienced during
capture. However, TEM observations of many of
these particles also show evidence for vesiculation of the amorphous silicate matrix and partial
loss of sulfur that may indicate thermal alteration
during capture or interaction with aerogel (26).
Without coordinated transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and perhaps ion microprobe
measurements, it is not possible to distinguish
primary Wild 2 amorphous silicates from secondary glasses that may have been produced during capture from their FTIR spectra.
Extracted terminal particles and some of the
grains extracted from the base of the impact
“bulbs” show sharp features in mid- and far-IR

spectra consistent with crystalline silicates. The
silicates identified to date by IR include enstatite,
olivine, and diopside with pyroxene predominating
(6 of 8 grains). Similar trends are observed in
anhydrous IDPs where pyroxene is more abundant
than olivine (31). Far-IR measurements were
obtained from terminal particles in aerogel keystones. Despite the thickness of aerogel, IR bands
for enstatite, olivine, and diopside were observed.
The one olivine-rich terminal particle lacked the
strong 33-mm feature commonly observed in
Mg-rich olivines (>Fo 90) such as those observed
in comet Hale-Bopp (32) and young stellar objects
and is consistent with a more Fe-rich olivine composition (~Fo 75). The IR spectral properties of
Wild 2 particles show marked similarities to
astronomical IR spectra from young stellar objects
and comets but are distinct from the spectra of
primitive meteorites, which are dominated by
crystalline silicates, mainly olivine, or phyllosilicates in the CI and CM chondrites.
No definitive FTIR evidence for hydrated
silicates or carbonates at the percent level has been
observed to date in any of the extracted particles. We
specifically searched for 3- and 6-mm structural
OH bands and the distinctive carbonate band at 6.
8 mm in the Wild 2 spectra. The possibility exists
that thermal effects from capture may have
destroyed fine-grained phyllosilicates and carbonates. However, this possibility is not supported by
mineralogical analysis of the particles, because the
thermal breakdown products of phyllosilicates and
carbonates are readily recognized by TEM and
have not been observed to date (26).
The presence of crystalline silicates in the Wild
2 samples indicates that this comet is not simply an
assemblage of preserved ISM silicates, but rather is
a mixture of presolar and solar system materials.

Fig. 4. Elemental x-ray (k-line)
maps of a GEMS-like object
from a thin section of grain
C044, track 7, showing preserved chemical heterogeneity
at the 0.1-mm scale typical of
GEMS grains in IDPs (33). The
Fe, Ni, and S maps show the
locations of the nanophase FeNi
metal and sulfide inclusions
within the amorphous silicate
matrix. The gray image is a
bright-field TEM image of the
GEMS-like object. The color
scale in the element maps is
x-ray counts.
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We measured the elemental compositions of material from 23 particles in aerogel and from
residue in seven craters in aluminum foil that was collected during passage of the Stardust spacecraft
through the coma of comet 81P/Wild 2. These particles are chemically heterogeneous
at the largest size scale analyzed (~180 ng). The mean elemental composition of this Wild 2 material is
consistent with the CI meteorite composition, which is thought to represent the bulk composition of the
solar system, for the elements Mg, Si, Mn, Fe, and Ni to 35%, and for Ca and Ti to 60%. The elements
Cu, Zn, and Ga appear enriched in this Wild 2 material, which suggests that the CI meteorites may not
represent the solar system composition for these moderately volatile minor elements.

N

ASA’s Stardust spacecraft collected dust
particles from comet 81P/Wild 2, at an
encounter speed of ~6.1 km/s, in silica
aerogel capture cells and in impact craters (1).
Analytical results from the aerogel and foils were
combined to provide a more comprehensive elemental analysis of the Wild 2 particles.

The impacts in aerogel produced elongated
cavities called tracks. Wedges of aerogel, called
keystones (2), containing an entire track were extracted. The volume containing each track was
analyzed by means of synchrotron-based x-ray microprobes (SXRMs), providing abundances for elements having an atomic number Z ≥ 16 (S). One
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track was subsequently split open, exposing the wall
for time-of-flight–secondary ion mass spectrometry
(TOF-SIMS) analysis, detecting lower-Z elements,
particularly Mg and Al. Because Si and O are the
major elements in silica aerogel, neither element
could be determined in the comet material in tracks.
The residues in craters were analyzed by scanning
electron microscopy using energy-dispersive x-ray
(SEM-EDX) analyses and TOF-SIMS, providing
other element abundances, including Mg and Si.
The SXRMs produce intense, focused beams of
x-rays that completely penetrate a keystone, exciting
fluorescence (3). Elemental analysis was performed
on keystones containing 23 tracks, which were
selected to sample the diversity on the collector, by
seven research groups with the use of six different
SXRMs (4). These tracks range in length from ~250
mm to almost 10,000 mm and vary in shape from
conical to bulbous. The Fe content of the tracks
varies from ~180 fg to 6.4 ng (table S3), comparable to the Fe in chondritic particles ranging
from ~1 to ~30 mm in size. All 23 tracks were
approximately normal to the aerogel surface, which
was the arrival direction for particles collected from
Wild 2 (1), whereas interplanetary particles, also
collected, arrived over a wide range of orientations.
Comets are thought to preserve dust from the early
solar system, so we compared the Wild 2 dust to the
elemental composition of the CI meteorites (CI) (5)
because CI is thought to represent the nonvolatile
composition of the solar system (6).
A map of the K-alpha fluorescence intensity for
Fe from a conical track, track 19, shows that the
incident particle deposited Fe along much of the
entry path (Fig. 1), with only 3% of the total Fe
contained in the terminal particle. The fraction of
the total Fe detected in the terminal particle varies
from track to track, ranging from almost 60% in
one terminal particle to zero in two tracks having no
detectable terminal particle. In most of the 23
tracks, most of the incident Fe mass is unevenly
distributed along the track, indicating that the
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particles are relatively weak. Their behavior during
aerogel capture is most like that observed when
grains from mechanically weak meteorites, such as
Orgueil, are shot at high velocities into aerogel.
The spatial distributions of other elements in
each track vary widely (4). Nickel is deposited
along the entire length of track 19 (Fig. 1). The
Ni/Fe ratio summed over the whole track is 0.041,
which is within 50% of the CI ratio (0.058) (5).
However, Ni/Fe is much lower (0.0062) in the
terminal particle, demonstrating elemental heterogeneity. Zinc is concentrated along one edge of the
track, with almost none detectable in the terminal
particle, but ~80% of the total Cr is in the terminal
particle.
The terminal particle and the 19 most intense
element hot spots along track 19 were analyzed
individually, with the use of much longer acquisition
times than at each pixel in the maps. Most element/
Fe ratios vary by more than two orders of magnitude
from spot to spot along this track (Fig. 1). A “wholetrack” composition for track 19 (Fig. 1) was
determined by adding the element abundances from
these 20 analyses. The S/Fe, Cr/Fe, Mn/Fe, and
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Ni/Fe ratios are similar to the CI values, but the
moderately volatile elements Cu, Zn, Ga, and Se are
higher than CI, and Ca and Ge are lower.
The whole-track composition for track 19 differs
significantly from the composition of the terminal
particle (Fig. 1), with the moderately volatile elements being much lower in the terminal particle.
Many terminal particles have elemental compositions that are consistent with their being dominated
by a single mineral, generally olivine, pyroxene, or
sulfide, a result confirmed by mineralogical examination of some extracted particles (7). Thus, terminal particle analysis provides limited information
on the bulk elemental composition of Wild 2.
No single mineral found in terrestrial or extraterrestrial material has a CI composition. So, a CI
composition indicates that the particle is a mixture of
compositionally diverse grains. The high variability
of the 20 spot analyses along track 19 (Fig. 1) further
indicates the particle was an aggregate of diverse
grains. However, not all tracks demonstrate near-CI
abundances (Fig. 2).
We determined the mean composition of the
comet material by summing the measured abundance of each element over all 23 tracks (Table
1 and Fig. 3). The aerogel contains trace quantities
of virtually all stable elements (1), and several
elements are found in hot spots (fig. S1), complicating background subtraction (4).

The widespread distribution of compositionally
diverse comet material and contamination along
most tracks required the development of analytical
strategies that provided the most comprehensive set
of element analyses. Tracks were analyzed in different laboratories by means of two complementary
methods. For some keystones, an entire fluorescence spectrum was collected, with the use of a
long integration time, at each point in a raster scan
over the whole track. Other keystones were analyzed by identifying “hot spots” in a quick scan and
then dwelling for much longer times on these hot
spots. The first technique provides more reliable
data for elements in high abundance, whereas the
second is more sensitive for trace elements. The
mean, blank-corrected compositions obtained
through the two techniques are very similar (fig.
S6), indicating that any systematic differences
between the two techniques are smaller than the
statistical errors in each data set (4).
Iron was detected in all 23 tracks; Ni in 22; S in
21; Ca, Cr, Mn, and Cu in 20; Zn in 17; Ga in 14;
and Ti and Se in 9 (table S3). When an element was
not detected, its concentration was recorded as zero
in calculating the central value and lower limit on
the mean. This technique underestimates the central
value of the mean for low-abundance elements. It
also underestimates the lower limit, leading to an
overly conservative confidence interval (4). The

Fig. 1. X-ray fluorescence analysis results
obtained on track 19,
an 860-mm-long track.
Maps of the Fe, Ni, Zn,
and Cr fluorescence intensities were obtained
with a step size of 3 mm
per pixel and a dwell time
of 0.5 s per pixel. The
CI- and Fe-normalized
element abundances
for the terminal particle
(TP) and the 19 mostintense element hot spots
(letters B, C to N, P to U),
whose positions are indicated on the Fe map, are
plotted along with the
whole-track average composition, determined by
adding the element
abundances from 19
spot analyses along the
track and the analysis of
the terminal particle. The
horizontal line at 1 is the
CI meteorite composition,
which is thought to represent the mean solar system composition. Arrows
indicate that all Ge analyses for these particles
were upper limits.
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CI-normalized whole-track element/Fe ratios
(Fig. 2) exhibit variations of more than two orders
of magnitude from track to track. Thus, a reliable
mean composition can only be determined by
averaging many tracks.
There are four major sources of error in the
mean composition of the particles that produced the
tracks: (i) the precision and accuracy of the analyses,
(ii) absorption corrections in the capture medium
and the particles themselves, (iii) the extent to which
the material analyzed is representative of all the
material in the initial particle, and (iv) uncertainty
resulting from averaging only a small number of
samples having extremely diverse compositions.
The SXRM abundances are accurate to ±20%
for the elements having Z ≥ 24 (Cr), and absorption
corrections are small for elements having Z ≥ 20
(Ca) (4). In no case can we be certain that we analyzed all the material from any incident particle. The
extent to which vaporized material can be lost
through the entry hole of a track has yet to be inves-

tigated. Vaporized material may also penetrate many
track diameters through the aerogel, as observed for
some organic matter in Wild 2 tracks (8). In addition,
the spot analysis used for nine of the tracks only
analyzed material in these hot spots. Nonetheless,
the largest uncertainty in the mean composition is
likely to result from the high degree of compositional heterogeneity among the particles (4). This
uncertainty was estimated by means of a Monte
Carlo method that assumes the particle sizes and
compositions of the 23 measured tracks are
characteristic of the entire dust population hitting
the collector and determines 1 SD (1s) and 2s
confidence limits from the distributions of elements
in ensembles randomly picked from the observed
data set (4).
Summing all 23 tracks, the Fe-normalized mean
element abundances (Table 1) for Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Ni,
Ge, and Se are consistent with CI values at the 2s
confidence level (Fig. 3). Because Ge and Se were
detected in only a few particles, their central values

Fig. 2. CI- and Fenormalized abundance
for each element in each
of the 23 whole tracks
(circles) and in each of
the seven crater residues
(squares). The area of
each data point is proportional to the cross
section of an equant particle of equivalent mass.
Because much larger
masses were analyzed in
the craters, there is a
difference in the scale
size of the two symbols
by three orders of magnitude. There is a high
degree of variability from
track to track, with most
elements varying by two
orders of magnitude or
more.

and lower limits may be underestimated (4). Sulfur is
depleted, and Cu, Zn, and Ga are enriched (Table 1).
One keystone, track 21, was dissected laterally
to expose the track wall, and two slices were
analyzed by TOF-SIMS (table S1). These analyses
indicate that Mg/Fe, Al/Fe, Cr/Fe, and Mn/Fe are
within 50% of CI (4).
Analysis of impact residue, which is abundant
in all large craters in the Al foils examined, provides
element-to-Si ratios. These Al foils contain indigenous Fe inclusions, occasional Si-rich inclusions,
and a wide range of trace elements, but unambiguous impact residue was easily located in craters
by both SEM-EDX and TOF-SIMS.
To assess element loss during crater production,
we fired a variety of projectiles into Al1100 foil, the
type flown on Stardust, with impact velocities of ~6
km/sec. In craters >50 mm in diameter, the loss of S,
Na, Mg, Si, and Fe was small (9) (fig. S9), so analysis of residue in large craters is expected to provide
a good sample of the composition of Wild 2 dust.
Seven craters, each having a diameter >50 mm, were
characterized by means of SEM-EDX (table S2).
The mass of each impacting particle, estimated
through the crater-size calibration of Kearsley et al.
(10) scaled by particle density appropriate for the
mineralogy inferred from its chemical composition
(4), ranges from 3 to 178 ng, with six having
impactor masses of 17 ng or less (table S2). Only
Mg, Si, and Fe were detected in all seven craters, Cr
in four, Na in three, and P, K, Mn, and Ni in only
two. Confidence limits on the mean abundances
were modeled with the use of the same Monte Carlo
technique used for the track data.
The CI- and Si-normalized mean composition
for elements detected in four or more craters (Table
2) is within 50% of CI for Mg, Ca, and Fe.
Depletions in S, Ca, Cr, and Fe, relative to that of
Si, are significant at the 2s confidence level (Fig.
4). The S depletion is consistent with the results
Table 1. Comparison of the mean composition of
the material in the 23 tracks with the CI meteorite
composition, with a CI- and Fe-normalized value
of 1 indicating exact agreement between the total
amount of that element detected in all the tracks
and that expected if the particles had a CI
composition. 1s confidence limits are given.

Fig. 3. CI- and Fe-normalized mean
composition determined by summing the
23 whole-track analyses (squares) and by
summing the same data set except for the
particle having the highest Fe content
(circles). One track contributed ~30% of
the total Fe, but its inclusion does not
distort the mean composition, because
the mean excluding this track does not
differ significantly from the 23-track
mean. The vertical bars show the 2s
variation in the mean of a Monte Carlo
simulation designed to assess the effect of
this elemental diversity on the mean
composition (4).

Element
S
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
Se

CI- and Fenormalized
abundance
0.17
1.25
0.42
1.30
1.32
0.82
2.06
4.60
10.00
0.43
0.76
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1s confidence
limit
(upper, lower)
+0.12,
+0.47,
+1.74,
+0.24,
+0.32,
+0.37,
+1.14,
+6.30,
+8.90,
+1.46,
+1.51,

–0.06
–0.43
–0.23
–0.31
–0.37
–0.24
–0.69
–3.10
–7.50
–0.22
–0.42
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from the tracks. Higher Ca and Cr were found in
the tracks (Fig. 3), but the 2s confidence limits
overlap for both elements in the track and crater
analyses. Elements with less than four measurements were not reported in Table 2 because
confidence limits were difficult to determine with
so few detections, but the mean values obtained
were Mn = 1.2 × CI, K = 0.7 × CI, Na = 1.6 × CI,
and Ni = 0.2 × CI.
The residues in five of these craters were
analyzed by TOF-SIMS (table S4). Calibration shots
of mineral standards into Al foil demonstrate good
agreement for most elements between TOF-SIMS
analyses of impact residue and SEM-EDX analyses
of unshot projectile material, but Na and K are
sometimes higher in the TOF-SIMS analyses (fig.
S11). The Si-normalized mean abundances (Fig. 4)
are consistent with CI for Mg, Ca, and Ni, but there
are small depletions for Cr and Fe, which are consistent with the SEM-EDX results. Lithium, Na, and
K are enriched. Most of the Na and K detected by
TOF-SIMS was found in a single crater (table S4),
but SEM-EDX analysis of Na and K in residue in
the same crater gives results that are an order of
magnitude lower (table S2). This difference may
result from SEM-EDX measuring micrometers into
the residue, predominately at the crater bottom,
whereas TOF-SIMS only measures material sputtered from the surface, mainly from the crater lip (4).
The TOF-SIMS analyses in two different orientations show significantly different Na and K
abundances (table S4), which suggests a very heterogeneous distribution, making it difficult to determine
a mean abundance.
An SEM survey of the Al foils identified many
smaller impact craters, generally <2 mm in diameter,
corresponding to projectiles from ~20 to ~400 nm in
diameter (10). SEM-EDX analysis of residue in
several hundred small craters identified compositional groups that are consistent with impacting particles composed of silicates, sulfides, and mixtures of
silicate and sulfide (11). However, the massfrequency distribution of impacting particles (11)
indicates that most of the mass collected at Wild 2 is
in larger projectiles, so the total mass of material in
the small craters is inadequate to substantially alter
the mean element abundances measured on tracks
and larger craters.
Table 2. Comparison of the mean composition
of the material in the seven crater residues with
the CI meteorite composition, with a CI- and Fenormalized value of 1 indicating exact agreement. 1s confidence limits are given.
Element
Mg
S
Ca
Cr
Fe

CI- and Sinormalized
abundance
1.13
0.13
0.51
0.31
0.75

1s confidence
limit
(upper, lower)
+0.22,
+0.40,
+0.12,
+0.31,
+0.05,

–0.05
–0.06
–0.05
–0.04
–0.40

Sulfur is depleted in both the tracks and craters.
The statistical significance of this depletion is high.
Sulfur is highly variable in chondritic meteorites. Of
the major elements, S shows the most extreme
variation, being lower by a factor of five in ordinary
chondrites than in CI meteorites. However, for the
tracks, low-energy S fluorescence x-rays are
attenuated by a few micrometers of a high-density
mineral (e.g., Fe-sulfide) or compacted aerogel.
Because most keystones are ~300 mm thick, a firstorder correction, which assumed that all the S is
shielded by ~150 mm of 20 mg/cm3 of aerogel (1),
would increase the abundance of S by no more than
a factor of two, which does not provide consistency
with CI at the 2s level. However, some S is finely
distributed in compacted or melted aerogel (7),
possibly large enough to attenuate S fluorescence,
and micrometer-size sulfide grains attenuate the S
fluorescence, so the full effect of attenuation cannot
be assessed without a detailed knowledge of the
shape or size of aerogel and sulfide grains along
each track. Selenium abundance is well correlated
with S in meteoritic minerals. Although we detected
Se in only 9 tracks, the mean Se abundance is nearly
CI. If S and Se are correlated in the Wild 2 particles
and have similar behavior during capture, then S in
the whole-track data may be underestimated.
The size at which the composition of an aggregate converges to the average composition is an
indication of the grain size of the material. Finegrained, chondritic interplanetary dust particles (IDPs)
of ~10 mm size (12), aggregates typically containing
>104 grains, generally show only a factor-of-two
variation in major elements and less than a factor-offive variation in minor elements (13). Primitive
chondritic meteorites, which contain much larger
grains, show much greater variation in composition
in samples up to millimeters in size. Because the
largest track and the largest crater each have a
composition significantly different from the mean
(Fig. 2), Wild 2 dust is heterogeneous at the largest
size scale of particle that we analyzed, showing
greater compositional diversity than ~10 mm IDPs.
Before the Stardust mission, the only direct
measurement of the elemental composition of comet

dust came from impact-ionization mass spectrometers on the Giotto and VEGA spacecraft (14) that
analyzed dust from comet 1P/Halley in 1986. The
impact-ionization yields are uncertain, but the mean
abundances of major refractory elements in Halley
dust are reported to be within a factor of two of CI
(15), although Fe, Cr, Mn, and Ni were depleted
relative to Mg. These Halley results were based on
the analysis of <1 ng of comet material.
The Wild 2 particles in the 23 keystones contain
~21 ng of Fe. Assuming the CI Fe content, the total
mass of Wild 2 material in these tracks is ~115 ng.
The crater residue resulted from the impact of ~215
ng of material (table S2). Taken together, we analyzed material from >300 ng of Wild 2 dust, several
orders of magnitude more material than was analyzed
at comet Halley. Even so, only 10% of the Stardust
aerogel cells and a comparable fraction of the Stardust
Al foils have been examined thus far. Comprehensive
elemental analysis of the remaining material should
provide a better mean S content and decrease the
uncertainty in other element abundances.
The composition data on Wild 2 particles are
generally consistent with but greatly extend the
measurements at comet Halley because of the larger
sample mass that we analyzed, coupled with the
ability to analyze this material with the use of highsensitivity instruments in state-of-the-art laboratories
on Earth. The Wild 2 material appears depleted in S
and Fe relative to Si and enriched in the moderately
volatile minor elements Cu, Zn, and Ga as compared
to CI. Both of these effects were previously reported
in the fine-grained, anhydrous IDPs (16, 17), some
of which have inferred atmospheric entry speeds that
suggest a cometary origin (18). The CI meteorite
element abundances are presumed to represent the
solar nebula composition for nonvolatile elements
because of the good agreement between CI
abundances and the composition of the solar
photosphere (6). However, the abundances of
Cu, Zn, and Ga are not well determined in the
solar photosphere (6), which suggests that the
Wild 2 particles and the anhydrous IDPs may
better reflect the composition of the solar nebula
for these moderately volatile elements.

Fig. 4. CI- and Si-normalized average
composition determined by summing the
seven crater residue analyses (squares at
Mg, S, Ca, Cr, and Fe) and by summing the
same data set except for the largest crater
(circles). The largest crater was produced
by a particle having 82% of the total mass
contributed by all seven particles, but the
trend in the data is the same in both data
sets, indicating that the mean composition
is not significantly perturbed by the largest
particle. TOF-SIMS results for five craters
are also shown (large triangles at Li, Na,
Mg, K, Ca, Sc, Cr, Fe, and Ni give the fivecrater mean whereas the smaller triangles
give the mean excluding the largest
crater). The vertical bars show the 2s
statistical uncertainty (4).
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The bulk of the comet 81P/Wild 2 (hereafter Wild 2) samples returned to Earth by the Stardust
spacecraft appear to be weakly constructed mixtures of nanometer-scale grains, with occasional
much larger (over 1 micrometer) ferromagnesian silicates, Fe-Ni sulfides, Fe-Ni metal, and
accessory phases. The very wide range of olivine and low-Ca pyroxene compositions in comet Wild
2 requires a wide range of formation conditions, probably reflecting very different formation
locations in the protoplanetary disk. The restricted compositional ranges of Fe-Ni sulfides, the wide
range for silicates, and the absence of hydrous phases indicate that comet Wild 2 experienced little
or no aqueous alteration. Less abundant Wild 2 materials include a refractory particle, whose
presence appears to require radial transport in the early protoplanetary disk.

T

he nature of cometary solids is of fundamental importance to our understanding
of the early solar nebula and protoplanetary
history. Until now, we have had to study comets
from afar using spectroscopy or settle for analyses
of interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) of uncertain
provenance. We report here mineralogical and
petrographic analyses of particles derived directly
from comet 81P/Wild 2.
All of the Wild 2 particles we have thus far
examined have been modified in various ways by the

capture process, in which cometary particles punched
into the silica aerogel capture media, making various
types of tracks and disaggregating into grains
distributed along the tracks. All particles that may
have been loose aggregates (“traveling sand piles”)
disaggregated into individual components, with the
larger, denser components penetrating more deeply
into the aerogel, making thin tracks with terminal
grains (fig. S1). Individual grains experienced heating
effects that produced results ranging from excellent
grain preservation to melting (Fig. 1); such behavior
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was expected (1–3). What is remarkable is the
extreme variability of these modifications and the
fact that unmodified and severely modified materials
can be found within 1 mm of each other, requiring
tremendous local temperature gradients. Fortunately,
we have an internal gauge of impact collection
heating. Fe-Ni sulfides are ubiquitous in the Wild 2
samples and are very sensitive indicators of heating,
and accurate chemical analyses can reveal which
have lost S and which have not (and are therefore
stoichiometric) (Fig. 2). Our surveys show that
crystalline grains are found along the entire lengths
of tracks, not just at track termini (fig. S1).
There appears to be very limited contamination
from the spacecraft in the aerogel. Potential
problems with secondary impacts (cometary grains
striking the spacecraft, ricocheting, and splashing
onto the aerogel) failed to materialize (4).
We have harvested samples from 52 tracks and
have obtained a substantial understanding of the
mineralogy of 26 of these. These tracks were
chosen at random from those of average length.
Analyses have also been performed on impact
residues in seven aluminum foil craters >50 mm in
diameter and on over 200 craters <5 mm in diameter
(5). Crystalline materials are abundant in comet
Wild 2 and many are coarse-grained relative to the
submicrometer scales characteristic of many anhydrous IDPs and interstellar dust populations (6). Of
the best-studied 26 tracks, 8 are dominated by
olivine [(Mg,Fe)2SiO4] grains (tracks 1, 22, 26,
43, 57, 68, 71, and 77); 7 by low-Ca pyroxene
[(Mg,Fe)SiO3] (tracks 17, 20, 24, 27, 32, 41, and
69); 3 by a fairly equal amount of olivine and
pyroxene (tracks 5, 10, and 35); and the remaining
8 by other minerals, mainly Fe-Ni sulfides. One of
the latter tracks contains predominantly refractory
minerals, one contains Na-silicate minerals, and five
(tracks 36, 38, 42, 52, and 59) are dominated by ~5mm-sized sulfide grains. These results suggest that
crystalline materials are abundant in Wild 2.
In the seven large craters in aluminum foil that
we examined, one contains only remnants of
stoichiometric olivine, three are dominated by Mg-
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Stardust
investigated by microtomography (17) and found
to have a microporphyritic texture with olivine crystals (~Fo80) set within lower-density fine-grained
material, probably glass. From the manner in which
the enclosing aerogel wraps around this particular
grain without intruding into it, the glass appears to
be indigenous. This fragment has an obvious
igneous origin and resembles a microporphyritic
chondrule. A terminal grain from track 26 consists
of an intergrowth of fayalite (Fo4) and tridymite,
another texture observed in some chondrules.
Both low- and high-Ca pyroxenes are present
among the Wild 2 grains, with the former being
dominant. In some cases, synchrotron x-ray diffraction (SXRD) or selected-area electron diffraction

Fig. 1. Bright-field TEM
images of Wild 2 grains.
(A) View of the compressed
and vesicular melted aerogel surrounding grains
and lining track walls.
Dark gray and black objects are admixed silicates,
Fe-Ni metal, and Fe-Ni
sulfides. (B) Captured Wild
2 grain composed predominantly of forsterite
and Fe-sulfides, mantled
by compressed-to-melted
aerogel. (C) Glassy body
from Wild 2 track 10, resembling a GEM; rounded
dark inclusions are predominantly Fe-Ni metal,
Fe-Ni sulfides, and ferromagnesian silicates. (D)
GEM from an anhydrous
chondritic IDP; rounded
dark inclusions are predominantly Fe-Ni metal, Fe-Ni sulfides, and ferromagnesian silicates.
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micrometeorites, and chondritic IDPs, though they
are very rare (12–16). The compositions of the Mnand Cr-rich olivines in the Wild 2 samples are
similar to those in IDPs, carbonaceous chondrites,
and unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (fig. S2).
Many Wild 2 olivines contain inclusions of other
phases, notably Fe-Cr-Ti oxides (including chromite), but thus far, melt inclusions have not been
observed within any silicates. Olivine with low Fe
and elevated Mn has been proposed to form from
condensation in the protosolar nebula (12).
Wild 2 olivine-dominated grains are commonly
polycrystalline, with some interstitial glass, which
could be indigenous cometary glass. One fragment
from the wall of the 1-cm-long track 35 was

silicates and sulfide, and two contain a mixture of
mafic silicates and Na- and Ca-rich silicates. The
last complex impact feature has overlapped bowlshaped depressions containing residues with a
heterogeneous collection of stoichiometric compositions, suggesting impact by an aggregate of
micrometer-scale grains of Ca-rich clinopyroxene,
Mg-rich pyroxene (probably enstatite), and a mixture of Fe-Ni sulfides, as well as grains composed
of finely mixed silicate and sulfide. Just over half
of the residue-bearing very small craters we examined contain mixtures of silicate and sulfur-bearing
residue, whereas the others are mainly monomineralic olivine, pyroxene, and Fe-Ni sulfides, with
occasional preservation of crystalline material.
Olivine, one of the most abundant minerals in
the solar system (7–9), is present in the majority of
Wild 2 particles. Its observed grain sizes range from
submicrometer to over 10 mm. Wild 2 olivine has an
extremely wide compositional range, from Fo4 to
Fo100 [“Fo” being the 100 × molar Mg/(Mg+Fe) ratio for olivine, just as “En” is the same ratio for lowCa pyroxenes] (Fig. 3), with a pronounced frequency
peak at Fo99. Although it is possible that collection
effects have biased surviving olivines to the most
refractory, Mg-rich compositions, the abundance of
Fe-rich olivine among the Wild 2 samples suggests
that this effect has been minor. One olivine crystal in
track 22 was found to display dramatic reverse
chemical zoning, from the Fo70 core to the Fo92 rim.
It is clear that these grains were not equilibrated
during capture, because we would then observe a
greatly reduced compositional range and a peak at a
high Fe (low Fo value) concentration (1, 2, 10, 11).
Wild 2 olivines include varieties with very elevated MnO, Al2O3, and Cr2O3 contents, up to 6.45,
0.71, and 1.46 weight %, respectively. About 25%
of these Mn- and Cr-rich olivines contain <<1%
FeO. Olivines with enrichments in these elements
have been reported in carbonaceous chondrites,

(SAED) patterns reveal low-Ca pyroxenes to be
orthoenstatite, requiring slow cooling (18), but in the
majority of cases we have only energy-dispersive
x-ray analyses and are not certain whether we
have ortho- or clinopyroxene. The compositional
range displayed by the low-Ca pyroxene is also very
extensive, from En52 to En100, with a significant
frequency peak centered at En95 (Fig. 3). Low-Ca
pyroxene usually coexists with olivine, but the
Mg/Fe ratios for coexisting phases are not always
similar. Track 17 contains olivine in the range Fo55–69,
whereas associated low-Ca pyroxene is En52–96.
Flash heating during sample collection may account for this disparity, because olivine equilibrates
faster than orthopyroxene under identical circumstances (19). Diopside occurs in several grains,
usually in association with low-Ca pyroxene. A

Ti-, Al-rich diopside is abundant within the calcium-,
aluminum-rich inclusion (CAI)–like particle.
Sulfides are the only mineral group found in all
extraterrestrial materials. Fe-Ni sulfides are also
ubiquitous in the Wild 2 grains, grading from sulfides
apparently melted and mixed with Fe-Ni metal, all the
way to apparently unmodified FeS and pentlandite
[(Fe,Ni)9S8] grains (fig. S3). Several tracks (such as
track 59) have FeS- or pentlandite-dominated terminal grains. In this paper, we collectively refer to
troilite (stoichiometric FeS) and pyrrhotite (Fe1–xS) as
FeS because the exact stoichiometry and structure are
unknown in most instances. A plot of analyses of
Wild 2 Fe-Ni sulfides (Fig. 2) shows that many have
compositions close to that of FeS, with less than 2
atom % Ni. Only two pentlandite grains have been
found. The complete lack of compositions in between

Fig. 2. Composition ranges of Fe-Ni sulfides from six grains from five Wild 2 particle tracks. Grains
from track walls as well as track termini were analyzed. Most Wild 2 sulfides are probably a mixture of
troilite and pyrrhotite, and two grains of pentlandite are present. Many sulfides plot with nonstoichiometric, low-S compositions reflecting capture heating. The corresponding composition ranges
for hydrous and anhydrous chondritic IDPs (21) are also shown. Anhydrous chondritic IDPs contain only
troilite and pyrrhotite, whereas the hydrous chondritic IDPs also have equally abundant Ni-rich sulfides,
including pentlandite. With the exception of the two identified pentlandite crystals, the Wild 2 grains
have the same Fe-Ni sulfide composition range as the anhydrous chondritic IDPs.
Fig. 3. Composition
ranges of low-Ca pyroxene (En) and olivine (Fo)
in grains from nine Wild
2 particles (tracks). Grains
from track walls as well as
track termini were analyzed, but predominantly
the latter. The corresponding composition ranges
for hydrous and anhydrous chondritic IDPs are
also shown (34). The
Wild 2 grains have the
same olivine and low-Ca
pyroxene composition
ranges as the anhydrous
chondritic IDPs, although
the presence of mixed
hydrous and anhydrous
materials is compatible
with these data.

these (intermediate solid solution compositions)
suggests (but does not require) that FeS and pentlandite condensed as crystalline species [that is, did
not condense as amorphous phases, which later
became annealed (20)]. The remaining Fe-Ni sulfides
(approximately half) have compositions that reflect
progressive loss of S, because they trend from FeS
directly toward the Fe apex. SAED patterns of these
S-depleted phases show the presence of two different
lattices: strong maxima for a Fe-Ni sulfide phase and
a much finer pattern consistent with a metal phase, but
which could be an oxide. Loss of S from Fe-Ni
sulfides is almost certainly a result of capture heating
and could be used to gauge the degree of capture
modification of the enclosing Wild 2 grains. The two
verified pentlandite crystals in only two Wild 2 tracks
are intriguing because this phase is frequently an
indicator of low-temperature metamorphism under
oxidizing conditions and/or of aqueous alteration (21).
A Cu-Fe sulfide, probably cubanite (CuFe2S3), is
present within terminal grains in at least two tracks
(tracks 22 and 26). Cubanite is occasionally encountered in extraterrestrial materials, most commonly in
carbonaceous chondrites. (Fe,Zn)S was found within
a terminal grain from track 22. If it can be established
that this phase is in equilibrium with FeS and metal,
it may be appropriate to apply the sphalerite cosmobarometer to this particular particle (22).
Fe-Ni metal is present as nanoscale beads in
significant quantities in most tracks, partly as a
product of capture heating of Fe-Ni sulfides, but the
high abundance of Ni in these shows that some of
this metal is intrinsic to the comet particles. In
addition, tracks 38 and 43 have ~5-mm-sized Fe-Ni
metal terminal grains (Ni/Fe ~ 0.03), which appear to
be indigenous cometary phases.
Some Wild 2 grains contain alkali-rich mineral
assemblages, including phases in tracks 3 and 16
with compositions corresponding to K-feldspar
(SAED patterns suggest a feldspar-like structure,
but the exact phase is not known) and what appears
to be eifelite [KNa2(MgNa)Mg3Si12O30] (track 56).
Eifelite is in the osumilite mineral group, whose
members have been reported in iron meteorites, as
well as enstatite and ordinary chondrites (23), where
they formed from a combination of igneous and
metasomatic processes. In addition, alkali-rich silicate
material is present in some of the larger craters in
aluminum foil, but it has not been well characterized.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) observations of some tracks revealed the presence of
carbonaceous phases. In the terminal grain from
tracks 10, 13, 27, 41, 57, and 58, there are
submicrometer-sized subgrains of poorly crystalline
carbon. Some of these are attached to Fe-Ni
sulfides, suggesting a genetic relationship.
No evidence of phyllosilicates or indigenous
carbonate has been seen in any Wild 2 samples.
Despite the fact that substantial heating and structural
modification accompanied the collection of many
grains in the aerogel, we would have seen characteristic compositions, grain morphologies, and
lattice fringes of phyllosilicates or carbonates had they
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been present (2, 3, 24). Serpentine and Ca carbonates
of the same sizes as in IDPs have been successfully
captured in silica aerogel even at velocities 1 km/s
higher than those experienced at Wild 2, in both
laboratory simulations and actual IDP collection in
Earth orbit aboard the Mir space station. In instances
where phyllosilicates have been dehydrated, rendered
amorphous, or recrystallized during capture in silica
aerogel, characteristic grain morphologies and basal
lattice spacings are formed, which signal the original
mineralogy (2, 24). Thus, the lack of these phases
among the ~50 Wild 2 grains we have so far well
characterized suggests that they could not have composed more than a few percent of the more coarsegrained fraction of captured Wild 2 samples.

Along most tracks are found abundant rounded,
glassy silicate bodies containing submicrometersized beads of silicates, Fe-Ni sulfides, and Fe-Ni
metal (Fig. 1, C and D). In some respects these
bodies are similar to the bits of glass with embedded
metal and sulfides (GEMS) common to most
anhydrous chondritic IDPs (6), as well as one peculiar clast in the unequilibrated carbonaceous chondrite
Ningqiang (25). It has been proposed that GEMS are
among the most primitive of solar system materials,
possibly recording the radiation environment of the
early Sun or of a presolar environment (6).
The GEMS-like bodies in the tracks often stand
out texturally from the typical and dominating aerogel
capture medium in terms of composition, structure,

Table 1. Quantitative energy-dispersive x-ray spectral analyses (atomic %) of two GEMS-like
objects embedded in the aerogel of track 35 (GEMS 1 and 2) compared with actual GEMS in a
chondritic IDP and CI chondrite (CI) abundances.
Element
(atom %)
O
Mg
Si
S
Ca
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Al

GEMS-like 1
(60 nm in diameter)
64.95
6.3
26.4
1.75
0.1
trace
0.1
0.3
0.1
nd

GEMS-like 2
(100 nm in diameter)
65.8
3.5
28.4
1.65
0.1
trace
0.1
0.2
0.1
nd

65.7
4.6
26.0
2.7
0.15
trace
0.15
0.5
0.2
nd

GEMs in IDPs
(6)
75.3
1.2
19.1
1.2
Nd
0.2
0.1
2.2
0.4
0.5

61.9
2.9
16.9
6.1
0.15
0.3
nd
11.1
nd
0.8

56.2
22.3
13.3
3.2
nd
0.1
nd
4.2
0.1
0.6

CI
(39, 40)
49.7
10.3
11.5
5.7
0.3
0.3
0.2
20.0
1.1
0.9

Fig. 4. The CAI-like grain from track 25. (A) Backscattered electron (BSE) image of the CAI-like grain
from track 25, showing the gray shell of compressed-to-melted aerogel at lower left. (B) High-angle
annular dark-field TEM image of two osbornite grains (arrows) within spinel. (C) EELS spectrum of an
osbornite grain showing peaks for N, Ti, and V; scales represent intensity (In) and energy (in electron
volts). (D) EELS element maps of an orbornite grain: BSE, N, Ti, and V. Scale bar, 40 nm.

and morphology. A composition comparison with
true GEMS (Table 1) shows similarities but also
important differences. For example, compared to the
GEMS, the glassy bodies in the tracks have low Fe as
compared to Mg and S (Table 1). Additionally, there
exists a textural difference between GEMS and the
Stardust glassy bodies. In GEMS, the inclusions are
scattered about randomly and grade from nanometerto submicrometer-sized objects (6). The glassy bodies
in the aerogel tracks have coarser-grained inclusions
and a tendency for these to be arranged in nonrandom
patterns. Also, there are sometimes no distinct
boundaries between the GEMS-like objects and the
embedding aerogel. In addition, some of the metal
grains in the Stardust glassy bodies have S-rich rims,
which are not observed in GEMS. Because <5% of
GEMS have isotopic compositions very different
from terrestrial values (26), we have not been able to
determine which, if any, of the glass bodies in the
aerogel collectors are cometary “GEMS” and which
might be formed as a result of the melting and intermingling of fine-grained cometary matter with aerogel during the capture process.
One Wild 2 sample (track 25) has received
special attention (Fig. 4) because it consists of very
refractory minerals, including anorthite; a Ca-, Al-,
Ti-rich clinopyroxene; gehlenite; spinel; corundum;
FeS; V-bearing osbornite [(Ti,V)N]; and a phase that
is probably perovskite. The osbornite occurs as sub–
100-nm-sized grains within spinel, and its identification was carefully established by a combination of
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and SAED
work; it may be associated with titanium oxide. The
largest terminal grain from track 25 is 16O-rich (27).
Track 25 yielded a terminal particle and at least
four major subparticles, which have been characterized. These particles exhibit some similarities to
and differences from the CAIs found in carbonaceous chondrites; in particular, they have mineralogies similar to CAIs in CV3 and CM2 chondrites (5)
(CV3 and CM2 are among the most abundant types
of carbonaceous chondrites), an important finding
because the inclusions are known to be among the
most primitive solar system objects (based on their
mineralogy, reduced oxidation state, enrichments in
refractory trace elements, isotopes, etc.).
The minerals within the Wild 2 CAI-like particle, especially the osbornite, require rather high
temperatures for formation, possibly higher than
2000 K, depending on oxygen fugacity (28). According to equilibrium thermodynamic calculations,
osbornite + spinel + Ca-rich clinopyroxene is a stable condensate assemblage in systems that are otherwise solar in composition only if their atomic C/O
ratio lies between ~0.79 and ~0.97, which is well
above the solar value of 0.5. The presence of a CAIlike particle in comet Wild 2 appears to require largescale radial transport in the protoplanetary disk
(29, 30). Although the anorthite in this particle is too
small for a meaningful search for evidence of 26Al, this
may prove possible in some refractory Wild 2 grains.
The recovered Wild 2 samples are mixtures of
crystalline and amorphous materials. Analytical
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electron microscopy (AEM) analysis of grains from
the upper, often bulb-shaped, portions of tracks
shows that they typically have widely varying
compositions, sometimes similar to chondrites for
most elements except Si, even in severely heated and
melted regions (Table 1) (31). The crystalline grains
observed among the upper portions of individual
tracks are almost always submicrometer in grain
size. These observations suggest that the materials
captured in the upper portions of the tracks are, in
general, much finer-grained than the material at the
end of the slender, so-called stylus tracks that almost
always project from the bulb-like upper tracks (fig.
S1). AEM of very small craters on the aluminum foil
also reveals crystalline olivine, pyroxene, and
sulfides derived from separate submicrometer components within micrometer-sized particles. Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence (SXRF) analyses (31)
suggest that 65 to 90% of the collected grains’ mass
is found in the upper portions of tracks, and only 10
to 35% is represented by the track termini grains.
Our emerging model of the structure of the captured
grains is that many were predominantly very finegrained (submicrometer-sized) loosely bound aggregates with a bulk chondritic composition, most also
containing much larger individual crystals (most
commonly) of olivine, pyroxene, and Fe-Ni sulfides.
Out of the ~70 tracks we have carefully photodocumented, only 2 appear to have no visible
terminal grains, which indicates that practically all
collected cometary particles contained some of these
larger grains, which therefore probably served to
nucleate the cometary particles. This view is
supported by some of the larger crater morphologies
observed on the Stardust Al foils, which have a
multilobe appearance rather than being simple
hemispherical craters (fig. S5) and can contain
diverse subgrain compositions. This physical structure is consistent with several chondritic materials,
most notably chondritic IDPs (13). In general, the
captured Wild 2 grains are much finer-grained than
the bulk of meteoritic matrix materials or IDPs.
Considering first the ferromagnesian mineral–
dominated Wild 2 grains, the olivine and pyroxene
crystals have the same range of Mg, Fe, Mn, and Cr
compositions as those in anhydrous chondritic IDPs
[with the exception of a single Fo4 terminal grain
(Fig. 3)] and are very similar to those in type 2 and
some type 3 carbonaceous chondrites. The lack of
hydrous phases among the Wild 2 samples precludes a common origin with type 1 or 2 chondrites.
The type 3 carbonaceous chondrites (including
primitive chondrites Acfer 094 and ALHA 77307)
(32, 33) and hydrous chondritic IDPs generally
have narrower or somewhat equilibrated olivine
and pyroxene compositional ranges (34). However,
with the exception of the two pentlandite grains
encountered in our examination, the Fe-Ni sulfide
compositions of the Wild 2 grains are similar only
to the anhydrous chondritic IDPs. Hydrous IDPs
and all chondrites contain large amounts of
pentlandite and low-Ni pentlandite (21). In addition,
the absence of any identified aqueous alteration

products in the Wild 2 grains (no phyllosilicates or
indigenous carbonates, etc.) eliminates the hydrous
chondritic materials from direct comparison.
No nuclear tracks (which are linear defects made
by penetrating solar flare particles from the Sun)
have yet been observed among Wild 2 samples. It is
possible that the majority of these, if ever present,
were annealed during capture, although some were
observed in crater residue on the Long Duration
Exposure Facility and in lunar silicate grains shot
into aerogel (35).
In summary, the bulk of the Wild 2 samples
appear to be weakly constructed mixtures of
nanometer-scale grains with occasional much larger
(>1 mm) ferromagnesian silicates, Fe-Ni sulfides, and
Fe-Ni metal. The restricted compositional ranges of
the sulfides and very wide range for silicates suggest
that Wild 2 experienced little or no aqueous alteration.
Of known extraterrestrial materials, the anhydrous
chondritic IDPs and anhydrous micrometeorites are
most similar to the Wild 2 grains, and in fact a cometary origin for anhydrous IDPs has been suspected
for many years (36), whereas models of weakly
constructed comet grains have been popular for years
(37). The similarity of Wild 2 samples to some IDPs
demands reexamination of the latter with new eyes,
for there are some apparent differences. For example,
Fe-Cr-Ti oxides have not been reported as inclusions
in IDP olivines, nor has orthoenstatite been reported
(13). The very wide ranges of olivine and low-Ca
pyroxene compositions in Wild 2 require a wide
range of formation conditions, including diverse
temperatures and oxygen fugacities, probably reflecting different locations in the protoplanetary disk. It is
critical to determine the role of annealing in cometary
grain formation, but this cannot be done with the
mineralogic data in hand.
The presence of a refractory particle resembling a
meteoritic CAI among the Wild 2 grains raises many
new questions. IDPs are believed to contain samples
of both asteroids and comets, and wholly refractory
IDPs were identified two decades ago (31, 32) but
have received very little attention. In mineralogical
terms, the Wild 2 CAI-like particle appears similar to
these poorly understood IDPs and is similar (though
finer-grained) in various respects to CAI from CM,
CR, and CH-CB carbonaceous chondrites. The presence of CAI-like material in a comet appears to require
substantial radial transport of material across the early
protoplanetary disk, as does the rather wide range of
olivine and pyroxene compositions discussed above.
The lack of aqueous alteration products in Wild 2
samples is in clear contrast to the mineralogy reported for comet Tempel 1, based on Spitzer Space
Observatory data in support of the Deep Impact
mission (9). This mineralogical difference could be
due to differences in the geological histories of
Jupiter-family comets (38).
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Supporting On Line Materials
The Stardust collector instrument
Details of Stardust Collector instrument and major harvesting operations in the Stardust
Laboratory, a class 100 cleanroom, at the Johnson Space center are illustrated in Figure S1; for
the most detailed description of the Stardust collector see reference S1; Stardust’s mission profile
is summarized in reference S2.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure S1 - (a) Overview of Stardust collector consisting of a monolithic frame, some 40 cm x
43 cm in size, which contained 130 openings, each accommodating an aerogel tile, 20 x 40 mm
on the side and 30 mm deep (and 2 odd shaped cells). The aerogel was density-graded, with the
exposed surface some 0.005 g cm-3, and the rear surface some 0.05 g cm-3. Importantly, the
individual tray ribs were tapered such that the aerogel, inserted from the rear, could be wedged
into place and modestly compressed, to be held in place by friction only throughout the entire
mission.
(b) Details of an individual tray module, illustrating the exposed Al-foil(s) and an aerogel tile.
Note that each individual module rib is draped by aluminum foil (Al 1100; nominally 0.004”
(101 µm) thick). The foils were wrapped around each rib prior to insertion of the aerogel; upon
insertion of individual tiles, the foil was firmly pressed against the rib walls. The free tab-ends,
towards the rear of each foil, were some 5 mm wide and bent/flattened against the aerogel’s rear
side. The purpose of these foils was to facilitate the extraction of the compressed aerogel tiles
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after flight, because the delicate nature of the exposed, low density front surface of the aerogel
precluded the use of any mechanical device to push the cell towards the rear and ultimately out
of its wedge-shaped module.
(c) Stardust collector on optical scanning platform, a large and precise X/Y table mounted on an
air-cushioned, optical bench; the tray is permanently mounted into a frame which interfaces with
the (horizontal) X-arm of this PC-controlled platform. All optical surveys and all aerogel
harvesting operations utilized this custom-made platform, as they demanded rather precise
placement of the tray relative to some microscope or the foil-cutter or the aerogel-extractor
device (see below).
(d) Before an individual aerogel tile could be harvested, the aluminum foil had to be cut on the
exposed front surface, using double-bladed, circular cutters that were mounted on a series of X/Y
slides for precise positioning on any desired tray rib. This cutting resulted in a foil strip, some
1.7 mm wide, and 33 mm (long ribs) or 13 mm (short ribs) long. The remainder of the foil
remained in the module “as was”.
(e) After all 4 foils of an individual cell were completely cut and the exposed strips removed, the
4 foil-tabs on the rear were straightened and inserted into the opened jaws of the extractor
device; after closing the 4 jaws, the entire device was translated backwards via a mechanical
slide while pulling simultaneously on all 4 tabs. Because the aerogel tiles were modestly
compressed and clamped by the 4 foils, they came along with the foils during this operation.
Once the tray’s rear surface was cleared, the jaws were released, thus freeing the aerogel cell for
placement into a suitable container.
Cross Sections of Individual Stardust Craters:
Figure S2 is intended to expand on the images presented in Fig. 1 by illustrating Stardust foil
craters in cross section; these cross sections demonstrate rather variable depth-diameter
relationships, which in turn reflect on impactor density (S3, S4); also note that there is great
variability in surface roughness and relief, suggesting impactors of greatly variable textures,
ranging from homogeneous (producing smooth crater interiors) to aggregates (resulting in high
relief crater floors).
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Figure S2 - The two electron microphotographs depict two relatively small Stardust foil-craters
that were cross sectioned using focused ion beam (FIB) milling methods. The line drawings
illustrate profiles (no vertical exaggeration) of representative Stardust craters form obtained by
processing SEM stereo-pair images and using the novel Alicona MeX software. Note: the FIB
capabilities and the detailed morphologic analysis/profiling of craters as small as 1 µm were
developed during the Stardust PE; they are thus limited to representative examples currently, yet
systematic surveys are ongoing.
Detailed measurements of Track Dimensions
Figure S3 illustrates detailed dimensional measurements of penetration tracks in Stardust density
graded aerogel. These measurements were obtained from high resolution, optical images that
portray individual tracks in side view (so called “Level 3” Stardust Photo Documentation); this
photography can only be conducted on harvested aerogel tiles, because it requires each tile to be
viewed from the side. This type of data is thus limited to the 20 tiles harvested during the PE
phase of Stardust.
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Figure S3 - Relationship of largest diameter and length of Stardust tracks on 20 aerogel tiles.
Note that the Type A, B and C tracks populate distinctly different fields, separated by straight
lines, notwithstanding modest overlap indicative of gradational transitions among the track types.
Also note that Type C tracks are rare and that most of the largest tracks are bulbous Type B
features; this suggests that “large” Wild 2 dust grains are increasingly likely to be aggregates
containing fine-grained matrix; however, relatively deep Type A tracks exist as well, suggesting
that some of the largest impactors may include dense objects. Also note that some of the
smallest Type A tracks may be rather short and stubby, yet they have continuously tapering
walls, rather than bulbs.
Tray wide inventory of all “large” craters and tracks
The tray-wide inventory of all craters is based on the systematic scanning of all exposed Al-foils
on the “as returned” collector using an optical microscope; the optical resolution was such that
all craters > 20 um in diameter were readily resolved. The tray-wide inventory of tracks is based
on the analysis of high resolution photo-mosaics illustrating tracks in plan-view; the latter is
referred to as “Level 2” Stardust Photo Documentation and was also conducted systematically on
all 132 exposed tile surfaces in “as received” condition. Typically, some 65 individual images
were taken for each individual cell at resolutions < 2 um/pixel. However, positive “recognition”
of tracks is possible only for features > 100 µm in diameter. These observational cut-off sizes,
20 µm for crater-diameter and 100 µm for track diameter, were deemed reasonable for a
quantitative, tray-wide inventory of all “large” impact features considering that more detailed
studies were forthcoming, once the foils and tiles were harvested. These tray-wide surveys
yielded some 63 craters > 20 µm and some 256 tracks > 100 µm in diameter, only a few of
which (! 10%) were harvested and analyzed during PE.
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Figure S4 - Tray wide inventory of all craters > 20 um and of all tracks > 100 um in diameter.
Note the somewhat uneven distribution of the impact sites. Detailed MC-modeling of these sites
revealed that they are marginally consistent with a random distribution.
Clustering of small impactors:
The detailed SEM analysis of most foils reveals some uneven distribution of relatively small
craters, typically < 1 um in diameter. On occasion, however, one observes distinct clusters of
events, with the most prominent and best investigated cluster illustrated in Fig. S5.
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Figure S5 - Distinct cluster of small craters on foil C2008N,1. The largest crater is 2.6 !m in
diameter. Note: detailed compositional analysis of 38 individual craters composing this cluster
revealed impactors consistent with those of Fig. 2; no man made material was found, and the
cluster represents some Wild 2 grain that disaggregated at an unknown location and by a
currently unknown process. Judging form the sizes and numbers of all craters composing this
cluster and using the crater “calibration” data of (S3), the fragmented parent object of this cluster
may have been as small as 1 µm across.

Summary of crater and track population studies:
The original crater- or track-size-frequency data, obtained by individual PE participants on
individual foils or aerogel tiles of some known surface area, were normalized to a common
surface area (1 m2) and plotted cumulatively to illustrate the integrated fluence over Stardust’s
entire exposure time, "1000 seconds based on DFMI (S5). These data are summarized in Fig. S6
and served to deduce the projectile-size frequencies illustrated in Fig. 4, using the impact
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calibration experiments of (S3, S4). Note, all participants in these population studies received
experimental test surfaces to standardize the diameter measurements (lip-crest to lip-crest for
craters and maximum diameter of tracks) and to assure compatibility among diverse laboratories.
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Figure S6 - Summary of the measured spatial densities and diameter-frequency distributions of
foil-craters (a) and aerogel tracks (b). Detailed size distributions at the small scales refer to
selected foils or aerogel tiles (identified by their curatorial designators) that contained sufficient
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numbers of events, given as (n), to allow meaningful plots of size-distribution; this procedure
biased the graphs towards heavily cratered surfaces. The less cratered foils (n < 40 craters) or
aerogel tiles (n < 10 tracks) are represented by a single, cumulative datum at variable
observational cut-off sizes. Individual tiles investigated in detail tend to have track densities
higher than the collector-wide survey; note, however, that these tiles were harvested because
they contained one or a small number of relatively large tracks to allow allocation of impactor
residue(s) to the distributed PE Team; the collector-wide survey includes less populated tiles.
Importantly, note that absolute crater and track densities vary by orders of magnitude, suggesting
a spatially (and temporally?) heterogeneous impact environment on the collector, including
clustered impacts, that is poorly understood presently. For comparison, we also include the
DFMI observations (S5) and the single cumulative datum of the Cometary and Interstellar Dust
Analyzer instrument (CIDA; S6) in Fig. S6a.
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1
MATERIALS, METHODS AND SUPPORTING DATA
Introduction
For additional references that discuss the types of organic materials expected to be present in
comets, see (S1,S2). For additional references discussing the role comets may have played in the
origin of life, see (S3,S4,S5).
Particle Extraction Techniques
Whole tracks in the aerogel collectors were extracted using techniques developed in the
Westphal lab at the Space Sciences Laboratory, U. C. Berkeley (S6). Glass rods (1mm diameter)
are pulled to make two microneedles. The needles are held by micromanipulators that are
attached to the stage of the extraction microscope. The needles cut the aerogel by repetitive
“poking.” The micromanipulators are driven automatically by computer. First, an angled cut is
made which undercuts the deepest feature of a particular impact; then a vertical cut is made
around the impact. The resulting wedge-shaped block of aerogel (a “keystone”) contains the
entire impact track and the terminal particles. The keystone is then removed from the collector
using silicon microforks that are inserted into pre-machined holes in the keystone. For certain
analytical techniques, it is desirable to slice a track into multiple cross-sections; other techniques
require a sample of the bulb that has been cleaved lengthwise. These specialized samples are
prepared by laying a keystone on its side and using the same aerogel cutting tools to dissect or
slice wafers of the track bulb. Terminal particles were removed from some keystones by using a
bent glass needle to dig a tunnel to the particle and lifting it out using the same needle. The
particle then can be mounted on a number of different types of substrates suitable for a variety of
analytical techniques.
Since we had no a priori means of establishing which impact tracks might contain organic
materials, most samples were simply allocated more-or-less randomly to Preliminary
Examination Team (PET) members as they became available. In cases where early application
of an individual analytical technique demonstrated a sample contained organics, it was then
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possible to (i) subsequently allocate associated samples (for example, other particles from the
same track) to other PET members, and/or (ii) pass the sample to another team member once the
initial analysis was completed. By this process that we were able to examine a number of
samples using multiple techniques.
Analytical techniques
Analytical techniques used to study the cometary samples and related control samples included:
Two varieties of two-step laser desorption laser ionization mass spectrometry (S7,S8,S9),
called micro--L2MS and ultra-L2MS,
LC-FD/TOF-MS (Liquid Chromatography with UV Fluorescence Detection and Time of
Flight Mass Spectrometry; (S10)),
STXM (Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy and C, N, and O XANES (X-ray
Absorption Near Edge Structure) (S11,S12,S13),
Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy (S14,S15,S16,S17,S18),
IC (Ion chromatography with conductivity detection; (S19)),
TOF-SIMS (Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry; (S20)), and
SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry; (S21,S22)).
Contamination Control and Assessment
The Sample Return Capsule (SRC) touched down on January 15, 2006 in the Utah Test and
Training Range on soft mud in wet conditions under a prevailing crosswind. It bounced four
times on different parts of the capsule before rolling a short distance and coming to rest on the
side of its backshell. Visible inspection of the SRC shortly after impact indicated it had not
suffered any identifiable loss of integrity. Nevertheless, since the SRC was not hermetically
sealed, atmospheric gases in the environment surrounding the descending capsule would have
been drawn into the capsule interior as it underwent pressure equalization. This provides a
potential entry route for contamination by heatshield ablation products as well as water and soil
from the landing site. To limit such contamination a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter
was fitted in-line between the backshell entry vents and the canister interior.
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Atmospheric samples were collected from near the heatshield and backshell air entry vents
shortly after the Recovery Team arrived, and several times thereafter as the SRC was transported
to the clean room in which it was disassembled. GCMS analyses of the collected gases showed
no significant contributions from organic compounds with the exception of 2-propanol and
1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane found in gases collected after the SRC was moved into a temporary
cleanroom at the UTTR. These are thought to be associated with materials used earlier to
prepare the clean room. Thus, there are currently no indications that significant amounts of
volatile organic contaminants were sucked into the SRC through the back vents during descent.
The Wild 2 samples were further protected from gas contaminants by a filter placed on the
sample canister inside the SRC. During disassembly of the SRC, this filter was observed to look
pristine, indicating that the SRC did not ingest any large amounts of ‘smoky gas’ or particulates.
The lack of contamination by ablation gases will be more comprehensively verified when the
canister filter is disassembled and its contents studied.
Soil samples were also obtained and analyzed from the various SRC impact locations, as well as
along the ‘roll track’. Using LC-FD/TOF-MS, a suite of amino acids were detected in the soil
samples including aspartic and glutamic acids, serine, glycine, !-alanine, alanine, "-amino-nbutyric acid (GABA), #-amino-n-caproic acid (EACA), and valine. Methylamine (MA) and
ethylamine (EA) were not detected in the soil samples above the part per billion level. XANES
analyses of the soil from the Stardust landing sight demonstrated that the soil contained
carbonate, potassium, and unsaturated, aliphatic carbon molecules. Chloride (by IC) was very
abundant, as expected, reaching 32 ppt. Sulfate (also by IC) was observed at approximately 3
ppm). The organic material was associated with the potassium containing particles all of which
were less than one micron in size. Very little mud stuck to the SRC.
It does not appear that the Wild 2 samples suffered any contamination from soil or water at the
recovery site and currently no indications exist that ablative gases from the heatshield were
ingested into the sample canister.
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However, the possibility remains that some of the returned cometary samples could have been
contaminated by organics emplaced during manufacture, testing, launch, and cruise of the
spacecraft, as well as during sample curation. Additional contaminants could also be present in
the aerogel medium used to capture the cometary samples, although NMR measurements
indicate the primary form of contaminant carbon in the aerogel is in the form of Si-CH3 groups.
These issues were investigated and assessed by exposing, collecting, and analyzing a series of
‘witness’ coupons during key phases of the mission, and by characterizing unflown portions of
the aerogel batches located in the Stardust collection trays. Particularly important in this regard
is the Flight Aerogel Witness Tile, a tile of aerogel that was mounted on the collector tray
deployment arm. This aerogel was placed so that it was protected from impacts during the comet
flyby by the spacecraft’s dust shields. Thus, this tile witnessed all the same environments
(terrestrial and space) as the cometary collector tiles, but did not see the comet. It therefore
represents an ideal control sample for our organics investigations. Results from the examination
of this tile are discussed in the individual technique sections.
Tests of the Alteration of Organics when Fired into Aerogel
Tests using standards fired into Stardust-like aerogels at velocities near 6 km/sec suggest that the
degree of alteration of organic materials is very dependent on the nature of the organic material
and the matrix material in which the organics are bound. L2MS studies of test shots of pure
PAHs, like pyrene, show the impact distributes material all along the track, and even a few track
widths into the surrounding aerogel, but show little evidence of oxidation or other alteration of
the original PAH. Thus, materials of this sort may be partially volatilized, but do not appear to
be altered.
In comparison, L2MS studies of shots of Allende meteorite (CV3) material showed very little of
the organic matter was volatilized and deposited along the impact track. Analysis of multiple
terminal particles in the tracks showed that, while the overall abundance of PAHs was reduced
somewhat, the actually mass distribution was remarkably similar to that characteristic of unshot
bulk Allende (CV3) (S23). Again, it appears that aromatic materials are not greatly altered by
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impact into aerogel at these velocities, but that some material may be lost from the terminal
particles.
In contrast, cocoa powder mixed with small soda-lime glass spheres and fired into aerogel shows
a different behavior. In this case, essentially none of the original organics were found in
association with the terminal soda-lime glass spheres; all the organic matter was found
distributed along the bulb-shaped track and at least several track widths into the surrounding
matrix (much like the shots of pure PAHs). However, in this case there was evidence of
extensive alteration of some of the molecular components of the original cocoa powder, both in
the form of bond-breaking and bond-creation. [NOTE: the segregation of organics and the glass
in this case may explain why TEM analyses of removed grains show a relative dearth of organic
materials adhering to mineral grains compared to what is seen for stratospheric IDPs].
Similar variations in the degree of alteration of organic materials fired into aerogels at these
velocities are seen using other analytical techniques (S24).
Thus, one would anticipate that the organics in the collected cometary material could have
undergone differing degrees of alteration ranging from little to no alteration all the way to
extensive alteration, depending on the physical nature of the impacting particle and the chemical
nature of the organics. Given the nature of many of the impacting particles (aggregates of
smaller grains), it is possible that this entire range of degrees of alteration might be found in a
single impact. In this respect, material in the tracks may share a characteristic of stratospheric
IDPs, were individual particles can show evidence of severe heating and yet still retain some
unmodified, less refractory materials. It should be noted, however, that the relatively
heterogeneous and unequilibrated nature of many of the organics seen in the samples suggests
that much of the material that has been examined has not been extensively altered by the
collection process (see the main body of the paper).
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Two-step laser desorption laser ionization mass spectrometry (L2MS)
The L2MS technique is ideally suited to the in situ detection of organic species that contain
aromatic or !-conjugated systems (S8). Such species, particularly in the form of the polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), are believed to be ubiquitous in the interstellar and
interplanetary environments (S7,S15,S25). The L2MS technique has been used to establish the
presence of aromatic hydrocarbons in a wide variety of extraterrestrial materials including:
meteoritic acid residues (S26); carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites (S27,S28); Martian
meteorites (S29); Antarctic micrometeorites (S9); interplanetary dust particles (S7); interstellar
graphite grains (S30); and interstellar ice analogs (S31).
A detailed description of the µL2MS technique has been presented in the literature (S8,S26) and
is summarized here. Constituent neutral molecules of the sample are first desorbed with a pulsed
infrared laser beam focused down to a spot, presently adjustable between 10 and 40 "m. Laser
power density is maintained well below the plasma threshold to ensure desorption of neutral
organic species with little or no fragmentation. A selected class of molecules in the desorbed
plume is preferentially ionized by a single-frequency pulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser beam that
passes through the plume. Resultant ions are then extracted and injected into a reflectron timeof-flight mass spectrometer and analyzed according to mass. A complete mass spectrum is
obtained for each shot. The µL2MS system at Stanford typically uses an ionization wavelength
of 266 nm, which is strongly absorbed by the phenyl moiety and provides a selective ionization
window for PAHs. The µL2MS technique requires minimal sample processing and handling, and
therefore allows analysis of samples with little possibility of contamination. Cometary impact
tracks were exposed for µL2MS surface analysis using the keystone extraction technique. All
sample extractions were performed by Andrew Westphal, Christopher Snead, and Anna
Butterworth in their UC-Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratory. In this technique, the track is
dissected along its central axis (S6). The resulting keystone was then mounted onto a brass
sample platter using tape adhesive. Spatial analysis was performed using the Stanford University
µL2MS by rastering the laser desorption beam over the surface of the dissected track and using
the NASA-JSC ultra-L2MS to examine individual exposed particles. This results in complete
mass spectra at each desorption spot (Fig S1 and S2).
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FIGURE S1 – µL2MS of a cometary particle track in aerogel (Track 22): (A) the spatial
distribution of three aromatic hydrocarbons whose intensities are plotted in a cross-section
(in yellow) perpendicular to the cometary particle track. Aromatic molecules are found
concentrated in the track, but also occur some distance on either side. (B) a mass spectrum
taken within the cometary particle impact track at the location indicated by the red circle.
Tentative peak identifications are listed near major mass peaks. This low-mass distribution
of aromatic compounds is typical of the entire track.
Low-mass PAH distributions are seen in flight aerogel not associated with impact tracks. The
flight Aerogel Witness Coupon, an aerogel tile that was exposed to everything the rest of the tray
was exposed to except the comet, showed even weaker PAH backgrounds. Both non-track
cometary aerogel and the witness coupon aerogel show only a very weak indication of PAHs
except at very high laser desorption powers. At high powers the µL2MS CO2 laser was observed
to make a visible hole in aerogel samples and a stronger aromatic signature resulted. The
presence of strong aromatic signals consistently correlated with the creation of a hole. No
correlation between aromatic abundance and depth into the witness coupon was observed,
indicating that the source of this material is distributed throughout the tile. At these higher
powers both the cometary aerogels and the witness coupon produced identical aromatic
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signatures, indicating that this material is neither cometary nor contamination introduced during
space flight. At these high powers, it is likely that the majority of the PAHs being seen in
aerogel are due to pyrolysis of carbon in the original aerogel tiles. It is possible that these PAHs
could also be created during the high energy impact of a small particle.

FIGURE S2 – (A) The L2MS spectra of the carbonaceous chondrite Murchison and 5
stratospheric IDPs (7). The meteorite and some IDPs show relatively simple populations
dominated by small PAHs, but the spectra of some IDPs extend to higher masses,
indicating a more complex distribution of PAHs. (B) The L2MS spectrum of Stardust
sample Track 16, is similar to the lower IDP spectra in 1A. The higher mass envelope of
peaks above 300 amu for the Stardust sample probably reflects increased polymerization
during impact with the aerogel compared to the more benign atmospheric deceleration
experienced by most stratospheric IDPs.
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Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS)
A TOF-SIMS IV instrument from ION-TOF was used in this study. The instrument is equipped
with a pulsed gallium liquid metal ion source producing primary ions with 25 keV energy.
Sample charging due to the primary ion beam is effectively compensated by bombardment with
low-energy electrons between consecutive primary ion pulses. This allows all different types of
Stardust samples to be studied without special sample preparation: crater residues on aluminum
foil, dissected aerogel keystones displaying particle tracks, and extracted particles that were
embedded in epoxy and sliced with a microtome. Since elements, isotopes, and organics as well
as their lateral distribution were measured simultaneously in a single analysis, all measurements
of Stardust samples were performed at high lateral (~0.2 µm) and high mass resolution
(m/!mFWHM > 4000 at mass 29 amu for rough surfaces like Al foil craters or aerogel tracks and
~5500 for flat surfaces like microtomed particles). Further details on TOF-SIMS technique are
given in the literature (S20).
TOF-SIMS detected PAHs that were clearly correlated to cometary material or impact feature as
exemplified by a PAH secondary ion distribution image of a cometary impart crater found in
aluminum foil sample C2009N (Fig S3b,c).
TOF-SIMS measurements of PAHs typically show fragmentation of PAHs. In most cases the
C9H7+ secondary ion has the highest abundances among all PAH ion peaks. The abundances of
different sized PAHs relative to the abundance of C9H7+ are similar for PAHs in tracks and
terminal particles in aerogel, but show a flatter distribution in the residues found in craters in
aluminum foil (Fig S3a). This may be a fractionation effect associated with a greater loss of
small PAHs in the foil impacts.
PAHs from particles of the carbonaceous chondrite Allende shot into aerogel and analyzed in a
dissected keystone (S32) show a size-abundance distribution of PAHs that is very similar to that
seen in the cometary samples collected in aerogel. PAHs from the carbonaceous chondrites
Murchison and Orgueil meteorites show a somewhat higher relative abundance of heavier PAHs
(see Fig S3a; (S33)).
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FIGURE S3 – (a) Abundances of PAHs in Stardust samples as a function of their number of
carbon atoms relative to the abundance of C9H7+, the PAH fragment that typically shows the
highest intensity in TOF-SIMS analysis. Analyzed samples include one dissected aerogel
keystone with a particle track (Track 21), one terminal particle extracted from aerogel (Track
44, Grain 4), and residue from the rim of a crater in aluminum foil (large crater from
C2009N). For the latter, the corresponding PAH secondary ion distribution image (c) and a
total secondary ion image (b) are shown. For comparison, data are also shown for Allende
material shot into aerogel (33) and two carbonaceous meteorites, Murchison and Orgueil
(34).

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectra taken at the Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania in Italy were taken from grains
extracted from aerogel and deposited as bulk particles on KBr windows mounted in a special
sample holders designed to allow combined micro-IR, micro Raman, FESEM, and EDS analyses
without the need for sample manipulation in the laboratory (S18). A Cu finder grid, with a
central 300 µm hole was used to help localize the particle’s location. A polycarbonate probe clip
was placed over the Cu grid to serve as a clean shield to prevent spurious dust deposition and
other contamination.
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Raman spectra of 3 grains (Track 35, Grain 16; Track 35, Grain 18; and Track 35, Grain 20)
were taken using a continuous multiline Ar ion laser beam at 514.5 nm wavelength. A confocal
microscope (DILOR) focuses the laser beam onto the particle in a 1 µm diameter spot with a
power mostly maintained at 0.03 mW and always lower then 0.1 mW. The Raman scattered
light arising from the illuminated spot is collected by the same objective and is collimated into a
parallel beam that is reflected back along the same path as the laser. The Raman scattered light
is then focused on the entrance slit of the triplemate spectrometer (SPEX) equipped with a CCD
detector. This confocal system makes it possible to perform measurements on samples with
negligible performance losses.
Raman analyses at the Carnegie Institution of Washington were performed with a multi-function
scanning probe microscope of the Geophysical Laboratory. The instrument, a WiTec (Germany)
!-SNOM, includes near-field optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy and confocal Raman
microscopy (532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:Yag laser). The instrument allows non-destructive
Raman characterization of samples at sub-µm spatial resolution (typically ~400 nm with 100x
short working distance optical microscope). Spectral images were acquired, where each pixel
contains a full Raman spectrum (1024 channels, 600 gratings/mm, ~4 cm-1 spectral resolution).
The Raman data cube was reduced using custom software. Tests have shown that meteoritic
insoluble organic matter has not been significantly altered during the analyses, due to the laserinduced heating at low power (55 µW) and the fast measurements (typically 4 sec/pixel).
Excessive fluorescence overwhelming Raman spectral features has been overcome with the use
of confocal optics. All samples (Track 13, Grain 1; Track 35, Grain 25; Track 35, Grain 27;
Track 17, Grain 1) were pressed into gold and most particles were subsequently analyzed with
SIMS (Track 17, Grain 1 was analyzed after the SIMS measurements).
Laser Raman analyses were conducted at PSSRI, Open University, on Samples Track 35, Grain
1, and Track 35, Grain 28. These samples were particles (aerogel with some cometary material)
extracted and pressed into gold foil at NASA-JSC. Laser Raman data were taken with a fully
confocal Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram HR Raman system. The laser, a 514 nm argon ion laser,
delivered a power at the sample surface of 180 µW (Track 35, Grain 28) and 60 µW (Track 35,
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Grain 1). The beam was focused with a x100 long working distance objective giving a spatial
resolution of approx 1.2 !m. Spectra were recorded across the whole of each particle with a 1.5
!m step in both x and y. Spectra were accumulated as 5 sets of 30-second integrations. The 800
mm spectrometer coupled with a low resolution grating gives a dispersion of 2 cm-1 per pixel on
the CCD detector at 514 nm. The instrument was calibrated for absolute laser wavenumber and
Raman shifts before analyses. The steep sloping fluorescence baseline was subtracted and the D
and G features fitted with a Gaussian-Lorentzian model.
Raman spectra obtained by the Orsay–IAS group were taken from grains extracted from aerogel
and pressed as bulk particles on gold windows, allowing, without the need for sample
manipulation, combined micro-IR, micro Raman, FESEM, and EDS non destructive analyses
and followed by a NanoSIMS investigation of the same grains. The Raman instrument is a
Labram HR800 Horiba Jobin-Yvon (national facility equipment at ENS Lyon). Excitation is
delivered by an argon ion laser (514.5 nm) and the spectral resolution is of 1 cm-1 when using a
1800 gr/mm grating. The laser power at the sample surface did not exceed 0.1 mW. The spatial
resolution is 1 !m when using a x100 Olympus objective. The analytical procedure consists in
fitting the D and G bands with two Lorentzian bands and a linear baseline.
Raman measurements at Washington University in St. Louis were performed on sample Track
35, Grain 30 that was pressed into Au at NASA-JSC (Fig S4). The instrument used is an
integrated, fiber-optically coupled microscope-spectrometer-detector system (HoloLab Series
5000 Raman Microscope from Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc). This instrument has no moving
parts and is based on an axial spectrometer with holographic gratings that allows for very good
photon efficiency and wavelength accuracy. Raman excitation light of 532 nm is delivered by a
frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser that was coupled into a Leica microscope via a 8 µm single
mode optical fiber. A 80x ULWD objective with NA of 0.75 and a working distance of 8 mm
was used for focusing the light onto the sample, which resulted in a spatial resolution of ~1 µm.
The laser power at the surface of the sample was less than 500 µW. The spectral range of 1004000 "cm-1 was simultaneously detected with a thermoelectrically-cooled CCD array detector
with 2048 channels and a spectral resolution of 2.5 cm-1. Spectral acquisition time was 64 x 4
seconds per spectrum. Data acquisition, intensity and wavelength calibration, as well as filtering
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were controlled by the HoloGrams software. Peaks were deconvolved with a mixed GaussianLorentzian algorithm without any baseline correction.

FIGURE S4 – The background corrected spectrum of the Stardust particle (Track 35, Grain
30) shows bands for both aromatic and aliphatic carbonaceous materials. The two very broad
bands centered at ~1360 !cm-1 (D band) and ~1590 !cm-1 (G band) are caused by aromatic CC vibrations characteristic of large PAHs or in kerogen-like materials. While the Raman data
of Stardust samples are uniformly dominated by the aromatic G and D bands, this particle was
seen to also produce strong C-H stretching vibration peaks at 2848 and 2882 !cm-1, and a
weak band at 1439 !cm-1. These features are consistent with the presence of alkane-type
saturated hydrocarbons, as exemplified by comparison with the spectrum of polyethylene.
Similar aliphatic features were also seen in Raman spectra of two additional Stardust samples
(Track 35, Grain 32 and Track 41, Grain 11 generally seen in Raman spectra of Stardust
samples.
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Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectra were obtained from the infrared microspectroscopy beamline 1.4.3 at the
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. This beamline was used to
map distribution of organics in and around particle tracks within aerogel keystones. The
beamline is equipped with a ThermoNicolet Magna 760 FTIR bench and a SpectraTech Nic-Plan
IR microscope. The synchrotron source was focused to a diffraction-limited spot and aligned
with the optical beam path. For the measurement of the -CH2- and –CH3 peaks this corresponds
to a spot size of ~3 !m. A KBr beamsplitter was placed in the beam path and the transmitted
light was collected with an MCT-A detector between 650 and 4000 cm-1 with 4 cm-1 spectral
resolution. Spectra were normalized to the air spectrum and typically collected between 6-60
sec/point. Aerogel keystones (100-200 !m thick) were held with microtweezers and placed
directly under the microscope. The sample, mounted on a special sample holder, was moved on
a microscope stage with sub-micrometer precision while the beam remained fixed during data
collection of the maps.
Infrared spectra were also acquired at the Osservatorio Astronomico di Capodimonte in Italy
with a microscope attached to a FTIR interferometer (Mod. Bruker Equinox-55) in the range
7000-600 cm-1 with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. Comet Wild 2 particles (Track 35, Grain 16;
Track 35, Grain 18; Track 41, Grain 7, and Track 41, Grain 10) were placed on a special sample
holder (S18) and spectra acquired in transmission. Due to diffraction limits, the smallest infrared
beam focused on the samples was 20 !m spot. This was larger then the average size (about 10
!m) of the analyzed particles. Thus, spectra of overall bulk particles were obtained.
FTIR spectra obtained by the Orsay–IAS group were taken from the same grains from which
Raman spectra were acquired. The instrument is a NicPlan microscope associated with the
Magma 860 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with MCT detectors and used in the reflection mode.
The IR source is an internal globar type source; KBr beamsplitters are available in the 5000–500
cm-1 range. The wavelength/wavenumber coverage is 2.5–15.4 !m (4000–650 cm-1) with a
spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. The smallest IR beam focused on the samples was around 15 !m,
the approximate size of the samples.
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Fig S5 shows the 4000-1500 cm-1 infrared spectrum of sample Track 59. This spectrum contains
features due to both sample material and aerogel. Calculating the relative abundance of
functional groups detected in the IR spectra, particularly the –CH2- and –CH3 groups, requires
that absorption contributions from the aerogel be removed. This can be done by subtracting the
spectrum of aerogel far from a track to the sample spectra. Fig S6 shows an example where this
has been done in the OH and CH stretching region. The corrected spectrum shows an aliphatic
CH stretching feature centered near 2900 cm-1 that is clearly dominated by –CH2- groups. A
weak aromatic CH stretching band is also seen near 3055 cm-1. Since aromatic structures can
have relatively low H coverage (particularly compared to aliphatic materials), the relative
weakness of this feature does not necessarily imply low abundances of this material.

FIGURE S5 – The 4000-1500 cm-1 infrared spectrum of a section of Track 59. Absorption
features can be seen near 3322 cm-1 (–OH), 2968 cm-1 (-CH3), 2923 cm-1 (–CH2-), 2855 cm-1 (CH3 and –CH2-), and 1706 cm-1 (C=O). All these features except the 1706 cm-1 C=O band
contain some contributions from aerogel.
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FIGURE S6 – (A) The 4000-2500 cm-1 spectrum from an aerogel keystone (Track 58) on a
track (red line) and far from the track (blue line). The aerogel spectrum can be scaled using an
absorption feature due solely to aerogel and subtracted from the track spectrum. The residual
absorption (B) is then dominated by new, non-aerogel material associated with the track
dominated by a broad feature near 3300 cm-1 (-OH) and narrower features near 3065 cm-1
(aromatic CH stretch, weak), 2968 cm-1 (-CH3 asymmetric stretch), 2923 cm-1 (-CH2asymmetric stretch), and 2855 cm-1 (symmetric -CH3 and -CH2- stretches).
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Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy and X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
(STXM/XANES)
XANES of ultramicrotomed sections of particles extracted from aerogel were performed on three
different STXMs located at beam lines 5.3.2 and 11 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, and beam line X1A at the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brook
Haven National Laboratory. XANES analyses can provide information regarding the oxidation
state and bonding environments of low Z elements (C, N, and O). When combined with STXM,
micro-XANES may be acquired at spatial resolutions down to 100’s of nanometers (S12), thus
affording a unique opportunity to explore organic chemical variation in retrieved aerogel
particles. Also, by using a method where a series of x-ray images taken at incremental
differences in the photon energy are collected and spatially aligned, one can obtain spectra from
regions as small as the spatial resolution of the microscope (30 nm) (S34).
The Scanning transmission x-ray microscopes used in this study use coherent radiation from a
synchrotron light source, ranging in energy from 100-1500 eV. This light is monochromatized
and focused to a spot using a Fresnel zone plate. The typical focus spot for this work was 30 nm.
The sample is scanned through the focus and the transmitted intensity is recorded by a large area
detector, resulting in an absorption contrast image of the sample. The energy of the microscopes
are well matched to the inner-shell electron binding energy of low Z elements, resulting in high
absorption coefficients and high quality contrast images. Using spectromicroscopy, one can
obtain a series of images of the same field taken at different energies around an element's
absorption edge. From these energies at and away from an element's x-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) resonances, different bonding states of that element can be identified.
XANES spectroscopy corresponds to the transition of an electron from a core-level to an
unoccupied virtual orbital or continuum and reflects the electronic state of the atom. Its
capabilities are: 1. the detection of bonds (C-C, C=C, C=O, and C-H, to name a few); 2. the
determination of bond lengths; and 3. crystal orientation (S35).
The relative C, N, and O abundance of the XANES samples can be determined by measuring the
X-ray absorption intensity above the respective C-, N-, and O- 1s ionization edges, which
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correlates with the atomic density of each element in the sample. This works well if there is no
significant contributions in the absorption spectra from other elements having binding energies
from other electron shells besides the K shell. Fig S7 shows C-, N-, and O- 1s ionization edge
spectra of a Stardust sample.
Materials with the high O/C and N/C ratios typical of the organic materials examined by XANES
are likely to be relatively labile, and there is ample evidence seen for this. First, of course, is the
observation from infrared spectroscopy that organics have been injected into the aerogel
surrounding many of the impact tracks. In addition, in the case of XANES measurements, a
number of instances were observed in which the organic material, or a portion of it, disappeared
as it was measured in the X-ray beam. This was observed during measurements with higher Xray fluences. Similar behaviors were also seen in other beam instruments (for example, NanoSIMS). Also, in one case (a thin section from Track 35, Grain 16, Mount 4), evidence is found
for organic matter that diffused out of the original particle and into the surrounding epoxy in
which the particle was embedded for microtoming, suggesting that a portion of the organics are
soluble in epoxy.
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FIGURE S7 – (A) A XANES spectrum showing the C-, N-, and O- 1s ionization edges of
Track 35, Grain 16, Mount 4 to scale. The relative intensity of each edge at energies beyond
each near edge region is directly related to the relative atomic abundance of each element. (B)
Expanded spectra of the individual C, N, and O edges revealing the near edge spectral features
associated with different organic functional groups.

Liquid Chromatography with UV Fluorescence Detection and Time of Flight Mass
Spectrometry (LC-FD/TOF-MS)
We investigated the abundances of amino acids and amines, as well as their enantiomeric
composition, in Stardust flight aerogels (Cell 2054, Aerogel Fragment 4, hereafter C2054,4, and
Cell 2086, Aerogel Fragment 1, hereafter C2086,1) using high performance liquid
chromatography with simultaneous UV fluorescence and time of flight-mass spectrometry
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detection (LC-FD/TOF-MS). The LC-FD/TOF-MS were identical to those described in (S10).
Three pieces (1-3) of the C2054,4 were cut from the original slab (Fig S8) and weighed
separately with masses of 5.2 mg, 7.6 mg, and 8.7 mg, respectively. Piece 3 was located directly
under and adjacent to Piece 5, which contained Track 25 (Fig S8). C2086,1 weighed 3.2 mg and
was taken from Tile C2086 from a location that was not adjacent to any visible impact tracks.
As controls, procedural blanks and several Stardust aerogel samples, including a 14 mg piece of
preflight aerogel (Flight Spare Aerogel Cell E243-13C, unflown) that had been kept sealed under
vacuum since original bakeout in 1998 and a 0.2 mg sample of the aerogel witness coupon
(WCARMI1CPN,9), were carried through the same extraction protocol. The aerogel samples
were heated inside a sealed glass ampoule containing 1 mL Millipore water (18 M!) at 100ºC
for 24 h. The water extracts were dried under vacuum and half of each extract was then
hydrolyzed under 6M HCl vapor at 150ºC for 3 h. Both acid hydrolyzed and non-hydrolyzed
aerogel water extracts were derivatized with o-phthaldialdehyde/N-acetyl-L-cysteine
(OPA/NAC) and analyzed for primary amines using LC-FD/TOF-MS.
The most abundant primary amine compound detected in the Stardust flight aerogels is "-aminon-caproic acid (EACA); its most likely origin is exposure to Nylon-6 (S10). Several other
amines including glycine, #-alanine (BALA), $-amino-n-butyric acid (GABA), L-alanine,
ethanolamine (MEA), methylamine (MA), and ethylamine (EA) were also identified in the
aerogels (Fig S8). The absence of D-amino acids and the similarity in amine distribution
between the comet exposed C2054,4 sample and the witness coupon indicates that most of the
amines are terrestrial in origin (Fig S8). The enhanced relative abundances of MA, EA, and
possibly glycine in both comet-exposed aerogel samples compared to the preflight and witness
coupon aerogels suggest a cometary origin for these compounds (Fig S9). Compound specific
isotopic analyses of these amines will be necessary to constrain their origin.
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FIGURE S8 - The fluorescence chromatograms from LC-FD/TOF-MS analyses showing the
amines detected in: (A) Stardust comet exposed aerogel C2054,4-Piece 3; (B) Stardust aerogel
witness coupon WCARMI1CPN,9; and (C) preflight aerogel (Flight Spare Aerogel Cell E24313C, unflown). Peak identities were established by comparing retention time with authentic
standards and measuring the positive electrospray exact mass of each identified peak. The inset
shows the C2054,4 cutting diagram oriented with the comet-exposed surface at the top. MA and
EA were detected in aerogel Pieces 1-3 at levels that exceeded those found in the aerogel witness
coupon and preflight aerogel. There was no significant difference in MA and EA abundances
between Pieces 1 and 2 to suggest a concentration gradient with depth. Pieces 4 and 5 (which
contained Track 25) were not analyzed by this technique.
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FIGURE S9 - A comparison of the relative molar abundances (L-Ala = 1) of glycine (Gly), !alanine (BALA), ethanolamine (MEA), methylamine (MA), and ethylamine (EA) in the acidhydrolyzed hot-water extracts of Stardust aerogel. The high relative abundances of MA, EA,
and glycine in comet-exposed aerogel samples C2054,4 (Piece 3) and C2086,1 compared to
the preflight (E243-13C) and witness coupon (WCARM1ICPN,9) aerogel samples suggest a
cometary origin for these amines.
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Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)
Hydrogen isotopes were measured along with C using a Cameca ims-6f ion microprobe, in
scanning imaging mode. A focused <10pA Cs+ ion beam was rastered across samples with
synchronized collection of secondary ions. Techniques were identical to those described in
(S36). All but one analyzed sample were extracted from the aerogel collectors and pressed into
Au foils. A 500 nm thick slice of sample Track 13, Grain 1, prepared by ultramicrotome, was
placed directly on a Au foil. Data were quantified using custom image processing software and
terrestrial standards.
Chemical maps of Stardust samples were produced with the Cameca NanoSIMS 50 of the
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris. Samples were placed on a gold foil. Using a
focused primary beam of Cs+, secondary ions of 12C-, 12C14N- and 32S- were sputtered from the
sample surface and detected simultaneously (multicollection-mode) in electron-multipliers at a
mass-resolving power of ~4500 (M/!M). At this mass-resolving power, the measured secondary
ions are resolved from potential interference. Because nitrogen is detected as CN-, it can only be
detected in the presence of carbon. Images were obtained from pre-sputtered surfaces by
stepping the primary beam across the sample surface. The primary beam was focused to a spotsize of ~50-100 nm and the step-size was adjusted so that it was comparable to, but slightly
smaller than the size of the primary beam. An electron gun supplied electrons to the sputtered
surface during analysis in order to compensate positive charge deposition from the primary beam
and minimize charging effects.
Calibrated N/C atomic ratios were obtained from the measured 12C14N- and 12C- ratios by
normalization to a kerogen standard from the Eocene Green River Shale. The kerogen was
extracted by standard HF-HCl techniques and comprised >94% of the insoluble acid residue; it
has an atomic N/C ratio of 0.025 (measured by standard chemical techniques), which was
calibrated to the 12C14N-/12C- ratios measured under NanoSIMS conditions identical to those used
for analyzing the Stardust samples.
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The Presence of Labile Organics
Several experimental groups observed the loss of organics in their samples over time when
exposed to higher X-ray, laser, or ion beam fluences, providing further evidence of a relatively
labile component of the organics. It is interesting to note that this may be one reason why
organic grains appear to have low abundance in TEM sections (S37).
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Isotopic compositions of cometary matter returned by STARDUST
Samples and Methods
A wide variety of Wild2 sample types were probed by several analytical tools to
provide a preliminary characterization of the range of isotope effects present. Spot
analyses of H, C, N, and O isotopes were performed by secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) on entire particle fragments (typically ~2 – 10 !m) extracted from aerogel
collector blocks and pressed into clean gold foil. Such “bulk” analyses tend to yield the
highest precision, but may average over any isotope heterogeneities existing on a very
fine spatial scale, and in some cases, also suffer from contamination by compressed
aerogel adhering to the periphery or even intimately mixed with the comet particle. Data
on whole particle fragments are suitable for comparison to spectroscopic data (IR,
Raman) acquired with similar resolution and with mineralogy/petrology at the scale of
the scanning electron microscope. Much higher spatial resolution is achieved by
NanoSIMS analysis, which uses a primary ion beam <100 nm in diameter rastered over
the sample surface to produce elemental and isotopic “maps”. NanoSIMS analyses
typically realize worse precision but clearly discriminate against aerogel contamination
and can also be used to identify sub-micron circumstellar dust grains amidst more normal
(i.e., solar system-like) materials by virtue of their potentially large isotope anomalies.
Hydrogen isotopic measurements
Hydrogen isotopes were measured along with carbon using a Cameca ims-6f ion
microprobe at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, in scanning imaging mode. A
focused <10pA Cs+ ion beam was rastered across samples with synchronized collection
of secondary ions. Techniques were identical to those described in (S1). All but one
analyzed sample were extracted from the aerogel collectors and pressed into Au foils. A
500 nm thick slice of sample Track 13 (FC9,0,13,1,0) prepared by ultramicrotome, was
placed directly on a Au foil. Data were quantified using custom image processing
software and terrestrial standards.
Table S1. D/H ratios measured in Stardust samples (1" errors)
Sample
Track 13
Track 35,25 (bulk)
Sub-region
Sub-region
Sub-region
Sub-region
Track 35,27
Track 2
Track 17

#D/H (‰)
900±350
633±119
1899±1057
2243±984
1394±839
917±542
-238±130
176±115
1655±676

D/H (!106)
296±55
254±19
451±165
505±153
373±131
299±84
119±20
183±18
413±105

Noble gas analysis of bulbous particle tracks in Stardust aerogel: a seach for volatiles
Noble gases were measured in blank aerogel chips, flown aerogel chips and two
fragments of bulbous aerogel at the CRPG in Nancy, France. The first piece had material
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from the wall of a large bulbous track (c2044,0,41; tile 44, track 7; hereafter, "Thera1").
This sample together with blank and flown samples were analysed during a first session
on 12-15 June, 2006 after extensive blank determination. Given the results of this first
trial, we were supplied with a second, larger, piece of the same wall, referred here as
“Thera 2”. This sample was analysed together with another piece of flown aerogel on 1113 July, 2006.
Samples were handled in a clean room (class 10,000 in the room, class 100 in
extraction boxes) under a microscope using a clean single-hair paintbrush attached to a
manipulator. It was not possible to weigh aerogel chips due to their small size, and we
have estimated the mass from optical measures of the surface area of the chips (assuming
that all chips have a comparable thickness). Samples were loaded in pits of the laser
chamber and connected to a high vacuum line developed for the analysis of ET samples.
Samples were outgassed at 80°C (Thera 1 run) and 100°C (Thera 2 run) overnight and
left pumping (1.5 x 10-9 mbar) at room temperature for 3 weeks (Thera 1) and 1 week
(Thera 2).
Chips were heated using a CO2 infrared (! = 10.6 "m) laser mounted on a x-y
stage and monitored through a microscope equipped with a CCD camera. A visible (HeNe) laser was used to align the IR laser and we discovered that even the weak pointer
laser was provoking vibrations of the chips under illumination. Hence we heated the
chips with great care by increasing very slowly the power of the CO2 laser in order to
avoid sample jumping out of the pits. We lost one blank aerogel sample and thus we did
not analyse other small blank aerogel samples. Fortunately, the flown aerogel chips and
the bulbous chips were bigger and could be safely analysed. Once thermal coupling of the
aerogel sample with the laser beam was achieved, aerogel chips could be totally molten.
Gases were purified over two titanium getters and analysed with a VG5400 static mass
spectrometer following methods presented elsewhere (S2). Analytical blanks (without
laser heating and with laser heating of a metal surface adjacent to the samples) were
thoroughly investigated and analyses started only when the blanks were indistinguishable
to those of the purification line alone, as determined during several months prior to these
experiments. The blanks (n= 6) were 4.9±2.9 x 10-15 mol, 0.86±0.20 x 10-15 mol, and
0.11±0.03 x 10-15 mol for 4He, 20Ne and 36Ar, respectively (Table 1).
Results (Table S2) suggest that aerogel chips containing bubbles and cometary
particle fragments have excesses of helium and neon relative to the blanks. For argon, all
measurements were within the range of blank values and are not discussed further. We
found no relationship between the aerogel surface area and the amount of extracted gas,
for both helium and neon. Extractions of flown aerogel without bubbles are comparable
to the blanks, given uncertainties. This suggests strongly that the instrumental blank
dominates over the aerogel blank for the sample size we analysed. Therefore, an upper
limit of the aerogel blank is given by instrumental blanks (Table S2).
Both Thera 1 and Thera 2 show excesses of He and Ne relative to blank levels. A
possible exception is helium extracted from Thera 2 which is close to the amount of He
extracted from the unexposed flight aerogel #1. Unfortunately, 3He could not be analysed
with confidence due to the low He amount and the mass spectrometer setting, which was
a compromise (trap current of 200 "A, electron energy of 65 eV) made to analyse He, Ne
and Ar together.
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Data reduction for Ne isotopic ratios required correction for significant blank
contribution, which was done by subtracting from either Thera 1 or Thera 2 data the
respective flown aerogel (runs #1 & #2). When propagating errors, we considered that
standard deviations of repeated blank measurements were representative of blank
correction uncertainties and adopted these as errors on blank measurements. During the
Thera 1 run, the analyser electronics had a drift problem which resulted in increasing the
uncertainty on the 20Ne/22Ne ratio.
Table S2: He and Ne data in aerogel samples. Abundances are in units of 10-15 mol
Sample

4

area
2
mm

Instrumental blank (n= 6)
blank flight aerogel #1
c2044,0,41; tile 44, track 7, "Thera 1"

0.42
0.26

Thera 1 corrected for blank
blank flight aerogel #2
c2044,0,41; tile 44, track 7, "Thera 2"
Thera 2 corrected for blank
Air
Solar

0.06
0.30

He

20

+/-

Ne

+/-

20

+/-

21

4.9
12.4
36.0

2.9
7.3
2.0

0.86
1.17
2.27

0.20
0.27
0.11

Ne/
Ne/
9.68
9.64
10.97

0.24
0.36
1.12

Ne/
Ne
0.0210
0.0243
0.0243

0.0130
0.0023
0.0024

23.6

7.6

1.10

0.29

12.86

3.20

0.0245

0.0029

2.8
10.6
7.8

1.7
0.53
1.7

1.03
3.61
2.58

0.05
0.18
0.19

9.35
10.14
10.49
9.80
13.8

0.11
0.12
0.24

0.0305
0.0293
0.0279
0.0292
0.0330

0.0011
0.0011
0.0017

22

+/-

22

In a 22Ne/20Ne versus 4He/20Ne mixing diagram (Fig. S1), data appear
significantly different from the atmospheric values and are most consistent with a
cometary end-member having a solar Ne isotopic composition (although the data do not
allow one to constrain other potential ET end-members) and a 4He/20Ne ratio of about 20,
the mixing line constructed with this value fitting best the two data points (Fig. S1).
0.11
Atmosphere

Mixing curve between
Atm. and Solar
Thera 2

0.09

22

20

Ne/ Ne

0.10

Thera 1

0.08

Solar

Cometary ?

0.07

4

4

He/20Ne = 850

He/20Ne ~ 20

0.06
0.1

1.0

10.0
4

100.0

1000.0

20

He/ Ne

Figure S1: The 20Ne/22Ne ratio as a function of the 4He/20Ne ratio. The black curve
represents mixing between the atmospheric component and the Solar component, and the
blue curve is mixing between the atmosphere and a component having a solar 20Ne/22Ne
ratio and a 4He/20Ne ratio of 20 and was adjusted to fit the two data points.
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Crater residue measurements
Impact residues in and around 4 large craters (59 - 370 !m) in Al foil strips were
studied for C-, N-, and O-isotopic compositions by high-resolution ion imaging with
Cameca NanoSIMS 50 ion microprobes at Washington University, St. Louis and at the
Max-Planck-Institute for Chemistry, Mainz. In addition, residues in 37 small craters
(0.32-1.5 !m) were measured for O-isotopic compositions and residues in another 6
small craters (0.61-1.9 !m) were analyzed for C- and N-isotopic compositions. The
measurements followed the specific procedures developed for Stardust-analogue samples
(S3). Results are summarized in tables S3 (oxygen) and S4 (carbon , nitrogen).
Table S3. Oxygen isotopic characteristic of crater residues analyzed by NanoSIMS
isotope mapping.
Bulk
Presolar
Sample
Bulk
Size (!m)
Grains?
"#)%&'‰(&
"#$%&'‰(&
Large craters
*
*
Al foil C2013N
140
No
*
*
Al foil C2086N
59
No
*
*
Al foil C2118N
72
No
*
*
Al foil C2086W
~370
Yes (1)
Small craters
37 craters
0.32 – 1.5
-9 ± 10
-10 ± 5
No
(Al foils C2044W,
C2052N)
*
No bulk data available because no (near-by) external standard was measured.
Quoted errors are 1*+&based on counting statistics. Additional systematic uncertainties of
1-2% should be applied due to QSA correction, O-isotopic composition of contamination
on the Al foil which was used for normalization, matrix effects, reproducibility of ratio
measurements.
Table S4. Carbon and Nitrogen isotopic characteristics of crater residues measured by
isotope mapping in the NanoSIMS.
Sample
Bulk
Bulk
Presolar
Size (!m)
"#,C&'‰(#&
"#-.&'‰(#& Signatures?
Large craters
#Al foil C2013N
140
-25 ± 1
451 ± 7
.
enrichment&
Al foil C2086N
59
-21 ± 1
-11 ± 3
No
2
2
Al foil C2118N
72
No 3
2
2
Al foil C2086W
~370
No
Small craters
15
#56
1.9
-7 ± 8
266 ± 47
N
(Al foil C2037N)
enrichment
5 craters
0.61 – 1.3
-12 ± 9
98 ± 53
No
(Al foil C2037N)
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1

The C- and N-isotopic data were normalized to measurements on nearby C- and N-rich
contamination. Errors are 1!. Systematic uncertainties due to matrix and topographic
effects are estimated to be 1-2 % for C and several % for N.
2
No bulk data available because no (near-by) external standard was measured.
3
One candidate grain with a 15N depletion sputtered away during analysis.
Oxygen isotope analyses of STARDUST grains
High precision oxygen isotope analyses were made using the Cameca ims 1270
instruments at the Centre de Recherches Pétrographiques et Géochimiques, Nancy, and at
the University of California, Los Angeles. The enstatite grain (T69) was embedded in
acrylic, ultra-microtomed, extracted from acrylic using acetone, transferred and pressed
onto gold foil. Some fragments of acrylic were still present around the grains and the
acrylic had been annealed locally by the electron beam used to perform electron
microprobe analyses. No additional cleaning was performed on the grain before the
introduction of the gold foil in the ion microprobe. The forsterite-rich grain (T22) was
extracted from aerogel using a fine needle, and then pressed into clean gold foil. No
attempt was made to remove adhering aerogel. The refractory particle “Inti” was potted
in acrylic for ultramicrotomy and the remainder of the cut section was cut off and pressed
into In and coated with a thin layer of Au for ion probe analysis.
Isotopic measurements were made by sputtering with a 20keV, ~0.1 – 0.2 nA Cs+
beam. Spot size was about ~8-10 µm for the analyses of T22 and T69 and the first run on
Inti; for the second set of analyses on Inti the beam was better focused to ~5 "m resulting
in essentially no overlap with aerogel adhering to the particle, but still incorporating a
mixture of mineral phases from the particle. For all analyses, low-energy negative
secondary ions were accelerated to 10 keV and analyzed at high resolving power (m/#m
> 6500) in order to separate all interfering molecular species (16OH$, 17OH$, 16OH2$)
from atomic oxygen ions and a normal-incidence electron gun was utilized for charge
compensation. A Faraday cup (FC) detector was used to measure 16O$ current, while the
ion beams for the minor isotopes 17O and 18O were measured by pulse counting with
electron multipliers (EM). Ion intensities were corrected for background (FC) and
deadtime (EM). Instrumental mass fractionation (IMF) and relative detector efficiencies
were corrected by comparison to measurements made on terrestrial standards (mantle
olivine and pyroxene, as well as hibonite and spinel) interspersed with those of the
unknowns; "matrix effects" in the instrumental mass fractionation are known to be small for
this suite of minerals. Quoted uncertainties are 2 standard error of the mean and
incorporate external reproducibility on standards.
One analysis was made on acrylic fragments which are present in the vicinity of
the enstatite grain T69 to evaluate possible contamination from the acrylic during the
analysis. The measured %17O (-19.5 ± 1.2 ‰) and %17O (-33.5 ± 0.5 ‰) are very negative
(when corrected with instrumental mass fractionation determined on enstatite) probably
reflecting large matrix effects on instrumental mass fractionation (although the oxygen
isotope composition of the acrylic is not known). Oxygen emissivity from the acrylic was
high (on the order of a factor of 20% to 50% of the signal from silicates) so that its
contribution to the total O signal cannot be neglected.
Six analyses were made on the enstatite grain (T69) at different locations on the
grain (Table S5). The positions of the spot were chosen in order to try to maximize the
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count rate on oxygen, while minimizing overlap of the beam with acrylic. The measured
oxygen isotope composition show a range of variations (Fig S2, Table S4) which most
likely reflects the mixing under the ion probe beam of various proportions of enstatite and
acrylic. The 3 analyses which show minimal mixing effects are plotted in Fig. 4; all
analyses are shown in Fig. S2. The two analyses of a forsterite grain (T22) show minimal
contamination from adhering aerogel.
Table S5. Oxygen isotopic compositions of comet 81P/Wild2 grains.
Sample

!18O (‰)

!17O (‰)

phases analyzed / comments

C2115,1,22,0 (Track 22):
spot 1
-1.7 ± 1.2
-1.5 ± 1.6 10 "m grain; Mg-rich olivine with
spot 2
2.2 ± 1.2
0.4 ± 1.7
minor pyroxene
spot 3
-6.0 ± 1.1
-2.6 ± 1.7 affected by aerogel contamination
C2027,2,69,1,0 (Track 69):
run 1, spot 1
-0.3 ± 0.4
-0.8 ± 0.9 low-Ca pyroxene
run 1, spot 2
4.5 ± 0.4
-0.1 ± 0.9
run 2, spot 1
1.1 ± 0.4
-1.1 ± 1.1
-5.2 ± 0.6
-3.8 ± 1.7 acrylic contamination evident
-6.9 ± 0.5
-4.9 ± 1.2 acrylic contamination evident
-8.8 ± 0.8
-6.8 ± 1.7 acrylic contamination evident
Acrylic embedding medium
-33.5 ± 0.5 -19.5 ± 1.2 Not properly normalized; measured
composition reflects large instrumental
mass fractionation
C2054,4,25,1,0 (Track 25, “Inti”):
run 1, spot 1 -39.5 ± 1.0 -39.4 ± 4.3 10 "m refractory particle
run 1, spot 2 -36.1 ± 2.4 -38.7 ± 3.8 some aerogel contamination possible
run 2, spot 1 -40.9 ± 1.3 -40.5 ± 1.6 mix of melilite, anorthite, and spinel
run 2, spot 2 -41.6 ± 1.3 -42.0 ± 2.5 (S4)
A variety of samples were also analyzed for C, N and O isotope compositions
using the Cameca NanoSIMS 50 at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Isotope abundances were determined by quantitative ion imaging using a ~0.6 to 1.2 pA,
16 keV 133Cs+ primary ion beam focused into a ~100 nm spot and rastered over areas
ranging in size from 4 ! 4 to 13 ! 13 "m2, depending on the size of the sample and extent
of contamination by aerogel or acrylic. An electron food gun was used to provide charge
compensation for O-isotope analyses of some samples. Scan rates were variable,
depending on image size and secondary intensity, with dwell times of 1 to 5 ms per pixel.
Secondary ion intensities for 12C-, 13C-, 16O-, 17O-, 18O-, 12C14N-, and 12C15N-, together
with secondary electrons, were collected simultaneously (5 species at a time) in multicollection mode at a mass resolving power of ~6500, sufficient to separate 13C2 from
12 14
C N, and 12C15N from 13C14N. Three difference sequences of masses were measured:
16
O, 17O, 18O and 28Si for O-isotopes; 16O, 17O, 18O, 12C14N and 12C15N for O and N
isotopes; and 12C, 13C, 16O, 12C14N and 12C15N for C and N isotopes; secondary electron
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images were collected with each sequence. The isotope imaging measurements consist of
40 to 100 scans over each region of interest; the scans are subsequently added together to
create a single image for each area. The data are processed as quantitative isotope ratio
images using custom software. Isotope ratio images are obtained by dividing the images
of two species, e.g., 12C and 13C, pixel by pixel, and are corrected for image drift and
statistical outliers. Typically, the data are smoothed using a 4 ! 4 pixel2 integration area.
The C, N, and O isotope ratios measured in Stardust samples are calibrated to ratios
measured in standards: NIST SRM-24 graphite for C, NIST SRM-8558 KNO3 embedded
in SRM-24 graphite and Mahakam Delta 48055 type III kerogen crushed on gold for N,
and aerogel for O. The NanoSIMS O-isotope data reported here were renormalized to the
ims-1270 data for “Inti” to correct for mass-dependent fractionation. The normalized
ratios are reported using delta notation (permil deviation from the appropriate standard).
Uncertainties in isotope ratios are reported as 2 standard deviations and include counting
statistics errors on individual measurements propagated with the reproducibility of
replicate measurements of the standards.
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Figure S2. Three oxygen isotopes diagram showing the composition of the six spots made
on Stardust enstatite grain C2027, 2, 69,1, 0 (Track 69). The terrestrial fractionation line
(TFL) and the carbonaceous chondrites anhydrous minerals line (CCAM) are shown for
reference. The range of variation observed is likely due to mixing under the ion probe
beam with fragments of acrylic used to embed the grain. The least contaminated spot lies
on the CCAM line.
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Fig. S3. Secondary electron image of a
microtomed slice of particle C2025W
showing vesicular glass embedded in epoxy
(smooth areas). Numerous, small sulfide
inclusions are visible entrained in glass.

Fig. S4. Secondary electron image of a
polished fragment of the refractory inclusion
Inti; see Zolensky et al. (S4) for a discussion
of the mineralogy. Areas analyzed for Oisotopes are outlined.

O-isotope abundances were measured in 4 microtomed slices (serial sections) of a
fine-grained “particle” consisting of Mg-rich vesicular glass containing numerous sulfide
inclusions and in two microtomed slices of the “Inti” refractory inclusion (Figs. S3, S4); a
polished “thick” section of Inti was subsequently analyzed with the ims-1270 at UCLA.
O-isotope ratio images of 4 sections of vesicular glass show no evidence for isotope
heterogeneity within a measurement precision of 4-6% at the 200 nm spatial scale. The
average composition defined from 7 isotope ratio images reveals a composition
consistent with average chondritic material and plots along the terrestrial fractionation
(TF) line with !17O = 4±12‰ and !18O = 9±7‰. In contrast, the O-isotope ratio images
of “Inti” show clear evidence of 16O enrichment and define a composition plotting along
the CCAM line with !17O = -62±20‰ and !18O = -42±10‰ (Fig. S5). The relationship
seen here between mafic silicates with "17O ~0‰ and Ca-Al-rich refractory material with
"17O ~-40‰ is strikingly similar to that observed in carbonaceous chondrites.
Nitrogen and carbon isotope analyses
N- and C-isotope abundances were measured in the fine-grained vesicular glass
described in the preceding paragraph. The C and N secondary ion signals are both very
low, reflecting the low abundance of carbon in the glass. Based on the 12C-/14N- ratio, we
estimate the N abundance as ~900 ppm. This N concentration is 10 to 100 times lower
than that found in D-rich and 15N-rich organic material from chondritic IDPs. Due to the
low abundances, differentiating C and N indigenous to Stardust material from terrestrial
contamination is challenging. The carbon isotope abundances are indistinguishable from
normal terrestrial material. Nitrogen, in contrast, exhibits anomalous isotope abundances
both on the scale of the whole particle, !15N = 108 ± 10 ‰, and in isolated “hotspots”
8
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with sizes of ~200 to 800 nm; !15N values for 82 localized regions range from -260‰ to
+970‰. 15N-enriched regions are more prevalent and the weighted mean !15N of all 82
hotspots is 320±24 ‰. The range of !15N values is similar to that observed in chondritic
IDPs (S5). The 15N excesses appear to be associated with carbonaceous material
characterized by C and N concentrations equal to or lower than those found in typical
kerogens.

Fig. S5. Oxygen isotope compositions of refractory inclusion “Inti” and Mg-rich
vesicular glass, determined by NanoSIMS. Inti is enriched in 16O, similar to refractory
inclusions in chondritic meteorites, while the vesicular glass has a composition similar to
mafic silicates in carbonaceous chondrites. Uncertainties are 2".
Oxygen isotopic composition of aerogel
The oxygen isotope composition of flight aerogel was determined by laser-assisted
fluorination mass spectrometry at UCLA. Stardust silica aerogel sample b#40, 2393-911
was cut by a razor blade and weighed into 1-2 mg-sized chunks, placed in a small open
box (Au-foil), and kept dry overnight in a 60°C oven. The box was introduced into the
reaction chamber of a vacuum fluorination line under dry nitrogen gas flow. The reaction
chamber was evacuated until a vacuum of better that 1#10-6 mbar was achieved. The
sample chamber was then continuously pumped for 2 days, during half of which it was
externally heated (IR-lamp) to 50°C.
Fluorination of crystalline material requires that the evacuated reaction chamber
and samples are pretreated with an aliquot of F2, usually overnight. This is to ensure that
any contamination introduced into the chamber during sample insertion will react with
F2, and then be pumped away. However, due to the high surface area of the silica aerogel,
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and its extreme reactivity, this step led to partial reaction of the F2 with the aerogel test
samples, liberating oxygen prior to the actual laser-fluorination. Tests showed that the
extended evacuation and heating to 50°C is sufficient to achieve the same low levels of
contamination afforded by F2-pretreatment.
Laser-fluorination was carried out using a 25 W CO2 laser that heats the sample in
an atmosphere of 50 mbar purified F2. Excess F2 was removed by reaction of the O2/F2
mixture with KBr. The oxygen was then purified by absorption on a 13X molecular sieve
at –190°C, followed by elution of the O2 from the first sieve at –131°C to a second 5A
molecular sieve at –190°C. This step removes trace amounts of NF3 by retention on the
first sieve, permitting separation of O2 and NF3 and ensuring that the analyte O2 is free
from interferences that compromise the accuracy of !17O measurements (NF+ is an isobar
for 33O2+ on the gas-source mass spectrometer). The oxygen was then admitted directly to
a Finnigan DeltaPlus dual inlet isotope ratio mass spectrometer for measurement of the
isotope ratios. Each sample gas was analyzed multiple times (n in Table S6), each
analysis consisting of 20 cycles of sample-standard comparison.
The oxygen isotope ratios are calibrated against the isotopic composition of air O2
and San Carlos olivine. For tropospheric oxygen we obtain "18O and "17O values of
23.51 ± 0.01 ‰ and 11.97 ± 0.03 ‰ respectively (the negative !17O of tropospheric air
relative to rocks is well known). A typical analysis of San Carlos olivine in our lab gives
"18O = 5.32 ± 0.01 ‰ and "17O = 2.75 ± 0.04 ‰.
Table S6: oxygen isotopic composition of flight aerogel
wt. yield**
"17O'#
"18O'#
date
(mg) (%)
mean st.dev.
mean st.dev.
12-Aug-06 1.21
86
-0.462
0.033
-0.987 0.026
16-Aug-06 1.91
72
-0.571
0.017
-1.184 0.020
average -0.516
-1.086
st.dev.
0.077
0.139
* pressure of sample O2-gas in mass spectrometer bellow
** aerogel yield estimated by assuming a SiO2 formula unit.

!17O'#
mean st.dev.
0.060
0.029
0.055
0.023
0.057
0.003

n
7
12
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Supporting Online Material
FTIR Measurements
The FTIR measurements were made on individual grains extracted from the
aerogel and placed on CVD (chemical vapor deposition) diamond or KBr windows,
grains pressed in Au substrates, aerogel keystones with whole tracks, and ultramicrotome
thin sections of individual grains. FTIR measurements were obtained on nearly 50
extracted grains from 9 different tracks supported on CVD diamond windows using
conventional lab-based instruments. Many of the FTIR measurements were obtained
using synchrotron-based instruments on beamlines. The synchrotron light source
provides over 100x the brightness of conventional globar sources. Transmission FTIR
spectra were collected using FTIR microscopes over the wavelength range of 4000 to 650
cm-1 with apertures selected to maximize the signal while minimizing scattering effects.
We also collected spectra directly from microtome thin sections of the grains on thin
amorphous C substrates. The samples and the microscope were continuously purged
with dry N2. Background spectra were acquired from the substrate film immediately
adjacent to the sample. Final baseline corrected and smoothed spectra were obtained by
subtracting the background from the sample spectrum. Between 1000 and 4000 scans
(interferograms) were averaged for each specimen with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1.
Detection limits for different species vary with mass, band strengths, spectral overlap and
other factors, but are typically in the percent range.
Organic Modification Tests
Tests performed using hypervelocity impact (~6 km/s) of organic standards into
Stardust-like aerogel suggest that alteration during capture is highly dependent on the
nature of the organic material in the projectile. For example, studies of test shots of
pyrene, show the impact distributes material all along the track, and even a few track
widths into the surrounding aerogel, but show little evidence of oxidation or other
alteration of the original aromatic molecules. In contrast, cocoa powder mixed with
small soda-lime glass spheres and fired into aerogel shows a different behavior. In this
case, essentially none of the original organics were found in association with the terminal
soda-lime glass spheres; all the organic matter was found distributed along the bulbshaped track and at least several track widths into the surrounding matrix. However, in
this case there was evidence of extensive alteration of some of the molecular components
of the original cocoa powder, both in the form of bond-breaking and bond-creation.
X-ray Mapping
Elemental X-ray maps of the amorphous silicates were obtained using a JEOL
2500SE Nanoanalysis scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) equipped with
a field-emission gun and a Noran 50mm2 thin window energy-dispersive X-ray detector.
The maps were obtained by restoring a 4 nm probe with a beam current of 8 nA with a
204x256 pixel array. An automatic correction for specimen drift was applied every 60
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sec. The pixel dwell time was 1 msec/pixel/frame and the map represents a composite of
30 frames (total dwell time/pixel was 30 msec).
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Supporting Online Materials
Synchrotron X-Ray Microprobe Analysis
Synchrotron X-Ray Microprobes (SXRMs) employ tunable, high-intensity x-ray beams to excite x-ray fluorescence in a sample, and collect the x-ray spectrum allowing quantification of
element abundances in the probe spot. The incident x-ray photon energy is high enough that it
penetrates completely through an aerogel keystone, providing a relatively uniform excitation as a
function of particle depth. The major limitation on element detection is the escape depth of the
fluorescence x-rays, which limited these analyses to elements with an atomic number > 16 (sulfur). SXRMs do not suffer from the relatively large Bremstrahlung background, which limits the
sensitivity of electron beam analysis by the fluorescence technique. The high sensitivity of
XRMs allows element detection down to tens of attograms in the analysis spot of some instruments with sufficiently long integration times. For the x-ray fluorescence mapping of aerogel
keystones, the element distribution was determined by raster-scanning the area containing the
track, and generating element abundance maps.
The 6-month time period of the Stardust preliminary examination, coupled with the instrument
time required to analyze the small amount of material distributed along each track in the Stardust
aerogel, required an international collaboration to analyze a sufficient amount of material from
the Stardust collection to establish a meaningful mean composition. The measurements that produced the results in Table S1 were performed at 6 synchrotrons: the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Menlo Park, CA USA), the Advanced
Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA USA), the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL USA), theNational Synchrotron Light
Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY USA), the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France), and SPring-8 (Hyougo, Japan). The SXRMs at these synchrotrons, which differ in their analytical capabilities and analysis conditions, are described below.
Prior to the Stardust landing, Allende powder and powder from a microprobe standard hornblende, provided as an “unknown,” were shot into aerogel cells. Tracks containing both materials
were prepared as aerogel keystones, and provided to each group participating in the SXRM
analysis of Stardust samples during the Preliminary Examination. The Allende samples were
used to provide an indication of the elements each instrument can detect in a chondritic sample
while the “unknown” was used to insure consistency in analyses among the laboratories. Even
for a relatively strong material like Allende, a considerable amount of material was deposited
along the entry track, so we anticipated that in order to determine the chemical compositions of
the Wild 2 particles it would be necessary to integrate the chemical composition over the material along the entry track, rather than concentrating on the analysis of the terminal particles.
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility X-Ray Microprobes
The ESRF ID22 and ID21 beamlines, dedicated to high- and low-energy microspectroscopy
respectively, were used for analyses of tracks in keystones. Initially, whole track analyses were
done on ID22, at 13 keV incident energy, with either 2!2 or 2!4 micrometers resolution (for the
very large maps) and 1x1011 photons/s in the beamspot. A 13-element Gresham Si(Li) detector,
set in the horizontal plane at 90° to the beam direction, was used for the fluorescence detection
and two PIN diodes were used to monitor the x-ray beam intensity before/after the sample. High
resolution maps were taken of 20!20 square micrometer areas around the terminal particles, with
1 micrometer resolution and 1 sec/point acquisitions. The x-ray beam was monochromatized by
a Si 111 flat double crystal Kohzu monochromator and focused by a remote controlled double
bent Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) mirror device. For some keystones, XANES around the respective
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K edges of Fe or S was performed, on the ID21, using a Si 111 monochromator. Fresnel zone
plate lenses were used there to produce square beamspots of 1x1 micrometers for Fe-XANES
and 0.3x0.3 micrometers S-XANES with about 1x109 photons/s. A thin Kapton foil coupled to a
Si PIN diode was used to monitor the incident beam intensity and a high resolution HpGe detector for fluorescence.
Spectra were acquired and processed as follows: All tracks (T) and terminal particles (TP) including corresponding aerogel areas surrounding the tracks were mapped with either 2x2 or 2x4
square micron beamspots. We used an 0.5 to 1 second real time setting for acquisition of fluorescence spectra while insuring that the pile-up effects never produced saturation higher than 15%,
corrected by the XIA digital signal processor used. The Fe signal was used to establish which
parts of the map contained fluorescence counts above a threshold using the ESRF hyperspectral
image processing software ARTEMIS (publicly available). The spectra from those regions were
summed up to produce two final spectra from T or TP. Regions of 20 x 20 microns around the
TP were also mapped at high resolution - approximately 1 x 1 micron. A separate spectrum was
obtained by adding up the spectra of all pixels below threshold, containing aerogel only . These
three spectra per keystone were treated using PyMCA, the ESRF spectrum analyzer software
(freely available) in order to identify elements between Si and Se using their K fluorescence
lines and extract their relative concentrations. All elements were detected at orders of magnitude
higher concentrations with respect to the ID22 minimum detection limits (MDL). Absolute concentrations were then estimated for all detected elements using the NIST SRM 1833 thin glass
standard. K, Ti, Fe and Zn present in the standard were directly used to derive absolute concentrations. All other detected elements were estimated from these four elements using fluorescence
cross-sections from our XRAYLIB database (S1).
High-resolution scanning SXRF measurements were performed at the ESRF Microfocus
(ID13) beamline using a sub-micron hard X-ray beam of about 200 nm focus size. The pixel-size
of the obtained elemental maps corresponds to a scanning step-size of 100 nm. Using an
excitation energy of 13 keV, chemical elements in the atomic number range of 16-33 (S-As)
could be detected based on their K-lines, while elements having atomic numbers 47-81 (Ag-Tl)
could be detected based on their L emission-lines. Absolute detection limits were determined to
be sub-fg in the detected elemental range, reaching 3-10 ag for elements detected with the highest sensitivity using a measuring time of 300 s. The determination of detection limits and quantitation of the measured data-sets are based on the use of MPI-DING geological glass calibration
standards (described in S2).
Advanced Light Source X-Ray Microprobe
The micro-SXRF and the micro-XAS Beamline 10.3.2 at the Advanced Light Source, a bending-magnet hard X-ray microprobe (described in S3), was used to produce SXRF maps and spot
SXRF analyses, This beamline uses a Si(111) monochromator and K-B pair to deliver a focus
spot ranging from 5x5 to 16x7 (HxV) microns. The detector is a Canberra UltraLeGe 7-element
unit. Whole-track mapping was done at the large beam size, but only region-of-interest counts
were recorded per pixel. Point spectra of individual particles were taken using a range of spot
sizes. For the point spectra, backgrounds were taken at points close to but not on each particle
and subtracted after normalization for deadtime and beam current.
SXRF maps were collected using incident photon energies of 10 keV and14 keV with 20 micrometer step size and a100 ms/ pixel dwell time, using a beam spot size of 7x7 micrometer.. A 7
element Ge detector positioned at 90o. to the incident beam was used to collect the element windowed fluorescence signals. The samples were mounted on a XYZ stage positioned at 45 o. to the
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incident beam. Fe and Ca-K XANES spectra were recorded on a multitude of hot spots using a
Si (111) monochromator. X-ray data analysis was performed using a suite of Lab-View programs available at beamline 10.3.2. The background was subtracted, normalized and fit using a
set of standards.
Advanced Photon Source and National Synchrotron Light Source X-Ray Microprobes
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) maps and spot XRF analyses were measured using the undulatorbased microprobe at Sector 13 (GeoSoilEnviroCARS) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS),
Argonne National Laboratory and bending-magnet based microprobe at beamline X26A at the
National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory (S4). Both instruments used a Si (111) monochromator and Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) microfocusing mirrors
(S5, S6). The KB system consists of two mirrors (100 mm length) in tandem, one oriented horizontally and one oriented vertically. Each mirror, a highly polished, flat, single crystal of silicon
coated with several hundred Å of Rh, is dynamically bent to an elliptical shape using a mechanical bender. A 300 x 300 micrometer x-ray beam incident on the mirror pair is focused by reflection to ~3x3 micrometrer (APS) and ~5x8 micrometer (NSLS). The incident beam energies were
16.5 and 23 keV (NSLS and APS, respectively). XRF spectra were collected using a Vortex-EX
silicon drift detector using digital signal processing electronics with energy resolution of ~130
eV. Maps were acquired by rastering the sample in the x-ray beam with 3 and 5 !m steps for the
APS and NSLS, respectively. Dwell times for maps were between 0.5-1 second and 3-17 seconds (APS and NSLS, respectively). Total mapping times were typically several hours per track.
Full XRF spectra were saved at each analysis pixel. In addition, longer dwell spot XRF analyses
(typically 5-16 mins) were obtained on spots along the track with high count rate (typically high
Fe K count rate) in order to increase the number of detectable elements.
Spectra were processed in two ways. In some cases (C2009,20,77; C2086,1,65,0,0), all spectra in a map were summed to produce a whole-track spectrum. A portion of the map “off-track”
was then summed to produce an aerogel background spectrum. The whole-track and aerogel
spectra were then subtracted using total pixels summed in each for normalization. The net spectrum was then fit using a Gaussian based routine and the net peak areas converted to masses using comparable measurements on SRM thin film standards 1832/1833. NRLXRF (S6) was used
to extrapolate sensitivities to elements not present in the SRMs.
In other cases (C115, Tracks 19-22; C2044 Tracks 7, 12 and Big Track), the long dwell time
spectra on “hot-spots” were fit individually and elemental masses computed for each as above
using “off-track” aerogel analyses for background subtraction. These elemental masses were
then summed and scaled to produce whole-track masses. The scaling factor, required because
only a fraction of the total track was analyzed, was taken to be the ratio of the Fe mass in the
summed analyses and that in the map. These factors were typically in the 2-5 range but were as
high as 21 in a highly dispersed track (C115 Track 19). The use of this scaling factor assumes
that the average composition of the analyzed material is the same as that for all the material in
the track. This assumption will be most valid for tracks produced by fine-grained aggregates
and less valid for those dominated by large mineral grains.
For elements greater than Ca where self- and aerogel absorption is negligible, the precisions
in the masses for the whole tracks (integrated map or sum of particle analyses) are better than
20%. There are at least 1000 counts in these integrated spectra for all elements reported corresponding to a <10% statistical uncertainty. The SRM thin film standards used for mass determinations have uncertainties of between 3 and 10%. Thus, the mass precisions are better than 20%.
The error in the Fe masses are actually near 3% (counting statistics negligible, dominated by
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standard uncertainty), i.e., small compared to the uncertainties in the other masses. So, the Fe
normalized abundance uncertainties are about 20%.
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory X-Ray Microprobe
The hard x-ray scanning microprobe at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
(SSRL), Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is an endstation of wiggler Beam Line 6-2 and has a
2 !m minimum beam size with 109 photons/second (photons/s). X-ray fluorescence (XRF) maps
and spot analyses were performed using 14 keV x-rays from a Si (111) monochromator defined
by virtual source slits and focused by Kirkpatrick-Baez optics. For whole track mapping, focused spot size was either 15x19 micrometers or 6x16 micrometers for efficient mapping with 2
to 5x1010 photons/s in the beam spot. The sample was translated in the beam in steps matched to
spot size with dwell times of at least 30 seconds/pixel and as much as 500 seconds/pixel for a
small track (C2044,0,39, Track 5). Full fluorescence spectra were collected at each pixel. Terminal particles and other particles along tracks were located primarily by high Fe count rate. For
particle spot analyses and a few high resolution maps of terminal regions, the focused spot size
was reduced to 3.5x4.5 micrometers with 3x109 photons/s in the beam spot. Long count time
spectra on particles were typically 2000 seconds up to 5000 seconds; however, for consistency,
terminal particle data reported here were isolated from whole track maps. A Si(Li) detector with
~150 eV resolution collected the fluorescent x-rays in a geometry perpendicular to the incident
beam in the plane of the storage ring. PIN diodes provided pre- and post-sample intensity measurements.
XRF map spectra were processed as follows: In mapping the track, pixels extending outside the comet particle track were also measured. The portion of the map without cometary material provided the background contribution from the aerogel. Spectra were fit using PyMca, a
program developed by Dr. Armando Sole at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF). Whole track mass was derived from the difference between the summed track spectra
containing cometary material and the averaged background concentration for the same number
of pixels. Two types of reference standards were used: a thin (200 nm) Fe film was used as an
absolute reference standard and a USGS basaltic glass microprobe standard (NKT-1G) was used
to determine the energy-dependent correlation for elements above and below Fe. Mass precisions
are generally 20% or better for elements above Ca. Statistical uncertainty is <10% for all elements reported in whole track data. For terminal particles, due to reduced total counts, the statistical error is as high as 17% in low-abundance elements, Ga and Se. Uncertainties in the thin
film standard compositions are <1% for elements referenced. Error in Fe mass is dominated by
uncertainty in the standard thickness and is at most a few percent.
SPring-8 X-Ray Microprobe
Tracks in four keystones were analyzed at Spring-8 by SXRF. The longest track was 3 millimeters in length. The analyses were conducted using a 15 KeV monochromatic x-ray beam. The
analysis time was generally 2000 sec, but 1000 sec was used for some analyses. Data wass obtained for S, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn, Cu, Ga, Ge, As, and Se. Abundances of other elements between S and Se could not be determined because of peak overlapping and interference from sum
or escape peaks.
Entire tracks were analyzed using a broad beam up to 400x260 micrometers in size. By this
analysis we obtained total XRF counts of elements in the tracks plus particles. All XRF analyses
at SPring 8 were done at X-ray energy of 15 KeV. After that, the beam was narrowed down using two sets of slits and only particles were analyzed using 60x60 micron beam, in order to obtain XRF counts of elements sited in particles.
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To determine a blank, all elements were collected on portions of the keystone consisting of
only aerogel. Five particles of Orgueil CI chondrite with a diameter of about 150 microns were
analyzed, in order to obtain XRF counts of elements with solar abundance. By averaging the
five Orgueil results and normalizing to solar abundance, we obtained the elemental abundance of
tracks and particles in keystones.
Conversion of XRF counts to weights of elements was done in the following procedures. For
each keystone, we measured a portion of aerogel where no tracks and no particles are present.
We calculated a weight of element Si in the analyzed portion was obtained from the density and
the volume of the aerogel where the beam was passing through. By averaging the results of
analysis of five Orgeuil standard particles and by normalizing to solar abundance, we obtained
the ratio of the sensitivity of a element X to Si;
Complications in the Analysis of Particles in Aerogel
For the lightest elements we analyzed, S and, to a lesser extent Ca, a correction for the absorption of the fluorescence x-rays due to the aerogel in the path from the analyzed atom to the detector is required. The structure of the Stardust aerogel, a graduated density aerogel having very
low density near the surface, about 20 mg/cc aerogel farther down, and 50 mg/cc aerogel near
the bottom (optimized to produce minimal deceleration for the smallest particles, which are
stopped in the upper layer, but to stop particles up to 100 microns in diameter within the 3 cm
thickness) complicates this correction, since the density of the aerogel varies along the track in a
manner that has not been well-characterized, and may differ from cell to cell. In addition, since
some of the material extracted from tracks for examination consists of comet material distributed
inside pieces of compressed or melted aerogel, sometimes large enough to significantly attenuate
S fluorescence x-rays, detailed corrections for absorption have not been possible.
A second complication arises from the trace contamination of the aerogel itself. An ICPMS
analysis of a cell of Stardust aerogel showed trace quantities of most stable elements were present in the aerogel. (S8)
Part of a Stardust a flight aerogel cell (C2054, 8) that was free of particle tracks was measured
using an SXRM. The analyzed volume of this cell contained trace quantities of Ca (7.5 ppm), Fe
(1.0 ppm), Ni (0.4 ppm), Cu (0.8 ppm), and Zn (3.1 ppm). These elements were frequently localized in hot-spots.
These contamination hot-spots complicate the background subtraction of the trace contaminants. Figure S1 shows a map of the spatial distribution of Fe and Ca in cell C2115. The Fe
marks the path of the particle, while Ca is found in hot-spots throughout the aerogel. When a Ca
hot-spot is coincident with the particle track, the hot-spot cannot be unambiguously identified as
either contamination or comet material. Figure F shows a map obtained on a half-cell, which is 2
cm thick, thus it has many more Ca hot-spots along an analysis beam path than in a 200 to 300
!m thick keystone. But, even in the the keystones, which were analyzed to obtain the data reported in this paper, chance overlaps between contamination and the particle track will occur.
Backgrounds were subtracted by analyzing comparable areas of track and adjacent, non-track
aerogel, but the heterogeneous distribution of contamination in the aerogel leaves uncertainty in
tbese background corrections.
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Figure S1: Map of the x-ray fluorescence intensity from Fe (green) and Ca (red) in an area centered
on a particle track in Stardust aerogel cell C2115. The particle track can be identified by the Fe.
This map was obtained on a half-cell of 2 cm thickness, so there are many more Ca hot-spots that
we expect in a 200 to 300 micrometer thick keystone, but it illustrates the problem of correctly discriminating between a cometary Ca-rich fragment and aerogel contamination simply by its spatial
association with the track.

Complex element spatial distributions in tracks are common. Track 77 is shown in an optical
microscope image in Figure S2. and two false-color SXRF element maps in Figure S3 and Figure S4. Figure S3 is encoded with red proportional to the Fe concentration and blue proportional
to the Ni concentration. In Figure S4, red is proportional to the Fe concentration, green is proportional to the Mn concentration, and blue is proportional to the Cr concentration. There is an obvious difference in spatial distributions of Fe and Ni in both discrete particles and the diffuse material distributed throughout the bulb of the track. It is thus necessary to integrate measurements
over every part of the track. But determination of which parts of the map are in fact analyzing
track material is not always unambiguous. Even among the discrete particles, there is a

Figure S2: Optical microscope image of Track 77.
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Figure S3: False-color map of the Fe (red) and Ni (blue) distribution along Track 77, showing that in many areas Ni and Fe are not colocated.

9

Figure S4: False-color image of the same track area in Figure S3, showing the Fe (red),
Mn (green), and Cr (blue). Spot 9 is rich in Mn and Cr, but has no detectable Fe.
remarkable diversity in particle composition, and in particular in Fe content, even within this single impact. For example, the particle labelled 9 is rich in Mn and Cr, but shows no detectable Fe
in this map. In the optical image of this track, 9 is the terminal particle of a track, so is unambiguously a component of the original projectile. Thus, it is critical to include spot 9 in the composition determination, but it is particularly difficult to determine its appropriate contribution to the
average abundance in the hot-spot analysis technique (i.e., how many Fe hot-spots must be
added to one Mn hot spot).
Statistical Uncertainty
To estimate the statistical error in the average composition of the ensemble of 23 tracks in
aerogel, we assume that the observed ensemble is representative of the distribution of particle
sizes and compositions of the entire dust population that was sampled by the spacecraft. We then
randomly generated new ensembles of 23 tracks, by randomly drawing tracks, one at a time,
from the actual ensemble. An important point is that, with the first assumption stated above,
these randomly-drawn ensembles could have been seen with a probability equal to that of the
ensemble
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that was actually observed. We then computed the average elemental ratio for each of 10,000
such random ensembles. The distributions of the resulting elemental ratios over the 10,000 trials
are in general not gaussian. We computed the 1- and 2-sigma limits in the resulting distributions
by sorting the data and choosing the 1587th (228th) value from the largest and from the smallest
values in the distribution. The means were computed from all measurements, assuming that the
non-detections were zero. We verified that this procedure correctly reproduces the dispersion in
the mean in a gaussian distribution.
A complication is accounting for non-detections -- that is, concentrations that were below detection limits. To account for these, we computed lower limits by assuming that all nondetections were identically zero. To compute upper limits, we rejected all non-detections from
the ensembles -- that is, we assumed that all non-detections were identical to the detections. This
is equivalent to assuming that all detections were just at the detection limit, and that all nondetections were just below the detection limit. This procedure may overestimate the upper limits,
since the actual detection limits for each measurement will generally be smaller than this.
Comparison of the Hot-Spot and Track Mapping Techniques
One objective of the Preliminary Examination of the Stardust samples was to investigate a variety of techniques for analysis of particles collected using aerogel capture. Because the amount
of SXRM time available for the Stardust Preliminary Examination was limited, and our first
analyses demonstrated that each track was significantly different from the next one, it was necesary to devise strategies that allowed the analysis of enough tracks to obtain a convergent average composition. The limit on available SXRM analysis time precluded us from performing the
analyses in the ideal mode, using a sufficient dwell time at each pixel in the map to obtain a
spectrum of sufficient quality to unequivocally identify minor elements above the instrumental
background. The “whole track” average compositions reported in this paper were determined
using two significantly different analytical approaches. One set of tracks was analyzed by mapping the sample using relatively short dwell times per pixel, detecting only elements with Z > 16
that were present at relatively high concentrations in an analysis pixel. The element hot-spots
identified by this technique were subsequently analyzed for significantly longer times, and the
results from the spot analyses were summed to obtain an average composition. The longer dwell
time on the hot- spots allowed the detection of trace elements that could not be seen in the maps,
but this technique assumes that the composition of the hot-spots reflects the composition of material distributed more finely throughout the track volume. A second technique, in which the
mapping time was increased, and the average composition was determined by adding together
spectra from the area of the map provides more confidence that all of the material deposited by
the particle has been included in the average, but suffers from a lower signal to noise that results
from adding in many spectra that contain little elemental signal, resulting in fewer elements being detected than in the hot-spot analysis of the same track.
We compared these two basic methods to look for systematic differences. Since only one track
was analyzed by different laboratories, one employing the hot-spot technique and the other the
track mapping technique, the comparison is done with different particles in the data set. Figures
S5 and S6 are the equivalent of Figures 2 and 3 of the text, but here the data has been separated
according to the analytical method and 1-sigma error bars are shown rather than the 2-sigma error bars shown in Figures 2 and 3 of the paper. In comparing the data obtained by the spot
analysis and the mapping, no systematic difference is evident between the results from the two
methods. However, a systematic effect smaller than the statistical error bars cannot be ruled out
by this comparison.
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Further intercomparisons between the two techniques have been performed on Track 12 and
Track 19.

Figure S5: “Whole track” compositions of 9 tracks analyzed by the hot-spot technique (shown as
blue circles) and 15 tracks analyzed by the track mapping technique (shown as green circles). One
track, Tyrack 12, that was analyzed by both techniques is shown twice.
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Figure S6: Comparison of the mean compositions of the 9 tracks analyzed by the hot-spot technique
(shown in blue), the track mapping technique (shown in green), and the combined data (shown in
black), with 1-sigma error bars generated by the Monte Carlo technique (described below) on the
individual data sets.
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Track 12 Analyses by Two X-ray Microprobes: Track 12 was analyzed by the NSLS and
SSRL x-ray microprobes. The left plot of Figure S7 compares the Fe- and CI-normalized abundances for the elements that were detected in the terminal particle by both SXRMs. The agreement for Mn and Ni is at the 30% level and the Cr difference is 70%. The right plot in Figure S7
shows the whole track results inferred from three datasets. The “Integrated Spots (NSLS)” are
the element abundances determined by summing the elemental masses for hot-spots in the track
map. The “Integrated Map (NSLS)” and the “Integrated Map (SSRL)” are the element abundances determined by integrating the spectra at each pixel of each track map (upper limit indicated by arrow). All three datasets are consistent at the 40% level with the exception of Cr
where there is about a factor of 3 difference between the NSLS (both methods) and the SSRL
data.

Figure S7: Comparison of the Fe-and CI-normalized elemental composition of the Track
12 terminal particle measured using the SXRF microprobes at the NSLS and SSRL (left),
and the Track 12 whole track using the spot technique at the NSLS, the mapping technique
at the NSLS, and the mapping technique at SSRL. In each case there is good agreement
between the measurements by the different techniques.
Track 19 Analysis by Spot Integration and Map Integration: Figure S8 shows the element
abundances in Track 19, analyzed at the APS, comparing the results using two different methods
of “whole track” analysis: the “Integrated Spot” and “Integrated Map” methods. The results are
consistent at the 25% level for Mn, Ni and Zn. Cr and Cu show differences of about a factor of
two. Differences may result from the hot-spot technique analyzing a smaller fraction of the total
material than the mapping method. These results together with those for Track 12 above provide
evidence for the level of inaccuracies associated with integrating a subset of the track material.
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Figure S8: Comparison of the Fe-and CInormalized elemental whole track composition of Track 19 measured using the
SXRF microprobe at the APS using the
spot technique and the mapping technique. There is good agreement between
the measurements by the different techniques.

ToF-SIMS of Bulb Slices
Table S1 provides Fe- and CI-normalized element ratios obtained by ToF-SIMS measurements performed at the Smithsonian Institution and Münster University. Both samples are slices
from one side of the bulb of track C2115,21. The track was dissected lengthwise, then one half
was sectioned into many slices. Slices C2115,30,21,0 and C2115,34,21,0 were analyzed at the
Smithsonian and Münster respectively. Consequently, each group analyzed only a small amount
of material relative to the entire track, and each group analyzed a different part of the track. Both
laboratories used identical principles of data reduction. Blank corrections were made assuming
that the Si/Fe in the residue is CI-chondritic. The surplus of Si is attributed to the blank. The
composition of the blanks was determined from regions in the aerogel surrounding the track. Finally, we discarded those data where the blank is higher than 50% of the entire signal or where
the blank is clearly heterogeneous, and therefore a clear attribution of the measured signal to
cometary material cannot be made. Data in red have high statistical error (>1/3).
Crater SEM-EDX
The chemical composition of the residue in each of the 7 large craters in the Al-foil was determined using an Oxford Instruments INCA energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer. The
analyses were performed at 20 keV and 2 nA. The exposed surfaces were rough and were not
carbon coated, so the matrix corrections are approximate. These effects are described in detail by
Kearsley et al. (S10). Wherever possible the sample was tilted to allow electron beam incidence
perpendicular to the residue surface (Tilt), which permits the most appropriate matrix correction.
The X-ray spectra from which the quantitative data are derived were taken from large patches of
residues in the crater floor, most using the tilted orientation, with relative count rates suggesting
that they are of close to micron-scale thickness. The element abundances were calculated by
comparison to the suite of silicate, oxide and sulfide standards at the Natural History Museum,
processed with an extended Pichou and Pouchoir (XPP) correction, then normalized to 100%,
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but Al was excluded from the subsequent calculations because of the ubiquitous excitation of the
Al-foil substrate. All analyses were performed in high vacuum except the analysis of C2107W,1,
which was performed at low vacuum (30 Pa). All element abundances are shown in Table S2 as
wt-% oxides, although S is likely to be present as a sulfide (as observed in C2029W,1).
To quantify the effect of element loss during the production of impact residue, a variety of
projectiles were shot onto Stardust Al1100 foil in the light gas gun at the University of Kent at
close to the Stardust encounter velocity of 6.1 km/s (S9). A measure of the level of precision and
comparability to pre-impact composition that can be expected for the Stardust crater residue
analyses by SEM-EDX is seen in Figure S9 a plot showing the typical dispersion

Figure S9: Comparison of the composition of the basaltic glass composition with the results
of SEM-EDX analyses of the residue analyzed in craters produced by shooting the glass, at
~6 km/sec, into Stardust Al1100 foil.
(grey error bars) of analyses expressed as atomic ratios in a comparison between light gas gun
residues of basalt impact and a suite of rough projectile surfaces (of known composition).
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Experiments with pyrrhotite (Fe-sulfide) projectiles demonstrated that there is loss of sulfur
during impact. SEM-EDX analyses of residue on the rough floor of craters of less than 10 micrometers diameter gave poor data due to substantial matrix correction problems, but analytical
transmission electron microscopy (AEM) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory on a focused ion beam section through a 12 micrometer diameter crater showed reduction in sulfur from
39% to 27% by weight in the residue. SEM-EDX of residue in craters of 150-200 microns diameter showed depletion from an original sulfur content of 39% by weight in the projectile, to
33% in the residue. Larger craters, >300 micrometers in diameter, contain coarse patches of
residue (several micrometers thick) that are indistinguishable from the projectile in composition,
although S is lost from thinner residues in the same crater.
Analytical Electron Microscope data from sub-micron thickness basalt residue layers in small
laboratory impact craters, <20 micrometers in diameter, are shown in Figure S10. Localized depletion of Na (0-28% loss), Mg (0-9% loss), Si (10-14% loss) and Fe (0-10% loss), were observed, although almost all the AEM spectra have essentially the same composition as in the projectile, except for some loss of Si (S9). There is little change in any of these elements in craters
>50 micrometers in diameter, except very minor Na loss (see Figure S9).

Figure S10: Weight-% oxide analyses of residue in small craters (<20 micrometer diameter) produced by shooting basalt projectiles into Al1100 foil shown as a function of residue
thickness indicate that the analyses are quite variable in the very thin residues of the
smalllest craters, but quickly converge as residue thickness increases.
Figure S10 shows SEM-EDX wt %-oxide data from individual analyses of basalt residue
(normalised and without Al2O3) plotted against a horizontal axis in which the % figure reflects
the proportion of residue (as opposed to Al substrate) in the determination. The close match between crater data and the polished section analysis (89%, near right) suggests that there is no
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substantial problem due to either loss during impact or due to the analysis technique, although
there is clearly dispersion of the Fe and Si figures in the thinner residues with lower residue
wt%, probably due to a contribution from X-rays generated in inclusions within the underlying
alloy. This implies that there is no substantial underestimation of the alkalis in the large crater
EDS data, and certainly not so large as the apparent discrepancy between EDS and ToF-SIMS
data might suggest. The spot EDX analyses all used a 50-second X-ray collection from a tightly
focussed spot at 2nA current and 20kV accelerating voltage, which is a relatively gentle irradiation compared to conditions for wavelength dispersive X-ray analysis (ten times higher beam
current and perhaps three times as long for acquisition), where it has been established that alkali
migration does occur. X-ray maps which gave very short beam irradiation, less than 0.1 second
per micron total, showed high alkali contents in two craters, but also that the alkalis were not distributed evenly at the micron scale. In these craters analyses were taken from scanned areas, with
much lower beam irradiation than spot analyses.
TOF-SMS Analysis of Craters
The residues in 5 craters were analyzed by Time-of-Flight Secodary Ion Mass Spectroscopy
(ToF-SIMS), using procedures described by Hoppe et al. (S11) and element sensitivities described in Stephan (S12). Earlier investigations (S11) have shown that ToF-SIMS analysis of
the residual matter in hypervelocity impact craters, the projectile material can be identified and
its composition can be determined. In the TOF-SIMS instrument, the primary ion beam reaches
the sample at an angle of 45°. For samples with high topography, like impact craters, different
regions are reached by the ion beam under different orientations, so different areas are analyzed
when the sample is rotated. Consequently, the observed differences in the results from impact
craters analyzed in two different orientations indicates there is a heterogeneous distribution of
the elements in these crater.
To verify the ToF-SIMS analyses of impact residue, four projectiles of mineral standards, bytownite, diopside, hornblende, and olivine, were shot into Al-foil using light gas guns at the University of Kent and the NASA Johnson Space Center at close to the Stardust encounter velocity
of 6.1 km/s. Figure S11 compares the ToF-SIMS analyses of residues in impact craters with
SEM-EDX analysis of these standards. The results show that the ToF-SIMS analyses are generally in very good agreement with the SEM-EDX results. Error bars for TOF-SIMS data show the
variation range for measurements that have been performed on three different craters for each
mineral. In case of hornblende and especially diopside, an apparent enrichment for TOF-SIMS
Na data was observed. In both cases, this can be attributed to Na contamination of the foil, since
an alkali contamination is distributed in these foils rather heterogeneously (a lot of alkali hotspots were found outside the craters). Therefore, blank correction is very difficult here, and only
an "average blank" was subtracted. Similar observations were also made for some craters in
Stardust foils.
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Figure S11: Comparison of the compositions of four mineral standards determined by
SEM-EDX with the compositions determined by ToF-SIMS analyses of residues in craters
produced by shooting these standards into Al-foils.
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Table S1: TOF-SIMS examination of residual cometary matter found in two aerogel slices cut perpendicular to track 21 in cell C2115. Given are Fe- and Ci-normalized concentrations after aerogel
blank corrections. Errors are 1!, based on counting statistics.
C2115,30,21,0 (Smithsonian)
Fe- and CIerror
normalized
Na
Mg
Al
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni

0.870
1.28
0.19
1.6
0.96
1.0
1.00
1.1
3.5

0.017
0.07
0.03
0.7
0.20
0.3
0.04
0.9
0.4

C2115,34,21,0 (Münster)
Fe- and CIerror
normalized
1.25
0.06
0.525
0.011
0.69
0.04
0.202
0.022
0.85
0.9
1.00
1.9
2.6
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0.17
0.5
0.03
1.1
0.4

Table S2: Bulk residue composition in Stardust foil craters of greater than 50 microns diameter. All analyses are averages or area integrals, performed using an Oxford Instruments INCA energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer using 20kV and 2nA. Surfaces were
rough and with no carbon coat, matrix corrections are therefore approximate. Aluminium
was excluded from the fitting routine due to ubiquitous excitation of the metal substrate
(not determined = nd), and results were normalised to 100%. Wherever possible the sample was tilted to allow electron beam incidence perpendicular to the residue surface (Tilt),
giving best matrix corrections. All analyses at high vacuum except C2107W,1 (low vacuum
LV, 30 Pa). All determinations are shown as wt% oxides, although S is likely to be as sulphide, as observed in C2029W,1. Determinations of less than 3 times background variation
are shown as “<.” If detected in more than one determination for the crater, the element is
listed as ‘trace’. The ratio of the sum of the divalent cations (minus iron for FeS) to Silicon
is shown as ‘[Div]/Si’. Mg: (Fe-S) ratio is intended to show ratio in silicate, with Fe subtracted for inclusion in FeS. Probable mineralogy is based upon evidence of stoichiometric
relations typical of a particular mineral family: ‘Ol’ is olivine; ‘Px’ pyroxene; ‘Su’ sulphide; ‘non-stoich’ residue may be ‘mafic’ (Ma) and/or ‘alkaline’ (Ak) rich. The K detection limits are 0.1 or 0.2 in all samples except C2086W,1 where the limit is 0.6.
Crater

C2029W,1

C2086W,1

C2086N,1

C2091N,1

C2107W,1

C2118N,1

Bowl

Field

Bowl?

Bowl

Field?

Bowl

Bowl

64

167 x 133
irregular

238

57

62

85

68

Method

Normal EDS

Normal EDS

Tilt EDS

Tilt EDS

Normal EDS

Oxide wt %

Point analyses

Whole area
integrated

Small area
integrated

Point analyses

Point analyses

Tilt EDS
LV
Point analyses

SiO2

47.4

26.0

35.7

41.5

46.6

49.0

TiO2

<

0.1

<

<

<

Morphology
Diameter
(microns)

C2009N,1

Tilt EDS
Point analyses
54.3
<

Al2O3

nd

nd

Nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

MgO

38.0

33.4

26.9

55.4

40.2

38.3

21.4

Cr2O3

3.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

trace

trace

1.2

MnO

<

0.4

0.5

<

<

trace

trace

FeO

10.6

20.1

31.5

2.7

13.2

11.8

10.1

NiO

<

2.4

0.2

<

<

<

<

Na2O

<

0.2

2.0

<

<

<

6.1

K2O

<

<

trace

<

<

<

1.1

CaO

<

1.1

1.0

<

<

0.9

3.1

P2O5

<

<

0.2

<

<

<

0.3

SO3

0.7

16.1

1.6

<

<

trace

3.0

7 points,
Cr variable
from below
detection.

Much Fe
and S as
Sulfide ,
Al with Na
in Px?

2 mixed
phases. K2O
reaches 0.6
wt%.

12 points
across crater
floor

5 points on
crater top
lip.

10 points on
crater floor.
Also trace
Cl.

Also trace Cl

[Div]/Si

1.5

1.0 (Px)

2.0 (Ol)

2.0 (Ol)

1.6

1.4

0.8

Mg:(Fe-S)

6.5

35.8 (Px)

2.1 (Ol)

36.5 (Ol)

6.4

5.8

5.2

Probable
mineralogy

Unknown

Px, Su, and
non-stoich
Ma

Ol (Fo 65) +
non-stoich
Ak

Ol (Fo 97)

Unknown

Unknown

Non-stoich
Ma/Ak

Estimated
mass (ng)

3.4

17

178

3.1

3.1

8.0

4.2

Comment
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Table S3: SXRM analyses of Stardust tracks in aerogel keystones
S
C115 Tr19
Whole Track
C115 Tr20
Whole Track
C115 Tr21
Whole Track
C115 Tr22
Whole Track
C2044 Tr 12 NSLS
Whole Track
C2044 Track 36 "BIG Whole Track
C2009,20,77
Whole Track
C2086,1,65,0,0
Whole Track
C2027
Whole Track
C009_04APR06
Whole Track
C009Tr2 24MAR
Whole Track
C2009_27MAR06
Whole Track
Whole Track
C2009_29MAR06
C009_03APR06
Whole Track
Track 32
Whole Track
Track 68
Whole Track
Track 67
Whole Track
Track 47
Whole Track
C2044,0,38 (Track 4) Whole Track
C2044,0,39 (Track 5) Whole Track
C2044 Track 9
Whole Track
C2044,0,43 (Track 10 Whole Track
C2044 Tr 12 SSRL
Whole Track

Ca

Cr

47468
2347
4369
4500
5248
25668
441862
32789
153000
634
60100
51600
18768
1832
1070
93800

1483
81
3639
29385
59
52926
274693
14048
475000
1070
82500
2810
13942
2480

3389
11640
7285
537
5208

Mn

Fe

373
288
2685
19364
7147
15318
65480
4920
46400
121
13300

1950
305
2349
15632
2282
14010
56916
4856
24000
65.6

12000

7929
921
0.26
880

529
816
0.29
1170

3353
2200
1047
43033
456

347
3376
1224
20996
1832

2524
653
1208
19235
196
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257912
3967
93103
709305
360143
748932
4892327
368203
1330000
16900
1020000
321000
800742
81496
1440
66600
180
1260
744615
8372
102327
2134406
298381

Ni
10595
159
3605
2477
34979
38322
253626
17536
61300
1100
60500
225000
47121
4440
42.4
5380
9.5
69123
1156
5958
99773
25940

Cu
270
20
86
68.00
482
2598
3644
549
8630
39.9
1230
2440
706
139
5.4
2850

Zn
5150
25
662
856.00
139
18114
5098
5872
111000
52.8
4450
70
3294
349
4.3
327

526
322
9
5292
43

43
4
4071
12
56

Ga
67
7
56
970.00
55
366
140
211
8.3

0.26
135

63
1
3
3
14

Table S4: Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry Analysis of 5 Craters in Stardust Al-foil
est. mass [ng]

Element
Li
Na
Mg
Si
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni

C2009N,1
3.4

C2029W,1
17

C2086W,1
178

C2086N,1
3.1

C2091N,1
3.1

0°
180°
0°
180°
Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized Si and CI normalized
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
Ratio
Error
2.9
0.4
65
9
13
3
2.0
0.8
0.5
0.3
2.4
0.5
1.487
0.007
174.8
0.3
24.39
0.09
7.94
0.03
22.23
0.06
0.615
0.007
8.07
0.02
0.775
0.002
22.89
0.05
4.031
0.015
0.368
0.002
0.493
0.004
1.123
0.003
0.999
0.003
1.000
0.010
1.00
0.07
1.00
0.04
1.000
0.016
1.000
0.015
1.000
0.016
1.000
0.011
0.03
159.3
1.0
12.7
0.2
4.70
0.10
0.94
0.03
2.75
27.91
0.17
3.52
0.05
0.741
0.012
0.734
0.014
23
11
12
5
1.2
0.8
0.7
0.6
2.6
0.9
0.44
0.05
1.10
0.18
0.45
0.09
0.56
0.02
0.09
0.02
0.53
0.02
0.45
0.03
0.50
0.02
0.86
0.18
0.55
0.09
1.59
0.07
0.61
0.06
0.148
0.018
0.270
0.010
1.00
0.03
0.270
0.009
0.432
0.005
0.573
0.007
0.0354
0.0015
0.285
0.018
0.24
0.05
4.0
1.0
6.5
0.9
0.14
0.06
2.30
0.06
4.0
0.3
1.03
0.11
0.27
0.06
0.17
0.07
0.21
0.03
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Supporting Online Material

Techniques
A fuller description of the Stardust tracks described in this paper is given in the online
Stardust Sample Catalog (S1).

This Catalog is constantly being updated with data for newly

analyzed Tracks.
To remove grains from aerogel we used a combination of old and new techniques. For
larger features we could use straight razor blades to trim away excess aerogel. For the bulk of
tracks however, we mainly used two newly-developed techniques: keystoning and quikstoning
(Fig. S6).
Whole tracks in the aerogel collectors were extracted using the keystoning technique
developed at the Space Sciences Laboratory, U. C. Berkeley (S2). Glass rods (1mm diameter)
are pulled to make two microneedles. The needles are held by micromanipulators which are
attached to the stage of the extraction microscope. The needles cut the aerogel by repetitive
“poking”. The micromanipulators are driven automatically by computer. First, an angled cut is
made which undercuts the deepest feature of a particular impact; then a vertical cut is made
around the impact. The resulting wedge-shaped block of aerogel (a “keystone”) contains the
entire impact track and the terminal particles. The keystone is then removed from the collector
using silicon microforks which are inserted into pre-machined holes in the keystone. For certain
analytical techniques, it is desirable to slice a track into multiple cross-sections; other techniques
require a sample of the bulb that has been cleaved lengthwise. These specialized samples are
prepared by laying a keystone on its side and using the same aerogel cutting tools to dissect or
slice wafers of the track bulb. Some analyses can be made of grains still enclosed in a suitably
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small keystone, for example synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF).
When it is time to extract grains from the keystone it can be flattened between two sheets of
mylar, and the grains can be easily separated. The flattened keystone preserves the general
positions of the enclosed grains, permitting surveys to be made of mineralogical variation down
tracks. For Stardust samples, we made keystones at University of California, Berkeley, and at
the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) (S1).
In quikstoning, a diamond, steel or sapphire utility-knife-shaped blade is driven through
the aerogel at ultrasonic frequencies. This micro-blade is controlled by a micromanipulator for
fine motion control.

The ultrasonic oscillations are generated by the piezo-driver of a

MicroDissector (Eppendorf) which is mounted on the micromanipulator.

Details of the

instrument are given in (S3). Quikstoning was performed at the Lawrence Livermore National
Lab and NASA JSC.
The embedding media for Wild 2 grains were EMBED-812 epoxy, sulfur and WELD-ON
40 acrylic. We most frequently used acrylic to mount grains for ultramicrotomy. Particles could
then be easily removed from the embedding medium using common organic solvents, including
acetone or chloroform, permitting subsequent isotopic or bulk compositional analyses. One
problem we encountered was that acrylic polymerized in an electron beam, making subsequent
grain removal difficult. We embedded pieces of aerogel in EMBED-812 epoxy, during which
the aerogel became completely invisible, revealing all of the grains in a track in the most
complete manner (S4). When it was desirable to make superior organic analyses of grains
following ultramicrotomy we used sulfur as the embedding medium, as had been the standard
practice for IDPs and fine-grained chondritic meteorites.
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Comet Wild 2 grains were also embedded in high-purity S and sliced into 50~ 70 nmthick sections with an ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife. The sections were floated
onto ultra-pure water and transferred to amorphous C-supported Cu Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) grids. The S was sublimed prior to analysis focused on organic matter in the
sample such as C- and N- X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES), Fourier Transform
Infra-Red spectroscopy (FTIR) and light element isotopic analysis in the Nano- Secondary Ion
Mass Spectrometer (NanoSIMS).

Sulfur was chosen as an embedding medium to avoid

contamination of the samples with low viscosity resin (epoxy) normally used for ultramicrotomy.
Sulfur beads containing the samples were attached to a sample holding bullet using
cyanoacrylate. To evaluate the potential glue contribution to the sample analysis, sulfur beads
devoid of sample were prepared in the same manner.

We did not see any evidence that

cyanoacrylate penetrated the S bead during subsequent TEM investigation of the sample-free S
slices. Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) spectra acquired from the S test slices also
did not show evidence of the pronounced CN peak characteristic of cyanoacrylate.
Micro-FTIR was used to provide a rapid, non-destructive pre-characterization of most
grains removed from the aerogel at JSC. This technique was most valuable for terminal grains,
which typically contained crystals larger than 1 um. However, FTIR generally failed to locate
crystalline material within finer-grained particles, especially those from the upper portions
(including bulbs) of tracks.
For Synchrotron X-ray Powder Diffraction (SXRF) each particle was mounted on a thin
glass fiber with a 3 µm thickness using a small amount acetone-soluble bond, set in a Gandolfi
camera, and exposed to synchrotron X-rays with a wave length of 2.161 ± 0.001 Å for 3 hours to
produce a powder X-ray diffraction pattern. The analysis was performed at beam line 3A of the
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Photon Factory, Institute of Material Science, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
and at beam line 37XU of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (SPring 8).
The TEM results reported have been obtained at many institutions. In Lille we used a
Philips CM30 (LaB6 filament, working at 300 keV) and a Tecnai G2-20 twin (LaB6 filament,
200 kV). Structural (diffraction) data were obtained using the Selected Area Electron Diffraction
(SAED) technique. Chemical compositions were measured using Energy Dispersion X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) Noran and EDX Si-detectors (CM30 and Tecnai, respectively). Correction
procedures have been applied (k-factors and absorption corrections).
At Michigan State University we used a JEOL 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) operated at 25kV, with a Noran EDX system. TEM work here was performed using a
JEOL 2200FS Field Emission Gun (FEG) TEM at 200kV, with an Oxford EDX system.
At Kobe University grains were studied using a TEM (JEOL JEM-2010) operated at 200
kV and equipped with an EDX detector For quantitative TEM analyses, k-factors for the major
elements were determined using standards of San Carlos olivine, San Carlos clinopyroxene, and
K-feldspar from Koryu mine, Hokkaido, Japan.
At Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena we used an energy-filtered 200 kV ZEISS LEO922
TEM with a ThermoNoran Six EDX system.
At the University of Chicago, samples were examined with a JEOL JSM-5800 low
voltage SEM equipped with an Oxford/Link ISIS-300 EDX system. We also used a Tecnai F30
TEM, with a point-to-point resolution of 0.2 nm, operated at 300 kV.
At the University of New Mexico all STARDUST analyses were performed using a
JEOL GEM2010 High Resolution TEM with point-to-point resolution of 0.19 nm. It is equipped
with a LINK ISIS EDX system for in situ element analyses with a 5 nm probe. The spectrometer
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is fitted with an ultrathin window for quantitative light element analyses. The instrument
operated at a 200keV accelerating voltage. Additional analyses were performed using a JEOL
2010F FASTEM TEM/STEM instrument operating at 197 keV. The instrument is equipped with
a GATAN GIF 2000 imaging filtering system and Oxford INCA/Isis EDS system. The CliffLorimer thin-film procedure was used for quantitative chemical determination with an error
<10% (relative). Crystallographic data were obtained by SAED. An LN2-cooled cold-finger was
used to minimize sample degradation. Each sample was placed in low-background double-tilt
sample holder that was dedicated to this particular project to avoid contact with extraneous
materials. All sample handling occurred inside a laminar flow bench.
At the Naval Research Lab TEM analyses were performed using a JEOL 2200FS 200 kV
field-emission microscope equipped with a Noran System Six EDX and Gatan Ultrascan ChargeCoupled Device (CCD).
At Tokyo University we used a Hitachi S-4500 FEG-SEM with EDX and Electron BackScattered Diffraction (EBSD). We also used a JEOL JEM2010 TEM with an EDX system.
TEM measurements at NASA Johnson Space Center were obtained using a JEOL
2500SE 200kV FEG-STEM equipped with a Noran thin window EDX spectrometer, a Gatan
Tridiem imaging filter for Energy-Filtered TEM imaging (EFTEM) and EELS, and a 2K x 2K
slow scan CCD camera for recording images. Image acquisition and processing were carried out
using Gatan Digital Micrograph software. EFTEM images were collected with acquisition times
of 20-60 s depending on element concentrations. EELS spectra were obtained in image mode
with spot sizes of 10-50 nm, a dispersion of 0.3 eV, dwell times of 10-30 s at an energy
resolution of 0.9 eV full width half maximum at the zero-loss peak. High resolution brightfield
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images were recorded at 500K-1M X magnification and ordering was estimated using fast
Fourier transforms of selected regions within the images.
Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) was used to obtain lateral
element distributions of eight particles sectioned in epoxy as well as two tracks on dissected
aerogel keystones. A TOF-SIMS IV instrument from ION-TOF was used in this study. TOFSIMS allows a comprehensive analysis of elements, isotopes, and molecules at high lateral
resolution and minute sample consumption. During a typical TOF-SIMS analysis, less than one
atomic monolayer is consumed while the sample is bombarded with a pulsed 25 keV Ga+
primary ion beam for several hours. This beam with a diameter of ~0.2 µm is rastered over the
sample to obtain information on the lateral distribution of the various elements, isotopes, and
molecules. All secondary ions of a single polarity are detected quasi simultaneously after their
passage through the time-of-flight spectrometer. Both polarities are measured in two consecutive
analyses. Further details on the TOF-SIMS technique are given in the literature (S5).
Three-dimensional structures of four particles which had been measured by SXRD were
obtained non-destructively using Synchrotron micro-tomography. The imaging experiments were
performed at beam line BL 47XU of SPring-8. This imaging tomographic technique (S6) was
applied to obtain the pixel size of 42.5 nm, which gives an effective spatial resolution below a
few hundred nm. The X-ray energy was 8 keV. About 500-700 successive CT images for each
sample werereconstructed from 3600 projection images.
Micro-XANES spectroscopy at the S K edge was performed on several keystones at the
ID21 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble, France. A 0.3 x 0.3
µm2 beam of approximately 1E9 ph/s impinged on the keystones placed on a high resolution
piezoelectric sample holder. A HpGe detector recorded the fluorescence signal at 90° with
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respect to the beam. A Si photodiode placed before the sample recorded the fluorescence emitted
by a thin Kapton or Al foil in order to monitor the incident intensity. A Si 111 double crystal
monochromator was used to scan a region of 50 eV at the S K edge at 2.475 keV in steps of 0.3
eV. Several acquisitions were summed to insure good statistics and check for beam-induced
redox. Scans of the track entry hole, middle of the track and a terminal grain were performed in
order to estimate the redox state as a function of particle penetration into the aerogel.

Sample Modification and Contamination
All of the Wild 2 particles we have thus far examined have been modified, both
physically and mineralogically, to various degrees by the capture process. All particles that may
have been loose aggregates, “traveling sand piles”, disaggregated into individual components
with the denser components penetrating more deeply into the aerogel, and “outrunning” the most
severely-heated aerogel at the front of the penetration tracks. Individual grains experienced a
wide range of heating effects that range from excellent preservation to melting and total
dissolution in >1200˚C molten aerogel. (Fig. 1). As a result of this heating many Fe-Ni sulfides
have been melted (requiring ~1000˚C, ignoring pressure effects) (S7), have lost S due to partial
evaporation, and are scattered among the Wild 2 samples as fine Fe-Ni-S beads with nonstoichiometric compositions, often intimately mixed with Fe-Ni metal. Such behavior was
expected from our previous experience with silica aerogel and metals both in the laboratory and
in actual use in low-Earth orbit (S4, S8, S9). The presence of these beads is an indicator that a
particular component has been severely heated. What is remarkable is the extreme variability of
these modifications and the fact that severely modified and unmodified materials can be found
within a micrometer of each other, requiring tremendous local temperature gradients. Within a
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single captured grain we can observe places where Fe-Ni sulfides have melted, partially
devolatilized (loss of S), and mixed with Fe-Ni metal, whereas in other places we see survival of
rather delicate Fe-Ni sulfide crystals. A fundamental problem is recognizing the modified grains
for what they were prior to impact – discriminating between severely modified and relatively
pristine mineral assemblages. Micro-XANES shows that at the beginning of Track 59, sulfate is
present as well as an almost neutral S compound, which we believe to have formed during
capture heating of sulfides.
Fortunately, we have an internal gauge of heating during collection. Fe-Ni sulfides are
ubiquitous in the Wild 2 samples, are very sensitive indicators of heating, and accurate
compositional analyses can reveal which have lost S, and which have not (and are therefore
stoichiometric) (see Fig. 2a).
One unfortunate result of the fine-scale mixing of the Wild 2 grains with silica aerogel is
that it is very difficult to obtain precise analyses for Si smaller than the thickness of
ultramicrotomed sections, and any indigenous amorphous cometary materials are now hard to
recognize amongst very abundant amorphous silica aerogel and melted cometary minerals. Any
indigenous stoichiometric cometary materials are also so mixed, making their identification by
purely chemical means very, very difficult. This is partially compensated by materials captured
on the aluminum foils, where elemental ratios to Si can be measured, although these residues
have undergone even higher pressure and temperature processing than in the aerogel.
Our initial hypothesis was that the degree of captured particle modification would vary
considerably along each capture track, with the most modified material being present along the
walls of the upper reaches of tracks, and the least modified situated at track termini. To test this
idea we analyzed multiple (up to 53) grains from each of three long tracks (all exceeding 1 cm in
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length). The results for the track with the most complete results (Track 35) are shown in Fig. S1.
It is clear that crystalline grains are found along the entire track, not just at the terminus. While
it is true that grains at track termini are generally dominated by crystalline material, these
terminal grains are sometimes found to be large monomineralic fragments (sometimes single
crystals) which have been fractured, disaggregated and thoroughly mixed with aerogel during
capture. Because of this mixing, attempts to prepare samples by focused ion beams (FIBing)
sometimes come to grief. While grains from the upper reaches of the tracks are universally
disaggregated to some degree, many are dominated by materials that are still crystalline,
including delicate Fe-Ni sulfides. Some terminal grains are found to be very fine-grained and
polymineralic. Therefore one cannot sample a particular segment of any track with the certain
expectation of finding only melted grains. Each track is different, and most contain unmelted
samples along their entire length.
Several mineralogic contaminants have been introduced to the samples from trace
impurities in the silica aerogel itself. These include materials from the aerogel manufacture
process, handling before and during insertion into the Stardust grid, removal from the grid
following flight, and sample removal from the aerogel cell. In addition, some of the earliest
sample characterization work was performed on chips of aerogel found loose inside the Stardust
canister immediately upon opening in the JSC Stardust clean room and were thus subject to
additional contamination sources.
One such contaminant is calcite, present as sub-micrometer anhedral to euhedral grains
with a composition, determined by STEM-EDX analyses, of pure CaCO3, and the calcite
structure confirmed by SAED patterns. These contaminants can usually be easily recognized as
such by their occurrence external to the Wild 2 grains, situated instead in the enclosing shells of
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compressed to melted aerogel. Calcite has been found principally in the loose chips of aerogel
recovered from inside of the canister, where contamination opportunities were greatest. Given
the importance of carbonates, this is a very unfortunate contaminant, but with careful observation
it can be recognized easily as such and be discounted.
A more perplexing material is titanium oxide, usually present here as submicrometersized crystallites of brookite (TiO2), but occasionally occurring as other titania phases, and
sometimes containing Al2O3 and or Zr2O3. These materials usually found surrounding the Wild
2 grains, in enclosing aerogel, and also occasionally lying within the grains. It is therefore
possible that a fraction of this material is indeed indigenous to the cometary material. However,
these phases are common whitening agents in papers and spacecraft thermal control paints (S10)
(though on the Stardust spacecraft none of these paints were in the line of sight of the aerogel),
and their presence among the Wild 2 samples is a problem left to future resolution.
These minor exceptions aside, we found very limited contamination from the spacecraft
in the aerogel. Potential problems with secondary impacts (cometary grains impacting on the
spacecraft, ricocheting and splashing onto the aerogel) failed to materialize. Based on our
experience, future missions should be able to avoid this problem almost entirely.

Track 25 - Comparison to CAI in CV3 and CM2 Chondrites

Some analyses of pyroxene from the one slice of the Track 25 terminal grain containing
gehlenite fall within the range of typical Ti-, Al-rich clinopyroxene from CAIs in CV3
chondrites (e.g. Allende), termed “fassaite” (S11); the comparison would be stronger if we could
measure the Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio of the grain (Fig. S4). Compositions of pyroxenes from subparticles
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and at least one other slice of the terminal particle, however, do not overlap with Allende
compositions and do not exhibit the interelement covariations seen in meteoritic pyroxenes (Fig.
S4). For example, Allende fassaite analyses (S12) define clear trends in which MgO is strongly
correlated with SiO2 and anticorrelated with TiO2. (Fig. S4a&c). The Track 25 pyroxenes do not
fall on these trends. The Track 25 pyroxenes have lower CaO contents than meteoritic CAI
clinopyroxene, though there is some uncertainty in the interpretation of the analyses of some
Wild 2 pyroxene due to possible contamination from adjacent phases, and the extrapolation of
analyses from low count rates. Calculations in which possible excess silica (from the aerogel)
and spinel (from the sample) components were removed from the Track 25 EDS analyses did not
improve the fits to the Allende trends. Also, the Track 25 samples are much finer grained than
most meteoritic CAIs, as were the few observed refractory IDPs (S13, S14). Overall, due to the
differences in pyroxene composition trends, the presence of osbornite, and the apparent low
abundance of melilite, the Track 25 sample does not appear to be identical to coarse-grained
refractory inclusions from CV3 chondrites.
A better match for the mineralogy of the Track 25 grains would be the spinel-pyroxene
inclusions found in CM2 chondrites such as Murchison, CR2 and CH-CB chondrites (S15, S16,
S17, S18, S19). The CAI in CM chondrites tend to have spinel-rich cores and pyroxene-rich
outer regions, which is what the Track 25 subgrains might represent. The pyroxene in them is
aluminous and commonly contains Ti. Some spinel-rich inclusions in Murchison contain minor
amounts of melilite, as does Track 25. Mg-Al spinel from refractory objects in Murchison is
16

O-rich, ~-40‰, but the O-isotopic composition of pyroxene in CM spinel-pyroxene inclusions

is not known.
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Figure S1. Results of crystallographic analyses of 14 grains removed from the length of Track 35,
which is 11.7 mm long, and is shown here in transmitted light. The cometary particle entered the
aerogel at the right, and traveled to the left. The location of predominantly crystalline fragments
are indicated as “C”, those that are entirely amorphous are “A”. It is clear that crystalline
fragments are located along most of the track.
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Figure S2. a: Cr and b: Mn contents of Wild 2 olivine compared with those in chondritic
meteorites, including chondrules, polycrystalline aggregates (polyxt Ol), CM, CI and Tagish
Lake (TL) single crystals (S20). Also shown is the MnO content of olivine in chondritic IDPs
(S21). The analyses done thus far suggest that the composition field of the Wild 2 olivine is
basically similar to all of these materials for the minor elements Mn and Cr.
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Figure S3. Bright field TEM image of abundant Fe-Ni sulfides scattered among low-Ca pyroxene
and amorphous silicate material in the terminal grain from Track 17.
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Figure S4. Compositional trends of fassaite in Allende CAIs compared with that for the Wild 2
Track 25 CAI-like grain, in terms of cations per six oxygen anions. a: Mg vs. Ti. Track 25
grains have a much weaker anticorrelation than the Allende fassaite. b: Al vs. Si. Track 25
grains have an anticorrelation like that of the Allende fassaite, but generally with a higher Al/Si
ratio. c: Mg vs. Si. Track 25 grains do not exhibit the same correlation as the Allende fassaite.
Allende data from (S12, S22, S23).
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Figure S5. (a) Secondary electron image of a complex crater preserved in foil C2029W,1. The
crater contains several mass centers suggesting the original cometary projectile was aggregated.
(b) A depth gradient map for the crater. (c&d) Composite energy-dispersive X-ray elemental
maps showing the distribution of the different remnant mineral phases preserved in the crater
(e.g. silicate and sulfide).
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Figure S6. Two particle extraction techniques developed for aerogel. a: Side view of a complete
cometary aerogel cell, containing numerous tracks. Outlines indicate the location of a keystone
and quikstone to be removed. b: Triangular keystone, removed from aerogel with a track visible
within. This keystone measures approximately 3 mm in length. c: Quikstone parallelepiped
containing a large bulb-type track. The track measures approximately 1 cm in length.
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This document is a ORIGINS-SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION-RESOURCE
IDENTIFICATION-SECURITY-REGOLITH Explorer mission (OSIRIS-REx) Project CMcontrolled document. Changes to this document require prior approval of the applicable
configuration control board (CCB) chairperson or designee. Proposed changes shall be
submitted to the OSIRIS-REx Configuration Management Office, along with supportive material
justifying the proposed change. Changes to this document will be made by complete revision.
This document will expire once a Launch Vehicle Interface Control Document (LV-ICD) has
been signed.
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In this document, a requirement is identified by “shall,” a good practice by “should,”
permission by “may” or “can,” expectation by “will,” and descriptive material by “is.”
Questions or comments concerning this document should be addressed to:
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OSIRIS-REx Configuration Management Office
Mail Stop 433
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
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OSIRIS-REx Mission Contamination Control Plan
1.0 Introduction
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The Origins Spectral Interpretation Resource Identification Security Regolith Explorer (OSIRISREx) will characterize the surface features and spectra of near-Earth asteroid Bennu and return a
pristine sample of the surface of the asteroid to Earth. Asteroids are the direct remnants of the
original building blocks of the terrestrial planets. Knowledge of their nature is fundamental to
understanding planet formation and the origin of life. The return to Earth of pristine samples with
known geologic context will enable precise analyses that cannot be duplicated by spacecraftbased instruments, revolutionizing our understanding of the early Solar System.
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The OSIRIS-REx project is led by the Principle Investigator (PI) at the University of
Arizona, and managed by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The prime
contractor for the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft is Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company
(LMSSC) in Denver, CO, which is responsible for spacecraft design, integration of science
instruments, the Touch-And-Go Sample Acquisition Mechanism (TAGSAM), the Sample Return
Capsule (SRC), launch operations support, SRC recovery, and support of mission operations.
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The OSIRIS-REx instruments payload consists of the OSIRIS-REx Camera Suite
(OCAMS), the OSIRIS-REx Laser Altimeter (OLA), the OSIRIS-REx Visible and IR
Spectrometer (OVIRS), the OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES), and a student
experiment: the Regolith X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (REXIS). These instruments are provided
by the University of Arizona, Canadian Space Agency, GSFC, Arizona State University, and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Harvard University, respectively. OSIRIS-REx is also
composed of the previously mentioned TAGSAM which will collect the sample, and the SRC
which will carry the TAGSAM sampler head back to a safe landing on Earth after separation
from the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft.
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Figure 1-1 OSIRIS-REx S/C and Instrument Suite
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OSIRIS-REx will be launched on a NASA Launch Services-II provided Atlas 411 Launch
Vehicle (LV) during what is anticipated to be a 39-day planetary launch window opening on or
about September 3, 2016. OSIRIS-REx will launch to a C3 of at least 29.3 km2/s2, perform an
Earth flyby about 1 year after launch, capture in the vicinity of asteroid Bennu in October 2018,
sample the asteroid in mid 2019, and depart the asteroid in March of 2021. The samples will be
returned to Earth via releasing the SRC for landing at Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) on
or about September 24, 2023.
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While planetary protection requirements are Category II outbound and Category V, Unrestricted
Earth Return, the organic contamination control requirements will drive Mars-like cleanliness
protocols.
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The addition of Earth based materials into the sample returned from the asteroid would
complicate analysis of the environment and composition of the asteroid. This could hinder the
scientific study of the returned sample. For this reason a primary goal of the mission is to return
a “pristine” sample of the asteroid for study. Knowledge of what materials we may have added
to the sample through flight and ground activities is absolutely critical. For this reason,
contamination control is even more essential for this mission than for most. Limiting what
terrestrial materials may be integrated with the sample as well as understanding what those
materials are is a crucial element to providing a successful completion of this mission.
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In order to obtain the most accurate data, the instrument and spacecraft must also operate at peak
performance. Adverse particulate and molecular contamination can degrade the analysis of the mission
asteroid sample as well as instrument and spacecraft performance. Through a carefully planned
contamination control program, the sample acquisition and return hardware, instruments, and spacecraft
can be protected from harmful contamination effects.

1.1 Scope of Document

se
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This document defines the OSIRIS-REx contamination requirements necessary for mission success.
Methods of contamination control with respect to materials and processes during design, fabrication,
assembly, integration, test, and launch for the flight system and its instruments are addressed in this
document. Sources of contamination for OSIRIS-REx will be identified and contamination allowances
and budgets will be defined. In addition, contamination controls for OSIRIS-REx development and
cleaning requirements for OSIRIS-REx hardware will be established. Furthermore, the plan will outline
cleanliness monitoring and verification techniques.

ea

This plan also covers transportation of the flight system to the launch site, contamination requirements on
the launch vehicle, and contamination requirements during launch site operations. These will be covered
in the appendix of this OSIRIS-REx Contamination Control Plan as well as the OSIRIS-REx Launch
Services Support Plan (LSSP). Contamination control for OSIRIS-REx at the Payload Processing
Facility and at the Launch Pad facilities will also be covered in the appendix.

R
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The use of witness plates and other forms of Contamination Knowledge will be used to limit the impact
of contamination transfer to the sample acquisition hardware. This plan will also address methods to
develop contamination knowledge and materials archiving to lessen the impacts of stringent
contamination control procedures where practical.
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1.2 Responsibilities
GSFC is responsible for the cleanliness and overall contamination control program for the OSIRIS-REx
mission.

io
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GSFC subcontractor contamination control should be consistent with the approach contained in this
document and ensure that necessary contamination control requirements are met.

Lockheed Martin is the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft vendor and shall be responsible for generating a
spacecraft contamination control plan consistent with this mission contamination control plan for all
spacecraft hardware and flight system integration activities. This spacecraft contamination control plan
shall also be consistent with all instrument Interface Requirements Control Documents (IRCD). GSFC
will review and approve the spacecraft Contamination Control Plan.
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The instruments shall generate an instrument-specific contamination control plan per the OSIRIS-REx
Mission Assurance Requirements (MAR) Document. In addition, the instruments shall meet the
instrument and spacecraft compatibility requirements referred to in the MAR, the instrument Interface
Requirements Control Documents (IRCD), and defined in this contamination control plan, in order to
avoid spacecraft to instrument contamination and instrument cross contamination. GSFC will review and
approve the instrument Contamination Control Plans. Instrument cleanliness shall be verified upon
delivery to OSIRIS-REx flight system.

d

Instrument cleaning from delivery to launch shall be the responsibility of the Instrument Provider unless a
detailed procedure is provided to GSFC and/or LM and negotiated in the hardware element to flight
system Interface Control Document (ICD).

se

Any questions about this document should be directed to the GSFC OSIRIS-REx Contamination Control
Manager, Code 546 or the OSIRIS-REx Project Office.
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1.2.1 Implementation of Requirements
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The following table describes how contamination control and the requirements of this plan are
implemented. Referenced manager/engineer is the responsible party at the relevant level of hardware
development (Instrument/Spacecraft/Flight system):
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Table 1.2.1-1: Implementation

Activity

Responsibility

Verification

Subsystem Engineer

Contamination Engineering

Implement compatibility requirements
(i.e. surface cleanliness, outgassing
certification, and venting)

Instruments, subsystem engineers, Flight
system Manager, ATLO Manager

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Inspections/Cleaning

ATLO Manager, Contamination
Engineering

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Implementation of facility requirements
and appropriate control of work area

ATLO manager

Contamination Engineering

Incorporate requirements into work
order authorizations (WOA)

ATLO manager, Subsystem Engineer

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Incorporate requirements into plans and
procedures

Instruments, subsystem engineers, Flight
system Manager, ATLO Manager,
Contamination Engineering

Contamination Engineering, ATLO
Manager

Material lists

Instruments, Subsystem Engineer

Materials Engineer

Facility certification and maintenance

Facilities Contractor

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

rs
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Facilities Contractor, Contamination
Engineering

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Facilities Contractor

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Facility Maintenance Restrictions

Environmental Test Engineering and
Integration, Contamination Engineering,
Facilities Management

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Purge cart and implementation of
instrument purge

ATLO manager

Contamination Engineering

Purge manifold and purge lines on flight
system

Mechanical Engineering

Contamination Engineering, ATLO
manager

Purging procedure

Contamination Engineering

ATLO manager

Bagging Concept

Mechanical Engineering and
Contamination Engineering

ATLO manager

Molecular adsorber mounting and frame
hardware

Mechanical Engineering

ATLO manager

Molecular adsorbers

Contamination Engineering

ATLO manager

R
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Facility monitoring
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Hardware cleaning (GSE and Flight)
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Flow down of requirements to
subcontractors
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Activity

Responsibility

Verification

Mechanical Engineering, Blanket Shop

Contamination Engineering

Verification of Surface Cleanliness
Requirements during ATLO

Facilities Contractor , Contamination
Engineering

Contamination Engineering, Quality
Assurance

Implementation of bake-outs
Contamination Knowledge Witnesses
Materials Archiving

Subsystem Engineers, Test engineer
Contamination Engineering
Instrument Manager, Subsystem
Engineers

Contamination Engineering
Science Team Representative
Curation Team
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1.3 Applicable and Reference Documentation

io
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Molecular adsorber and vent close-outs

Ve

The following documents become part of this document to the extent referenced in this
document. When a specific version is specified for a referenced document, only that version
applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies.

1.3.1 Precedence of OSIRIS-REx Documents

The following applicable documents are in order of precedence. Reference numbers for these documents
are listed in Section 1.3.2

se
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OSIRIS-REx Mission Requirements Document
OSIRIS-REx Mission Assurance Requirements
OSIRIS-REx Mission Contamination Control Plan
OCAMS/OVIRS/OLA/OTES/REXIS/Spacecraft Contamination Control Plans
Flight system to Instrument ICD's

ea

1.3.2 OSIRIS-REx Applicable and Reference Documents
OSIRIS-REx Mission Requirement Document (MRD)

OSIRIS-REx-SYS-RQMT-0003

OSIRIS-REx Mission Assurance Requirements (MAR)

OSIRIS-REx-PLAN-0021

OSIRIS-REx Materials and Process Selection, Implementation,
and Control Plan (MPCP)

OSIRIS-REx-ICD-0001

Spacecraft to OCAMS Interface Req. Control Document

R
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OSIRIS-REx-SYS-RQMT-0001

OSIRIS-REx-ICD-0002

Spacecraft to OVIRS Interface Req. Control Document

OSIRIS-REx-ICD-0003

Spacecraft to OTES Interface Req. Control Document

OSIRIS-REx-ICD-0004

Spacecraft to OLA Interface Req. Control Document
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Spacecraft to REXIS Interface Req. Control Document

OSIRIS-REx-SYS-SPEC-000X

OSIRIS-REx Purge System Specification

OSIRIS-REx-SYS-ANYS-000X

Initial Flight system Level Direct Flux Analyses

OSIRIS-REx-SYS-ANYS-000X

Initial Thruster Impingement Analyses

OSIRIS-REx-I&T-PLAN-000X

OSIRIS-REx Spacecraft and Flight system Integration and Test
Plan

OREX-DOC-05.01-00005

OCAMS Instrument Contamination Control Plan

OVIRS-PLAN-0018

OVIRS Contamination Control Plan

OTES-CD-0005

OTES Contamination Control Plan

MDA-OLA-PLN-12364 A

OLA Contamination Control Plan

OSIRIS-REx-SYS-PLAN-000X

REXIS Contamination Control Plan

NFP3-PN-11-MA13-1

Spacecraft Contamination Control Plan

1.3.3 Federal Specifications

Airborne Particulate Cleanliness Classes in Cleanrooms and Clean Zones

ea

FED-STD-209E

Isopropyl Alcohol

se

TT-I-735
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OSIRIS-REx-ICD-0005

1.3.4 Military Specifications
Detergents General Purpose (Liquid, Non-ionic)

MIL-PRF-27401D

Propellant Pressurizing Agent, Nitrogen

el

MIL-D-16791

R

MIL-STD-1246C

Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control Program

1.3.5 NASA Specifications
Web site for replacement of
NASA Reference
Publication 1124
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Contamination Control Requirements for the Space Shuttle Program

GSFC-TLS-PR-7324-01

Contamination Control Procedures for the Tape Lift Sampling of
Surfaces

KTI-5212

KSC Material Selection List for Plastic Films, Foams, and Adhesive
Tapes

io
n

JSC-SN-C-0005C

1.3.6 ISO Documents

Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments - Part 1:
Classification of air cleanliness [Replacement for FED-STD-209E Clean Room and Work Station Requirements, Controlled Environment]

ISO-14644-2

Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments - Part 2:
Specifications for testing and monitoring to prove continued compliance
with ISO 14644-1 [Replacement for FED-STD-209E - Clean Room
and Work Station Requirements, Controlled Environment]

ISO-14644-4

Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments - Part 4:
Design, construction and start-up

ISO-15859-3

Nitrogen [Alternative to MIL-P-27401 Propellant Pressurizing Agent,
Nitrogen]

Cleanliness considerations in the Design, Manufacturing, and Testing of
Satellite Surface Tension Propellant Tanks

ea

AIAA 91-1977
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1.3.7 Other Specifications
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ISO-14644-1

Methods of Test, Total Mass and Controlled Volatile Condensable
Materials from Outgassing in a Vacuum Environment

ASTM F-50

Practice for Continuous Sizing and Counting of Airborne Particles in
Dust-Controlled Areas and Cleanrooms Using Instruments Capable of
Detecting Single Sub-Micrometer and Larger Particles

el

ASTM E-595

Testing Cleanrooms

IEST-RP-CC-018

Cleanroom Housekeeping -Operating and Monitoring Procedures

IEST-STD-CC1246D

Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control Program
[Replacement for MIL-STD-1246C]
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IEST-RP-CC-006
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2.0 Contamination Control Requirements
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The OSIRIS-REx driving contamination requirements are based on the acquired sample contamination
control requirements specified in the MRD. While this is the primary driver for the mission requirements,
the instrument contamination requirements, spacecraft contamination requirements, and on-orbit
contamination transfer also impact the overall contamination environment. The sample contamination
requirements are derived based on the maximum amount of contamination in the acquired sample which
will still allow the measurement and evaluation of scientific elements necessary to achieve mission
success criteria. Contamination transfer to the sample or associated sample acquisition or return hardware
will drive the contamination control requirements when the hardware performance does not establish a
more sensitive contamination requirement.
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The instrument contamination requirements consist of internal and external requirements that help
minimize performance degradation and take into account requirements for instrument optics, instrument
detectors, instrument filters, and thermal control surfaces. Spacecraft contamination requirements other
than the sample hardware are based on star tracker contamination requirements, allowable thermal control
surface degradation, coarse sun sensor performance requirements, and to a lesser extent, solar array
performance requirements. In addition, the on-orbit contamination transfer and environmental concerns
are also considered in deriving the OSIRIS-REx contamination control approach. Those concerns
include: outgassing of materials, venting and vent paths, electrostatic return of molecular contaminants,
propulsion effluent from thruster firings, polymerization effects, solar activity, and environments of
asteroid orbits.

d

Design, fabrication, assembly, integration, testing, packaging, transportation and launch site activities will
be performed in a manner that minimizes the probability of contaminating contamination sensitive
surfaces and samples.

se

2.1 Overall Contamination Control Requirements

el

ea

Cleanliness for the OSIRIS-REx instruments and the spacecraft will follow the standards outlined in ISO14644 [formerly FED-STD-209E], IEST-STD-CC1246D [formerly MIL-STD-1246C], and JSC-SN-C0005. During all project phases, an active contamination monitoring and verification program will be in
effect for flight hardware, using black light and white light inspections, tape lift particulate measurements,
image analysis particulate counting, non-volatile residue swab samples, molecular washes, in-situ
molecular monitors, and/or witness samples. All instruments, subsystems, and/or components shall meet
outgassing certification requirements prior to integration with the flight system. Techniques such as
Black and White light inspections, image analysis, tape lift samples, and/or wash samples will be
performed on a schedule, as defined in Section 8.2, such that the Flight system will be sustained at the
specified levels in section 2.4. Cleanliness levels may be measured using an equivalent Percent Area
Coverage [PAC] level as described in Table B-6 if desired.

R

2.2 OSIRIS-REx Instrument Contamination Requirements

The OSIRIS-REx Instruments mission cleanliness levels are specified in Table 2.2-1. These levels are
required to ensure instrument to instrument, and instrument to sample hardware compatibility. This
compatibility requirement can be verified via tape lift samples, image analysis, visual inspections, and/or
wash samples on representative instrument surfaces. Black and white light inspections if performed
should be performed to the criteria of JSC-SN-C-0005 or an equivalent procedure. Some instruments will
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have stricter requirements on their respective contamination sensitive surfaces than other hardware.
Where these requirements are in conflict, the more stringent requirement must prevail where
contamination transfer may occur in order to provide the necessary operating environment for all
hardware elements.
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Table 2.2-1 lists the instrument sensitivity levels as specified by the instrument vendors. These
instrument sensitivity levels are taken from the individual instrument contamination control plans and will
be included here as a relative estimate of the instrument contamination control requirements necessary for
adequate performance of each instrument. Actual mission budgeted cleanliness levels may be more
stringent than these requirements in order to restrict harmful contamination transfer to more sensitive
surfaces or hardware elements. This budget, including contamination levels at hardware delivery, will be
presented later in this plan. Actual instrument sensitivity levels should be verified in the configuration
management version of the instrument’s Contamination Control Plan if there are any discrepancies.

rs

Table 2.2-1: OSIRIS-REx Instrument Sensitivity Levels.

INSTRUMENT COMPONENT

ea

OTES
OLA
REXIS
Sample
Hardware (for
comparison)

Particulate
Level 400
Level 800
Level 400
Level 400
Level 800
VC-HS
Level 400
Level 50
(at final
cleaning)

d

OVIRS

Internal Surfaces
External Surfaces
Internal Surfaces
External Surfaces
All Surfaces
External Surfaces
All Surfaces
All surfaces
contacting sample

BEGINNING-OF-LIFE END-OF-LIFE

se

OCAMS

Ve

Note: The instrument sensitivity levels here have been taken from the individual instrument contamination control plans and are
to be included here as a relative estimate of the instrument contamination control requirements. Current required cleanliness
levels should be verified in the configuration management version of the instrument’s Contamination Control Plan.

Molecular
Level D
Level D
Level A/2
Level A/2
Level B
VC-HS
Level D
Level A/3
(at final
cleaning)

Particulate
Level 400
Level 800
Level 400
Level 400
Level 800
VC-HS
Level 400
Level 100
(measured
at launch)

Molecular
Level D
Level D
A
A
Level D
VC-HS
Level D
Level A/2
(measured
at launch)

el

2.2.1 Instrument Outgassing Certification Requirements

R

The instruments shall meet an outgassing certification requirement during thermal vacuum testing or at
the end of the instrument bakeout, prior to delivery to the flight system, as defined in Table 2.2.1-1. The
bake-out/outgassing certification performance shall be measured using a temperature-controlled Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (TQCM) at chamber pressures below 1x10-5 torr. This device provides information
to enable a determination of the duration and effectiveness of the thermal vacuum bakeout as well as
measures compliance to the outgassing certification requirements. During certification, the flight
hardware shall be maintained at 10 oC above the maximum allowable flight temperature (AFT) and the
TQCM shall be controlled at –20 oC or lower throughout the test to measure the total outgassing of
volatile outgassed condensables. The TQCM must be mounted within the chamber such that the TQCM
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has a representative view of the flight hardware or is monitoring the hardware vent. The outgassing
certification is required to demonstrate compliance with outgassing levels specified in this document.
The purpose of this certification is not only to measure the impact of the instrument on other flight system
contamination sensitive hardware, but also to insure that each component will not self contaminate its
own sensitive hardware. Any outgassing above the levels specified in this plan may degrade the science
and effective performance of one or more components of this flight system. While a bakeout is not
strictly required prior to certification, the higher temperatures used in a bakeout phase typically remove
contaminants in a more speedy and more efficient manner than an extended certification vacuum period.

Ve

rs

The outgassing certification test will be deemed successful when the outgassing rates in Table 2.2.1-1 are
achieved for at least 5 consecutive hours during the certification phase. It is also required that a cold
finger or scavenger plate shall be used to provide a qualitative assessment of the instrument outgassing
effluent at the end of the certification test. The results of the thermal vacuum bakeout / outgassing
certification test shall be verified and provided to the OSIRIS-REx Project for approval. The data set
shall be recorded at least once every 30 minutes during testing and shall contain, as a minimum, TQCM
data, temperature of hardware, chamber/shroud temperature, TQCM temperature, and chamber pressure.
In addition, the chamber configuration and cold finger data (qualitative contamination measurement) shall
be delivered with the results. All instruments unable to satisfy the outgassing certification requirement
must obtain a waiver.
Table 2.2.1-1: Outgassing Requirements for Instruments.
***Note: The final molecular transport analysis will be completed after CDR. Current values may
change following the final revision of this analysis.
Component

OCAMS

Instrument level
Instrument level
Instrument level
Instrument level
Instrument level
Hardware contacting
sample

se

ea

OVIRS
OTES
OLA
REXIS
Sample Hardware

TQCM temperature

d

Instrument

-20C
-20C
-20C
-20C
-20C
-20C

Outgassing
Certification Rate

≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s
≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s
≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s
≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s
≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s
≤ 1 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

R

el

If the instrument is unable to adequately analyze the chamber configuration to meet these requirements,
the OSIRIS-REx project may be able to analytically convert the outgassing certification requirement to an
equivalent TQCM rate given the instrument unique test configuration. If this analysis is desired, the
instrument will submit the unique test configuration and chamber data to GSFC at least 30 days prior to
the outgassing certification test in order to allow adequate time for GSFC to calculate the equivalent
TQCM rate. Required data includes: test configuration, chamber dimensions, pumping efficiency, shroud
and hardware temperature, location of scavenger plates, cold plates, and cold finger, and location of the
TQCM relative to the hardware.

2.2.2 General Instrument Integration and Test Requirements
The instruments shall be integrated to the Flight system in an operational ISO Class 7 (formerly FedSTD-209 Class 10,000) cleanroom. If the room is not meeting ISO Class 7 conditions, work shall be
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delayed until Class 7 conditions can be restored, or the instrument and/or sample return hardware can be
suitably protected from enhanced contamination exposure.
Doors, Apertures, Covers
Instrument protective covers will remain on unless integration and test activities prohibit this. Instrument
use of protective covers is defined in the Contamination Control Requirements Section of the respective
instrument's OSIRIS-REx Flight system to Instrument ICD. Instrument doors, if any, should be opened
within a cleanroom determined and approved by the instrument contamination engineer, with the possible
exception of thermal vacuum testing.
Bagging
The instruments will be bagged whenever possible. Instrument doors may be opened within a cleanroom
determined and approved by the instrument contamination engineer.
Purge
A nitrogen purge shall be available to the instruments during integration, test (except during thermal
vacuum testing), and storage. Nitrogen or clean, dry air will be provided during transportation to the
launch site. Purge requirements are discussed in Section 8.4. Purge interface requirements can be found
in the Contamination Control Requirements Section of the respective instrument's OSIRIS-REx Flight
system to Instrument ICD. Purge System descriptions and requirements will also be found in the
OSIRIS-REx Purge System Specification. A quick summary is presented below.

Component

Purge Required

OCAMS

Yes
Yes

Purge Rate

Purge Notes

5 SCFH
5 SCFH aperture closed
20 SCFH aperture open

N/A
Primarily for
Moisture Reduction
1 hour max
interruption per
incident
1 hour max
interruption per
incidence
He purge may be
necessary for
calibration purposes
only during testing
N/A
Purge is to maintain
knowledge of
contamination
exposure

Yes

ea

OTES

se

d

OVIRS

Ve

Table 2.2.2-1: Purge Requirements for Instruments/Sample Hardware

5 SCFH

No

N/A

REXIS
Sample Hardware

No
Yes

N/A
5 SCFH

R

el

OLA

2.3 OSIRIS-REx Spacecraft Subsystem Requirements
Some spacecraft subsystem surfaces are considered to be contamination sensitive. In fact, the sample
acquisition and return hardware developed as part of the spacecraft contract are the most contamination
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sensitive elements on the flight system. These surfaces and their respective contamination sensitivity
levels are listed in Table 2.3-1. To prevent cross contamination, the subsystem components listed in the
table will be cleaned to the flight system contamination levels or the contamination levels listed in Table
2.3-1, whichever, is cleaner.

rs
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In general, the flight system will be maintained at a level 500A/2 per IEST-STD-CC1246D during
assembly. During spacecraft integration, all mating surfaces will be cleaned to and verified to level
500A/2 per IEST-STD-CC1246D equivalent using a VC-HS inspection by a person trained in
contamination control inspection techniques before becoming inaccessible. All box exterior surfaces,
interior to the spacecraft bus, will also be cleaned and verified to IEST-STD-CC1246D level 500A/2
equivalent using the same VC-HS inpsection prior to Flight system integration. Upon completion of
integration, all exterior surfaces on the flight system and subsystems not requiring a more stringent
cleaning will be cleaned and verified to an IEST-STD-CC1246D level 500A/2. Tape lifts, image analysis,
and wash samples can be taken at regular intervals. Black and white light inspections can also be made
frequently during integration to maintain these levels. A detailed cleaning and monitoring schedule can be
found in Table 11.2-1.
Table 2.3-1: OSIRIS-REx Subsystem Sensitivity Levels
At Launch
End-of-Life (or sample
safely stowed for sample
return hardware)
Particulates Molecular
Amino
Particulates Molecular
Acid
Sample acquisition Level 100
Level A/3 180
Level 100* Level A/2
Hardware
ng/cm2
SRC Canister
Level 100
Level A/3 180
Level 100* Level A/2
(internal)
ng/cm2
Instrument Deck
Level 300
Level A/2 N/A
Level 400* Level A
TAGSAM
Level 300
Level A/2 N/A
Level 400* Level A
Hardware not
directly contacting
sample (rest of
SARA)
Propulsion
(Internal)
Propulsion
VC-HS
VC-HS
N/A
Level 550
Level A
(External)
Spacecraft
Level 500
Level A/2 N/A
Level 550
Level A
Radiators
Solar Arrays
Level 500
Level A/2 N/A
Level 550
Level A
Star Trackers
Level 500
Level A/2 N/A
Level 550
Level A
Sun Sensors
Level 500
Level A/2 N/A
Level 550
Level A
(Coarse)
* NOTE: Neglecting regolith particles from sample collection of the asteroid and those particle
generating activities previously anticipated and identified to the science team

R
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ea

se

d

Ve

Sub-System
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2.3.1 Spacecraft Subsystem Outgassing Certification Rates
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All flight hardware shall meet outgassing certification rates prior to integration to the flight system per
Table 2.3-2. Outgassing rates shall be measured with a TQCM, set at the temperature requirements of 20C, at chamber pressures below 1x10-5 torr. All bakeouts will be conducted at the maximum hardware
temperature with appropriate safety margin. Outgassing certification shall be done at 10°C above the
maximum operational on-orbit temperature. The TQCM shall be mounted within the chamber such that
the TQCM has a representative view of the flight hardware or is monitoring the hardware vent. The
hardware outgassing certification shall be deemed successful when the outgassing requirements are
achieved for at least 5 consecutive hours. For all bake-outs, an 8 hour cold finger (or scavenger plate)
sample shall be taken at the end of the certification test prior to vent-back for a qualitative assessment of
hardware outgassing effluent at the end of the certification test.

rs

Table 2.3-2: Outgassing Requirements for Spacecraft Components.

***Note: The final molecular transport analysis will be completed after CDR. Current values may
change following this analysis.

TQCM
Temperature
(deg C)

5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

d

High Gain Antenna reflector (Backside is
considered MLI)

Outgassing rate
(g/cm2/sec)

Ve

Subsystem

5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

5 x 10-11 g/cm2-s

-20

Solar Array Holding Fixtures

5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

Solar Array Backside

2.5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

Solar Array Cellside

3 x 10-11 g/cm2-s

-20

TAG Boom ends

5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

MLI (Bus and instrument deck)

2.5 x 10-12 g/cm2-s

-20

Electronic boxes

2.5 x 10-11 g/cm2-s

-20

Apertures and closeout nodes

1 x 10

se

Sample Return Capsule (top surface)

R
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ea

Radiators
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Support equipment used in the vacuum chamber must meet the minimum flight hardware material
requirements (CVCM 1%, TML 0.1%). It is also required that a pre-test chamber bake-out, with ground
support equipment and cables, and an outgassing background measurement, with a TQCM, be performed
prior to loading the flight hardware in the chamber. This assures that the chamber and ground support
equipment will not contaminate the flight system flight hardware and will provide a TQCM background
measurement to be subtracted from the TQCM measurements recorded during the actual test. Without the
background measurements, the outgassing background in the chamber is assumed to be negligible during
the certification test. The pre-test chamber bake-out requirement may be waived by the OSIRIS-REx
contamination engineer if chamber cleanliness can be verified by other means.

rs

The results of the thermal vacuum bakeout / outgassing certification test shall be verified and provided to
the OSIRIS-REx Project for review. The data set shall be recorded at least once every 30 minutes during
testing and shall contain, as a minimum, TQCM data, temperature of hardware, chamber/shroud
temperature, TQCM temperature, and chamber pressure. In addition, cold finger and scavenger plate data
shall be delivered with the results. All subsystems unable to satisfy the outgassing certification
requirement must obtain a waiver. Contact the Contamination Engineer for more test details.

d

Ve

As stated above, OSIRIS-REx Contamination Engineering can analytically convert the outgassing
certification requirement to an equivalent TQCM rate given the instrument unique test configuration if the
spacecraft vendor is unable to perform this analysis. If this analysis is desired, the subsystem will submit
the unique test configuration and chamber data to OSIRIS-REx Contamination Engineering at least 30
days prior to the outgassing certification test in order to allow adequate time for OSIRIS-REx
Contamination Engineering to calculate the equivalent TQCM rate. Required Data includes: test
configuration, chamber dimensions, pumping efficiency, shroud and hardware temperature, location of
scavenger plates, cold plates, and cold finger, and location of the TQCM relative to the hardware

se

2.4 OSIRIS-REx Flight system Requirements
All flight system surfaces not having a more stringent requirement shall meet an exterior contamination
cleanliness level of 500A/2 per IEST-STD-1246C during final assembly and integration.

R

el

(For this mission a trained contamination specialist shall be
someone familiar with IEST contamination control procedures who has cleaned and verified highly
contamination sensitive hardware in the past. Not simply someone who has cleaned flight or lab
hardware at some previous time.) All internal spacecraft surfaces will be cleaned to a level VC-HS.
Upon completion of integration, all exterior surfaces will be cleaned and verified to level 500A/2 and
maintained at that level through testing until launch. Table 11.2-1 contains a detailed cleaning and
monitoring schedule.

2.4.1 Flight system Bagging
Because of contamination sensitivities, when the Flight system is outside of an ISO Class 7/8
(Fed-STD-209 Class 10,000/100,000) cleanroom, it must be bagged. The only exception is
Revision 15
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when I&T activities would prohibit bagging. This reason for this exception will included on the
work order authorization and shall require OSIRIS-REx Project approval. Additionally, when
the flight system is not being worked on in the cleanroom, for an extended period of time, it must
be protected with a bag, cover, or drape, if possible, to protect from particulate fallout and
minimize required cleanings. During any type of transportation outside the facilities, as in the
case of launch site transportation, or during storage, the flight system should be bagged in
approved bagging film and stored in a shipping container.

Ve
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OSIRIS-REx shall be bagged using a contamination and ESD acceptable film. The bags will be
designed especially to accommodate the configuration of OSIRIS-REx with special attention to
required lifting points. The film may be purchased in a verified clean condition or may be
precision cleaned to better than the flight system levels it will contact prior to final assembly in
the cleanroom environment (Class 100A/3 is a typical bagging material delivery cleanliness
verification level when verified by the vendor). The assembly of the bag will be implemented in
the cleanroom. A designated number of bags (minimum of 2 for an additional "double bag" is
required, but for "risky" bagging schemes, additional bags may be warranted in case of
additional tears during installation) will be made to assure that rupture of a bag being used will
not interrupt OSIRIS-REx bagging for a prolonged period.

d

The bagging concept will be formulated by LM Mechanical Engineering (if support structures
are needed) and Contamination Engineering prior to the OSIRIS-REx Flight system Critical
Design Review. Final determination of the bagging material and purchased cleanliness condition
will be made by LM and approved by the mission CCE.

se

Individual instrument bags shall be provided by the instrument provider, unless a detailed design
analysis is provided to and negotiated with the OSIRIS-REx project prior to integration. These
bags will protect the instrument prior to and after integration to the flight system.

el

ea

The following bagging materials are options to be approved for use on OSIRIS-REx: Llumalloy
(If still available), Dun-shield 200 by DunMore Corp, or other like material approved by the
OSIRIS-REx CCE. Other materials meeting the selection criteria may be approved for use.
Selection criteria include ESD, hypergolic compatibility, cleanliness, flammability, and nonshedding. Test methods for evaluating flammability, ESD, and hypergolic compatibility are
referenced in KSC document, Material Selection List for Plastic Films, Foams, and Adhesive
Tapes. Additional ESD requirements can be found in the OSIRIS-REx Electrical System
Specification.

R

2.4.2 OSIRIS-REx Cleanliness Levels from Assembly to End-of-Life
The following contamination budget table defines internal and external surface cleanliness levels for
instruments, spacecraft subsystems and the integrated flight system from instrument delivery to end-oflife. While these levels are the expected contamination levels for the specified hardware, not all budget
points will require specific tape lift/NVR rinse verification. These verifications will be required at
hardware subsystem deliveries, at the end of integration, and prior to launch. Other budget points may be
verified by inspection unless a contamination event has been observed. Additional verifications may be
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required if deemed necessary by the Project CCE or Flight system CCE with project concurrence.
Cleanliness levels presented after launch are detemined by analysis and are verified by analysis only.
These analytical values are dependent on well verified hardware cleanliness at launch.
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Table 2.4.2-1: OSIRIS-REx Surface Cleanliness Level Budget from Instrument/Subsystem Delivery
through Sample Acquisition
External Surfaces
Level 300A/2

Internal Surfaces
As specified by the specific
Instrument CCP unless surface
has direct contribution to external
surfaces, then Level 300A/2

SRC delivery to SARA

Level 300A/2, 180 ng/cm2
of amino acids
Level 50A/3, 180 ng/cm2 of
amino acids
Level 300A/2, 180 ng/cm2
of amino acids
Level 300A/2
Level 300A/2

Level 50A/3, 180 ng/cm2 of
amino acids
Level 50A/3, 180 ng/cm2 of
amino acids
Level 50A/3, 180 ng/cm2 of
amino acids
Level 300A/2 (instrument
deck)
Level 300A/2 (interior to bus)

Level 300A/2

Level 300A/2

Ve

d

Level 500A/2

se

Sample Acquisition Hardware
delivery to SARA
SARA delivery to Flight
system
Spacecraft Subsystems
delivery to Integration
Flight system at start of
Integration
Flight system at end of
Integration and Test
(Instrument deck)
Flight system at end of
Integration and Test (Non
Instrument Deck)
Flight system during Launch
Site Preps
Flight system at Encapsulation

rs

Event
Instruments delivered to Flight
system

Level 500A/2

Level 500A/2

Flight system at Launch

Level 525A/2

Instruments at Launch
Sample Acquisition and
Return Hardware at Launch
Flight system at Orbit
Insertion
Flight system at Sample
Acquisition
Instruments at Sample
Acquisition
Sample Hardware at Sample
Acquisition

Level 325A/2
Level 50A/3

Level 300A/2 (Instrument
Deck)
Level 300A/2 (Instrument
Deck)
Level 325A/2 (Instrument
Deck)
Level 325A/2
Level 50A/3

Level 575A

Level 400A (Instrument Deck)

Level 575A

Level 400A (Instrument Deck)

Level 400A

Level 400A

Level 100A/2

Level 100A/2

R
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ea

Level 500A/2
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2.4.3 OSIRIS-REx Flight system Thermal Vacuum Testing/ Outgassing
Certification
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The OSIRIS-REx Flight system will be subjected to flight system level thermal vacuum testing. The
OSIRIS-REx Flight system level thermal vacuum test will be performed in a LM approved thermal
vacuum chamber. The chamber shall be maintained as an ISO Class 8 or better clean environment. Full
cleanroom garments will be worn while working within the chamber.

Ve
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The thermal vacuum test will be monitored with a series of temperature controlled quartz crystal
microbalances (TQCMs) and the following instrumentation: passive fallout coupon samples, cold finger,
scavenger plates and optical coupon plates. The outgassing certification portion of the OSIRIS-REx
flight system thermal vacuum test will be used to verify the on-orbit contamination analyses. All
temperature transitions will be controlled to minimize contamination. In addition, cold plates will be
used, as required, to minimize contamination from known high outgassing sources. An analysis will be
performed prior to the thermal vacuum test to verify no subsystem or instrument will be susceptible to
contamination and so that precautions can be taken to minimize contamination to problem areas.

d

Support equipment used in the vacuum chamber must meet flight hardware material requirements. A pretest chamber bake-out, with ground support equipment and cables, and an outgassing background
measurement, with a TQCM, shall be performed prior to loading the flight hardware in the chamber. This
assures that the chamber and ground support equipment will not contaminate the flight hardware. The
pre-test outgassing levels shall be measured and verified to meet the chamber certification levels defined
in OSIRIS-REx Flight system Thermal Vacuum Plan.

ea

se

Outgassing certification rates shall be verified during a hot cycle of thermal vacuum testing. The last hot
cycle of the thermal vacuum testing is preferred. During certification, the flight hardware shall be
maintained at its maximum on-orbit operation temperature. The hardware outgassing rate shall be
measured with a series of TQCMs for at least 5 consecutive hours. The TQCMs must be mounted within
the chamber such that each TQCM has a representative view of the flight hardware or is monitoring a
hardware vent. The TQCM temperatures shall be defined in the OSIRIS-REx Flight system Thermal
Vacuum Plan. If the flight hardware does not meet the outgassing certification requirements, the flight
system shall be subjected to a contingency bakeout.

3.0 Contamination Sources and Analyses

el

Possible sources of contamination must be identified in order to protect OSIRIS-REx from contamination
and to effectively clean contaminated components. Table 3.0-1 is a listing of typical possible
contamination sources at various development stages.

R

Quantitative estimates of contamination sources and deposits will be made for critical surfaces through
the analyses as listed below. A physical description of the contamination environment
(molecular/particulate) of the surrounding critical surfaces will be provided by OSIRIS-REx
Contamination Engineering. The analyses will consider the locations, geometry, and operation of
sensitive surfaces relative to potential contamination sources.
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Table 3.0-1: Contamination Sources for OSIRIS-REx

Molecular

Particulate

Fabrication

Machining oils, fingerprints, air
fallout

metal chips, filings, air
fallout, personnel

Assembly and Integration

air fallout, outgassing, personnel,
cleaning, solvents, soldering,
lubricants, bagging material

air fallout, personnel, soldering,
drilling, bagging material

Test

air fallout, outgassing, personnel,
test facilities, purges

air fallout, personnel, test
facilities, purges, redistribution

Storage

bagging material, purges,
containers

bagging material, purges,
containers

Transport

bagging material, purges,
containers

Launch Site

bagging material, air fallout,
outgassing, personnel, purges

bagging material, air fallout,
personnel, checkout activities,
other payload activities, purges

Launch

Outgassing, venting, launch
vehicle

vibration and/or redistribution,
launch vehicle

OSIRIS-REx On-Orbit

Outgassing, atomic oxygen,
propulsion effluent, glow,
electrostatic return,
polymerization effects

OSIRIS-REx cloud,
micrometeoroid and debris
impingement, material erosion

rs
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Mission Phase

ea

se

d

Ve

bagging material, purges,
containers, vibration

3.1 Thruster Impingement

R
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The spacecraft should be designed to minimize thruster impingement on contamination sensitive surfaces.
These surfaces include the sample acquisition site. Thruster firing impacting the acquisition site may
degrade the species in the returned sample. Impingement of the thrusters with the actual acquisition sight
should be minimized as much as possible. The spacecraft propulsion system will be using ultra-pure
hydrazine as a propellant. A preliminary analysis was performed indicating the effects of plume analysis
on sample site during the mission phase A period. A follow-up analysis will need to be performed to
determine the thruster effluent deposition levels on the sample hardware and instrument exterior surfaces
through sample acquisition and mission end of life. The deposition levels shall be no more than 180
ng/cm2on TAGSAM surfaces. The effects from orbit insertion burns, attitude correction burns, TAG
events, and any required special maneuvers are to be included in the analyses.
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3.2 Atomic Oxygen Effects
The duration of OSIRIS-REx at altitudes that would generate appreciable atomic oxygen erosion of
exposed materials is negligible. No atomic oxygen erosion requirements are specified for this mission.

3.3 In-Flight Analyses
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Contamination mass transport analyses of in-flight contamination will be performed by the GSFC
Contamination Engineering for the OSIRIS-REx mission. The molecular impingement rate on sensitive
surfaces as well as the total amount of contaminants depositing on those surfaces will be calculated over
the life of the mission. The contaminant flux to each instrument aperture, as well as other contamination
sensitive surfaces, will be provided to each instrument provider. The mass transport analyses will take
into account in-flight outgassing, electrostatic return mechanisms, instrument and spacecraft venting, and
propulsion plume impingement. The analyses are to be documented and available for review.

Ve
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The subsystem and spacecraft outgassing requirements (Tables 2.2.1-1 and 2.3-2) will be derived from
the in-flight analyses, based on sample hardware and instruments contamination requirements. In
addition, the analyses to be used will verify the effects of the propulsion system and choose the optimal
flight system vent locations.

An additional analyzed effect will be to determine those non line-of-sight materials which may impact the
sample acquisition hardware and will need to be archived for potential future study.

d

Mass transport analyses should also be performed for each instrument to determine their acceptable
contamination accumulation as well as to determine the potential benefits of any in-flight
decontamination procedures.

se

3.4 Particle Redistribution Analysis

ea

A particle redistribution analysis will be performed by the GSFC Contamination Engineering for the
OSIRIS-REx Flight system, if necessary. The analysis will predict particle redistribution on the Flight
system due to launch forces, launch vibration, and launch vehicle cleanliness. The change in exterior
particulate cleanliness levels on sensitive surfaces during launch will be calculated. This analysis is
performed by the launch vendor for each mission. If this analysis is deemed to be adequate, no further
analysis will be performed. However, if this analysis is not of sufficient detail, a more refined analysis
will be performed as instructed above.

el

3.5 Venting Analyses

R

OSIRIS-REx will be using directional venting to aid in contamination control procedures. Since this
process does not allow free flow of entrapped air volume, Mechanical Engineering will need to perform
an OSIRIS-REx de-pressurization analysis to size the spacecraft vent paths with respect to bus volume.
The vents will be sized to keep the maximum delta-pressure on the spacecraft below the allowable
pressure differential. Spacecraft vent placement on the spacecraft bus will be determined by the results of
this analysis and the output from the molecular mass transport analysis mentioned above. The size and
efficiency, if any, of the molecular getters, located in the spacecraft bus, will be calculated as well.
Section 4.1.1 provides the details for the spacecraft vent.
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In addition, venting analyses will be used to verify instrument and subsystem vent locations to prevent
spacecraft to instrument, instrument to sample hardware, spacecraft to sample hardware, and instrument
to instrument cross contamination.

io
n

A separate venting analysis must also be performed on the Sample Return Canister (SRC) as it must
survive not only a depressurization on ascent, but also a re-pressurization event on sample return. This
analysis should consider contamination concerns when placing volume vent locations and blanket
placement to limit contamination cross transfer.

3.6 Miscellaneous Analyses

A number of other analyses will be performed by either GSFC or LM Contamination Engineering for the
OSIRIS-REx program to include:

rs

The OSIRIS-REx thruster impingement analyses will be performed to verify thruster placement with
respect to effluent impingement, pressure, and heating effects. Trade study results can be requested from
the OSIRIS-REx Contamination Engineer.

Ve

Contaminant polymerization studies will be performed by GSFC, if needed, based on the need of
the instruments.

4.0 Design, Materials and Processing Requirements

d

4.1 Venting

ea

se

The Flight system exterior components, spacecraft vents, and Instruments must be designed such that all
outgassing and propulsion plume products are vented away from instruments, sample acquisition
hardware, and sensitive parts of the Flight system. Sensitive components include apertures, thermal
control surfaces, star trackers, sun sensors, sample hardware, and solar arrays. Correct venting design
may require the use of directional venting, baffles, filters and/or labyrinth seals.

el

Venting analyses will be performed by LM Contamination Engineering and/or Mechanical Engineering to
verify instrument and subsystem vent locations in order to prevent cross contamination from improper
venting. Details of the instrument vent locations should be defined in the Instrument Mechanical
Interface Control Drawings (Mechanical Implementation Details) of each Flight system to Instrument
ICD. As much of this spacecraft has an open design, blanket locations will often dictate the location of
these vents and should be verified in all ICD documentation.

R

4.2 Materials

In order to control contamination and protect sensitive surfaces, the use of minimal contaminating
materials and the use of covers and protective shields must be considered. Manufacturing materials
should be low outgassing, non-shedding and non-flaking. The materials should be chosen from the
following web site: http://outgassing.nasa.gov which is a replacement for NASA Reference Publication
1124. Manufacturing materials not listed in the reference publication shall be tested by Code 541,
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Materials Branch, in accordance to ASTM E595; "Methods of Test, Total Mass and Collected Volatile
Condensable Materials from Outgassing in a Vacuum Environment".
Materials shall meet the CVCM level of 0.1% and TML of 1.0% by weight, in order to be used in
fabrication and assembly. If a material does not meet these standards, it must be discussed with the
Contamination Engineer (GSFC 546) and Materials Engineer (Code 541) for a possible waiver.

io
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Additional materials requirements not related to contamination control must also be met. These
requirements are specified in the OSIRIS-REx Materials and Processes Selection, Implementation, and
Control Plan (MPCP).

4.2.1 Material Restrictions

Ve

rs

Materials for flight system design may be limited for a number of reasons. Two primary reasons
are general contamination produced and mission specific contamination concerns. For OSIRISREx, both concerns are present and may limit the acceptable materials which may be used. This
CCP is the primary source for contamination related materials restrictions. Materials restrictions
for non-contamination related reasons will be addressed by the OSIRIS-REx Materials
Identification and Usage Lists (MIUL) maintained by materials engineering.

4.2.1.1 General Contamination Materials Restrictions

d

The following materials are known to cause outgassing or surface contact contamination problems and
shall be prohibited or the quantity used shall be tightly controlled and demonstrated to not pose a threat to
contamination sensitive surfaces.

R

el




ea



Silicones shall be prohibited/limited in areas where mass transport modeling demonstrates that
they may be transported to contamination critical surfaces unless specifically approved by the
OSIRIS-REx Contamination Engineer and the OSIRIS-REx Materials Engineer. Silicones are
difficult to remove using either chemical or vacuum baking cleaning techniques. Silicones may
creep due to low surface tensions. Silicones also polymerize into a dark highly absorbing
contaminant deposit.
Silicones used in other areas shall be limited and minimized in quantity. Those used will have the
lowest TML and CVCM outgassing properties available for the application.
Foams
Non-flight adhesives (in masking tapes, temporary bonding activities, and other fabrication and
test activities) for ground operations shall be generally prohibited. Where use is unavoidable, the
quantity used will be minimized and all residues shall be removed from flight hardware surfaces
as well as any surfaces where there is a possibility of transfer to a flight surface.

se



In addition, some materials are known particle generators and usage of such materials shall be controlled
and monitored, particularly near contamination sensitive surfaces.


Paints which can become particle generators when improperly applied (e.g., over spray or
excessive thickness) or cured (insufficient humidity or temperature or insufficient or excessive
curing of a base layer prior to application of second layer). Silicates may present particle
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generating hazards.
Some surfaces become particle generators when over-handled -- e.g., painted surfaces and
surfaces with flexible substrates with metallic or paint coatings.
Paints containing large pigment particles.
Some dry lubricants
Surfaces prone to corrosion or oxides.
Fabrics with brittle constituents (e.g., composites, graphite or glass).
Perforated materials when insufficient post-cleaning is performed or material is highly
susceptible to tear propagation (e.g., MLI).
Metal oxides (bare (untreated) aluminum and magnesium, iron, non-corrosion resistant steel,
etc.).
Materials containing fabric or fabric scrim (these materials must have all edges sealed with tape if
used in optic cavities or near optic cavities.
Braided metallic or synthetic wires, ropes, slings, etc. (these must be sheathed entirely).
Woven materials especially cut or unfinished ends (metal braid, EMI shielding, lacing cord,
expando sleeving).
Materials with thin films that might erode or crack and flake (ITO Teflon MLI, metallized
packaging materials).



io
n









rs




Ve



4.2.1.2 Mission Specific Materials Restrictions

se

d

Due to the sensitivity of this mission to the contamination environment, several materials have been
deemed unacceptable for use on this particular mission. Aside from the materials issues mentioned
above, materials which would produce amino acid like materials have also been restricted. Because
amino acids are one of the primary focal points of the science data, materials producing these species
would degrade the mission science. These materials include Latex, Nylon, and polyamide materials.
Polyimides (like Kapton) are acceptable for use however.

4.3 Mechanisms and Deployments

el

ea

Mechanisms and hardware deployments shall not generate particulate debris or molecular contaminants
that will cause adjacent external surfaces or other external contamination sensitive surfaces to exceed
their allotted cleanliness levels. Design of internal mechanisms shall restrict or prohibit the venting of
lubricant via a labyrinth seal, if possible. In addition, effluent from vents in mechanisms will not impinge
upon external contamination sensitive surfaces. Particulate debris generation and molecular
contamination generation of mechanisms and hardware deployments will be verified via test data or
analyses.

R

4.4 Processing Requirements
Contamination control measures should be used during all manufacturing phases and
storage/transportation. Surfaces should be kept clean, and if any debris is generated during the
manufacturing process it should be immediately vacuumed with an ESD compatible vacuum or wiped off
with solvent dampened extracted wipes. Some surfaces cannot be wiped with a solvent. ITO is such a
surface. Germanium surfaces may be wiped, but require gentle handling. Kapton can be wiped with a
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solvent dampened extracted wipe without excessive concern for the surface. Black Kapton can be wiped
with an extracted wipe dampened with a solvent, but excessive solvent use is not advisable. Detailed
information and cleaning procedures for OSIRIS-REx surfaces will be found in the OSIRIS-REx
Cleaning and Verification Procedure.

rs

io
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All ground support equipment should be cleaned and inspected to VC (visibly clean) per JSC-SN-C-0005
before it enters the cleanroom. Cables should be bagged and all suspect equipment should be precision
cleaned. Equipment with cooling fans must remain downstream from sensitive hardware or remain
outside of the cleanroom. Support equipment used in the vacuum chamber must meet flight hardware
material requirements and will be subjected to a bakeout prior to hardware bakeout and thermal vacuum
testing. Whenever hardware is not being worked on for an extended period of time, it should be covered
or bagged. Covering materials and drapes must be contamination and electrostatic discharge (ESD)
approved. Protective bagging and covering materials at the launch site must also be hypergolic
compatible and pass flammability acceptance levels as per KSC requirements. Additional bagging
requirements can be found in Section 2.4.1.

Ve

All work order authorizations involving hardware-related work on the flight system (including
mechanical operations, blanket installation, electrical mating and/or rework, subsystem installation, etc.)
must include steps to verify all tools and materials are clean prior to work and are accounted for when
work is complete. In addition, a visual inspection for molecular and particulate contamination must be
performed and the area cleaned in accordance to the appropriate hardware or facility Cleaning and
Verification Procedure.

se
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To prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage to any of the electronic components,
precautions beyond contamination control measures will be required. This may mean using
antistatic packaging films that also meet the contamination requirements of Section 2.4.1, ESD
approved garments, and grounded wrist straps. Additionally, the temperature and humidity of
the work environment will have to be controlled. Concerns pertaining to ESD should be brought
to the attention of Quality Assurance.

ea

5.0 Contamination Knowledge Requirements

R

el

Unlike many other contamination sensitive missions, the particular type and species of
contaminant are of significant importance to the OSIRIS-REx mission. For this reason,
knowledge of what contaminants and contaminant sources are present is a critical element of the
contamination control plan for this mission. These Contamination Knowledge (CK)
requirements involve three primary areas. Flight witness plates which will measure the
contamination environment in-flight. Ground contamination monitoring plates which will
measure the contamination environment while processing during ground operations. And
material archiving which will preserve material species for later study should a need arise to
study the source of particular contaminating elements which effect the returned sample. Use of
the CK element has enabled the contamination requirements presented in this plan to be, while
highly stringent, at least achievable.
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5.1 Contamination Knowledge Flight Witness Plates

io
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The CK elements listed above allow the science team for this mission to essentially calculate a
contamination "background". This background would show what species and how much of each
contaminant was likely present within the sample. This background can then be subtracted from
the sample during analysis much like a dark field measurement is usually subtracted from other
types of detectors. Knowledge of this background allows a practical level of contamination, to
be present and still achieve mission requirements, reducing the cost of contamination
implementation of highly stringent cleanliness levels.

Ve
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During the flight portion of the OSIRIS-REx mission, CK data will be accumulated through the
use of flight witness plates. To provide representative data, Flight witness plates are located by
the sample acquisition hardware (TAGSAM head and SRC canister). These plates accumulate
species which may be transferred TO or FROM the sample and which may hinder future
measurements by the science team. The witness plates are composed of two materials
(Aluminum, and Sapphire) in order to best collect a representative sample of the CK background.
Since each of these materials can be analyzed by different methods, this gives more flexibility to
the background calculation.

ea

se

d

Obtaining CK with a single flight witness plate would be the easiest method, but is not adequate
to obtain the most useful background knowledge. Contaminant species accumulated on the
witness plate could have been from the spacecraft, from the sample itself, or from a source to
which the witness was exposed, but the sample was not. More witness definition is required to
separate the effects of these different accumulations. Multiple plates allow the science team to
subtract accumulation from different phases in order to better identify contamination sources.
Flight witness plates will be required for three time periods of the mission. Each period has a
distinct focus and increases the CK of that time period. The comparison of these plates in
conjunction with the other plates provides the most complete picture of what the sample has
experienced, however any CK developed from any number of these plates has value. If a
particular plate is compromised, the others still provide valuable CK as well as some
redundancy.
Each of the three time periods is represented on both the TAGSAM and the SRC hardware.
These time periods are:

R

el

1) Before the mission sample has been acquired.
2) After the mission sample has been acquired.
3) The period between these two is required due to the timing of the Design Reference Mission
(DRM).
Table 5.1-1 shows the timeline of exposure for each of these plates. The witness plates located
on the TAGSAM head are labeled a, b, and c. The witness plates located on the SRC are labeled
1, 2, and 3. The witness materials and witness exposure period are paired between the two
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groups. The SRC Air Filter may provide some additional CK to assist with the study of these
plates.

d
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Table 5.1-1: Flight Witness Plate Exposure Timeline.

ea

se

The first time period (1,a) is of general outgassing and molecular transfer from elements of flight
hardware TO TAGSAM sample sensitive hardware (TAGSAM head, Launch container, and
SRC canister (TLS) hardware). These plates show contaminants sources prior to acquisition
which may be transferred to the sample. These plates are exposed from encapsulation through
sample acquisition. These plates are intended to demonstrate any material which could have
accumulated on the TLS hardware, but did not leave via changing environmental conditions and
may transfer to the sample by direct contact.

R

el

The second period (2,b) is after sample acquisition through recovery. These plates measure
contamination which may be transferred TO the sample via outgassing after the sample has been
acquired. These species may also react with the sample directly due to environmental
conditions. These plates will also demonstrate any species that may have outgassed FROM the
sample after acquisition. The combination of these plates with the first period plates can separate
out the species lost from the sample from those accumulated from general contamination
transfer.
A third set of plates (3,c) is exposed for the entire duration as a “total” accumulated contaminant
mass measurement. These plates fill in the gaps in witness exposures 1a and 2b. Gaps arise
since the opening and closing of witness plates is driven by other s/c operations (e.g. removing
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the TAGSAM from the launch container). These plates also provide information on any
interactions between the contaminants in group 1 with those from group 2.

5.2 Contamination Knowledge Ground Contamination Monitoring Plates

rs
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A series of ground contamination monitoring plates will be exposed throughout ATLO to
capture the contaminant species to which the hardware was exposed from both known and
unknown sources during ground processing. To avoid confusion with the plates used in section
5.1, the plates used for this ground based contamination monitoring and archiving will be
referred to as contamination monitoring plates rather than witness plates as is common. These
plates will be collected on a regular basis and archived at the mission archive site for potential
future analysis. These plates are in addition to the normal facility monitoring plates used to
insure proper performance of the clean area. These archived plates will typically be exposed and
exchanged on the same schedule and same location as the facility contamination monitoring
plates

d

Ve

The contamination monitoring plates will typically be exposed on a monthly basis, but may be
exposed for lesser time periods to distinguish critical events. The archived plates will not be
cleaned and reused as many contamination monitoring plates are used, but will be stored in as
used condition until archived. Both types of plates should be positioned in the cleanroom to
accumulate representative samples of what the flight hardware will experience. They should be
placed in locations where they will not be touched, handled, or need significant movement
during ATLO operations.

se

These plates will also be used during the recovery phase at UTTR and at the JSC archiving site.
Table 5.1-1 lists periods of exposure times for these monitoring plates as well. The green
contamination control monitoring plates at UTTR and JSC will be the standard plates used to
monitor these facilities for proper cleanroom operation since they will be housing the returned
sample and must be adequately controlled.

ea

5.3 Materials Archiving for Contamination Knowledge

R

el

Materials which are in direct line of sight to the sample TLS sensitive hardware will need to be
archived for later analysis. These materials contain contaminating species which may transfer to
the sample and obscure the science data collected via contact transfer or molecular outgassing.
This will include all TAGSAM, TAGSAM arm, SRC, and launch container hardware. While
much of the science deck of the spacecraft will have a direct line of site to sample hardware
during integration operations, transfer from non SARA hardware should be limited to
outgassing/offgassing and should be archived by use of the flight witness and ground
contamination monitoring plates. Spacecraft hardware archiving lists and specific requirements
will be detailed in the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft CCP. A sample of these materials of at least 1
gram shall be saved from the specific material type and lot at the JSC Curation facility. A
separate archived sample is required for each unique set of hardware manufacturing conditions.
If the hardware was processed at a different time, on a different machine, or using different
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materials, a new archive sample shall be acquired. Sample archiving acquisition, storage and
transport details are given in the OSIRIS-REx Materials Archiving Plan presented as appendix D
of this CCP.

io
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Materials which are not direct line of sight but may be transferred to the sample hardware by
other means may also need to be archived. This would include any materials which would
display significant shedding of particulate material (ie. velcro, foam, or paints with flaking
concerns). Lubricants will also need to be archived due to the specific nature of these materials.
Lubricant are easily transferred by contact transfer and creep mechanisms. Transfer techniques
which are not as present in most other materials. As each of these transfer mechanisms could
cause transfer of contaminants to the sample which are not collected on the flight or ground
plates, these materials will need to be archived.

Ve
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For materials that are not line of sight, but may outgas, the archiving of potentially transferred
materials is covered by the use of ground and flight contamination monitoring plates and witness
samples. For most instrument, and non science deck spacecraft hardware no archiving of these
materials is required other than the specific exemptions listed above.

5.4 Contamination Knowledge Requirements for Gases

se
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Gaseous materials used on both the flight system as well as during ATLO activities which
encounter the sampler return hardware will also need to be archived. This would include a
sample of the purge gas used during ATLO, the nitrogen used in sample acquisition, and the
purge gas used during retrieval and archiving at the curation facility. A sample of these
materials of at least 1 gram shall be saved from the specific material type and lot at the JSC
Curation facility. Sample archiving acquisition, storage and transport details are given in the
OSIRIS-REx Materials Archiving Plan portion of this document (Appendix D).

5.5 Materials Archiving of the Hydrazine Thrusters

el

ea

Due to the reactive nature of the hydrazine material, keeping a sample of this gas for archiving
will not adequately represent the material as used during either flight or fabrication. The
material is likely to react with the environment and may pose a risk to the curation facility
personnel. For this reason a detailed analysis of the gas will be archived, and a fired thruster will
be archived as well. These will be the representative sample of the thruster environment
experienced by the sample. Sample archiving acquisition, storage and transport details are given
in the OSIRIS-REx Materials Archiving Plan portion of this document (Appendix D).

R

5.6 Archiving of Contamination Monitoring Solvent rinse/washes

Because the solvent rinses used in cleaning the flight hardware are a good representative sample
of the materials on the surface, a sample of these rinses will also need to be archived for potential
future study. While not every rinse needs to be archived, the primary and final cleaning of
sample hardware acquisition components should be archived. In addition, a sample of the
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scavenger plate rinse from thermal vacuum testing of the sample hardware, or flight system
hardware should also be archived. A sample of these materials of at least 1 gram shall be saved
from the specific material type and lot at the JSC Curation facility. Sample archiving
acquisition, storage and transport details are given in the OSIRIS-REx Materials Archiving Plan
portion of this document (Appendix D).

io
n

5.7 Coordination with Science Team CK Plan

rs

As scientific study is always a changing process, the details laid out for contamination
knowledge in this plan may need to be changed based on future analysis. As this plan is
intended more as a definition of how to implement the processes needed to collect contamination
knowledge information rather than the study of the CK itself, all requirements must be
coordinated with the OSIRIS-REx Contamination Knowledge Plan provided by the mission
Science team. If these plans are in conflict, the Contamination Knowledge Plan shall take
precedence for CK collection activities.

Ve

6.0 Cleanroom Facilities and Operational Requirements
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Integration of OSIRIS-REx shall occur in both an ISO Class 7(Fed-Std-209 Class 10,000) as well as an
ISO Class8(Fed-Std-209 Class 100,000) or cleaner facility. When the TLS sample acquisition hardware
or sensitive instrument hardware must be exposed, the facility must be a Class 7 facility. During periods
when the sensitive hardware is being protected or the TLS hardware is not present, a Class 8 facility may
be used. The facility shall provide a HEPA filtered bank at the ISO certified flow rate for the specified
cleanroom class. Air flow shall be vertical, from top to bottom whenever possible. The most sensitive
hardware will be placed closest to the HEPA filters in the cleanroom and less sensitive hardware will be
kept downstream from the more sensitive hardware. Typical cleanroom temperature should be
maintained at 72 +5/-10F and the relative humidity should be maintained at 30 to 50%.

ea

Spacecraft hardware and ground support equipment shall be cleaned to the required levels by
Contamination Control Technicians in a precision cleaning room. All hardware cleaned in the precision
cleaning room shall be double bagged for transportation to the cleanroom facility if not within the
cleanroom facility. For convenience, a precision cleaning station may be set up outside the cleanroom
facility where appropriate.

R

el

The following subsections detail the typical operations of this type of cleanroom for this class of mission.
Following the specific techniques in these sections will insure the proper operation of the cleanrooms
used to house mission hardware at acceptable levels. While the specific techniques in these sections are
more guidelines than specific requirements, the areas covered must be addressed in all cleanrooms used
on this mission. Providing a method to address the proper operations specified in these sections is a
requirement and if the following techniques are not used, an approved alternate method must be presented
and approved by the mission CCE.
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6.1 Cleanroom Garments

io
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Personnel entering the cleanroom are required to use a shoe cleaner, walk on a series of tacky mats, and
use the air shower if available. Cleanroom type garments will be worn in the cleanroom at all times. The
best garments are usually made of polyester and are efficient particulate filters to human generated
contamination. In addition, garments must meet ESD standards. Full cleanroom garments, including
bunny suits, face masks, hoods, boots, and gloves shall be worn on the OSIRIS-REx program when in an
ISO Class 7 (Class 10K) cleanroom or when the TLS hardware is exposed. This garmenting is highly
recommended in all other cleanroom environments as well. Details on gowning and personnel operation
procedures will be found in the specific facility Personnel Operations Procedure.

6.2 Non Volatile Residue Levels in the Facility

Ve
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Monitoring of the molecular cleanliness level (typically NVR level) of the cleanroom is necessary to
insure the cleanroom does not adversely contaminate the OSIRIS-REx hardware. Molecular
contamination monitoring plates (or foils) are typically used to monitor the molecular contamination level
in the facility. At least 2 plates will be exposed at any given time. The plates will be analyzed once per
month, staggered so one plate is measured every 60 days. The acceptable level of NVR on the plate after
2 months is Level A per IEST-STD-CC1246D, 1 mg/0.1m2.
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Amino acid specific residue testing shall also be performed once the SARA hardware is present in the
facility. Prior to SARA being in the facility, no amino acid testing is required as all hardware shall be
cleaned prior to integration with the flight system. This residue is measured on foils specially prepared
for this use. The foils will be provided by the GSFC science team, or may be prepared by the vendor if
the appropriate preparation techniques can be implemented on site with the approval of the GSFC science
team. These monitoring foils shall be placed within the facility for exposure of a minimum of 60 days
and shall not exceed 180 ng/cm2 when analyzed. These foils will need to be analyzed by GSFC science
team either at the LM facility or via shipment of the foil samples to GSFC. The vendor is NOT required
to perform this analysis.

ea

6.3 Particle Counts in the Facility

R
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The facility environments will be continuously monitored with a particle counter near the personnel work
area. If the particle counts exceed the room specification (Class 7 or 8), personnel will leave the facility
and/or contamination-generating operations will stop, as directed by the Integration and Test Manager,
the Integration and Test Manager's representative, or Quality Assurance. If facility in house monitoring is
not available, a suitable portable particle counter placed near the hardware is also adequate. If continuous
monitoring cannot be made available, a well defined regular schedule of monitoring shall be provided for
approval. Non continuous monitoring shall require more frequent inspections of the hardware be
performed to insure no contamination events have occurred. The less frequent the monitoring, the more
frequent the inspections must be performed. Initial calibration of the cleanroom alone is not adequate to
monitor the proper operation of the cleanroom. This would allow the cleanroom to operate out of spec
without any indication of a contamination event until it has already caused a significant disruption and
possible damage to the hardware.
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6.4 Cleanroom Maintenance
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A properly maintained facility will be cleaned a minimum of twice per week or more often as necessary.
The cleanroom will be vacuumed, than mopped with deionized water and low-residue, non-ionic
detergent. Scaffolding and other work fixtures will be cleaned at that time. LM will perform the facility
cleaning operations during flight system integration using the procedures outlined in the facility Personnel
Operations Procedure at all LM facilities. Launch site facility cleaning schedules and responsibilities will
be detailed in the launch site contamination control plans listed in appendix C of this document.

6.5 Support Materials

rs

Tools, GSE, and any other items containing materials that shed, slough, or flake particles or outgas
molecular contaminants at room temperature are prohibited from the clean room. The cleanliness
requirements for tools and GSE are given in Section 8.1.

Ve

In addition, only non-retractable ball point pens should be used for writing in the cleanroom. Documents
needed in the cleanroom will be on lint-free cleanroom paper, cleaned, and bagged for transport. If this
practice is not possible, the documents shall be bagged and sealed in clean bagging material and remained
bagged while in the cleanroom. All documents shall be kept downstream of flight hardware.
Additional material and personnel regulations will be found in the facility Personnel Operations
Procedure. Where there is any conflict with these requirements, the more stringent requirement will
prevail.

d

6.6 Facility/Maintenance Restrictions During ATLO

se

The following table describes the facility and maintenance restrictions while OSIRIS-REx is in the ATLO
complex. While these restrictions are not specifically imposed on the instrument vendors, the restrictions
posted in this table can help prevent contamination events and should be followed whenever possible.

ea

Table 6.6-1 Facility/Maintenance Restrictions

Activity

Restrictions

Restriction Time Period

No restrictions

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

Combustion Engine Operation
(Buses, idling trucks, etc)

Not permitted outside near air
intakes

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

Combustion Engine Operation
Non-standard Operations
(cranes, forklifts, trucks,
construction, generators, etc)

Need Approval. May be
allowable depending on location
of flight hardware

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

R

el

Combustion Engine Operation
Standard Operations
(Mowing Grass, normal
deliveries)
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Activity

Restrictions

Restriction Time Period

Not permitted outside/inside
ATLO Complex.

From 1 months prior to
OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

Painting (exterior)

Ask for approval prior to painting
outside ATLO Complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Painting (interior)

Ask for approval, some complex
locations acceptable.

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Roofing / Roofing Repairs

None within ½ mile of ATLO
Complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Paving

None within ½ mile of ATLO
Complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Facility floor
cleaning/stripping/waxing

Ask for approval. Not permitted
within building housing OSIRISREx flight hardware.

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

Facility Floor Maintenance
(Pouring/replacing/repairing
floors)

Ask for approval within complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Solvent usage in ATLO high bay

Non typical solvent use (i.e. IPA,
Acetone, Freon) requires approval

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date

Sealants, caulks
(Windows, bathrooms, ceiling
tiles, HEPA filters, etc)

Ask for approval within ATLO
Complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Adhesive bonding, gluing
(installation of carpets, base
board molding, flooring, etc)

Restricted in ATLO complex; Ask
for permission based on specific
location within building

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Not permitted near air intakes in
ATLO Complex

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

Ask for approval. Not permitted
within building housing OSIRISREx flight hardware.

From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

el

ea

se

d

Ve
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Herbicides / Pesticides

R

Sandblasting, sanding, grinding,
jack hammering
Repair, replacement, or lubricant
of cleanroom equipment
(Air handling equipment, cranes,
doors, etc)
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Use of equipment with air
bearing
Fluorescent lamps

Restrictions

Restriction Time Period

Notify project to allow protection
of critically sensitive operations if
in same facility
Lamp tubes must be encapsulated
and cannot be handled within the
cleanroom environment

From OSIRIS-REx assembly to
shipping date
From 2 weeks prior to OSIRISREx assembly to shipping date

io
n

Activity

rs

7.0 Contamination Control during Fabrication and Assembly

7.1 OSIRIS-REx Instruments during Fabrication and Assembly

Ve

The Instrument Providers are responsible for the Contamination Control of their instruments during
instrument fabrication and assembly at the instrument facilities. The Instrument Providers are also
responsible for instrument transportation to LM per the instrument contamination control plan and other
applicable instrument documentation. Instruments shall be delivered to the flight system meeting the
cleanliness compatibility requirements specified in Section 2.2.

se

d

The Instrument Providers shall supply an instrument Contamination Control Plan to detail the
contamination requirements and contamination control procedures necessary to insure proper
performance of the instrument hardware. This document shall be the guiding document during instrument
fabrication and assembly operations.

ea

7.2 OSIRIS-REx Spacecraft during Fabrication and Assembly

el

OSIRIS-REx spacecraft will be provided by LM-Denver. The Spacecraft Provider shall provide a
spacecraft contamination control plan (CCP) which will be the guiding document during spacecraft
fabrication and assembly operations. The spacecraft and all subsystems shall be delivered to the flight
system meeting the cleanliness compatibility requirements specified in Section 2.3-1 and Section 2.4.2-1.

R

To facilitate the ability to maintain these levels, the spacecraft shall generally be maintained at level
500A/2 per IEST-STD-CC1246D throughout the fabrication process where more stringent cleanliness
requirements are not specified for sensitive hardware elements (ie SARA, SRC, and sample TLS
hardware). This cleanliness level may be verified at most times by meeting VC-HS inspection by a
contamination trained individual. The cleanliness level must be verified prior to delivery for integration
and following the completion of integration operations. As surfaces become inaccessible they must pass
an inspection to VC-HS and be cleaned if necessary to level 500A/2 per IEST-STD-CC1246D or better
prior to final closeout. VC-HS inspection by a contamination trained individual shall be deemed
equivalent to, or better than level 500 A/2 for these periods.
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The following guidelines apply during spacecraft and subsystem fabrication and assembly.
Internal electronic box level and board level fabrication and assembly shall be governed by the proven
cleanliness practices of the box vendor.

rs
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During manufacturing operations such as machining, welding and soldering contaminants should be
cleaned off of the hardware by wiping and/or vacuuming. Lubricants and cutting oils (i.e. oils and
greases) should be cleaned off as soon as possible after the manufacturing operation using appropriate
solvents. Prior to priming or painting, the surface should be cleaned free of particulate or molecular
deposits and be inspected to VC-HS as an equivalent for level 500A/2 per IEST-STD-CC1246D. If an
area becomes inaccessible during fabrication, it must be cleaned and inspected to this same level before
becoming inaccessible. Upon completion of a fabrication operation, the components will be subjected to
a gross cleaning procedure involving solvent washes and particulate removal. The clean fabricated
components will then be bagged.

Ve

Assembly of fabricated components will take place in an ISO Class8(FED-STD-209 Class 100,000)
facility. During assembly, parts will be inspected and cleaned to VC-HS, unless required to be cleaner,
prior to becoming inaccessible. The following guidelines should be adhered to in the assembly process.

se
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Parts, surfaces, holes and so forth must be cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) moistened wipes or
swabs. Only approved wipes, that are low in particulate generation and low non-volatile residue, shall be
used. Wiping should be in one direction only and each pass should be with a new clean area on the
existing wipe or using a new wipe. In some instances, wipes will be ineffective and extracted swabs
moistened with alcohol may be used. Cleaning will continue until all surfaces are visibly clean, highly
sensitive upon inspection. Any cleaning of painted surfaces will be done according to the procedure
recommended by the manufacturer or be performed by the responsible hardware vendor. Prior to any
final assembly, all surfaces must be vacuumed and wiped with the appropriate solvent, giving special
attention to holes, crevices and riveted regions. Assemblies will be inspected for oil or grease deposits,
and if any are found, the areas will be wiped with IPA moistened wipes or other appropriate solvent,
using a clean wipe area for each pass and wiping in one direction.

ea

7.3 OSIRIS-REx Flight system during Fabrication and Assembly

el

The Flight system integration will occur in the LM ATLO complex in both an ISO Class7(FED-STD-209
Class 10,000) facility as well as an ISO Class8(FED-STD-209 Class 100,000) facility operated as an ISO
class 7 facility at various times. Parts from a less controlled fabrication and assembly area will be cleaned
to VC-HS or the required levels defined in Tables 2.3-1 and 2.4.2-1, prior to entry into the cleanroom.
Accessible areas of the

Parts that have been machined, welded, or riveted will be inspected to a
general VC-HS level with white and black lights, or to the required more stringent IEST-STD-CC1246D
level prior to entering the cleanroom.
Solar panels, coarse sensors and radiators will be cleaned according to the OSIRIS-REx Spacecraft CCP
approved procedure. Instrument providers are responsible for instrument cleaning during flight system
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operations, unless permission and a detailed cleaning procedure are provided to OSIRIS-REx, or LM
contamination control engineering.

8.0 Contamination Control during Integration and Test

rs
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OSIRIS-REx will be integrated at LM in the ATLO Complex. Integration will occur in both ISO Class 7
(FED-STD Class 10,000) and Class 8(FED-STD Class 100,000) facilities. Room temperatures will be in
the 72 +5/-10F range and typical humidity requirements are 30 to 50%. Personnel working in the
cleanroom will wear full cleanroom outfits, booties, hoods, masks and approved gloves. When working
with solvents, polyethylene or low NVR Nitrile gloves should be worn. Latex gloves shall not be used on
the OSIRIS-REx mission. Detailed gowning procedures and personnel operating procedures will be
posted if different than standard operating procedures for the facility. The approved bagging materials for
the OSIRIS-REx mission are listed in Section 2.4.1.

8.1 Ground Support Equipment

se

d

Ve

Tools and Ground support equipment (GSE) required for testing will be cleaned to VC per JSC-SN-C0005C with IPA and prior to entry into the cleanroom. If the precision clean area is not attached to the
cleanroom, the tools shall be bagged for transport to the cleanroom. Large pieces of GSE may be cleaned
and inspected outside the facility roll up door and immediately taken into the cleanroom after cleaning
and inspection, without being bagged. In addition, tools and GSE that comes into contact with flight
hardware must be inspected to VCHS level under black light and white light per JSC-SN-C-0005 prior to
entering the cleanroom. If at any time, the tools or GSE become visibly contaminated, the hardware will
be re-cleaned and inspected. Any GSE that will come into direct contact with the sample acquisition TLS
hardware must be be more thoroughly cleaned to insure these highly sensitive parts are not contaminated.
These tools shall be cleaned as detailed above, but this inspection must performed by a contamination
trained individual whose cleaning technique has been verified to meet IEST-STD-CC1246D Level 300
prior to allowing these tools contact with this hardware.

el

ea

Tools and GSE containing materials that shed, slough, or flake particles or transfer or outgas molecular
contaminants at room temperature are prohibited from the clean room. Critical ground support equipment
containing fans must be positioned downwind from the instrument module, spacecraft, and/or flight
system with respect to the HEPA filters. Printers are not allowed in the cleanroom. Additional material
restrictions can be found in Section 4.2.1.

8.2 Contamination Control Flow

R

The Contamination Control Flow throughout integration and test can be found in Figure 8.2-1 TBD.
Figure 8.2-1 will be a simplified OSIRIS-REx integration and test flow and is intended to show
cleanliness inspections and cleanings with respect to activities, not detailed integration and test activities.
Detailed integration and test flow can be found in the OSIRIS-REx Assembly, Test, and Launch
Operations (ATLO) Plan.

Figure 8.2-1 Contamination Control Flow throughout the I&T process
TBD
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8.3 OSIRIS-REx Instruments during Integration and Test

io
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Prior to delivery to the flight system, all OSIRIS-REx Instruments must pass the outgassing certification
requirement as defined in Section 2.2.1. If the instrument outgassing requirements are not met, the
instrument must obtain a waiver from the OSIRIS-REx Project/Contamination Engineer or be baked-out
to the required levels. Upon delivery to the flight system the instrument exterior cleanliness level will be
inspected to the levels in Section 2.2. Instruments not meeting the cleanliness requirements must be
cleaned by their instrument support team and then re-inspected.

rs

Instrument bench acceptance testing will be performed in an ISO Class 7(Fed-Std-209 Class 10,000)
clean tent or cleanroom environment for the contamination sensitive instruments. The instrument will
be purged per the requirements in the respective Spacecraft to Instrument IRCD. Following these
inspections and testing, the instrument will be bagged and delivered to the appropriate cleanroom facility
for integration.

se

d

Ve

If needed, the instruments will be continuously purged with dry, filtered nitrogen throughout integration
and test, as required and defined in the instrument to spacecraft ICD. If the purge must be interrupted, the
duration of the interruption shall not exceed instrument requirements. Instrument personnel will inspect
instruments to the cleanliness levels in Section 2.2, per the schedule in Section 11.2. If an instrument
does not meet the required cleanliness level, the instrument shall be cleaned until it meets the
requirement. The instruments will be bagged and purged(if required) during all periods of inactivity, or if
the hardware is outside of the cleanroom. If an instrument or hardware is removed from the cleanroom
for testing in an unbagged condition, or some other reason such as calibration, it must be re-verified to the
external cleanliness requirements in Section 2.2 or 2.3, before it can reenter the cleanroom. The
instrument support team is responsible for cleaning and maintaining their respective instruments during
flight system integration and testing. Flight system personnel will only clean external instrument surfaces
with specified direction and permission as well as a detailed written procedure from the instrument
provider.

ea

8.4 Purging Requirements

el

A nitrogen purge will be available for OSIRIS-REx instruments as required, during integration and test
until launch. The nitrogen purge will be filtered to 0.5 microns or smaller and shall conform to MIL-PRF27401D, Grade C and ISO 15859-3 or an approved equivalent standard. It may be necessary to switch
the purge gas from nitrogen to clean, dry air for instrument purging during transportation to the launch
site for safety reasons. At the launch site the use of a t-0 purge line will be necessary.

R

The purge interfaces and purge rates will be defined in the Flight system to Instrument Interface Control
Documents. The purge system, purge panel, and associated safety requirements will be defined in the
OSIRIS-REx Purge System Specification or equivalent LM purge specification document.

8.5 Integration of Subsystems and the Flight system
All subsystems and/or components must meet an outgassing certification requirement prior to integration
per Section 2.3.1. At the time of integration, components or subassemblies will be inspected to their
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required cleanliness levels. All spacecraft hardware and ground support equipment shall be cleaned, by
the appropriate support personnel, prior to the hardware entering the designated integration facility.
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Oils, greases and other similar agents that may be contamination hazards will not be used during
integration without the permission of the Contamination Engineer. Joints or crevices will be covered
during integration to minimize the build up of contaminating debris. Rivets, bolts, nuts and so forth must
be cleaned to remove any type of contamination such as lubricants and machining oils prior to integration
and test.
Frequent white light and black light inspections will be made during integration to ensure that the flight
system is maintained at the levels specified in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. All fluorescent and "black" lamps
used to perform inspections must be adequately encapsulated for use around the OSIRIS-REx hardware.

Ve

rs

The completed flight system will be cleaned to the levels as specified in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Direct
sampling of the flight system surfaces can involve taking tape lifts, solvent wash samples, swab samples,
image analysis, and black/white light inspections. Particular attention should be given to areas, which
will become inaccessible during integration. All areas as they become inaccessible will be cleaned to the
required cleanliness levels defined in Section 2.3. The cleaning procedures may entail vacuuming, CO2
snow cleaning, and/or solvent wiping.
The flight system (except attach points) should be bagged per Section 2.4.1 with approved bagging film
during crane operations.

8.6 Test Facilities

ea

se

d

Following integration, OSIRIS-REx will be subjected to environmental testing. Figure 8.2-1 will be a
simplified flowchart of the environmental testing sequence. In the testing facilities, the instruments will
be bagged individually when possible and continuously purged with nitrogen where required. If an
instrument has an aperture cover, these covers should be installed whenever possible. In addition, the
flight system will also be bagged, when possible. Testing facilities will be held at 72 +5/-10F
temperature and 30 to 50% humidity conditions. If a particular test requires the removal of bagging, the
facility will be cleaned and the personnel who come in contact with the flight system and instruments
must be wearing cleanroom bunny suits, booties, hoods, masks and gloves. If solvents are used,
polyethylene or low NVR nitrile gloves (often blue) must be worn. Latex gloves (often yellow), or rubber
(black), etc shall not be used with OSIRIS-REx.

el

8.6.1 EMC/EMI Facility

R

At LM, the EMC/EMI facility is an ISO Class 8 (Class 100,00) Clean Zone (TOCZ) operated with Class
7 (Class 10,000) protocols. Personnel requiring access to the facility may need additional cleanroom
training. The facility has humidity and temperature control. The instruments and spacecraft shall remain
bagged as much as possible, unless integration and test activities in the EMC/EMI room prohibit bagging.
The instruments will be purged continuously where required.
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8.6.2 Vibration Cell

io
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The vibration cells are not cleanroom facilities; however, they will be operated as a Class 8 clean area
through facility cleanings, materials restrictions, and implementation of personnel cleanroom protocol.
Full cleanroom garments will be worn. Personnel in the facility will be limited. The cell will be cleaned
prior to flight system arrival and maintained clean while the flight system is in the facility. The doors to
the cell will remain closed to maintain the room cleanliness, unless operations require temporary door
opening. The instruments will remain bagged and purged at all times while in the vibration cell. The
flight system will be bagged as much as possible, unless prohibited by test activities.

8.6.3 Acoustic Facility

8.6.4 Thermal Vacuum Chamber

Ve
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The Acoustics Facility is classified as a Class 8 clean area through facility cleanings, materials
restrictions, and implementation of personnel cleanroom protocol. All personnel working in the acoustics
facility will wear full cleanroom garments. The room shall be cleaned prior to flight system arrival and
maintained clean while the flight system is in the facility. The instruments will remain bagged and purged
at all times. The flight system will be bagged as much as possible, unless prohibited by test activities.

ea
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The SSL 65' thermal vacuum chamber will be operated as a Class 7 cleanroom due to the requirement for
exposure of sensitive hardware elements during this test. Additional cleanroom training may be required
by personnel working in the chamber, to become familiar with unique chamber protocol and restrictions.
All personnel will enter the chamber through a gowning area. Full cleanroom garments will be worn.
Personnel will be kept to a minimum inside the chamber. A ground support equipment, tool, and
hardware cleaning station will be set up outside the gowning area. Care must be taken to account for all
materials, tools, and equipment brought in and out of the chamber. The chamber will be cleaned and
inspected prior to loading OSIRIS-REx into the chamber. A crane may be used to load OSIRIS-REx into
the chamber. The flight system must be draped with clean bagging film anytime the chamber lid is
opened during thermal vacuum preparations. The chamber will be inspected and re-cleaned, if necessary,
after all work is completed prior to closing the doors. The red tag covers on contamination sensitive
components shall be removed at the last possible moment. The instruments will remain bagged and
purged until the last possible moment prior to closing the chamber doors.

R

el

Contamination monitoring during the flight system thermal vacuum test is addressed in Section 2.4.3. As
specified in that section, the chamber must have a pre-test certification of the outgassing rate, including
GSE, prior to loading the OSIRIS-REx flight system into the chamber. All test instrumentation shall be
installed on the flight system in an ISO Class 7 facility or comparable clean area prior to moving the
spacecraft to the thermal vacuum chamber. After installation of instrumentation is complete, the flight
system will be double bagged and transported to the chamber.
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9.0 Contamination Control during Transportation and Storage

io
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After delivery, all instruments will be bagged and purged during storage or transportation. Subsystems
and subassemblies, which do not have any special requirements for handling and storage prior to
integration, will be cleaned to their respective cleanliness requirement and bagged unless integration or
test activities prohibit it. All systems will be stored in an air-conditioned area with controlled access. The
flight system will be bagged with approved bagging material per Section 2.4.1 when outside of the
cleanroom, unless integration and test activities prohibit it.

Ve

10.0 Contamination Control at the Launch Site

rs

For transportation outside the LM ATLO complex, the flight system shipping container will be used for
protection. The flight system shipping container will be pre-cleaned, prior to use, to Level VCHS per
JSC-SN-C-0005C. Nitrogen or dry, filtered ultra high purity air will be used to purge the shipping
container per the OSIRIS-REx Purge System Specification and the instrument interface control
documents. Temperature and humidity will be controlled and monitored in the shipping container to meet
OSIRIS-REx flight system requirements. In addition, particulate contamination monitoring plates and
NVR monitors will be mounted inside the shipping container to monitor the contamination environment
during transportation.

d

The details of the contamination control procedures to be used during launch site processing will be added
as Appendix C of this plan. The OSIRIS-REx launch site contamination control requirements for the
flight system, the facilities, and the launch vehicle will be delineated in this Appendix. The OSIRIS-REx
Contamination Engineer, launch vehicle team, and the launch vehicle and facilities staff will coordinate
the launch site activities to be presented in the Appendix. Further details will also be provided in the
Launch Services Support Plan (LSSP) which focuses more on what materials are supplied by each
mission group.

se

The launch site plan will minimize contamination generation whenever possible. Instrument soft/hard
covers will remain in place during Launch Site operations whenever possible. The current baseline is to
remove these covers immediately prior to fairing encapsulation.

ea

T-0 purges will remain in place whenever possible in order to meet the purge requirements of the
instruments and mission hardware.

el

11.0 Implementation of Contamination Control Requirements

R

The Integration and Test Manager, Quality Assurance, and Contamination Engineer will be responsible
for ensuring that contamination control measures are implemented throughout the design, fabrication,
assembly, integration, testing, storage and transportation of the OSIRIS-REx mission.

11.1 Cleanliness Inspection and Monitoring Methods
Cleanliness inspection and monitoring methods, which will be used for the OSIRIS-REx mission, are
contamination monitoring plates; optical witness samples (OWS), black and white light inspections,
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washes, swab sampling, tape lifts, and a real time Non-Volatile Residue monitor. Descriptions of these
techniques are as follows:
Contamination Monitoring Plates (or foils):

rs
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Contamination Monitoring Plates are used to determine particulate levels, particle fallout rates, amino
acid residue levels, and Non-Volatile Residue (NVR) levels. Contamination Monitoring plates collect
particulates passively during cleanliness monitoring procedures. Contamination Monitoring plates should
be placed as close as possible to contamination sensitive areas, to obtain the most accurate particulate
readings. The spacecraft particle monitoring plates at GSFC are generally silicon wafers because of the
image analyzer’s ability to process the wafers and determine pretest cleanliness. Occasionally, Teflon
grids are used. Facility fallout plates are usually 1 ft2 stainless steel plates that are washed and analyzed
for molecular or particulate contamination. Amino acid plates are typically pyrolyzed (500oC > 12 hrs in
air) aluminum foil. The foils are usually a 4 cm2 area cut out of a larger foil area in order to avoid
adhesives on the edge surfaces. These foils are typically placed into tared glass tubes and mailed to
GSFC for analysis.

Ve

Optical Witness Samples:

d

Optical Witness Samples (OWS) consist of quartz glass with a thin film of aluminum and a magnesium
fluoride coating to represent an optical surface. Molecular contamination is allowed to deposit on the
samples during cleanliness monitoring. After monitoring, the reflectance degradation of the optical
witness samples is measured.

Light Inspections:

el

ea

se

Visual Inspection is done periodically using black (UV) light or white light. Visibly clean, using white
light is the absence of all particulates and non-particulates visible to the normal unaided eye (except
corrected vision). The three levels of visibly clean and observational distances are listed in Table B-1.
UV inspection light sources are no less than 100 watts and located no more than 50cm from the inspected
item. During UV inspection, light from other sources should not be more than 5 ft-candles. If visual
contamination is evident, the hardware must be cleaned and then re-inspected under the same light
conditions. If during UV inspection there is any evidence of fluorescence the item/surface must be recleaned. If re-cleaning does not reduce the fluorescence, it must be determined whether the fluorescing
material is a contaminant or the substrate surface.

Washes:

R

A surface, which is to be inspected, is washed with alcohol or an appropriate solvent and the solvent and
residue is collected. This rinse is then subjected to quantitative and qualitative analyses and the type of
contaminant residue is chemically identified.
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Tape Lifts:
Tape lift samples are taken of the inspection surface to determine the surface particulate cleanliness level
according to IEST-STD-CC1246D. The tape lift samples are prepared, taken and read by an approved
tape lift procedure. Tape lifts can not be taken on painted surfaces, ITO coated surfaces, or on other
delicate coatings.

io
n

Real Time Non-Volatile Residue Monitor:

A real time non-volatile residue monitor can be utilized on the OSIRIS-REx Program. The monitor can
measure NVR build up over time. The NVR is measured electronically with a surface acoustic wave
sensor. This monitor can be placed in the vicinity of the flight system.

rs

11.2 Verification and Cleaning Schedules

se

d

Ve

Cleanliness verification and monitoring will occur as listed below at a minimum and more frequently if
the OSIRIS-REx Contamination Control Manager deems that extra cleanliness monitoring is necessary.
The hardware surfaces will be inspected for compliance to the cleanliness requirements in Table 11.2-1.
If the contamination levels on the hardware exceed the cleanliness requirements, a cleaning will be
scheduled. Each cleaning will be conducted under a work order authorization developed for the specified
cleaning or as a step in a more extensive procedure. The cleanings shall be performed by Contamination
Control Technicians or by the OSIRIS-REx Contamination Engineering Group. The detailed cleaning
procedures can be found in the hardware approved cleaning and verification procedure. The instrument
providers will be notified for cleanliness inspections and hardware cleanings affecting or in the vicinity of
their instrument. Results from the inspection methods and cleanliness verification on the flight system
will be provided to the instrument providers. Instrument unique cleanliness verification and
contamination monitoring plate change-out will occur per the requirements in the respective Flight
System to Instrument ICD. The instrument providers are responsible for cleaning the instruments unless
permission is given and a detailed cleaning procedure is provided.

ea

Table 11.2-1: Verification and Cleaning Schedule

R

el

Reason for
Inspection or
Cleaning
Instrument Delivery
Sub-System
Delivery
Integration

Post Integration
Vibration Testing
Revision -

Item to be
inspected or
cleaned
Instrument
Sub-Systems

Cleanliness
Requirement

Method

300 A/2
300 A/2

Tape Lift/NVR Rinse
Tape Lift/NVR Rinse

Instrument, SubSystems, Flight
system
Flight system
Flight system

VC-HS

Inspection

VC-HS
VC-HS

Inspection
Inspection
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VC-HS

Inspection

Flight system
Flight system

VC-HS
VC-HS

Inspection
Inspection

Flight system
Flight system
Flight system
Flight system

VC-HS
VC-HS
VC-HS
VC-HS

Inspection
Inspection
Inspection
Inspection

Flight system
Flight system
Flight system
Flight system

500 A/2
VC-HS
VC-HS
500 A/2

Tape Lift/NVR Rinse
Inspection
Inspection
Tape Lift/NVR Rinse

Ve

12.0 Employee Training
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Flight system

rs

Post Vibration
Testing
Acoustics Testing
Post Acoustics
Testing
Pre-Thermal Vac
Thermal Vac
Post Thermal Vac
Post Mass
Properties
Pre-Ship
Shipping
Transportation
Launch Site

R

el

ea
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Contamination Control and Cleanroom Practices training should be conducted for all personnel involved
in the fabrication, assembly, integration, testing, transportation, storage, and launch site activities of the
OSIRIS-REx instruments, subsystems and flight system. Areas which can be studied in the training
sessions are as follows: Definition of contamination and how it affects the OSIRIS-REx mission; the
importance of maintaining contamination control from fabrication through launch; reviewing instrument
and subsystem sensitivities; knowledge of the instrument and spacecraft contamination control plans and
related contamination documents; specific techniques for cleaning, inspection, and packaging; monitoring
techniques in the cleanroom and in the shipping containers; and cleanroom dressing procedures and rules
for working in a controlled cleanroom area.
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APPENDIX A: Acronyms and Definitions

Beginning of Life

CCM

Contamination Control Manager

CPT

Comprehensive Performance Test

CVCM

Collected Volatile Condensable Materials

EMC

Electromagnetic Compatibility

EMI

Electromagnetic Interference

EOL

End of Life

ESD

Electrostatic Discharge

FED-STD

Federal Standard

GSE

Ground Support Equipment

GSFC

Goddard Space Flight Center

Ve

d

High Efficiency Particulate Air

Interface Control Document

ea

ICD

se

HEPA

rs

BOL

io
n

A.1 Acronyms

Isopropyl Alcohol

I&T

Integration and Test

ITO

Indium Tin Oxide

R

el

IPA

LM

Lockheed Martin

MAR

Mission Assurance Requirements

MIL-STD

Military Standard

MLI

Multi-Layer Insulation

NASA

National Aeronautic and Space Administration
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Non-Volatile Residue

OSIRIS-REx

Origins-Spectral Interpretation-Resource Identification-Security-Regolith
Explorer

OWS

Optical Witness Sample

PAC

Percent Area Coverage

QA

Quality Assurance

TML

Total Mass Loss

T/B

Thermal Balance

TBD

To Be Determined

TBR

To Be Resolved

TLS

TAGSAM head, Launch Canister, SRC Canister

T/V

Thermal Vacuum

TQCM

Temperature-Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance

UHP

Ultra High Purity

UV

Ultraviolet

rs
Ve

d

Visibly Clean

Visibly Clean – Highly Sensitive

ea

VC-HS

se

VC

io
n

NVR

Work Order Authorization

R

el

WOA
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A.2 Definitions
The Maximum allowable contamination level set by the user in the
context of controlled environments and cleanliness, which, when
exceeded, requires immediate intervention, including investigation of
cause, and corrective action.

Alert Level

The contamination level set by the user in the context of controlled
environments and cleanliness, giving early warning of a potential drift
from normal conditions. NOTE: When alert levels are exceeded, this
should result in increased attention to the process.

Cleanroom

Room in which the concentration of airborne particles is controlled to
specified limits.

Cold Finger

A cold finger is used in vacuum tests to provide qualitative and
quantitative information about the molecular environment of the vacuum
chamber at the end of the test. It is a stainless steel cylinder of known
surface area, typically 1 ft2, which is flooded with LN2 during the last 8
hours a test. When flooded, the cylinder resides at ~80 K and collects
any molecules that hit the cylinder and are condensable at that
temperature. When the chamber is brought back to ambient, the cold
finger is rinsed with a solvent, and the residue is analyzed to determine
its mass and constituents. The results from cold finger analyses are used
to determine if any unexpected molecular contamination is present.

se

d

Ve

rs

io
n

Action Level

Any unwanted material that causes degradation in the desired function of
an instrument or flight hardware.

ea

Contamination

Organized action to control the level of contamination.

Fiber

A fiber is a particle whose length-to-width ratio exceeds 10:1 with a
minimum length of 100 microns.

el

Contamination Control

Cleaning hardware surfaces to visual inspection standards.

Molecular Adsorber

A zeolite-coated ceramic honeycomb used to adsorb outgassed molecular
contaminants. It is also known as a molecular sieve.

R

Gross Cleaning

Nitrogen Purge
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Pressurized flow of clean, dry nitrogen through a system in order to
displace impurities and reactive species.
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Soluble material remaining after evaporation of a volatile liquid which
usually causes degradation in the desired function of an instrument or
flight hardware.

Flight system

The flight system consists of the complete OSIRIS-REx flight assembly,
all OSIRIS-REx instruments, and all subsystem hardware and bus
components.

Particle

A particle is a small quantity of solid or liquid material which has a
definable shape or mass with a length to width ratio less than 10:1.

Particle Size

(1) The apparent maximum linear dimension of a particle in the plane of
observation, as observed with an optical microscope;

io
n

Non-Volatile Residue

rs

(2) The equivalent diameter of a particle detected by automatic
instrumentation. The equivalent diameter is the diameter of a reference
sphere having known properties and producing the same response in the
sensing instrument as the particle being measured;

Ve

(3) The diameter of a circle having the same area as the projected area of
a particle, in the plane of observation, observed by image analysis;
(4) The size defined by the measurement technique and calibration
procedure.

An alternative method of specifying particle concentration levels on a
surface. PAC is the fraction of the surface that is covered by particles.
Percent area coverage is reported as the sum of the projected areas of the
particles divided by the total surface area.
Precision cleaning is cleaning procedure done in a controlled
environment to attain a specific level of cleanliness. This procedure
follows gross cleaning.

ea

Precision Cleaning

se

d

Percent Area Coverage

Any surface of flight hardware that must meet a specified cleanliness
level to assure the minimum performance levels.

Solvent Flushing

Method of cleaning surfaces with a stream of filtered solvent under
pressure, which is directed against a surface to dislodge and rinse away
any foreign material.

el

Sensitive Surface

R

Solvent Washes

Spacecraft

Revision -

A quantitative method of verifying IEST-STD-CC1246D molecular
cleanliness levels by measuring molecular contamination in a solvent,
which was washed over a surface and collected.
The spacecraft refers to all bus components, structure, electronic boxes,
communication hardware, propulsion hardware, and attitude control
subsystem hardware in an integrated assembly, not including
instruments.
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An established level of maximum allowable particulate and/or NVR
contamination ranging from visibly clean to specific IEST-STDCC1246D levels (e.g., Level 100A, etc. as shown in Figure B-1 and
Tables B-4 and B-5).

Swab Sample

A qualitative method of identifying contaminants by analyzing the
residue on a solvent-soaked swab that was wiped over a surface.

Tape Lifts

A quantitative method of verifying IEST-STD-CC1246D particulate
cleanliness levels by measuring particulate contamination on a sample of
tape that has come in contact with the surface one wishes to examine.

Vapor Degrease

Item to be cleaned is exposed to heated solvent vapors that condense on
the part and wash away contaminant.

Visibly Clean

The achievement of a clean surface as seen without optical aids (except
corrected vision) as measured by a specified method.

R

el

ea

se

d

Ve

rs

io
n

Surface Cleanliness Level
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APPENDIX B: Reference Tables and Figures

VC Level

Incident Light
Level (1)

Observation Distance

 50 foot-candles

5 to 10 feet

Sensitive

 50 foot-candles

2 to 4 feet

Highly Sensitive

 50 foot-candles

Remarks

(2) (3) (5)

Ve

rs

Standard

6 to 18 inches

(2) (3) (5)

(3) (4)

One foot-candle (lumens per square foot) is equivalent to 10.76 lumens per
square meter.

(2)

Cleaning is required if the surface in question does not meet VC under the
specified incident light and observation distance conditions.

(3)

Exposed and accessible surfaces only.
Initial cleaning is mandatory; Note (2) applies thereafter.

ea

(4)

d

(1)

se

NOTES:

io
n

Table B-1: Visibly Clean Levels and Inspection Criteria
(from JSC-SN-C-0005C)

Areas of suspected contamination may be examined at distances closer than
specified for final verification.

R

el

(5)
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Table B-2: Cleanroom Class limits (from ISO 14644-1)

ISO
Classification
Number (N)

io
n

Selected airborne particulate cleanliness classes for cleanrooms and clean zones
Maximum concentration limits (particles/m3 of air) for particles equal to and larger than
the considered sizes shown below (concentration limits are calculated in accordance with
equation (1) in 3.2*)
0.1µm
0.2 µm
0.3 µm
0.5 µm
1 µm
5 µm

ISO Class 1

10

2

100

24

10

237

102

ISO Class 3

ISO Class 6
ISO Class 7

23
700

352

10

200
237

000

1

020

102

000

83

3

520

832

29

35

200

se

ISO Class 8
ISO Class 9

2
370

8

Ve

ISO Class 5

10
000
100
000
1 000
000

35

d

ISO Class 4

4

1
000

rs

ISO Class 2

352
000
3 520
000
35 200
000

8
320

293
83

200
832
000
8 320
000

2
930
29
300
293
000

*

ea

NOTE: Uncertainties related to the measurement process require that concentration data with no more
than three significant figures be used in determining the classification level.
Cn = 10N x [0.1/D]2.08

el

Where:
Cn is the maximum permitted concentration (in particles per cubic meter of air) of airborne
particles that are equal to or larger than the considered particle size. Cn is rounded to the nearest whole
number, using no more than three significant figures.

R

N is the ISO classification number, which shall not exceed a value of 9. Intermediate ISO
classification numbers may be specified; with 0.1 the smallest permitted increment of N.
D is the considered particle size, in micrometers.
0.1 is a constant, with a dimension of micrometers.
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Table B-3: Cleanroom Class limits (from Fed-STD-209)
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Figure B-1: Cleanliness Levels (from IEST-STD-CC1246D)

10

100

rs

1.E+07

1.E+06

Ve

1.E+05

1.E+04

1.E+03

1.E+00

1.E-06

1.E-07

10

1.E-08
1000

100
Particle Size (microns)

R
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1.E-02

1.E-05

el

1

ea

1.E+01

1.E-01

1.E-04

se

1.E+02

1.E+00

1.E-03

d

Number of Particles

1000
1.E+01
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Table B-4: Classification of Levels (from IEST-STD-CC1246D)
Particulate Cleanliness Levels
Particle Size, m

Count per 1 ft2

Count per 0.1 m2

Count per liter

1
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
300
500
500
500
500
750
750
750
750
750
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1
1
2
5
1
2
5
10
2
5
15
25
5
15
25
50
5
15
25
50
100
15
25
50
100
200
25
50
100
250
300
50
100
250
500
50
100
250
500
750
100
250
500
750
1000

1.0
2.8
2.3
1.0
8.4
7.0
3.0
1.0
53
23
3.4
1.0
166
25
7.3
1.0
1785
265
78
11
1.0
4189
1240
170
16
1.08
7455
1021
95
2.3
1.0
11817
1100
26
1.0
95807
8919
214
8.1
1.0
42658
1022
39
4.8
1.0

1.08
3.02
2.48
1.08
9.07
7.56
3.24
1.08
57
24.8
3.67
1.08
179
27.0
7.88
1.08
1930
286
84.2
11.9
1.08
4520
1340
184
187.3
10
8050
1100
103
2.48
1.08
12800
1190
28.1
1.08
105000
9630
231
8.75
1.08
46100
1100
42.1
5.18
1.08

10
28
23
10
84
70
30
10
530
230
34
10
1660
250
73
10
17850
2650
780
110
10
41890
12400
1700
160
1.0
74550
10210
950
23
10
11817
11000
260
10
958070
89190
2140
81
10
426580
10220
390
48
10

rs

Ve
d

se

ea
R
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Level
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Table B-5: Classification of Cleanliness Levels (from IEST-STD-CC1246D)
Non-volatile Residue Cleanliness Levels

A/100
A/50
A/20
A/10
A/5
A/2
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
7.0
10.0
15.0
55.0

Limit, NVR
Mg/liter

io
n

Limit, NVR
mg/0.1m2 1/ (or g/cm2)

0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
70.0
100.0
150.0
250.0

Ve

rs

Level

R

el

ea
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d

1/ Limits on non-volatile residue (NVR, mg) for surface, liquid, or gas to meet the level
of cleanliness.
(One square foot = 0.0929m2)
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Percent Area Coverage
0.00022
0.0035
0.020
0.044
0.080
0.14
0.24
0.4
0.6
0.9
1.4
2.0

rs

Cleanliness Level *
100
200
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750

io
n

Table B-6: Cleanliness Levels versus PAC

R
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Ve

* Per IEST-STD-CC1246D
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APPENDIX C: Launch Site Contamination Control Procedures
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TBD
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APPENDIX D: Materials Archiving Plan
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Instructions for archiving items for contamination knowledge during ATLO
JSC will provide pre-cleaned Teflon bags (or other container), Teflon tape, and forms to
fill out and include with the items to be archived. Bags range in size from 6”x6” to
12”x12” to 18”x18” to 24”x24”. If a bag is an inappropriate container, pre-cleaned glass
vials, aluminum or stainless steel containers can be sent. Please contact Righter and/or
Nakamura-Messenger to discuss and identify the appropriate container and size.
The form will include the following information, which will ultimately be entered into
the JSC database:
Date:
Location:
Person:
Item and location on spacecraft or SRC:

rs

MEL#:
Material:
Reason for archiving:
Manufacturer:

Ve

Size and/or weight:
Lot#:

Manufacturer URL or other contact information:
Bag size:

Vial type:

Vial size:

d

Bag type:
Photographs attached? Y N

se

Any special handling required?:

Specific comments to add to the database:

el

ea

Item should be handled with nitrile gloves, placed in the bag (or container), bag sealed
with Teflon tape, labeled clearly, and then sent along with the form to JSC:
Kevin Righter
Mailcode KT
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Parkway
Houston, TX 77058
281-483-5125

R

The originator of the form and item to be archived should also email Kevin Righter
(Kevin.righter-1@nasa.gov) and Keiko Nakamura-Messenger (Keiko.nakamura1@nasa.gov) to notify them that the item(s) has(have) been sent to JSC so they can
anticipate their arrival.
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Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
4 November 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum Foil samples.
Table I. Mass of foils sent to NASA GSFC and Mass used for analysis
Tube #

Foil

Pre-Weight

Post-Weight

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
D1

West - 06/17/16
- 07/26/16

10.34957
9.95182
9.97566
10.03545
10.11003
10.19294
9.90998
10.14843
10.02686

10.50484
10.098
10.10474
10.2363
10.2726
10.37788
10.20359
10.38144
10.25399

East - 07/13/16
- 08/26/16
West - 07/26/16
- 08/26/16

Foil
Weight
0.15527
0.14618
0.12908
0.20085
0.16257
0.18494
0.29361
0.23301
0.22713

Mass of foil used for Amino Acid
Extraction and Analysis (g)
0.1549
0.1460
0.1285
0.1871
0.1624
0.1847
0.1725
0.1196
0.1476

Procedure
Foils were retrieved from centrifuge tubes and torn with baked out at 500 °C tweezers and placed in 13 mm test
tubes for extraction. The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water)
and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of water and
dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples
were dried again.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was
dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent,
and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the
addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag
protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization
source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis
a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of 9
calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water and analyzed. A linear leastsquare model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the
foil was exposed, only one side was used for calculations.

Table II.
Average

A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

B3

C1

C2

D1

His

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Ser

0.15±0.08

0.01±0.07

0.02±0.28

0.70±0.30

0.17±0.19

0.07±0.20

≤0.1

≤0.1

0.06±0.27

Arg

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Gly

1.91±0.71

2.53±0.46

2.75±1.04

5.09±1.18

2.46±0.43

2.21±0.74

2.39±0.48

2.58±0.55

1.69±0.27

Asp

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Glu

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Thr

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Ala

0.29±0.06

0.34±0.16

0.18±0.13

0.69±0.22

0.31±0.13

0.14±0.06

0.15±0.16

0.67±0.91

0.15±0.18

Pro

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Tyr

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Cys

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Lys

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Meth

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Val

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Leu

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Ile

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Phe

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

≤0.1

Total

2.35±0.84

2.89±0.69

2.95±1.45

6.48±1.72

2.95±0.76

2.42±1.00

2.54±0.77

3.25±1.59

1.90±0.72

Total

2.66 ± 0.61

3.90 ± 2.22

2.45 ± 0.88

The amount of amino acids in these foils is well below the limit. Please note that foil B1 had double the amount
of amino acids as the other foils analyzed in this study.

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
26 August 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control and very low levels were found.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum Foil samples.
Table I. Mass of foils sent to NASA GSFC and Mass used for analysis
No. Description
Pre-Foil
Weight, g
1
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #1
10.14740
2
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #2
10.24112
3
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #3
10.17069
4
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #1*
10.13666
5
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #2*
10.12205
6
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #3*
10.18485
7
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #1*
10.03944
8
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #2*
9.95514
9
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #3*
9.82185
10 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #1
10.00662
11 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #2
10.41023
12 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #3
10.02758
13 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #1
10.27566
14 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #2
10.27740
15 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #3
10.35560
16 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #1
10.27646
17 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #2
10.54982
18 PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #3
10.44853
19 SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #1
10.26456
20 SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #2
10.34950
21 SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #3
10.38674
*Non baked foil

Post Foil
Weight, g
10.36513
10.47214
10.39398
10.41957
10.33998
10.44883
10.35262
10.30658
10.13673
10.32885
10.69979
10.33084
10.56933
10.58304
10.61293
10.58630
10.87839
10.75700
10.61265
10.72061
10.75356

Mass used for
analysis (g)
0.1206
0.1174
0.1033
0.1239
0.1112
0.1140
0.1165
0.1235
0.1036
0.1109
0.1037
0.0942
0.1091
0.1021
0.0931
0.1102
0.1037
0.0933
0.1148
0.1152
0.1099

Procedure
Foils were retrieved from centrifuge tubes and torn with baked out at 500 °C tweezers and placed in 13 mm test
tubes for extraction. The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water)
and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of water and
dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples
were dried again. Please note that sample #8 and sample #30 shattered during initial sealing and the sample vial and foil
were then placed in a 20 mm test tube and extracted.

Analysis

The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was
dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent,
and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the
addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag
protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization
source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis
a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of 9
calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water and analyzed. A linear leastsquare model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the
foil was exposed, only one side was used for calculations.
Table II.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Description
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #1
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #2
SSB Environmental Monitoring 4/27-5/17/16 #3
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #1*
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #2*
O-REx Shipping Container 5/17-21/16 #3*
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #1*
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #2*
O-Rex Shipping Container Blank #3*
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #1
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #2
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - West 5/7-6/17/16 #3
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #1
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #2
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - East 6/17-7/13/16 #3
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #1
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #2
PHSF Environmental Monitoring - Blank #3
SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #1
SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #2
SRC Enable Plug Install 7/13/16 #3

Glycine
0.173 ± 0.005
0.080 ± 0.004
0.091 ± 0.005
0.048 ± 0.001
0.184 ± 0.009
0.065 ± 0.006
0.031 ± 0.003
0.043 ± 0.005
0.045 ± 0.008
0.074 ± 0.001
0.057 ± 0.001
0.085 ± 0.007
0.049 ± 0.004
0.071 ± 0.007
0.086 ± 0.012
0.069 ± 0.002
0.053 ± 0.003
0.059 ± 0.015
0.033 ± 0.005
0.059 ± 0.002
0.024 ± 0.004

Glycine
0.114 ± 0.005

0.099 ± 0.005

0.040 ± 0.005

0.072 ± 0.003

0.069 ± 0.008

0.060 ± 0.007

0.039 ± 0.003

Please note that all values were from selected ion traces that were run in triplicate, any time a standard deviation
is not reported is due to 2 of the 3 values being below the detection. The amount of amino acids in these
foils is well below the limit. The results listed above are for Fluorescence detection, all ions have been
confirmed using SIC as well.

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
4 April 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum Foil samples. For
this analysis different methods were used to tear the foil and place it in 13 mm test tubes for extraction. Since
the foil was too large to completely submerge in the extraction water. The samples were subdivided. Since this
was a new procedure, three methods were used. Those methods are:
1. Tearing with 500 °C Baked Tweezers
2. Tearing with Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
3. Tearing with Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C

Tube
Number

Location

1
2
3

Environmental
Monitoring - 01/20/1602/19/16

4
5
6
7
8
9

Environmental
Monitoring - 02/05/1603/16/16

10
11
12
13
14
15

Environmental
Monitoring - Blank

Environmental
Monitoring - 02/16/1603/14/16

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert
- Foil #1 - 1/16/16

16
17
18
19
20
21

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert
- Foil #2 - 1/16/16

22
23
24
25
26

SC TVAC - Far Side Cold
Plate - 3/10/16

SC TVAC - Gimbal 3/10/16

SC TVAC - Near Side Cold
Plate - 3/10/16

PreWeight
(g)
9.9011
9.9615
10.10028

PostWeight
(g)
10.19704
10.24116
10.3552

Foil
Weight
(g)
0.29594
0.27966
0.25492

9.86382
10.0097
9.92684
10.01898
10.03624
9.91262

10.16467
10.333
10.23837
10.3585
10.32403
10.21038

10.00492
9.95822
10.09201
10.10728
10.11521
10.07003

Foil Tearing Method

Foil
Weight

500 °C Baked Tweezers
500 °C Baked Tweezers
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil

0.1351
0.1457
0.1247

0.30085
0.3233
0.31153
0.33952
0.28779
0.29776

Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C

0.1717
0.1757
0.1567
0.1631
0.1321
0.1535

10.27662
10.25011
10.35951
10.45404
10.51764
10.39931

0.2717
0.29189
0.2675
0.34676
0.40243
0.32928

Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil

0.1356
0.1392
0.1177
0.1618
0.2005
0.1719

9.93591
10.08731
9.96123
10.0285
10.13251
10.0698

10.25658
10.39676
10.25689
10.33656
10.42385
10.36387

0.32067
0.30945
0.29566
0.30806
0.29134
0.29407

Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C

0.1199
0.1521
0.1674
0.1905
0.1541
0.1688

10.00269
9.91669
10.03906
10.10023
10.08701

10.2791
10.20045
10.35162
10.35845
10.35364

0.27641
0.28376
0.31256
0.25822
0.26663

Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers rinsed and dried at 100 °C
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil

0.1399
0.143
0.1467
0.1442
0.1439

27
28
29
30

SC TVAC - Blank

10.01879
10.11035
9.96749
10.17092

10.27577
10.40413
10.27594
10.45344

0.25698
0.29378
0.30845
0.28252

Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil
Tweezers Wrapped with 500 °C Baked foil

0.1342
0.1483
0.1565
0.1485

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and extracted at 100°C
for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of water and dried via centrifugal
evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again.
Please note that sample #8 and sample #30 shattered during initial sealing and the sample vial and foil were then placed in
a 20 mm test tube and extracted.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was
dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent,
and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the
addition of the derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag
protocol on a Waters LCT Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization
source (positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis
a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of 9
calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in water and analyzed. A linear leastsquare model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the
foil was exposed, only one side was used for calculations.
Summary of results

Location

Amino Acid Total (ng/cm2)

Environmental Monitoring - 01/20/16-02/19/16

1.95 ± 2.40

Environmental Monitoring - 02/05/16-03/16/16

2.56 ± 0.38

Environmental Monitoring - 02/16/16-03/14/16

0.79 ± 0.85

Environmental Monitoring - Blank

1.19 ± 1.09

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert - Foil #1 - 1/16/16

3.62 ± 3.25

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert - Foil #2 - 1/16/16

1.59 ± 0.31

SC TVAC - Gimbal - 3/10/16

0.79 ± 0.11

SC TVAC - Far Side Cold Plate - 3/10/16

1.84 ± 0.88

SC TVAC - Near Side Cold Plate - 3/10/16

1.41 ± 1.11

SC TVAC - Blank

1.27 ± 0.45

Table 2. Total amount of amino acids in samples 1 through 15

Aver
age

Environmental Monitoring 01/20/16-02/19/16

Environmental Monitoring 02/05/16-03/16/16

Environmental Monitoring 02/16/16-03/14/16

O-Rex
1

O-Rex
4

O-Rex
7

O-Rex
2

O-Rex
3

O-Rex
5

O-Rex
6

O-Rex
8

O-Rex
9

Environmental
Monitoring - Blank
OOORex
Rex
Rex
10
11
12

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert Foil #1 - 1/16/16
O-Rex
13

O-Rex
14

His
Ser
Arg
Gly

0.25 ±
0.04

0.25 ±
0.01
0.36 ±
0.03

Asp
Glu

0.43 ±
0.05
0.27 ±
0.01
1.18 ±
0.01
0.29 ±
0.05
0.77 ±
0.08

Thr
0.20 ±
0.02

Ala
Pro

0.22 ±
0.01

0.61 ±
0.04

0.21 ±
0.04

0.90 ±
0.03
0.14 ±
0.02
0.23 ±
0.01
0.11 ±
0.02
0.28 ±
0.01
0.11 ±
0.02

0.79 ±
0.03

0.25 ±
0.02

0.17 ±
0.03

0.12 ±
0.01

0.09
±0.02

1.21 ±
0.11

0.44 ±
0.05

0.23 ±
0.03
0.36 ±
0.03
0.84 ±
0.08

0.18 ±
0.03

0.44 ±
0.04

0.10 ±
0.01

0.18 ±
0.02

0.21
0.60 ±
0.02

0.43 ±
0.01
0.11 ±
0.01
0.17 ±
0.01
0.31 ±
0.01

0.35 ±
0.01

0.90
±0.05

0.26 ±
0.01

0.49 ±
0.06

0.36 ±
0.04

0.30 ±
0.03

0.14 ±
0.02

0.11 ±
0.02

0.14 ±
0.02

0.07 ±
0.01

0.29 ±
0.03

1.07 ±
0.08

O-Rex
15
0.11 ±
0.01
0.63 ±
0.04
0.42
1.28 ±
0.07
0.30 ±
0.01
0.96 ±
0.07
0.25 ±
0.02
0.49 ±
0.04
0.40 ±
0.01

Tyr
Cys
Lys

0.30

Met
h
LVal
LLeu
LIleu
Phe
Tota
l
Ave
rage

0.25

0.92
1.95 ± 2.40

0.35 ±
0.01

0.25 ±
0.00

0.25 ±
0.04
0.22 ±
0.02
0.48 ±
0.05
0.25 ±
0.01

0.22
±0.02
0.12 ±
0.02
0.29 ±
0.02

0.20 ±
0.01

4.70

2.92

2.59

0.16 ±
0.01

0.18 ±
0.04

0.14
0.26 ±
0.02
0.14 ±
0.04

2.56 ± 0.38

2.17

0.35

1.77
0.79 ± 0.85

0.26

0.89

0.29
1.19 ± 1.09

2.40

0.81

0.22 ±
0.15

0.46 ±
0.01

0.21 ±
0.03
0.12 ±
0.01
0.26 ±
0.04

0.52 ±
0.06
0.35 ±
0.03
0.71 ±
0.06
0.33 ±
0.03

2.87

7.18

3.62 ± 3.25

Table 3. Total amount of amino acids in samples 16 through 30

Aver
age
His
Ser
Arg
Gly

TVAC Chamber Pre-Cert - Foil
#2 - 1/16/16
O-Rex
O-Rex
O-Rex
16
17
18

SC TVAC - Gimbal - 3/10/16
O-Rex
19

O-Rex
20

0.14 ±
0.02
0.29 ±
0.05
0.80 ±
0.08

0.17
±0.03

0.31 ±
0.06

0.13 ±
0.05

0.08 ±
0.03

0.45
±0.12

0.53 ±
0.12

0.43 ±
0.10

0.53 ±
0.08

0.16 ±
0.03

0.31 ±
0.05

0.33 ±
0.04

0.16 ±
0.04

0.13 ±
0.01

0.16 ±
0.04
0.24 ±
0.03

0.11 ±
0.02

0.07 ±
0.02

O-Rex
21

0.47 ±
0.08

SC TVAC - Far Side Cold
Plate - 3/10/16
O-Rex
O-Rex
O-Rex
22
23
24
0.35 ±
0.03

0.13 ±
0.03

0.12 ±
0.01

1.29 ±
0.15

0.87 ±
0.10

0.74 ±
0.09

0.43 ±
0.03

0.36 ±
0.03

0.29 ±
0.04

0.22 ±
0.03

0.19 ±
0.02

0.14 ±
0.03

SC TVAC - Near Side Cold
Plate - 3/10/16
O-Rex
O-Rex
O-Rex
25
26
27

O-Rex
28

O-Rex
29

O-Rex
30

0.34 ±
0.05

0.21 ±
0.03

0.17 ±
0.03

0.29 ±
0.02

0.16 ±
0.01

0.95 ±
0.08

0.76 ±
0.07

0.51 ±
0.03

0.67 ±
0.03

0.46 ±
0.04

0.42 ±
0.04

0.30 ±
0.01

0.17 ±
0.02

0.27 ±
0.02

0.26 ±
0.01

0.16 ±
0.02

0.12 ±
0.01

0.08 ±
0.01

0.13 ±
0.00

0.07 ±
0.01

0.19 ±
0.03
0.14 ±
0.01
0.27 ±
0.04

0.12 ±
0.02

2.46

1.52

0.24 ±
0.02

SC TVAC - Blank

Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro

0.24 ±
0.03

0.17 ±
0.02

Tyr
Cys
Lys
Meth
L-Val
L-Leu
L-Ileu

0.18 ±
0.05
0.13 ±
0.00
0.31 ±
0.07

0.15 ±
0.04

0.13 ±
0.03

1.94

1.43

0.92

0.23 ±
0.04

0.12 ±
0.01
0.10
0.20±
0.03

0.16 ±
0.03

1.78

1.11

Phe
Total
Aver
age

1.39

1.59 ± 0.31

0.74
0.79 ± 0.11

0.71

2.78

1.71
1.84 ± 0.88

1.03

0.24

1.41 ± 1.11

0.93

1.27 ± 0.45

Please note that all values were from selected ion traces that were run in triplicate, any time a standard deviation
is not reported is due to 2 of the 3 values being below the detection. The amount of amino acids in these
foils is well below the limit.

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Jamie Elsila Cook and Daniel Glavin (workup & Analysis)
25 May 2016 and 8 June 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control. No exposed foils had amino acid
levels higher than the highest blank foil (#29), though the blank showed EACA (from Nylon-6), which has not
previously been observed. The apparent presence of Nylon in the blank and samples is of concern. The averages
of each set of exposed foils were equal to or less than the average of the three blank foils. Overall amino acid
exposure was below the requirement.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to quantify the amount of amino acids on different OSIRIS-REx
Contamination Control aluminum foil samples.
Samples:
PrePostFoil
Foil Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
analyzed (g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
1
10.03256 10.37024 0.33768
0.1803
SSB E.M. 4/1/162
10.0639 10.40113 0.33723
0.1627
5/7/16
3
10.45026 10.78769 0.33743
0.1761
4
10.32546
10.67977
0.35431
0.1732
Room 202 Flow
5
Bench (Launch
10.04173 10.4499 0.40817
0.1943
Container
Re-Furb)
6
9.86207 10.16457 0.3025
0.1548
28
10.11035 10.26168 0.15133*
0.1786
29
Blank
9.96749 10.26254 0.29505*
0.1685
30
10.17092 10.31527 0.14435*
0.1590
*pre-weights were provided later, but I’m not sure if they are accurate, as we tore
foils in half and weighed (last column), and those don’t appear to match the
calculated total weights from the pre- and post-weights for #28 and 30.
Test
Tube #

Sample Name

Procedure
Tubes were opened, and foils were torn in half using clean, baked tweezers. The portion of the foil to be analyzed was
weighed and placed in a clean, baked 13 mm test tube. The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC
Millipore water (hereafter water) and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed
2x with 500 µL of water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3
hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis

The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was dried in a
total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of
borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the
derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass
resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters
Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used.

The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in
water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte.
Due to technical issues with the mass spectrometer the samples were re-deriviteized and the analysis was repeated on the
other 50µL sample. The results below were quantitated from the first analysis with the fluorescence only, but identities
were confirmed on the second analysis with the functioning mass spectrometer.

Table 2. OSIRIS-REx total amount of amino acids in samples (ng/cm2)
SSB E.M. 4/1/16-5/7/16
Average

1

2

Room 202 Flow Bench (Launch Container Re-Furb)
3

4

5

6

Blank
28

29

30

His
0.05± 0.00

Ser
0.01± 0.01

Arg
Gly

0.01± 0.00

0.01± 0.00

0.01± 0.01

0.01± 0.01

0.02± 0.02
0.01± 0.01

0.17± 0.24

0.18± 0.23

Asp
0.12± 0.00

Glu
Thr

0.06± 0.00

Ala
Pro

0.03± 0.03

0.05± 0.00

0.01± 0.01

0.01± 0.01

0.01± 0.02

0.03± 0.00

Tyr
0.04± 0.08

Cys
0.03± 0.01

Lys
Meth
L-Val

0.76± 0.03

0.82± 0.01

0.53± 0.03

0.02± 0.00

0.05± 0.00

L-Leu

0.01± 0.00

L-Ileu

0.05± 0.00

0.02± 0.00

Phe
EACA

0.08± 0.00

0.07± 0.00

0.08± 0.01

0.20± 0.01

0.37± 0.03

0.21± 0.01

0.37± 0.03

0.54± 0.04

0.61± 0.04

Total

0.88± 0.06

0.90± 0.01

0.61± 0.05

0.21± 0.02

0.46± 0.05

0.23± 0.04

0.38± 0.04

1.12± 0.35

0.89± 0.36

Average

0.80

0.30

0.80

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Jamie Elsila Danny Glavin (workup & Analysis)
4 April 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control. Only one foil (#10) had amino
acid levels higher than the highest blank foil (#2), but the replicates of that exposure were below the blanks.
Overall amino acid exposure was below the requirement.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to quantify the amount of amino acids on different OSIRIS-REx
Contamination Control aluminum foil samples.
Samples:
Tube
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Location

Blank

Flight Sampler Head
Integration + Test
Launch Container

SRC Final Deploy

Qual TAGSAM Head
Final Deploy
TAGSAM
Deploy/Alignment Test
Launch
Container/TAGSAM
Deploy 3/17-3/22
SSB EM 3/16/16-4/1/16

SSB EM 3/16/164/26/16

PreWeight (g)

PostWeight (g)

Foil
Weight
sent (g)

9.93191
10.02337
9.89537
9.93919
9.91805
10.07409
9.94188
10.06036
9.86295
10.0815
10.04641
9.84826
9.97094
9.97566
10.03938
9.8985
10.00748
10.02036
10.01098
9.99084
9.9625
9.95715
9.92199
10.10219
9.99083
9.94944
9.9482

10.17286
10.26244
10.21257
10.21998
10.21578
10.3528
10.20973
10.30281
10.16596
10.36717
10.30866
10.09581
10.33542
10.25611
10.37022
10.19191
10.28965
10.27781
10.28179
10.28832
10.2649
10.23883
10.1881
10.3819
10.31199
10.25421
10.26534

0.24095
0.23907
0.3172
0.28079
0.29773
0.27871
0.26785
0.24245
0.30301
0.28567
0.26225
0.24755
0.36448
0.28045
0.33084
0.29341
0.28217
0.25745
0.27081
0.29748
0.3024
0.28168
0.26611
0.27971
0.32116
0.30477
0.31714

Foil Weight
analyzed (g)
0.1272
0.1272
0.1724
0.141
0.1583
0.1357
0.1292
0.1212
0.581
0.1491
0.1223
0.1185
0.1826
0.1516
0.1728
0.1685
0.1292
0.147
0.126
0.1603
0.1602
0.1486
0.1372
0.151
0.1624
0.1534
0.1474

Procedure
Tubes were opened, and foils were torn in half using clean, baked tweezers. The portion of the foil to be
analyzed was weighed and placed in a clean, baked 13 mm test tube. The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of
18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and
sample tubes rinsed 2x with 500 µL of water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M
HCl vapor for 3 hours at 150°C. The samples were dried again. Please note that sample #27 shattered during extraction;
no data is reported for this foil.

Analysis

The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of that 50 L was dried in a
total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of
borate. Both samples and standards were heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the
derivatizing agent. The sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source (positive ion mode), mass
resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters
Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used.
The total injection volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was prepared in
water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass and fluorescence traces were
quantitated; however, sensitivity on the mass detector was lower than the fluorescence detector, and no reliable peaks
were detected above background levels. The tables below report only fluorescence. Since only side of the foil was
exposed, only one side was used for calculations.

Table 2. Osiris-Rex total amount of amino acids in samples 1 through 15 (ng/cm2)
Blank
Avera
ge
His
Ser
Arg
Gly

O-Rex
1
0.02±
0.03
0.15±
0.02
0.01±
0.01
0.34±
0.05

O-Rex
2

O-Rex
3

0.04±
0.00

0.08±
0.01
0.01±
0.01
0.03±
0.00

0.22±
0.01
0.06±
0.01
0.35±
0.03
0.03±
0.01
0.18±
0.02
0.03±
0.00
0.05±
0.00

0.02±
0.01

0.02±
0.02

0.07±
0.01
0.01±
0.01
0.06±
0.01
0.01±
0.01
0.58±
0.04
1.38±
0.22

0.07±
0.01
0.02±
0.00
0.08±
0.01
0.02±
0.00
0.41±
0.02
1.53±
0.15

Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala

Flight Sampler Head
Integration + Test
O-Rex
O-Rex
O-Rex
4
5
6

Launch Container
O-Rex
7

O-Rex
8

O-Rex
9

0.18±
0.06

0.10±
0.01
0.01±
0.01
0.22±
0.08

0.04±
0.00

0.10±
0.01

0.04±
0.01

0.04±
0.00

0.01±
0.00

0.18±
0.09

0.20±
0.10

0.01±
0.00

0.03±
0.01

0.02±
0.02

0.23±
0.06
0.01±
0.01
0.06±
0.02

0.15±
0.00

0.04±
0.01

0.04±
0.00

0.01±
0.00

0.02±
0.01

0.01±
0.00

0.01±
0.00

Pro

O-Rex
12

Qual TAGSAM Head Final
Deploy
O-Rex
O-Rex
O-Rex
13
14
15

0.02±
0.01

0.02±
0.01

0.05±
0.01

0.13±
0.01

0.10±
0.01

0.12±
0.03

SRC Final Deploy
O-Rex
10
0.03±
0.01
0.22±
0.00
0.12±
0.01
0.31±
0.20
0.10±
0.00
0.26±
0.01
0.06±
0.00
0.11±
0.00
0.06±
0.03

O-Rex
11

0.35±
0.26

0.10±
0.06

0.04±
0.01

0.01±
0.00

0.01±
0.01

0.01±
0.00

0.20±
0.02

0.17±
0.02

0.18±
0.01

0.18±
0.01

0.15±
0.00

0.25±
0.01
0.81±
0.30

0.38±
0.03
0.71±
0.09

0.12±
0.00
0.42±
0.04

0.14±
0.01
0.54±
0.07

0.17±
0.01
0.42±
0.07

Tyr
Cys
Lys

0.10±
0.00

Meth
L-Val
LLeu
LIleu
Phe
EAC
A
Total
Aver
age

1.19

0.02±
0.00

0.16±
0.01

0.15±
0.00

0.10±
0.00

0.03±
0.00

0.41±
0.02
0.67±
0.09

0.21±
0.01
0.80±
0.13

0.17±
0.02

0.14±
0.01

0.04±
0.00

0.26±
0.01
0.59±
0.03

0.07±
0.00
0.17±
0.01

0.03±
0.01

0.17±
0.01
0.54±
0.10
0.65

0.20±
0.00
0.62±
0.14

0.26±
0.02
0.83±
0.15

0.53

0.38±
0.01
0.06±
0.00
0.15±
0.00
0.07±
0.01
0.28±
0.01
2.31±
0.31

1.28

0.46

Table 3. Osiris-Rex total amount of amino acids in samples 16 through 26 (ng/cm2); foil 27 was not able to be
quantified due to tube failure during extraction.

TAGSAM Deploy/Alignment Test
Averag
e

O-Rex
16

O-Rex
17

O-Rex
18

Launch Container/TAGSAM Deploy
3/17-3/22

O-Rex 19

O-Rex 20

O-Rex 21

SSB EM 3/16/16-4/1/16

O-Rex
22

O-Rex
24

O-Rex
25

O-Rex
26

0.01±
0.01

His
Ser

O-Rex
23

SSB EM 3/16/16-4/26/16

0.02±
0.00

0.01±
0.01

0.02±
0.01

0.09± 0.01

0.01± 0.00

0.04± 0.00

0.01±
0.01

0.09±
0.04

0.13±
0.03

0.10±
0.01

0.16± 0.06

0.13± 0.04

0.13± 0.00

0.13±
0.00

0.01±
0.01

0.05± 0.01

0.01± 0.01

0.03± 0.02

0.01±
0.01

0.01± 0.00

0.05±
0.01

Arg
Gly

0.12±
0.00

0.05±
0.01

0.22±
0.00

0.13±
0.00

0.01±
0.00

0.01±
0.00

0.25±
0.02

0.62±
0.02

0.32±
0.01

0.04±
0.00
0.34±
0.03

0.01±
0.00
0.05±
0.00
0.97±
0.05

0.07±
0.00
0.53±
0.02

Asp
Glu
Thr
Ala
Pro
Tyr
Cys
Lys
Meth
L-Val

0.14±
0.01

0.11±
0.00

0.07±
0.00

0.17± 0.01

0.21± 0.00

0.28± 0.02

0.43±
0.02

0.46±
0.01

L-Leu
0.03± 0.00

L-Ileu
Phe
EACA
Total
Averag
e

0.19±
0.01
0.44±
0.06

0.28±
0.02
0.55±
0.07
0.48

0.24±
0.01
0.44±
0.04

0.18± 0.00

0.21± 0.01

0.21± 0.00

0.71± 0.11

0.57± 0.06

0.69± 0.05

0.66

0.09±
0.00
0.66±
0.03

0.06±
0.00
0.65±
0.03
0.55

0.75

O-Rex
27

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
23 February 2016
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control. All samples
showed amino acids well below requirements.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different Aluminum
Foil samples
Table 1. Foil Weights
Tube # Operation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Environmental Monitoring blank #1
Environmental Monitoring blank #2
Environmental Monitoring blank #3
SSB E.M. 11/12/15 - 12/17/15 #1
SSB E.M. 11/12/15 - 12/17/15 #2
SSB E.M. 11/12/15 - 12/17/15 #3
SSB E.M. 12/09/15 - 01/07/16 #1
SSB E.M. 12/09/15 - 01/07/16 #2
SSB E.M. 12/09/15 - 01/07/16 #3
SSB E.M. 12/17/15 - 01/19/16 #1
SSB E.M. 12/17/15 - 01/19/16 #2
SSB E.M. 12/17/15 - 01/19/16 #3
SSB E.M. 01/07/16 - 02/05/16 #1
SSB E.M. 01/07/16 - 02/05/16 #2
SSB E.M. 01/07/16 - 02/05/16 #3
TAGSAM Build #1
TAGSAM Build #2
TAGSAM Build #3
TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert
Blank #1
TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert
Blank #2
TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert
Blank #3

PreWeight
10.01344
10.00971
9.98607
9.98922
10.0308
9.87601
10.10877
10.17925
9.97914
10.11391
9.93385
10.22438
10.11961
10.09765
10.06133
10.17003
9.95504
10.03395
10.20621

PostWeight
10.23931
10.25385
10.23939
10.26077
10.29205
10.11096
10.38214
10.44991
10.22502
10.358
10.17521
10.47686
10.38591
10.33834
10.28618
10.43455
10.21701
10.25675
10.42728

Foil
Weight
0.22587
0.24414
0.25332
0.27155
0.26125
0.23495
0.27337
0.27066
0.24588
0.24409
0.24136
0.25248
0.2663
0.24069
0.22485
0.26452
0.26197
0.2228
0.22107

10.08353

10.36656

0.28303

9.95466

10.21881

0.26415

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert #1
TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert #2
TAGSAM TVAC Pre-Chamber Cert #3
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout Blank #1
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout Blank #2
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout Blank #3
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout #1
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout #2
TAGSAM TVAC/Bakeout #3

9.87561
9.95193
10.14835
10.11138
9.91621
9.96511
9.90341
10.04437
9.88571

10.09014
10.1778
10.36368
10.37334
10.1561
10.2246
10.12392
10.26392
10.09544

0.21453
0.22587
0.21533
0.26196
0.23989
0.25949
0.22051
0.21955
0.20973

Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of
water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours
at 150°C. The samples were dried again. Please note that sample #8 and sample #30 shattered during
initial sealing and the sample vial and foil were then placed in a 20 mm test tube and extracted.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of
that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of
Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source
(positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For
UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection
volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was
prepared in water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass
and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side
was used for calculations.

Table 1. Summary of the amount of amino acids in each sample

Gly

Environme
ntal
Monitoring
blank
0.07 ± 0.01

SSB E.M.
11/12/15 12/17/15

SSB E.M.
12/09/15 01/07/16

SSB E.M.
12/17/15 01/19/16

SSB E.M.
01/07/16 02/05/16

TAGSAM
Build

0.08 ± 0.06

0.10 ± 0.04

0.13 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.02

0.10 ± 0.04

TAGSAM
TVAC PreChamber
Cert Blank
0.07 ± 0.01

TAGSAM
TVAC PreChamber Cert

TAGSAM
TVAC/Bak
eout Blank

TAGSAM
TVAC/Bakeout

0.06 ± 0.07

0.04 ± 0.04

0.4 ± 0.15

Glu

0.17 ± 0.12

Ala

0.01 ± 0.01

Pro

0.01 ± 0.02

0.01 ± 0.02

0.07 ± 0.04

0.02 ± 0.04

0.01 ± 0.01

0.02 ± 0.00

Val

0.02 ± 0.01

Leu

0.01 ± 0.02

Ile

0.02 ± 0.03

Total

0.07 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.06

0.10 ± 0.05

0.13 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.02

0.10 ± 0.04

0.14 ± 0.11

0.08 ± 0.11

0.04 ± 0.04

0.68 ± 0.31

Note: Test tube 8 and 30 were reacted in 20 mm test tubes and the large deviations are due to not seeing analytes in some of the
samples while seeing it in others. The most contaminated samples were samples 28 and 29 which were the TAGSAM bakeout samples
but these were still well below the limit.

Contamination Control Report
Jamie Moore (experiments)
Hannah McLain (workup & Analysis)
25 November 2015
Summary
Witness Coupons were analyzed for amino acids for Contamination Control and show blank
levels of total amino acid contamination in all exposures. Neglecting the blanks and only taking
the highest abundance of each exposure, the levels are still <4 ng/cm2 amino acids.
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to test the amount of amino acids on different aluminum foil
samples
Table 1. Foil Weights and identities
Abbr.

Preweight

Event

B1

Postweight

A.A. Foil
Weight

10.01971

10.18882

0.16911

10.13706

10.30945

0.17239

9.95245

10.10835

0.1559

9.96406

10.2286

0.26454

10.02549

10.33522

0.30973

10.00099

10.24419

0.2432

9.99614

10.1324

0.13626

9.85932

10.02328

0.16396

A Pre3

9.87812

10.04031

0.16219

A Post1

9.92621

10.16602

0.23981

10.06816

10.28402

0.21586

10.07422

10.29527

0.22105

9.95304

10.21021

0.25717

9.96263

10.15892

0.19629

TD3

9.7705

10.05471

0.28421

SD1

10.02479

10.28179

0.257

10.03545

10.29805

0.2626

9.96348

10.1974

0.23392

B2

Blank

B3
EM1
EM2
EM3
A Pre1
A Pre2

A Post2

Environmental
Monitoring, RAL, Preship
Acoustics, Bare
chamber run

Acoustics Testing

A Post3
TD1
TD2

SD2
SD3

TAGSAM Deployment
9/17

SRC Deployment 9/17
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Procedure
The tubes were flame sealed with 2 mL of 18.2MΩ 3 ppb TOC Millipore water (hereafter water) and
extracted at 100°C for 24 hours. The extract was removed and sample tubes rinsed 2x with 1000µL of
water and dried via centrifugal evaporation. The samples were hydrolyzed over 6M HCl vapor for 3 hours
at 150°C. The samples were dried again.

Analysis
The dried sample extracts (hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed) were suspended in 100µL water. Of
that 50 L was dried in a total recovery vial and reconstituted in 10 L of water, 20 L of
Waters AccQ•Tag derivatizing agent, and 70 L of borate. Both samples and standards were
heated for 10 minutes at 55C immediately following the addition of the derivatizing agent. The
sample was then analyzed via the commercial Waters AccQ•Tag protocol on a Waters LCT
Premier time of flight mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization source
(positive ion mode), mass resolution setting of 5,000 m/∆m but without external mass accuracy
calibration. Sample was introduced via a Waters Acquity UPLC with fluorescence detector. For
UPLC analysis a 250 L syringe, 50 L loop, and 30 L needle were used. The total injection
volume was 1µL. A set of 9 calibrators of proteinogenic amino acids (0.25 to 250 M) was
prepared in water and analyzed. A linear least-square model was fit to each analyte. Both mass
and fluorescence traces were quantitated. Since only side of the foil was exposed, only one side
was used for calculations.
Results
The larger foils and duplicate foils greatly increased the precision of the measurements. Since in
each exposure the average blank foils showed higher amino acid abundances, the levels in the
other exposures were reported without blank subtraction. The blanks and samples also showed a
primary or secondary amine with the formula C6H13NO2 with a retention time different from the
standards of the same formula (Nylon-6 monomer, leucine, isoleucine, norleucine). The identity
of this compound is unknown at this time, but was quantitated based on leucine. Though the
totals are low, there is a large relative variation in concentrations between samples in the same
exposure. This may be due to the presence of individual biological particles. Even with the
worst foil and the no blank, the levels are still ~1/50 the total budget for each location.
Table 1. Worst-case contamination levels, where only highest amino acid levels of an exposure
are considered and
TAGSAM
Deployment 9/17

Acoustics, Bare
chamber run

Acoustics
Testing

SRC
Deployment 9/17

2.45 ± 0.73

3.50 ± 1.50

3.70 ± 1.96

2.13 ± 1.07
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Environmental
Monitoring,
RAL, Pre-ship
1.90 ± 0.66

Table 2. Average and Standard Deviation of each set of foils using SIC, the blank lines were not detectable using the current method.
TAGSAM
Acoustics, Bare
Acoustics Testing
SRC Deployment
Environmental
Blank
Deployment
chamber run
9/17
Monitoring, RAL,
9/17
Pre-ship
His
Ser
0.14 ± 0.06 0.16
±
0.08 0.13
±
0.12 0.07
±
0.13 0.16
±
0.05 0.61
±
0.56
Arg
0.09 ± 0.08 0.07
±
0.10 0.04
±
0.04 0.02
±
0.03 0.03
±
0.01 0.13
±
0.11
Gly
0.40 ± 0.13 0.54
±
0.21 0.52
±
0.46 0.23
±
0.15 0.63
±
0.15 0.92
±
0.59
Asp
Glu
0.11 ± 0.04 0.17
±
0.16 0.09
±
0.07 0.08
±
0.13 0.10
±
0.08 0.45
±
0.36
Thr
0.02 ± 0.02 0.02
±
0.02 0.02
±
0.03 0.01
±
0.02 0.02
±
0.01 0.10
±
0.09
Ala
0.08 ± 0.06 0.06
±
0.04 0.12
±
0.17 0.04
±
0.03 0.07
±
0.05 0.20
±
0.16
Pro
0.09 ± 0.08 0.07
±
0.02 0.05
±
0.03 0.07
±
0.09 0.04
±
0.02 0.11
±
0.07
Cys
Lys
0.07 ± 0.06 0.07
±
0.06 0.06
±
0.04 0.04
±
0.04 0.03
±
0.03 0.21
±
0.19
Met
Val
0.08 ± 0.06 0.05
±
0.04 0.06
±
0.02 0.05
±
0.04 0.04
±
0.02 0.14
±
0.11
Leu
0.04 ± 0.04 0.05
±
0.07 0.03
±
0.03 0.03
±
0.03 0.02
±
0.02 0.11
±
0.11
Ile
0.11 ± 0.10 0.12
±
0.11 0.08
±
0.05 0.07
±
0.06 0.04
±
0.03 0.20
±
0.17
Phe
0.03
±
0.05 0.01
±
0.02 0.01
±
0.02
0.08
±
0.08
Tyr
C6*
0.52 ± 0.08 1.62
±
0.18 1.81
±
0.33 0.61
±
0.30 0.34
±
0.25 0.95
±
0.12
EACA 0.21 ± 0.09 0.86
±
0.72 0.36
±
0.06 0.40
±
0.26 0.95
±
0.23 0.72
±
0.23
Total 1.96 ± 0.89 3.88
±
1.86 3.38
±
1.47 1.73
±
1.34 2.47
±
0.95 4.93
±
2.96
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Appendix
Table 3a. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual TD foil using SIC, the blank lines
were not detectable using the current method.
TD1

TD 2

TD3

His
Ser
0.15 ± 0.03 0.23
±
0.04 0.09
±
0.01
Arg
0.18 ± 0.01 0.06
±
0.02 0.02
±
0.02
Gly
0.43 ± 0.02 0.59
±
0.10 0.26
±
0.01
Asp
Glu
0.18 ± 0.05 0.18
±
0.07 0.06
±
0.01
Thr
0.04 ± 0.02 0.05
±
0.01 0.01
±
0.01
Ala
0.15 ± 0.01 0.09
±
0.01 0.03
±
0.01
Pro
0.16 ± 0.01 0.08
±
0.01 0.02
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.19 ± 0.09 0.03
±
0.04 0.01
±
0.01
Met
Val
0.15 ± 0.01 0.08
±
0.01 0.04
±
0.01
Leu
0.10 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.03 0.01
±
0.01
Ile
0.24 ± 0.02 0.09
±
0.02 0.04
±
0.01
Phe
0.01 ± 0.02
Tyr
C6*
0.21 ± 0.30 0.27
±
0.38 0.29
±
0.41
EACA 0.26 ± 0.13 0.46
±
0.21 0.27
±
0.18
Total 2.45 ± 0.73 2.25
±
±
0.95 1.15
0.71
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Table 3b. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual A Pre foil using SIC, the blank
lines were not detectable using the current method.
A Pre1

A Pre3

A Pre3

His
Ser
0.12 ± 0.01 0.14
±
0.05 0.28
±
0.04
Arg
0.03
±
0.01 0.18
±
0.01
Gly
0.42 ± 0.03 0.41
±
0.03 0.80
±
0.03
Asp
Glu
0.09 ± 0.05 0.15
±
0.07 0.38
±
0.05
Thr
0.01
±
0.02 0.05
±
0.01
Ala
0.03 ± 0.01 0.05
±
0.01 0.11
±
0.01
Pro
0.06 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.01 0.09
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.01 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.01 0.18
±
0.06
Met
Val
0.04 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.01 0.13
±
0.04
Leu
0.02 ± 0.01 0.03
±
0.02 0.13
±
0.01
Ile
0.05 ± 0.01 0.09
±
0.01 0.26
±
0.01
Phe
0.06
±
0.02
Tyr
C6*
0.71 ± 1.00 0.87
±
1.23 0.85
±
1.20
EACA 2.21 ± 0.74 0.67
±
0.41 0.97
±
0.66
Total 1.55 ± 1.15 1.90
±
±
1.48 3.50
1.50
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Table 3c. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual A Post foil using SIC, the blank
lines were not detectable using the current method.
A Post1

A Post2

A Post3

His
Ser
0.05 ± 0.01 0.07
±
0.01 0.36
±
0.14
Arg
0.01
±
0.02 0.10
±
0.03
Gly
0.21 ± 0.01 0.31
±
0.01 1.16
±
0.16
Asp
Glu
0.05 ± 0.01 0.07
±
0.02 0.20
±
0.06
Thr
0.05
±
0.01
Ala
0.02 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.01 0.35
±
0.05
Pro
0.02 ± 0.01 0.07
±
0.01 0.07
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.01 ± 0.02 0.03
±
0.02 0.08
±
0.02
Met
Val
0.02 ± 0.02 0.04
±
0.01 0.10
±
0.02
Leu
0.01 ± 0.01 0.04
±
0.01 0.07
±
0.01
Ile
0.03 ± 0.01 0.09
±
0.01 0.13
±
0.01
Phe
0.02
±
0.01
Tyr
C6*
0.72 ± 1.01 0.99
±
1.39 1.01
±
1.43
EACA 0.48 ± 0.27 0.69
±
0.43 0.69
±
0.40
Total 1.14 ± 1.12 1.76
±
±
1.52 3.70
1.96
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Table 3d. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual SD foil using SIC, the blank lines
were not detectable using the current method.

SD1

SD2

SD3

His
Ser
0.01 ± 0.02 0.01
±
0.02 0.23
±
0.01
Arg
0.10
±
0.06
Gly
0.16 ± 0.02 0.14
±
0.01 0.49
±
0.13
Asp
Glu
0.02 ± 0.03
0.28
±
0.08
Thr
0.02
±
0.02
Ala
0.05 ± 0.01 0.01
±
0.01 0.06
±
0.01
Pro
0.17 ± 0.01 0.02
±
0.01 0.04
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.04 ± 0.01
0.09
±
0.01
Met
Val
0.05 ± 0.01
0.10
±
0.01
Leu
0.03 ± 0.01
0.08
±
0.02
Ile
0.07 ± 0.01 0.01
±
0.01 0.14
±
0.02
Phe
0.02
±
0.01
Tyr
C6*
0.23 ± 0.33 0.21
±
0.29 0.48
±
0.68
EACA 0.44 ± 0.32 0.60
±
0.43 1.08
±
0.53
Total 0.83 ± 0.46 0.40
±
±
0.35 2.13
1.07
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Table 3e. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual EM foil using SIC, the blank lines
were not detectable using the current method.
EM1

EM2

EM3

His
Ser
0.20 ± 0.03 0.11
±
0.01 0.15
±
0.01
Arg
0.05 ± 0.01 0.02
±
0.01 0.03
±
0.01
Gly
0.71 ± 0.05 0.46
±
0.01 0.66
±
0.01
Asp
Glu
0.21 ± 0.06 0.01
±
0.03 0.13
±
0.03
Thr
0.03 ± 0.01 0.01
±
0.01 0.02
±
0.01
Ala
0.11 ± 0.02 0.04
±
0.01 0.05
±
0.01
Pro
0.06 ± 0.01 0.02
±
0.01 0.02
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.06 ± 0.02
0.03
±
0.01
Met
Val
0.07 ± 0.02 0.02
±
0.02 0.07
±
0.02
Leu
0.03 ± 0.01
0.03
±
0.01
Ile
0.07 ± 0.01 0.01
±
0.01 0.06
±
0.01
Phe
0.01 ± 0.01
Tyr
C6*
0.29 ± 0.40 0.04
±
0.26 0.18
±
0.26
EACA 1.47 ± 0.87 1.24
±
0.26 1.40
±
0.26
Total 1.90 ± 0.66 0.74
±
±
0.38 1.43
0.40
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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Table 3f. Average and Standard Deviation of each individual A Post foil using B, the blank lines
were not detectable using the current method.
B1

B2

B3

His
Ser
1.23 ± 0.01 0.42
±
0.03 0.14
±
0.03
Arg
0.26 ± 0.02 0.14
±
0.02 0.04
±
0.01
Gly
1.67 ± 0.11 0.71
±
0.05 0.50
±
0.03
Asp
Glu
0.91 ± 0.08 0.42
±
0.07 0.18
±
0.05
Thr
0.22 ± 0.04 0.09
±
0.01 0.02
±
0.01
Ala
0.36 ± 0.04 0.13
±
0.01 0.08
±
0.01
Pro
0.21 ± 0.03 0.08
±
0.02 0.07
±
0.01
Cys
Lys
0.41 ± 0.01 0.15
±
0.02 0.02
±
0.03
Met
Val
0.29 ± 0.03 0.12
±
0.01 0.06
±
0.02
Leu
0.24 ± 0.01 0.10
±
0.03 0.05
±
0.03
Ile
0.41 ± 0.02 0.17
±
0.06 0.10
±
0.03
Phe
0.18 ± 0.02 0.05
±
0.02
Tyr
C6*
0.41 ± 0.58 0.49
±
0.70 0.52
±
0.74
EACA 1.17 ± 0.35 0.72
±
0.35 0.90
±
0.18
Total 6.80 ± 1.00 3.07
±
±
1.05 1.78
1.00
*C6 is an unknown C6 amino acid and an isomer of EACA/Leu/Ile
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